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1. This report is forwarded to the technical community in the interest
of providing further information on:

a. flight vehicles which achieve some or all their sustention
from buoyant lift, and

b. the utility of those vehicles for Coast Guard missions.

2. Readers and, in particular, users of the data and conclusions
contained herein are advised that the U.S. Coast Guard does not
cot .ur with numerous elements of this analysis. Consequently, no I
endorsement or acceptance of the authors' conclusions concerning the
applicabl1ity of lighter-than-air type vehicles for Coast Guard
missions should be implied. Enclosure (1) addresses items which
form the basis for nonconcurrence.

3. The contents of this repo-,'t reflect the views of the Center-for-
Naval Analyses, University :if Rochester, Arlington, Virginia, who
are responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented
herein. The report's contents do nOL reflect official views or
policies of the Coast Guard. This report does not constitute a
standard, a specification, or a regulation.

4. This study effort was performed for the U.S. Coast Guard Officeof Research and Development, Safety and Advanced Technology Division,
under a grant from the Department of Transportation, Office of
Assistant Secretary for Systems Development and Technology.

.7. S. GRACEY

Chief of Staff
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Coast Guard Review of CNA Study 1078

I. Introduction: During the course of this study the Coast Guard

provided general and specific comments on areas of concern. Not

all areas of concern were resolved. The purpose of this review

is to identify these concerns, provide the rationale, and

forward the information to the technical community.

I. Summary: The subject study should not be used to judge the worth of

LTA vehicles for Coast Guard missions because of the following: (1)

discrepancies in cost accounting between vehicles: (2) over-estimation

of LTA vehicle maintenance costs; (3) under-estimation of the costs of

the hydrofoil and possibly other vehicles; (4,) use of a task rather

than a mission profile approach; and (5) comparison on a per-vehicle

basis rather than a mission effectiveness basis.

IIM. General Review Comments:

(A) By employing a single task approach rather than using

scenarios or equivalent missions, the relative ranking of the various

vehicles in rendered highly questionable. The optimization criteria

for non-rigid ellipsoidal LTA vehicles used by the authors (single task

mission, landing. gear/tail fin configuration) do not assure that their

recommended designs are optimum for Coast Guard - type missions.

(B) The authors rely heavilX on data which is considered not

applicable to LTA vehicles of modern design. A primary source of

cost data used by the authors is an extended U.S. Navy operation in the

late 1950's. Serious relevancy problems exist In employing that data.
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The vehicles employed had reciprocating engines, complex and unreliable

transmissions and shafting, cotton envelopes and vacuum tube electronics.

That situation differs considerably from the reliability and serviceability

aspects of currently available avionics, propulsion equipment, and

structural materials.

(c) The, operating crew, maintenance personnel, and spare parts

costs do not appear to be consistent in computation or allowance among

the vehicles.

(d) Although required as a primary part of this effort, the

authors did not include hybrid vehicles in the study. Whether or not

hybrid craft have utility for Coast Guard missions remains unresolved.

(e) The conclusions of the subject study and the 1976 CNA Annual

Report are not considered consistent with the data and statements

contained in the report.

IV. Specific Review Comments:

The rationale for the Geteral Review Comments is prescribed below.

A. Analytical Techniques

(1) The various vehicle concepts were compared for a series of

independent tasks instead of for typical mission profiles. This makes

it impossible to draw firm conclusions about relative mission effectiveness

unless one vehicle demonstrates a clear superiority in all tasks, which

was not the case and the conceptual LTA vehicle designs to be optimized to

criteria other than the proper one, namely, total mission cost effectiveness.
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(2) For a mission that consists of a single task, the authors

technique is acceptable. Accounting for transit costs, as is done

in Section V of the report, is equivalent to determining the backup

factor for on-station platforms. However, when missions are not

comprised of a single task, the relative cost-effectiveness of the

various platforms will change. There is no analysis of mixed task

missions in the cost-effectiveness sections of the report.

(3) Mixed task missions require scenario definition to identify

the types of tasks and their duration. Based on the results presented

in the report, any scenario with a mixed task requirement should show

the LTA vehicle as the most cost-effective platform. To test this

assumption an arbitrary scenario was selected for a brief analysis.
For this analysis a mixed mis~ion was chosen in which a specified area i

is searched, and, upon detection, the target is trailed for 5 hours.

The mean time for detection, was calculated, and 5 hours for trail was

added to it to determine the total time of operation. These times were

multiplied by the authors' hourly rate to obtain the total mission cost.

Zero range-to-station for the search phase was assumed. It was also

assumed that the target had a medium radar cross section. Search areas

of 10,000 square nautical miles and 40,000 square nautical miles were

used. These corresp6nd to a .1.00 by 100 nmi and 200 by 200 nmi areas,

respectively. Transit time was not considered. Whgon multiple platforms

are required there is a transit cost involved which would increase the

effective cost of using more thEn one platform. Table I gives the results

of this hypothetical. mixed mission analysis for three platforms; the

II 3
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TABLE I UI.[XED TASK MISSION

A~~C sxn XFOR AN DETECTION TXIHI-

TRAIL 5 11RS - 0 RANGE TO STATION - HEDIU14 TARGET

JOTIA, IrSf Oq__OE•RAION T OTAL COST_IJX
o10000 NIh 40100D Wo1 :6,p 000 o NMI,_ 40o,, 0o -a

LTAI (8) 6.52 11.06 4662 7906

MIRS 5.87* 8.48* 6938 10023

PLAGSTAFF 1I 10.79 29.15* 5976 16322

* Requiro more than 1 crAft, trnnsit cost of extra ve1iele not Included

44
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LTAl(8), the MRS aircraft, and the Flagstaff II hydrofoil. The LTAl (8)

has the lowest cost of the three platforms in performing both of these

missions. The difference in operating cost of the Flagstaff II for

patrol tasks and trail tasks has been accounted for. It phould be noted

that for both missions more than one MRS is required, and for the 40,000

nmi 2 mission more than one Flagstaff II would be required. A more

complete analysis would include those transit costs as well. While

this is an arbitrary scenario similar results should be obtained for

other mixed task scenarios.

(4) The method of vehicle evaluation had the effect of ignoring

the airship's greatest natural attribute for surveillance and patrol

missions - i.e., its ability to provide in a single vehicle both a

high speed dash capability compared to surface ships and long endurance

at low speeds compared to airplanes. This is the result of the relatively

low penalties involved with designing for a high speed capability, provided

the high speed is used sparingly. Thus, although LTA vehicles cannot

compete equally with airplanes in high speed tasks nor with surface

ships for stationkeeping operations, it appears that LTA vehicles of

modern design are strong competitors in missions which require combinations

of these attributes. Whether or not such combinations are desirable for

Coast Guard applications remains to be established.

(5) The LTA vehicle rolb is best suited for long-endurance missions

compared to helicopters and fixed wing aircraft while airplanes are

superior in the speed-domlna:ed patrol tasks. Tn trail/observation

tasks, however, LTA vehicles can fill an important gap. Comparing data

for a 60 knot/2000 n.m./14 crew member L.TA vehicles (page J-75), as
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one example against the primary competition in Trial tasks, namely the

Flagstaff and WMEC-210, the following is apparent from Tables V-8 and

V-9: For ranges less than 200 nautical miles, the Flagstaff is more

cost effective when endurance from 36 to 51 hours is sufficient. For

endurance of 2 to 4 days, an LTA vehicle is probably the most cost-

effective (slightly better than WHEC). For endurance greater than

4 days, the ships and LTA vehicles are competitive.

For ranges greater than 2000 nautical miles, the cross-over for

Hours/$1000 occurs at approximately 350 n.m. between the LTA and

Flagstaff; however LTA vehicle endurance is 3 to 6 time greater. Beyond

350 n.m., LTA vehicles are clearly superior to other candidates for

endurance up to 5 or 6 days and possibly longer. Flagstaff has virtually

no capability beyond 473 n.m. (hullhorne mode means slow response, reduced

effectiveness, and limited time on station).

Several general observations are as follows: a mission crew of 14 can

probably be substantially reduced for LTA vehicles for trail tasks

which would result in a greatly improved cost-effectiveness; LTA

vehicles should be optimized for station-keeping, not speed-dominated

patrol tasks, and should be compared primarily with hydrofoils and small

surface craft, not fixed wing aircraft (LTA should compliment fixed

wing, not compete for the same roles); and with increase in coastal

jurisdiction activities, long range surveillance/search/recovery

capabilities implies station radii in excess of 200 n.m. arc of interest.

(6) Analysis was done to optimize the fuel utilization to maximize

the fraction of time on station to the total mis:iton time. This analysis

6
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ignores the fact as the fuel utilization is improved, the endurance

of a mission increases, thereby forcing an increase in crew and size of

the LTA vehicle required to fulfill the mission. The cost-effectiveness

in performing the tasks is thereby decreased. A better approach is to

look at the total cost-effectiveness including crew size factors. If

the optimal fraction of time-on-station is calculated within the constraint

that the mission cannot exceed the endurance of the specified crew size,

the overall cost effectiveness would be improved. If the analysis of the

LTA vehicles considered the endurance factors in both the initial design of

the family of LTA vehicles and in the analysis of the optimal utilization

of the LTA vehicles, the cost-effectiveness of the LTA vehicles would

increase.

(7) The rationale for selecting sustained Bpeed equal to endurance

speed (Vol. I, page 11-15, paragraph 2) is not explained. LTA

vehicles maximize their time on station by loitering at slow speeds

(30 knoL range); however, they operate at cruise or dash speeds to reach

station as the mission demands. No previously designed LTA vehicles have

loitered at their dash speed, nor does this feature appear to offer

any advantages.

(8) There is concern about the algorithms used to derive and

size the LTA vehicles used in this study. Table 3 on page 35 of Vol. III

attempts to compare fixed wing aircraft with LTA vehicles, both a

non-rigid and a rigid. While these types of air vehicles cannot be

compared on an equal basis due to their speed and endurance mismatch,

the data presented causes concern. The CNA LTA vehicle design model

computes an LTA vehicle with a gross weight of 1,870,000 pounds and

S7
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TABLE 11. Pil isi Com~pnrlson

CNA Dirli~l" •-3•4 CAC-11.22/
Speed (kt) 100 80 100

Range (n.m.) 5000 14,400 12,000

Altitude (ft) 4000 10,000 10,000

Crew 3 353- 36ý/

Passengers 374 533-.4- 363_J

Takeoff Weight (lb.) 1,870,000 414,251 482,100

Volume (cu. ft.) 24,400,000 9,320,000 11,200,000

Length (ft.) 1,061 783 832

Diamionter (ft.) 212 164 160

Power (h.p.) 22,660 5,140 13,017

Fuel (weight (lb.)) 514,000 102,200 147,000L5/

Empty Weight (lb.) 625,000 179,400 269,060

-1/ This vehicle was designed for th ANVCE Project (1977)

2/ This vohicle wns deslant.d for the ITA Project Office (NADC,
Code 6096) (1977)

3./ Th majority of this complmeont are sensor and wenapons operaLurs.

4/ Military payload c'pacity divided by 200 lbs/passenger.

15/ Includes oll and consumables.

* The MM-836 is 62 Vercent smaller than the CNA

"DfligBIllO", ran cairry 43 pnrrent more passengers, and transport

tlwinr nr'arly throe timps farther.
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volume of 24,400,000 cubic feet to transport the same number of

passengers as a Boeing 747. Table I1 presents specifications for

this CNA "Dirigible" compared with two recent rigid LTA vehicle point

designs prepared for the Navy. Note that the CNA model produces an

LTA vehicle 2-3 times larger.

(9) Specification of the LTA buoyant lift-to-total lift ratio ()

was based on landing gear/tailfin geometry, This is an important design

parameter affecting overall transport efficiency and mission parameters

including vehicle size and cruise speed. Since landing gear design is

relatively unimportant, 0 should be selected on the basis of mission

effectiveness and not constrained by an arbitrary landing gear design.

Recent LTA vehicle studies for NASA and the Navy address thrust vectoring

for landing, takeoff and hovering operations. The impact of this capability

on LTA vehicle design and cost for Coast Guard applications was not

Addressed.

(b) Data

(1) Performance, cost and powerplant data appear to be extrapolations

from 1940's and 50's. While historical problems such as ground handling

are mentioned, no recommendations or assumptions for technology improvements

are examined. In this particular instance, a precision hover capability

seems well worth exploring. All NASA and Navy LTA studies have assumed

Shat a hover capability is required.,

(2) The capabllLty for boardting Is withln the state-of-the-art,

but this was not considered by the aitthors.

(3) Too much reliance was placed on the use of Kevlar as an envelope

9
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material. The impression is given that if Kevlar cannot be used, the

prospects for efftcient LTA vehicle designs are very slim. Recent

experience suggests that this material needs further development to be

an acceptable material for LTA vehicle use. However, the weight and

cost penalties for using polyester instead of Kevlar as stated in the

report are not conststent with Navy and NASA studies.

(4) The authors discuss using existing, occupied, original LTA

facilities for servicing and constructing new LTA vehicles. However,

about half of the conceptual LTA vehicle designs presented in the report

should be compatible with many of the facilities which are currently used

to service and construct jumbo jets. LTA vehicles of configurations

other than ellipsoidal could be compatible with the very numerous

facilities designed for smaller aircraft.

(5) The analysis of LTA vehicle cost was heavily dependent on

Goodyear data. The LTA vehicle design computer program presented

synthesizes a size from the performance parameters, using the calculated

weight to define all engineering and most vehicle costs on the basis of

a linear cost/weight relationships. Historically, this has been the

commonly used approach for various items including Aircraft, Avionics

and Engines. This approach is far too simplistic since state-of-art,

size (scale) relationships and other performance-related parameters are

not considered. However, as a first cut approach, especially at top

level, tha results obtained are generally adequate. A summary of this

approach with the resulting cost figures is prcsented on Page 11-5 of

Vol. I. These are stated as:

10



$70/# incremental cost of the prototype
$200/# for engineering
$170/# for the set unit cost
for quantity analysis, an 85% learning curve was assumed.

As stated previously, this approach appears reasonable at a high level.

However, this relationship cannot be linear for all sizes and weights;

the cost per unit of weight would tend to decrease for increasingly

higher weights. The authors apparently assumed only one prototype;

thus, no method is provided to establish the cost of additional prototypes.

Additionally, a factor of $200/pound for engineering cost is low.

However, the report is not clear on the total content of the engineering

effort. If that item contains only the design/drafting/analysis

manpower for engineering, some additional funding will be required for

documentation, ILS analysis, etc., which are a part of all similar

programs,

(C) Costs

(1) The maintenance costs for the LTA vehicles are dramatically

higher than they are for any other vehicle on an hourly basis than are

those of any other vehicle, including the airplanes. For example, in

round numbers the maintenance costs used in the study for the C-130,

the hydrofoil, and the LTA vehicle design considered previously are

$500/hr, $70/hr, and $675/hr. Tle data sources for LTA vehicle

maintenance costs are stated to be U.S. Navy blimp operations in 1957-

1959 for routinc maintenance spare parts and Navy operations and Goodyear

commercial blimp operations for maintenance labor. Use of this data

should be questioned for two reasons. First, it gives costs which

are much higher than has been experienced in similar operations.

i / 11
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Second, it is based on out-moded state-of-the-art in propulsion,Ii
avLinics, and other systems; there have been dramatic improvements

in the maintenance requirements of such systems since the 1950's.

The Goodyear commerical operation data is particularly inappropriate

for this study because it pertains to highly specialized operations

which are not related to Coast Guard or Navy missions.

(2) The cost of maintenance spares is based on a single data point

relevant to 1957 technology. The 1957 cost for maintenance spares of

$150/hr was increased to $350 to reflect inflation factors up to

1976. This approach Ignores the improved reliability of modern

equipment. Vacuum tubes have been replaced with solid state electronics

and reciprocating engines replaced with turbine engines. A more

realistic approach is to estimate maintenance spares based on the component

parts, e.g., engine, power train, avionics and airfrar~e. Most of this

equipment, or equivalent equipment, exists on other modern vehicles.

A comparison of maintenance spares cost with the acquisition cost gives

a strong indication that the authors' costs are out of line. Figure 1

shows the percentage of the acquisition cost associated with the yearly

maintenance spares costs for the LTA vehicles and the other platforms

analyzed In the study. For the LTA vehicles presented, the maintenance

spares cost is from 22 to 46 percent of the acquisition cost. This is

equivalent to the purchase cost of a new LTA vehicle every two to four

years, and does not include the maintenance labor cost. For the competing

vehicles the highest percentage is 11.4, associated with the 11-3 helicopter,

which is considered to have a severe operating environment, with a

~. 13
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.LAiLtr I I -.... A o,ý. k I " GII I HOUR

UTIATIA'N IWC
.1500 hRYR 300OIIR/YR

SPEED RANGE VEH'CL PAYLOAD TOTAL VEHICLE PAYLOAD TOTAI

50 1000 7 6 13 5.0 4.5 9.5
50 2000 9 6 1s 6.5 4.5 11.0

50 3000 10 6 16 7.5 4.5 12.0

60 1000 7 6 13 5.5 4.5 10.0
60 2000 9 6 15 7.0 4.5 11.5

60 3000 10 6 16 9.0 4.5 13.5

70 1000 7 6 13 5.5 4.5 10.0

70 2000 10 6 16 7.5 4.5 12.0

70 3000 14 20 10.5 4.5 15.0

so 1000 8 6 14 6.0 4.5 .10.5

so 2000 21 6 17 8.5 4.5 13.0
80 3000 17 6 23 12.5 4.5 17.0

90 1000 7 6 13 5.0 4.5 9.5
90 2000 13 6 19 10.0 4.5 14.5
90 3000 20 6 26 15.0 4.5 19.5

100 1000 7 6 13 5.5 4.5 10.0
100 200o 25 6 31 11.5 4.5 16.0

110 1000 a 6 14 6.0 4.5 10.5

110 2000 18 6 24 13.5 4.5 38.0

120 1000 8 6 14 6.0 4.5 10.5
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subsequent high demand for maintenance spares. The cost of spare

parts for the hydrofoil vehicle, FLAGSTAFF II, is only $46,000 per

year, or a factor of 50 lower than for the LTA vehicle. This difference

is unreasonable since hydrofoils are relatively complex mechanically

and are considered to be high-maintenance vehicles. Goodyear currently

spends a total of $225,000 per year on maintenance spares for four

advertising blimps or $56,000 per LTA vehicle. Compared to the CNA

estimate of $562,000 per year for maintenance spares cost per 319,000

cubic foot LTA vehicle, Goodyear's actual expenditure is 1/10 the CNA

estimate. Although the Goodyear airships have a much less sophisticated

payload, the CNA figures appear unrealistic.

(3) Maintenance personnel costs are also questionable. Based on

a 1500 hour man-year, Table II shows that it takes from 5-25 maintenance

man-hours per flight hour for vehicle maintenance, and another 4 1/2 - 6

maintenance man-hours per flight hour for payload maintenance. Based

on Navy maintenance statistics it takes about 6 maintenance man-hours

per flight hour to maintain the SH-3A helicopter. This includes engine,

radar and airframe maintenance. Again, comparison with equivalent

equipment on other vehicles would give a more realistic estimate of

manpower requirements. Maintenance requirements for the payload of the

airship should be equivalent to those of other aircraft.

(4) There is an inconsistency in determining the size of the

operating crew for the various vehicles. In sizing the crew for the
- I

LTA vehicles it is assumed that one air crow is i-equired for missions of

12 hours or less endurance, 1 1/2 crews are required for missions of

12 to 36 hoers endurance and 2 crews for missions of greater than 36

15



hours. In costing the Flagstaff I1 (hydrofoil) a total crew (operating

and maintenance) of 14 is specified for operations of 23 hours endurance.

This is a rather low personnel estimate for 1 1/2 crews. For trail

and presence missions where the Flagstaff 11 is assumed to have a

61 and 125 hour endurance, respectively, no change is made in personnel

costa, i.e., the crew size is not increased. It is also not indicated

if the Flagstaff 11 is designed to have the housekeeping capacity for

an expanded crew. The study states that the Flagstaff 11 is the most

cost effective plktform for the endurance tasks. Increases in the crew

requirements would reduce its cost-effectiveness.

(5) Using standard, accepted comparative cost accounting

procedures, the primary economic figure of merit is vehicle direct

operating cost (DOC) per hour of operation. However, a rather

unconventional cost accounting for DOC was used by the authors.

This leads to an erroneous assessment of the relative magnitudes of

the cost elements and causes serious errors when comparing costs

between different vehicles. The DOC cost accounting as used in the

study is as follows for the 100 knot, 2000 mile range design at a

utilization of 3000 hrs/yr, based on Table III-II of the report:

16



Investment $200

Personnel (54 people) 500
Air Crew (22) 250
Flight Crew (12) 150
Payload Maintenance (10) 100

Ground (32) 250
Vehiclu Maintenance (23) 175
Payload Maintenance (9) 75

Maintenance 500
Routine Materials 450
Overhaul, Labor, Materials

Fuel 150
$1350/hr

This cost breakdown implies that cost are dominated by personnel

and maintenance costs. This conclusion, however, is erroneous and is

a consequence of the cost allocation. Contrary to the procedure used

by the authors, it is standard practice to put vehicle maintenance

labor costs under the maintenance element and to omit payload-related

maintenance costs from DOC. This is done because it is presumed that

payload-related costs are the same for all vehicles and hence do not

enter into a vehicle comparative analysis. By definition, DOC consists

of all costs which are vehicle-related and only such costs. Thus,

a more conventional and informative allocation of DOC is as follows

for the same LTA vehicle conceptual design:

Investment 00

Personnel (flight crew) 150

Maintenance 675
Routifne Materials 450
Overhnul, 74bor, Kiterinls 50

Fuel 150
$11.75/hr

17
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It would, of course, be satisfactory to include payload-related costs

provided they were included for all vehicles on a consistent, equivalent

basis, However, there are indications that this was not done. For

example, personnel costs for the FLAGSTAFF I1 are given as $150/hr

in Table III-20 which cannot possibly include "flight" crew, onboard

and ashore payload maintenance personr'l, and vehicle maintenance

personnel.

(6) The revised cost breakdown presented in the last item

makes it clear that the LTA vehiclqv IOC's as estimated in the subject

study are dominated by maintenance jst5, particularly routine maintenance.

In moat cases, maintenance costs are well over 50% of the total. The

maintenance costs estimated for LTA vehicles are considerably higher

than for any other vehicle.

(7) The authors assigned one full maintenance crew to each LTA

vehicle. However, in a fleet or squadron operation one maintenance

crew should be able to service several vehicles.

(8) It is proposed, as an alternate method of costing maintenance

spares and personnel requirement., that a value of 10% of the acquisition

cost be used as the maintenance spares cost per year, and tlbat the

ground crew requirements be reduced by a factor of 3; in other words,

one ground crew maintains three LTA vehicles. Revised hourly costs for

the LTA vehicles, based on these assumptions, are given in Table III.

Using these revised costs, Table IV compares the ratio of the cost

effectiveness of the MRS aircraft and the FlagsLaff II hydrofoil to the

LTA vehicle LTAI for the primary tasks investigated in the study.

18



TABLE)• II RwISED HOURLY COST VIIOURCS

HAINTENANCE SPARES COST 10% OF
ACQUISITION COST

I CRoUND CREW YoR LVERY 3 LTA

SPEED ANAGE PHIRSoNNEL MATNTKNANCE FU)L (NU•4•SENT TOTAL •L• TOTAL

_(__ ($L)HR)l ($/HiR) ($/IIR)

50 1000 274 41 9 41 365 634

50 2000 432 60 12 60 474 810

50 3000 348 78 15 78 519 909

60 1000 277 45 16 45 383 659

60 2000 287 66 21 66 440 777

60 3000 358 104 29 104 595 1030

70 1000 277 51 25 51 404 688

70 2000 290 83 36 83 492 860

70 3000 367 144 52 144 707 1201

80 1000 280 58 38 58 434 722

80 2000 296 106 59 106 567 971

80 3000 380 208 93 208 889 1454

90 1000 216 48 46 48 358 621

90 2000 306 142 94 142 684 1129

90 3000 338 305 161 305 1109 1741

100 1000 219 56 64 56 395 663

100 2000 316 197 352 197 862 1358

310 1000 222 66 88 66 442 715

110 2000 329 286 247 286 1148 1706

120 1000 222 79 120 79 500 784

I' 19



T'ABLE IV TASK COST E'FECFIVLNESS COMPARISONS

TASK CNA EFFECTIVENESS ZF*CTXVENESS PER UNXý
PER UnXT COST REVISED COST

MRSILTA1 FLASTAFF 11/LTA1 M./LTM. FLAGSTAFF II/LT,1

TRAN SIT 2.06 .54 1.21 .32

GRY3S SURVEILLANCE

MEDUMT TARGET 1.05 .31 .62 .19

SMALL TARGET .83 .25 .49 .as

INVESTIGATE DISPERSED TARGETS

NqO INV)STICATION DELAY 1.27 .53 .75 .31

XNVE.STICATION DELAY
LOW DENNSITY 1.19 .53 .70 .31

INVESTICATION DELAY
HIGH DENSITY .88 .65 .52 .38

TRlAIL .69 1.85 .40 1.07

PRESENCE .69 1.60 .40 .93

2.



In all cases the cost-effectiveness of the LTA vehicle improves, and in

most cases it becomes significantly more cost effective than the other

two platforms. This demonstrates that the overall sensitivity of the

study's results to these cost is very significant.
(9) Helium costs and reprocessing may require loss effort and

expense than previously anticipated. Vast quantities of helium (tens

of millions of cubic feet) are presently being discharged daily into the

atmosphere. Thus, a low cost alternative to re-purification of lifting

helium for LTA's might be treating the gas as a consumable and replacing -

it periodically.

(d) Operations

(1) In Appendix I, "Wind Effects and Statistical Data", the

data presented here is clearly in great detail, yet there is no obvious

evidence that this data was used at all. in the remainder of the report.

The authors are in error when they state in Appendix I that wind has

little effect on surface vessel speed. The speed of advance and

transport efficiency of all interface vehicles can be seriously degraded

by interaction with wind - generated waves. Slamming, deck wetness,

and broaching limits are frequently encountered prior to any serious

habitability limits. What is important is the relative effect of

the environment on the competing vehicles' performnance capabilities. The

authors penalized the operational effectiveness of the LTA vehicles in

theIr analysis by imposlng whnd factors. The report does not show that

samilrr enviromental pennrtlen were applced to other vehicles.

21
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(2) The presence task discussed in Vol. I, Page IV-3 could

benefit from the size/altitude/unique identity characteristics of

LTA vehicles. In presence or deterrence roles the Coast Guard craft

must be seen and recognized. An LTA vehicle at 2000 feet would be

recognizable visually to surface craft over perhaps ten times as many

square miles when compared to a Coast Guard cutter. Another clarification

to be made regarding this role of presence (as a deterrent) concerns the

statement made in paragraph 3 on page IV-24 of Vol. I. It is stated

that "For purposes of analysis, we assume (as did the Hydrofoil Study)

that each vehicle exerts the same amount of deterrence".

It is more credible to account for the fact that a vehicle must be seen

and recognized to be of deterrent value. The size of the vehicle should,

therefore, be a factor for consideration.

(3) Also in the deterrence role cruise speed in lieu of endurance

speed should be considered. The exposure of the "presence" vehicle

would be higher for higher loiter speeds. An LTA vehicle at 30 to

40 knots would be more efficient than any of the other vehicles. The

measure of effectiveness would be a function of cost per huur, cruise

speed, and "visibility" area, or the cost to maintain a given area under

surveillance, In reference to Table IV-8, "Cost Effectiveness of Vehicles

Conducting Investigations of Dispersed Targets-Low Density" on page IV-16,

another measure of effectiveness should be the number of targets/hours

on station multiplied by the time on station.

(e) Fnerja

(1) The energy consumption analysis of Seption VII suffer, from the

22
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lack of a meaningful basis of comparison. The comparison is

on a vehicle basis rather than on a mission effectiveness basis.

The relevant parameter should be energy consumption to do a given job,
regardless of the number or size of vehicles required. For example,

helicopters are identified as the most energy efficient for several

tasks, simply because of their small size. No account is made of

the fact that the helicopter's payload capacity is several times less

than that of some of the other vehicles,

(2) The energy analysis conflicts with the data from a previous

CNA study "Hydrofoils for the Fisheries Law Enforcement Mission of the

U.S. Coast Guard" Vol. I. Chap. 5. That study showed the FLAGSTAFF II

consuming more fuel than the WMEC for equivalent patrol coverage. This

conflict is apparently related to the difference in comparing single

task missions to multitask missions.

(f) Conclusions

(i) While ellipsoidal vehicles (non-rigids) were considered to

operate as much as 53 percent heavy, the first study objective (Vol. I,

p. II) to examine "hybrid vehicles of various characteristics", such

as high aspect ratios (deltoids), was not met. On pages 11-2, 5 and 6

of Vol. I, hybrid LTA vehicles are described and discounted on the

basis that they "require considerable development, complicating comparlson

with other vehicles". NASA reports provile data on several specific

hybrid Oesigns.

(2) Even with the methods and issumptions which were employed in the

study regarding L1TA vehicle costs, the report shows that LTA vehicles

S23



are competitive with other candidate vehicles for most tasks.

(3) The study does not make any strong recommendations about the

future development of lighter-than-air vehicles for Coast Guard missions.

It does imply, in the conclusions, that there are better platforms

for the same operations that have less technological risk associated

with their development. This conflicts with the statement on page

11-6 Vol. I which states "blimp technology is developed to about the

level of the technology of alternative Coast Guard vehicles". The

CNA Annual Report, however, does make a much stronger negative statement

about the use of the LTA vehicles for Coast Guard operations. The

authors' rejection of LTA vehicles on the basis of technological risk

is unfounded in the light of the low relative acquisition cost. Assuming

that unanticipated technological difficulties can be overcome by additional

research and development funding and that in overcoming those difficulties

a cost overrun of 100%, occurs, the vehicle total hourly cost will be

increased by less than 10% for most LTA vehicle designs. Therefore, while

technological risk may exist, it should not impact nearly as significantly

the cost-effectiveness of LTA vehicles compared to the other platforms.
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Tm INTRODUCTION

This study examines the suitability and desirability of using lighter-than-air (LTA)
vehicles for the performance of Coast Guard missions. A family of modern airships is
designed, costed, and optimized. Cost/effectiveness comparisons are made with other
vehicles on the basis of task and mission capabilities. Vehicles are also compared on an
energy efficiency basis.

BACKGROUND

An LTA interagency workshop held at Monterey, California in fall 1974 is evidence
of recent strong interest in the potential of lighter-than-air vehicles (reference 9). Under
NASA -NAVY-DOT-FAA sponsorship, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation and Boeing Vertol
Company conducted Phaae I LTA technology studies, which were reported in references
7 and 1, respectively. Goodyear has conducted additional work on a Phase II study that
has been reported in reference 8 and also in "Aviation Week" (21 June 1976). The U.S.
Navy is continuing to investigate LTA concepts in a study of advanced naval vehicle
concepts.

The increased interest in LTA vehicles was motivated largely by the energy crisis
and by the possibility of using modern LTA transport vehicles to reduce fuel consumption.
Another impetus was the interest in use of tethered or remotcly piloted high altitude
vehicles as surveillance or communications relay platforms. The availability of new
polymer materials (such as Kevlar, used in tires) with high streqgth-to-weight ratios
was also a factor in stimulating interest in the potential of new LTA vehicles,

Coast Guard interest in advanced vehicles has been Incrtsed by the impending need
for surveillance of the contiguous fishing zone to 200 miles from U.S. shores,

In 1972 the Center for Naval Analyses performed a study (reference 3) for the Coast
Guard on the application of high performance water craft in 3 different missions. That
study found a large potential benefit (taking cost into account) in using hydrofoil vehicles
for the fisheries law enforcement (ELT) mission. In 1974 the Center for Naval Analyses
conducted a more intensive investigation (reference 4) of hydrofoils for the Coast Guard.
A summary of that study, referred to as the "Hydrofoil Study," is presented in appendix B
of this study.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The work statement (reference 5) listed the following objectives'

* To compare lighter-than-air vehicles including hybrids of various charac-
teristics with the Coast Guard's existing vehicles from the standpoint of
cost and effectiveness for various employment concepts.

I-i



* To determine preferred characteristics for lighter-than-air vehicles for
each of the various roles and missions to be analyzed.

e To compare the energy consumption of the hypothetical lighter-than-air
vehicles with improved conventional craft.

* Where applicable, to include comparisons between lighter-than-air
vehicles and other advanced platforms that CNA has previously studied,
such as hydrofoils and air cushion vehicles.

STUDY CONTENT AND SCOPE

"The study required effort in the following areas:

* Operations Analysis - Determining how and how well the various competing
vehicles perform various functions. The missions analyzed included:

- Enforcement of Laws and Treaties (ELT)
- Marine Environmental Protection (MEP)
- Search and Rescue (SAR)
- Short-Range Aids to Navigation (AN)

* Technical Desi - Determining gross characteristics of several
lighter-than-air vehicles for Coast Guard applications in order to obtain
desired operational characteristics and to make translating these charac-
teristics to costs possible.

e Cost Analysis - Determining and comparing the investment and operating costs
of the various existing and hypothetical vehicles.

s Energy Consumption Analysis - Determining the energy consumption efficiency
of the various vehicles studied.

VEHICLES COMPARED

Vehicles compared with LTA vehicles include the conventional vohicles considered
in the Hydrofoil Study and the Flagstaff II hydrofoil, which that study found to be most
cost/effective:

* Hydrofoil
Flagstaff II - This conceptual vehicle is based on a redesign of an operational
U.S, Navy hydrofoil.

* Cutters
WMEC-210 - A 210-foot cutter capable of a maximum speed of 18 knots.

9 HEC-MEC - A conceptual cutter, approximately 275 feet long, with a
maximum speed of 18 knots.
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WHEC-378 - 378 foot cutter with a speed of 29 knots.

Helicopters

HH-3 - An operational helicopter with a speed of 126 knots.

HH-X - A conceptual replacement for the HH-52 with a speed of 125 knots.

F Pixed-wing Aircraft
HC-130 - An operational turboprop aircraft with a speed of 290 knots.

MRS - A planned jet replacement for the HU-16E with a maximum speed of
about 375 knots.

COAST GUARD MISSIONS

A summary of all the Coast Guard missions is presented in appendix A together with
a discuosion of potential applications of LTA vehicles. The missions were screened to
select those that appear most promising and important. The folloqng 4 missions were
considered to merit additional study:

e Enforcement of Laws and Treaties (ELT) - While this mission Is concerned
with a wide variety of Coast Guard related national and international treaties,
it principally involves the enforcement of fisheries laws. The scope of this
mission will probably increase greatly in view of recent discussions con-
cerning a 200 mile national contiguous fishing zone. The mission involves
collecting census data on fishing fleets (by nationality and type of fishing
activity) in various fishing areas, deterring violations, and detecting and
seizing violators. Cutters are used to provide most of the close-in sur-
veillance and to accomplish the boarding inspections and seizures. Aircraft
are used to provide gross surveillance and target investigation (rigging) in
large patrol areas.

Search and Rescue (SAR) - This mission involves aiding persons and property
in distress on the high seas and in waters under U.S. jurisdiction. The search
phase of the SAR mission capitalizes on the transit speed and search rate of
the vehicle. The rescue phase requires providing direct assistance, e.g.,
life saving equipment. Physically removing an ill or injured person may be
required, and cannot be accomplished by fixed-wing aircraft. Towing a dis-
abled vessel may be required; this can be done only by a surface vessel.

V, -
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e Marine Environmental Protection (MEP) - The Coast Guard MEP program
consists of four phases. Impact assessment involves investigating effects
of pollutants and collecting pollutant data. Prevention and enforcement uses
aircraft surveillance to detect oil on the water surface and determine its
source. The Coast Guard has an Airborne Oil Surveillance System (AOSS)
under development for this purpose. Response involves rapid clean-up of
petroleum spills and in-house abatement. It used containment and oil re-
covery equipment that is designed to be air-transportable by HH-3 heli-
copters and HC-130 aircraft.

e Short-Range Aids to Navigation (AN) - The AN program involves all the ships,
boats, and other vehicles, as well as bases and personnel, necessary to main-
tain necessary buoys, lights, and radio beacons. Primarily, buoy tenders are
used. Aircraft are used to search for missing floating aids. Helicopters are
used to reach places where boat landings are unsafe.

STUDY APPROACH

The study was conducted in several phases of increasing complexity.

The objective in the initial phase was to determine critical factors. A technical de-
sign model was used to estimate airship characteristics for a broad range of design
parameters. Effectiveness was estimated by applying the methodology developed in the
Hydrofoil Study to compare hydrofoils with conventional vehicles on a task basis. Costs
were treated parametrically.

In later phases the technical design model was developed further and characteristics
were determined for a family of 24 airships with speeds that varied from 50 to 120 knots
and ranges of 1, 000, 2,000, and 3, 000 miles. Personnel and maintenance requirements
were estimated as a function of airship size and endurance. Hourly costs were based on
estimates of airship lifetime and annual utilization rate. Costs of vehicles other than
airships were based on the Hydrofoil Study.

Cost effectiveness was determined for a series of tasks considered appropriate for
airships. Each task was examined independently of the others. Aspects of particular
geographic locations were not considered. The tasks considered were:

* Transit to station

o Gross surveillance

9 Local surveillance

* Investigation of dispersed targets

e Trail/Observation

s Presence 1-4
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Gross surveillance is measured by vehicle search rate in square miles per hour; It
is a function of vehicle speed and sensor detection performance. Sensor performance is
measured by sweepwidth (effective pathwidth) in miles.

Local surveillance is the task of searching a fixed area to achieve a prescribed
detection probability of locating a ship or group of ships. Performance is measured
by the time required to achieve that probability.

Investigation of dispersed targets is a task requiring close approach of randomly
distributed targets. It is measured by track distance made good per hour on station.

The target investigation task was extended to include the effects of time delays
during investigation. Two cases were considered (high and low density). In the low
density case the average track distance between targets was assume d to be 200 miles
and the delay time per investigation was assumed to be . 1 hour. In the high target
density case, the track distance was 2 miles and the delay time was assumed to be
.01 hour.

The trail (or observation) task is an extension of the pursuit task considered in
the Hydrofoil Study. The target under trail was assumed to move at an average speed
of 15 knots. All vehicles considered in this study were assumed to be capable of
trailing the assumed 15 knot target; hence, comparisons were made between vehicles
on the basis of cost per hour to perform this task.

To take geography into account generally, the task analysis was extended to
determine cost-effectiveness on station as a function of distance to station. Thus,
this on-station task analysis combines the transit task with any of the other tasks.
Transit speed was varied to maximize the fractional time on station. For patrol
tasks involving search and investigation functions the effectiveness depends on the
"effective speed, " defined by the track miles on station per flight hour. (See chapter
IV.)

The application of task analysis to mission requirements and mission capability
is discussed for three of the four missions of special interest. Complete mission
analyses are beyond the scope of this study. Such analysis would require consideration
of the complex multi-task multi-vehicle nature of Coast Guard missions, including
air station locations relativ'e to mission operating areas.

For the Search and Rescue mission a simple model was developed to measure
mission capability as a function of distance to datum. The contribution of airships in
a secondary SAR role was also investigated.
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Energy consumption analysis was performed to compare vehicles on the basis of
energy efficiency, measured by miles, square miles, or hours on station per gallon,
as a function of distance to station.

VOLUME I CONTENTS

Other chapters of this volume include:

Chapter 2 - Vehicle Characteristics

A general review of LTA vehicle types is followed by descriptions of the family
of airships designed for this study, including construction features and operational
considerations. Sensitivity of vehicle characteristics to changes in design parameters
is discussed, and specific inputs to the technical design model are listed. Other
vehicle characteristics are also listed.

Chapter .3 - Cost Analysts

Cost estimates in FY 1976 dollars are presented for the family of airships
and other vehicles described in chapter 2. Sensitivity of cost factors to certain
characteristics (utilization rates, investment, personnel, maintenance, and fuel
costs) is discussed, and vehicles are compared on the basis of total hourly costs.

Chapter 4 - Task Analysis

Detection, investigation, and observation tasks are defined. A reduced set
of 3 airships (LTA 1, LTA 2, and LTA 3) of varying range is compared with the
other vehicles on a cost-effectiveness basis in patrol tasks.

Chapter 5 - On Station Task Analysis

The task analysis of chapter 4 is extended to include the effects of transit to
station.

Chapter 6 - Search and Rescue Analysis

Use of an LTA in a secondary role in Search and Rescue missions is analyzed,
using historical SAR cases.

Chapter 7 - Energy Consumption Analysis

Vehicles are compared on an energy efficiency basis.

Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Recommendations
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,II VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

A general description of LTA vehicle types is followed by a more detailed discussion
of airship characteristics and operational considerations. The specifications used to
generate the reference set of airships are listed and the principal characteristics are
presented. Comparisons between some conceptual airships are presented to illustrate
the influence of speed, range, and altitude. Variations of structural materials and
power plant technology are also considered. The principal results are sizes of con-
ceptual airships in terms of envelope volume and investment cost. A more detailed dis-
cussion of these subjects is presented in chapters 1 and 2 of volume III.

Except for the MRS aircraft, characteristics of vehicles other than airships are taken
generally from the Hydrofoil Study. Speed and endurance estimates for the MRS were
obtained from the Coast Guard Aviation Branch.

LTA VEHICLES

Lighter-than-air vehicles can be classified in several ways. A classification for use
in this analysis is shown in table II- . The broad categories are balloons, airships, and
hybrid LTA vehicles.

Balloons

Balloons usually have a vertical axis of symmetry. They are intended for small
speeds relative to atmospheric wind, or simply to drift with the winds. The shape of
balloons is maintained by internal gas pressure slightly greater than the external atmos-
pheric pressure.

Tethered balloons are currently used in heavy logging operations in the northwest
United States to move felled trees from upper slopes to a valley floor. Logging balloons
with volumes from 250, 000 to 815, 000 cubic feet are used to carry loads from 11, 000
to 40, 500 pounds.

Free balloons with very large volume capacities are used, in the physical sciences,
to carry experimental equipment, usually measurement equipment, to high altitudes
(above most of the atmospheric mass) for a few days.

Airships

Airships differ from balloons because they are intended to provide self-propelled
airspeeds of, say, 30 knots or more. To reduce air drag, airships have a horizontal
axis of syxnn- cry, with length-diameter ratios of about 4 to 8. The cross sections are
approximately circular. Blimps and dirigibles are two basic types of airships.
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TABLE I1-I

LIGHTER-THAN-AIR VEHICLES

Type Characteristics

Balloons Vertical axis of symmetry
Very low horizontal speed
Shape/strength by internal pressure

Airships,
Blimps Horizontal axis of symmetry

Moderate horizontal speed
Shape/strength by internal pressure
Moderate sizes (historical)

Dirigibles Horizontal axis of symmetry
Moderate horizontal spLed
Shape/strength by structural framework

Hybrid LTA vehicles Semi-buoyant lifting body
Shaped lifting body
Independent rotor lift

Blimps are nonrigid structurally; their envelope shape is maintained by internal gas
pressure, The envelope material of blimps is usually flexible, can deform temporarily
under extreme and unexpected operational loads, and then return to its normal shape
when the load is reduced. However, lack of gas cell compartmentation in blimps could
make them more susceptible to serious damage when gas cell integrity is lost.

A 975, 000-aubic foot 1955 U.S. Navy blimp is compared with a Coast Guard WHEC
cutter in figure II-1.

Dirigibles are rigid airships, that is, airships whose envelope is supported by a
structural framework. A sketch of a U.S. Navy dirigible of the 1930s is shown in
figure 11-2. Its volume was 7.4 million cubic feet.

Hybrid LTA Vehicles

Hybrid LTA vehicles use an integrated combination of static buoyancy lift and other
methods for producing lift. These other lift methods include body aerodynamic lift, in-
dependent rotor lift, integral rotor, and shaped-body aerodynamic lift. Some repre-
sentative examples of hybrid vehicles are shown in figure 11-3.

Blimps were usually operated as STOL (short takeoff and landing) vehicles using
body aerodynamic lift throughout their flight. Thus, they were hybrid LTA vehicles.
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FIG. 11-1: COMPARISON OF A 1955 BLIMP WITH A
HAMILTON CLASS CUTTER
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FIG. 11.2: COMPARISON OF A 1931 DIRIGIBLE AND
A HAMI LTON CLASS CUTTER
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HEAVY LIFT VEHICLES

All.Americen Aerocrane Piasecki Hell/aat

Goodyear Phase II Study
Heavy Lift Vehicle

TRANSPORT VEHICLES

Boeing /4ellpsold

Goodyear Phase II Study
VTOL Transport

FIG, 11-3: SOME HYBRID LTA CONCEPTS
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Shaped lifting body hybrids would obtain aerodynamic lift at improved lift-drag
ratios. This hybrid's body would be shaped as a thick narrow wing in contrast to the
cylindrical body of airships. The Helipsoid proposed by Boeing Vertol in the Phase I
study is an example of this type and is illustrated in figure 11-3.

Hybrid LTA vehicles using a combination of static buoyancy and independent rotor
lift have been proposed principally to achieve very large unit lift capability beyond that
obtainable using a single helicopter. One proposal under investigation by the U.S. Navyri the Helistat (Piaeolki, page 465, reference 9). The Helistat provides no-load lift
by static buoyancy, and uses helicopter rotors to add the large unit load lift for short
duration transportation periods. Additional analysis of this concept was conducted in the
Goodyear Phase nI study. See figure 11-3.

An integral rotor lift hybrid, called the Aerocrane, has been proposed by the All
American Engineering Company (Perkins and Doolittle, page 571, reference 9). Static
buoyancy lift in provided by a balloon. The vertical axis of symmetry of the balloon
is necessary because the entire balloon (and integral-rotor system) is rotated at low rates
by tip-mounted reciprocating engines and propellers to develop lift on the rotor blades.
Low horizontal speeds are adequate for transportation of large unit loads; therefore, a
balloon form is not a disadvantage for this concept.

The 80-passenger Airport Feeder vehicle proposed by Goodyear in the Phase Il
study is a short range, moderate speed (more than 100 knots) transport using a high
percentage of aerodynamic lift during flight. Takeoff requires tilting propellers, which
also provide a vertical takeoff and landing capability. This hybrid combines 3 lifting
processes - static, aerodynamic, and independent rotor thrust.

Only the blimp airship LTA is considered further in this study. Blimp technology is
developed to about the level of the technology of alternative Coast Guard vehicles such
as airplanes, helicopters, and hydrofoils. Shaped lifting bodies would require con-
siderable development, complicating comparison with other vehicles. The Helistat and
Aerocrane heavy lift capability does not appear to be needed by the Coast Guard.

BLIMP CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

A blimp consists of an envelope that encloses pressurized lifting gas; it has stab-
ilizing and control surfaces on the tail, and a car and propulsion structure that are supported
below the envelope (figure 11-4).

The envelope is made of Dacron, or other material, and is covered on the outside
with an aluminum pigment. As the blimp increases altitude, the lifting gas within the
envelope expands due to the decreased external pressure. To permit this expansion,
flexible air ballonets are installed within the envelope.
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FIG. 11.4- TYPICAL BLIMP CONSTRUCTION
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As the blimp ascends, the lifting gas is permitted to expand by deflation of the
ballonets. When the ballonets are completely deflated, the envelope is 100 percent full
of lifting gas and the blimp in at its gas, or pressure altitude.

The car structure and attached propulsion plants are supported by a combination of
two suspension systems. The internal steel suspension cables distribute the concentrated
load of the car to a pair of laterally symmetrical catenary curtains inside the top of the
envelope, Another catenary system distributes pitching and yawing forces from the car
to the envelope.

The car structure contains the flight controls and communications in a pilot com-
partment, support for outriggers for mounted engines, Internal tanks for fuel, and the
landing gear.

The air scoop and a blower system provide pressurized air to ballonets. The blimp
envelope is a pressurized structure. The required pressure differential depends on the
bending moment expected in flight. (The relation between pressurization and loads for a
pressurized structure can be seen directly for a fabric building that is pressurized. If
a snow load of about one foot is expected, the internal pressurization must be sufficient
to support this vertical load.) The pressure differential for blimps has been about 3
inches of water (0.8 percent of atmospheric pressure). Larger pressure differentials
increase the envelope weight.

Current Blimps

Several oountries have constructed blimps, largely for military applications. Ger-
many built many prior to and during World War I, and has recently designed and con-
structed new blimps. The United States has been the major user of blimps. The U.S.
Navy used blimps between 1917 and 1962; the U.S. Army acquired bliraps from 1921 to
1933. Commercial blimps have been built by Goodyear from 1919 through 1972.

Early U.S. blimps had volumes between 35, 000 and 200, 000 cubic feet. During the
1950s volumes were increased to about 1 million cubic feet; the largest U.S. Navy blimps
in 1959-60 had a volume of 1.5 million cubic feet.

In 1976 there are 3 operational blimps in the United States: the Columbia II, the
America, and the Europe, which are advertising blimps of the Goodyear Aerospace
Corporation. There is also a development program, funded by the U.S. Navy, for a

very high altitude (about 70, 000 feet) unmanned station-keeping blimp called the High
Altitude Superpressurized Powered Aerostat (HASPA) (Wessel and Patroni, page 595,
reference 9; Korn, page 585, reference 9.) Coast Guard missions require low altitude
operations, so high altitude airships are not considered in this study.
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An unmanned tethered communication (TCOM) blimp is produced commercially by
Sheldahl, Inc. of Minnesota (Mehke, page 613, reference 9). The dimensions of this
airship are: length, 175 feet; diameter, 56.8 feet; full volume, 267, 000 cubic feet.
The structure of the airship is designed to withstand 90-knot winds at sea level and 100
knots at 10, 000 feet. The airship has remained aloft for 5 days; its endurance is
limited by onboard fuel to generate electrical power for the pressurizing blowers and
the communications system. A 4-person crew recovers, services, and launches the
balloon. With 4, 000 pounds of payload at 10, 000 feet altitude, the system provides
line-of-sight communications to a radius of 120 miles. A prototype system began
operating in summer 1973 on Grand Bahama Island to provide television coverage for
the outer islands.

GROUND OPERATIONS

Hangaring

Although the military services currently have no blimps, a dozen airship hangars
still exist in the United States. These were constructed for earlier blimp and dirigible
programs and are currently in use, at least in part, for other purposes. Thus, hangar
facilities costs for new airships would be the cost of alternative facilities for the present
occupants of the airship hangars. Approximately 100 medium size (500, 000 cubic feet)
blimps could be accommodated in existing airship hangar facilities. (Piasecki, page 37,
reference 10).

Hangar facilities are needed in all but the most benign climates (moderate temper-
ature and low winds) for overhaul and damage repair of airships. Overhaul time was
only a smaU fraction of the service life of earlier airships; therefore, for this purpose
one hangar facility can serve several airships. In the 1950s, U.S. Navy blimps (1 to
1.5 million cubic feet) were on a schedule of an 8-months overhaul after each 48 months
of service. In the 1970s, the Goodyear advertising blimps (200,000 cubic feet) spent
2 weeks in overhaul each year. Thus, the existing airship hangars could accommodate
several hundred medium size blimps for overhaul purposes.

In most parts of the United States, it would be desirable to use hangars for routine
shelter at least in some seasons. The large 1.S. dirigibles of the 1930s were hangared
almost continuously except when in flight.

In contrast, the U.S. Navy K-ships (about 400, 000-cubic foot volume) of World War
11 were operated on coasts of the Atlantic Ocean in the tropics without any hangar
facilities at all.

Ground Handling

During the 1950s, the U.S. Navy developed mechanized equipment and procedures
for mooring and handling blimps on a field. Mobile masts could be moved by special
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mast and docking tractors. Ground handling mules were maneuverable tractors with a
constant-tension winch capable of accepting line loads from any direction. These were
capable of restraining the blimp and controlling the line loads. For larger blimps,
additional mules were used in the operations of moving the blimp and mast to a mooring
circle, hangaring, and moving to and from a takeoff position.

This equipment made it possible to operate the 1,5 million cubic foot ZPG-3W with
relatively few ground crew, Hangaring and takeoff required about 12 people; landing and
mooring operations required about 18.

Field Services

Several kinds of services for airships are required on the field when hangars are
not used nor available. For example, fuel pipes or tank trucks are needed. Helium
supplies and water for ballasting are requirements unique to airships. Helium trailers
could be used. Electric power to maintain pressurization of blimps on the ground is
required. These services could be easily provided.

Maintenance and Overhaul

Maintenance Includes preflight checks and preflight correction of deficienceies. The

helium gas must be monitored for quantity and purity for all airships. Special ladders
called "sky hooks" were used for envelope inspection, patching, and painting. Retenuloning
(monthly in 1959) of the car-support cables required from 24 to 48 hours. However, new
design criteria may eliminate, reduce, or at least minimize, this requirement.

Overhaul of U.S. Navy blimps in the 1950s was accomplished at one central location

at Lakehurst, New Jerqey. Every 48 months the Overhaul and Repair (O&R) unit per-
formed specified overhauls that took 8 months.

Maintenance personnel requirements and costs are discussed in appendixes E and F
of volume Ul;

FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Takeoff, landing, and flight operations for airships differ from those of airplanes.

Historically, airships did not hover well and were difficult to control at low speeds.
Response to control forces was very slow and required the pilot to plan ahead.

Short takeoff and landing (STOL) operation of airships minimizes the time spent at
low and relatively unstable speeds. U.S. Navy blimps in the 1950s generally used ground
run for takeoff and landing.
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Blimp Takeoff and Landing

The ground run distance for blimps when heavy is short with respect to the length
of the blimp. The U.S. Navy ZPG-3W blimp, required a ground run for takeoff of 587
feet and a takeoff distance of 1, 468 feet to clear a 50-foot obstacle.

For the ZPG-3W blimp, about 12 people and 2 mules were required for takeoff.

For landing, the ZPG-3W blimp used 18 people and equipment to restrain the blimp
and move it back to its mooring mast or hangar. The Goodyear advertising blimps of
200, 000-cubic foot volume use about 7 people and no equipment.

Influence of Flight Altitude

Selection of flight altitude is important for both airships and airplanes. Jet air-
planes can fly high, without decreasing useful, loads to obtain greater speed and range
by better engine efficiency. Airplanes with reciprocating engines also fly as high as
the engine supercharging permits, to obtain greater speed and range.

In contrast, the useful load of airships decreases rapidly with increasing gas altitude.
Either payload or fuel (and range), or both, must be decreased as gas altitude is increased.

B~uoyancy and Trim

The weight of an airship decreases as propulsion fuels are used. For buoyant oper-
ations, compensating weight must be added if a constant altitude is to be maintained.
Dirigible airships maintained static buoyancy by condensing water ballast from engine
exhaust. The condensate was stored in empty fuel tanks. The condensing systems,
"however, added to the weight, complexity, and maintenance requirements of the airship.

U. S. Navy blimps using aerodynamic lift operated over coastal areas where they
could descend to sea level, winch down a canvas bag water scoop, and obtain water to
pump into empty fuel tanks. This method was simple and direct, but required operations
at low altitudes over water.

The temperature and pressure of the lifting gas and local atmoophetic air must be
monitored. When the local air temperature is greater than the standard value, the air
density and static lift are reduced. When gas temperature reaches equilibrium with the
increased air temperature, the static lift is decreased about I percent for each 5 degrees
Fahrenheit of air temperature increase.

Gas temperature is affected by direct solar radiation and airflow heat conduction on the
envelope in flight. Excess gas temperature above air temperature is called superheat.
This superheat reduces gas density and increases static lift (about I percent for each
4 degrees of superheat).
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In flight, small perceAtage changes in static lift can be handled by dynamic lift; for
ground operations such as takeoff and landing, it is more difficult to compensate for
ti.ese effects.

Aerodynamic Lift and Ballasting

Aerodynamic lift was used by U.S. Navy blimps to provide good controllability;
hence, the blimp was flown in the manner of an airplane.

The heaviness makes the blimp more manageable as it is moved out for takeoff. A
short takeoff run then produces enough speed to develop an aerodynamic lift equal to the
heaviness.

During climb, the aerodynamic lift is maintained and static lift is constant. Additional
lift can be obtained (given sufficient structural strength) by increasing the angle of attack.
As propulsion fuel is used, the heaviness (the required aerodynamic lift) decreases.

When heaviness has decreased, the blimp descends to sea level and obtains water
ballast. Speeds of about 10 knots could be used without excessive angles of attack.

WEATHER OPERATIONS

Weather affects the operational effectiveness of all aircraft. Due to airships'
relatively low speed capability, wind speed can be a significant weather deterrent to
operational effectiveness. As with other aircraft, snow, icing, and lightning also lower
effectiveness. Various types of weather storms also limit aircraft effectiveness.

Winds and Airships

Atmospheric winds are the most significant consideration for airships: wind effects
are important near the ground during hangaring, masting, takeoff, and landing. Winds
also affect flight operations. When operating at a cruise speed of 40 knots into a head
wind of 30 knots, the ground speed is only 10 knots. Thus, the speed and direction of
expected wind must be considered, together with the desired mission flight path.

Cumulative frequency of wind speeds in several U.S. coastal marine areas, is
analyzed in volume II of this report. A typical result indicates that during 95 percent
of the summer months, the wind speed at sea level is not greater than 10 knots. During
77 percent of the winter months, the wind speed is not greater than 10 knots. Thus, at
a 40-knot blimp cruise speed, the influence of wind speed can be important. But, at a
100-knot cruise speed the influence would be much less.

At an altitude of about 2,000 feet the wind speeds are considerably greater than at
sea level, particularly in winter. This is generally true for all U.S. coastal marine
areas, and the wind speeds continue to increase as larger altitudes are considered.
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Because of this, airships should be operated at low altitudes to reduce the influence

of wind speed. With this restriction, airships could operate for much of the year in most
U.S. coastal marine areas without drastic reductions of ground speeds due to head winds.

The influence of higher wind speeds can be reduced by selecting routes and altitudes

to minimize head winds. In 1976, weather reporting and forecasting provided continuous
radio weather intorr, ation.

Snow and Icing

Snow accumulations on a flying blimp can be minimized by changing altitude, and by
the effects of air flow on the envelope.

For moored blimps, heavy wet snowfall tends to stick rather than slide off. The
weight of a moderate thickness of wet snow can exceed the design strength of the landing
gear and that of the pressurized structure envelope, causing roll over or collapse of the
envelope. In the 1960s, the U. S. Navy washed snow from moored blimps with a fire
hose; helicopter downwash was also used to blow accumulated snow away and to heat the
helium gas to reduce accumulation.

Icing is not a major problem, except when the airship is moored. In this case, the
effect is analogous to the effect of snow.

Freezing rain occurs infrequently along the coastal areas, and does not occur 200-
300 miles off shore due to the warming effect of the ocean. Freezing rain occurs only

at altitudes of about 1, 000 to 3, 000 feet, so reduction of altitude can eliminate ice
accumulation.

Severe Weather

Severe weather conditions, such as regions of strong frontal turbulence, thunder-
storms, squall lines, and hurricanes, are avoided by all aircraft whenever possible.
Predictions of probable turbulence regions are now made routinely and on-board radar
can warn of the possibilities of such severe weather conditions.

Lightning has not been a hazard to airships in flight in the past. There has been
some evidence of lightning strikes on blimp fins, cars, and radomes, but none that
caused detectable damage to the envelope. There is also evidence that a lightning
strike did ignite spilled fuel under a moored Navy blimp, Leading to rapid burning of

*. the envelope.

Long squall lines may present the most difficult weather problem for airships. It
is not easy to fly around the long squall line at airship speeds, and the airship cannot

-* rise to the height necessary to fly over the line.
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Boarding and Recovery

Boarding is a requirement of the ELT mission. For an airship, it might be accom-
plished by use of a collar supported at the end of a cable of considerable length. Capa-
bilities are limited by the atmospheric and wind conditions, the sea state, and above all,
the cooperative or uncooperative attitude of the receiving surface vessel.

Direct boarding is a hazardous operation for an airship even under optimum conditions.
Since the atmospheric and wind conditions cannot be controlled, and receiving vessels
would probably not be cooperative in the ELT mission, direct transfer to a vessel is not
considered to be an airship capability.

Recovery in SAR missions should be feasible for an airship, but would probably not be
as advantageous as recovery by helicopter.

CONCEPTUAL AIRSHIPS FOR COAST GUARD MISSIONS

A set of conceptual airships is presented whose characteristics were estimated ac-
cording to the conceptual airship model presented in volume III. These airships are
compared later with other Coast Guard vehicles to determine if airships could provide
improved mission performance.

A conceptual design model analyzes various new concepts possible; however, the model
should be based on data on existing vehicles as well as physical principles. In the case
of airships, however, the available data on airships are for vehicles at least 15 years old.
In addition, the conceptual airships of most interest incorporate new technology, principally
engines and structural materials, that has not previously been used in airship construction.

Conceptual design models for other vehicles provide weight and cost estimates within
±10 percent of detail-design results. The differences are often less than ±10 percent.
However, because of the lack of current airship data and in view of the new technology,
the accuracy of the conceptual airship model calculations may not be so good as ±10
percent.

The conceptual airship model is described at length in volume III, and includes the
details of the estimating equations.

Specifications and Characteristics

This section describes a set of conceptual blimps used throughout the study. A
preliminary screening of the cost effectiveness of airships showed that envelope volumes
of about 0.5 million cubic feet are desirable for Coast Guard missions. For such sizes,
blimps are usually preferable to dirigibles, depending on the technology assumed for
each type. In addition, for missions over coastal ocean waters the ocean water ballast
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procedures developed for U.S. Navy blimps can be used. It is possible that dirigibles
could use similar procedures, but they have not been developed. Finally, if dirigibles
with 1976 technology were considered for these missions, the conceptual design model
indicates that there would be only small changes compared with the set of blimps.
Therefore, only the set of blimp-type airships is considered.

The set of 24 conceptual blimps was formed by varying sustained air speed, endurance
air speed, and endurance range. Sustained speed and endurance speed wero equal for
each blimp. Eight speeds (50, 60, ... , 120 knots) were used. At each speed, endurance
ranges of 1, 000, 2, 000, and 3, 000 nautical miles were considered. The specifications
used for the set are shown in table 11-2.

The cruise altitude was specified as 2,000 feet, Officer and enlisted aircrew were
specified according to the requirements discussed in appendix E of volume II. The ship
durati, i in days was specified as (endurance range/endurance speed) divided by 24. This
does not provide accommodations facilities and personnel stores for the longer ship
durations that are possible at lower operating speeds and range combinations. The
envelope length-diameter ratio and prismatic coefficient are about optimum (minimum
size and cost) for this set of blimps. A lift gas purity of 94 percent and a design gust
speed of 35 feet per second are often used in design calculations for airships.

A takeoff speed ratio of 60 percent gives a takeoff ground run approximately equal
to 2.5 times the blimp length (see volume III). The takeoff angle of attack for carrying
fuel by aerodynamic lift was specified to be the optimum. Optimum is defined in the
model as the maximum takeoff angle of attack attainable without lengthening the landing
gear beyond the length required for car and propeller clearance. A ratio of engine cruise
power to maximum (takeoff) power of 0.80 is often used in design calculations for
airships.

A design payload equipment weight of 3, 500 pounds was assumed for the Coast Guard
Airborne Oil Surveillance System (AOSS) and miscellaneous equipment. A deck area
of 105 square feet was specified to provide space for this equipment. Separate payload
equipment electric power (specification 31) was specified as 14 kilowatts, The number of
engines for blimps is to be specified as two.

The investment cost was calculated in 1976 dollars for a production quantity of 20.
A 1976 specific cost of $170 per pound of empty weight was used for the first production air-
ship and a cumulative learning rate of 85 percent was used. These specifications lead to
an average production cost of about $105 per pound in 1976 for the 20-airship buy. When
engineering cost and production prototype increment cost are also included in these esti-
mates, the specific cost rises to $119 per pound, including helium costs brings the total
to about $125 per pound.

Other characteristics and features specified for the reference set of blimps include
turboprop conceptual (rubber) engines, helium lift gas, and a new envelope material
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TABLE IX-2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR REFERENCE SET OF BLIMPS

Sustained speed varied Special payload (lb.) 3,500
Endurance speed varied Special deck (sq.ft.) 105
Endurance range varied Electric power (kw) 14

Crpise altitude (ft.) 2,000 Number of engines 2

Number of officers (a) Year dollars 1976
Number of enlisted (a) Production quantity 20
Ship duration, days (b) Specific cost (e/lb.) 170
Length/Diameter 5 Learning rate C%) M5

Prismatic coefficento 0.65 Engine type turboprop

Gas Purity (%) 94 Lift gas helium

Design gust(ft./sec.) 35 Envelope Triaxial Xevlar
Takeoff speed ratio (1)d 60 Minimum ballast (%) 3
Takeoff angle optimum Reserve fuel (M) 10
Cruise power ratio* 0.9

(a) From volume 11, appendix E, table E-7, for each speed
and endurance range.

(b) Equal to (endurance range/endurance speed) divided by 24.

(c) Ratio of envelope volume to volume of circumscribing cylinder.

(d) Ratio of takeoff speed to sustained speed

(e) Ratio of cruise (endurance) power to maximum (ustlned speed) power.

(f) For first production unit.
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called triaxial Kevlar film. The triaxial Kevlar film material has been used previously
in balloons, but not in blimps. A minimum operating ballast of 3 percent of total weight
and a fuel reserve of 10 percent of operating fuel were specified.

The principal characteristics of the reference set of blimps are shown in tables
11-3 and 11-4. The average cost does not include the cost of payload equipment and pay-
load installation.

Hull length can be compared with the Hamilton class Coast Guard cutter, which is
350 feet at the waterline,

The total power rating of the two conceptual engines is also shown in table 11-3.
These power ratings indicate the size of engine required for the specified speed and
range combinations.

Fuel rates are used to estimate operating costs. This rate is also of interest because
of its relationship to potential fuel conservation.

The total lift shown in table 11-4 equals the sum of the buoyant lift plus aero-
dynamic lift. Considerable aerodynamic lift is provided by the optimum takeoff angle
of attack, especially at the larger flight speeds. The ratio of aerodynamic lift to
buoyant lift shown in table 11-4 increases from about 0. 10 at 50 knots to 0.61 for a
1, 000-mile range and 120 knots.

The ratio of aerodynamic lift to total fuel weight is the fraction of fuel that is carried
aerodynamically. At 50 knots and a 1, 000-mile range, 56 percent of the fuel is carried
aerodynamically; the fraction decreases to 17 percent for a 3, 000-mile range. In the
first case, reballasting is required at least once; in the second case, at least five re-

ballastings are required. When the fuel carried by aerodynamic lift has been used, It
is possible for the airship to use buoyant low speed operations without burning "aero-
dynamic lift" fuel.

At 120 knots, 97 percent of the fuel is carried aerodynamically, so there is little
opportunity to use low speed operations.

The lift-drag ratios (at half of aerodynamic lift) increase slowly with airship size
and decrease rapidly with increasing flight speed. At 50 knots, the lift-drag ratios
are above 20; at 120 knots, the ratio is down to 5,6,

The takeoff angles of attack are shown in the last column of table 11-4. They are
around 6 degrees from the 2, 000- and 3, 000-mile range cases. For the 1, 000-mile
range cases, the takeoff angle of attack increases from 7.5 to 9.4 degrees as the
speed increases.

11-17
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TABLE 11-3

CHARACTERISTICS OF REFERENCE SET OF CONCEPTUAL AIRSHIPS

Envelope Average a Hull Engineb Fuel
Speed Range volume cost length power rate
(knots) (miles) (1000 cu.ft.) (1976 $1000) (ft.) (h.p.) (ual./hr)

50 1000 319 1220 250 277 23
50 2000 514 1790 293 373 30
50 3000 727 2350 329 462 37

60 1000 347 1360 257 494 40
60 2000 569 1970 303 665 52
60 3000 980 3120 364 944 71

70 1000 377 1530 264 815 62
70 2000 709 2480 326 1196 88
70 3000 1360 4320 405 1821 129

00 1000 408  1730 271 1268 93
so 2000 903 3190 354 2058 144

80 3000 1958 6250 458 3402 227

90 1000 340 1440 255 1563 112
90 2000 1188 4270 387 3461 231
90 3000 2854 9140 519 6155 394

100 1000 374 1680 263 2266 157
100 2000 1623 5920 430 5767 372

110 1000 411 1980 273 3218 215
110 2000 2322 8570 484 9635 606

120 1000 465 2370 285 4506 293

a) Investment cost per airship, based on a 20-airship buy, including
costs for engineering, development# and prototype.

b) Total for the two engines.
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TABLE 11-4

AERODYNAMIC RATIOS OF REFERENCE SET OF CONCEPTUAL AIRSHIPS

Total Aero lift Aero lift Lift Takeoff
Speed Range lift I13o•yift Total fuel Drag Angle of attack
S(miles) (1, 000 lb.) ratio ratio ratio (dog.)

50 1,000 21.6 .10 .56 20.0 7.5
2,000 34.2 .07 .26 24.2 6.8

3,000 47,9 .06 .17 28.0 6.s

60 1, 000 24.5 .14 .61 14.7 7.8
2,000 39,1 .11 .30 1840 7.0
3,000 65.6 .08 .18 221. 6.3

70 1,000 27.8 219 .68 11.5 8.1
2,000 50.0 .14 .32 14.7 7.1
3,000 92.4 .10 .20 18.6 6,2

S80 1, 000 31.7 .25 .74 9. 5 8.4 ;
S2, 000 65.2 .16 .34 12.6 7.1

3: ,000 134.6 .11 .21 16,5 6,0

90 1,000 28.8 .37 .84 7.6 9.0
2,000 87.4 .19 .36 11.2 7.0
3,000 197.8 .12 .21 15.2 5.9

100 1,000 33.5 .45 .89 6.7 9.2
2,000 121.2 .20 37 10.3 6.8

110 1,000 39.1 o53 .94 6.0 9.3
S2,000 174.5 .21 .37 9.9 6.6

120 1,000 46.5 .61 .97 5,6 9.4

The variation of the envelope volume and of basic investment cost of the reference
set of blimps with speed are shown graphically in figures 1I-5 and 11-6. Figure I1-5
shows that at the 1, 000-mile range, the volume changes slowly as speed increases from
50 to 100 knots. For a speed of 50 knots, the envelope volume approximately doubles
when the range increases from 1, 000 to 3, 000 m1les. At 100 knots, envelope volume
increases fourfold when the range increases from 1, 000 to 2, 000 miles.

The average cost per airship for a production buy of 20 turboprop/polymer blimps
of the basic reference set is shown in figure 11-6. These curves have the same general
form as the envelope volume curves in figure 11-5.
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Change of Engine Type and Envelope Material

This section examines the influence of using reciprocating engines and conventional
neoprene-Dacron envelope material. Envelope volume and cost ratios (relative to the
turboprop blimps) for a second set of blimps are shown in figures 11-7 and 11-8. This
set differs from the reference set in that horizontal-opposed reciprocating engines
were specified instead of turboprop engines. Generally, blimps with reciprocating
engines required smaller volumes than the same case with turboprops. This result
occurs because the estimated specific fuel consumption is lower for the reciprocating
engines, even though the estimated engine weight per horsepower is larger. The de-
creases of envelope volume are greatest for low speed and long range oases.

The cost ratios, shown in figure 11-8, are larger than the envelope volume ratios.
Even though the volume ratio is less than unity for blimps with reciprocating engines
and a range of 1, 000 miles, the cost ratio is equal to or greater than unity. A signifi-
cant cost reduction it found only for the blimps with ranges of 2, 000 and 3, 000 miles.

In chapter 6 of volume III it is shown that 1976 reciprocating engines are principally

horizontal-opposed configurations up to about 450 horsepower. In contrast, turboprop
engines are available in ratings from about 400 to 4, 000 horsepower. Thus, turboprop
engines are nov available for the 50- and 60-knot turboprop blimps of table 11-3; and
recriprocating engines are not available for the 80-, 90-, and 100-knot blimps. At 70
knots, both types of engines are available. When engine sizes are not available, develop-
ment costs would be required to provide the desired engine.

A preliminary screening of the cost effectiveness of blimps indicated that the speeds
that require turboprop engines are desirable for Coast Guard missions. Therefore, the
turboprop-polymer reference set was used in the cost effectiveness analysis.

The principal alternative to using 1976 polymer-film envelope material is 2-ply
neoprene-Dacron, which was originally developed in the 1940s. Since then its strength
and durability have been improved. Goodyear uses neoprene-Dacron in their advertising
blimps. However, neoprene-Dacron material still has a greatel weight for given strength
than the 1976 polymer-film materials. The ratios of envelope volume and investment
cost for blimps using neoprene-Dacron envelope material (relative to the reference set)
are shown in figures 11-9 and I1-10. This set is 25 to 70 percent larger and costs 40 to
90 percent more than the reference set constructed with polymer-film materials.

Design Altitude and Off-Design Performance

Airship volume and investment cost increase when the design cruise altitude is in-
creased. Use of optimum aerodynamic lift, and all other conditions except design altitude,
were kept constant. The variation of the ratio of envelope volume to the volume for a
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sea level design altitude is shown in figure 1I-11 as a function of design altitude for
three speed and range combinations. The ratio of the basic construction cost for a sea
leve'. design for the same cases is shown in figure 11-12, Blimps with a design cruise
altitude of 10, 000 feet are approximately 80 percent larger and cost about 60 percent more
than similar blimps designed to cruise at sea level.

Historically, airships had sustained speeds of about 80 knots, but they normally
operated at lower operating speeds in order to increase operating range and flight duration.
The conceptual design model can take into account such specifications.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OTHER VEHICLES

Other Coast Guard vehicles considered in this study are listed in table 11-5. The table
includes operational, planned, and proposed resources. Resources not yet in the Coast
Guard inventory are the MRS, HH-X, Flagstaff II, and HEC-MEC.

The MRS is the planned replacement for the medium range surveillance aircraft,
the HU-16E. The MRS is a small jet-aircraft (Falcon 20G) similar in size (about 31, 000
pounds gross weight) to a twin-engined executive airplane. The performance estimates
in tablo 11-5 were made by CNA based on data obtained from the Coast Guard Aviation
Branch.

The HH-X is a possible replacement for the HH-52 helicopter. Although the design
of the replacement helicopter is not firm at this time, the HH-X is assumed to be a
twin-engine helicopter based on the Sikorsky S-76 design, weighing less than 10, 000
pounds. The study assumed that the HH-X would be equipped with a radar and a nava-
gational package, and would have a cruising speed of about 125 knots. Helicopter range
and endurance in table I-5 are CNA estimates for the no-hover case.

Flagstaff II is a proposed version of the existing U.S. Navy PGI- -I, FLAGSTAFF,
built by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation. Flagstaff II is the smallest, and most
cost-effective, of the 4 hydrofoils considered in the Hydrofoil Study. As proposed by
the Grumman Aerospace Corporation, it is 87 feet long with a full load displacement of
83 tons. The design has been modified to provide longer struts than installed on the
Flagstaff I, for greater capability in high sea states. F lagstaff 11 also has hullborne
propeller propulsion for greater endprance, and a modern gas turbine engine. Range
and endurance performance for mixed foilborne/hullborne operations was based on
figure 6 of the Hydrofoil Study (volume I).

The HEC-MEC is a new cutter currently beLig designed by the Coast Guard. This
ship would be larger than the current WMEC-210, but considerably smaller than the
WHEC-378. The performance capabilities of the HEC-MEC would also be closer to
those of the WMEC-210 than the WHEC-378. A maximum speed of 18-20 knots is
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currently planned, and the HEC-MEC would be capable of carrying a small helicopter,
such as the HH-52 or HH-X.

TABLE II-5

CHARACTERISTICS OF OTHER VEHICLES

Speed Range Endurance
Vehicle k (mi.) (hrs.)

Fixed-wing aircaft

MRS 3 75 (23 0)a 1690 4.5
HC - 130 290(210)A 3440 11.8

i Helicopters

&'Y

HH-X 125 530 4.2
HH-3 126 720 5.7

Hydrofoil
SFlagstaff 11 45(48)b 1035 23

C utters

WMEX-210 18 2700 150

HEC-MEC 18 3000 167
WHEC-378 29 3000 103(753)'

aTransit speed (low altitude search speed) "
bTransit speed (search speed)
c Endurance at 19 knots

Fuel consumption rates for these vehicles are listed in table 11-6; except for the MRS
aircraft, they are based on tables 5 and 10 of the Hydrofoil Study (volume I). The MRS
fuel rate is based on a Coast Guard estimate of 1, 900 pounds per hour.

The sweepwidths (effective search pathwidths) assumed for vehicles performingsurveillance in this study are given in table II-7 for two target sizes - - medium and

small.

Except for the LTA, sweepwidths against medium targets are the same ar, those
presented in table 6 of the Hydrofoil Study (volume I); they are assumed to be twice the
detectioih range perpendicular to the search path, The detection ranges were estimates
of current Coast Guard radar capabilities.
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The cutter radars are surface search radars. A detection range of 18 miles against
a 50-foot target was assumed. This performance assumption is typical for a good surface
search radar.

FUEL CONSUMPTION RATES

Speed Fuel rate

Resource (t.) (gal./hr.)

MRS 230 (low alt.)- 285
375 (high alt.)

HC-130 210 (3 engines, 642
low alt.)

290 (4 engines, 556
high alt.)

HH-X 125 91

HH-3 126 186

Flagstaff II 10 40
45 225
48 262

WMEC-210 low (1 engine 20
idle)

14 108
18 315

HEC-MEC low (1 engine 49
idle)

14 172
18 245

WHEC-378 low (I engine 97
idle)

19 344
29 2514

The radars presently aboard the HH-3 and HC-130 are basically for navigation
purposes and wore not designed for surface search. Aircraft navigation radars
are generally sector 6canners, and search a sector of 30-45 degrees to either side of
the aircraft heading. Sector scanning reduces the perpendicular detection radius of the
platform and therefore reduces the sweepwidth. Future Coast Guard radars are expected
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to be designed specifically for surface search activities. The detection ranges for
medium targets given in table 11-7 are estimates of current Coast Guard capabilities
against targets of approximately 500 square meters, -which is assumed to represent
the radar return characteristics of a typical foreign trawler. No data were available
from the Coast Guard to substantiate these assumptions.

TABLE 11-7

SURVEILLANCE SWEEPWIDTHS

Medium targets
Small-targets

Detection range
perpendicular to Sweepwidth Sweepwidth

Resource path (mi.) (mi.) (mi.)

Airships

LTA 30 60 38

Fixed-wing aircraft

MRS 25 50 25
HC-130 25 50 25

Helicopters

HH-X 20 40 20
HH-3 20 40 20

Hydrofoil

Flagstaff II 18 36 18

Cutters

WMEC-210 18 36 18
HEC-MEC 18 36 18
WHEC-378 18 36 18

Many targets of interest in the SAR, MEP and AN missions are smaller than the
typical targets in the ELT mission. Small boats (20-30 feet), for example, have radar
cross-sections of a few square meters.

One of the principal targets of interest in the MEP mission is oil on the water surface.
One of the sensors of the Airborne Oil Surveillance System (AOSS) is a side-looking radar
that can detect oil by the reduction in radar scattering caused by the oil-covered water
surface.
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Detection of small targets depends greatly on environmental factors (principally
sea state) and sensor capability. Platform speed should also influence small-target
detection. In view of the limited data available, it was necessary to make rough
assumptions concerning sweepwidths for the case of small targets. Except for the
LTA, it was assumed that the sweepwidth for small targets would be 1/2 the sweepwidth
for medium targets. For the purpose of comparing LTA vehicles with other vehicles, it is
the relative sweepwidth that is most important. The slow speed of the LTA vehicles per- '
mite relatively more looks at a target, and should result in larger sweepwidths compared

to the higher speed fixed-wing aircraft. Comparative data is available in reference 6,
which reports on the operation of ZPG-3W airships in the off-shore radar barrier in 1957
and 1958. Against aircraft targets, the airships were shown to be about 50 percent more
effective than aircraft in detection. Both types of vehicles employed the APS-20 radar.
While the significance of this difference in performance may be related more to vehicle
altitude differences than speed differences, some advantage should be credited to slower
search speed and increased opportunities for detection.

The LTA sweepwidths given in table 11-7 are based on the assumptions that the LTA
vehicles will have a 20 percent higher sweepwidth than fixed-wing aircraft against medium
size targets, and 50 percent higher sweepwidth against small targets.

{
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III. COST ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents cost estimates expressed in FY 1976 constant dollars for the
family of airships and other vehicles described in chapter II. Airship costs are treated
in more detail in appendix F, volume II. Airship investment costs are based on the pro-
duction cost estimates made in chapter 8, volume III.

Costs are first computed on an annual basis and then reduced to an hourly basis; these

consist of 2 major categories: investment costs and operating costs. These major com-
ponents can be broken down into operating costs that include personnel, maintenance, and
fuel, and annual investment cost that is the acquisition cost of the vehicle amortized over
its expected lifetime. Thus, there are four cost components. This cost is for vehicles
assigned to an operational squadron. It does not include investment costs for
vehicles in major overhaul or pipeline status. Hourly costs (or the cost attributable
to each hour of overation• are obtained by dividing the annual utilization rate into annual
cost.

Costs for vehicles other than airships are based on FY 1975 costs presented in the
Hydrofoil Qtudy (reference 4). Major differences between the two studies are (1) trans-
lating costs to FY 1976 dollars, (2) using increased fuel costs per gallon, and (3) re-
vising personnel costs according to the Coast Guard version of the Navy Billet Model.

Airships are compared to other vehicles on the basis of total costs per hour of
operation. A sensitivity analysis shows the effects of changes in airship utilization
rate and uncertainties in the 4 cost components that comprise total hourly cost: per-sonnel, maintenance, fuel, and Investment.

AIRSHIP COSTS

Costs of airships are related to vehicle size and weight, which in turn vary with
speed and range. The cost determining characteristics - volume, empty weight, and
fuel consumption rate - are presented in table III-1. Endurance is defined and calculated
on the basis of maximum cruise speed rather than most economical speed.

We develop investm~ent and operating costs for a utilization rate of 3•, 000 hours per
year based on two aircrews per airship. Personnel and total costs are also presented

for a utilization rate of 1, 500 hours per year, corresponding to the case of a single air-
crew per airship. Airship utilization rate Is treated more fully in appendix D, volume U.
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TABLE III-I

AIRSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Fuel consumption

Speed Range Volume Empty weight rate
(kta.) C (cu. ft.). (lbs.) (Qa./hr.)

50 1000 319,000 9,800 23
2000 514,000 14,400 30
3000 727,000 18,700 37

60 1000 347,000 11,100 40
2000 569,000 15,900 52
3000 980,000 24,900 71

70 1000 377,000 12,500 62
2000 709,000 19,900 88
3000 1,360,000 34,400 129

80 1000 408,000 14,200 93
2000 903,000 25,700 144
3000 1,958,000 49,800 227

90 1000 340,000 31,600 112
2000 1,188,000 34,500 231
3000 2,854,000 72,900 394

100 1000 374,000 13,800 157
2000 1,623,000 47,900 372

110 1000 411,000 16,400 215
2000 2,322,000 69,400 606

120 1000 465,000 19,700 293

11
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Airship investment cost is based on the average cost per pound of empty weight for
a buy of 20 airships, estimated in volume III, The annual investment cost is based on
an expected lifetime of 10 years at the utilization rate of 3, 000 hours per year. Airship
lifetime and its relationship to utilization rate are examined in appendix D.

Personnel costs are based on the air and ground personnel requirements estimated
in appendix E, together with unit personnel costs per year developed in appendix C.

Total maintenance cost includes routine maintenance and major overhaul costs.
Routine maintenance cost is based on cost information for U.S. Navy blimp operations
in 1957-1959.

Major overhaul costs were assumed to be a percentage of the investment cost and
occur at specified intervals.

Fuel costs are obtained using the consumption rates shown in table 11-6 together
with a cost per gallon supplied by the Navy Fuel Supply Office In November 1975.

The estimated investment and operating costs do not include base and ground support

equipment costs. The effect of these costs is not analyzed in the study.

Utilization Rate

Utilization rates achieved historically for blimps in World War II and the late 1950.
provided a basis for extrapolation to future operations, using a model of scheduled flight
operations.

In discussing utilization rates, it is important to distinguish between three categories
of aircraft: assigned, possessed, and available. Assigned aircraft are those belonging to
a particular squadron base or away from the base in overhaul. Possessed aircraft are
those assigned to a squadron and either physically located at the squadron base or else
flying. An available aircraft is one that is assigned to a squadron, located at the squadron
base, and either currently flying or else ready to fly.

Historical Utilization Rate

During World War II the K-class blimps were most active in 1943. About 90 percent
of the assigned blimps were available, or "on-the-line" in a flying condition. The average
utilization rate for these blimps was 3, 412 hours per year; the average number of aircrews
was between two and three per blimp.

During the late 1950s Airship Airborne Early Warning Squadron One (ZW-1) conducted
extensive operations with the larger ZPG-2W class of airships. Four aircrews flew an
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average of three possessed airships for a total of 5, 118 operational hours (nontraining)
in a 1 -year period, achieving an average utilization rate of 1, 706 hours per year per
airship. When training flights are included the rate rises to 1, 940 hours per year.

Average mission time was about 11.5 hours during World War II; mission time
averaged 31.4 hours for the larger ZPG-2W blimp In 1957/1958.

Future Airship Utilization Rate

A model of scheduled airship operations was used in appendix D to estimate
future utilization rate capability. Using rough estimates of failure and repair rates, an
availability factor of about 84 percent was estimated for 12 hour missions scheduled 6
days per week. In this case the hours flown per week would be 60 hours, Allowing 50
weeks per year, an annual utilization rate of 3, 000 hours is obtained.

An airship utilization rate of 3, 000 hours per year exceeds the capability of a single
air crew. Examination of historical air crew utilization rates indicates that an annual
rate of 1,500 hours (monthly rate of 125 hours) per aircrew represents an upper limit
for peacetime operations. On this basis, a requirement of 2 aircrews per airship is
assumed.

When sorties are scheduled more frequently the model predicts that a theoretical
rate per airship of about 4, 400 hours per year is possible. Approximately three aircrews
would be required to reach this maximum capability,

However, it was found that the cost of adding the third crew was disproportionately
high compared to the advantage gained by the higher utilization rate. Therefore, the
study assumed 2 aircrews and a 3, 000-hour per year utilization rate.

The utilization rate model does provide useful indications of the effects of various
paramieters, such as mission time. It is shown in appendix D, for example, that
utilization rate is very insensitive to an increase in mission time from 12 to 36 hours,

Lifetime

Historical data provide very little basis for estimating the lifetime of airships. For
nonrigid airships the envelope lifetime is assumed to increase from the 4 to 5 year
estimate for the 1950s to about 10 years in the future, based on the availability of greatly
improved envelope materials. The remainder of the vehicle is assumed to have a typical
aircraft lifetime of 10 to 20 years, depending on the utilization rate.

While aircraft lifetimes are typically expressed in years, such an approach fails to
reflect the significance of differing utilization rates. For future airships we have
assumed a total lifetime of 30, 000 flight hours, und a 10-year lifetime for the envelope.
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Thus, the lifetime is 10 years at the 3, 000 hour per year utilization rate, and 20 years
at the 1,500 hours per year rate.

Investment Costs

Prototype and production cost data for the 127 K-class blimps buLlt during World
War I1 and the 50 U.S. Navy blimps built during the 1950. were analyzed and updated to
estimate specific cost factors in 1976 dollars per pound of empty weight.

The costs are divided into production costs and incremental prototype and engineering
costs. The specific incremental costs are $70 per pound for the prototype and $200 per
pound for engineering. The unit-one production cost is $170 per pound.

In table 111-2 the average specific cost factors are shown for production quantities
of 1, 10, 20, and 40 units. These costs are based on a unit-average learning rate of
85 percent. The first column lists the average production costs only; the second
column includes the average engineering development, and prototype (increment) costs.
These decrease rapidly as they are spread over a larger production quantity.

TABLE III - 2

AVERAGE SPECIFIC INVESTMENT COSTS (1976 dollar/lb.)

Production Production and
Quantity Cost Incremental Cost

1 170 440
10 121 148
20 105 119
40 75 82

For this study a production ua-antity of 20 was assumed. Investment costs for the
family of airships were calculated using the specific production and incremental cost of
about $119 per pound. Helium costs were also added, bringing the total specific cost to
about $125 per pound of empty weight,

The airship investment costs presented in table 111-3 were obtained using the comn-
puter model described in volume III. For the 10-year lifetime the annual costs are
one-tenth the indicated acquisition costs. The hourly costs are equal to the annual costs
divided by the annual utilization rate of 3, 000 hours per year.

Personnel Requirements

Airship personnel are divided into two categories - aircrew and ground personnel.
The aircrew includes the flight crew and the payload crew; flight crew operate the air-
ship and payload crew operate the equipment. The ground personnel Include the people
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TABLE 111-3

AIRSHIP INVESTMENT COSTS
(1976 dollars)

Speed Range Acquisition cost Hourly Costa
(kta.) L ($1,000) ($/hr.)

50 1000 1,220 41
2000 1,790 60
3000 2,350 78

60 1000 1,360 45
2000 1,970 66
3000 3,120 104

70 1000 1,530 51
2000 2,480 83
3000 4,320 144

80 1000 1,730 51
2000 3,190 106
3000 6,250 208

90 1000 1,440 48
2000 4,270 142
3000 9,140 305

100 1000 1,680 56
2000 5,920 197

110 1000 1,980 66
2000 8,570 286

120 1000 2,370 79

aAt a utilization rate of 3,000 hours per year.
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required to maintain, service and handle the airship on the ground. Details of the
analysis of personnel requirements are contained in appendix E.

Air crew

As a point of reference for size of air crews, the K-ships in World War Il had crews
of 8 to 10 people. Approximately half were assigned to operate the vehicle and half to
operate payload equipment. The ZPG-2/2W class airships operated in the 1950s with a
flight crew of 8 and payload crews of 6 and 13, respectively. Current fixed wing patrol
aircraft, such as the Coast Guard HC-130 and the U.S. Navy P3 aircraft, have flight
crews of about 9 to 12 personnel for mission times of approximately 10 to 12 hours.

Flight crews for future airships are estimated in appendix E and vary with mission
endurance as shown in table 111-4. Payload personnel were assumed to vary with en-
durance in a similar manner to permit a rotating watch with 2 equipment operators on
duty throughout the flight. Total air crew requirements vary from 8 to 14 as shown
below.

TABLE 111-4

AIR CREW REQUIREMENTS
Total (Officer/Enlisted)

Crew
Endurance l Payload Air

12 hrs or
less 4(2/2) 4(0/4) 8(2/6)

Intermediate 6(3/3) 5(0/5) 1i(3/8)

36 hrs or
more 8(4/4) 6(0/6) 14(4/10)

The above requirements refer to a single aircrew, or the 1, 500 hours per year
utilization rate. For the higher utilization rate of 3, 000 hours per year the aircrew
requirements are doubled.

Ground Personnel

Requirements for ground personnel were based on a review of U.S. Navy operations
in the 1950s and information obtained from Goodyear Aerospace Corp. regarding commer -
cial blimp operations. For the one million cubic foot ZPG airship used by the Navy,
vehicle maintenance personnel varied from 18 to 24 as utilization rate increased from
1, 706 to 2, 471 hours per year, See appendix F for further details.
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However, fewer maintenance personnel will be required because of technological imr-
provements. Therefore, for future airships, it was assumed that 12 maintenance person-
nel would be required for a utilization rate of 1, 500 hours per year, and that doubling
the utilization rate would increase this personnel requirement by 50 percent. Based on
a comparison with the small (200, 000 cubic feet) commercial blimps, the vehicle main-
tenance requirement was assumed ' vary as the square root of the airship volume.

Personnel requirements for payload maintenance were assumed to be 6 and 9 for the
1,500 and 3,000 hours per year rates, respectively.

TABLE 111-5

TOTAL GROUND PERSONNEL

Airshipvolume Utilization rate Utilization Rate
(millions ou. ft.) 1,500 hr,/yr. 3, 000 hr./yr.

0.2 11 17
0.5 14 21
1.0 18 27
1.5 21 31
3.0 27 40

The ground personnel requirements calculated as described above are listed in table
111-5 for several volumes, from 0.2 to 3.0 million cubic feet.

The total ground personnel requirements are presented graphically in figure 111-1
as a function of volume for the 2 utilization rates.

Total Air Crew and Ground Personnel

Air crew and ground personnel requirements for the family of airships are presented
in table IrT-6. The air crew requirements are obtained from the airship endurance and the
air crew sizes shown in table 111-4. Ground personnel requirements are derived from
the airship volumes listed in table III-I and the requirements shown in figure I11-1 as a
function of volume. The total personnel requirements are divided into officer and en-
listed personnel in appendix E.

The percentage of officers varies from 15 to 20 percent of the total personnel at
the higher utilization rate. At the lower utilization rate, the officer percentage is
slightly less.
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P
TABLE 111-6

AIRSHIP PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Utilixation Rate Utilization Rate
Speed Range 1,500 hr./yr. 3,000 hr./yr.

Do. kir Gouoof- Ol. I r M1OUM Total

50 1000 11 13 24 22 19 41
2000 14 15 29 28 22 50
3000 14 16 30 28 24 52

6.0 1000 11 13 24 22 20 42
2000 11 15 26 22 23 45
3000 14 18 32 28 27 55

70 1000 1i 13 24 22 20 42
2000 11 16 27 22 24 46
3000 14 20 34 28 30 58

80 1000 11 14 25 22 21 43
2000 11 17 28 22 26 483000 14 23 37 28 34 62

90 1000 8 13 21 16 19 35
2000 11 19 30 22 29 51
3000 11 26 37 22 39 61

100 1000 8 13 21 16 20 36
2000 11 31 32 22 32 54

110 1000 8 14 22 16 21 37
2000 11 24 35 22 36 58

120 1000 8 14 22 16 21 37
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Personnel Costs

Officer and enlisted annual unit costs are presented In table 111-7. These costs
are based on the personnel costs estimated in appendix C using the Coast Guard Billet
Model.

TABLE I11-7

ANNUAL UNIT COSTS FOR AIRSHIP PERSONNEL

Unit Cost
Billet (FY 1976 dollars/yr.)
Officers $59,613

Enlisted $21,598

Because information was not available on the airship personnel rating requirements,
average officer and enlisted costs were assumed to be the same as for the MRS and
HU-16E aircraft shown in appendix C.

By comparing the personnel requirements with the annual unit personnel costs, we
olbain the personnel costs for the family of airships shown in table 111-8 at the 3, 000
hours per year utilization rate.

Maintenance and Overhaul Costs

Total maintenance costs are divided into routine maintenance costs (material only)
and major overhaul costs. Labor hours for maintenance are accounted for under personnel
costs. Overhaul costs, however, include both labor and material, and are estimated as
a percentage of investment cost.

Routine maintenance cost is assumed to be a function of airship volume and to vary
directly with the utilization rate. Taking a volume of one million cubic feet as a reference,
the relative maintenance cost factor varies as shown in figure 111-2.

The reference value for one million cubic feet is based on operating costs experienced
by airship squadron ZW-1 during a 21 month period In 1957-1959. Maintenance spare
parts were found to cost approximately $150 per flight hour. In 1976 dollars this in -

creases to 350 dollars per flight hour.

Major overhauls were assumed to be required every 3 1/3 years and cost 10 percent
of investment cost. With a 10-year lifetime, 2 overhauls are required, costing 20 percent
of the investment cost.
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TABLE 111-8

AIRSHIP PERSONNEL COSTS (FY 1976 doUars)
(Utilization rate, 3, 000 hr. /yr.)

Speed Range Annual Cost Hourly Cost
(ktsý ( ($) ($/hr.)

50 1000 1,190,000 397
2000 1,465,000 488
3000 1,527,000 509

60 1000 1,201,000 400
2000 1,277,000 426
3000 1,590,000 530

70 1000 1,212,000 404
2000 1,317,000 439
3000 1,671,000 557

80 1000 1,224,000 408
2000 1,366,000 455
3000 1,777,000 592

90 1000 993,000 331
2000 1,430,000 477
3000 1,704,000 568

100 1000 1,006,000 335
2000 1,514,000 505

1.10 1000 1,019,000 340
"2000 1,629,000 543

120 1000 1,038,000 346
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At the lower utilization rate the lifetime increases to 20 years and additional over-
hauls are required. A special overhaul that costs one-third of the investment cost, is
assumed to be required at 10 years to replace the envelope and recover the empennage.
Total overhaul cost in this case adds up to 73 percent of the investment cost.

Total maintenance costs for the reference family of airships are presented in
table HII-9 for the 3, 000 hours per year utilization rate. The major overhaul costs
are a small fraction (4 to 8 percent) of this total. Appendix F includes more detailed
information on maintenance costs by type and utilization rate.

Fuel Costs

A cost of 40.8 cents per gallon is assumed for JP-5 fuel. This price was supplied
by the Navy Fuel Supply Office in November 1975.

Combining the cost per gallon with the fuel consumption rates shown in table 111-1,
we obtain the results shown in table III-10.

k

Total Costs

The component costs estimated above are combined in table III-l. to determine
total hourly costs. Total operational costs for airship ranges of 1, 000 and 2, 000 miles
are also presented graphically in figures 111-3 and 111-4, respectively. The fractional
distribution of these hourly costs is shown in figures 111-5 and 111-6, respectively.

For the 1, 000 and 2,000 mile airships the investment cost is only 6 to 17 percent
of the total cost. The dominant costs are clearly those for personnel; these vary from
1/3 to 1/2 for the fast airships (20 knot speed) to about 60 percent for the small airships
(50 knot speed). Maintenance costs are about 0.3 to 0.37 of the total cost, depending on
size. Fuel costs are the smallest, varying from 2 to 16 percent as size and speed in-
crease,

Airship Cost Sensitivity

The sensitivity of total hourly costs to changes in utilization rate and the component
costs is discussed in this section.

The effect of utilization rate is indicated in table 111-12. In all cases the cost is
between 10 and 15 percent less at the higher utilization rate. As was shown above the
reductions are smaller when the other cost components Lre included, because these
costs are either constant or almost constant on an hourly basis,

The sensitivity of the total hourly cost to 50 percent changes in the component costsis illustrated in table 111-13. Changes in personnel cost have the greatest effect, varying

from 31 percent for the smallest airship to 17 percent for the largest. Changes In
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TABLE 111-9

AIRSHIP TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST (1976 dollars)

Speed Range Annual Cost Hourly Costa
(kts) (miý M $ ($/hrj

50 1000 562,000 187
2000 747,000 249
3000 919,000 306

60 1000 592,000 197
2000 794,000 265
3000 1,100,000 367

70 1000 624,000 208
2000 908,000 303
3000 1,343,000 448

80 1000 656,000 219
2000 1,053,000 351
3000 1,680,000 560

90 1000 588,000 196
2000 1,247,000 416
3000 2,122,000 707

100 1000 624,000 208
2000 1,513,000 304

110 1000 664,000 221
2000 1,890,000 630

120 1000 718,000 239
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TABLE III-10

AIRSHIP FUEL CONSUMPTION RATES AND COSTS (FY 1976 dollars)

Fuel Consuxption
Speed Range Rate Hourly Cost(kts,).,•,Ia 'r}.. . / r

50 1000 23 9
2000 30 12
3000 37 15

60 1000 40 16
2000 52 21
3000 71 29

70 1.000 62 25
2000 88 36
3000 129 52

80 1000 93 38
2000 144 59
3000 227 93

"90 1000 112 46
2000 231 94
3000 394 161

100 1000 157 64
2000 372 152

110 1000 215 88
2000 606 247

120 1000 293 120
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TABLE 111-12

AIRSHIP HOURLY COSTS VS. UTILIZATION RATE
(FY 1976 dollars)

Speed Range Utilization Rate Utilization Rate
(kt!) (Mi.) 1, 500 hr/yr. 3,000 hr./yr,

50 1000 710 634
2000 903 810
3000 1,019 909

60 1000 739 659
2000 876 777
3000 1,161 1,030

70 1000 772 Lae
p 2000 972 860

3000 1,362 1,201

80 1000 811 722
2000 1,101 971
3000 1,660 1,454

90 1000 701 621
2000 1,285 1,129
3000 2,013 1,741

100 1000 749 663
2000 1,553 1,358

110 1000 80B 715
2000 1,960 1,706

120 1000 886 784
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TABLE 11-13

SENSITIVITY OF TOTAL HOURLY AIRSHIP COSTS TO 50 PERCENT
CHANGES IN COMPONENT COSTS
(Utilization rate 3,000 hrs./yr.)

Speed Range Hourly cost change (percent of total)
(kts.) (mi.) Personnel Maintenance Fuel Inve tment
50 1000 31 15 . 3

2000 30 15 1 4

3000 28 17 0.5 4.5

60 1000 30 15 1 4
2000 28 17 1 4
3000 26 18 1 5

70 1000 29 15 2 4
2000 25 18 2 5
3000 23 19 2 6

80 1000 28 15 3 4
2000 24 18 3 5
3000 20 19 4 7

90 1000 26 16 4 4
2000 21 19 4 6
3000 17 20 4 9

100 1000 25 16 5 4
2000 18 19 5 8

110 1000 24 15 6 5
2000 16 19 7 8

120 1000 22 15 8 5
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maintenance cost very from 15 to 20 percent as airship size increases. Fuel and in-
vestment cost changes are small, less than 8 and 12 percent, respectively, for all air-
ships.

OTHER VEHICLE COSTS

The costs of vehicles other than airships are taken from the hydrofoil study with
appropriate updating to 1976 dollars and changes reflecting revised investment and
personnel costs and increased fuel costs.

Lifetime and Utilization Rate

Platform life and planned annual utilization of hydrofoils, conventional cutters,
helicopters, and fixed wing aircraft are presented in volume I (table 7) of the hydrofoil
study. Conventional cutters were assumed to have a 25 year life and a utilization rate
of 3,000 hours per year. The corresponding figures for hydrofoils were 20 years and
2, 000 hours per year, respectively. Aircraft life expectancies and utilization rates
were provided by Coast Guard Headquarters. Table 111-14 summarizes the data for
the vehicles considered in this study.

Investment Costs

Acquisition costs for other vehicles, presented in table IlU-15, are obtained by
applying cost inflation factors to the FY 1975 costs given in the hydrofoil study (table 7,
volume I), For the hydrofoil and cutters, the inflation factor was 14.5 percent, based
on the price index presented in volume III. Inflation factors of 12 and 6.9 percent were
used for fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft, respectively, based on the wholesale price
index for commercial aircraft. (June 1975 to June 1976.)

Dividing the acquisition costs by the lifetimes and utilization rates from table 111-14,
we obtain the annual and hourly costs shown in table 111-15.

Ship Cost Uncertainy

Uncertainties in the hydrofoil and cutter acquisition costs are discussed in the hydro-
foil study. It was pointed out that ship-bluilding costs in general have risen dramatically
over the past several years, making it difficult to predict the acquisition costs of any new
ships with a high degree of certainty, particularly for ships of radically different construc-
tion, such as hydrofoils. In view of these uncertainties, the acquisition costs were biased
in that study in favor of the conventional cutter, so that possible superiority of the hydro-
foil could not be attributed to more favorable acquisition cost assumptions.

Conventional Cutter Costs

The study used costs for conventional cutters, obtained from Coast Guard Head-
quarters; these were approximately 25 percent lower than costs that can be obtained
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TABLE 111-14

LIFETIME AND UTILIZATION RATES FOR
VEHICLES OTHER THAN AIRSHIPS

Lifetime Utilization rate
Vehicle -(years) (hrs/yr.)

Flagstaff II 20 2,000

WMEC-210 25 3,000

HEC-MZC 25 3,000

WHEC-378 25 3,000

HH-X 20 650

HH-3 20 700

MRS 30 1,000

HC-130 25 800
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TABLE 111-15

INVESTMENT COSTS FOR VEHICLES
OTHER THAN AIRSHlPS

(FY 1976 dollars)

Acquisition Annual cost Hourly cost
Vehicle cost ($/yr.) ($/hr.)

FLAGSTAFF 11 10,800,000 540,000 270

WMEC-210 170200pOOO 688,000 229

HEC-MEC 24,600,000 984,000 328

WHEC-378 37,5OOpOOO 1,500,000 500

HH-X 1,400*00'0 70,000 108

HH-3 2,400j000 120,000 171

MRS 5,400,000 iRninnn 1.80

HC-130 7,300*000 292,000 365
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by applying Navy shipbuilding indices to the actual costs experienced in building the
WMEC-210 and WHEC-378.

Hydrofoil Costs

Acquisition cost estimates for 4 hydrofoils were plotted versus light ship weight
(minus payload and growth margin) to provide a basis in the hydrofoil study for estimating
cost uncertainties. The $9.4 million cost estimated for FLAGSTAFF II for the hydrofoil
study was a cost between the "tooling required" and "no tooling required' cost lines for

a buy of 10 ships. These cost lines were based on detailed projected costs of the PHM,
a Navy missile patrol boat. The Navy's PHM Project Office provided data on projected
Costs.

Aircraft Investment Costs

Acquisition costs of the helicopters and the HC-130 fixed wing aircraft were provided
in 1975 dollars by Coast Guard Headquarters, Aviation Branch, Office of Operations. An
independent assessment of these cost estimates was not made by the hydrofoil study group
because of limited resources and because investment costs for aircraft costs are a smaller
percent of total costs than they are for cutters. This uncertainty in aircraft cost esti-
mates should not be a serious problem.

The Coast Guard cost estimate for the MRS aircraft was based on plans to acquire
medium range search aircraft of the Dassault-Breguet/Falcon Jet Corp., Falcon 20G
type. Acquisition cost was estimated to be $5.4 million in 1976 dollars. This cost is
about 50 percent greater than the cost estimated in the hydrofoil study, based on a
smaller aircraft similar to the Rockwell Sabreliner 75. Considering inflation, the
cost increase is only 35 percent.

Personnel Costs

Unit personnel costs were calculated in the hydrofoil study using the Navy Billet
Cost Model. Since that time the Coast Guard contracted with B-K Dynamics to develop
a similar methodology for computing Coast Guard personnel costs.

A brief description of the Coast Guard Billet Cost Model is presented in appendix C
along with detailed unit costs by rating and paygrade in FY 1974 dollars. These unit costs

are combined with the personnel requirements to arrive at total annual personnel costs
for each vehicle type. These costs are then inflated to FY 1976 dollars, using a factor of
1.1046 (5.2 percent from 1974 to 1975, and 5 percent from 1975 to 1976). Both annual
and hourly costs for the vehicles other than airships are presented in table 111-16.
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TABLE 111-16

PERSONNEL COSTS FOR VEHICLES
OTHER THAN AIRSHIPS

(FY 1976 dollars)

Annual Annual Hourly
personnel utilization personnel

Vehicle cost (M) (hours) cost ($/hr.)-

FLAGSTAFF I1 299 ,000 2000 150

WMEC-210 1,231,000 3000 410

HEC-MEC 2,200,000 3000 733

WHEC-378 3,017,000 3000 1006

HH-X 305,000 650 469

HH-3 478,000 700 682

MRS 536,000 1000 536

HC-130 794,000 800 993
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Maintenance Costs

Maintenance costs for vehicles other than airships are based on the costs presented
in table 11 of the hydrofoil study. By applyhig cost inflation factors to each type of
vehicle we obtain the annual and hourly costs in 1976 dollars shown in table 111-17.

The maintenance costs for the WHEC-378 and WMEC-210 cutters were based on
historical costs taken from "Operating Cost of Coast Guard Cutters," Chief of Staff
Budget Division - FY 1973. The cost estimate for the HEC-MEC was computed as 50
percent of the WHRC-378 annual cost.

All maintenance costs for aircraft were obtained directly from the Aviation Branch
of the Office of Operations.

bhe FLAGSTAFF II maintenance cost was estimated in the hydrofoil study assuming
the need for a 3-person shore-based maintenance crew, at $20, 000 per crew member
year. Grumman's estimates were used with modifications to reflect a lower utiliza-
tion rate for the cost of expendables, repair parts, and shipyard work. Thus, the total

annual maintenance cost for FLAGSTAFF II was assumed to be: $46, 000 for expendable
and repair parts, $20, 000 for shipyard work, and $60, 000 for shore-based maintenance
crew. This came to $126, 000 (FY 1975 dollars); projecting this 1975 cost to 1976 dollars,
however, requires cost inflation factors that can be approximated only roughly.

Maintenance Cost Inflation Factors

A weighted cost inflation factor for FLAGSTAFF II can be estimated, based on
separate materiel and labor cost inflation factors. For this purpose, it is assumed
that: (1) the materiel inflation factor is the same as the investment cost inflation
factor for ships (14.5 percent) and (2) the labor cost inflation factor is the same as
the personnel cost inflation factor (5 percent).

If we assume further that about 25 percent, or $4, 000, of the $20, 000 shipyard work

cost is a materiel cost and the remainder a labor cost the total cost may be considered
to be made up of about 40 percent materiel and 60 percent labor costs. The weighted
cost inflation factor for FLAGSTAFF IT is thus equal to:

0.4 x 14.5 +0.6 x 5.0 = 8.8 percent.

The same procedure is used for the other resources applying a different assumption
about the division of materiel and labor costs. In these cases, the maintenance labor cost
is considered to be accounted for to a large extent by shipboard maintenance personnel
(for cutters) or land-based squadron maintenance personnel (for aircraft). Assuming an
80/20 division between material and labor costs, the following cost inflation factors are
obtained: conventional cutters, 12.6 percent; helicopters, 6.5 percent; and fixed-wing
aircraft, 10.6 percent.
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TABLE 111-17

MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR VEHICLES
OTHER THAN AIRSHIPS

(FY 1976 dollars)

Annual Planned annual Hourly main-
maint nnce utilization tenance cost

Sehnt n$coo(hrs.) ($/hr.)

FLAGSTAFF II 137,000 2000 69

WMEC-210 186,000 3000 62

HEC-MEC 274,000 3000 91

WHEC-378 547,000 3000 182

HH-X 142,000 650 218

HH-3 273,000 700 390

MRS 350,000 1000 350

HC-130 390,000 800 488
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Fuel Costs

Fuel costs are estimated by applying an inflation factor to the fuel costs presented
in tables 9 and 10 of the hydrofoil study (volume D). Updated fuel costs for hydrofoils
and conventional cutters are given in table 111-18; aircraft fuel costs are given in table
111-19.

For this study, a cost of $0.39 per gallon is assumed for marine diesel fuel and
$0.408 per gallon for JP-5 fuel. Fuel prices were supplied by the Navy Fuel Supply
Office (NFSO) in November 1975 and inflated to 1976 dollars.

Because both cutter and hydrofoil hourly fuel costs are extremely dependent on speed,
costs are presented in table 111-18 for both low and high speeds.

Except for the MRS aircraft, aircraft fuel costs shown in table 111-19 are based on
overall annual aircraft fuel consumptions experienced by the Coast Guard. These costs

are documented in the CNA hydrofoil study, reference 4.

For existing aircraft, fuel costs represent average values for operational speed pro-
files actually experienced. Values for the HH-X and MRS aircraft were estimated (refer
to table 11-6 for fuel consumption rates).

Total Costs

The total cost attributed to each hour of vehicle operation is the sum of the amortized
investment cost and the total hourly operating cost. (Total operating cost comprises
personnel, maintenance, and fuel hourly costs.) The total and component hourly costs
are summarized in table 111-20. The same information, omitting the low speed cases
for the hydrofoil and conventional cutters, is presented graphically in figure 111-7. The
distributions of the component hourly costs are shown in figure I1I-8.

The total hourly costs shown in table III-20 are used directly in performing cost-
effectiveness analyses described in the following chapters of this report. T'e costs of
the hydrofoil and conventional cutters were developed for both low and high speeds, so
that the amount charged for performing each task would correspond to the speed used in
the performance of that task. Because cutters operate over their entire speed ranges, the
actual hourly costs would be somewhere between the costs indicated for high and low speeds.

The smallest vehicles in each category have total hourly costs ranging from about
$600 for FLAGSTAFF II to about $1, 200 for the MRS aircraft. The intermediate size
cutter and the larger aircraft have total hourly costs ranging from about $1, 200 to $2, 100.
The largest cutter (WHEC-378) has the greatest hourly cost (about $2, 700), at high speed
(29 knots); at low speed, the fuel cost is reduced to about $1, 700 per hour.
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TABLE IIl-1B

FUEL COSTS FOR FLAGSTAFF II AND
CONVENTIONAL CUTTERS (FY 1976 dollars)

Speed(smooth Hourly fuel cost
Vehicle- water) (kts.) ($/hr.)

FLAGSTAFF 1I 10 16
45 92
48 107

WMEC-210 low 8
18 123

HEC-bMC low 18
18 95

WHEC-378 low 37
19 134
29 980

I]

TABLE 111-19

AIRCRAFT FUEL COSTS
(FY 1976 dollars)

Annual fuel costs Planned annual Hourly fuel Costs
Vabicle_ M$ utilization (hrs.) ($/h~r.).

HH-X 24,000 650 37
HH-3 53,000 700 76

MRS 116,000 1,000 116
HC-130 210,000 800 262
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For all vehicles except the hydrofoil and the largest cutter, the personnel costs
represent the dominant cost component and average about 50 percent of the total hourly
cost. In the case of the hydrofoil, the investment cost is the dominant factor, amounting
to about half of the total cost. For the largest cutter (at 29 knots), the fuel and personnelcosts are approximately equal (about 40 percent).

Maintenance cost is the second largest contributor for all aircraft and varies from
24 to 30 percent of the total. For the hydrofoil and conventional cutters, maintenance
cost is the smallest factor, varying from 6 to 12 percent.

Investment is the smallest cost component for aircraft and does not exceed 18 percent.

For conventional cutters, the investment costs range between about 18 and 28 percent.
As noted above, FLAGSTAFF II has an investment fraction close to 50 percent.

Cost Sensitivit

The sensitivity of the total hourly cost to a 50 percent change in the component costs
is illustrated in table 111-21 for vehicles other than airships. For all vehicles except the
hydrofoil, changes ii personnel costs have the greatest effect on total costs. The effect of
50 percent changes in fuel and investment costs is less than 9 percent for all aircraft
resources,

For most of the vehicles, the component cost uncertainty is considered to be much
less than 50 percent because actual Coast Guard data are available for them.

A rough estimate of the effect of aircraft crew "augmentation" can be made using
table I1-21. Assuming that a 50 percent increase in annual utilization rate can be ob-
tained by increasing aircraft allowances by 50 percent, the hourly personnel cost would
be unchanged,' hourly fuel and maintenance cost would also be approximately constant.
The hourly investment cost, however, would be decreased 50 percent, resulting in 6 to

9 percent decreases in total hourly costs, as shown in table 111-21,

COMPARISON OF AIRSHIP AND OTHER VEHICLE COSTS

The family of airships is compared with the other vehicles on a total hourly cost
basis in figure 111-9. The costs of the 1, 000 mile range airships are between those of
FLAGSTAFF I (about $600/hour) and the smallest conventional cutter and helicopter
(about $800/hour). These airships are 39 to 47 percent less costly than the MRS aircraft.

The 2,000 mile range airships vary in hourly cost between about $800 and $1, 700;
the cost of the higher speed airships (100 knots and above) exceeds that of the MRS.

The next chapter compares vehicles on the basis of cost and effectiveness in per-
forming Coast Guard missions.
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TABLE 111-21

SENSI FIVITIES OF TOTAL HOURLY COSTS OF OTHER
VEHICLES TO 50 PERCENT CHANGES IN COMPONENT COSTS

Hourly cost change (percent)
Vehicle Personnel Maintenance Fuel Investment

FLAGSTAFF II 12 6 9 23

WMEC-210 25 4 8 14

HEC-MEC 29 4 4 13

WHEC-378 19 3 18 9

HH-X 28 13 2 6

HH-3 26 15 3 7

MRS 23 15 5 7

HC-130 24 12 6 9
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IV. TASK ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter compares vehicles on a cost effectiveness basis for a set of mission-
related tasks. The tasks considered are those included in the missions of Enforcement
of Laws and Treaties (ELT), Search and Rescue (SAR), Marine Environmental Protec-
tion (MEP), and Short-range Aids to Navigation (AN). Tasks such as boarding and
inspection that apply only to surface craft, are not considered. The tasks considered
most appropriate for aviation vehicles involve detection, investigation, observation
(or trailing), and transit to station. The tasks examined in the analysis and the
corresponding measures of cost/effectiveness are identified. The family of 24 airships is
reduced to a set of three airships (LTA 1 (8), LTA 2 (11), and LTA 3 (14)) that are most
cost effective in patrol tasks at zero distance to station. 1

Effectiveness in detection and investigation tasks is influenced directly by vehicle
speed. Such tasks are called "patrol" tasks to distinguish them from trailing or ob-
servation tasks that depend only indirectly on vehicle speed.

A summary table is presented for each task showing the cost/effectiveness values
computed for the reduced set of airships and other vehicles, as well as the values used
in the computations.

The investigation of optimum airships for trail tasks required the introduction of an
additional 18 airships with increased aircrew size to accommodate the endurances thatresult from the slow speeds employed in these tasks.

Finally, two summary tables are presented which show, for selected tasks, the
cost/effectiveness of each vehicle and the ratios relative to the most cost/effective air-
ships (LTA 1 (8) and LTA 1 (11)) in patrol and trail tasks at zero station distance.

MEASURES OF COST/EFFECTIVENESS

The tasks, or functions, selected for evaluating airships cover the activities that
are normally performed in support of the four missions of interest (ELT, SAR, EMP,
and AN). These are listed in table IV-I along with measures of cost/effectiveness
selected for analysis. Each of these tasks will be discussed in the following sections
of this chapter.

1The numbers in parentheses next to the LTA number represent the crew size.
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TABLE IV-i

SELECTED TASKS AND DEFINITIONS OF MEASURES
OF COST/EFFECTIVENESS

Task Measure of cost/effectiveness

Patrol tasks
Transit to station Cost per mile
Gross surveillance Cost per square mile
Local surveillance Cost to perform task
Investigation of dispersed

targets Cost per track mile

Trail tasks
Trail/observation Cost per hour
Presence Cost per hour

Cost/effectiveness is defined as the cost required to provide a unit measure of
effectiveness. For most tasks the measures are presented in two ways - cost per
effectiveness and the inverse, effectiveness per cost. In the latter form, high values
indicate more effectiveness per dollar spent than low values.

The cost/effectiveness measure for vehicles in transit is cost ($) per mile of transit.
This is obtained by dividing vehicle cost per hour (developed in chapter i11) by vehicle
speed (miles per hour), which yields cost per mile:

cost/hour cost/mile
miles/hour

It must be remembered that the cost/effectiveness value obtained is speed dependent,
since speed not only is the denominator in the equation, but also affects the value of the
numerator because of fuel cost. A detailed description of the methodology used in com-
puting cost/effectiveness values for all other tasks is contained in appendix G (volume II).

The cost/effectiveness for two of the tasks in table rV-i is computed in two different
ways: a long-term average and for short terms (three hours) when a cutter-based hell-
copter is assumed to be flying. This distinction in measuring cost/effectiveness is

necessary only for cutter/helo teams. This procedure is necessary because the helicopter,
in the long term, can fly only a limited number of hours per day, but is very effective
in performing some tasks, such as surveillance, compared with conventional cutters.
Therefore, for the long term, a weighted average of performance must be computed; this
results in an estimated value of performance of the cutter/helo team that is somewhere
between that of the cutter working alone and that estimated for the helicopter when air-
borne. However, the latter estimate is also of interest because high performance for a
relatively short period of time is very important in some situations.
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In this analysis, long term average values for cutter/helo teams are computed on an
annual basis, assuming 650 flight hours per year for the HH-X helicopter (700 flight
hours per year for the HH-3) and 3, 000 hours per year for the cutter. This is equiva-
lent to 5.2 flight hours per cutter-day for the HH-X and 5.6 flight hour per cutter-day
for the HH-3. These assumed average daily flight hour values are considered to be
quite favorable to the cutter/helo teams; i.e., the helicopters are likely to average
fewer flight hours per day.

Effectiveness in the transit to station task and investigation of dispersed targets
tasks depends only on vehicle speed. The two tasks are treated separately because the
speeds involved may differ, and usually do for fixed-wing aircraft that transit at high
altitude and search at low altitude.

In the investigation task the effectiveness may also depend on target density, if
target investigation involves some delay. In this case, effectiveness is measured by
"effective speed," which is the miles made good along the track in the operating area
divided by total hours of mission time, including transits to station.

Vehicle and sensor capability are combined in the gross surveillance and local sur-
veillance tasks. Effectiveness in the gross surveillance task is measured by search
rate in square miles per hour. Search rate is the product of search speed and sweep-
width, and is a measure of sensor/vehicle detection capability.

Local surveillance is the task of searching a fixed area to achieve a prescribed de-
tection probability. It will be shown to be equivalent to gross surveillance, and depend
also on search rate capability in square miles per hour.

The trail/observation task is the task of maintaining close observation on a target
ship or tracking a group of ships. Because all vehicles are assumed capable of trailing
a target at 15 knots, effectiveness is compared based on the hourly cost to trail while
maintaining an average speed slightly higher than 15 knots.

The presence task requires a platform to simply maintain a minimum speed for
headway. Cost/effectiveness is thus measured by cost per houz at low speed. Thetrail task differs to some extent in requiring sufficient speed to keep up with the target

under trail or observation. The speed of the target being trailed is a significant factor
when the trailing units are surface craft, but the target speed is only a secondary factor
for trail by aircraft or airships.
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AIRSHIP COST/EFFECTIVENESS IN TRANSIT

The transit to station task will be treated initially for airships. The results of this
analysis will be used to reduce the family of 24 airships to a smaller set of three air-
ships designated LTA 1 (8), LTA 2 (11), and LTA 3 (14). Each of these airships is
the least cost per mile airship in its endurance class. It will be seen later that these
airships are also optimum for all patrol tasks.

The transit to station task is simply the function of moving a platform from one lo-
cation to another, typically from its base to an area of operation, where it is considered
to be "on station.'" To the extent that the effect of altitude changes during the transit
can be neglected, the actual transit distance considered does not effect the cost/effective-
ness measure for this task, which is cost per mile. The method used to compute this
measure was given as an example in the preceding section of this chapter. For illus-
trative purposes a transit distance of 500 miles has been assumed, corresponding to
a one-way distance to station of 250 miles.

The time, cost, and cost per mile are given in table IV-2 for each of the 201 air- I:
ships with varying speeds and range. The least cost per mile airships (in each range class)
are also indicated. In the 1, 000-mile range class, the minimum is obtained at 110
knots. This airship is designated the LTA 1 (8). In the 2, 000- and 3, 000-mile range
classes the least cost per mile occurs at 80 and 70 knots, respectively. These are
called LTA 2 (11) and LTA 3 (14). The cost per mile comparison is summarized in
table WV-3.

TABLE IV-3

LEAST COST/MILE AIRSHIPSa

Speed Range Endurance Aircrew Cost/mile Relative
Airship (kts.) m .) (hrs.) (no.) $mi.) (cost/mi.)

LTA 1 (8) 110 1,000 9.1 8 6.5 1.00

LTA 2 (11) 80 2,000 25.0 11 12.1 1.86

LTA 3 (14) 70 3,000 42.9 14 17.2 2.65

Costs are in FY 1976 dollars.

TRANSIT TASK COMPARISON

All vehicles are compared in the transit task (500 mile) in table IV-4 on a cost/
mile and miles/cost basis. For convenience, the latter measure is expressed in miles
per $1, 000 cost. These units are also used in the graphical comparison shown in
figure IV-1. For this task the MRS aircraft is clearly superior to all other vehicles,
1Four airships with volumes greater than 3 million cubic feet have been deleted from the

basic family of 24 airships.
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TABLE lV-2

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRSHIPS IN TRANSITa

500-mile transit
Least

Speed Range Time Cost Cost/mile cost/mile
(Jcts.) (n.mi.) (hr..) aisi

50 1000 10.00 6,340 12.7
2000 10.00 8,100 16.2
3000 i0.'00 9,090 8.2

60 1000 8.33 5,490 11.0
2000 8.33 6,480 13.0
3000 8.33 8,580 17.2

70 1000 7.14 4,910 9.8
2000 7.14 6,140 12.3
3000 7.14 8,580 17.2 LTA 3 (14)

80 1000 6.25 4,510 9.0
2000 6.25 6,070 12.1 LTA 2 (1)
3000 6.25 9,090 18.2

90 1000 5.56 3,450 6.9
2000 5.56 6,270 12.5
3000 5.56 9,670 19.3

100 1000 5.00 3,320 6.6
2000 5.00 6,790 13.6

110 1000 4.55 3,250 6.5 LTA 1 (8)
2000 4.55 7,750 15.5

120 1000 4.17 3,270 6.54

A/Costs are in FY 1976 dollars.
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presumably because of high (375-knot) speed. The lower cost per hour of LTA 1 (8)

relative to MRS is not enough to overcome the large speed advantage of the MRS aircraft.

TABLE IV-4

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES IN TRANSITa

Speed Time Cost Cost/mile Miles/cost
Resource (kt.) (hr.) ($/m.) m.1103)

LTA 1 (8) 110 4.55 3,250 6.5 154
LTA 2 (11) 80 6.25 6,070 12.1 82
LTA 3 (14) 70 7,14 8,580 17.2 58

MRS 375 1.33 1,572 3.1 317
HC-130 290 1.72 3,630 7.3 138
HH-X 125 4.00 3,330 6.7 150
HH-3 126 3.97 5,240 10.5 96

Flagstaff II 45 10.4 6,040 12.1 83

WMEC-210 18 27.8 22,900 45.8 22
HEC-MEC 18 27.8 34,700 69.3 14
WHEC-378 29 17.2 45,900 92.0 11

aCosts are in FY 1976 dollars.

The LTA 1 (8) compares closely with the HC-130 and HH-X and is cheaper than the
HH-3 and Flagstaff II in transit. Conventional cutters are the most expensive in transit,
but they fulfill other functions that aircraft cannot accomplish, such as boarding and
towing.

These results only address the cost of getting to and from stations. Neither re-
maining time on station nor cost effectiveness in performing tasks are analyzed.
Assuming a 500-mile transit distance, the HH-X and HH-3 helicopters would have only

2 and 1. 7 hours, respectively, of on-station time at transit speed. If transit distance
were greater, neither could reach the assigned area.

GROSS SURVEILLANCE

Effectiveness in the gross surveillance task is measured by the area of ocean a given
platform or cutter/helo team can effectively observe on radar in a fixed amount of time.
This function does not include detouring to the location of any contacts that might be made
to investigate them. The gross surveillance task, for example, might be performed to
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locate heavy concentrations of fishing vessels, and would not be disrupted to investigate
sparse contacts. Generally, it is a measure of the maximum surveillance capability
of each vehicle or combination assigned as a team. As Indicated earlier, the measure
of gross surveillance effectiveness is search rate, which is equal to the product of
vehicle speed and sensor sweepwidth measured in square miles per hour. The sweep-
widths assumed for the various vehicles are shown in chapter II (table [1-7) against
both small and medium size targets.

Gross surveillance is particularly important in the case of search for small targets,

such as oil slicks (MEP mission) or small boats in distress (SAR mission). Surveillance
in these situations normally involves a planned flight pattern with occasional detours to
investigate when a target of special interest appears on the radarscope. Gross sur-
veillance is defined here to include only the search phase of the mission. Short investi-

gation periods are not considered in this analysis.

Detection of small targets is more difficult than for medium and large targets. The

performance of the sensor and vehicle differences become critical factors. Relatively
unsophisticated sensors are generally adequate to detect larger targets in the ELT mission,

Airship sweepwidths against small targets were assumed in chapter II to be 50 per-
cent greater than fixed-wing aircraft sweepwidths; against medium size targets the air-
ship sweepwidth was assumed to be only 20 percent greater.

Cost/effectiveness of the various vehicles is measured in terms of cost (dollars)
per square mile of ocean swept, and inversely, as square miles swept per unit cost.
The unit cost in the latter case is $1, 000. Values for the cutter/helo team are computed
two ways as previously described in this chapter: a long term average value, and
maximum performance as measured during a short (3-hour) helicopter flight. In com-
puting cutter/helo values, the helicopter is not given credit for surveillance area already
covered by the cutter. Such double coverage occurs for a short period of time immediately
after takeoff and before recovery of the helicopter. The computational methodology is
described in appendix G (volume II).

Vehicles are compared against medium and small targets in tables TV-5 and IV-6,
respectively. Against medium targets, the MRS has the lowest cost per mile for gross
surveillance but the LTA 1 (8) is a close second. In the small target case, the cost per
mile of LTA 1 (8) is about 17 percent less than the MRS. This improvement over the
transit task is principally due to the reduction in MRS speed from 375 knots in transit
(high altitude) to 230 knots in gross surveillance (low altitude). In the small target
case, the LTA advantage is helped by the assumption that the LTA sweepwidth is reduced
by less than that of the MRS for small targets. The latter case is shown graphically in
figure IV-2. The LTA 1 (8) has a large advantage over all other vehicles except the MRS
aircraft. The next closest competitor is the HH-X, which has a speed advantage of about
15 percent over the LTA 1 (8).
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TABLE IV-5

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN PERFORMING GROSS SURVEILLANCE

Medtum Target

Speed Sweepwidth Search rate Co~/sq. mi. Sq. mi. /cost
Resource Wk.) (n m. (9g. mi./hr.) ($/sg.mi.)- (sgmi./$1,900)

LTA 1 (8) 110 60 6,600 0.11 9,230
LTA 2(11) 80 60 4,800 0.22 4,940
LTA 3(14) 70 60 4,200 0.29 3,500

MRS 230 so 11, 500 0. 10 9, 730
HC-130 210 s0 10,500 0.20 4,9801.

I-I--X 125 40 5,000 0.17 6,010

HH-3 126 40 5,040 0.26 3,820
Flatstaff 11 48 36 1,728 0.34 2,900
WMEC-210 18 36 648 1.27 790
HEC-MEC 18 36 648 1.92 520
WHEC-378 29 36 1,044 2,56 390

WMEC-210+ 18/ 36/40 1, 627 0,.62 1, 620
H-H-X 125 (5, 168) (0.32) (3, 120)

(based on 3-hour suvilneflight
Cssare in FY 1976 dollars,
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TABLE IV-6

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN PERFORMING GROSS SURVEILLANCE

Small TarDiet
Speed Sweepwldth Search rate Costa/sq. ml. Sq. ro. /coAt

Resourcee (kL (n. mil,) (sq.mi,/hr.) (s1..mh) (sq. mi./$1,000)

LTA 1 (8) 110 38 4,180 0.17 5, 850
LTA 2 (11) 80 38 3,040 0.32 3,130
LTA 3 (14) 70 38 2,660 0.43 2,210

MRS 230 25 5, 750 0.21 4, 860
HC-130 210 25 5,250 0,40 2,490

HH-X 125 20 2,500 0.33 3,000
HH-3 126 20 2,520 0.52 1,910

Flagstaff II 48 18 864 0.69 1,450

WMEC-210 18 18 324 2.54 393
HEC-MEC 18 18 324 3,85 260
WHEC-378 29 18 522 5,11 196

WMEC-210+ 18/ 18/20 814 1.23 811
HH-X 125 (2, 584) (0, 64) (1, 560)

) based on 3-hour surveillance flight

Costs in FY 1976 dollars.
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LOCAL SURVEILLANCE

This task was included in the Hydrofoil Study to take advantage of the unique char-
acteristics of the cutter/helo teams. It differs from gross surveillance in that the area
to be swopt is bounded and relatively small in size. Local surveillance involves a
planned search effort to achieve a prescribed detection probability. In the ELT mission,
a typical scenario for thin task might involve a cutter or cutter/helo team approaching
a new patrol area in search of a concentration of foreign fishing vessels. Im.this study,
a typical scenario might be represented by a SAR search about a datum, In both cases

the search effectiveness can be approximated closely using the standard formula for the
probability of detection; p(t), in random search:

St
A

p(t) -1- e

where S is the search rate and A is the area to be searched. For a prescribed de-
tection probability, the exponent St/A is constant. The detection times t1 and t2 for

systems with search rates SI and $2F respectively, are thus inversely proportional:

tI s 2
2- - t 2  SI

so that the cost ratio is given by

0 t cS2

c2t2 02S1

where €I and 2 are the hourly costs of the two systems. Trh cost ratio is thus

equal to the ratio of the gross surveillance cost/effectiveness ratios c I/SI and c2/S2

Hence, local surveillance and gross surveillance are equivalent with respect to cost/
effectiveness measures. The results of the preceding section are applicable to gross
and local surveillance tasks.

INVESTIGATION OF DISPERSED TARGETS

The objective of this task in the ELT mission is to approach and visually inspect as
many fishing vessels as possible in a given time, assuming that the cutter (or other
vehicle) is already located amongst a widely dispersed fishing fleet. The true measure
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of effectiveness is the number of ships inspected regardless of ship density. This measure
is directly proportional to the number of miles traveled. Therefore, cost/effectiveness
can be measured in terms of cost per mile traveled. This can be computed simply by
dividing the hourly cost (cost/hour) of each vehicle by its speed in miles/hour, assuming
the investigating vehicle does not need to slow down to look at targets. This case is re-
ferred to here as the "no investigation delay" case to distinguish it from later cases with
time delays.

Investigation of dispersed targets is a task that is possibly relevant in other missions,
such as SAR and MEP. The fundamental assumption in this analysis, for all cases, is that
the investigating vehicle does not have a detection problem, and can proceed from one
target directly to the next nearest one.

The vehicles are compared in the investigation of dispersed targets task in table IV-7
and figure W-3. The transit speed in this case is the speed between targets investigated.
It is the same as the cruise speed used for low altitude surveillance. Effective speed is
equal to transit speed for all resources except the cutter/helo team. In the latter case,
the effective speed is less than the sum of the cutter and HH-X speed because the heli-
copter flies only a fraction of the time.

Except for the fixed-wing aircraft, the cost/effectiveness values for this task are the
same as in the transit to station task. As in the gross surveillance task, the MRS and
HC-130 employ lower speeds for search and investigation at low altitude. The MRS is
about 27 percent more cost/effective than the LTA 1 (8) in this task.

Investigation with Time Delays

For the scenario considered in the Hydrofoil Study (Fisheries Law Enforcement), the
"no delay" assumption was reasonable. Time delays are important in analyzing the set of
missions of concern in this study, and to compare the costs and effectiveness of aviation
vehicles with other vehicles in performing Coast Guard missions.

An example of direct interest to the ELT mission is rigging of ships during large
area patrols by fixed-wing aircraft. Rigging requires close passes at low altitude to
observe distribution details and photograph targets of interest. Delay time per rigging
is assumed to be about 6 minutes (0, 1 hour) on the basis of experience during the Cuban
blockade reported in reference 2.

The extension of the investigation task to include delay times makes it necessary to
also consider target density. The typical ELT aircraft mission is conducted in low con-
tact density situations, i.e., several hundred miles are flown between rigging events.
Mission planning for the MRS aircraft is understood to be based on a 10 percent reduction
in speed to allow for rigging delays. This is roughly equivalent to the requirement to
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"rig" one target per hour, spending approximately one hour investigating the target and

then flying roughly 200 miles to the next target to be rigged. This is termed a condition
of "low contact density."

TABLE IV-7

COST/EFFECTIVE NESS OF VEHICLES CONDUCTING IhVrESTIGATIONS
OF DISPERSED TARGETS

(No investigation delay)

Transit Effective
speed speed Cost~mile Miles/costa

Resource (kts.) (kts.) ($/i,). (mi./$1,000)

LTA 1 (8) 110 110 6.5 154

LTA 2 (11) 80 80 12.1 82

LTA 3 (14) 70 70 17.2 58

MRS 230 230 5.1 195

HC-130 210 210 10.0 100

HH-X 125 125 6.7 150

HH-3 126 126 10.5 96

Flagstaff IT 48 48 12.4 81

WMEC-210 18 18 45.8 22

HEC-MEC 18 18 69.3 14

WHEC-378 29 29 92.0 11

WMEC-210 + 18/125 45.1 22.3 45
HH-X (143) (11.6) (86)

( ) For short-term periods when helicopter is flying.
aCost in FY 1976 dollars.
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Investigation with delays could occur also in situations of considerably higher con-
tact density. While no specific examples are available, it is conceivable that high
density situations of this type can occur in certain SAR missions. A 2-mile track dis-
tance between contacts will be used to define a "high contact density" situation. A delay
time of 0.01 hour for this case will also be assumed for each investigation.

The effect of delays is to reduce the actual cruise speed, v , by the factor

1 -f1 -L = 1 --- --T

td

where f is the fraction of time spent in investigation, T is the delay time, and t d is
the timeko travel an average distance between targets equal to d . Thus, t d=d/v

The "effective" speed made good along the track connecting the investigated targets
is given by (1 - fL)vc

The resources are compared in the low and high target density cases in tables IV-8
and MV-9, respectively. The effective speeds were calculated using the formula given
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above. For the cutter/helo team effective speed includes the effects of time delays and'
the fraction of time the helicopter is not flying.

The measure of track miles per unit of cost is equal to the effective speed divided
by the hourly cost. The final column shows targets investigated per unit of cost. The

[ I two cases are compared in figures IV-4 and IV-5, which show that the faster vehicles
are affected most by the increase in target density. Figure IV-4 shows what occurs for
the high target density case; figure IV-5 shows results for the low density case.

In the high density case, the MRS, HH-X, and LTA 1 (8) are roughly equal in cost
per unit of effectiveness,

TRAIL/OBSERVATION TASK

The trail task envisions that a Coast Guard vehicle is required to remain in the
vicinity of a target and keep track of its activity, Trail targets would normally including
fishing trawlers at 5 to 8 knots or merchant ships at 12 to 18 knots. The task can either
be performed at a distance from or close to the target for detailed observations. No
formal requirement presently exists for these; however, the possibility of greatly ex-
tended surveillance demands in the near future suggests that trailing might become an
important task. Airships might be particularly valuable for this purpose.

For purposes of analysis, a 15-knot target is assumed; all vehicles are assumed to
be capable of trailing such a target. In other words, the differences in the trailing effec-
tiveness of the vehicles are not taken into account. The measure of cost/effectiveness is
therefore the cost per hour of trailing or the hours of trailing per unit cost. The hourly
costs differ from those presented in chapter 3, because the fuel costs are reduced for
some vehicles. Fuel consumption rates are based on vehicle speed required to maintain
trail with a target proceeding at an average speed of 15 knots.

~;. I
The trail task is analyzed from two points of view, depending on the relative im-

portance that is placed on trail and patrol type tasks. Initially, patrol is assumed to be
the dominant task and airships optimized for patrol are examined in trail tasks. Some
modifications in the least cost per mile airships are required because of the longer en-
durances obtained when operating at the lower speeds employed in the trail tasks. A
second comparison is made assuming that trail tasks are dominant. The original LTA
family, with modifications to account for increased end1urance at low speed, is optimized
on the basis of flight hours per $1000.

The airships are assumed to cruise at 30 knots whenever possible.

I"V- 18
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Fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters are assumed to operate at normal low altitude
speeds. Cutters are assumed to operate at 18 to 19 knots. The average fuel rate for
Flagstaff 11 (82.6 gal/hr.) was based on figure 6 of the Hydrofoil Study, assuming a
sprint/drift mode of operation, with a 23 percent foilborne fraction.

Patrol Tasks Dominant

The airship speed of 30 knots was selected to minimize fuel consumption while
maintaining enough speed to maintain trail on targets heading into winds of 15 knots or
less. In some cases the dynamic lift available at 30 knots may not be enough to compena
sate for the airship heaviness in the initial phase of the mission; fuel must be consumed
before flying at 30 knots is possible. The dynamic lift available depends on the maximum
angle of attack allowed in flight. A practical limit of 10 degrees was assumed in this
study. Constraining the attack angle to 10 degrees provides a fuel consumption rate
that is very near the minimum rate that could be obtained at somewhat higher (about 15
degrees) attack angles. With this constraint, speed varies as the square root of the
heaviness. A constant speed of 30 knots is possible when the heaviness decreases to
about 10 percent. The procedure used to calculate flight endurance for such variable speed
operations is presented in appendix J of volume II.

The low speeds employed in trail tasks result in endurance extensions that require
increased aijcrew sizes and hence increased airship sizes and costs. Thus, LTA 1 (8)
is replaced by the larger LTA 1 (11) and LTA 2 (.1) is replaced by LTA 2 (14) as indi-
cated in table IV-10, Airship characteristics and costs were calculated using the same
methods that were employed for the original LTA family. Fuel costs were based on the
average fuel consumption rates for the trail flight times.

TABLE YV-10

COMPARISON OF LEAST COST/MILE AIRSHIPS
EMPLOYED IN PATROL AND TRAIL TASKS

(Patrol tasks dominant)

Patrol Trail
Speed Range Aircrew Volume endurance endurance

A i (kts.) (mi. (no.) (cu. ft.) (hrs.) (hr..)

LTA 1 (8) 110 1000 8 411,000 9.1

LTA 1 (11) 110 1000 11 551,000 9.1 33

LTA 2 (11) 80 2000 11 903,000 25.0

LTA 2 (14) 80 2000 14 985,000 25.0 101

LTA 3 (14) 70 3000 14 1,363,000 42.9 197

rv-21
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The resources are compared in table IV-I1 and figure IV-6. Flagstaff 11 is the
most cost/effective vehicle, with the LTA 1 (11) in second place. The HH-X ranks well,
but is limited in endurance (and range) for this task. The cutters are wefl suited to
this task and have very high endurance. However, except for WMEC-210, the hourly
costs of the cutters are high. Airships and aircraft also have an advantage over surface
ships in that they provide an elevated platform for improved radar and visual surveillance
of the targets being trailed or observed.

TABLE IV-I.

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN THE TRAIL TASK

(FY 1976 dollars)

Cost/hour Hours/cost Endurance
Vehicle ($/hr.) (hrs./$1, 000) (hrs.)

LTA 1 (I1) 807 1.24 33
LTA 2 (14) 1,035 0.97 101
LTA 3 (14) 1,161 0.86 197

MRS 1,182 0.85 4.5
HC-130 2,108 0.47 11.8
HH-X 832 1.20 4.2
HH-3 1,319 0.76 7.3

Flagstaff II 523 1.91 61

WMEC-210 824 1.21 150
HEC-MEC 1, 247 0.80 167
WHEC-378 1, 822 0.55 752
WMEC-210+

HH-X 1,004 1.00 150

Trail Tasks Dominant

The original LTA family was designed with aircrew sizes determined by the endurance
in patrol tasks. When the airships are designed for trail tasks, the endurance exceeds 36
hours for all airships except LTA 1 (11) and the 120-knot/l, 000-mile range airship. The
aircrew size is thus 1,4 in all but two of the cases considered. The principal characteristics
and cost effectiveness values of 1, 000 and 2, 000-mile range airships employed in trail
tasks are compared in table IV-12. Cost effectiveness is measured by flight hours per
$1, 000. Further detailed characteristics and costs of these airships are presented in
appendix F of volume II. Flight endurances and average fuel consumption rates for the
variable speed flight profiles were calculated using the methodology presented in appendix 3
of volume II.
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FIG, IV.6: COST/IFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES IN THE TRAIL TASK -
PATROL TASKS DOMINANT (COSTS IN FY 1976 DOLLARS)

Compared to LTA 1 (11), the 1, 000-mile range airships do not a3hieve a higher cost
effectiveness until the speed is reduced to 80 knots. The 50-knot airship is only about
10 percent better in trail tasks than LTA 1 (11), which also provides much better per-
formance in patrol tasks (124 vice 68 miles per $1, 000).

The 2, 000-mile range airships, except for the S0-knot case, are all poorer than

LTA 1 (11) for the zero distance to station situation treated in this chapter.

PRESENCE (AS A DETERRENT)

The task is similar to the trail task and is measured in the same way, i.e., cost
per hour, The objective in this task is to serve as a deterrent to a potential violator
of fisheries laws and treaties. The degree to which a potential violator might be de-
terred by different types of Coast Guard vehicles or cutter/helo teams is subjective,
For purposes of analysis, we assume (as did the Hydrofoil Study) that each vehicle
exerts the same amount of deterrence. The relative cost/effectiveness in this mission
is equivalent to the relative hourly costs of the vehicles when operated at low speed.
The airship fuel costs were based on the same low speed profiles employed in trail
tasks. The results shown in table IV-13 are similar to these trail task values given
in table IV-11.
IFor zero station distance, the optimum airship range is less than 1, 000 miles for trail
tasks. See chapter V for other station distances,
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TABLE IV-13

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES a
IN THE PRESENCE TASK

Cost/hour Hours/cost Endurance
Resource ($/hr.) (hrs./$1,000) (hrs.)

LTA 1 (11) 805 1.24 33

LTA 2 (14) 1,030 0.97 101

LTA 3 (14) 1,161 0.86 197

MRS 1,182 0.85 4.5

HC-130 2,108 0.47 11.8

HH-X 832 1.20 4.2

HH-3 1,319 0.76 7.3

Flagstaff II 505 1.98 125

WMEC-210 709 1.41 2,363*

HEC-MEC 1,170 0.85 835*

WHEC-378 1,725 0.58 2,670*

WMEC-210 + 889 1.12 2,363*
HH-X

aCosts in FY 1976 dollars.
*Low (one engine Idle) speed.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Table rV-14 summarizes for all of the tasks examined, the cost/effectiveness results
of all the resources. Table IV-15 presents the same results on a relative basis, with
the LTA 1 (8) being taken as the unit reference for patrol tasks and LTA 1 (11) the
reference for trail and presence tasks. The valuqs shown are ratios of the cost/effective-
noess results presented in table IV-13. Values greater than unity indicate an advantage
for the resource relative to the LTA 1 (8) or LTA 1 (11).

Ii
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There are only two tasks for which the LTA 1 (8) or LTA 1 (11) are superior.
LTA 1 (8) exceeds its prime competitor, the MRS aircraft, in the small target gross
surveillance and high density investigation tasks, but the gain is not more than 25 per-
cent. The higher speed of the MRS makes it the most cost/effective vehicle in all other
patrol tasks. The hydrofoil provides the best trail potential; but it must operate largely
in the hullborne mode to achieve this trail capability. The LTA 1 (11) and WMEC-210
are similar in trail cost/effectiveness, but the small cutter has less capability for over-
the-horizon surveillance and observation from high angles. When the cutter operates
together with a helicopter it is less cost/effective in trail than the airship.

When airships are optimized for trail tasks, the 50-knot/l, 000-mile range airship
provides only a 25 percent gain relative to LTA 1 (11).

The above results apply to the case of zero distance to station, The effects of
transit to station are treated in the next chapter.
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V. ON STA71ON TASK ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter extends the task analysis of chapter 4 to include the effects of transit
to station. Vehicles are compared on the basis of miles on station per unit cost for in-
vestigation tasks; square miles on station per unit cost for gross surveillance tasks;
and hours on station per unit cost for trail tasks.

AIRSHIP TINIE-ON-STATION FRACTION AND EFFECTIVE SPEED

In the case of patrol tasks (gross surveillance and investigation) the airship speeds
for transit to station and cruise on station are based on obtaining the maximum miles on
station per flight hour, 1. e., maximum "effective" speed, measured by the product of
cruise speed and the fraction of time on station. In the trail task, airship speed on station
is assumed to be 30 knots whenever airship heaviness permits; the transit speed to station
is c#AlculAted to maximize the hours on station per flight hour, i.e., fraction of time on
station,

"The estimation of optimum transit and cruise speeds Is based on a simple model I
that ignores effects of airship heaviness changes during flight, The optimum transit
speeds are shown in appendix J of volume RI to be the same for both patrol and trail tasks.
In both cases, the transit speed varies with distance to station to maximize the fraction
of time on station. For patrol tasks the optimum cruise speed on station Is equal to the
transit speed.

The ratio of optimum transit speed to maximum cruise speed is determined using
the following approximate formula:

v U { .0/ 0 2D/RM < 0.43

M 0.6 2 D/RM > 0. 43

where D is the distance to station and RM is the airship range at speed, vM.

Optimum transit speeds for LTA 1 (8), LTA 2 (11), and LTA 3 (14) are given In table V-L,

TABLE V- I
AIRSHIP TRANSIT SPEEDS

(knots)

Distance to statio (niiles)
100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1(8) 110 110 90 75 66
LTA 2(11) 80 80 80 80 73

LTA 3(14) 70 70 70 70 70
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The time-on-station fractions and effective speeds are calculated in appendix j
taking account of the changes in airship heaviness during the flight, and possible changes
In cruise speed in the case of trail tasks where the initial heaviness on station may be
too great for cruising at 30 knots. Formulas are also presented in appendix j for the
effects of investigation with time delays.

The time-on- station fractions and effective speeds for the case of Investigation
with no time delays are shown in figure V-I for 110 knot/l, 000-mile range airships
LTA 1 (8) and LTA 1 (11). Effective speed is the miles made good on station divided
by the total mission time. The values are presented as a function of the distance to
station. When both transit and on- station cruise speeds are equal to the 110 knot max-
imum sustained speed the time on station fraction decreases linearly with distance, be-
coming zero at 500 miles, or one-half the range at 110 knots. Effective speed (measured
by miles on station per flight hour) also decreases linearly to zero at 500 miles. These
are shown by the lower curves in each set in figure V-1.

The solid lines in figure V- I show the effect of varying transit and cruise speed to
optimize the time-on-atation fraction and effective speed. The optimum transit and
cruise speeds are equal to the maximum cruise speed for distances less than 215 miles
distance to station. Beyond this critical distance the optimum transit speed decreases

K, I inversely in proportion to the 0. 6 power of the distance to station. Beyond 270 miles
the flight endurance exceeds 12 hours, so that the aircrew size is increased from 8 to 11.

AIRSHIP COMPARISON IN PATROL TASKS

Figure V-2 compares the optimal effective speeds and time-on-station fractions
of the three airships in the case of investigation with no delay. Between 200 and 300
miles station distance, LTA 2 (11) has the greatest effective speed. LTA 1 (8) and
LTA 3 (14) are more effective at shorter and longer distances, respectively.

When the three airships are compared on a cost/effectiveness basis in investigation
tasks, the LTA 1 (8) is superior for distances out to 270 miles. Figure V-3 shows the
comparison in terms of miles on station per $1, 000 cost as a function of distance to
station. Beyond 270 miles, LTA 2 (11) is more cost e£fective than LTA 1 (11). The
discontinuity at 270 miles is caused by the increased cost of LTA 1 (11) over LTA 1 (8)
($807/hr versus $715/hr.), mostly as a result of increased aircrew size.

The relative cost effectiveness of these airships Is the same for the gross surveillance
task, because all airships are assumed to have the same sweepwidth.

The airship speed optimization for patrol tasks was based initially on the zero dis-
tance to station. This optimization is also valid for other station distances because
effective speed is a function principally of airship range.

VEHICLE TIME-ON-STATION FRACTIONS AND EFFECTIVE SPEEDS

The time-on-station fractions for all vehicles are given in table V-2 for the in-
vestigation task with no delay. Figure V-4 shows the same information graphically,

V-2
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TABLE V-2

TIME-ON-STATION FRACTIONS

(Investigation task with no delay)

Distance to Station (miles)

S100 200 300 400 Soo

LTA 1 (8) 0.80 0.60 - - -

LTA 1 (11) - - 0.52 0.44 0.33

LTA 2 (11) 0.90 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.56
TA 3 (14) 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.73 0.67

MRS 0.88 0.76 0.65 0.53 0.41

HC-130 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.74 0.68

HH-X 0.63 0.26 0 0 0

HH-3 0.72 0.44 0.17 0 0

Flagstaff II 0.80 0.60 0.40 0.20 0

WMEC-210 0.93 0.85 0.78 0.70 0.63

HEC-MEC 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.73 0.67

WHEC-378 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.73 0.67

WMEC-210 + 0.93 0.85 0.78 0.70 0.63
HH-X
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including the effective speeds of all vehicles, All vehicles except the airships show a
linear decrease to zero at half the cruise range. All surface units and helicopters transit
and cruise on station at maximum sustained speed. No allowance is made in this analysis
for possible hover time by the helicopters. The fixed-wing aircraft transit and cruise
at the speeds Indicated in chapter 4, The HC- 130 time-on- station fraction is actually
not quite linear because the fuel consumption rate at low altitude is 16 percent greater
than the rate at high altitude. See appendix J of volume II for further details.

The fixed-wing aircraft have a large advantage in effective speed over all other
vehicles, Out to 130 miles station distance the HH-3 exceeds LTA 1 (8) in effective
speed; the HH-X exceeds LTA 1 (8) only out to 50 miles.

COMPARISON OF VEHICLES IN INVESTIGATION TASKS

Investigation Task With No Delay

All vehicles are compared with the optimum airships In table V-3 on the basis of
cost/effectiveness in investigation tasks with no time delays. Miles on station per $1, 000
is shown graphically in figure V-5 as a function of distance to station. Out to 500 miles
the MRS aircraft is superior to all other vehicles in this task. The relative superiority of
the MRS aircraft is greatest (over 100 percent) at intermediate distances (about 300 miles),
At short range, HH-X is a close competitor to the LTA 1 (8); LTA I is second most cost
effective frum 0 to 220 miles, At greater ranges, the HC- 130 is superior to the airships.

With Delay-High Target Density

The effect of Investigation delays on the cost/effectiveness comparison of vehicles
is shown in table V-4 and figure V-6 for the case of high target density. The average
track distance between targets In the high density case is assumed to be 2 miles; an
investigation delay time of 0. 01 hour per target is also assumed,

At distances less than 180 miles, the LTA 1 (8) is the most cost/effective vehicle;
the MRS maintains Its superiority at greater distances to station with LTA 1 (8) and LTA
2 (11) in second place ouc to about 500 miles. At distances less than 100 miles, the HH-X
is close to the MRS in cost/effectiveness.

COMPAIUSON OF VEHICLES IN GROSS SURVEILLANCE TASKS

Airships are compared with other vehicles in gross surveillance tasks in tables
V-5 and V-6 and figures V-7 and V-8. Cost/effectiveness is measured by square miles
on station per $1, 000 cost. The results shown in figure V-7 are for the case of small
targets, for which the airship sweepwidth is assumed to be 50 percent greater than that
of the MRS and HC-130, Figure V-8 gives similar measures for the medium targets
where the LTA enjoys a 20 percent advantage over the aircraft.

Against small targets LTA 1 (8) is superior to MRS out to 160 miles station distance,
From that distance to 400 miles LTA 1 (8) and LTA 2 (11) are in second place. IIC-130
is slightly superio.' to LTA 2 (11) beyond 400 miles. At about 300 miles distance, the
MRS relative superiority reaches a maximum of about 44 percent. just beyond 500 miles
distance, MRS, LTA I and HC-130 become equal in cost/effectiveness,
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TABLE V-3

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN INVESTIGATION TASKS

(No investigation delay)

Miles on station gar cost

(mi. on sta.• 1,o000T

Distance to station (miles)

Vehicle 100 200 300 400 50o

LTA 1 (8) 122 92 - - -

LTA 1 (11) - - 55 40 27

LTA 2 (11) 74 66 58 50 42
LTA 3 (14) 54 51 47 43 39

MRS 172 148 127 103 80
HC-130 93 87 80 74 68

HH-X 95 39 0 0 0
HH-3 69 42 16 0 0

Flagstaff II 65 49 32 16 0

WMEC-210 20 19 17 15 14
HEC-MEC 13 12 11 10 9
WHEC-378 10 10 9 8 7

WMEC-210 + 42 38 36 32 28HH-X
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TABLE V-4

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN INVESTIGATION TASKS

(0.01 hour delay, high
target density)

Miles on station per cost
(mi. on sta7./$,000-0

Distance to station (miles)

vehicle 100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1 (8) 85 67 - - -

LTA 1 (11) - - 42 31 21

LTA 2 (11) 55 50 45 40 35

LTA 3 (14) 41 39 36 34 31

MRS 80 69 59 48 37

HO-130 45 42 38 36 33

HH-X 59 24 0 0 0

h111-3 42 26 10 0 0

Flagstaff II 52 39 26 13 0

WMEC-210 19 17 16 14 13
HEC-MEC 12 11 10 9 9
WHEC-378 8 8 7 7 6

WMEC-210 31 28 26 23 21

HH-X
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TABLE V-5

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES

IN GROSS SURVEILLANCE TASKS

(Small targets)

Square miles on station per cost
(sq. mi. on sta./$1,000)

Distance to station (miles)

Vehicle 100 200 300 400 S00
LTA 1 (8) 4640 3450 - -

LTA 1 (11) - - 2060 1510 1020

LTA 2 (11) 2820 2510 2190 1880 1610

LTA 3 (14) 2070 1920 1770 1630 1480

"MRS 4280 3690 3160 2580 1990

HC-130 2320 21.70 1990 1840 1690

HH-X 1890 780 0 0 0

HH-3 1380 840 320 0 0

Flagstaff II 1160 870 580 290 0

WMEC-210 370 330 310 280 250

HEC-MEC 240 230 210 190 170

WHEC-378 180 170 160 140 130

WMEC-210 + 750 690 630 570 510
HH-X
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TABLE V-6

COST/EFFECTIVENESS OF VEHICLES
IN GROSS SURVEILLANCE TASKS

(Medium targets)

Square miles on station per coat(sq. mi. on 9E.-71160

Distance to station (miles)

Vehicle 100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1 (8) 7330 5450 - - -

LTA 1 (11) - - 3280 2380 1600

LTA 2 (13) 4450 3960 3460 2970 2540

LTA 3 (14) 3260 3030 2800 2570 2340

MRS 8560 7390 6320 5160 3990

HC-130 4630 4330 3980 3690 3390

HH-X 3790 1560 0 0 0

HH-3 2750 1680 650 0 0

Flagstaff II 2320 1740 1160 580 0

WMEC-210 730 670 620 550 500

HEC-MEC 480 450 420 380 350

WHEC-378 360 340 310 280 260

WMEC-210 + 1510 1380 1260 1130 1020
HH-X
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COMPARISON OF VEHICLES IN TRAIL/OBSERVATION TASKS

Cost effectiveness in trail/observation tasks is measured by hours on station per
unit of cost. Vehicle speeds on station are dictated by the requirement to maintain trail
on a target making good a speed of 15 knots. The on- station assumptions were given in
chapter 4. To optimize cost/effectiveness, transit speeds are based on maximizing the
fractional time on station. Conventional cutters and helicopters transit at maximum sus-
tained speeds; MRS and HC-130 aircraft transit at high altitude speeds of 375 and 290 knots,
respectively. Airship tronsit speeds that maximize the fraction of time-on- station were
presented in table V- 1.

Optimum transit speed for Flagstaff II was based on the assumption of a mixed
foilborne/hullborne mode of operation, Optimum tactics are shown in appendix J of
volume 1 to require 100 percent follborne mode for distances less than 473 miles, and
100 percent hullborne for greater distances to station.

The optimum time-on- station fraction for all vehicles is given in table V-7,
and shown graphically as a function of station distances in figure V-9.

As in the previous chapter, trail tasks are analyzed from two points of view, depending
on the relative importance of patrol and trail tasks. When the patrol tasks are dominant
the airships are first optimized for patrol and then compared with other vehicles in trail
tasks. Airship endurance and aircrew sizes are increased as necessary for the trail task.

1.0 HC-l 30

-_MRS""'" '-'"-"'- • " " .......... HH,43

0.H.

-.- HH-X

LTA 2(14)

0.6- LTA 1 (11)

F '\lagstaff 1t

4-- WMEC.210S0.4

S-- WHEC.378

0.2

0 100 20 300 400 son 600

Distance to station (n. mr.)

FIG. V.9: TIME-ON.8TATION FRACTIONS FOR TRAIL TASKS
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TABLE V-7

TIME-ON-STATION FRACTIONS IN TRAIL TASKS

Distance to station (miles)
_Vhicle - 100 200 300 00 500

LTA 1 (11) 0.93 0.84 0.71 0-.56 0.40

LTA 2 (14) 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.85

LTA 3 (14) 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.94 0.92

MRS 0.88 0.76 0.65 0.53 0.41

HC-130 0.93 0.87 0.80 0.74 0.68

HH-X 0.63 0.26 0 0 0
HH-3 0.72 0.44 0.17 0 0

Flagstaff 1I 0.92 0.80 0.65 0.41 0.11

WMEC-210 0.93 0.85 0.78 0.70 0.63
HEC-IMEC 0.93 0.87 0.80 0,73 0.67

WHEC-378 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.94

WMEC-210 + 0.93 0.85 0.78 0.70 0.63
HH-X
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Patrol Tasks Dominant
Cost/effectiveness compurisons for this case are presented in table V-8 and figure

V- 10 as a function of dist..nce to station. The measure is hours on station per $1, 000
cost. For distances less than about 370 miles, Flagstaff I is most cost/effective in the
trail task, At greater distances, LTA 2 (14) is superior; WMEC-210 is also relatively
high on a cost/effectiveness basis. When helk(.opters are added to WMEC-210 to give it
a more versatile capability the added cost brings it below the airships in cost effective-
ness, The same vehicles are compared with respect to endurance on station in table V-9.
Airship endurance varies from half day to 8 days. In comparison, Flagstaff II endurance
varies from half to &^ days and the conventional cutters can maintain trail for about 4 days
(WMEC- 210) to 21 days (WHEC-378) in areas 500 miles from port,

Trail Tasks Dominant
As in the previous chapter, trail tasks are analyzed from two points of view depending

on the relative importance of patrol and trail tasks. When the patrol tasks are dominant
the airships are first optimized for patrol and then compared with other vehicles in trail
tasks. Airship endurance and aircrew sizes are increased as necessary for the trailtanks.

ThL airships presented in table IV-11 of chapter IV are compared here in trail tasks
at station distances out to 500 miles. Cost effectiveness comparisons are presented
graphically in figures V-I and V-12 for 1, 000 mile and 2,000 mile range airships,
respectively.

Beyond 140 miles station distance the 60 knot/I. 000 mile range LTA is superior in
hours on station per $1, 000. The LTA 1 (11), however, is seen to be highly competitive
in trail cost effectiveness,

Differences in trail performance are shown in figure V-12 to be greater for the
longer range airships, At 500 miles station distance the LTA 2 (14) is only about 15
percent below the 50 and 60 knot optimum airships.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Cost/effectiveness comparisons of all vehicles are presented in table V- 10 for in-
vestigation, gross surveillance, and trail tasks at 200 miles distance to station. Com-
parisons on a relative basis are shown in table V-I1, The investigation task results are
given for two cases - - no delay and 0, 1 hour delay/high target density, The gross sur-
veillance task is shown for the case of small target sweepwidths Table V-12 presents
the same Information for a station distance of 500 miles.

Summary results are presented on a relative basis in table V-13. Values greater
than 1. 00 indicate a higher cost/effectiveness.

At 200 miles station distance the 100 knot/i, 000 mile range airships LTA 1 (8) and
LTA 1 (11) are the reference airships for patrol and trail tasks, respectively, The MRS
aircraft is superior in all tasks except trail/observation, in which case Flagstaff II has
a 47 percent advantage, The MRS advantage in Investigation tasks varies from 61 percent
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TAB.'.- V-9

ENDURAflCE ON STATION IN TRAIL TA•S

(Patrol tasks nominant)
(hours).

Distance to itation (miles)

Resource 100 200 300 400 S00

LTA 1 (11) 26 19 16 14 10

LTA 2 (14) J2 83 93 81 76

LTA 3 (14) 192 186 181 173 165

MRS 4.0 3.4 2.9 2.4 1.8

HC-130 9.7 9.1 8.5 7.9 7.3

HH-X 2.6 1.1. 0 0 0

HH-' 4.1 2.5 1.0 0 0

Flagstaff II 51 36 25 12 12

WMEC-210 140 128 117 105 95

HEC-MEC i5S 145 134 122 112

WHEC-378 705 655 605 554 504

WMEC-210 + 140 128 117 105 95

HH-X
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in the no delay case to 3 percent with delays and high target density, In the gross sur-
veillance task against small targets, MRS Is 7 percent more cost/effective,

When trail tasks are dominant the 60 knot/I, 000 mile range airship is about 10
percent superior to LTA 1 "(11). At 500 miles station distance the best airship for
patrol tasks is the 80 knot/2, 000 mile range LTA 2 (11). When patrol tasks are dominant
the optimum airship for trail tasks is the slightly larger LTA 2 (14). When trail tasks
are dominant the 50 and 60 knot airships are about 15 percent more cost effective than
the 80 knot airship.

The MRS aircraft remains superior in patrol tasks, but the airships are superior
in traLl tasks. The MRS advantage in Investigation tasks is greater than at 200 miles,
increasing to 90 percent in the no delay case, 6 percent with delays and high target
density, and 24 percent in the gross surveillance task against small targets.

For trail tasks the WMEC-210 is a close competitor to the airships. The airship
superiority increases to about 30 percent when the WMEC- 210 includes an HH-X heli-
copter.

TABLE V-8

HOURS ON STATION PER COST IN TRAIL TASKS

(Patrol tasks dominant)

(hrs./$1,000)

Distance to station (miles)

Resource 100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1 (11) 1.15 1,02 0.66 0.69 0.50

LTA 2 (14) 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.86 0.82

LTA 3 (14) 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.79

MRS 0,74 0.64 0.55 0.45 0.35

HC-130 0.44 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.32

HH-X 0.76 0.31 0 0 0

HH-3 0.55 0.33 0.13 0 0

Flagstaff It 1.75 1.50 1.20 0,74 0.22

WMEC-210 1.13 1.03 0.95 0.85 0.76

HEC-4EC 0.75 0.70 0.64 0.59 0.54

WHEC-37B 0,54 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.52

WMEC-210 + 0.93 0.95 0.79 0.70 0.63
HH-X
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VI. SEARCH AND RESCUE ANALYSIS

BACKGROUND

One of the important missions performed by the U.S. Coast Guard is that of Search
and Rescue (SAR). Thus, any vehicle that the Coast Guard considers using should be
evaluated in a SAR role.

Previous studies performed by CNA indicated that increased speed does not sub-
stantially improve capability to perform SAR; such speed advantages are essentially
nullifted L-, the fact that many SAR cases required towing a distressed vehicle at a
speed of about 7 knots. Based on these regults and tha fact that it is unlikely that an
LTA vehicle could perform any towing service (see volume I11), this analysis assumed
that the LTA would be performing a primary mission of, perhaps, IELT or MEP, and
evaluated it in a secondary SAR role.

GENERAL APPP.OACH

This analysis was based on the servicing of actual SAR cases; the capability of LTAs
to handle historical cases was evaluated. The LTAs were assumed to be positioned on
bases from which ELT or MEP patrols would be staged. When a particular search and
rescue case meets established criteria, an LTA is assumed to be diverted from its
primary role to b.rvice the case. If the particular case does not meet criteria for an

A simple computer model was constructed that takes the historical SAR cases one

at a time and determines whether the established criteria that would permit an LTA
to respond are met. For each SAR case, the model stores data relative to the case.
The data are summarized and printed out after the entire case load has been serviced.
Results are obtained in terms of:

e The number of SAR sorties performed by LTAs.

e What current Coast Guard vehicles the LTA replaced when performing
a sortie.

e What types of cases (in terms of severity) the LTA handled.

The model was used to obtain results for the 1st (New England) Coast Guard District,
and LTAs were assumed to be located at Cape Cod Air Station. The model is described
below and is discussed in detail in appendix H of volume 1.
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THE MODEL

General Description

A model is a simple simulation and was used to study the effects of introducing LTA
vehicles into the Coast Guard Search and Rescue operations. It consists of two major parts:

o Resource assignment
* Calculation of statistics

Because the purpose of this study was to consider the effects of LTA vehicles on SAR,
the model actually simulates only the LTA's performance. If, by the criteria established,
the LTA does not service a particular sortie, the model uses the vehicle that serviced
it historically. This approach is simple and straight-forward. The model required few
inputs in addition to those from the historical data base -- principally the characteristics
and assumed positions of LTAs.

Inputs and Assumptions

The detailed capabilities of the LTA as assumed for this analysis were shown in
appendix H of volume II. Table VI-1 lists some of the more important characteristics.

Because the model assumed LTA vehicles had a primary mission other than SAR, a
built-in assumption prevents the LTA from accepting a sortie that is estimated to require
more than 12 hours to complete.

The only inputs other than LTA characteristics required by the model are the lo-
cations of the LTAs and their availability factors.

TABLE VI-1

ASSUMED CAPABILITIES OF LTA VEHICLES FOR SAR

Rescue up to 17 persons
Operate in winds under 60 knots
Operate in all temperatures and visibilities
Ability to operate at all distances offshore
Cannot icebreak, refloat, or dewater
Cannot fight fires or make repairs
Cannot tow

Delay before getting underway 15 minutes
Search time 15 minutes
Assistance time I hour
Speed 60, 80, and 100 knots

VI-2
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Resource Assignment Routine

This routine decides which vehicle to assign to a particular historical SAR sortie;
either an LTA is assigned, or the sortie is given to the resource that performed it
historically. Figure VI-l presents the flowchart for this routine.

If an LTA is both available and capable, the routine calculates the response time of
each available LTA and selects as the candidate LTA the one with the shortest response
time. This time, and the response time of the actual resource, are then compared
against the allowable tolerance time for the severity of the case. Tolerance times are
shown in table VI-2.

TABLE VI-2

TOLERANCE TIMES

Severity Tolerance

None/unknown 4 hours

Slight 3 hours
Severe, property only 1 hour
Severe, personnel .5 hour

If neither LTAs nor historical vehicles can arrive on scene within the tolerance time,
the routine assigns the fastest resource. If only one of the two resources can arrive
within the tolerance time, the routine assigns that one, Should both the LTA and the

actual resource be able to arrive on scene within the tolerance time, the routine assigns
the "lesser" resource. The "lesser" resource is chosen from a ranking list which
attempts to model the decision made by the person assigning resources at the RCC
center. For the purposes of this analysis, resources "less" than an LTA are taken to
be small boats, and WPBs; those "greater" than an LTA are cutters, helicopters, and
aircraft.

DISTRICT 1 ANALYSIS

Inputs
Much of the fishing activity in District I centers around Cape Cod. Thus, assuming

that the LTAs would be on a primary mission of ELT, Cape Cod Air Station was chosen
as the base from which LTA patrols would be staged.

Each case assumed that there would be one LTA available on a 24-hour basis 100
percent of the time. LTA speeds of 60, 80, and 100 knots were considered. Table VI-3
summarizes the cases analyzed for District 1.
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TABLE VI-3

DISTRICT 1 CASES

C a.Time LTA location - LTA speed

I July 21-27, 1972 Cape Cod Air Station

JA 60 knots
1B 80 knots
IC 100 knots

II Ja".21-27, 1973 Cape Cod Air Station

IA 60 knots
IB 80 knots
IC 100 knots

The analysis was performed for two different seasonal cases: typical one-week
periods in the summer and winter. The summer workload was provided by the actual
caseload experienced during the week of July 21-27, 1972; the winter analysis was
based on SAR cases experienced the week of January 21-27, 1973.

RESULTS

During the week of July 21-27, 1972, there was a total of 354 SAR sorties contracted
in District 1 compared with 34 during the week of January 21-27, 1973. Table VI-4
shows which U.S. Coast Guard resources performed these sorties. The columns labeled
"Case I (July) and Case II (Jan) show which resources performed the sorties historically.
The remaining 6 columns show resource utilization when the LTA was introduced in
accordance with table VI-3.

Table VI-5 shows the Coast Guard resources replaced by the LTA when performing

the SAR sorties.

The severity of cases serviced by the LTA are summarized in table VI-6.

During the week of 21-27 July, the 60-knot LTA handled 11 SAR cases, and the 80-knot
and 100-knot LTA handled 12 cases each. Of these, only 3 or less were severe danger
cases. In order to prevent undue distraction from the LTA's primary mission, one
might limit its SAR response to only moderately severe or severe danger cases,
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TABLE VI-5

RESOURCE SORTIES REPLACED BY LTA

Case Case Case Case Case Case
Resource _A LB ILC .11B I1C

1wMTEC 1 1 1 - - -

HH-52A 4 4_ 4 2 2 2

HH-3F 6" - 7 7 2 2 2

TOTAL 11 12 12 4 4 4

TABLE VI-6

SEVERITY OF LTA CASES
(DISTRICT 1)

Severit . Number of sorties
Case Case Case Case Case Case

I_ I- 'C_ 1_ L L_

None/unknown 6 6 6 1 1 1

Slight 1 1 1 0 0 0

Moderate 2 2 2 2 2 2

Severe, property 0 0 0 0 0 0

Severe, personnel 2 3 3 1 1 1

TOTAL 11 12 12 4 4 4
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During the winter, SAR activity occurs much less frequently. (Only 4 cases were
handled by the LTA during the week of January 21-27.) Therefore, such a restriction
would be unnecessary. Increased speed does not affect the LTA caseload; in fact, at
100 knots, the LTA becomes more expensive to operate and would probably not be sent
on a SAR mission that could be satisfied by a less expensive conventional resource. This
would reduce its caseload to less than the 12 indicated previously.

In general, based on the assumptions in the analysis, it appears that the LTA does
not perform better than current Coast Guard vehicles in a secondary SAR role, How-
ever, it should be noted that for a very small number of isolated cases, the LTA with
a good radar and extended endurance could possibly provide an improved search and
location capability not readily available on current vehicles.
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VII. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS

Fuel consumption for airships and the Coast Guard vehicles is analyzed in this
chapter for both patrol and trail tasks. Since the 1973 embargo, fuel conservation has
become important in the United States. It was shown in chapter 3 on costs that fuel
costs are a relatively small fraction of the overall cost for each of the vehicle types.
But, if fuel prices continue to increase rapidly, fuel costs may be a greater portion of
overall cost.

The fuel rate in gallons per hour for the airships of 1, 000-, 2, 000-, and 3, 000-mile
range are shown in figure VII-1 as a function of airspeed,

The figure shows that fuel rate for airships increases rapidly as airspeed and range
increase.

PATROL TASKS

A comparison of the vehicles on the basis of energy efficiency is shown in table VII-1for patrol tasks at zero station distance. The fuel rates of the airships at their design

speed is low relative to the other vehicles. The airships provide about 0.5 mile per
gallon. At its low-altitude surveillance speed the MRS provides about 0.8 mile per
gallon. (At its transit speed of 375 knots, the MRS gives 1. 3 miles per gallon.) The HH-X
helicopter provides the most miles per gallon (1.37). Table VII-1 also shows a corn-
parison of the square miles of search per gallon for the vehicles. For this measure the
airships and MRS are about equal and the HH-X helicopter remains superior.

The calculations assume sweepwidths against small targets as described in
chapter 2. Airships yield relatively higher areas of search per gallon of fuel because
of 50 percent larger sweepwidths than other vehicles.

The influence of distance to station on airship energy efficiency is shown in table
VII-2. The effective speed, actual transit and cruise speeds, and fuel rates are shown
for the airships optimized for patrol tasks. The energy efficiency in terms of miles on
station per gallon of fuel is shown at the bottom of the table. As distance to station
increases, the miles on station per gallon decreases for LTA 3 (14). Miles on station per

gallon decrease for LTA 2 (11) out to distances of 430 miles and then increase at greater
distances to station. This increase is a result principally of the reduced airship speeds
beyond 430 miles station distance. However, for the shorter range LTA 1 (8) and
LTA 1 (11) the decrease in miles per gallon continues only to a distance of about 215
miles, remains relatively constant out to 400 miles and then continues to decrease
again.
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TABLE VII-1

ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
FOR PATROL TASKS AT ZERO STATION DISTANCE

Fuel rate Speed Miles/ Square miles/
Vehicle (gal. /hr.(s.) gallon gallona

LTA 1 (8) 215 110 0.51 19
LTA 2 (11) 144 80 0.55 21
LTA 3 (14) 129 70 0,54 21

MRS 285 230 0,81 20
HC-130 642 210 0.33 8

HH-X 91 125 1.37 27
HH-3 186 126 0.68 14

Flagstaff II 262 48 0.18 3

WMEC-210 315 18 0.06 1
HEC-MEC 245 18 0.07 1
WHEC-378 2514 29 0.01 0.2

aAgainst small targets.

The miles on station per gallon of fuel for all the vehicles is shown in table VII-3 for
increasing distances to station. The variation is also shown graphically in figure VII-2.
The HH-X provides the largest miles per gallon for small distances, to about 140 miles.
Beyond this range to about 450 miles the MRS is the most efficient. For distances beyond
500 miles, the LTA 2 (14) performs better than other vehicles considered.

TRAIL TASKS

The average fuel consumption rates in trail tasks are presented in table VII-4 for
LTA 1 (11) and LTA 2 (14) and all other vehicles as a function of distance to station. The
energy efficiency in trail tasks is given in table VII-5, measured by hours on station
per 1, 000 gallons. A graphic presentation of the energy efficiency comparison is shown
in figure VII-3.

Patrol Tasks Dominant

Both airships are superior to all other vehicles. The 2, 000-mile range airship is
considerably more efficient than the 1,000-mile range airship. The hump in the LTA 2(14)
curve at 300 miles distance is caused by arriving on station with the heaviness reduced
sufficiently to allow operations at the slow speed of 30 knots. Out to about 400 miles,
Flagstaff II is the best of the other vehicles.
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TABLE VII-2

AIRSHIP ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN PATROL TASKS
VERSUS DISTANCE TO STATION

Effective Speed (actual. seed)
(Mil-q onF-tation-7light hour) (Knots)

Distance to Station (miles)

Vehicle 0 100 200 300 4_0 500

LrA 1 (8) 110 88 (110) 65 (110) - - -

LTA 1 (11) - - - 46 (90) 33 (75) 22 (66)

LTA 2 (11) 80 72 (80) 64 (80) 56 (80) 48 (80) 41 (73)

LTA 3 (14) 70 65 (70) 61 (70) 56 (70) 51 (70) 47 (70)

,Fuel Rate (gal,/hr.)

LTA 1 (8) 215 215 215 - -

LTA 1 (iii - - - 167 183 102

LTA 2 (11) 144 144 144 144 144 115

LTA 3 (14) 129 129 129 129 129 129

Miles on Station Per Gallon

LTA 1 (8) 0.51 0.41 0.30 - - -

TZA 1 (11) - - - 0.28 0.27 0.22

LTA 2 (11) 0.55 0.50 0.44 0.39 0.33 0.36

LTA 3 (14) 0.54 0.50 0.47 0.43 0.40 0.36
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TABLE VII-3

VEHICLE ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPARISON IN PATROL TASKS
VERSUS DISTANCE TO STATION

Miles on Station Per Gallon

4 Distance to Station (miles)

Vehicle 0 100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1 (8) 0.51 0.41 0.30 - - -

LTA 1 (11,) - - - 0.28 0.27 0.22

LTA 2 (8) 0.55 0.50 n.44 0.39 0.33 0.36

LTA 3 (14) 0.54 0.50 0.47 0.43 0.40 0.36

MRS 0.81 0.73 0.62 0.53 0.43 0.33
HC-130 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.22

HH-X 1.37 0.86 0.36 0 0 0

HH-3 0.68 0.49 0.30 0.12 0 0

Flagstaff II 0.18 0.15 0.13. 0.07 0.04 0

WMEC-210 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04

HEC-MEC 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05

WHEC-378 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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TABLE VU-4

AVERAGE FUEL CONSUMPTION RATE
IN TRAIL TASKS

(Patrol tasks dominant)

Gallons per hour
Distance to station (miles)

Vehicle 0 100 200 300 400 500

LTA 1 (11) 71 84 104 102 97 92
LTA 2 (14) 38 40 43 38 42 42

MRS 285 285 285 285 285 285
HC-130 642 636 631 625 620 614

HH-X 91 91 91 91 91 91
HH-3 186 186 186 186 186 186

Flagstaff II 83 90 113 131 166 45

WMEC-210 315 315 315 315 315 315
HEC,-MEC 245 245 245 245 245 245
WHEC-378 344 365 389 415 447 482

WMEC-210 335 335 335 335 335 335
+HH-X
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TABLE VII-5

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN TRAIL TASKS

(Patrol tasks dominant)

Hours on station/i,000 gallons

Distance to station (miles) __

Vehicle 0 100 200 300 400 500
L.TA 1 (11) 14.1 11.1 8.1 6,9 5.8 4.4

LTA 2 (14) 26.5 24.1 21.8 24.5 21.3 20.0

MRS 3.5 3.1 2.7 2.3 1.9 1.4

HC-130 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1

HH-X 11.0 6.9 2.9 0 0 0 ,i

HH-3 5.4 3.9 2.4 0.9 0 0

Flagstaff II 12.1 a0.2 7.1 5.0 2.5 2.4

WMEC-210 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.2 2.0

HEC-MEC 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.7

WHEC-378 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.1 2.0

WMEC-210 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.9
+ HH-X
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Trail Tasks Dominant

The energy efficiency when trail tasks are dominant is shown in figures Vfl-4 and
VII-5 for airships of 1, 000- and 2,000-mile range, respectively. Airship speeds are
varied from 50 to 110 knots in both cases. For the 50- and 60-knot airships, a direct
comparison of the effect of airship range is shown in figure VII-6. LTA 1 (11) and
LTA 2 (14) are also shown in. figure VII-6 to present further comparisons of energy
efficiency.

In general, it can be seen that fuel efficiency is greatly improved for airship
speeds of 50 and 60 knots. Beyond 130 miles distance to station, the 50 knot/2, 000-mile
range airship is slightly superior to the 50 knot/1,000-mile range airship. Extension
of these results to lower speeds would require a consideration of the effect of winds both
in transit and on stition.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study analyzed the cost effectiveness of using lighter-than-air vehicles to
perform some Coast Guard mission tasks. The analysis compared LTA's effectiveness
with other vehicles in three principal missions: Enforcement of Laws and Treaties,
Marine Environmental Protection, Search and Rescuo, Within these missions, the
tasks analyzed include surveillance, investigation, and trail or observation.

Within the above framework, the study analyzed the gross characteristics of LTA
vehicles such as size, speed, range, and detailed characteristics such as type of propul-
sion plant and envelope material. All the airships considered were semi-buoyant hybrids
with heaviness determined by maximum takeoff angle of attack.

Investment costs (acquisition costs), operating costs (personnel, maintenance, and
fuel costs), and vehicle utilization rates were all considered. Total costs were obtained
on a per hour of operation basis.

Cost/effectiveness comparisons were made as a function of distance to station.
Patrol tasks of investigation and surveillance were measured by miles on station per
$1,000 and square miles on station per $1,000, respectively, trail tasks were measured
by hours on station per $1, 000,

The study also compared the fuel consumption rate and energy efficiency oi LTAs
with that of other vehicles.

Our general conclusions are as follows:

0 Of the many conceptual design. of LTAs that we examined, we found that
the 110-knot, 1,000-mile design was the best for the Coast Guard patrol
tasks examined for station distances less than about 300 miles. For
greater distances, the 80-knot, 2,000-mile design was superior.

* We developed investment and operating costs for all the alternative
vehicles and found that while the LTA was less expensive than most of
the alternatives, it was not so cheap as the FLAGSTAFF II on a strict
per hour basis.

0 We looked at the alternative vehicles performing several tasks, and
found that the only place where LTA vehicles were clearly superior
was in trailing target ships at ranges greater than 370 miles from
the base.
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. In the energy analysis, both the I 10-knot/l, 000-mile range and the
80-knot/2, 000-mile range airships were more efficient than other
vehicles in use of fuel in trail and observation tasks at all station
distances considered. For these tasks alone, 50-knot to 60-knot
design speeds offer still further benefits in fuel efficiency and cost/
effectiveness. For patrol tasks airships fuel efficiency becomes superior
only beyond kbout 450 miles station distance.

Finally, we observe that while there are always risks involved in developing any
new system, that blimps of the size discussed here have not been built since the late
1950s, Also, our calculations were based on the assumption that the new polymer
materials would be suitable for airships. In short, there may be more development
risks in airships than in, say, hydrofoils and other conceptual vehicles.
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APPENDIX A

COAST GUARD MISSIONS

INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents an outline of Coast Guard Operating Programs (termed missions)
described more fully in references A-1 through A-4 . These operating programs are
listed in table A-1. The Coast Guard estimates of operational flight hour requirements
(from reference A-3) for each program are listed in table A-2 by aircraft type -- long-
range search (LRS), medium-range search (MRS), medium-range recovery (MRR), and
short-range recovery (SRR). Coast Guard estimates of cutter requirements in mission
performance days (from reference A-4) are shown in table A-3. Individual missions
and potential applications of LTA vehicles, with emphasis on small modern airships,
are discussed below.

SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) MISSION

The SAR program was established to render aid to people and property in distress on,
over, and under the high seas and waters under US. jurisdiction. To carry out this
traditional Coast (uard mission, more than one-third of Coast Guard aviation hours has
been used in the past. Aircraft are effective because they move quickly and cover a large
search area. The SAR program is conducted under a National Search and Rescue Plan,
with interagqncy coordination. The Coast Guard is designated as SAR coordinator for the
Maritime Region (in contrast to Inland and Overseas Regions).

The search phase of the SAR mission capitalizes on the high speed and search rate
capabilities of aircraft. However, data on SAR cases indicate that most of the time an SAR
case waits for assistance is consumed by the time required for the Coast Guard to learn
of the case. Endurance on station and detection capability of small objects are also
important in the search phase. The rescue phase requires providing direct assistance,
such as lifesaving equipment. Such assistance can be provided by helicopters, airplanes,
and surface vehicles. Physically removing those in distress may be required and cannot
be accomplished by fixed wing aircraft. Towing a disabled vessel may be required; this
can be done only by a surface vehicle.

The payload for SAR missions appears to be modest, and the moderate speeds of
airships may be adequate, so using small airships in Coast Guard SAR missions is
investigated further in volume I.

A-1
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TABLE A-i

COAST GUARD MISSION AREAS

Operating program missions

1. Search and Rescue (SAR)

2. Domestic Icebreaking (DI)

3. Marine Environmental Protection (MEP)

4. Enforcement of Laws and Treaties (ELT)

5. Radionavigation Aids (RA)
6. Short-Range Aids to Navigation (AN)

7. Marine Science Activities (MSA)

8. Port Safety and Security (PSS)

9. Polar Operations (PO)

10. Recreational Boating Safety (RBS)

11. ocean Station (OS)

12. Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS)

13. Coast Guard Reserve Forces (CGRF)

14. Military Operations and Preparedness (MOP)

15. Bridge Administration (BA)

A-2
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TWUA-2

O~hW MMAVIAATICN MMIMtM
(WY 1977 opwrational hours)

Aircraft TyD

in MM MRR SMt
mission (HC-130) (HU-16) (1*1-3_ ) (HH-52A) Total (percent)

P1 3,755 10,235 6,064 10,891 .30,935 (36)
DX 56 510 40 670 1,276 ( 1)

S1,600 9,718 8,112 19,500 (22)

7,619 6,640 50 6,500 20,809 (24)

PA• 1,245 1,245 (1)
AN 159 96 1,928 1,150 3,233 C 4)

MM 989 2,426 83 110 3,608 (4)

9 3 54 296 582 935(1)

Other 1,328 1,059 1,147 1,665 5,198( 6)

Total 16,754 29,507 9,508 29,670 85,739

(percent) (20) (35) (11) (35)

or replacent for the MRS
TAMN A-3

(FY 1977 mission pexf ~osroe days)

Cutter TV"e

High Medium Patrol
perorf nce performance boat too-

)44.uion (WHM) ~ (WI'B) Tenders brkera Od oa (ra
BAA 436 419 3,156 4,011 (13)
Do/zO 230 2,917 3,047 (10)

S15 30 255 40 340 (1)

ELT 1,347 1,674 330 3,351 (11)

AN 9,737 1,049 10,786 (35)

MA 559 629 610 90 1,889 ( 6)

S2,508 2,508 ( 8)
MIS 47 470 36 553 (2)

COP? 259 320 579(2)

MOP 1,167 600 375 759 2,901 (9)

Other 340 12 55 75 320 802 3)
Total 3,864 3,669 7,759 10,877 2,817 1,779 30,765
(percent) (13) (12) (25) (35) (9) (6)
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DOMESTIC ICEBREAKING (DI) MISSION

The DI mission is seasonal; it is performed from December through April, Its pur-
pose is to increase the availability of national waterways to commercial transportation
and to help prevent floods caused by ice jams. The mission involves making estimates
of both overall ice conditions and best locations for using icebreaker ships, Making
these estimates requires surveillance, now accomplished by helicopters and airplanes.

The surveillance phase of the DI mission appears to require a small payload, hence
using small airships is a possibility. However, the number required appears to be small,
and to the extent that airships are best suited for operating over water, their use for
surveillance could be undesirable. Therefore, airships used for DI mission surveillance
will not be further considered in this study.

MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (MEP)

Primary responsibility for marine environmental protection lies with the Coast Guard.
"The MEP mission's objective is to minimize human-caused damage to the marine environ-
ment and its living marine resources. The Coast Guard program consists of four elements:

* Impact assessment (investigation of effects of pollutants; p)llutant
data collection including use of sensors and monitoring equipment).

S' Prevention and enforcement (deterrent policing to warn of defective
equipment and obtain a basis for prosecution of intentional offenders).

0 Response (rapid initiation and completion of cleanup of pollutants, princi-

pally major petroleum spills).

' In-house abatement (to control any possible Coast Guard pollution).

The prevention and enforcement element and the response element appear to provide
possible applicationsor airships. Therefore only these two elements are considered in
this MEP mission discussion.

A study (reference A-5) for the Coast Guard estimated that 80 percent of past marine
oil spills occurred within 10 miles of shore and 75 percent occurred within 25 miles of the
nearest port. It also appears that oil spills occur at a greater rate during hours of darkness
and periods of limited visibility caused by fog.

To accomplish the prevention and enforcement element of the MEP mission, the Coast
Guard currently uses aircraft for surveillance. Sweeps along the shore occur twice a week.
There are also daily sweeps of 13 port areas handling more than 10 million tons of oil
annually.
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The surveillance vehicles serve a twofold purpose: detection and prevention. Detec-
tion involves discovering oil on the water surface and determining its source. Prevention
involves inhibiting other illegal activities by vehicles present in the area. For detection,
the sensor is of principal importance. The Coast Guard currently has 4 pieces of equip-
ment to use for this task: Air-Deliverable Anti-Pollution Transfer System (ADAPTS); a
high seas containment device; and 2 oil recovery devices. All 4 pieces of equipment are
designed to be air transportable by HH-3F helicopters and HC-130 airplanes. The Coast
Guard has nearly completed development of an Airborne Oil Surveillance System (AOSS)
(reference A-6) for this application. Given detection, full accomplishment of the
mission requires identifying the source of the pollutant and quantifying the amount.

Response to oil spills or other pollutants includes transportation, delivery, and
operation of the equipment. Decisions about which air vehicle should be selected to
respond to oil spills should be based on the flexibility to deliver rather than on the speed
of the vehicle.

Airships are potentially applicable to the MEP mission because the payloads are small
and the moderate speeds of airships may be adequate. The MEP missibn is considered
further in volume I.

ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS AND TREATIES (ELT) MISSION

The U.S. Coast Guard is the primary maritime law enforcement agency of the federal
government. With other agencies, the Coast Guard is responsible for enforcing laws
relating to customs and revenue, immigration, and protecting fish and game. The ELT
mission is concerned principally with enforcing laws and treaty agreements concerned
with conservation of fish and game. In order to carry out its ELT mission, the Coast
Guard must (a) know how many fishing fleets (by nationality and type of fishing activity)
there are in various fishing areas, (b) deter treaty violations, and (c) seize those vio-
lating the treaty (people, equipment, or vessels).

To accomplish the ELT mission, the Coast Guard conducts surveillance of fishing
vessels and deters law breakers. Close-in visual and photographic surveillance are
essential. This information is also used by the National Marine Fisheries Service for
planning fisheries resource management and conservation policies. The Coast Guard
conducts boarding operations for on.board inspection for compliance with fisheries laws
and, when violations are found, for seizure.

The ELT mission expanded significantly in the 1950s when the Soviet Union began
using 450 to 2,100 ton fishing vessels off the U.S. coasts. During fiscal year 1971,
there were about 500 foreign fishing vessels from 14 countries fishing at any given
time off U.S. coasts.
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Currently, the Coast Guard uses aircraft, principally the HU-16E (about 75 percent),
for general and close-in surveillance and deterrence. Surface vehicles, mostly WMEC
and WHEC cutters, are used to obtain the majority of the close-in detailed surveillance
information, to provide on-site deterrence, and to accomplish the boarding inspections and
and seizures for which aircraft are not capable.

Some of the current Fisheries Laws and Treaties apply to the Contiguous Fisheries
Zone only (12-mile limit), some to a 25-mile limit, and some to areas farther from
shore. If the proposed 200-mile economic zone should be established in the near future,
the Coast Guard fisheries ELT mission area would become greater than 2 million square
miles, with frequent patrols desirable over the various fishing season times in different
areas.

Coast Guard ELT patrols are also concerned with many other tasks, including pre-
venting illegal entry of drugs and aliens into the United States, protecting U.S. property
(such as offshore oil/energy/port facilities) and detecting violations of U.S. neutrality
laws, For ELT mission purposes it appears that airships may have the potential for at
least the surveillance, presence, and deterrence. These uses of airships are considered
in more detail in volume I.

RADIONAVIGATION AIDS (RA) MISSION

The primary task of the Radionavigation Aids mission is to provide scheduled and
emergency logistics transportation of personnel and electronic equipment. A secondary
mission task is to schedule flight hours for periodic calibration, where suitable commer-
cial or DoD aircraft services are not reasonably available, to isolated LORAN-A,
LORAN-C, and OMEGA electronic aids to navigation stations. This minor service
mission often uses the relatively large payload capability of the HC-130 airplane. The
required flight hours and total away-from-base times for both the primary and secondary
tasks are expected to decrease markedly during the next decade, as LORAN-A stations
are disestablished.

It is possible that tethered airships would have potential as replacements for the very
high towers of these electronic navigation aid systems.

It is also possible that airships would have potential for the logistic support respon-
sibility of the Coast Guard in the RA mission. However, as a minor and decreasing
service mission, it will not be considered further in this study.
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SHORT-RANGE AIDS TO NAVIGATION (AN) MISSION

The Short-Range Aids to Navigation mission is concerned with aids characterized by
audio, visual, or electronic signals that consist of buoys, lights, and radio beacons.
The AN program includes all aids and any equipment and personnel required to keep the
aids operating. Aids are located on shore near U.S. navigable waters and in U.S. waters
extending 200 miles from shore. The program activities include construction, signal
checks, routine and emergency service visits, logistic support, and search for missing
floating aids.

Several kinds of vehicles are used in the AN mission: automotive (where feasible),
Coast Guard small boats, buoy tender cutters with small boats, and aircraft, principally
helicopters.

It is possible that airships, or heavy lift vehicles, could find some use in AN missions,
but probably only on a part-time basis. Further investigation of this case of airships is
presented in volume I,

MARINE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES (MSA) MISSION

The objective of the Marine Science Activities mission is to conduct oceanographic
and meteorological activities. There are three phases: the International Ice Patrol
(IIP); the Airborne Radiation Thermometer (ART) surveys; and miscellaneous support on
specific tasks for government agencies and academic institutions. From January to
July the lIP makes weekly patrols using 1 dedicated HC-130. Ten-hour flights are made
south of Newfoundland.

Fog and cloud cover require low altitude flight for visual search. If Side-Looking

Airborne Radar becomes available, low altitudes may not be required.

The ART surveys produce charts of isotherms off the U.S. coasts for estimating
surface currents, fog conditions, personnel survival time, and many derived conditions.
The data foi these charts are obtained by monthly readings of the water surface temper-
ature with an infrared thermometer. The patrols use nondedicated HU-16E aircraft with
2 or 3 technicians and 50 to 100 pounds of equipment in 8-hour sorties at 500 feet altitude
and 140 knots. Deviations from patrol pattern are not permitted during the flight.

The payloads for MSA missions appear small, and low altitudes and low air speeds
are needed, so airships might have a limited potential for MSA missions. However, MSA
missions will not be considered further in this report.
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PORT SAFETY AND SECURITY (PSS) MISSION

The objective of the Port Safety and Security mission is to deter violations of and
enforce several groups of laws relating to dangerous cargo safety, cargo safety against
theft, vessel traffic safety, and port safety as these relate to national defense, in the
57 U.S. ports that have Captains of The Port (COTP).

Enforcement of safe handling of dangerous cargo must require on-board inspection.
The development of cargo safety enforcement (security against theft) is in an embryonic
stage. It appears that "police" presence and frequent patrol would be a major element of
the cargo safety task.

Enforcing vessel traffic safety rules requires development of procedures in Vessel
Traffic Systems (VTS) involving specification of traffic separation lanes for vessel routing,
shore-based radar for surveillance, and radio communications operations centers using
computerized information storage, retrieval, and display.

The above overt inspection involved in planning and coordinating port activities might
be supported by some similar covert activities for checking for safety against threats
to national defense.

Aircraft can respond quickly to trouble signals and inspect from an elevated position.
Low altitude aircraft provide a visible presence even in low visibility conditions. Aircraft
can provide surveillance to a large area with appropriate sensors. (Harbors are relatively
small so high air speeds are not essential.) Shore-based radar provides essential accurate
position data, and surface craft operations appear to be essential for follow-up.

It is possible that small airships (possibly unmanned with TV sensors) could provide
a reasonably large visible police presence on a random schedule for the COTP. However,
PSS inissions are a minor-use mission and will not be considered further in this study.

COAST GUARD OTHER OPERATING PROGRAMS

Several small miscellaneous Coast Guard programs are grouped together under an
administrative heading of "Other Operating Programs." These programs are described
briefly and screened for potential application of airships.

Polar Operations (PO) Missions

This program provides icebreakers, aircraft, and personnel to conduct polar (Arctic
and Antarctic) marine operations, including convoy escorting, oceanographic study, and
logistics support. Plans call for 5 icebreakers, operating about 6 months per year,
requiring 12 helicopters for the same time. The HH-52 is the largest helicopter compatible
with the icebreakers; about 1,000 helicopter flight hours are required annually in the Polar
Operations mission, A-8
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The helicopters attached to icebreakers provide ice reconnaissance from low altitudes
that markedly increase the icebreaker's speed of advance by appropriately chosen routes.
Helicopters also provide rapid and safe above-the-surface transportation of short-term
"shore"-based scientific parties and longer-range emergency and logistic resupply for the
icebreaker. On-board maintenance is minimized by accomplishing major maintenance
during the half-year the helicopter is assigned to training uses.

It appears that small airships might have potential for the aircraft support aspect of
the PO mission. However, this application will not be considered further.

Recreational Boatinz Safety (RBS) Mission

The purpose of the Recreational Boating Safety mission is to minimize personal
injury and death and property damage. In 1971, about 500 aircraft flight hours were used
for this mission, principally for transporting personnel to the scene of regattas. Surface
vessels are generally needed for accomplishing this mission, e.g., for on-suene search
and rescue. The RBS mission will not be considered further.

,Ocean Station (OS) Mission

The Ocean Station mission provides several Coast Guard cutters on station 1, 000
miles or more from the U. S. coast to obtain and report several local weather conditions,
distress radio frequencies, etc. These stations are being closed,

Therefore, this mission will not be considered further.

Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS) Mission

The objective of the Commercial Vessel Safety mission is to minimize personal injury
and death and property damage associated with commercial, scientific, and exploratory

activity in the marine environment, principally by liaison and on-site inspection. Coast
Guard aircraft (helicopters) have been used to provide ad hoc transportation of inspectors
where commercial transportation is not available, especially to off-shore oil rigs. A

small number of flight hours (less than 100 per year) have been used to carry out the
commercial vessel safety mission.

Airships might have potential for this mission because the off-shore distances are

small, Because of the small Coast Guard aviation effort expended on CVS, it will not be
considered further.

C~oast Guard Reserve Forces (CGRF) Missio~n

The Coast Guard Reserve Forces mission involves recruiting, training, and main-
"taining the proficiency of reserve personnel for rapid expansion of Coast Guard forces in
case of national need. Formerly, the principal use of aircraft for this mission has been

l; A-9
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transporting reserve personnel to stations for training. Commercial transportation is
usually available for this purpose. Therefore, the CGRF mission will not be considered
further.

Military Operations and Preparedness (MOP) Mission

The Military Operations and Preparedness mission for the Coast Guard provides rapid
transition to appropriate military missions as a specialized branch of the U.S, Navy. If
airships have cost-effective applications in some Coast Guard pe&.,etime missions, if use
of airships is adopted for these missions, and if such airshids 'vnuld also be suitable for
U.S. Navy missions directly or by rapid change of payload, thun applications of airships
for the MOP mission should be considered. However, such considerations are premature
at this time, and this mission will not be considered further.

Bridge Administration (BA) Mission

It appears that aircraft have no applications for this mission. It will not be considered
further.

SUMMARY OF SCREENING OF COAST GUARD MISSIONS

Table A-4 repeats the list of Coast Guard mission areas shown previously in table
A-I but with the results of the screening discussion indicated. The missions that appear
inappropriate for airship application are indicated with an WA'. Those that ny be
appropriate but not of great importance in relation to the required number of vehicles are
marked with a 'B'. Those that appear promising and important are marked with an 'X';
they will be considered in more detail in volume I.
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TABLE A-4

COAST GUARD MISSION AREAS

Screening

Operating Program missions Results

1. Search and Rescue (SAR) x

2. Domestic Icebreaking (DI) A

3. Marine Environmental Protection (MEP) x

4. Enforcement of Laws and Treaties (ELT) x

5. Radionavigation Aids (RA) B

6. Short-Range Aids to Navigation (AN) x

7. Marine Science Activities (MSA) B

8. Port Safety and Security (PSS) B

Other operating program missions

I. Polar Operations (PO) B

2. Recreational Boating Safety (RBS) A

3. Ocean Station (OS) A

4. Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS) B

5. Coast Guard Reserve Forces (CGRF) A

6. Military Operations and Preparedness (MOP) B

7. Bridge Administration (BA) A
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APPENDIX B

THE HYDROFOIL STUDY

GENERAL

This appendix presents a brief summary of the hydrofoil study conducted by CNA for
the Coast Guard (reference B-i). An earlier screening of high performance watercraft
(reference B-2) resulted in the assessment shown in figure B-I and table B-1. These
results indicated that the submerged-foil hydrofoil vehicle had the best potential for
cost-effective use in Coast Guard missions, specifically in the Enforcement of Laws
and Treaties (fisheries) mission.

More exactly, the submerged-foil vehicle promises excellent seakeeping charac-
teristics in rough seas, both foilborne and hullborne, at displacements in order of magni-
tude less than displacements of conventional monohull cutters with comparable character-[ istics,

Theae characteristics of hydrofoils lead to the following relative comparisons:

* When a mission requires only a small payload, and operation in
all-weather seas is essential, a hydrofoil considerably smaller than
conventional cutters can be used with a smaller crew, and at less cost.

* The higher speed capability of a hydrofoil relative to conventional
cutters makes the hydrofoil more effective in those mission tasks
that are speed dependent.

The state-of-the-art of the technology was also considered in the preliminary
screening. Seagoing hovercraft are still being developed. It appears that they have very
poor seakeeping capabilities in small sizes. The first SWATH ship is in early testing;
hence SWATH technology will not be available for several years. It appears that SWATH
ships will have good seakeeping capabilities, but will be limited to much lower speeds
than the hydrofoil (though greater than displacement monohulls). Also, the SWATH ship
design requires more power than that needed to provide either the same volume
or payload compared to a displacement monohull ship of the same speed. SWATH ships
will, however, have much greeter deck area than monohulls, which provides a potential
for helicopter landing facilities. As SWATH technology is developed, a small-SWATH/
helicopter team should be investigated for Coast Guard use.

Alternatively, hydrofoil development for the useful vehicle sizes for some Coast
Guard missions is well advanced, so the potential benefits to the Coast Guard could be
utilized at low technical risk.

B-i
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TABLE B-1

PRELX•INARY SCREENING OF HiGc PERFORMANCE
WATERCRAFT DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR

COAST GUARD ELT MISSION

Results of preliminary
aiieisement of

High performance watercraft potential effectiveness in
, •gs~doict concept .... LT mission ...

Hovercraft
Air cushion vehicle (ACV) No potential due to very

Surface effects ship (SES) poor seakeeping capabilities
I in practical sizes

Dynamic lift craft
Planing boat I Limited potential due to poor
Surface piercing hydrofoil seakeeping capabili.ties

Submerged foil hydrofoil Best potgntial .for_ g;_T.¶iA A,

excellent sea!-eeping capabilities

Displacement craft
Monohull Conventional Coast Guard cutter

design

Small water piano area Good potential as helicopter
twin hull (SWATH) eariLr. excellent seakeeping
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HYDROFOIL COMPARISON

The CNA Hydrofoil Study compared the effectiveness and costs of hydrofoil craft with
those of conventional Coast Guard resources in the performance of the fisheries law
enforcement (ELT) mission and investigated the degree to which such hydrofoils could
contribute to the search and rescue (SAR) mission without undue detraction from their
primary mission,

In performing the ELT mission, the FLAGSTAFF II (an existing hydrofoil) was
compared with conventional Coast Guard cutters and cutter-helicopter teams. Three
conventional cutters were chosen for the comparisons: the existing WHEC-378; the
WMEC-210; and a conceptual cutter currently being designed by the Coast Guard, called
the HEC-MEC, with a displacement between that of the WHEC-378 and the WMEC-210.
Cutter-helicopter teams were composed of each of these three cutters operating with a
helicopter flying off its deck. Helicopters considered were the HH-52, the HH-3, and a
conceptual helicopter, the HH-X. The HH-X was assumed to be a small, Inexpensive
helicopter equipped with radar.

Fixed wing aircraft were also analyzed to compare their surveillance and "hot pursuit"
potential. Specifically, the HC-130 and a small turbo-jet aircraft (MRS), a conceptual
replacement for the HU-16, were considered.

The study developed the hourly operation cost for each of the vehicles examined. Cost
components consisted of amortized investment costs, personnel costs, maintenance costs,
and fuel costs. These results were used to compare costs among the vehicles.

Cost-effectiveness comparisons between hydrofoils and conventional vehicles were

made in three ways:

* On an individual task basis with each task examined Independently.

* In a specific northeast fisheries region scenario comprising specific
tasks performed in the Atlantic off New England.

0 In a specific ELT scenario located in Alaskan waters.

The ELT tasks examined independently were:

a Transit

* Gross surveillance

* Local surveillance

0 Locating and approaching a special target ship in a larger population of
ships
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* Boarding

0 Pursuit

* Visual inspection of dispersed ships

e Presence

* Boundary patrol

This analysis showed hydrofoils to be superior to cutters over the entire spectrum of
tasks, in most cases by wide margins. The comparisons were made by looking at the
least costly vehicle that provided a specified level of effectiveness. Even with the addition
of helicopters to the cutters, the hydrofoils were shown, overall, to be more favorable
from a cost effectiveness point of view.

A northeast fisheries region scenario was developed using actual fishing fleet
locations. The Flagstaff II hydrofoil was assumed to be based on Nantucket Island and
conventional cutters assumed to operate out of their existing bases. Helicopters were
assumed to fly out of Coast Guard Air Station Cape Cod and rendezvous with cutters to
form teams for the patrol duration.

Each vehicle or team was required to spend the same amount of time on productive
patrol, excluding nonproductive transit time to and from base. Each was also required
to perform a fixed set of tasks a given number of times. In the time remaining after
these tasks were completed, effectiveness was measured in terms of patrol capability,
in miles.

Total mission cost for each vehicle or team was based on both productive and nonpro-

ductive time. Helicopters were charged only for hours flown.

The study also examined the extent to which hydrofoils, working primarily in an ELT
role, could contribute to the SAR mission. Results indicated that the hydrofoil could
respond to all SAR cases in its area of operations involving moderate to severe danger to
personnel or property, without undue detraction from the ELT role.
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TABLE B-2

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF RESOURCES RELATIVE TO FLAGSTAFF II
(NORTHEAST U.S. SCENARIO.)

Cost-Effectiveness

Resource Case a Case b

Flagstaff 11 1.0 1.0

WMEC-210 3.9 1.03

NEC-MEC 5.2 1.36

WIIEC-378 6.2 2.45

WMEC/1Iii-X team 1.5 1.07

HEC-MEC/HH-X team 1.9 1.40

WHEC/11H-X team 2.8 2.48

aFixed tanks assumed to have no value.

bFixed tasks assumed to be all important.
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APPENDIX C

OTHER VEHICLE PERSONNEL COSTS

INTRODUCTION

For most Coast Guard resources, personnel is the largest single component of the
total cost. This is particularly true of large cutters like the WHEC-378, with a complement
of more than 150 men. Accurate estimates of total manpower costs are therefore an
important input to decisions concerning the selection of new resources. The true cost of
manpower includes much more than pay and allowances. Other costs, such as training,
retirement, and fringe benefits must also be taken into account.

At the time that the CNA Hydrofoil Study was performed, the Coast Guard had no
capability for estimating personnel costs other than pay and allowances. Other factors
such as training and retirement were not considered. CNA therefore used the Navy
Billet Cost Model to provide more realistic estimates of personnel costs. Since that time
the Coast Guard contracted with B-K Dynamics to develop a methodology similar to the
Navy's Billet Cost Model, This appendix presents new personnel costs for the vehicles
used in the Hydrofoil Study based on the Coast Guard Billet Cost Model described in
reference (C-1) Billet unit costs in FY 1974 dollars from reference (C-i) are converted
to annual and hourly costs per vehicle in FY 1976 dollars.

THE BILLET COST MODEL

The Billet Cost Model (BCM) was developed to provide a current means for computing
military personnel costs. The Billet Cost Model currently includes most of the U.S.
government cost; it does not include all costs. (Post separation costs, e.g., G.I.
educational benefits, are not currently included.) The model for the military billet cost
includes the following elements:

e Base pay

e Clothing allowance

a Family separation

• FICA (social security)

e Hazardous duty pay -- aviation

e Medical expenses

o Mess/subsistence

* Sea duty

e Foreign duty

C-1
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e Proficiency pay

• Responsibility pay

• Quarters allowance (BAQ)

* Government housing

* Reenlistment pay

* Tuition aid

e Unused terminal leave and settlement

e Severance and readjustment pay

• School and training

* Travel

e Death gratuity

Some elements were not included because reliable data were difficult to obtain:

e Command and administration

• Dependent school

e Commissary-exchange

e Personnel procurement

• Unemployment compensation

* Capital plant construction costs

* V.A. benefits

The BCM produced billet cost figures for each Coast Guard rating by pay grade and
length of service. Coast Guard ratings are defined in table C-I.

The weakest data in the military data base and output are costs of Coast Guard schools.
The present school cost report system does not request information on how base operating
expenses (overhead) to the school are allocated. Consequently, the cost of Coast Guard
training is undervalued in terms of resources.

FY 1974 Coast Guard billet costs (as estimated by the CG 8CM) by pay grade and rating
are shown in table C-2. The ICM does not directly compute billet costs for warrant
officers; Coast Guard surface officer costs were used as substitutes.
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TABLE C-1

COWT GUARD ENLISTED RATINGS

a Ratine name

AD Aviation Machinist Mate
An Aviation Electric4ans Mate
AK Aviation Structural Mechanic

AN Airman
ASM Aviation Survivalman
AT Aviation Electronics Technician
EM Boatswains Mate
DC Damage Controlman
DT Dental Technician
am Electricians Mate
ST Electronics Technician (includes ETN)
PM Fireman
IT fire Control Technician
a Gunners mate

HM Hospital Corpsman
4K Machinery Technician
MOT Marino Science Technician
PA Photojournalist
OH Quartermaster
RD Radarman
RM Radioman
SK Storekeeper
SN seaman
88 Subsistence Specialist

ST Sonar Technician
TT Telephone Technician
YN Yeoman
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TABLE C-2

COAST GUARD BILLET COSTS
BY PAY GRADE AND RATING I FY 1974

OM'cers' Costs 1(s,) ..T u LT LC( ... CAPT

0-1 L. 0-2 -3 0-4

$21050 $24524 $34107 $39256 $48553 $64663

Aviator 40696 49583 54834 61008 70429 87291

8urface 19213 23485 32899 37818 47035 63103

warrant 19213 23485 32899 37818

Enlisted Personnel, Rated Costs

Rating -E-.. .. E'' g-7 &8 -9

AD $15111 $17841 $25419 $28961 $31986 $38586

As 14584 18630 25377 29501 31281 40935

AM 14336 17679 23369 26878 30291 39823

ASM 14940 17516 22627 25625 29629 9 6121

AT 14367 16968 23925 28132 31089 37381

BM 14262 15487 21060 25939 29972 33358

DC 13682 15748 20645 24606 28052 33716

DT 12503 14947 19085 24674 28315 34385

Lm 13522 15023 20240 22850 25971 30398

ET(ETN) 14221 15805 19918 25205 30272 33241

FT 16083 17333 21854 24338 28692 32059

aM 14763 16139 23328 25719 30237 37287

1m 12578 15426 19273 22839 27109 36294

(continued)
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TABLE C-2 (continued)

COAST GUARD BIr.LET COSTS
BY PAY GRADE AND RATING i FY 1974

J _l (contnued)

Rating .. .JLh Z- J.2.. E-7L 2-8 EL

HK $15425 $16911 $23215 $29028 $31858 $36124

MST 14156 15821 19120 25704 34161 37890

PA 13604 14913 19377 21280 25832 28472

0M 14351 15395 20316 26173 27821 32447

S13984 15304 19739 24144 28240 30493

RM 1.1032 16133 22409 25094 27623 33928

8K 12952 14488 19378 24540 26279 32174

08 15165 21265 26088 28717 31488 37655

ST 15042 16951 21087 25985 30900 35340

TT 14322 16475 23616 26574 29009 33111

YN 14932 15469 20859 25451 30718 33299

Enlimted Parminnal. nnrAnad Costs (S)

Rating E-2 1J3

AN $11560 $12160

FN 10542 11545

SN 11015 12024
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At the time this task was performed, only FY 1974 billet costs were available from
the Coast Guard BCM. Thus, these costs were used, and the total personnel costs
were then multiplied by a factor of 1. 1046 to arrive at cost estimates for FY 1976. This
increase is the actual increase experienced in pay and allowances between FY 1974 and
FY 1976 (5.2 percent from 1974 to 1975, and 5 percent from 1975 to 1976), and most
costs that are included in the BCM are directly related to pay and allowances.

Table C-3 summarizes the FY 1976 personnel costs for the resources examined in
the CNA Hydrofoil Study (reference C-2). The table shows the total annual on-board

personnel costs for each resource, lists the annual hours of utilization from table 8
of the CNA Hydrofoil Study and gives personnel cost per hour of utilization in the right-
hand column.

Tables C-4 to C-11 (from reference C-2) provide a breakdown by rating from the
personnel requirements of each resource. Each table shows the number of officers and
enlisted personnel by rating assigned to each vehicle, the unit cost from table C-2,
and the total cost for the listed number of each rating. The grand total results are the
annual personnel costs for FY 1974. These are then multiplied by 1. 1046 to arrive
at the FY 1976 costs shown in the summary table C -3.
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TABLE C-3

RESOURCE PERSONNEL COSTS
(FY 1976 DOLLARS)

Planned
Annual annual Hourly
personnel utilization personnel

Resource cost M _hours) cost ($/hr)
Hydrofoils

PHM-variant 391,731 3000 131
Grumman -

178 ton 391,731 3000 131
JETFOIL - variant 299,900 2000 150
FLAGSTAFF II 299,900 2000 150

Conventional

cutters

WMEC -210 1,231,399 3000 410
HEC-MECa 2,200,249 3000 733
WHEC -378 3,016,816 3000 1006

Helicopters

HH-52 305,019 650 469
HH Xb 305,019 650 469
HH-3 477,553 700 682

Fixed wing
aircraft

MRS 535,650 1000 536
HC-130 794,245 800 993

aHEC-MEC costs assumed to be 79 percent higher than WMEC-210 costs, bised on the

ratio of manning levels (log/61).
bHH-X costs assumed to be the same as HH-52.
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TABLE C-4

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNEL COSTS
FOR PHM-VARZANT AND GRUMMAN-178 TON

Permonnel reauiOemefu gImeg* Uni c atIf), T°•" omaaL-- )($)

officr

LT 2 32,899 65,79B

LTJG 1 23,435 23,435

Total officers 3 89,233

Enlisted personnel
BMC 1 25,939 25,939
BMI 1 21,060 21,060
GK2 1 16,139 16,139

SH 3 12,024 36,072
QM1 31 20,316 20,316

8I2 1 19,918 19,918
82 1 21,265 21,265

3= 1 29,028 29,028

MY,2 1 16,911 16,911

MK3 1 15,425 15,425

TV 2 11,545 23,090
33 M11 20,240 20,240

Total enlisted i5 265,403

Grand total 18 354,636
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TABLE C-5

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNEL COSTS
FOR FLAGSTAFF II AND JETFOIL-VARIANT

Personnel requirements Number Unit cost($) Total cost(S)

Officers
LT 1 32,899 32,899

Enlisted personnel

BMC 1 25,939 25,939
M'KC 1 29,028 29,028
BMI 1 21,060 21,060
BM3 1 14,262 14,262
QM1 1 20,316 20,316
SN 2 12,024 24,048
GM2 1 16,139 16,139
MKl 1 23,215 23,215
EMI 1 20,240 20,240
FN 2 11,545 23,090
SS2 1 21,265 21,265

Total enlisted 13 238,602

Grand total 14 271,501
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TM PY 974 Pg|eURIOHNNL 0STS

"KQ wOINC-220 CRSOIMMTE)

y
personnel reguirarflt .J1WbeL- Unit gg.sBAf4ll a C0s~..~1%II

Officer#

CDR , 47,035 47,035

laDk 37,818 37,016
S| 32,899 65,79?

L'IT7O 2 21,465 46,970

Total officesi 6 197,621

Warrant officers

3144 1 37,816 37,016

fnlipted peronnel

Sme 1 25,239 25,939
IM 1 21,060 21,060

w2 1 15,467 15,4$7

BM3 1 14,262 14,262

0HC0 1 27,021 27,521

A34 1 20,316 20,316

0342 1 15,395 15,395

W' 01$ 14,331 14,351
RD2 1 15,304 15,304

am 8 12,024 96,199

Ih 0 11,015 98,12o

014 1 23,328 23,328
DC2 1 15,748 15,748

2C 29,026 56,056
2 23,215 46,430

M2 3 16,911 16,911

1K$ 2 15,425 30,850

NIl 1 39,016 19,919
IT3131 14,221 14,221
330 1 22,650 22,o50
42 1 15,023 15,023

33 3 11,545 34,635

FA 2 10,S42 21,004

S31 22,409 22,409

4X2 . 16,133 16,133

M34 2 14,032 28,064

Y139 1 20,659 20,059
|19,370 19,370

gal 1 26,088 26,0e8

0221,260 42,530

863 1 15,165 15,165

H14 1 15,426 15,426

Total enlisted petaunnal 54 581,483 879,353

Grand total 61 760,531 1,114,792
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TABLE C-7

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNEL COSTS
FOR WHEC-378 (MUNRO)

Personnel reauiremront Nuber Uri- cost ($1 Total costf ($)

Officers

CAPT 1 63,103 63,103
CDR 1 47,035 47,035

LCDR 1 37,818 37,818

LT 1 32,899 32,899

LTJG 7 23,485 164,395

Total officers 11 345,250

Warrant officers

-N04 4 37,818 151,272

Enlisted personnel

HMC 1 22,839 22,839
BMC 1 25,939 25,939

DM1 1 21,060 21,060
BM2 1 15,487 15,487
DM3 3 14,262 42,786
QMC 1 26,173 26,173
om14 1 20,316 20,316
0M2 1 15,395 15,395
0M3 1 14.351 14,351

.DC 1 24,144 24,144

RD. 1 19,739 19,739
RD2 2 15,304 30,608

RD3 1 13,g84 13,984

STC 1 25,985 25,985
STI 1. 21,087 21,087
ST2 2 16,951 33,902

ST3 3 15,042 45,126

(continued)
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TABLE C-7 (continued)

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNIEL COSTS
FOR WHEC-378 (MUNRO)

Personnel reguiremenit Nube Unit g.stJf), Total Co2st $l

gnlisted personnol(continued)

IX 22 12,024 264,528

NA 16 11,015 176,240

G1C 1 25,719 25,719

011 1 23,328 23,328

01,3 2 14,763 29,526

J•i 1 21,854 21,854

1T2 1 17,333 17,333

FT3 1 16,083 16,083

MU(CS 1 31,858 31,858

MKC 2 29,028 58,056
MKI 4 23,215 92,860

MK2 3 16,911 50,733

MK3 5 15,425 77,125

DCC 1 24,606 24,606

DC2 1 15,748 15,748

DC3 1 13,682 13,682

ETC 1 25,205 25,205

ETI 1 19,918 19,918

ET2 1 15,805 15,805

313 1 14,221 14,221

ETN1 1 19,918 19,918

ETN3 1 14,221 14,221

EMCS 1 25,971 25,971

EM1 1 20,240 20,240
3M2 1 15,Q23 15,023

.M3 2 13,522 27,044

TT2 1 16,475 16,475
1N 10 11,545 115,450

FA 5 10,542 52,710
(continued)
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TABLE C-7 (continued)

TOTAL F1" 1974 PERSONN•L COSTS
FOR WHEC-378 (MUNRO)

; Pergonnel reauirement- N Unit cost(fl Total cost(S)

Enlisted personnel (continued)

RmC 1 25,094 25,094
R11 1 22,409 22,409
R42 2 16,133 32,266
3R3 3 14,032 42,096
YNC 1 25,451 25,451
YN2 1 15,469 15,469
YH3 1 14,932 14,932
iKC 1 24,540 24,540
SK2 1 14,488 14,488
$K3 1 12,952 12,952
Sac 1 28,717 28,717

881 2 26,088 52,176
552 2 21,265 42,530
SS3 7 15,165 106,155
MSTI 1 19,120 19,120
MST2 1 15,821 15,821

r Total enlisted personnel 140 2,234,617

Grand total 155 2,731,139
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TABLE c-8

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNEL COSTS FOR HH-52

Personnel requirements number Unit cost(S) Total cost($)

Officers

LT 2 54,834 109,668

Enlisted personnel

ADC 1 28,961 28,961
AD2 1 17,841 17,841
AD3 1 15,111 15,111
AT1 1 23,925 23,925
AT3 1 14,367 14,367
AE1 1 25,377 25,377
AM1 1 23,369 23,369
ASM2 1 17,516 17,516

Total enlisted personnel 8 166,467

Grand total 10 276,135
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TABLE C-9

TOTAL FY 1974 PERSONNEL COSTS FOR HH-3

personnel requirements Number Unit cost(S) Total cost($)

Officers

LCDR 1 61,008 61,008
LT 1 54,834 54,834

LTJG 1 49,583 49,583

Total, officers 3 165,425

EnlisLed personnel

ADC 1 28,96], 28,961
ADI 1 25,419 25,419
AD2 1 17,841 17,841
AD3 1 15,13.1 15,111

AT1 2 23,925 47,850
AT3 1 14,367 14,367
AEC 1 29,501 29,501
AE2 1 18,630 18,630
AE3 1 14,584 14,584
AM2 1 17,679 17,679
AM3 1 14,336 14,336
ASMI 1 22,627 22,627

Total enlisted personnel 13 266,906

Grand total 16 432,331
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TABLE C-10

TTLFOR MRS OR HU16-E

Personnel requirements Number Unit cost(S) Total cost(S)

Officers

LCDR 1 61,008 61,008
LT 2 54,834 109,668
LTJG 2 49,583 99,166

Total officers 5 269,842

Enlisted personnel

ADC 1 28,961 28,961
AD2 2 17,841 35,682
AT1 1 23,925 23,925
AT2 1 16,968 16,968
AT3 1 14,367 14,367
AEl 1 25,377 25,377
AE3 1 14,584 14,584
AM1 1 23,369 23,369
AM3 1 14,336 14,336
ASM2 1 17,516 17,516

Total enlisted porsonnel 11 215,085

Grand total 16 484,927
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TABLE C-11

TOTAL FY-1974 PERSONNIL COSTS FOR HC-130

Personnel reguiremens N Uni otal cost (S)

of fice:.

LCDR 1 61,008 61,008
LT 2 54,834 109,668

LTJG 1 49,583 49,583

Total officers 4 220,259

Enlisted personnel

ADCS 1 31,986 31,986

ADI 2 25,419 50,838
AD2 3 17,841 53,523
AD3 2 15,111 30,222

ATC 1 28,132 28,132

ATi 2 23,925 47,850
AT2 2 16,968 33,936
AT3 1 14,367 14,367

AEC 1 29,501 29,501

AZl 1 25,377 25,377
A92 1 18,630 18,630

AE3 1 14,584 14,584
AMC 1 26,878 26,878

AMI 1 23,369 23,369
AM2 1 17,679 17,679

AM3 1 14,336 14,336

ASMI 1 22,627 22,627

ASM3 1 14,940 14,940

Total enlisted personnel 24 498,775

Grand total 28 719,034
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APPENDIX D

AIRSHIP LIFETIME AND UTILIZATION RATES

INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents estimates of airship lifetime and utilization rates. Airship
lifetime is assumed to be a constant when measured in terms of total flying hours. Life-
time in years is thus a function of the annual utilization rate. Historical utilization rates
are summarized and extended using a simple model of scheduled flight operations. Two
utilization rates are used depending on the assumed aircrew ratio (the number of separate
aircrews per assigned airship).

LIFETIME

Historical data provide little basis for estimating airship lifetime. Both the World
War II K-ships and the 1950-era ZPG-2 class blimps were retired after only a few
operating years. During the 1950s, the lifetime of nonxigid envelopes, however, was
apparently considered to be about 4 to 5 years; experience with commercial blimps
confirms those figures. The longest life experienced todate for commercial blimps
was about 7 years, The newer envelope materials are expected to increase the expected
airship lifetime. Information from Goodyear representatives indicates that a 10-year
lifetime for the the envelope and related "age sensitive" items is reasonable at a utiliza-
tion rate of 3,000 hours per year. The lifetlime of the remainder of the vehicle should be
similar to that of heavier-than-air vehicles.

A total lifetime of about 30,000 flying hours is typical of the type of conventional
aircraft most comparable to the nonenvelope portion of airships. The total lifetimes
for the Coast Guard MRS would be 30, 000 (30 years x 1,000 hours/year) hours; for the
HC-130 aircraft about 20,000 (25 years x 800 hours/year) hours. The U.S. Air Force
C5A aircraft is expected to have a lifetime of about 30, 000 operational hours. Commercial
airlines aircraft that average between 2, 500 and 3, 000 hours per year are normally de-
preciated over a period of about 12 years,

The airship utilization rate was assumed to be either 3,000 or 1,500 hours per year,
depending on the aircrew ratio, The higher figure corresponds to an aircrew ratio of
2 aircrews per airship; the lower figure corresponds to a ratio of I aircrew per airship.
The corresponding lifetimes are thus 10 and 20 years, respectively. The estimation
method is described later in this appendix.
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For the higher utilization rate of 3,000 hours per year, the envelope lifetime matches
the vehicle lifetime. For the lower utilization rate of 1, 500 hours per year, the vehicle
lifetime is 20 years, but the envelope needs to be replaced after 10 years of operation.
In both cases, major airship overhauls are scheduled every 3-1/3 years.

UTILIZATION RATE

Utilization rates achieved historically for dirigibles in the 1930s, and for blimps
in World War II and the late 1950s, are presented here as a basis for extrapolation to
furture airships. A simple analytical model of scheduled flight operations is used.

Utilization rate is measured by flying hours per year per possessed airship. An
airship is considered to be possessed when it is in the custody of an operational squadron
or unit. A possessed airship may be in 3 possible conditions or states: (1) up and flying,
(2) up and on standby, or (3) down and undergoing routine repairs. Major overhauls
and repairs are assumed to be carried out at a separate site, similar to the Aircraft
Repair and Service Center at Elizabeth City, North Carolina.

Utilization rate is a function of the airship schedule of operations and availability.
Operations depend on mission time and the aircrew ratio; availability depends on failure
and repair rates and the schedule of flying and nonflying periods.

Failure rates are properties of airships and their payloads; they vary mainly with
vehicle size and vehicle complexity. Failure rates might also be affected by maintenance
procedures, such as the use of airline-style progressive maintenance, or the ability to

K I perform inf light repairs. Repair rates, on the other hand, depend mainly on the main-
tenance resources available (both personnel and materiel) and the magnitude of the main-
tenance tasks to be performed. While using modern testing concepts (such as Built In Test
Equipment (BrTE) and Automatic Test Equipment (ATE)) might reduce the maintenance
burden for future airships; the increasing complexity of modern systems may make it
difficult to achieve significant reductions in maintenance personnel required at the squadron
level.

Estimating failure and repair rates for future airship systems is a difficult and
uncertain process because these systems differ in type from the more common aircraft
systems. In addition, it is difficult to locate historical information on failure and repair
rates of airships.

HISTORICAL UTILIZATION RATES

Past military operations, such as World War II operations with K-ships (400-500 thou-
sand cubic feet) and U.S. Navy operations in the late 1950s with the larger airships of the
ZPG-2 class (1 million cubic feet), provide some data on utilization. Comparative data
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are also available for the considerably larger dirigibles (4.2 to 7.6 million cubic feet)
that were commercially operated by the Germans in the 1930s.

The data base for World War 11 operations is by far the most extensive, at least
when measured in terms of blimp-years covered. Over a period of 3-2/3 years the
average number of blimps assigned to operational squadrons was approximately 55,
making a total of about 200 blimp-years. In April 1944, the peak number assigned was
slightly more than 100. An assigned blimp was either in overhaul or possessed directly
by an operating squadron.

The data available for operations in the 1950s only cover slightly more than 4 blimp-
years. Most of this latter data cover a 1-year period of intensive operations by a squadron
(ZW-1) of Airborne Early Warning (AEW) airships (ZPG-2W class). Also included is a
2-month period of high intensity operations by a squadron (ZP-3) of ASW airships (ZPG-2
class). During most of the 1950s the number of operational Navy airships averaged
between 30 and 40. The intensity of operations was normally at a moderate level -- appar-
ently about 80 hours per month, or slightly less than 1, 000 hours per year.

World War II Operations

A large fleet of blimps was constructed during World War II to perform escort and
antisubmarine patrol operations. In addition to their major wartime duties, airships
performed other useful missions including search operations, observations, photography,
mine operations, rescue operations, and assistance to vessels and persons. These
missions are described in more detail in reference D-i that presents a broad overview
of World War II blimp operations. According to reference D-1 , the blimp inventory
peaked at 168 in 1945. This inventory consisted predominantly of 134 K-ships with
volumes of about 400 to 500 thousand cubic feet. At the peak of operations, U.S. Navy
airships patrolled about 3 million square miles of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Mediterranean
coasts. In all, airships escorted 89,000 ships on 55,900 flights totaling 550,000 flight
hours.

At the peak of the WW II airship operational activity, the squadrons and wings were
dispersed, as shown in figure D-1. Airship Wing ONE operated off the east coast
headquartered at Lakehurst, New Jersey. Wing TWO covered the Caribbean with head-
quarters in Richmond, Florida; Houma, Louisiana; and the island, Jamaica. Wing
THREE covered the west coast with headquarters at Tillamook, Oregon; Moffett Field,
California; and Santa Ana, California. Wing FOUR protected the South Atlantic from
headquarters in Brazil. Wing FIVE covered the Antilles from an operating base in
Trinidad, In 1944, a squadron was deployed to North Africa to patrol the western
Mediterranean and Straits of Gibraltar. An airship utility squadron provided many
services and utility operations including ASW training.
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Reference (D-2) provides more specific information on airship assignments by
squadron and monthly flight activity. The buildup of the number of airships assigned to
operational units is shown in figure D-2 for both the Atlantic and Pacific fleets. At
the peak in April 1944, 102 airships were deployed, An additional 8 airships (6G/2K)
were assigned to Utility Squadron ONE, deployed on the east coast, with headquarters in
Key West, Florida. Statistics in reference D-2 do not include the 280,000 hours flown
during the war by training airships (mostly L class, of which 18 were built) assigned to
the Naval Air Stations at Moffett Field, California and Lakehurst, New Jersey. These
stations were also the places where all major repairs and overhauls were accomplished.

The utilization rate data in reference D-2 are presented in terms of operational
(nontraining, etc.) and total flight hours per available airship, or per assigned airship.
An available airship was an airship in squadron custody in flying condition, or "on the line."
An assigned airship was defined to be an airship continuously associated with a particular
squadron, whether it was in squadron custody, or away from the squadron for overhaul
or major repair.

The average mission time of the World War II K-ships was 11.5 hours, and the
average utilization rate for operational flights was 193.9 hours per month per available
airship, or 2,327 hours per year. Because 87.2 percent of the airships assigned to a
squadron were "on the line" and available for operations, the operational utilization rate
per assigned airship was 2,029 hours per year.

The operational flight hours were about 76 percent of the total flight hours that
included nonoperational hours for utility, experimental ferry, and training flights. Thus,
total annual utilization rate was 3,077 flight hours per available airship, or 2,683 hours
per assigned airship. To achieve these rates, the aircrew ratio was between 2 and 3
crews per assigned airship.

Post-World War 11 Operations

The operations of Airship Airborne Early Warning Squadron One (ZW-1) during the
period 1 July 1957 to 30 June 1958 are reported in reference 0-3 . Four ZPG-2W blimps
were used to fill a Continental Air Defense requirement of 288 hours per month on-station
approximately 200 miles from the base at Lakehurst, New Jersey. Personnel requirements
for these operations are discussed in appendix E. Four aircrews flew 163 operational
sorties for a total of 5, 118 hours during this 1-year period, Average mission time was thus
31.4 hours. Because the average number of airships the squadron possessed was about
3 (see table D-1), the annual utilization rate achieved was 1, 706 hours per possessed
airship. The monthly rate was 142 hours per possessed airship, assuming 3 airship
per squadron. The aircrew ratio was 4 crews for 3 airships.
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TABLE D-1

ZW-l OPERATIONAL FILIGHTS
(1957/1958)

By Quarter

ZPG-2W Bureau No. Monthly Operational Total
Year Month 335 334 91T T T-2 total flights hours hoursM 5•-7 -uTI� -. " - 3 "6 1 -5

Aug. 4 5 5 14 44 1,415 1,493
Sept. 5 6 4 15
Oct. 5 6 3 14
Nov. 5 4 1 4 14 41 1,326 1,581
Dec. 2 6 5 13

1958 Jan. 5 6 3 14
Feb. 4 5 4 13 42 1,236 1,295
Mar. 4 6 5 15
Apr. 2 4 5 11
May 5 2 5 12 36 1,141 1,452
Jun. 4 4 5 33

Airship 51 42 22 48 163 5,3.18 5,821
totals

Airship ASW squadron Three (ZP-3) conducted operations during the winter ot 1959
and 1960 while assisting in the development and evaluation of the newly installed offshore
sound surveillance system. Four ZPG-2 blimps were employed in these operations from
15 September 1959 to 31 March 1960. During the last 2 months of this period, ZP-3
was committed to maintain an airship continuously on-station -- a total commitment of
1,440 on-station hours. During the period 1 February 1960 to 31 March 1960, 5 crews
and 4 airships were used to obtain the greatest utilization rate ever obtained by ZPG
airships -- 205.9 hours per month, 2,471 hours on an annual basis. Further discussion
of these operations is presented in reference D-4 and appendix E.

Summary and Discussion

The results achieved in all of the operations described above are summarized in
table D-2 for operational flights and table D-3 for total flights.
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TABLE D-2

HISTORICAL UTILIZATION RATES
(operational flights)

Utilization rate per
possessed, or "on line"

Source Average mission Aircrew (World War II) airship
(date) time (hrs.) ratio (hrs./yr.)

World War II 11.5 2/1 2327
(1942/45)

ZW-1 31.4 4/3 1706
(1957/58)

ZP-3 36 5/4 2471
(1960)

Si:
TABLE D-3

HISTORICAL UTILIZATION RATES
(total flights)

Utilization rate
(hrs,/yr.)

I 3Per possessed Percent possessed
(or available) Per assigned (or "on line")

(date) Airghin airship r h in .

World War 11 3077 2683 8 7 . 2 b
(1942/45)

World War II 3 4 1 2 a 3067 8 9 . 9 b
(1943)

ZW-1 1940 1455 75
(1957/58)

ZP-3 2471 2471 100
(1960)

NOTES: aPePer available airship
Per "on line" airship
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In the case of ZW-1 and ZP-3, the percentages possessed indicated in table D-3
refer essentially to long-term availability to the squadron; detailed information on
short-term availability while in squadron custody was not available. The World War II
availability ("on the line") figures include an unknown mixture of long- and short-term
availability,

The significance of the above historical rates depends not only on differences in
types of airships involved, but also on the extent to which the results represent maximum
capabilities, From what is known about the ZW-1 and ZP-3 operations it is reasonable
to presume that the results are close to the maximum capability. The ZP-3 operation
was clearly a maximum effort, lasting only 2 months. The World War II results, how-
ever, are less than the maximum that might have been obtained If more sorties had been
needed. They are the average over more than 3 years, during which time the require-
ments varied.

To interpret the World War II rates it is necessary to indicate how the operations
were scheduled. The typical pattern during World War II was to attempt a flight every
day with each available airship. Each aircrew would then fly every other day. In 1945,
the operational flights were scheduled less frequently -- approximately at half the rate
that was typical during the peak of activity in 1943. Also, in 1944, there was a reduction
in operational flights in the Atlantic due to a reduction in U-boat operations and a decision
to hold back resources. Thus, a better estimate of maximum capability can be obtained
by considering only the results during 1943. These are indicated in table D-3 to be
3,412 and 3,067 total hours per possessed and assigned airship, respectively --11 and 14
percent greater, respectively, than the averages for the entire war period.

On a squadron basis, operational sorties for ZW-1 in 1957 and 1958 were scheduled
approximately every other day. Because 3 airships were normally available to the squadron,
each available airship was scheduled for operational missions about every 6 days. In
addition, training sorties were flown at intervals of about 6 days, or 18 days per available
airship. These flights were less than 12 hours whereas operational flights averaged 31.4
hours.

The schedule of operations for ZP-3 in 1960 is not known. If we assume a 36-hour

mission time, the flights must have been scheduled about every 5 days for each airship.

This period of 5 days is typical of the scheduled commercial flights of the German

dirigibles during the 1930s. According to data presented in reference (D-5), the Graf
Zeppelin averaged about 2,000 hours per year over the 8-year period from 1929 to 1936,
but reached a maximum rate of 3,519 hours per year in 1935. The Hindenberg averaged
slightly less than this during its brief 14-month period of service in 1936 and 1937.
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FUTURE AIRSHIP UTILIZATION RATE

With modern airships of moderate size (less than 3 million cubic feet in volume) it
should be possible to exceed the utilization rates achieved by the ZPG-2 class airships
in the late 1950s. To do so, however, the aircrew ratio must be approximately 2 crews
per airship assigned to a squadron. With 2 crews, a utilization rate of 3,000 hours per
year per possessed airship is achievable. This estimate is based both on aircrew capa-
bility and airship availability calculations using a formula developed for this study.

To estimate airship availability a flight schedule must first be specified. Each
airship is assumed to operate 50 weeks per year, with 2 weeks allocated to intermediate
level overhaul and upkeep. This is similar to the way Goodyear blimps are operated
today. For planning purposes, a 6-day week is assumed reasonable. Each aircrew is
estimated to be capable of flying at a rate of 125 hours .per month, or 1,500 hours per
year. With 2 aircrews per airship, it is possible for each airship to obtain 60 flight hours
per week, But, to achieve this level of activity, approximately 72 flight hours per week
must be scheduled because the availability factor is estimated to be about 84 percent as
shown below.

To illustrate how the flight schedules might be arranged for various mission lengths,
figure D-3 shows 3 possible patterns of operation for mission times of 12, 24, and 36
hours.

Flights

standby 12 hr. L12 hr6-Fyprwe

"itandby 24 hr. 24 h

standby 36 hr. 36 hr. 2

6days 144 hour.

FIG. D.3: TYPICAL WEEKLY FLIGHT ICHEDULEIS
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In the case of the 12-hour missions, flights are scheduled every day for a total of
6 sorties per week. Presumably, launch times would normally be early in the morning to
permit maximum daylight time on station. The 24-hour missions would be scheduled on
alternate days, for a total of 3 sorties per week. These would provide day and night
coverage on station. The 36-hour missions could provide coverage for 2 days and I night,
twice a week. The requirement for preflight and postflight inspections or maintenance
(approximately 15 to 20 percent of flight time) would set an upper limit on the frequency
of scheduled operations. The desirability of maintaining regularity in launch times also
is a factor limiting the schedule frequency.

When no failures occur, the flight hours achieved are the same as the hours scheduled,
i.e., some fraction, f - t/T, of the time period considered, This fraction is the mission
time, t, divided by the cycle time, T. When failures occur and repairs are necessary,
some scheduled flights will be missed, and the flight hours are then a fraction, A, of total
time T, where A is an availability fraction. To determine A, the average failure rate
is set equal to the average repair rate. A simple steady-state queueing model shows that
A can be obtained using the following:

I
A - "_P (T-t)

I+pI + .----
T 2

1-e

where the X's and 4's are failure and repair rates, respectively, of 2 different kinds,

and

pl = P10 + %1 t

is the probability of being down at the end of a mission. The probability of having a type of
failure that does not depend upon flight time is denoted by p1 0. * Routine short-term

failure rates and repair rates are represented by Xi and p, I respectively, while k and1 2
P2 represent rates for infrequent failures with unusually long repair times corresponding

to long delays waiting for spare parts.

Rough estimates of these parameters were made using the above availability formula
and previous ZPG-2 results. The failure probability, P1, was assumed to vary directly

with mission time, so that p1 0 was zero. The failure rate, X1i was based on an assumed

10 percent failure probability per 12-hour mission. Thus, XI = 0.010/12 = 0.0083 per hour.

The average repair time, I/pI, is estimated to be 24 hours, so that p, 0.042 per hour.
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The long-term failure rate, X2 , was also assumed to vary directly with mission time at a

rate one-tenth the short-term failure rate, so that X 0.00083 per hour. The long-term

repair rate was based on an average repair time, 1/p 2 = 10 days, so that p2  0.0042 per

hour. Hence, the ratio, X2 /1 2 , was equal to 0.2.

When the above parameters are inserted in the availability formula for the case of
24-hour missions, and a scheduled flight time fraction of one-half, an availability of
84,4 percent is obtained. The availability is relatively insensitive to changes in mission
time. For example, decreasing the mission time to 12 hours reduces the availability to
83.6 percent; increasing the mission time to 36 hours increases the availability to 85.5
percent.

If the utilization rate is increased still further by using more than 2 aircrews per
airship, and sorties are scheduled at a greater fraction than one-half, it should be
theoretically possible to reach a rate of about 4,400 hours per year. This result is
obtained using the availability formula with f increased to the practical limit of 0.85.
This fraction allows for a turnaround time between recovery and launch of 3,6 hours,
or 15 percent of the 24-hour mission time. There are several reasons, however, for
questioning the value of going beyond the aircrew ratio limit of 2 to a ratio as high as 3.
The principal reason is, from appendix F, that costs increase almost in proportion to
the increase in aircrew ratio and utilization rate, so that cost per hour is not decreased
appreciably. The cost per hour decreases only by 18 percent when the utilization rate is
increased from 1, 500 hours to 3,000 hours per year because the variable operating costs
dominate the fixed investment costs.

There is another reason for not exceeding 3,000 hours per year, Our availability

model assumes a constant repair rate, whereas one would expect the repair rate to
decrease when the utilization rate increases. There are also questions about the para-
meters used in estimating the availability factor. Our estimate of p1 and the ratio

% 2/P2 are believed to be on the optimistic side. Changing each of these parameters by a

factor of 2 would reduce the theoretical maximum annual utilization rate per possessed
airship to about 3,400 hours per year from 4,400 hours.

An additional factor to consider is the relative value of day and night coverage. For
missions where daytime operations are much more effective than night operations little is
gained by increasing the scheduling factor, f, above 50 percent.

For operations with mission times considerably longer than 24 hours, the availability
factor decreases with increased mission time for scheduling factors close to unity. The
reverse is true when the scheduling factor, f, is one-half or less; changes are small.
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Based on the above reasons, a utilization rate of 3,000 hours per year appears to be
a good estimate to use for possible future Coast Guard airship operations. However, the
lower rate of 1, 500 hours has also been considered to show the effect of changing the
utilization rate and the aircrew ratio at the same time. Because the aircrew ratio is
assumed to be a crucial factor in determining utilization rate, further discussion of
this factor is presented below.

AIRCREW RATIO

It is assumed that a single aircrew is limited to fly 1,500 hours per year, or 125
hours per month. This aircrew capability is based on performance achieved in past
airship operations with K-ships and ZPG-2 class blimps. The annual and monthly air-
crew utilization rates are summarized in table D-4.

TABLE D-4

HISTORICAL AIRCREW UTILIZATION RATES

Source Aircrew Annual rate Monthly rate
(date) ratio (hre. /c rew) hhra, /crew)

World War 11 %2 1, 416 118
(1943) (K-ships)

ZW-l 1.33 1,280 106.7
(1957/58)

ZP-3 1,25 1,976 164.7
(1960)

The World War II aircrew utilization rate is an approximate figure for 1943, the
peak year of activity. The lack of accurate data on the aircrew ratio makes the results
uncertain. The best peacetime data are provided by the ZW-1 results in 1957 and 1958
because the data base covers a full year of operations. The ZP-3 results are considered
well above average as a consequence of the short period involved (2 months).

Compared with aircraft crew utilization rates, 125 hours per month is considered
more representative of maximum capability than the average peacetime rate for routine
operations. Information obtained from the aviation branch of the U.S. Coast Guard
Office of Operations suggests that, on the average, Coast Guard pilots accumulate about
26 hours of flight time per month. Helicopter-only pilots have a slightly lower average,
while fixed wing pilots are somewhat higher. The average monthly flight hours for
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commercial pilots is about 50 hours per month. The airlines generate an average aircraft
utilization rate of 2,700 hours per year by employing 4.5 crews per aircraft.

Aircrew utilization of lighter-than-air vehicles should differ, of course, from aircrew
utilization of heavier-than-air vehicles. For short mission times the differences may not
be great. However, for the longer mission times typical of LTA vehicles, aircrews
should be capable of higher utilization rates, because the workload will be divided between
2 or 3 rotating sections, or watches. Aircrew size as a function of mission time is
discussed further in appendix E.
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APPENDIX E

AIRSHIP PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

This appendix presents estimates of personnel requirements for a family of airships
with different speeds and maximum ranges when operated at utilization rates of either
1, 500 or 3,000 hours per year. The 6 speeds considered vary from 50 to 100 knots at
airship ranges of 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 miles.

Personnel are divided into two categories -- aircrew and ground personnel. Aircrew
includes the pilots and the sensor/equipment operators; ground personnel include workers
required to maintain, service, and handle the airship and payload on the ground plus other
administrative, support, and command and control staff.

For purposes of determining aircrew requirements, the airships are divided into 3
classes according to their mission times or endurances:

* low endurance -- less than 12 hours

# intermediate endurance -- between 12 and 36 hours

* high endurance -- greater than 36 hours.

Aircrew requirements depend also on the aircrew ratio, or number of crews per
airship. This ratio depends on the utilization rate that is in turn, related to airship
lifetime.

Ground personnel requirements are based on the size of the airship and the utilization
rate.

AIRCREW

The alrcrew required to operate an airship on a given mission includes the flight
crew needed to fly the vehicle and the payload personnel needed to operate the equipment
appropriate to the mission. The size of the flight crew is assumed to be independent
of the mission, but the number of equipment operators depends on the type of mission. To
estimate the payload personnel requirement, we assume that 2 equipment operators will be
required on duty throughout each flight. All missions are assumed to require a rotating
watch; both the flight crews and payload crews vary in size with the airship endurance.
The aircrew ratio is estimated in appendix D to range from 1 to 2 when the utilization
rate is increased from 1,500 to 3,000 hours per year.
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Ae it point of reference for size of single aircrews, the World War II K-ships, with
an average mission time of 11.5 hours, had aircrews of about 8 to 10 people. Approxi-
mately half were assigned to operate the vehicle and half to operate equipment, such as
radar, radio, ECM, and MAD. At the other extreme, the ZPG-2/2W class airships that
could operate for several days, had aircrew sizes of 14 to 21 people. In both cases,
the flight crew size was 8. The AEW airship (ZPG-2W) had 7 more payload personnel
than the ASW airship (ZPG-2) to provide an extensive radar tracking and air control
capability.

Current U.S. Navy patrol aircraft normally operate with an aircrew of about 12

personnel, including:

5 Officers
Pilot

Co-pilot
3rd-pilot
TACCO (Tactical Coordinator)
Navigator

7 Enlisted

Flight engineer
Field mechanic
Radio operator
Ordnance man
3 sensor operators
+ I inflight technician (electronic repair) when available

Flight Crew

The personnel required to operate the vehicle are based on experience with previous
U.S. Navy nonrigid airships and Goodyear commercial blimps, while making some
allowance for airship control improvements and possible dual functions. The minimum
flight crew to operate airships with low mission times of 6 to 12 hours is estimated
to be a crew of 4, comprising 2 officers (pilot/co-pilot) and 2 enlisted people (mechanic/
rigger). Following suggestions made by Goodyear representatives, the responsibilities
of the flight crew members might be as follows:

s Pilot - Responsible for airship and mission operation. Plies airship

from command position.

* Co-Pilot - Assists pilot on controls when required. Relieves pilot on
controls when required. Conducts mechanical operation of navigation
at pilot's direction. Handles communication in support of pilot.
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o Mechanic - Operates any mechanical subsystems, such as APUs
electrical equipment, and emergency devices. Performs mechanical
inflight repair as required. Assists pilots during takeoff and landing.

R gge - Performs envelope and cabling inflight repairs as required.
Depending on flight duration, performs cook duties.

For airships with mission times exceeding 36 hours, the flight crew requirement
is increased to 8, comprising 4 officers and 4 enlisted personnel as follows:

Officers Enlisted

* Command pilot e Radio operator
* Pilot e 2 Mechanic/Electricians
* Co-pilot * Rigger/Cook
* Navigator

For intermediate mission times from 12 to 36 hours, the flight crew is reduced to

6 by omitting I officer (navigator) and 1 enlisted (radio operator).

Payload Crew

For mission times less than about 12 hours, it is assumed that a 2-watch rotation
system will be adequate for relief of sensor operators and provision of inflight payload
equipment maintenance and repair. Payload requirements thus total 4, all enlisted
personnel.

For mission times of more than 36 hours, it is necessary to provide for a 3-watch
rotation so the sensor operators can adequately rest. The operators not on watch should
be able to provide any necessary inflight maintenance and repair of the payload equipment.
Thus, the total requirement for this case is 6 people, all enlisted.

The intermediate case, for mission times between 12 and 36 hours, is assumed
satisfied by a personnel requirement of 5, all enlisted.

Total Aircrew

Combining the above flight and payload personnel requirements for the 3 classes of
mission times produces total aircrew requirements summarized in table E-i.

The requirements shown in table E-I apply to single aircrews limited to a maximum
of 1,500 flight hours per year. To achieve an airship utilization rate up to 3,000 flight
hours per year, the aircrew ratio is increased in the same proportion as the utilization
rate.
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TABLE E-1

AIRCREW REQUIREMENTS
Total (Officer/Enlisted)

Airship Crew
endurance Flght Payload Total

Low 4(2/2) 4(0/4) 8(2/6)

Intermediate 6(3/3) 5(0/5) 11(3/8)

High 8(4/4) 6(0/6) 14(4/10)

GROUND PERSONNEL

Ground personnel include the personnel required to perform routine maintenance at
the squadron or unit level. Major repair and overhaul personnel are assumed to be based
at a separate activity, similar to the Coast Guard Aircraft Repair and Service Center at
Elizabeth City, North Carolina.

The ground personnel include not only the routine maintenance workers, but also
those required to service and handle the airship on the ground.

The ground personnel requirements estimated here are presented on the basis of num-
bers per possessed airship. The ground maintenance personnel are assumed to vary
directly with the number of airships possessed by the squadron. Maintenance personnel
are also assumed to vary with the airship utilization rate. Ground maintenance personnel
are divided into two groups, vehiole and payload maintenance. Both types of maintenance
personnel are assumed to vary with the airship utilization rate. The vehicle maintenance
personnel group is also assumed to vary with airship size.

Ground Handling Personnel

Ground personnel required for airship landing or docking are modest for airships up
to the size of the ZPG-3W. These airships could be handled with a single mobile mast
and 2 mobile winches, called ground mules. Each mule had a 2-person crew: one drove
the mule while the other operated the winch. According to reference E-1 , the November
1, 1958 U.S. Navy Handbook, "Airship Ground Handling Instructions," listed a total of 11
or 12 people for the undocking operation; 3 or 4 for the mast and tractor; 4 for the 2 mules;
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a ground handling officer; a ground handling CPO; a safety inspector; and a flag operator.
Walker (reference E-1) believed that the undocking evolution could be accomplished with
a minimum of 8 people, and unmasting, launching, landing, masting, and docking with a
minimum of 10. Airship operations are discussed further in volume III.

Around-the-clock flight operations would result in a requiremenLt for at least 3 watches
of ground handling crews. It is assumed, however, that flight operations •iould normally
be scheduled to reduce the requirements for ground handling personnel outside normal
working hours. In addition, ground maintenance personnel working outside normal hours
are assumed to be assigned a dual responsibility to provide ground handlitig capability
during these periods. A capability for ground handling outside normal hours could arise
either as a consequence of mission times in excess of 8 hours, or when an airship unit
is assigned SAR duties and must be prepared for unscheduled operations.

Ground Maintenance Personnel

Ground maintenance personnel are required for routine maintenance of the vehicle,
payload, and ground support equipment, For vehicle maintenance, 3 types of personnel
are required: mechanics, riggers, and electricians, Their duties are a follows:

s Mechanics -- Mechanics perform maintenance on engines and other equipment.

e Rigers -- Riggers are responsible for all fabric (envelope and empennage)
repair as well as cable maintenance. Surface (interior-exterior) inspection
is time consuming for riggers' maintenance due to the large areas involved.
Also, the high work requires using ladders and bosun chairs. In both cases,
one person must stay on the ground to support the one working above.
Electricians -- Electricians mervice various electrical items such as

blowers, servo motors, lights, radios, navigation devices, heaters,
air conditioners, galley equipment, etc.

It is standard procedure for each of these crew types to provide supporting labor to
the others where and when it is needed.

Payload maintenance personnel would consist predominantly of electronics technicians
to repair the sensors and associated equipment making up a particular payload, such as
the Airborne Oil Surveillance System (AOSS) used in MEP missions.

Ground support equipment maintenance is assumed to be accomplished principally by
the ground handling crews themselves.

E-5
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Maintenance Personnel Requirements

Estimates of maintenance personnel are based mainly on past experience with U.S.
Navy airship operations in the late 1950 period, in the case of the larger size airships,
and on Goodyear commerical experience, in the case of the smaller airships. In each

case, however, it was necessary to make some adjustments to account for differences

resulting from technology improvements and lack of similarity in equipment and operations.

World War II

Data on maintenance personnel foi World War II K -ship operations was difficult to
obtain. It was considered that such data, even if it had been available, would have limited
utility, chiefly because personnel resources were relatively easy to obtain during World
War II. The highly aggregated data on ground personnel presented in reference E-2
suggests, however, that the total ground personnel per blimp was surprisingly high. In

1945, 1 year after the peak of operations in 1944, when the blimp inventory was about
150 ships (reference E-3) and the number of blimps in operational squadrons was approxi-
mately 100 (reference E-4), there were about 8,000 administrative ground officers and
enlisted personnel in the fleet airship program. Ground personnel per blimp in the
inventory was about 53: 9 percent officers and 91 percent enlisted. Ground personnel
per blimp in operational squadrons is more difficult to estimate. Interviews with people
who participated in World War II blimp operations suggest, however, that the number of
ground personnel per blimp may have been much less in operational squadrons, at least
in the early phase of the war, prior to the extensive buildup in trained personnel achieved
at the end of the war.

Post-World War II

More specific and pertinent information is available on personnel requirements for
U.S. Navy lighter-than-air squadrons during the late 1950s. The most detailed informa-
tion is available for the Airborne Early Warning Squadron, ZW-1 that conducted extensive
Continental Air Defense operations with 4 ZPG-2W blimps in 1957-1958. Personnel informa-
tion is also available for the Antisubmarine Warfare Squadron, ZP-3 that conducted high
intensity surveillance operations in 1960. The utilization rates obtained in these operations
are discussed in appendix D.

During the period from 1 July 1957 to 30 June 1958, ZW-1 employed 3 aircrews to fly
163 sorties for a total of 5,118 hours. Thus, average mission time was 31.4 hours.
Because the average number of airships available to the squadron was about 3, the annual
utilization rate achieved was 1, 706 hours per airship; on a monthly basis this equals 142
hours. From 1 February 1960 to 31 March 1960, ZP-3, with the assistance of ZW-I,
employed 5 crews at an average rate of 164.7 hours per month. The average utilization rate

per airship was the greatest attained by ZPG airships -- 205.9 hours per month, 2,471
hours on. an annual basis.
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ZW-1 Personnel Requirements

Prior to the start of the ZW-I operations the personnel allowance was based on 4
airships, each operated by 2 crews comprising 6 officers and 15 enlisted people. Ground
support and staff brought the total allowance to 278 -- 53 officers arid 225 enlisted. After
several months of experimentation the conclusion was reached that the squadron needed
radical reorganization.

According to reference E-5 that reports on a preliminary AEW Barrier exercise
during the period from I May to 18 May 1957, the most efficient system of personnel
employment required specialization in 3 fields: flight, maintenance, and other ground
support. Four crews of the absolute minimum size were chosen. These consisted of
9 officers and 15 enlisted people, thus removing 12 officers and 60 enlisted people from
the squadron proper. Remaining personnel were divided into groups working a 7-day
week. This permitted maintenance to continue 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. All
normal functions such as training, education, filing, housekeeping, etc., were sacrificed
in order to permit 24-hour maintenance. Toward the end of the May exercise period,
the strain was noticeable, although morale was high, Officers not in flight crews worked
64 hours per week. Flight crews flew an average of 140.1 hours per crew during the
exercise and maintained a 24-hour standby watch between flights, Maintenance and
support personnel were on a staggered 6-day work week.

From July to September 1957, ZW-1 had 298 officers and enlisted people. By the end
of December 1957, ZW-1 had 63 officers and 302 enlisted people for a total of 365, In
reference E-6 , there is an evaluation report based on the first 6 months of operations.
This evaluation presents a cost comparison of ZPG-2W airships and WV-2 aircraft that
was made using 417 personnel to obtain continuous on-station coverage, (11, 340 hours per
year, including 2,580 hours of transit time) with 4 airships. In commenting on personnel
requirements, the statement was made that with adequate supervision, rotation, and active
utilization of the flight crews, their operational effectiveness is such that should ZW-I
allowance be filled to 488 personnel, and I station assigned to them, full-time flights
on-station up to 36 hours is completely practical. According to reference E-7 , that
reports on the year period ending in June 1958, the squadron onboard count actually in-
creased from 289 to 387 officers and enlisted people during the evaluation period.

In order to determine what fraction of the total personnel was involved in maintenance,
the following approximate breakdown was obtained from the former commanding officer of
ZW-1, Capt. (ret.) Charles A. Mills, Jr.

106 Flight crews (4 x 24 plus 10 percent on leave)
30 Station support (10 percent of total allowance,plus 10 percent)
20 Administration
20 Duty section
20 HTA maintenance
82 LTA maintenance

278 Total allowance E-7
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The 10 percent requirement for station support was standard practice to provide people
for such things as the motor pool and B(Q. This percent was used only to estimate early
manning; it is not used elsewhere in this report. Administrative personnel included those
involved in various nonmaintenance types of services. noe HTA maintenance line provided

maintenance for 3 to 5 aircraft also assigned to the squadron. The duty section included
personnel for the hangar watch and pressure watch (2 on each LTA) and the duty driver.
We did not include station support in our estimates of required LTA ground personnel.

When the squadron allowance increased to 387, the maintenance personnel increased
by only 22, because the add-on included 2 flight crews and additional nonmaintenance
personnel. The extra flight crews were not used, however, in the operations because they

were relatively untrained. The number of maintenance personnel increased from 82 to
104. Because there were 3 airships assigned, the average number of maintenance per-
sonnel per possessed airship was about 27 to 35.

The distribution of the maintenance personnel was estimated by Capt. (ret.) Charles
A. Mills, Jr. to be:

60 percent--Electricians and ETs
26 percent--Mechanics
14 percent--Riggers

It was further estimated that approximately one-sixth of the electricians and electronic
technicians (ETs) were needed for the airship proper and the remainder for the large
AEW payload of radars, consoles, etc. Thus, the maintenance personnel was divided
about evenly between vehicle and payload. Vehicle maintenance personnel per airship
increased from about 14 to 18 during the period of operations.

ZP-3 Personnel Requirements

Less personnel information is available for the lighter-than-air ASW squadrons. Two
sources, however, indicate that the normal allowance for a 4-ship squadron was about
250 people.

In reference E-8 , a feasibility study of deployment of airship squadron ZP-3 to the
Maditerranean area in 1957, it was stated that 246 personnel (54 officers/22 CPOs/170
POs and nonrated people) would be required to operate 4 ZPG-2 airships based at Rota,
Spain.

In reference E-9 , a presentation made by Capt. (ret.) Charles A. Mills, Jr.,
Operations officer of Fleet Airship Wing ONE on 19 April 1960, at the critique of the
ZP-3 Airship-SOSUS project, the total squadron onboard count was indicated to be
less than 260. This same reference also included the comments that 6 airships, rather
than the 4 available, were required to maintain station continuously and that a maintenance
force of at least 300 was needed to mount this type of operation.
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During February and March 1960, the personnel level was Increased by 40 mainten-
ance people obtained from ZW-1 squadron. The ZW-1 squadron was being disestablished
at that time. Thus, for these operations the total ground personnel was approximately
220 (250 + 40 less 5 aircrews at 14 each), or 55 for each of the 4 assigned airships.
(See appendix D.) If we assume that about 60 percent (compared to 48 percent for ZW-1
in 1957) of the original ZP-3 squadron ground personnel were maintenance personnel,
then the final maintenance level would have been about 148 (108 + 40 from ZW-1), or
37 per assigned airship, While this level Is about the same as for ZW-1 in 1958, the
fraction associated with the vehicle was probably higher for the ASW squadron. This

fraction was estimated by Captain (ret.) Mille, to about 2/3, which implies that about
24 maintenance personnel officers and enlisted (officers and enlisted) per airship were
involved in vehicle maintenance and 12 per airship were maintaining the payload of ASW
equipment.

Future Maintenance Personnel Requirements

To extend these historical maintenance personnel requirements to future modern
airships of the same size, it was necessary to make an assumption about the effects
of technological improvements on maintenance requirements and repair capabilities.
We have reduced the personnel requirements by approximately one-third so that 12
people are required at a utilization rate of 1,500 hours per year. As was noted earlier,
doubling the utilization rate was assumed to increase the maintenance requirement by
50 percent. This assumption holds both for vehicle and payload maintenance personnel
separately.

The assumed future maintenance requirements for modern airships of 1 million

cubic feet are compared with the estimates of historical maintenance levels in table E-2.

TABLE E-2

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
FOR AIRSHIP VOLUME OF 1 MILLION CUBIC FEET

Historical Future Airships

Utilization Personnel Utilization Personnel
Source rate* per rate* per
(date) _jhrs./yr.) airship* (hra./Yr.) airship*

ZW-l 1706 18 1500 12

(1957/58

ZP-3 2471 24 3000 18

*Per possessed aircraft.

E-9
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The above historical results pertained to airship mission times of about 30 to 36 hours.
These long mission times were obtained by cruising at speeds of about 40 knots. Because
of fuel capacity constraints, when the average speeds are increased to about 80 or more
knots the mission times are reduced to about 12 hours or less for this size airship. Main-
tenance requirements are assumed, however to depend on utilization rate, and not on sortie
rate. In appendix D it is shown that sortie rate has a small effect on utilization rate when
repair rates are constant.

To estimate the effect of airship size on maintenance requirements, information was
obtained from Goodyear Aerospace Corporation on the operations of their small (about
200,000 cubic feet) commercial airships. There are 3 Goodyear advertising blimps at
present. Each of these is operated by about 21 people from widely dispersed bases (such
as Santa Ana, California; Houston, Texas; and Miami, Florida) to provide coast-to-coast
coverage. The 21 persons include, on the average: 2 pilots, 5 direct vehicle maintenance/
support people, 7 nonmechanized landing crew, 6 payload maintenance crew, and I publi-
cations person. Two weeks are used for an annual major overhaul.

The 5 direct vehicle maintenance/support people are responsible for both maintenance
and ground handling operations. The blimps operate from a truck-mounted mast on tour.
Flight hours are believed to be on the order of 1,500 to 2,000 hours per year.

The assumption that vehicle maintenance personnel varies (volume) 0 15 provides a
reasonable approximate fit to the effect of size using the figures of 12 vehicle maintenance
people for 1 million cubic feet and 5 for 200,000 cubic feet (in the case of 1, 500 flight
hours per year). Table E-3 shows estimated numbers of vehicle maintenance personnel
for various airship sizes scaled from 1,000,000 cubic feet airships in accordance with
this relationship. Maintenance manhours p r flight hour (MMH/FH) are equal to 8 for the
500, 000 cubic feet airship at the high rate.

TABLE E-3

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
PER AIRSHIP

Airship Utilization rate
volume (hrs./yr.)

(millioncu.ft.) 1,500 3,000

0.2 5 8
0.5 8 12
1.0 12 18
1.5 15 22
3.0 21 31

,Assuming 2, 000 maintenance hours per year per person, on the same basis, the MMH/FM
for the MRS-22, HH-3-37 amd JC-130.48.
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Total ground maintenance personnel requirements are obtained by adding the payload
maintenance requirements that are assumed to be 6 and 9 people for the 1, 500 and 3,000
hours per year utilization rates, respectively, for a payload similar to the AOSS used in
MEP missions, as shown in tables E-4 and E-5

TABLE E-4

TOTAL GROUND MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
PER AIRSHIP

(Utilization rate: 1,500 hrs./yr.)

Airship
volume Maintenance

(million cu. ft.) Vehicle Payload Total

0.2 5 6 11
0.5 8 6 14
1.0 12 6 18

r 1.5 15 6 21
3.0 21 6 27

TABLE E-5

TOTAL GROUND MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
PER AIRSHIP

(Utilization rate: 3,000 hrs./yr.)

Airship
volume Maintenance

(million cu. ft.) Vehicle Payload Total

0.2 8 9 17
0.5 12 9 21
1.0 18 9 27

1.5 22 9 31
3.0 31 9 40

Total ground maintenance personnel for the two utilization rates are compared in
table E-6.
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TABLE E-6

SUMMARY OF TOTAL GROUND MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
PER AIRSHE.'

Airship
volume Utilization rate (hra. /yr.)

(million cu. ft.) 1,500 3,000
0.2 11 17
0.5 14 21
1.0 18 27
1.5 21 31
3.0 27 40

Figure E -1 presents the total ground personnel requirements in graphic form am a
function of volumne for the two utilization rates..

bo
Utiiiiatlon rate (hours/year)

40 - 3000

130 1500

10

0 1 2 3 4

Airship volume (millions of cubic feet) ~



The estimated personnel requirement for a 3 million cubic foot airship at 3, 000
hours per year compares closely with the number 50, used in reference E-10 for a
proposed AEW airship of that size and utilization rate,

TOTAL PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Table E-7 presents the personnel requirements in detail for the entire family of
airships as a function of speed, range, and utilization rate. Aircrew requirements are
taken from table E-1 using the appropriate mission time in accordance with the airship
speed and range. Ground personnel requirements are calculated using the airship volumes
provided in appendix F and determined by the performance model described in volume III.
Ground personnel officers are assumed to be 10 percent of the total ground personnel.
See annex F-i for a summary of the formulas used to calculate all personnel requirements
as a function of volume and utilization rate.
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TABLE E-7

AIRSH•ZP PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Spood Range Utilization Ground
gk.) (.n.Lm&.l (hm- Zsxrannal &.LxsoW pt.g~opi 1 o.e.l

50 1000 1500 officers 3 1 4
enlisted 8 12 20

Total 13 IT IT

3000 officers 6 2 S
enlisted 16 17 33

Total 22 1T Tr

so 2000 iSQO officers 4 1 5
enlisted 10 14 24

Total 14 IT
3000 officors 8 2 10

enlisted 20 20 40

Tqtal 28 i

50 3000 1500 officers 4 2 6enlisted 10 14 24

TotalI 14 -

3000 officers 8 2 10
enlisted 20 22 42

Total 28 2
60 1000 1500 officers 3 1 4

enlisted 8 12 20

Total 11 ITT

(cont.inued)
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TABLR E-7

AZRBHZP PERSONNEL REQUZI•MENTS (continued)

speed Range Utilization Oround
fkiomj) (n±.•L.)LhU IL Peraonngl bij personneh

60 1000 3000 officers 6 2 0
enlistod 16 34

Total 22 20 42

60 2000 1500 officers 3 2 5
enlisted O 13 21

T otal i- 26

3000 officers 6 2 "
enlisted 16 21 37

Total 22 45

60 3000 1500 officers 4 6
enlisted 10 16 26

Total 14 i 31

3000 officers 8 3 11
enlisted 20 24 44

Total 28 27 55

70 1000 1500 officers 3 1 4
enlisted S 12 20

Total 1 33 24

3000 officers 6 2 S
enlisted 16 1e 34

Tota1 22 20 42

(continuod)
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TAULI E-7

AXRSHZP PERSON8NEL REQUIRS14ENTS (continued)

speed Range Utilisation Ground

Mts I n~mLL (hW.i- Personnl hircre pUjfLfLqjn Total

70 2000 1800 offioers 3 2 5
onlisted 14 22

Total 211 16 27

3000 officers 6 2 9
enlisted 16 22 38

Total 22 24 46

70 3000 1500 officers 4 2 6
enlisted 10 1s 28

Total 14 20 34

3000 officers 8 3 11
enlisted 20 27 47

Total 28 30 50

90 1000 1500 officers 3 1 4

enlisted 8 13 21

Total 11 14 25

3000 officers 6 2 S

enlisted 16 19 35

Total 22 21 43

so 2000 1500 officers 3 2 5

enlistod 0 15 23

Total 11 17 28

3000 officers 6 3 9
enlisted 16 23 39

Total 22 26 48

80 3000 1500 officors 4 2 6
onlisted 10 21 31,

Totul 14 23 37
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TABLE E-7

SXXRStBZP PERSONNEL REQUXREMENTS (continued)

Speed Rang* Utilization Ground

80 3000 3000 officers 9 3 11
enlisted 20 .

Total 28 34 62

90 1000 1500 officers 2 1- 3
enlisted 6 12 19

Total 8 13 21

3000 officers 4 2 6
enlisted 12 _17 29

Total 16 19 35

90 2000 1500 officera 3 2 5
enlisted 8 ..-u- 25

Total 11 19 30

3000 officoers 6 3 9
enlisted 10 _LL 4,,_2

Total 22 29 51

90 3000 1500 officers 3 3 6

enlisted 8 23 31

Total 11 26 37

3000 officers 6 4 10
enlisted 16 35 51

Total 22 39 61

100 1000 1500 offJ'cers 2 1 3
enlisted 6 12 1i

Total 8 13 21

3000 officers 4 2 6
enlisted 12 is 30

Total 16 20 36
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TAULZ E-7

AIRBHIPIPERSONNEL REQUIREKMNTS (continued)

Speed Range Utilization Ground
,.kta..l- .(Dn.mi.) Perso...~n nnel Airgrew v9.usann I Total1

100 2000 1500 officers 3 2 5
enlisted 8 19 27

Total 11 21 32

3000 officers 6 3 9
enlisted 16 29 45

Total 22 32 54

100 3000 1500 officers 3 3 6enlisted 8 299. 37..

•Total 11 32 43

3000 officers 6 5 11
enlisted 16 43 59

Total 22 48 70
110 1000 1500 officers 2 1 3

enlisted 6 13 19
Total IT

3000 officers 4 2 6
enlisted 12 19 31
Total TT

110 2000 1500 officers 3 2 5
enlisted 8 22 30
Total 1T n-I N'

3000 officers 6 4 10
enlisted 16 32 48
Total 77T

110 3000 1500 officers 3 4 7
enlisted 8 35 43
Total 376

3000 officers 6 6 12
enlinted 16 53 69
Total I77 I

120 1000 15000 officers 2 1 3
enlisted

300Total -4 14 212
300officer 42

enlisted
Total R
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APPENDIX F
AIRSHIP COSTS

INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents cost estimates for a family of airships. Investment costs
and operating costs - - divided among personnel, maintenance, and fuel - - are developed
for utilization rates of 1, 500 and 3,000 hours per year. Annual and hourly costs are
all in 1976 dollars.

Costs are related to vehicle size and weight; both vary with speed and range. The
conceptual design model described in volume IlI was used to obtain figures for airship
volume, empty weight, and fuel consumption rate. These cost-determining characteristics
are presented in table F-i.

Airship investment cost, for a buy of 20 airships, is based on the average cost per
pound of empty weight estimated in volume III. The average acquisition cost, expressed
in terms of cost per flight hour, is based on airship lifetime in hours estimated in appendix
D.

Personnel costs are based on air and ground personnel requirements estimated in
appendix E. Individual personnel costs per year for Coast Guard officer and enlisted
aviation billets are developed in appendix C.

Total maintenance cost includes routine maintenance, based on cost information for
U.S. Navy blimp operations in 1957-1959, and major overhaul costs.

Fuel costs are obtained using the consumption rates shown in table F-I together with
a November 1975 cost per gallon. This cost per gallon was supplied by the Navy Fuel
Supply Office.

The investment and operating costs estimated here do not include base and ground
support equipment costs. The location and characteristics of existing airship hangars
are presented in volume III. Ground equipment for blimp operations is also ýreated in
volume III.

INVESTMENT COST

Airship investment costs are based on the cost factors developed in chapter 8 of
volume III. These factors were based on analysis of historical blimp costs and cost
escalation factors to arrive at 1976 dollar costs. For a production quantity of 20 vehicles,

SF-i
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TABLE F-i

AIRSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Fuel consumption

Speed Range Volume Empty weight rate
(kto.) (mi.) (cu. ft.) a(,.a (gal./hr.)

50 1000 319,000 9,800 23
2000 514,000 14,400 30
3000 727,000 18,700 37

60 1000 347,000 11,100 40
2000 569,000 15,900 52
3000 980,000 24,900 71

70 1000 377,000 12,500 62
2000 709,000 19,900 88
3000 1,360,000 34,400 129

80 1000 408,000 14,200 93
2000 903,000 25,700 144
3000 1,958,000 49,800 227

90 1000 340,000 11,800 112
2000 1,188,000 34,500 231
3000 2,854,000 72,900 394

100 1000 374,000 13,800 157
2000 1,623,000 47,900 372
3000 4,580,000 118,100 714

110 1000 411,000 16,400 215
2000 2,322,000 69,400 606
3000 7,587,000 197,900 ,1300

120 1000 465,000 19,700 293
2000 3,480,000 105,000 1,003
3000 12,917,000 342,000 2,380
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the average cost was estimated to be $124 per pound of empty weight. This cost includes
engineering and prototype costs, but excludes exploratory R &D costs.

To determine the estimated acquisition costs for the family of airships treated here
(shown in table F-2), we combine the $124 per pound factor with the empty weights listed
in table F-1. (The acquisition costs are an output of the computer program described in
volume III.)

To determine the hourly cost we divide the acquisition cost by the total airship life-
time (30, 000 flight hours) estimated in appendix D.

PERSONNEL COSTS

Airship personnel requirements were determined previously in appendix E. Table
F-3. summarizes the officer and enlisted personnel requirements for the family of airships
operated at 1, 500 and 3,000 hours per year. (Also see table E-7.)

Personnel costs indicated In these tables were based on the costs estimated in appendix
C using the Coast Guard Billet Model. Because there was no information available about
exact ratings of airship air and ground personnel, average officer and enlisted costs were
assumed to be the same as for the MRS and HU-16E aircraft. The unit costs shown in
table F- 4 were obtained by using the same inflation factor (1. 1046) that was applied in
appendix E to convert FY 1974 costs to FY 1976 costs.

TABLE F-4

ANNUAL UNIT COSTS FOR AIRSHIP PERSONNEL
(FY 1976 Dollars)

Unit cost

Billet _$/yr.)

Officers $59,613

Enlisted $21,598

By applying the unit cost factors in table F-4 to the personnel requirements in table
F-3 we obtain the personnel costs listed in table F-5.

Increasing the utilization rate from 1, 500 to 3, 000 hours per year reduces the per-
sonnel hourly costs. While the annual costs are almost doubled, the hourly costs at the
higher utilization rate are 77 to 85 percent of the hourly costs at the lower utilizati:)n
rate. These reductions are caused by the manner in which ground personnel requirements
are assumed to vary with utilization rate. While aircrews increase in d!rect proportion
to the utilization rate, the ground personnel increase by about only 40 percent when the
utilization rate doubles.
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TABLE F-2

AIRSHIP INVESTMENT COATS

(1976 dollars) Investimnt cost per hour
Speed Range Acquisition cost mf utilization

50 1000 1,220,000 41
2000 1,790,000 60
3000 2,350,000 78

60 1000 1,360,000 45
2000 1,970,000 66
3000 3,120,000 104

70 1000 1,530,000 51

2000 2,480,000 83
3000 4,320,000 144

80 1000 1,730,000 58
2000 3,190,000 106

3000 6,250,000 208

90 1000 1,440,000 48

2000 4,270,000 142

3000 9,140,000 305

100 1000 1,6UJUUU 56
2000 5,920,000 197
3000 14,790,000 493

110 1000 1,980,000 66
2000 8,570,000 286
3000 24,750,000 825

120 1000 2,370,000 79

2000 12,'960,000 432
3000 42,670,000 1,422
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TABLE F-3

AIRSHIP PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Utilization rate

Speed Range 1,500 hr./. 3,000 hr_.,/yr.(kts.) (mi.._) officers Enlis~ Toa..l officers-Eniistb-f -TntaT

50 1000 4 20 24 a 33 41
2000 5 24 29 10 40 50
3000 6 24 30 10 42 52

60 1000 4 20 24 8 34 42
2000 5 21 26 8 37 45
3000 6 26 32 11 44 55

70 1000 4 20 24 8 34 42
2000 5 22 27 9 38 46
3000 6 28 34 31 47 58F 80 1000 4 21 25 8 35 43

2000 5 23 28 9 39 48
3000 6 31 37 11 51 62

90 1000 3 18 21 6 29 35
2000 5 25 30 9 42 51
3000 6 31 37 10 51 61

100 1000 3 18 21 6 30 36
2000 5 27 32 9 45 54
3000 6 37 43 11 59 70

110 1000 3 19 22 6 31 37
2000 5 30 35 10 48 58
3000 7 43 50 12 69 81

120 1000 3 19 22 6 31 :

F-5
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TABLE F-5
AIRSHIP PERSONNEL COSTS

(1976 dollars)
utilization Annual Personnel cost per

Speed Range rate personnol cost of utilization(kts (hr./yr.) M9 A. X./)

50 1000 1500 676,000 451
3000 1,190,000 397

2000 1500 825,000 550
3000 if465t000 488

3000 1500 867,000 578
3000 1,527,000 509

60 1000 1500 683,000 456
3P00 1,201,000 400

2000 1500 734,000 489
,3000 1,277,000 426

3000 1500 909,000 606
3000 1,590,000 530

70 1000 1500 691,000 461
3000 1,212,000 404

2000 1500 761,000 507
3000 1,317,000 439

3000 1500 962,Uu0 641
3000 1,671,000 557

80 1000 1500 699,000 466
3000 1,224,000 408

2000 1500 , 5293000 1,366,000 455

3000 1500 1,033,000 689
3000 1,777,000 5923000

57,0 386
90 1000 1500 993,000 331

3000
836,000 557

2000 1500 1,430,000 4773000
F-6
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Table F-5 (continued)

Utilization Annual Personnel cost per
Speed Range raIe personnel cost hour of utilizationS.ts(hr-lyr.) , W ( ).. ($1.hr.) • .li

3000 1500 17,019,000 679
3000 1,704,000 568

100 1000 1500 588,000 392
3000 1,006,000 335

2000 1500 892,000 595
3000 1,514,000 505

3000 1500 1,156,000 771
3000 1,910'.000 637

11i0 1000 1500 597,000 3983000 1,019,000 340

2000 1500 969,000 646
3000 1,629,000 543

3000 1500 1,344,000 896
"3000 2,191,000 730

120 1000 1500 609,000 4063000 1,038,000 346

[' F-7
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The two utilization rates are compared on a total hourly cost basis. Results are
presented elsewhere in this appendix.

MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL COSTS

Airship costs are developed separately for routine maintenance and major overhauls,
The routine maintenance cost is the cost of maintenance material only; personnel costs
take into account maintenance labor. Overhaul cost includes both labor and material costs.

Routine Maintenance Costs

The airship maintenance cost is assumed to vary directly with the utilization rate for
a given airship size. Thus, the maintenance cost per flight hour is constant for a fixed
size airship. It is assumed, following reference a, that the maintenance cost will increase
by 50 percent for a 100 percent increase in airship volume. This assumption implies

0.585
that the maintenance cost varies as (volume) . Taking a volume of I million cubic
feet as a reference, the relative maintenance cost factor varies as indicated In figure F-1.

I.b

1.0
SE

1,5
M

240 1 234

Airship volume (millions of cubic feel)

FIG, F.1: RELATIVE MAINTENANCE COST FACTOR
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The maintenance cost for a million cubic foot airship is based on operating costs ex-
perienced by an AEW airship squadron cdring a 21-month period in 1957-1959. The air-
ship. involved were the nonrigid ZPG-2W type with a volume of 975, 000 cubic feet. Vehicle
maintenance spare parts cost approximately $150 per flight hour (see reference F-2). In
1976 dollars this amounts to about $350 per flight hour using the price indices given in
chapter 8 of volume III.

The reference cost of $350 par hour does not include engine overhaul costs. Based
on an engine overhaul cycle of 1, 500 hours and a cost per horsepower of about $7, the
engine overhaul costs would be less than 10 percent of the routine maintenance costs.
Routine maintenance costs presumably cover theme relatively small costs.

We also assume that routine maintenance costs include other omitted maintenance
costs. maintainLng ground support equipment and helium replacement.

In the past, it was customary to plan on replacing the entire volume of helium annu-
ally. With the new envelope materials available today, we expect that helium would be
replaced every 5 to 10 years. Today helium costs about $40 per thousand cubic feet;
thus replacing the helium of a million cubic foot airship would cost about $40,000. The
annual cost would range from $4, 000 to $8, 000 depending on when helium was replaced.

The results indicated in table F-6 were based on the $350 cost per hour and the re-

lation indicated in figure F-1 for the effect of size variation.

Major Overhaul Costs

Major overhaul costs are calculated as a fraction of the investment costs. Normal
overhaul, conducted every 3-1/3 years, is assumed to nost 10 percent of the investment
cost. An airship with a lifetime of 10 years, corresponding to a utilization rate of 3,000
hours per year, would require 2 overhauls, costing 20 percent of the investment cost.

An airship with a lifetime of 20 years, corresponding to a utilization rate of 1, 500
hours per year, is assumed to require a special overhaul at 10 years to replace the en-
velope and recover the empennage. The special overhaul is assumed to be one-third of
the Investment cost. This fraction is consistent with estimates provided by Goodyear
Aerospace Corp. for replacement of age sensitive items.

Thus, the total major overhaul costs equal . 10 +. 10 + .33 +. 10 +. 10, or 73 percent,
for the 20-year lifetime cases.

Annual and hourly overhaul costs for both cases are indicated in table F-7.

Total Maintenance and Overhaul Costs

The routine maintenance costs (table F-6) and major overhaul costs (table F-7) are
combined to make up the total annual and hourly maintenance and overhaul costs shown
in table F-8. F-9
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TABLE F-6

AIRSHIP ROUTINE MAINTENANCE COST
(1976 dollars)

Utilization Maintenance cost per
Speed Range rate Annual cost hour of utilization
(k 8.) (mi.) ( y) ( ($/hr.)

50 1000 1500 269,000 179
3000 530,0C0 179

2000 1500 356,000 237
3000 711,000 237

3000 1500 436,000 291
3000 872,000 291

60 1000 1500 283,000 188
3000 565,000 188

2000 1500 377,000 252
3000 755,000 252

3000 1500 519,000 346
3000 1,038,0C0 346

70 1000 1500 296,000 198
3000 593,000 198

2000 1500 429,000 286
3000 859,000 286

3000 1500 628,000 419

3000 1,257,000 419

80 1000 1500 311,000 207

3000 622,000 207

2000 1500 494,000 3303200 989,0Co 330

778,003 518
3000 1,555,000 5183000

279,000 186
S90 1000 3000 . 559,000 186: 3000

581,000 387
2000 1500 1,161,000 387

3000
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Table P-6 (continued)

Utilization Maintenance cost per
Speed Range rate Annual cost hour of utilization
______ (mi.)_ (hr. /yr.) M~(/h.

3000 1500 970,000 646
3000 1,939,000 646

100 1000 1500 295,000 197
3000 5900000 197

2000 1500 697,000 465
3000 1,394,000 465

3000 1500 1,279,000 852
3000 2,557,000 852

110 1000 1500 312 ,000 208
3000 625,000 208

2000 1.500 859,000 573
3000 1,719,000 573

3000 1500 1,718,000 1,145
3000 3,436,000 1,145

120 1.000 1500 335,000 224
3000 671,000 224



TABLE F-7

AIRSHIP MAJOR OVERIIAUL COSTS
(1976 dollars)

Utilization Major overhaul cost
Speed Range rate Annual cost per hour of utilization
(kts.) (mi.) (hr/yr.) ($)($h)

50 1000 1500 44,500 30
3000 24,400 8

2000 1500 65,300 44
3000 35,800 12

3000 1500 85,800 57
3000 47,000 16

60 1000 1500 49,600 33
3000 27,200 9

2000 1500 71,900 48
3000 39,400 13

3000 1500 113,900 76
3000 62,400 21

70 1000 1500 55,800 37
3000 30,600 20

2000 1500 90,150c 60

3000 491600 17

3000 1500 157,700 105

3000 86,400 29

80 1000 1500 63,100 42
3000 34,600 12

2000 1500 1.16,400 78
3000 63,800 21

3000 1500 228,100 152

3000 125,000 42

r 90 1000 1500 52,600 35
30028,800 10: 3000

155,900 104200 85,400 28
3000
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Table P-7 (continued)

Utilization Major overhaul cost
Speed Range rate Annual cost per hour of utilization
(kts.) (mi.) (hr /yr ($/hr

3000 1500 333,600 222
3000 182,800 61

100 1000 1500 61,300 41
3000 33,600 11

2000 1500 216,100 144
3000 118,400 39

3000 1500 539,800 360
3000 295,800 99

110 1000 1500 72,300 48
3000 39,600 13

2000 1500 312,800 209
3000 171,400 57

3000 1500 903,400 602
3000 495,000 165

120 1000 1500 86,500 58
3000 47,400 16

t it
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TABLE F-8

AIRSHIP TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST

(1976 dollars)

Utilization Total maintenance cost
Speed Range rate Annual cost per hour of utilization
(kts) (mi.) (hr/yr.) ($) ($/hr.)

50 1000 1500 314,000 209
3000 562,000 187

2000 1500 421,000 281
3000 747,000 249

3000 1500 422,000 348
3000 919,000 306

60 1000 1500 332,000 221
3000 592,000 197

2000 1500 449,000 300
3000 794,000 265

3000 1500 633,000 422
3000 1,100,000 367

70 1000 1500 352,000 235
3000 624,000 208

2000 1500 520,000 347
3000 908,000 303

3000 1500 786,000 524
3000 1,343,000 448

80 1000 1500 374,000 249
3000 656,000 219

2000 150o 611,000 407
3000 1,053,000 351

3000 1500 1,006,000 671
3000 1,680,000 560

90 1000 1500 332,000 221
3000 588,000 196

F-14
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Table F-8 (continued)

Utilization Total maintenance cost
Speed Range rate Annual cost per hour of utilization
(kts.) (ml.) 4(hr./9r1 ($) ($/hr.)

2000 1500 7 36,0"0U 491
3000 1,247,000 416

3000 1500 1,303,000 869
3000 2,122,000 707

100 1000 1500 356,00U 238
3000 624,000 208

2000 1500 913,000 609
3000 1,513,000 504

3000 1500 1,819,000 1,2123000 2,853,000 951

110 1000 1500 385,000 256'
3000 664,000 221

2000 1500 1,172,000 782
3000 1,890,000 630

3000 1500 2,621,000 1,748

3000 3,931,000 1,310

120 1000 1500 422,000 281
3000 718,000 239
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FUEL COSTS

A cost of 40.8 cents per gallon is assumed for JP-5 fuel. This pr`ee was supplied by
th: Navy Fuel Supply Office fn Nl,,.e"nber 1975.

Combining the cost per gallon with the fuel consumption rates indicated in table F-i,
we obtain the results shown in table F-9.

TOTAL COSTS

The component costs estimated above are combined In table F-10 to determine total
hourly costs. Total and component costs are also presented graphically in figures F-2
and F-3 for the 3,000 hr./yr. utilization rate case, for airship ranges of 1,000 and 2,000
miles. The fractional distributions of the hourly costs are shown in figures F-3 and F-4,
respectively.

Investment cost is seen to be a relatively small fraction (6 to 17 percent) of the total
cost.

The dominant cost fraction is clearly the personnel cost, varying from 1/3 to 1/2
for the largest airships (110 knot speed) to about 60 percent for the smallest (100 knot speed).

i000

Range 1000 miles
Total

"• 750 -. fInvestment

Maintenance

21-
Personnel

. , I I I
0 50 60 70 80 D0 10D 11o 120

Speed 1knots)

FIG. F.2: TOTAL AND COMPONENT HOURLY COSTS
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TABLE F-9

AIRSHIP FUEL CONSUMPTION RATES AND COSTS

(1976 dollars)
Fuel consumption Fuel osts per

Speed Range rate hour of utilization
(kts) (mi.) (aal./hr.) ($/hr)

50 1000 23 9
2000 30 12
3000 37 15

60 1000 40 16
2000 52 21
3000 71 29

70 .1000 62 26
2000 88 36
3000 129 52

80 1000 93 38
2000 144 59
3000 227 93

90 1000 112 46
2000 231 94
3000 294 161

100 1000 157 64
2000 372 152
3000 714 291

110 1000 215 88
2000 606 247
3000 1,300 530

120 1000 293 120
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FIG. F.3: TOTAL AND COMPONENT HOURLY COSTS
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k

The maintenance cost fraction Increases from about 0.3 to 0.4 as airship size varies
from the smallest to the largest.

Fuel cost Is the smallest fraction, increasing from a low value of 2 percent to a high
value of 14 percent.

The 3,000 mile range airship has slightly smaller personnel cost fractions (. 21 to .56)
and correspondingly higher fuel, investment, and maintenance cost fractions.

The effect of utilization rate on the total hourly costs is indicated in table F-11. In
all cases the cost is about 15 percent less at the higher utilization rate. The larger re-
ductions indicated earlier for personnel cost alone are offset to some extent when the
other cost components (maintenance, fuel, and investment) are included, because these
costs are either constant or nearly constant on an hourly basis.

Total and component hourly costs for the extended family of airships are presented
in table F-12. Detailed characteristics are given in table F-13,

F2

II
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TABLE F-i1

AIRSHIP HOURLY COSTS VS. UTILIZATION RATE

SSpeed Range Utilization rate Utilization rate
(kts.)_ (mi.) 1, 500-hr/yr. 3,000 hriyr.

50 1000 710 634
2000 903 610
3000 1,019 909

60 1000 739 659
2000 876 777
3000 1,161 1,030

70 1000 772 688

4' 2000 972 860
3000 1,362 1,201

B0 1000 81a 722
2000 1,101 971
3000 1,660 1,454

90 1000 701 621
2000 1,285 1,129
3000 2,013 1,741

o00 1000 749 663
2000 1,553 1,358
3000 2,768 2,372

110 1000 808 715
2000 1,960 1,706
3000 3,998 3,396

120 1000 886 784

F-23
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TABLE F-12

HOURLY COSTS OF EXTENDED AIRSHIP FAMILY

(1976 dollars)

Speed/Range Total

(kts./mi.) Personnel Maintenance Fuel Operating Investment Total

Aircrew = 14

50/1000 472 205 10 688 47 735
2000 489 250 13 751 60 811

60/1000 476 216 18 709 52 762
2000 500 282 23 805 73 879

70/1000 480 227 28 735 59 793
2000 514 320 38 872 91 963

80/1000 484 239 41 764 66 830
2000 530 370 62 963 116 1079

90/1000 488 252 59 799 75 874
2000 552 436 99 1087 154 1240

100/1000 494 269 83 844 86 930
2000 580 525 158 1263 211 1474

110/1000 500 286 114 899 100 999
2000 618 652 256 1525 301 1827

Alrcrew = 11

90/i w(fl 413 233 55 700 6W 7Ri

100l/ 1000 418 247 77 742 76 xl ,

11 /1 0MY 424 265 105 794 89 883

F- 24
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TABLE F-13

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTENDED SET OF AIRSHIPS

Aircrew = 14

Average Hull Engine Fuel

Speed Range Volume cost length power rate
(knots) jrnle s) (1!00 Cu. ft) ($.00)fet (gal. /hr.)Sii1!k.. (1, 000 cu. ft.),(oo00

50 1,000 371 1,410 263 307 25

50 2,000 517 1,800 294 374 31

50 3,000 719 2,320 328 458 37

60 1,000 402 1,570 270 546 43

60 2,000 632 2,200 314 717 56

60 3,000 979 3,120 363 942 71

70 1,000 436 1,760 278 901 68

70 2, 000 778 2,730 337 1,276 93

70 3,000 1,363 4,330 406 1,824 129

80 1,000 472 1,980 285 1,398 101

80 2,000 985 3,490 364 2,188 152

80 3,000 1,966 6,270 458 3,412 228

90 1,000 513 2,240 293 2,080 145

90 2,000 1, 283 4,610 398 3,654 243

90 3,000 2,968 9,520 526 6,309 404

100 1,000 564 2,580 302 3,007 203

100 2,000 1, 734 6,320 440 6,044 388

110 1,000 625 3,000 313 4,251 279

110 2,000 2,451 9,040 493 10,015 628

120 1, 000 706 3,540 326 5,930 381

Aircrew = 11

90 1,000 450 1,980 280 1,905 134

100 1,000 495 2,290 289 2,759 187 1.4

110 1,000 551 2,670 300 3,907 258
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ANNEX F-1

COST FORMULAS

INPUTS

.6V Volume (10 cu.ft.)
6

$C Investment cost (10 $)

WF - Average fuel rate (gal./hr.)

NAO - Aircrew (officer)

NPE = Aircrew (enlisted)

NC = Number of flight crews
- I for U - 1,500 hr./yr.
= 2 for U - 3,000 hr./yr.

NGV - Reference vehicle ground crew

= 12 for V 1 1, U - 1,500

NGP - Reference payload ground crew
- 6 for V - 1, U - 1,500

fGV Vehicle ground crew factor
- 1 for U- 1,500
- 1.5 for U - 3,000

f = Payload ground crew factor
G 1 for U = 1,500

1.5 for U = 3,000

U = Utilization rate (hrs./yr.)
= 1,500 hr./yr.
- 3,000 hr./yr.

L a Lifetime (hours) - 30,000 hrs./yr.

$P = Annual personnel cost (officer)
= $59,613

$PE - Annual personnel cost (enlisted)
- $21,599

$M Reference hourly maintenance cost(for V 1) = $3.50/hr.
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$1= Hourly fuel cost (per gallon)
- S.408/gal.

foH - Overhaul cost fraction
- 0.73 for U - 1,500
u 0.2 for U - 3,000

OUTPUTS

NG - Ground crew

NCO = Ground crew (officer)

NGE * Ground crew (enlisted)

SPAO 0 Hourly aircrew cost (officer)

$PAE M Hourly aircrew cost (enlisted)

$PGO ' Hourly ground crew cost (officer)

$PGE 2 Hourly ground crew cost (enlisted)

$P = Hourly personnel cost

$MR Hourly routine maintenance cost

$Mo0H =Hourly overhaul maintenance cost

$M = Hourly maintenance cost

$1 = Hourly investment cost

$F = Hourly fuel cost

$T = Hourly total cost
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PERSONNEL COSTS
NG NGVfGV GPfGP

NGO 0. 1 NG

N = .9 N

$P AO NcNAo$PO/U

$PAE N NcNAE$PE/U

$PGO NQo$Po/U

$PGE= NGE$PE/U

P = $PAo $PAE + $PGO + $pGE

MAINTENANCE COSTS

R RIV0.585

Mo f$C/tL

$M $MR + SMOil

INVESTMENT COSTS

$L = $(:/LH

FUE', COSTS

S'w
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TOTAL COSTS

$T = $P + $M + $I + $F

SUMMARY FOR BASIC INPUT SET (U 3,000 hr./yr.)

$P = 152.4 V + 39.7 N + 14.4 NAE + 76.2

$m w 350 V0.585 + 6.67$C

$I - 33.33$C

$F = .408 WF

T = 152.4 V5 + 350 V5 + 39.7 N 14.4N
+T39.74VAO AE

+ 40$C + .408 WF + 76.2
FI

SENSITIVITY

O =T 76.2 + 204.87-v- v 7- v v0.415
~tT

O$T . 39.7
oNAO

jNT = 14.4
AE

-$T = 40

.408

F
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APPENDIX G

METHODOLOGY USED IN CHAPTER 4 OF VOLUME I

INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes the methodology used in computing the cost-effectiveness of
the various resources used in performing the variety of tasks examined independently of
one another aud of geographic considerations. The discussion is organized by task, in
the same order as presented in chapter 4 of volume I of this report,

In applying the mathematical formulas presented in this appendix, care must be taken
to use consistent values of speed and cost, since platform operating costs are rather
strongly speed dependent. It should also be noted that in all of the following discussion,
the term 'mile" means "nautical mile"; and that the term "cutter" applies both to con-
ventional cutters and to hydrofoils.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C = cost (dollars)

C = cutter cost (dollars)C

C = helicopte.r cost (dollars)
h

C = aircraft cost (dollars)
a

C= cost per hour of operation (doltars/hour)

C ts short-term average cost per hour of team operation

C long-term average cost per hour of team operationts

C = cost per hour of cutter operation (dollar/hour)t
C

C = cost per hour of helicopter operation (dollar/hour)
th

C = cost per hour of aircraft operation (dollar/hour)

D= distance (n.mi.)

D initial separation distance between cutter and violator (n.mi.)S

i 0-I
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P = patrol distance rate (miles/hour)

P = patrol distance rate of cutter (miles/hr)C

P = short-term average patrol distance rate of team (miles/hr)
s

P = long-term average patrol distance rate of team (miles/hr)

S = surveillance area (square n.mi.)

StSt sasurveillance rate (square n. mi./hr.)

S short-term average surveillance rate of team (square n.mi./hr.)

= long-term average surveillance rate of team (square n,mi./hr.)

T = operating time (hours)

T = cutter operating time (hours)
c

T = helicopter operating time (hours)
h

T = aircraft operating time (hours)
a

T = round-trip transit time for I aircraft sortie
at

T = on-station time for I aircraft sortie
os

V = platform speed(n. mi./hr,)

V = cutter speed (n.mi./hr)c

Vh = helicopter speed (n.mi./hr)

V * speed of violator ship (n.mi./hr)
V

W = sweepwidth (n.mi.)
W = cutter sweepwidth(n.mi.)

c
Wh = helicopter sweepwidth (n.mi.)

TRANSIT

The cost/effectiveness of any pltform in accomplishing a transit is measured in

terms of cost per mile, and is obtained as follows:

Cost per mile - C/V
t

G-2
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GROSS SURVEILLANCE POTENTIAL

Gross surveiltanc,. potential is defined as the area of ocean a given platform or
cutter/helo team can observe on radar in a fixed amount of time. Cost effectiveness
of the various platforms or teams in performing this function is measured in terms of
cost per square mile of o'.ean observed.

Cutters Working Alone

For surface platforms working alone, cost/effectiveness is computed as follows:

St = VW

Cost/sq,mi. = C t/St=C t/VW

Cutter/Helicopter Teams

During_3-hour Helicopter Flight (Short Term)

During the time that the helicopter is flying, both the helicopter and the cutter are
performing surveillance. However, overlapping coverage which occurs while the heli-

copter is within the sweepwidth of the cutter must be excluded. Thus, for a 3-hour
flight, the computational method is:

W
S =3VcW + (3 V ) VhWh

W

S V +(I-+( Vh W

Cts CTc Cth h1

Ct =C t+ C
c h

Cost/sq.mi. C Ct/St

Long-Term Average

Over an extended period of time, the average performance of the cutter/helicopter
team is considerably worse than that computed above, because the average number of
flight hours per day that the helicopter can fly is limited. When the helicopter is not

flying, the performance of the cutter/helo team reverts to that of the cutter operating
alone. Therefore, weighted average values of S and C must be obtained, the weighting

t t
factors being the fractions of time that the helicopter is flying and that the cutter is
working without its benefit. These averaging computations are performed on an annual
basis. In the analysis performed for this study, which yielded the results presented in

G-3
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volume I, it is assumed that each cutter operates a total of 3,000 hours per year, during
which time a full year's flight capability of a single helicopter is flown off its deck, I.e.,
650 flight-hours per year for the HH-X and 700 for the HH-3. These values are equivalent
to 5.2 and 5.6 helicopter flight-hours per day of cutter operations, respectively.

The computations to obtain cost/effectiveness are performed as follows:

S T +V W(T T)
ts h + ccc h

ti Tc

CT
tth h

Ctl =Ct + h
C c

C T +C T
t c th

-hCost/sq mt. Cti/Sti Si Th + Vc W (Tc "Th)

The equations above are shown in the general form. In order to reproduce the results
presented in chapter 4 of volume 1, T must be set equal to 3, 000 hours for all cutters,

c
and Th equal to 650 hours for the HH-X and 700 hours for the HH-3. The proper sweep-

widths, speeds, and speed related costs must also be used.

PRESENCE

The computation of the relative cost/effectiveness of various platforms in providing
presence is performed in an Identical manner to that used for the 'boarding" task; I.e.,
C at low speed is a measure of the relative cost/effectiveness,

t

VISUAL INSPECTION OF DISPERSED SHIPS (No delays)

The objective of this task is to approach and visually inspect as many fishing vessels
as possible, assuming that the Coast Guard resource is already located in the midst of a
widely dispersed fishing fleet. As explained in chapter 4 of volume I, cost/effectiveness is
measured in terms of cost per mile traveled. The computational procedure is explained
in detail in the paragraphs below,

Cutters Working Alone

Cost per mile C Ct/V

G-4



Cutter/Helicopter Teams

During Helicopter Flight (Short Term)

In the performance of this task, the helicopter is assumed to be effective immediately
after launch (i.e., overlapping radar coverage is not subtracted), because both platforms
can begin patrolling in different directions. Therefore, the results are independent of
flight time, providing that the flight time is considerably larger than the average time of
flight between fishing vessels.

The equations used to compute cost/effectiveness are:

C =C + C
ts tc ht

p 2:Vc +V

s C h c+C

Cost per mile = -+ P V +V

Long-Term Average

The long term average cost/effectiveness is computed on an annual basis, It is
obtained by dividing the total annual cost of the team by the total annual patrol distance
capability of the tean-, Thus,

t c t hCc th

Cost per mile =VT+VT
cc hh

The average distance patrolled by the team per hour of cutter operation is computed
as follows:

V T +V T
c c 11 h1

P1
c

In computing the results presented in chapter 4 of volum I, values of. 3000 hours and
650 hours were assumed for T and T1 , respectively. Thi: is equivalent to 5.2 flight-hours

C

per cutter-day.

VISUAL INSPECTION OF DISPERSED SHIPS (With delays)

See appendix J for the methodology used in the analysis of this task.

G-5
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APPENDIX H

SAR METHODOLOGY

SAR DATA B3ASE

Description

The crew of every U.S. Coast Guard resource that services a search and rescue
case is required to fill out an Assistance Report in accordance with the SAR manual
(reference 2). The information contained in these reports can be categorized by the
following types:

0 Identification data

a Case data

4 Sortie data

A sample SAR Asaistance Report is shown in figure H-1.

A copy of the information contained in these reports is kept on magnetic tape. For
the purpose of this study, data were obtained for fiscal years 1970-1973. The results
shown are based on the data for july 1972 and January 1973.

Coding

Using the Fortran computer routines shown at the end of this appendix, the items
needed from the SAR data base were extracted and recorded for input to the resource
assignment routine. The case parameters generated by this process are shown in
table H-i,

Each SAR case is coded as to its severity in terms of potential danger. Severity codes
are recorded for severity to personnel and severity to property.

Possible severity levels are coded as shown:

(1) none/unknown
(2) slight
(3) moderate
(4) very severe, property only
(5) very severe, personnel

The subroutine that handles the recoding of the severity actually combines these two
items into one - the maximum of the two severities. For example, if a case is coded
moderately severe to property, but very severe to personnel, the combined severity

H-i
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J
code for the case would be very severe. Any case in the data base containing incomplete
documentation was replaced by the case from another year that most closely coincided
in date and time with the "bad data" case.

TABLE H-i

CASE PARAMETERS

Date and time of Coast Guard notification.
Latitude, longitude, position of the case.
Environmental conditions - sea state, wind, visibility,
Distance offshore.
Size of vehicle in distress.
Number of people on board distressed vehicle.
Severity of the case in terms of possible danger to both property

and personnel.
Type of Coast Guard resource that responded to the case.
Total time spent on the sortie.
Day and time Coast Guard resources arrived on scene.

Other Inputs

LTA Capabilities

The only other inputs required by the model over those contained in chapter 4 of
volume I in the detailed LTA capabilities are shown in table H-2.

FORTRAN PROGRAM

Output from the FORTRAN program, figure H-2 consists of a list of coded SAR sortie
information: district, time of occurrence, distance offshore, latitude and longitude of
occurrence, size of distressed vehicle, number of people on board, sea state, wind, visi-
bility, nueds, severity, resource type servicing the sortie, total sortie time for that re-
source, and time of arrival on scene. The sortie list is then sorted In chronological order.

SIMULATION MODEL (APL)

The APL simulation model, figure H-2, consists of a list of a main program called
PROCESS and three subroutines, CONV, DWST, and HOUR. CONV is a function which

simply converts latitude and longitude frorr degrees, minutes, and seconds to degrees
and fractions of degrees. DIST calculates the great circle distance between two points
on the globe. HOUR converts time from days, hours, and minutes to hours and fractions

of hours. PROCESS uses these three subroutines in analyzing the SAR caseload and

produces output giving the total number of cases, resource utilization, and severity.

H-3
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TABLE H-2

LTA CAPABILITIES

Attribute Assumption

Provide equipment Yes

Deliver purup/equipment yes
Make repairs No
Fight fires No
Vector another unit No
Dewater No
Refloat No
Xcebreak '1
Refuoled/resupplied 'ee
Surface escort yes
Btandby Yes
Locate property-advise owner Yes
Free from peril Yes
General - surface Yes

Tow, 0-20' No
EvAcUatC POWs 0-5 yos
Air escort Yos
General assistance Yes
Rescue and tow No
Tow - 26-65' No

Tow - 65-100' No
Tnw - 100-200' HO
Tow - 200' + No
Evacuate POBS 5-9 Yes

10-17 Yes
18-24 No
25 + No

Ocean swell 0-5' yes
5-10' Yes
10-20' Yes
20' + YeR

Wind under 60 Yea
Wind over 60 No
Visibility 0 Yes
Visibility above 0 Yes
Temperaturo below 20 Yes
Temperature above 20 Yes
Distance offshore 0-3 miles Yvs

3.1-10 miles Yes
10.1-25 miles yes
25.1-50 miles Yes
> 50 miles Yes

.. . . .- 4



SEQUENCE I STAPTCV PRINTING 0#1JE/75 AT 1004.55 ON LPOO
WR 00 PftINT,7739CUZC~eS
Wx 00 FTNiLiviRtO

PROGRAM TEST
DIMENSION A(3601
PRINT 112

10? FORMAT (lIWO IEILK NC 015T CASE ION YR DAY HOUR M4IN OFFS LA

XT LONG 517E POi SEA WINn VIS NME NEED SEV TRES STIM ODAY ONR
XO04IN49,U1
IIXLI~u
NCAS~v0

15 C04TINUE

BUFFER IN (190) 1,ID)F ~ 10 ?F(UNIT01) 1091iil243TO2

IF 20YT TOE.I20

IF (I1YTE1AI!-1)1i6'04131#,O1RZ) GSTOP

X~I8TtI1*S~6,EL1GO TO 20

NCASEaN CASE +1
rFLAGNIH
HOMOE (160,100,A111I-114 2041M IOISTsICAS", ~4ONsIYRsIDAY#IHR9MINi

XLS&VEO,LOTHERIR'SIOSDkY,1OtWRIDSMINSfIMZASýTP!#,IAtSTPOY

X, 212, 13, 28X .12.iXl',3I2,1~,F3. 1. 2!2.tK)(
IF(IASSTPEP #EO. 4O @OR* IASSTPPY mEOv 9,1rILkGm1N.
CALL T S I f( I S 12E I
CALL PO1(LLOSTsLSAVFDvLOTH!RjNPOM1 I-

CLALL WNO,!R(S!E, tWNtV

CALNEIWIASSTPER ST911ASPVIEV!E. T*~,TOO

WI0SHRIOSMIN, IFLAfO

101 FORMAT) 1'X.~1IfF5#1t3IS ,Q± ,#D

120 C 0 1 7 1NO
GO TO 15

13 PRINT 1'13

12 CONTIUE0 G O1

13~~u1IGO TO 110liiie~1941E

14. 1 S! An0
16 IF) IW!NI *LE. 6)1 , LS
17 IWINOul 2

FIGURE H-2
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GO TO il
IS IF(IWINO .LE. 1IM021.
20 IWlNOJ33

GO TO 1.9
21 1wIWINDzC

22 IVISBIL t RE TU;!N
23 1F (I V IS .L T q Z Q2.?s
2'. IV ISM 35 E ET U04

ENO
SU7ROIJTINE A"SIZE(I)

GO TO 01,I1,,1.i,!L)
10 I.1! 1 RETURtN
It 1.20 % 15 TtJPN
13 1*21 * RETURN
14. 1.22 S RETURN
15 I.23 T, RETURN

E N'
SUSROUTINS P03(LL9LS*LON0OB)
ISUMILL+LS4LC
IF(ISUM *GPE 0 *ANO s SUM sLE. 4.1 G1 TO 10
M~ISUM aLEo 9) 60O TO it
IFIISUM sL~o 17) GC2 TO 12
IPISUM 9L'.% 2'.) GC. TO 13
NPO P.27
RETURN

10 NPVI.1.6 S P'ETURN
it NPOOP2L. S PETUc-N
12 NP01925 S REYOON
13 NPOBm2b % PE7UPN

END
SUIROUTINE OFFSH4ORE (1)
IF41 *EQ& C- sORo I *E~). q'ISi

5 1.0 9 RETURN
6 GO TO 1715199L0,1L)1
? 1036S RE ETURN
S 1.39 i RETURN
9 IN40 S RETURN

10 I.w.1 f RETU.RN

SUiROUTINE SEVERITY (I1,12.ISEVI

10 lis1 % G0 TO 20
It 11.3 S GO TO ?I
12 II.! S GO TO 2tj
20 GO To (2to22,23.7t)12
2t12o2 F GO To 30
22 12x? 11 GO TO 30
23 12M4.
30 1SSVmMAX0fIL.121

RETURN
ENO
SUIROUTINE NFEO(m,IOPT)
IFI'4 .Ela 4Oio '4 .EQ. 50 .ORe M -El. 90 .OR. M mEO.a 9ý sOR.o M

K.Erl, 99lGO TO SO

FIG. H-2 (Continued)
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IFI!OPT sqO. 2ý nO TO 5

51 GO TO ~1O'~,~,,i1~
50 IF I~4.EO.9C) R T URNJ

MO0 SP!TURN

i l Iu Q. I IURN

3Mini I RETURN
4. M8'. I RETURN
6 Mini I RST UPN
b ME& I RTTUPN
7 me? I RETUION
8 Mal I RIT UP N
9 Me I I REITURN

100 MOD I RETUR.N
it Mail S 4ETURN
12 4s12 4 R!TURN
13 MaL3 I iTTURN

C*04*0*64YNE TO CHANGE STATEOENT 15 TO REFLECT AIRCRAFT

V? Met? I R.'UqN
tA Mail

ENf)
SUIROUTINE RESTYPE (IRFS)
IF 4?RES6,LF201 nO TO too
IF fIR6SoGT*?0sAN')&IF'ESsL5*30) GO TO 50
IF (IRES.rsT,30sANO.IRESLE,40) GDC TO 51
GO TO T RiS-40

I TRESEI %RETURN
2 IRMSaZ IRETURN
3 ZRiSu3 tRETUP.N
4. IRES&'. $RETURN
5 IRESaS IRETURN
6 IRES.'j %RETURN
7 IRESa7 fQTURN
5 IR!Sw$ %RMTRN
% IRESUS A~iTURN

it IRE SO 11 RETUqN
12 IRCSui2 %RETURN
13 TR-ESa13 At.ETURN
1'4 IRESmI'. ARTURN
1~5 IRESSmi IQETURN
f6 IRES-16 IRETURN
V7 IRES*17 IDETURN
1S IRES*IA $RETURN
50 GO TO IL291009.tivtDlOI IRES?20
$I GO TO 4t3,l~t4,li*'j1001 IRES-30

100 RETURN
F.NO

SCOPE
WN 00 LOAO
WE 00 RUNsii?it?

FIG. H-2 (Continued)
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PROCESS requires that the user provide the following inputs:

(1) PHMTAB - A matrix of size (n x 4), where n denotes the number of
LTAs, and the 4 columns are defined as, LTA ID number, latitude,
longitude, and day/night availability flag. The latitude and longitude
must express the LTAs position in degrees and fractions of degrees,
The flag must be either 0, indicating day availability, or 1, indica-
ting night availability. If a particular LTA is to be available both day
and night, it must appear in the matrix twice, once with a 0 flag and
again with a flag of 1. Refer to the sample case for an example of
PHMTAB.

(2) NIGHT - A vector of length 2 containing the beginning and ending night
hours.

(3) CAP - The capability vector as previously described. It consists of
O's and l's.

(4) AVAILFAC - A vector of length n (where n denotes the number of
"LTAs appearing in PHMTAB) giving the availability rates for each LTA.

(5) TOL - A 5 element vector giving the tolerance time allowed for each
severity level.

(6) RANK - A vector of numerical resource codes giving the "picking order"
of resources from "lesser" to "greater" relative to code 99 (LTA).
Numerical codes must correspond to the codes listed in the SAR manual.

(7) PHMSOA I - SeA of the LTA in sea heights less than 10 ft.

(8) PHMSOA 2 - SOA of LTA in sea heights of 10-20 feet.

(9) DELAY - Delay in getting underway for LTA (in hours).

(10) SEARCH - Time (in hours) spent by LTA searching for distressed
vehicle.

(11) ASSIST - Time (in hours) spent by LTA in assisting distressed vehicle.

The SAR sortie data that is analyzed by PROCESS must be stored in a matrix of
dimensions (nxl9) where n denotes the number of sorties in the case load and the 19
columns are defined as shown in table H-3.

PROCESS produces statistics in the form: (1) total sortie time for the caseload, (2)
total number of cases, (3) a statistics table giving resource utilization by name of
resource, resource code, number of sorties performed and time spent on sorties. (4)
a replacement matrix showing what resources each LTA replaced, and (5) severity
codes for the LTA sorties.

"H-8
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7 OPT PROCESS CLOAO ;Nl.9IifZlJEIARTrIVfILAT ILOllO;PNfM;RSOURC irDIST ISOA IR.TrIft,
STZIfE ;i ZND ITOTC'ASrI? TOTTZIMtJ
(1) .e.qrSNx%(OPTx2)
[2) FflE4-(PRUITAH)()P0
(33 SRVe.sp
(143 STATTA11*40( 3100 ll,(194i27),(29.i.35),(39+152).90 gg,(62p0))
(53 RIPLACFf.O(( (OPRH1TAR X13.1) 31 )PSTATTAB( I 13,( ((PHUTAB)t I3m31)pO))
(63 BKOXNN~04
C73 START:SZMtTZtIE.-OUR(CLOADCNN4t+1,%3))
Eel ART.Z7E'lIOUR(CLOADCN;I7 1. 91i))
to] *iNZTEtx(CLOADENI23)IOXHT(2 I))V(CLOAD(N1239JJZORT(21)
C1O] ?LAO*0
[it] *CAT2
C12) NXZTEi FLA o-I
(±3) CATiLAT+CONV CLOADEN;53
(141) LOYO*1OflV CLOADCtV;6)
(153 .*REA~w1(Al(Pnsx"LsOrm'z~lv,,))ml
C15) PliIN4A/CAPC((COAD(Na14,(6+%13))1,0)/CZOAD(N;14,CS4113)13

(103 RRAL:RSSOURCE4.CLOAD(N;15 16 143)
[ 123 .5 TAT
(203 L7,OXAY.(AVAZLFAClt( (pPHHTAD)(13P±00))/IC3PHMTAI
(21) OXAY.-'(FRSS(OTAYC I 13sZMiTmAN )/C I WAY
(223 OKAY.-(OXAY(;14)uPLAO)/1)OK0AY
E233 *flEALM%(pOXA#Y)C13vO
(2143 RD1ST*(LAT,LO?1O)DZST OKAYC 12 3)
C203 OKAY4.OZCAYC(4Rb1ST)C(±h)
(263 RDZST+RDZS?E((4DXS7)(1))
(27) *L3wiCLOA~tNj~)o29
t283 SOA +PWflfOA I
(29) *L4

.f,: (303 L3iSOA*PHflSOA2J
(31) LL4iRTZHES(PDXST#SOA)+D9LAY
(323 4((ITXIflSTOLECLOADEN;14)))+2x(AETTfE..sZUTZPI1E)iTOL(CLOAbEN;I141)))*ONEP,HXC,

(33) MONSiEIREA Lx %( A1RTIX-SIMT~fFI) cRTZMK
C341) KYDt+FALSEx%(ARTrtNE.O)
(35) *L5m1(CLOADCfl412)m15)v(CLOAD(N;133x15)
(36) 4L5Mx.%(20%CLOADEI?1s23923)v(2OtCLOADEN413)s23)
(37) S TIMV4-RTZH.SSEA RCHeA SSIST +R Mir +?RVUfL
t3B) .LSa
(39) LB ,sTzt4E'RTrltF+SFARCH+ASSZST+(RDrST47 )-REIUEL
('40) Lgta*REALxi(StýIfP~-(REFUFLtDELAY)) ,12
(C41) REsouRCI-g9,(sTrME-(REFtPhL+DELAYfl ,CLOADEP?1t143,ORAYE13
(142) 3 L
(143) LPALSE:tRFSOURCF.99,CLOAD(N11s 14JOMAYEI)
(1443 s7IP4Ev-COAD[Nj 16]
(145) -*LB
('46) LD i MEEP(OXA7(1) -IMTI PVPmrm+s7,rmx
(1473 Z*RKP6PACVC;1liCLOAD(Ni153
(1483 REPPLACE(IIOKAYt13i13i.REPLACE(IrtOKAY(,j+13+±
(1493 SftVERESOURC!r(33)-SEV(RPSOURCE(3))+1
(50) +8STAT

[52) +REAL
(533 PALSSIREFSOURCJ"4'99,CLOA0(N116G 14],OIKAYE1)
C5143 SrAT: ZND'STATTAB(;1i]R~r.OURCP'(II
(5S) *gTATT'AD(INlD21.STATTA8EIflD12).+1
S563 STATTAfl(IllD)i3T4SATTAflCIJP4D33+RECUURCPF(2)
[57) *STARTot ht(o CLOAD) C13

FIGURE H-3
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Css] T1OTCASEf-+/SrATTAB~ t23
t~g3 TOT?! .M*+1STArTABCý3]
t6O frorTV4 lITOTIms
CellI)TOAL IWMDRR OF CASES tIOT0CASB'
C421 ISTAT TAHZLPI
C431 L4.(STATARE121AO)/11LADSL
Cs43 S4.(S7AT2ADC;21sO)/t13S.TATTAR
(653 (Z.SC;1 2)10O 3 0 O),((pSCi33),l)pSCt3)Df10 3 3 0
C663 X4-*/(REPLACKtI(1+i(piEPLACE)(23)))
E673 XX*(XOO)/(13RVPLACE
C683 'REPLACEMENT, MAT1RIXU (X0/1LDLX,(0XC31~+X~1t~X
C2)3)))5 3 0 0
C%93 I TO.TRIP ';i./E1)REPLACN~i(1+i(PRIPLACI)C2J))
C70) '55 VIRTYliSBY

FIG. H-3 (Continued)
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T&ABL 1H-3

IRR DATA IOPJ4AT

Information

1 - 3 Day, hour, and minute of occurrence

4 D:istance off shore code
B -6 Latitude & longitude of distressed

vehicle (degrees and minutes)
7 time of distressed vehicle code

6 Nuumber of people on board code
9 sea state code

10 Wind code
11 Visibility codes

12 -13 Need codes

14 Severity code

15 Resource code
16 Total sortie time (hours)

17 - 19 Day, hour, minute of resource arrival
on scene

Because of the limited storage space in an APL workspace, it was necessary to store
the SAR data outside the active workspace. rhus, the prog-ram PROCESS has an option
allowing it to process separately any portion of data desired. By using the call I PROCESS
DATA, the statistics counters are cleared, signifying the beginning of a new data set. The
call 2 PROCESS DATA indicates to the program that this is a continuation set of data and
should be merged with the previous set when calculating statistics.
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SA.WLE OuPuLrs

PHPMTAB
I 60 172 0
2 so 172 1
3 57,783 152,4 0
4 57.783 152,4 1
5 57,783 15*2," 0
6 517893 152.4 1
7 56. a3 134.417 0
8 59.3 134.417 1,
9 51.5 131 0

,'ZOlIZ'

20 6
CAPI I I • I 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21

I 1

AVAXLFAC
100 100 s0 50 50 so 50 b0 100

210A
4 3 2 1 'O.S

RA NK
0 11 24 40 41 42 43 44 45 45 47 49 49 50 51 52 99 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 30 31 32

33 34 35

PRIOA1
50 PHfSOA 2
45

DKI:AY

0,25
0.5SEARCH
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SAMPLE'A

1 20 45 38 5550 13004 15 16 28 32 35 16 14 1 52 1 1 22 45

2 9 57 38 5655 13100 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 2 41 1'0.2 2 13 20

2 13 22 38 5455 13059 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 2 31 1-0.2 2 13 35

2 13 23 30 5455 13100 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 2 33 1-0.2 2 13 23

3 3 2 30 5824 13446 20 16 28 32 35 16 14 1 25 7. 4 3 5 0

3 9 20 38 5610 13158 20 16 28 32 35 0 0 3 245 '9.9 3 12 55

3 9 20 38 5610 13158 20 16 28 32 35 0 11 2 52 3 03 3 3 13 0

3 9 20 38 5610 13158 20 16 28 32 35 0 0 2 52 0.2 3 10 22

3 9 25 38 5610 13158 20 21 28 32 35 0 14 2 32 0.9 3 10 0
3 9 25 38 56510 13158 20 16 28 32 35 0 2 2 33 '1.5 3 10 15
3 10 35 38 5708 13528 15 16 28 32 35 10 14 5 25 '70. 4 13 0

3 14 35 38 5707 13419 22 16 28 32 35 0 11 3 2 '9682 3 19 30

3 19 55 38 5650 15340 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 33 '0.8 0 0 0
3 20 0 38 5502 16200 15 26 28 32 35 0 15 1 25 '0.5 3 20 0

3 21 53 38 5652 15341 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 25 1'2.95 4 5

3 21 53 38 5652 15341 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 25 1'2,5 4 8 5

3 23 45 0 5822 15129 15 16 28 32 35 16 14 3 90 '0.5 4 10 10

6 3 45 38 5712 15253 22 21 20 32 35 0 11 1 25 0.68 5 19 36
6 11 10 38 5657 15341 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 25 3'23 5 4 61 28

4 14 0 0 5502 13135 0 16 29 32 35 18 0 1 33 '0.6 4 20 10
4 17 12 38 5506 13200 0 16 28 33 35 18 0 3 33 .81 8 18 45

5 14 35 38 5822 13441 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 44 '1.5 3 15 25
6 0 21 0 5250 17310 0 16 0 32 35 10 0 1 33 '0.o5 6 It 16
6 21 0 39 5506 13043 20 16 28 32 35 0 14 1 33 1 6 21 28

7 22 20 0 5519 13140 0) 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 25 '0.a9 7/ 22 45
'7 22 20 0 5519 13140 0 1.6 28 32 35 0 0 1 25 0.9 '7 22 45

8 0 3'7 38 5525 13129 20 16 28 32 35 16 14 4 41 '1.8 8 1 18
8 0 3'7 38 5525 13129 20 16 28 32 35 0 11 4 41 Aq.3 8 6 25

8 9 56 30 5515 13128 15 24 28 32 35 0 15 1 41 4 8 10 40

8 16 49 39 5519 13118 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 2 41 2.3 8 17 22
8 17 45 38 5819 13427 15 16 28 32 35 16 14 1 52 1 8 10 16

8 17 45 38 5819 13427 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 52 '0.5 8 21 0
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SAMPLFB
8 23 0 38 5822 13450 15 16 28 32 35 0 15,1 '44 1.5 8 23 10
9 5 0 0 5517 13131 20 16 28 32 34 0 7 1 41 5.6 9 5 30
9 9 25 38 5510 13121 0 16 28 32 35 18 0 5 33 '0.7 9 9 40
9 16 50 38 5650 13248 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 52 1.3 9 17 15
9 17 35 0 5517 13137 15 16 20 32 35 0 11 1 41 0.7 9 18 10
9 17 35 0 5517 13137 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 41 2.5 9 22 10

10 5 30 38 5022 13450 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 44 1.8 0 0 0
10 5 30 38 5822 13450 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 31 *1.2 0 0 0
10 9 35 0 5503 13134 0 16 0 32 35 18 0 1 33 0.6 7 20 41
10 14 59 38 5600 15643 21 16 28 32 35 18 0 5 34 •4.6 10 18 0
10 19 10 39 6017 15140 20 16 20 32 35 0 0 1 31 '1.6 0 0 0
11 8 50 0 5512 13249 0 16 0 32 35 0 0 5 33 1.5 0 0 0
11 8 50 0 5512 13249 0 16 0 32 35 18 11 5 33 1.8 11 9 55
12 5 30 38 5822 134,40 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 44 1 12 7 30
12 23 '44 38 5957 14723 20 16 28 32 35 0 15 1 25 1'6.7 13 7 35
13 0 a 0 5854 13509 15 16 28 32 35 18 15 4 24 2'0.8 13 9 58
13 0 43 40 5857 .?F.0 15 16 28 32 35 5 5 1 32 3,5 13 7 30
13 1 20 42 5636 .lw-,•6 23 16 28 32 34 0 0 1 33 1.5 0 0 0
13 4 0 40 6021 15206 20 24 29 32 35 16 14 S 31 6.7 13 5 45
13 8 30 0 5520 13100 15 16 28 32 35 16 14 1 41 7.7 13 11 30
13 10 15 38 5535 13050 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 1 33 1 13 0 0
13 10 15 38 5535 13058 15 16 28 32 35 16 14 1 33 '315 13 12 35

13 10 15 38 5535 13058 15 16 28 32 35 0 14 1 33 2 13 16 40
13 15 15 42 5350 15512 23 16 28 32 34 18 10 1 3 i 4,4 13 18 '45
13 18 5 0 5502 13134 0 16 28 32 35 18 0 1 33 0.7 13 18 20
14 15 15 38 5020 13L455 15 16 28 32 35 0 0 " 44 1,6 14 16 15
15 20 30 0 5529 13117 0 16 28 32 35 18 0 5 33 1.2 15 14 17
16 10 5 38 6037 14810 20 16 28 32 35 0 0 5 34 '0.5 0 0 0
16 10 5 38 6037 1'4810 20 16 28 32 35 16 14 5 51 '1.3 16 11 416 12 4,1 40 59U40 14•028 20 16 28 32 35 0 5 1 32 1 16 12 4+1

16 13 25 0 5745 15231 0 16 0 32 35 0 0 1 31 1.2 0 0 0
16 16 50 38 5735 13452 20 16 28 32 35 0 1.5 % 2e4 10o2 16 21 3
17 22 0 38 5818 1344L1 15 16 28 32 35 0 15 3 4,4 -82 17 23 0
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I PROCESS SAIIPLEA
'O7'TItIFE 1173,7974176

TOTAL NUMIBER OF CASES 32
STAT TABLE
r/p• 24 1 '9, 20
1/LB, aLrm 25 a 76.50
HU-16E 32 1 '0.89
HH-52A 33 4 '5,19
40-41FT 41 6 3'8,7.
44FT .44 2 A,._
SHIPS aT 52 4 2079
LTA 99 36, 49
RPLACRAMNT MATRIX
La, WrLM 25 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

H•-52A 33 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2
40-4IFT 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
SHIPS ST 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
AUXILIARY 90 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTR, P 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
SEVERITY 3 1 1 1 0

2 PROCESS SAMPLEB
TOTTIME 30'3,975326

OTAL nUMBfER OF CASES 65
STAT TABLE,
FPB 24 3 40, 20

5B ,0Lram 25 9 93,20
H11-130 31 2 '7. 89
FIU-15E 32 3 '5.4.4
Ir.H52A 33 13 1'7.7_

EHT3- 34 3 .9. 50
40-41PT 41 10 55.2_
44F •T 44; 7 Ve'II-
SKIFFS 51 1 "1,2 9
SUIPS BT 52 5 4. 0 9
LTA 99 g 50.5 9
RKPLACEMENT HATRIX
rLB, FLM 25 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
F.C-130 31 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
UH-52A 33 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3
40-41FT 141 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 1 0 1
SUIPS BT 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
AUXILIARY 90 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

TOTREP 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
SEVERITXY 6 1 1 1 0
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APPENDIX I

WIND EFFECTS AND STATISTICAL DATA

INTRODUCTION

Wind speed has little influence on the ground speed, and thus on the effectiveness
of Coast Guard cutters, airplanes, and helicopters. Its Influence is small on the effec-

tiveness of potential Coast Guard hydrofoils. However, the wind speed influence on the
effectiveness of airships traveling at 50 to 120 knots could be significant.

This appendix presents an analysis of wind speed influence on the effectiveness of
mission tasks relevant for Coast Guard missions. Equations for wind factors as functions
of wind speed are obtained for each of 6 tasks. It is shown that the average wind factor
can be expressed in terms of a wind constant that depends on the probability distribution
of wind speeds and the vehicle speed.

The wind constant Is calculated for several Coast Guard districts and altitudes. The
calculations are based on wind speed distributions obtained from the U. S. Naval Weather
Service and the Air Weather Service.

The wind factors resulting from using the calculated wind constants are shown to
result in marked reductions of average effectiveness of airships that have an airspeed
of 50 knots. However, for airships that have an airspeed of 100 knots or more, the re-

duction is never greater than 10 percent.

The largest reductions of effectiveness occur at the higher altitudes. 'The largest
altitude considered is about 10, 000 feet. At lower altitudes of about 2,000 feet the effec-
tiveness reduction is much less at any airspeed. At 100 knots the reduction is never
greater than 6 percent.

The surface wind distributions for 42 U.S. coastal marine areas, using U, S. Naval
Weather Service data, are presented graphically as cumulative frequency of occurrence
In annex 1-1. Summer, winter, and annual averages are included,

Wind distributions at discrete altitudes up to about 10, 000 feet are presented ill
annex 1-2 for 5 coastal regions. The cumulative frequencies of occurrence for spring,
summer, fall, and winter are shown. Annual averages are not included. In general,
the wind speeds are greater at higher altitudes.

INFLUENCE OF WIND SPEED ON MISSION EFFECTIVENESS

The Hydrofoil II study considered Coast Guard cutters, potential hydrofoils, air-
planes, and helicopters as vehicles. For these four types of vehicles the influence of

I-I
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wind speed in the operating area is important only as regards reduction of habitability
due to environment sea state associated with the wind speed. Specifically, the wind speed
has little influence on the actual ground speed or fuel-use rate of these vehicles with fixed
propulsion power.

The situation with airships is markedly different. Desirable speeds for airships
are 50 to I10 knots. Atmospheric wind speeds at altitudes up to 10, 000 feet attain speeds
of 60 knots with significant probabilities. It is therefore necessary to consider the in-
fluence of wind speed explicitly in the comparison of vehicles, including airships,

For a given airship with design speed VD and design fuel weight WFD , a reason-

able model for the influence of wind speed w on operations can be obtained by assuming
that the operating conditions require back and forth motion, half upwind and half down-
wind, with a sufficiently short cycle that winds change little during one cycle. For partial
or full cross-wind conditions, the influence would be decreased. Further, depending on
the mission, some selection of altitude to obtain decreased wind-speed conditions would
be possible. Thus, a potentially "worst case" condition will be considered.

Task Effectiveness

Seven tasks are considered in the LTA study to synthesize the missions. The 7
tasks and associated cost or cost-effectiveness rates are:

1. Transit to station - cost per mile
2. General surveillance - cost per square mile

3. Local surveillance - cost per square mile
4. Pursuit - cost to intercept
5. Visual inspection - cost per mile
6. Boundary patrol - cost per mile
7. Presence - cost per hour

The cost-uffectiveness ratios are obtained later by dividing the total operating cost
per hour by the measure of effectiveness. Therefore, the effectiveness measures must
he on an hourly basis also; that is, the amount produced in one hour. If the effect Is not
constant over time, as when wind speed affects the result, then the average amount of
effect produced in 1 hour over 1 wind-variation cycle must be considered.

For the transit mission, the measure of effectiveness E. is the miles traversed In

1 hour. For a transit over a distance D out and back at air speed V1 , assuming a

headwind w going out, the times required are:

tOUT D/(V 1 -w) ;

t IIAK = D/(V 1 +w) W

1-2
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The average effectiveness per hour is then:

2D 2D
t1 OUT +-t RAK D + D
ST V1 -w (1-2)

m2 

2

w /V+w

In still air the wind factor 1 for the transit mission is unity. Effectiveness is reduced
for any nonzero wind.

For the general surveillance task at airspeed V2 the measure of effectiveness E2

Is the area swept by a sensor having a detection range d . For surveillance sweep out
at distance D , and back, the times are identical in form to those given in equation (I-1).
The average effectiveness per hour is then:

E M (2d) (2D) . M 4dD
2 tOT+ t EAK VD w+ - +

V2 - w V2 -w (1-3)

R2 a 0 2dV2
2 2

222
62 = 1"-w /V 22•

The wind factor 02 for general surveillance is identical in form to the factor is for
2 2

transit, that is, I m•inus w / (a given speed)

For pursuit at airspeed V3 of a target vehicle moving at speed vT directly away

fr-om the line of approach of the Coast Guard vehicle the measure of effectiveness H

is the number of intercepts per hour, that is, the reciprocal of the time required to in-
tercept. The intercept time depends on the direction as well as the magnitude of the wind
speed, and on the distance D to the target's position when the mission starts.

When the chase is upwind, the time is:

D
t (4)
tip (V 3 -VT.) w(1)
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If the chase is directly downwind, the time becomes:D

t DN (V3  T+ (1-5)
i~~~i~~1 Vo % T) + w is

For various degrees of crosswind of magnitude w the time will be between those two
values. Taking the average of the two as an approximation for a typical value for the
Intercept time gives:

E11 D + D3 ~ +tDN D + 0
(V ' VT) w (V3"v+

E:3 3 .(V 3 - vT) /D (1-6)

I 1-w 2 /(V 3 -VT) 2

The wind factor 3 is of the same form as 1 and 02

The measure of effectiveness E per hour for the search task with a specified region
4

and search pattern is the number of localizations per hour. The geometry, shape, and
lengths of the localization search pattern depend to some extent on the sensor detection-
range, Some of the legs of the pattern are crosswind to some extent. If the approximation
of half the total distance L upwind and half downwind Is assumed, then this case is anal-
ogous to case 2, general surveillance:

SL/2 L/2
tOUTT V4-w tRA K V 4+w

1 1

4 t +=r L/2 L/2tOUT RA AK V - + V (1-'7)

V4 - V4+

14 = •4 /V 4IL

I -w 2 /V 2
~4 44

Th' wind factor is Identical to the factors for the first 3 tasks.

1-4
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The boundary patrol task is defined as patrolling the boundary length P of a patrol
area whose dimensions depend on the sensor detection range, the specific mission, and
the coastal and base geography. If crosswind portions of the boundary are not explicitly
considered, this task reduces to the transit task, case 1, so:

E5 = 15/V 5

15 W "w/V•

The visual inspection task involves going from "target" to "target" for a close-up-
visual inspection. If an insignificant delay for inspection is assumed, cross-wind in -

fluences are neglected, and the targets are spaced closer than sensor detection range%
so that neither general surveillance nor localization is required, then this case reduces-
to a transit task, and:

E6  6 /V6*

- 2 2• 
(1-9)

The wind factor is of the same form for all 6 of the tasks considered here. Thus,
it can be estimated once, independent of the task, and applied as needed for any of the
tasks.

Calculation Of The Wind Factor

The wind factors for the effectiveness EB (per hour) for the different tasks are

all of the form: = 22

The U.S Naval Weather Service and the Air Weather Service publish data on wind speuds
for several geographic locations, and at different altitudes. The number of data poinut in
a 10-knot wind speed interval, relative to the total number of data points, can be usued a,
the approximate probability P(w) per knot of occurrence of a wind speed w in that rughii-.

An average wind factor JAV for probable wind speeds can be obtained by using P(w)

,AV = P(w) (1 - /V )dw G 11)

A-5 V



The integral of P(w) is unity, so:

I P(w)w 2dw
0AV 1 01-2

It is convenient to define the remaining integral as the wind constant C
IA - C IVr2

C =Soo P(w)wdw "(I-13)

For wind speeds up to 60 knots the wind data are in intervals of 10 knots. Designatingthese intervals by ,the upper limit wind speed w up! is equal to 10J and the lower

limit w LO"J is equal to 10(J-l), Approximating the probability P7 as the relative fre-

quency F of data points up to 60 knots in the interval J leads to:

= 
60  F 2dw 6 Fj w U PJ W 2dw' ro0 10-" wdw 10 Y0

Jo 10LOJ

6 1 3 3 (1-14)
C F. -" (W wpj-w~j)

100 6 (3J 2 3J+1)

F j

"Thus, values of C for different geographic localities and altitudes can be calculated
from the wind data.

WIND FACTOR RESULTS

The U.S. Naval Weather Service data for surface winds are presented in annex 11-1
as cuMulative frequency distributions for summer months, winter months, and for the
annual average. Air Service Weather data for winds aloft are presented in annex 14-2
in the same forms for summer, fall, winter, and spring.

The winds aloft data were used to calculate wind constants C and average wind factors
, AV for 2 cases. In case I, only wind speeds up to 60 knots were considered based

AA onl thle assumption that an airship would not be likely to attempt to operate in any wind

1-6
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speed greater than 60 knots. Table I-I presents these results by geographical area and
altitude.

Case II results were based on wind speeds up to 150 knots. Values for C in this
case are shown in table 1-2.

In both tables, the altitudes are given in millibars (MB) or meters (M). The altitudes
in feet are as follows:

950 MB: 1,773 feet
850 MB: 4,782 feet
700 MB: 9,877 feet

500 M: 1,640 feet
l,500 M: 4,921 feet
3,000 M: 9,843 feet

The range of values computed for the cases range from 70.738 to 1410.914 in Case I
to a range of 70.738 to 1600.536 in Case II.

In general, it can be noted that there is little difference in the results obtained in the
2 cases at low altitudes (around 2,000 feet). Differences do become significant at higher

altitudes, however.

Figure 1-1 shows the variation of the average wind factor 0AV as a function of air-

ship airspeed for the wind constants of Case I for Wallops Island. Curves for 3 altitudes
and for summer and winter months are included. The reduction of effectiveness is 56
percent for 50-knot airships at 9,877-foot altitude in winter months. At 100-knot airspeeds,
the reduction of effectiveness is 8 percent or less for altitudes up to 4,782 feet.
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TABLE I-1

WIND CONSTANTS BASED ON WIND SPEEDS TO 60 KNOTS

AMA ALTITUDE WI1T0S SPRING SUMmTP FALL

WALLOPS IS 970MI 690625 52is9•6 2?0.471 411.272

WALLOPS IS 8DOM 780.,30: 07?90? 238.093 432o9T6

WALLOPS IS 700MB L4109L4 1009.116 397.004 723063?

CHARLESTON 950M 460.464 .393#6db 241.715 335.700

CHARLESTON i0fC 622o926 459%99O 229.393 339,456

CHARLESTON 70041 1122.337 776o923 258o392 478,607

SAN NIC 1S 5O00 339.437 464.•26 208.900 27760? 4

SAN NIC IS 10 0M 2584579 280.000 162a 132 204o803

SAN NIC IS 3000M 526,480 5341M73 2430386 337,248

VANDENFIERG 9vQMl 256*749 2M9e002 167.624 1i55551

VANHENcERG 84 CHO 362.697 2959460 1L5.461 229.590

VANOENOERG 70 0M 674.227 5.6.763 219.40 3V20923

MEoFORD i50 m' 77&202 94a ,90 106.9t2 70,738

MEDFORO 50 Mf 276F,03 166.877 88.694 181.133

MECFORD 700 M3 949.572 5870•79 296,13S 610o475

KOCIAK 9iO MI 3885o883 305,03 2066695 313.73?

KODIAK d50 MI 567.751 447.000 328,766 485"263

KODIAK 700 MI 713.494 571,389 L67.8s6 5934q15

COLO 9AY 1500 M 62.,31 48O.5o9 419,396

COLO RAY 3000 M 828,139 582.60 562,32R 6?4,417

ADAK 9F0 M1 592.095 S35,697 3 4.55 5q6,353

ADA'( 8ý0 H11 ?5i,5066 7D'.,809 596..474 6.7
ADAK 700 MR $11.87L 827,681 a08.015 9t4,7 5
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"TABLE 1-2

WIND CONSTANTS BASED ON WIND SPEEDS TO 150 KNOTS

AREA ALTITUDE WINTER SPRING SUHMER FALL

WALLOPS IS 951OM3 6520868 5216946 2704741 4110272

WALLOPS IS 8SOM9 813.440 194.t20 258s093 437&899

WALLOPS IS ?BOMB t6006536 1056,960 397s004 764*163

CHARLESTON 950M0 461o433 394.656 24.t.71 335*700

CHAPLESTON 850M9 6420323 472,o20 231,431 344.475

CHARLESTON ?BOMB L287,952 675,10s 258.392 505#426

SAN NIC IS SOOM 3 6.*284 482,344 212,092 284.931

SAN NIC IS 1600M 269s094 2808000 162.432 204.800

SAN NIC IS 3000M 5048514 572.597 243,386 342,#86

VANOENnERG 950M8 256,749 269.002 167.624 165.551

VANDENBERG &50MS 362.697 295.460 154.961 230,928

VANDENAERG ?OMO 6940508 $60r938 2t9,420 3686015

MEDFORD 950 MR ?7o202 94,490 106.962 70.738

MEDFORD $50 !M 277,S.90 166087? 864694 t1L6133

LEDFORY 300 M4 107Ls525 6038533 M9O,046 635*801

KODIAK 450• M8 397071? 323s4b78 206,695 3164 605

KODIAK( 850 Mg 59901.67' 46194*23 314,94 49 k5 'A 01

KODIAK 700 M8 822*972 640,331 485,531 651,,403

COLO SAY 1500 M 649s205 483oQ84 42€),396 566, 988

COLD BAY 3000 M 92I,191 bt8,*.33 5S5,048 702,TES

AODAK 95 0I) 602.994 594.669 399.225 619.237

ADAK 8O MR 778,015 809,874 676,9,47 905.875

ADAK ?00 MU .090,1.5 t08L,313 853,317 1250,253
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WALLOPS ISLAND Summer

S0.8

Winter
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FIG. I-1: VARIATION OF AVERAGE WIND FACTOR
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ANNEX I-1

SURFACE WIND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR U.S.
COASTAL MARINE DISTRICTS

This annex presents surface wind distributions for 42 United States coastal marine
areas. Figures 1-1I 1 to 1-1 -4 show the locations of these areas.

The data for these distributions were obtained from volumes of the Summary of
Synoptic Meteorological Observations published by the U.S. Naval Weather Service for
1970.

A simple computer model was developed to accumulate the monthly data and plot it
as cumulative frequency of occurrence versus wind speed (in knots). The curves on each
plot are marked "S" for summer months Gune, July, August), "W" for winter months
(December, January, February), and "A" for annual totals.
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FIG. 1-1-1: 1 st, 3rd, AND 5th DISTRICT COASTAL MARINE AREAS
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FIG. -1-3: 11th, 12th, AND 13th DISTRICT COASTAL MARINE AREAS
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ANNEX 1-2

HIGH ALTITUDE WIND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
SELECTED U.S. COASTAL AREAS

This annex presents wind distributions at various altitudes for selected U.S. coastal I
aroas. Figures 1-2-1 and 1-2-2 show the locations of these areas.

Data for these distributions were obtained from the Winds Aloft Summary published by
the Air Weather Service. The summaries are prepared from winds aloft observations taken
by pibal, rocket and/or rawin methods by month for a pertod of 10-20 years.

A simple computer model was developed to accumulate the monthly data and plot it
as cumulative frequency of occurrence versus wind speed (in knots). Figure [-2-3 shows
the 90th percentile distribution for all of the areas. Points on this figure and on Individual
plots are labeled "W" for winter months (December, January, February), "Sp" for
Spring (March, April, May), "S" for Summer (June, July, August), and "F" for Fall
(September, October, November).

Individual plots have altitudes labeled In either meters or millibars. For convenience
to the reader, these have been converted to feet at standard atmosphere and are shown in
parentheses at the top of each plot.
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APPENDIX J

TIME-ON-STATION FRACTIONS AND EFFECTIVE SPEEDS

INTRODUCTION

Formulas are developed here for airship and other vehicle fractional time on station
and effective speed for patrol and trail tasks performed at a distance, D, from base. Ini
the first of these tasks, the effectiveness measure depends on the effective speed, defined
as the miles on station per flight hour. For the trail tasks the effectiveness measure is
hours on station per flight hour, or fractional time on station.

AIRSHIPS

Airship speeds for transit to station, vT, are based on obtaining the maximum hours

on station per flight hour. It will be shown that the optimum transit speed, vTOP, is

given by

VTOP vM aM '0.43

.6 vM1)0.6 ,aM 10.43

Ma

where vM is the maximum sustained speed, and aM = 2 D/RM is a nondimensional transit

distance parameter, with RM equal to the range at maximum cruise speed, vM.

Effective speed is maximized when the cruise speed on station, vC, is equal to the

optimum transit speed. Thus, we have

V~ 0  V~ 0VCOP • TOP

Two cases are considered for patrol tasks involving target investigation depending
on the assumption me le concerning investigation time delays. A simple model is developed
initially for the case of no time delays. This model also applies to gross surveillance
tasks, measured by square miles on station per flight hour since the only change is the
inclusion of a constant factor, W , called the detection "sweepwidth." The model Is

later extended to include the effects of an average time delay per investigation of '" hours.

J-1



Time-on-station fractions in patrol tasks are based initially on a simple cubic fuel rate
law. Results are then extended to the case of a general power law that applies when
heaviness is small.

A more general fuel rate formula is developed for both patrol and trail tasks where
the heaviness variations are significant and variable speeds may be employed on
station to obtain aerodynamic lift at constant angle of attack. The general fuel rate
formula is approximated to obtain average fuel rates in both cases.

Endurance formulas and time-on-station fractions are then developed for both patrol
and trail tasks. The patrol task at constant speed to treated simply in two phases -- heavy
and buoyant. The trail task requires a more involved treatment of various phases of the
flight -- transit out, variable speed on station, constant speed on station at 30 knots, and
transit inbound. Both transit phases may involve either buoyant or partially buoyant phases.

In the case of investigation tasks with time delays, the effectiveness depends on the
average track distance between targets, d, which depends on the target density, p, In
this appendix, d is treated as a general parameter; in volume I, results are presented
for two cases of low and high target density, defined by d values of 200 and 2 miles,
respectively. The corresponding r values associated with these cases are 0. 1 and
0.01 hours, respectively.

No Investigation Delay

The optimization of effective speed is treated In two stages. In the first stage, the
cruise speed on station is assumed to have a general fixed value, and transit speed is
varied to maximize the time-on-station fraction, iSQ In the second stage, the cruise I
speed is varied to maximize the effective speed, vE, given by

v t

C CvE' tC+ tT = fS(-)

C Cs

where
tC = time on station (hrs.)

tT = time in transit =2 (hrs.)
vT

and tC
fs t +t -3)

C T +T T
tC

J-2
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The time on station is determined using the following equation for the available fuel
W in gallons

W =W t +w W C W M (J-4)F T T C C C v M v

where
WT= transit fuel consumption rate (gal./hr.)

W a on-station fuel consumption rate (gal./hr.)
C

range at speed vC (miles)

WM fuel. consumption rate at speed vM (gal./hr.)

Inserting the relation (J-2) into equation (J-4), we obtain the ratio of on-station time to
transit time,

tT 2D 1-- .2D US

tC T (WF WT

wc

Using the relations,

R R a v2D 2D M M aM M (J6)
vW -R M av WvT WF M vT WTF T F WM vT

we obtain

tT a M(WC/WM)
-- = ..(J-7)

tC xT-aM(WT/WM)

where

x v/
T T/VM

J-3



Using equation (J-7), the time-on-station fraction is given by

aM(WC/WM) ,
1+ -

xT'aM(WT/WM)

When the transit and cruise speeds are both equal to the maximum speed, vM, we find
the simple result,

f = a1-a M (J-9)
S M1 -aM

The time-on-station fraction is obviously at its maximum when the ratio tC/tT is a

maximum. Physically, we are maximizing the product of transit speed and fuel available
for the on-station part of the flight. To the extent that the fuel rate on station is indepen-
dent of the transit phase, the optimization is valid for both patrol and trail tasks. When
the airship heaviness is large some dependence effects occur. Differentiating the inverse
of equation (J-7) we obtain the condition

d WM d WT
dx t (XTaM -M---)= 0 (3-10)

T aWC T WM

so that,

dWT WM
dx a ( )

T M

Using relation (J-6), equation (J-l1) may be written In the alternative form

A W W F 'd F (J-12)
dvT 2D

T
which is also directly evident by inspection of equation (1-5).
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Cubic Law Fuel Rate

For the purposes of illustration, we will first apply the above condition to the case
of the simple cubic law for the fuel consumption rate

W xT)-- WMx 0J-13)
T M

Using the approximate form (J-13) for the fuel consumption rate, and the condition
(J-11), we obtain the following result for the optimum transit speed ratio, xTOP1

I (J-14)
T OP / -a

M

or
vM

vTOP=

M

Using relations (J-6), (J-13), and (J-14) we see that the optimum fractional time on station
is obtained when the fuel burned in transit, WFT, is one-third the total fuel available, WF.

W v WF
2D *2D M VTOPFW )(( - )TOP (7-16)

FT vT )TOP V 3a
TOP TOP M

When aM is less than one-third, the optimum transit speed is clearly constrained by

the maximum speed, so that we iave, In general,

VM a 1/3 (

vM
-M• a, M <_ 1/3

3a

The optimum transit speed ratio (vToP/VM) is shown graphically in figure J-1 for

three airships of varying range.
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Ainhip range

-R= 3000 miles

S0.6
RM 2000 miles
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OA

E
0.2

0
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Distance to station (n,mI,)

FIG. J.1: OPTIMUM TRANSIT SPEED RATIO vs. DISTANCE TO STATION

When relation (J-17) is inserted in equation (J-8), the time-on-station fraction is given
by fs =

1 1 l1aM
= 3 =aM 'I/3 (J-18)

aM(WC/WM) ax 3
1 + 1la M 1+ 1M a M 1-aM ( l-x )

1 1 1fs / - (a)/ aM• 1/3 (J-19)
(3aM) (W c/WM 3 I+CM x 3

1+ C +M 3 c
2 2 c

where

xC = vC/vM

2C = (3a M)3/2

J-6
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and ' 3
WC W XC

C MC

When aM ! 1/3, the effective speed is obtained using equation (J-19)

xC
vE f vXf-v (J-20)

CS+ CX3 M

The maximum effective speed is found by differentiating equation (J-20):

dvE I+C Mx.-3C Mx
d-E MCMM (J-21)
dx 'M 3 2

C (1+MC)( +MXC)

which yields the optimum cruise speed ratio:

VCOP -1

X VM (2CM)1/ 3  - a M 1/3 (3-22)

where

Vcop, optimum cruise speed on station.

Comparing this result with equation (J-14) we find

vM
VcoP = TOP = M '1/3 (J-23)

for aM : 1/3. Inserting the relation (Q-22) into equation (J-19) we also see that the optimum

time-on-station fraction, rSsoP' is constant:

2
f so SO -3 aM (I3Q-24)

The optimal effective speed in this case is given by

EOP 2 VMv O 3 r a M 1,1/3 ,(J-25)

V a.
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Comparing equations (J-18) and (Q-19), and using the result in equation (J-22) shows that
the optimum is constrained to xC - 1, when aM . 1/3. Thus

MV cop• vTOP '•vM , aM m %1/3 !i!

f -am a M 1I 3  (3-26)sopM
and

vEOP vM (I -a aM r. 1 / 3  (3-27)

The above result is illustrated graphically in figure J-2 for an airship with vM u 110

MMknots and R M = 1,000 miles. The time-on-station fraction for three cases is shown in the

lower half of the figure as a function of distance to station; effective speed is shown in the
upper half. The optimal case is indicated by solid lines.

When both the transit and on-station speeds are equal to the maximum speed of 110
knots the time-on-station fraction and the effective speed decrease linearly to zero at
one-half the maximum range at 110 knots speed (aM 1.0). This case is illustrated

by dash-dot lines.

When the on-station speed is constant at 110 knots (corresponding to x. * 1, or vC ,

vM = 110 knots) and the transit speed is optimal (variable), the time-on-station fraction

decreases linearly for distances less than one-third of R M/2, (am = 1/3), and inversely

as given by equation (J-19) (with xC = 1) for greater distances:

I-am , a. 1/3
fS

... (3aM)3/2 , a 1/3

I+ m
2

The effective speed in this case is equal to the above fs times vM = 110 knots.

This intermediate case is illustrated by the dashed lines in figure J-2, The effective
speed for this case is less than the optimal value. At 500 miles station distance, the
optimal effective speed is about 40 percent above the effective speed in the case of con-
stant cruise speed on station at maximum speed.
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FIG. J-2: AIRSHIP TIME-ON-STATION FRACTION AND EFFECTIVE SPEED
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The endurance, t. in patrol tasks is obtained u~ing the relation

t T ~ T SF '(-8

so that
r T

t Q(-29)
F 1f

S

Using equations (J-24) and (J-26) we find

tT
aM aaM - 1/ 3

tF W M (J-30)
3tT aM a 1/3

which, using equation (J-17), becomes

R
V = tM aM 5 1/3

V M
tF (J-3 1)

-M (3aM)3/2 aM A 1/3
M

Equation (Q-3 1) is illustrated in figure J-3 for three airships that were found in volume I
to provide the least cost per mile in patrol tasks for airship ranges of 1, 000, 2,000, and
3,000 miles.

In the following section, the simple cubic fuel rate law is replaced by a more accurate
fuel consumption rate formula.

General Fuel Rate Law (Zero Heaviness)

The simple cubic fuel rate law is a good approximation for airship speeds close to
maximum speed. However, when the transit speeds are reduced for long distances to
station, a more accurate fuel rate law is needed. A good approximation formula for
determining optimal transit speeds is the following general power law formula:

W(x T) =C + C x T (J-32)

WM 0 IT

J-10
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where the exponent n is about 2.67 for the airship speeds and ranges considered in this I
study. The coefficients C and C are equal to 0.11 and 0.89, respectively, for air-

ships using turboprop propulsion systems. Formula (J-32) is shown in annex J-1 to be an
excellent approximation for speeds down to about 0. 6vM when the airship heaviness

is low. For the purposes of transit speed optimization the assumption is made that
heaviness effects can be neglected. It is considered that such an assumption is a good
one for the purpose intended. However, for the purpose of determining on-station time
fractions, the effect of heaviness on fuel rate will be considered in more detail in a
later section of this appendix. Heaviness effects are most important in the case of trail
tasks that involve very low speeds on station. For patrol tasks, use of formula (J-32)
should provide a fair approximation for the on-station fractions.

Inserting formula (J-32) into equation (J-10) the optimum transit speed ratio is found to be

1 1I

- ~ aI,- anI~~ (J-33)
TOI aa;U M7 -c 1 M a 1

which reduces to formula (J-14) when n - 3 and C 0. When a a 2.67 we get

X top" .595 ( L)0. 6  ct 2,67
M

Thus, the following simple formula has been adoptedi

P. 1 a M !5 0.43 -4

'0.43 A 0. 43XTOP 0,6 (10.. 6 aM

a

Formula (Q-34) is employed later in making the moxe accurate calculations of on-station
fractions for both patrol and trail tasks.

For the purposes of making approximate calculations of on-station fractions and
effective speeds in patrol tasks we follow the previous approach used with the simple cubic
law with xTOP replaced by the general result found in equation (J-33).
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When equation (J-33) is inserted into equation (J-8) the time-on-station fraction is
given by

1 + ... .. (J-35)
-aM

___________,_________ I
f~

SaM(WAC/WM) (J-36)S+ .. ..M
77) X TOP =aMCO

The form of equation (J-36) indicates that the on-station fraction goes to zero at a
distance determined by the condition

( TO)P 8 aD * (3 M 0Q-3 7)RM

It can be shown that this distance is equal to one-half the maximum range possible,
achieved at a speed ratio XMAXP given by

I
XMAX " (=1M ) (X3

The corresponding maximum range, RMAX, is given by the formula

X MAAX
R -1 x A R U3-39)

Inserting equation (J-39) into equation (J-36) we get the alternative form

1 1
fM a C (J-40)
S M 01 , aM(WC/WM)

(/.Lxo (1 RD xMAX)\ /TOP RMx TO
ýMAX 7TOP

J-13
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which shows clearly the condition for zero on-station time (x = X 2D R

TOP MAX' 2-RMAX)

Using the general formula (J-32) for the fuel rate on station at speed vC = xCvM

we have

W
.c +C x Q (-41)

0 1iC
M

Inserting formula (J-41) into equation Q-36) we obtain the result

1 -a 1
fs a I a s- (J-42)

1- (aM(1-Co) (1-x) M)

aC 0

XTOP a / a 1 Q -43)

XTOP

Multiplying the above expressions by xcVM gives the effective speed, vE, which is

then differentiated to obtain the optimum cruise speed ratio, x in the form
1

aCOPXo MZ a Q' ,J-44)CO ý/ea -M M a

Putting equation (J-33) in the form

a XTOP

TOP e •MC1

and inserting the result in (J-44) leads again to the same condition that was true for the

cubic case:

X cop xTOP

J-14
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Whena 1/ax Cl, it can be shown also that the optimum cruise speed ratio is con-

strained to unity. The optimum station time fraction becomes

i-a Ia~

M , aM%-
fsop a

a(Ml (15)
I - Co 0 (8i]7

(a-1) C1  M, I

The optimum effective speed is given by

VEOP a VCOPf sop XcoPfsopV . (3-46)

where fSOP is given by equation (J-45), and xCoP by equation (Q-33), since XCOP - 'Tops

The above two functions are presented graphically in figure J-4 for the case of a
110 knot/l,000 mile range airship (LTA 1). The cubic law results are shown as dashed
lines for comparison with the results based on the more general fuel rate law. At 500
miles distance to station, the on-station fraction is 75 percent of the cubic law result;
the effective speed is about 68 percent of the cubic law effective speed. For distances
less than about 300 miles, the effective speedd are essentially the same for both fuel
rate formulas. The results shown are based on the assumption that a - 2.67.

Figure J-5 presents a graphic comparison of three airships over a larger range of
station distances to demonstrate the form of equation (Q-45) out to the limit where

f 0  ~0.fSOP =0

The maximum range for a c 2.67 Is R MAX = 2.14 RM. so that f Sop 0 at a station

distance of 1,070 miles for the 1,000 mile range airship, The corresponding speed
ratio to obtain maximum range is xMAX - 0.38.

In the next section the general fuel rate law is extended to include the effects of
airship heaviness.
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General Fuel Rate Law

The following general formula for the fuel consumption rate of semi-buoyant airships
is developed in annex J-1:

21.2bH

w C 0 2 -' L Q-(J47)

where

x * speed ratio. v/vM

Ho heaviness; i.e., dynamic lift/static lift u LD/LS
W C initial fuel consumption rate at speed v and initial heaviness, H0 , (gal./hr.)

M VM

The coefficients C0 and C1 are 0.11 and 0.89, as above, and the other coefficients are

functions of the airship characteristics (maximum speed and volume) and altitudes
(flight and limiting gas altitudes). When x = 1 and H = H0o the fuel consumption rate is

equal to WM. The initial fuel rate WM is related to the design average fuel rate,

WMAV, at speed vM, as follows:

M +bMH 2)
W MAV (14 M 0

Airship heaviness results in additional drag that varies as H 2/x 4. The term in
brackets in equation (J-47) arises from the effects of propulsion efficiency changes with
speed and heaviness. The speed variation to the 2.43 power represents the normal

2.86 .43
zero dynamic lift power term (x2 ) modified by a propulsion efficicncy factor (1/x ).

Equation (J-47) is presented graphically in figure J-6 to show the effects of speed
and heaviness variations for a 100 knot airship with a volume of 500,000 cubic feet and a
heaviness factor, H0 - 0.5. The solid curves show the fuel rate ratio for constant

heaviness, in increments of 0.1 from H = 0 to H - H0 2 0.5. The dashed lines indicate

the speed/heaviness relations for variable speed operations at constant angle of attack.

- ~J-1R•
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Since aerodynamic lift varies as the square of the speed, it can be shown that

v Vv, . 1.089 (j-48)

where v is a dimensionless speed parameter equal to the speed in knots divided by
100, and khe angle of attack, a , is constant at 10 degrees. The relation (J-48) is in-
dicated in figure J-6 for a = 5, 10, and 15 degrees. (See also equations J-l-10 and 1-1-13,)

At 5 degrees attack angle the dashed curve is close to the zero heaviness curve.
The 15 degree curve follows closely the minimum points on the fuel consumption curves.
The 10 degree curve is also near the minimum points. The 10 degree attack angle rep-
resents a practical operational compromise between achieving reduced fuel consumption
and not requiring excessive flight attitudes. When 10 degrees is considered the upper
limit, the speed is constrained to remain above various limits that depend on the partic-
ular heaviness condition prevailing at a given time in the flight.

Initially, for example, the speed must exceed about 70 knots- to operate at 30 knots
the heaviness must be less than 0.1. The reduced speeds required for optimum transits
to large station distances are generally feasible for the airships considered in this study.
For trailing operations, however, it is usually necessary to include a variable speed
phase on station until the heaviness decreases to the point that 30 knot operations are
possible at the 10 degree attack angle limit. Reduced speeds may also be desired when
conducting investigations during patrol tasks. Estimation of the fuel conserved during
target investigations with delays depends on the average fuel rates during variable speed
operations.

Since the fuel rate also varies in constant speed operations, it is necessary to develop
formulas for the average fuel rates of both variable and constant speed flight profiles.
The constant speed case will be treated first,

Average Fuel Rate - Constant Speed

When speed, v , is constant, equation (1-47) takes the form
tf

• -"-- = C0  + 11 (+ bl I) -i•C0 + C 4 ( 1 b i'1 2 4 ' ( j -4 9 )
W M2

(I + bH2 2

1.13V0.71
w where h 4

v1

and the coefficients C4 and C5 depend on the constant speed parameter, v1 = v/100.

J-19
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I

2
Since the term bhH is usually less than unity, equation (J-49) can be put in the

approximate form

K(I (I + Hb 2
-. ..= KG +b'H )

W U(J-50)
WM

where K ,+C 4 (+C 5 ) (+-5C) 0

(1.2 + 0.96 C )C4

= K (4-52)

Since the fuel weight is equal to L H , we have the following equation for the rate

of change of fuel weight, divided by WM

NI. Skl' K (1 4- h '1 Q2 -53)
(}M it

Since fuel weights and rates enter as ratios it is convenient to express these quantities
in gallons rather than pounds.

Integrating equation (j-53) between arbitrary initial and final heaviness states, H

and H, respectively, we get

.AV ,( I,) (S .'I,) .,.---54)•-I--- = -- ; ...... . , ---: . -.... ... -... - .. (l--S4)

Ni (tan a ,:'ii - tan
If

Expandinllg th1e: tWr1 '.i111,1• wu gu~t thc a~plroxMLm' 1t0,Ahelaro

AV- - ÷ (It 2 11 iHf It )2J-

W0

w he re
WO KW N fuel rate at zero heaviness. (3-56)
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When the final heaviness is zero, equation (J-55) reduces to the simpler form

W AV , ' 2 (j -)- --- = 1+ -T Iil -7
W 0

Average Fuel Rate - Variable Speed

When the attack angle is constant at 10 degrees, we have, from equation 0-48)

V 1 , 1.406V0 ,6 7 H2

Inserting this relation into equation (J -47) we obtain the result

W 1.22 0.25.W = CO + AH'2 (I + 0 ) (J-58)
W M 0

where A and B are functions of airship maximum speed and volume.

l'quation (J-58) can he approximated by the expression

, * C (1 + C1 I) (J-59)
WwM

wi c, ye C is a parameter that was .(StLImtcd hy numnwric i1 im:L'ugrTtio of equation (J-58)
I nd ,rniinp:irtson of the result with the inte ,ra.in•n ol cquatio (f -. 9l,

l",Iw ing the same approach as hetfore, In thw c.ulstant Sjp(1 C( sc , we construct the.

fuel rutu differential equation

WM L - [C, + A) 11" 22(l + IHI0I' 25)Li' W d t =
SWM

and obtain the average fuel rate

WAV LS((Hi - lf) (1II - Hf) (J-61)
MW~t •,,dH
WIM 1.22 .25
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Following the same approach using the approximate formula (J-59) we have

LS d 142 - C (1 +CH) 2  (j-62)

WM (T

so that
LHLS jI dHt W N"-2

WMC HF (1 + CH)2

Ls (Hi - Hf)
"(J-63)WMC0 (I +CH i)- ( + CHf)

MO0

Inserting this value of t in the expression for the average fuel rate ratio, we find

t AV Ls(Hi - Hf)--- 1 - H C (I+CHI) (I+CHf) (J -64.)
WM WMt

When the final heaviness is zero we have

SWAV
.. . 1 • CHI (-65)

where H- 11i is the initial heaviness,

The varlabic ipled fucl rate porarntctr, C is thus the slope of the linear expression
(T-".). 'hc :4h1opv were dLCtermined by fitting the approximate linear formula G-65) to
the exact results obtainCd using equation (J-01i), as shown in figure J-7 for an airship range
of 1, 000 miles and speeds from 50 to 120 knots. The exact results are indicated by the
series of dlots in figure 1-7. The linear approximations were adjusted to give the best
fit to the exact results over the upper half of the heaviness values for each speed considered.
Over the lower half of the heaviness values, the exact results fall slightly below the linear
approximation, so that the effective C values would be smaller in the region of smaller
heaviness values. In our application, the lower heaviness limit during the variable speed
phase will be approximately 0.1, corresponding to a speed of 30 knots, It is thus appropriate
to put less weight on the fit in the region of small heaviness.
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A The specific C values obtained are listed in table J-2-2 of annex J-2. The C
values are also shown graphically as points in figure J-8, where the abscissa is airship
volume. The dashed lines are rough fits of these points, connecting cases of the same
airship maximum speed, v. . The C values range from 2.37 at 110 knots to 12.81

at 50 knots. The variation with volume is greatest at the lower maximum speeds.

The variation of speed with time, v1(t) , during a variable speed phase at constant

angle of attack ( • 10 degrees) can be obtained using equations (Q-48) and (J-64).
Thus, we find

1, ýI t/L D)

v1 (t) = 1.089V6 "H0 1 H (J-66)

1 + ~(Wi t/LD

where H is the heaviness at the start of the variable speed phase, and WI is the
icorresponding fuel rate given by

2 1 + CH1  
( )

i OW (1" l'+CHf ) AV Q (67)

The limiting value of t in equation (J-66) occurs when the final heaviness and speed
are zero; so that

WAVtMAX H 1 a-68)
L D H0

or alternatively,

WItMAX Hi
S H- (I + CHit U-69)

D 0

and tMAX D . I (J-70)
CoWMHO (1 + CHi)

which follows also from equation (Q-63) when I I = 0 , since LD - LsH .
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The average fuel rate formulas developed above for constant speed and variable speed
phases will next be applied to the calculation of endurance. The constant speed case will
be treated first.

I: Endurance In Patrol Tasks -Constant Speed

Endurance in constant speed patrol tasks, tFp , is calculated as the sum of the

heavy phase endurance, t, , and the buoyant phase endurance, to

tFp tH +0 . (j-71)

The fuel available for each phase depends on the total fuel available and the initial
heaviness, H. a The total fuel available is assumed to be 90 percent of the total fuel

carried, allowing 10 percent for reserve. The total fuel weight is the sum of the buoyant
fuel weight, , and the aerodynamic lift, L . The available buoyant fuel,D-I
is thus given by

AF = 0.9 (LD+WFO)-LD

= 0.9WF0 -0.1LD * (J-72)

Inmost cases A >0 , so that
F,

U0 IT- (J-73)
wo

where~~~ W K 0dKC +
where W M= KW and K C0+C(I + C5) according to equation (J-51).

The endurance during the heavy phase is calculated by dividing the fuel available
during the heavy phase by the average fuel rate given in equation (J-57); with H1 I H0

LD

b' 2 a-74)
W0 (1 + -bH0 2)

Adding equations (U-73) and (J-74), we obtain the total endurance

LD A
br FP2 + -r- (j -75)

P 0 (l+ 0 0
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In the event that the buoyant fuel weight is negative, a F 0 0 ,the entire flight is

made in a heavy condition. The available fuel is then LD - AF so that the final

heaviness is given by

FH- H0 (J-76)

f LS LD 0

In this case, the endurance is calculated using equation (-55) with H - H0 and
H f given by equation a0-76). We thus find

LD - AD
t * (-7 7)

~~F ~ ~ f A)2)H2]

The time-on-station fraction in patrol tasks, fSp is determined using equation (,-77)
and the relation

tdp -tT t.r
f FP " T I-- (J-78)
S P tFP FPp

w.ihere tT * 2D/v is the total time in transit,

T T

The effective speed is obtained using equation (Q-78):

vE - fSPvT (j-79)

wher, VT is the optimal speed given in equation (J-34),

Endurance In Trail Tasks -.Variable Speed

.The objective In trail tasks is to operate on station at speeds as close to 30 knots as
possible. When the initial heaviness on station, H1 , exceeds the allowable heaviness at '.

30 knots, H30 , a period of variable speed operations is required until a heaviness of

S1130 is reached. At that point, a constant speed of 30 knots can be maintained while

heaviness is decreased to some final value, Hf before leaving station, If Hf 0

J-28
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before leaving station, a period of operations at 30 knots at zero heaviness is possible.
If the initial heaviness on station is less than H , no variable speed phase is necessary,30
the on-station period is at a constant speed of 30 knots, In the latter case, the flight is
conducted at two speeds -- the transit speed and the trail speed of 30 knots.

To categorize the various heaviness conditions we express them as fractions of the
initial heaviness, H0 . Thus, we define

H1

Hi

Hff

H2 H 0
H 30

H30 H " 0  (3-80)

The first two fractions are calculated by solving for the fuel consumed during the
outbound and inbound transits. The third fraction is determined using the heaviness-speed
condition for constant angle of attack with the speed set equal to 30 knots. Thus, using
equation (J-48) we have 0.076

H 00630 - (1-81)

and
f 3 = 0.076

V1!/3 (J-82)

When the volume is close to 500, 000 cubic feet, 1130 is about 0.1, and

f1130 -t1 (J-83)

"The initial heaviness fraction, fH 1 is found by solving the fuel weight equation

LS(1O - H) WAVt (3-84)
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where t is the outbound transit time, D/vT . Using equation (J-55) for the average

fuel rate at constant transit speed, v we have

L 5 (i H0 = W0 t (I +f I + fil + fil2  H0 '] (J85)

Rearranging this quadratic in fil yields,

b H02)>,] 4(-H 2 + H l+ 0D- -6

Letting
a 0 I -b H s 02

W0t0 "

equation a-86) takes the form

+ (an+ fHl+(l+ao-b 0 ) a 0 0-87)

A convenient approximate solution that is sufficiently accurate for our purposes, is
easily found to be given by

f o[ & 1.2 0o] j-88)
final1"b

The final heaviness fractiono fm-1 0 in found by solving the fuel weight equation

LSHf N WAV (t - to) -89)

where t is the inbound transit time, D/vT and to ts the time at zero heaviness,

given by equation (J-73), Using equation (J-57) for the average fuel rate, with Hi
equal to Hf, equation (J-89) becomes

LDfH2  0 3+3fHI ))

J-so



Rearranging, we, have

( 2~ ~2 J D\3f6H2 Wt"& fH2.,+.o -)

Equation (J-91) can be solved approxim ktly as follows:

Mi2 " ( LD ) r H0 j"92)
For trail tasks the flight endurance, tIT , is calculated as the sum of the endurance

on station, tC , and the total transit time, tT

tFT - tc + tT

where tT= 2 D/vT

The endurance onstation, to , is calculated In various ways depending on the re -

lationships of f and f and f to f 3 0 .The endurance on station is subdividedH-l H-2 H2 H3edrneonsain0.sbiie
into various factors, as indicated in the following matrix-,

Endurance On-Station Factors

f ~~f >0f < 0
fH2 fH30 fH30 fH2 0 H2

f >f , t" +tl ti +"o+o
Hi H30 tV H30 V H30 030

1fHl <fH3ý 1H30 tH30 + 030

where

IVf Hl fH2 ) LD(J4
Cw (i+Cf.Hl+O) (1+C4 

,HO

?.3

Li:'.



ff L

LL

K M- Hi30) D/00 L~~ \~H H~2~H o
(f1 1" fH LD ('-95)

f L
H HI.. H . . (j-96)

HH30 D 
(J9 9( :i-

H30 / b+H30H H

H30 " 
2

0 0 
30

Eq aton (j94 f r h tm at v ra l, p, .... .as d on.q ato (J-64)

Lo~ + + fm f

t• b ~ t•

0o303

E ato -9)f tetm atvral seetribse oneatio ( - 94)

,vith }i f liI0 and 11 = f f H2 * Equation (3-95) for t is obtained from equation

([- 4) 
2tL 2e 1130

0-32
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Equation (J-96) for the time while heavy at 30 knots constant speed is obtained from
equation (J-55)with H = fH and Hf = f HH o,0 a *W030 and b' =b' 0' . Equa-

I H1O0 H20 033
tions U-97) to (J-100) are based on equation (J-96) with the following substitutions:

equation (J-97) f H fH30

equation (J-98) fH2 = 0

equation (J-99) f = fH30 and fH2 =0

Equation (J-100) for the buoyant time at 30 knots, t0 30 , is based on the buoyant
fuel remaining after subtracting the fuel required for the inbound transit, t where
t =D/VT .

tu/T

On-station fractions in trail tasks, fST' are obtained using the relation

tC

ST t.FT

with the on-station endurance calculated as indicated in the above matrix using equations
(J-94) to (J-100).

Figure J-9 is a graphic presentation of the time -on-station fractions in patrol and
trail tasks as a function of distance to station, Results are shown for a 110 knot/i, 000
mile range airship.

The patrol and trail on-station fractions, fSP and f ST are used also in the following

section to determine the effects on endurance of speed change during investigations with
delays.

Patrol Tasks with Investigation Delays

When investigation delays are included the effectiveness measure of concern is tar-
gets investigated per flight hour, which is proportional to track miles on station per
flight hour. Track miles is a measure of distance covered when proceeding directly from
one target to the next closest target. One effect of delays is to reduce the effective cruise
speed on station by the factor

td 1
1 f a "- (J101)L t + T I + 'r/td

d d J-33
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where fL is the fraction of on-station time spent in investigation, r is the delay time,

and td is the time to travel an average distance between targets equal to d . Thus

t "-- d/vC , when vC is assumed to be equal to the optimum speed on station (vC ,
vCOP 0 VTOP) determined for the case of no investigation delay. Relation a-101) may

be rearranged to give f directly,L

rItd kv
fL 1 '+ T/td 1 ÷kvc ]12

where

k n/d

In this appendix, k is treated as a general delay parameter, including the delay time
and target density, since the average distance d is related inversely to the square root
of the target density. In volume I, low density is associated with an average distance
between targets of 200 miles and average delay times of 0.1 hour, so that k - 0.1/200 "
0.0005; high density is associated with an average distance of 2 miles and average delay
times of 0.01 hours, so that k - 0.01/2 - 0.005

The effective speed made good along the track connecting the investigated targets is
given by (1 o L)vC . The effective speed for the mission is thus:

v * (I -fL)vf . (J-103)

Equation wv-r03) omits a secondary effect that enters in the case of airships, or other
vehicles capable of operating at reduced speeds during the investigation delay periods.
The use of slow speeds during investigation periods can lead to more effective investiga-
tinns, but no attempt is made here to quantify such effects, The effect of the slow speeds
ou the average fuel rate, and hence the endurance and time-on-station fraction, can be
(istimated, however.

For very short delay times, decelerations and acceleration effects might make it

difficult to achieve such reduction in fuel rates. However, the situation would be differ-
ant if the delay time is an average of many small delays plus a few much larger delays,
where accelerations could be ignored, It is assumed here that the high target density
case does correspond with such a situation of many short plus a few long delay times.

Delay periods are assumed to be distributed in a random uniform manner throughout
the on-station period. Speeds employed during delay periods are assumed to be the same
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as if the airship were conducting trail operations, i.e., as close to 30 knots as possible,
constrained by the prevailing heaviness condition.

1,0
Airshlp: 110 knot/1000 mile rangs

0.8 -

' 'p

0.2

SI ,, I .1
0 100 200 300 400 500

Diltance to statlon (nKmi)

FIG. J.9. TIME ON STATION FRACTIONS FOR
PATROL AND TRAIL TASKS

With the above assumptions, the average fuel rate on station, WAVS , can be

approximated as follows:

WAVS (1 -fL)WSP+fLWST ' (+-104)

where WSp and WST are the average fuel rates on station for patrol and trail tasks,

respectively. Equation (J -104) can be rewritten in the. form

'AV9L SP
WLSP .-

-LIMfL( fF)]Wsp
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WST(-1)
where F -106)F ws

S P

The time -on-station fraction for patrol tasks with investigation delays, fI. ~SPo
can be expressed in terms of the average fuel rate on station, WAys , as follows:

1 1S
f, tTWAVS (J-107)

SP WFC÷ p I+ W•

where t' is the endurance on station in patrol tasks with delays, and WFS is the

ftiel available on station.

Inserting equation (a-105) into equation (J-107) we obtain the result

1' + " TWSP ) ] (I f

(-108)

I+-- [1 -fL (1 -fF)l

rcP

where tCp is the on-station patrol endurance with no delays.

Since fS , by definition, is given by
I

fSP t T (J-109)

l+ 
-C p

then

T SP -10)sP
t C P f s P
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and

I + f (I -F
f fSP L F

((j -111)

S1 -fL(I -iF (I -fsp

Equation (J-111) can be simplified by developing an alternative expression for the
product in the denominator.

Since the fuel available on station, WFS , is the same for both patrol and trail
tasks, the fuel rate ratio, fF P can be expressed as the ratio of the on-station patrol

and trail endurance times, t and tCT respectively. Thus, we have the relation

WT tCp
F= S . . . (J-112)

W F tCT

Using relation (J-110) and its counterpart for trail tasks we obtain the on-station
endurance time ratio, tCp/tCT , so that equation (J-112) becomes

tCT fSTCT = ST-- 3-113)
tT I - ST

f F C - -14)F t GT I -f fsP) IST

Rearranging equation (J-114) we get the desired product:

1 P 'S P -5 f ~'~ST~fSP

"fST

J- 37
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Inserting equation (U-115) into equation (J-ill) yields the result
1

I -f P (j -116)
I - f L 1 f

The effective speed with delays, v'1 is given by equation (J-103) with fSP

replaced by f'V '

" CSPT

1-f
I -f ST

L

where vE is the effective speed without delays.

The endurance of patrol tasks with delays, t'r ~ is derived using the time-on-

,,dation fraction calculated using equation (J -116):

t 1 - 1 (J-r19)

where t=D /vT

fEquatton (J-119) is used in turn to obtain the average fuel rate with delays:
L D+

** D - F (1-120)
AVP t E
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OTHER VEHICLES

Formulas for the time-on-station fractions and effective speeds of other vehicles
are developed in this section, In the case of patrol tasks, such as surveillance and
investigation, the transit and on-station speeds are specified in volume I. For trail
tasks, however, it is necessary to calculate the optimum transit speeds for the hydro-
foil (Flagstaff II) and the large cutter (WHEC-378). The results for investigation tasks
with no delay can be applied also to gross surveillance tasks, because the measures of
effectiveness differ only in the sweepwidth factor. Investigation tasks with time delays
differ from the no delay case only in the effective speeds on station; the time-on-station
fractions are the same in both cases because all vehicles are assumed to operate at
constant on-station speeds.

Investigation Tasks

The time -on-station fractions for patrol tasks are based on the following form of
equations 0-4) and G-5), giving the ratio of time on station to transit time:

tTttC R vT WT

C- T(J-121)7T 2DC W•

where the C and T subscripts denote on station and transit values, respectively,
and D is distance to station.

The ranges RC and RT ' at on-station and transit speeds vC and vT

respectively, are related by the fuel weight equation:

R RT

WF V C C v T

Thus, we have:

R v W
RC 0C T (>122)
T--- VrW C

Inserting (J-122) into equation (J-121), the time-on-station fraction takes the form

I
fS 1 U-123)

I+

.- 39.1
Wc 2
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ýC 2D
C

W T
and f= 1 U-124)

WT / T

which reduces to the simple form

2D
fS I -R

-s - RT (J-125)

when the transit and on-station fuel consumption rates are equal,

The only vehicle for which W is not equal to W is the HC-130 aircraft, In

this case, the low altitude fuel consumption rate exceeds the high altitude transit fuel
rate, despite the lower speed employed at low altitude. The fuel rate ratio is determined
using table 5 of the Hydrofoil Study.

w
WC 5,200 lbs,/hr,

VT 04,500 lbs./hr.

T
The samo reference was used to calculate RT for the HC-130. Data in table 5 was

usuid to obtain a fuel load estimate of about 62,000 pounds. Allowing a reserve of 14
percent, the available fuel is 53, 320 pounds. Endurance and range at 290 knots transit
speed Lre thuN, 11.84 hours and 3,437 miles, respectively.

Maximum transit range for the MRS aircraft was based on an endurance of 4.5 hours
at 375 knots (RT 1,688 miles).

Other vehicle speed and range characteristics used in calculating time-on-station
fractions are shown in the following table.
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TABLE J-1

OTHER VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

RT

transit speed On-station speed transit speed
Vehicle (knots) (knots) (miles)

HC-130 290 210 3,437
MRS 375 230 1,688

HH-X 125 125 530

HH-3 126 126 720

Flagstaff II 45 48 1,000

WMEC-210 18 18 2,700
HEC-MEC 18 18 3,000
WHEC-378 29 29 3,000

Figure J-10 presents the time-on-station fractions for the above vehicles as a
function of distance. The airships are shown for comparison purposes.

Effective speeds shown in the upper part of figure J-1O were calculated using the
definition

v (J-126)

When time delays are involved the effective speeds are given by
v fs

v* (I - fL) vcf5 r- -C (J-127)

where
k= --

d
-and - time delay (hours)

d a average distance between targets
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Trail Tasks
On-station speeds in trail tasks are based on the assumption of a 15 knot target. '1
Fixed wing aircraft and helicopters are assumed to fly at low altitude at the same

speeds as in investigation tasks,

Two of the conventional cutters (WMEC -210 and HEC-MEC) woultialso employ the
same speeds as in investigation tasks. The higher speed WHEC -378, however, was
assumed to operate at about 19 knots, with the fuel consumption rate reduced frQm 2, 514

gallons per hour to only 334 gallons per hour.

The hydrofoil was assumed to employ a mixed propulsion mode to make good an
average speed of 18 knots- assuming 45 knots foilborne and 10 knots hullborne, the hull-
borne fraction was 77 percent, with an average fuel rate of 82.6 gallons per hour (based
on table 5 of the Hydrofoil Study).

Except for the higher speed cutter and Flagstaff 1I, the time-on-station fractions
are the same in trail tasks and investigation tasks,

Time-on-station fractions for WHEC-378 were calculated using equation (J-124) with
an assumed transit speed of 29 knots. The fuel rate ratio A was 334/2, 514 a 0.133.C T

For the hydrofoil, the time-on-station fraction was calculated under the assumption
that the transit would be made using a mix of hullborne and foilborne operations. Assuming
a foilborne fraction during transit equal to f the average transit speed and fuel con-

sumption rate are given by

v T a vHfH + VF (I - fH) vF- (v F-v) fH (J-128)

WT - WHfH +WF (1 - f1 ) = WF - (WF -WH) fH (J-129)

where the H and F subscripts denote hullborne and foilborne values, respectively.

Using equation 0-5) for the time-on-station fraction, the on station/transit time
ratio is given by

tc C WF) 7T W T

-t 2U-l .30)

T W• C WC

where WF is the available fuel (WF u 5,000 gallons for Flagstaff 11).
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Inserting the average values from equations (J-128) and a-129) into equation (J-130)
we obtain the result

Ft i[ W F. .' W "
t'r w 2D F ' F + F 'WH " --2-D - WF 'H

The coefficient of f is negative when

Hw

2D < (V *" (J-132)

When~~~~~ v =4 nt advm'H)H
When vF a45knots and vH1%10knots, WF - 225 gallons per hour and W = 40

gallons per hour. Thus, the inequality becomes

F 2D < 946 miles.

When che coefficient of f H is negative, the tc/tT ratio is maximized by the

condition, f = 0 , and (J-131) becomes

1W W 1w v F
W . • vF .WFJ .- - " (1-133)
T WC wC W /

F

For greater values of D , the coefficient of fH is positive, and tC/tT 's

nfli Xifized by the condition f H 1. In this case, equation (J-131) becomes

C =1F +) W QJ-134)
7T W-2D F + " WH 2D F1

S WC

WC
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For the particular conditions assumed here, the time-on-station fraction is given by

1
f, 2D < 946 (J-135)

1+0.37 =1,7 ,000-2D

1

f 1 , 2D ) , 2D > 946 U (J-136)

1,250 -2D

The time -on-station fractions for all vehicles in the trail task are shown graphically
in figure J-11.

1.0 H -3

MRS
.......... HH.3

0.H.

" -.-- LTA2(14)

.- '.,-- LTA I (I J)
Flagptdt I1
WMEC.210S0.4 \ '

-- WHEC-378

0.2 \'

, , , *. I I :

0 100 200 300 400 500 So0

Distance to station (n, mi.)

FIG. J.11: TIME-ON.STATION FRACTIONS FOR TRAIL TASKS
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ANNEX J-1

GENERAL FUEL RATE FORMULA FOR
SEMI-BUOYANT AIRSHIPS

A general fuel consumption rate formula for semi-buoyant nonrigid airships is
developed in this annex. Approximate forms of formulas presented in volume III are
used to estimate the dependence of the required horsepower on airship speed, volume,
heaviness, and altitude. The zero heaviness power relation is modified to include
,he effect of additional drag associated with dynamic lift and propulsion efficiency varia-
tions with speed and volume. The specific fuel consumption rate is based on the formula
presented in volume III for turboprop propulsion systems. The general formula is simpli-
fied for the case of zero heaviness.

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION RATE

The fuel consumption rate, W, is given by

W=PaF (=--P)e

where P = required horsepower at speed v

aF = specific fuel consumption rate (pounds/horsepower hour)

The specific fuel consumption rate is a function of the power ratio, P/PcM' where
P CM is the required power for maximum sustained cruise speed, vM. In the case of

turboprop propulsion systems, we use formula (223) of volume III for the specific fuel
consumption rate ratio,

.11 +0.89 (J-1-2)

where

aR = reference specific fuel rate at speed vM.

A formula for aR is presented in volume I1. Since here we are concerned only with

fuel rate ratios, the reference rate is not needed.
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Combining formulas (J-1-1) and (J-1-2) we obtain the result:

--W •0.11+0.89 (J-I-3)
W

CM

where W is the fuel rate at speed vM.

Formulas for the power ratio, P/PcM' will be developed in the following sections.

POWER RATIO

The power ratio can be expressed in the following form:

P + &J""0
PCM ýP~CMO+ PM

where

Spropulsion efficiency at speed v

b•bM propulsion efficiency at speed vM
P = zero heaviness power at speed v

P = zero heaviness power at speed vM
CM0
6AP0  power increase at speed v and heaviness H

APcMO - power increase at speed v and heaviness H
Co M 0

"The heaviness, 14, is defined as the ratio of dynamic lift, LD, to static lift, L.

The static lift is also referred to frequently as the gross weight, W . The heaviness,

H0 , is the initial heaviness of the airship at the start of the flight.

Relation (J-1-4) can be put in the form of a triple product

p~~~ +~~( \ ( AP /P0
P \CVP -CM )l + PCMO/PCMo/
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where the three factors show the effects of propulsion efficiency, zero-lift (heaviness)
power, and heaviness power, respectively.

Each of these factors will be treated separately in the following sections, starting
with the zero-heaviness factor and ending with the propulsion efficiency factor.

Zero Heaviness Power Ratio

The zero heaviness, or zero dynamic lift, power required for a nonrigid airship of
volume, V, at speed, v, and altitude, z, varies as follows:

P0  C zv3 V 2 /3  (J-l -6)

where
CDO = zero-lift drag coefficient

*z M air density at altitude z

The drag coefficient, CD0, is proportional to a skin drag coefficient, CfV that varies

approximately as the inverse 1/7 power of the Reynolds number, R The Reynolds
es

number is defined by the relation

VA

e

where A is the vehicle length and V is the kinematic viscosity.

Since I -• V1/3. the power relation (J-l-6) can be further refined as follows:

PO ý 0z v2.86V0.62

Using the relation (J-1-7), the zero heaviness power ratio is given by

" e "Pr ( ) 2.86 v1 2.86 2. 8 6

"!~ X

P v
Swhere x Is the speed ratio, v /Vl The volume does not enter because the power

ratio applies to a particular vehicle of fixed volume.
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1-Heaviness Power Factor

A conventional airship flying at an angle of attack ce generates dynamic lift that
varies as follows:

D "CL~ zVV (L- 1-9)

where the lift coefficient CL varies quadratically with a. The lift coefficient varies

from 0.06 at 5 degrees to 0.15 at 10 degrees. Using these two values we get the following
equation for the lift coefficient:

CL =0.009o(•+0,067o) . (J-1-10)

This relation applies to the case of zero elevator setting. It is shown in volume INI
that a linear relation results for trimmed elevator settings.

Static lift, on the other hand, varies directly with volume and air density as follows:

L'S "" C'V . J l-

where a h is the air density ratio at the gas, or pressure, altitude h.

From relations (Q-1-9) and (J-1-11) we obtain the relation for the heaviness:

2
LD CLazv

H = - ~ -1(3-1-11)

L =S hVl1/3(jl )

In terms of the dimensionless speed and volume pares meters, vh, v/10 and V I = V/1O6

it can be shown tavt
2

H- 5.46C13 Z (I-1-13)
hVI

The induced drag, DL, due to the dynamic lift, varies directly as the dynamic pressure

2 2/34.q 1 /2 Pv2 and the surface area S -V23 so that we have

D•• C aL v 2 V2/3
L l-1-1)

"L J- 49
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where CDL is the induced drag coefficient that is frequently approximated by the formula
2

CDL 0.9C (-1-15)

More accurate expressions for CDL are developed in volume III. The simple formula

(J-1-15) is found to be a good approximation for lift coefficients less than about 0.2.

Combining relations (J-1-13), (J-1-14), and (3-1-15) we obtain the following relation
for the drag due to dynamic lift:

ahV 4/3 
.

L 2
z

Multiplying relation (J-1-16) by the speed v, we get the relation for the additional
cruise horsepower, 4P0, required as a result of induced drag:

h2 V4/3
h 2

Dividing by relation (J-1-7) we finally get the ratio

&Po 2 V 0.71
A?0  c 2v3,-6 H2  (3-1-18)

1' 2 3.86H
0

so that

1 + = 1 + bH2 (1-1-19)

The b coefficient in equation (J-1 -19) depends on the particular value assumed for
the zero-lift drag coefficient. The result we use here is

2 0.71

b a 1.20 - - (1-1-20)
V2 3.86

zi

which agrees within 10 percent with the similar relation presented in volume III. We
simplify relation (J-1-20) by setting the speed exponent equal to 4 and insert the appro-
priate values of the density ratios for z 2,000 feet ( - 0.945) and h - 3,000 feet
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(a= 0.917) to obtaini
0.71

V1

v 1

When equation (3-1I- 19) is applied to the ca se of maximum speed v M arnd initial

heaviness H we get the result:,
0

1 +apCMO +bH 2 (--2

where b =1 13 V10.71b, x4( - 231 4

and v Ml is the dimensionless speed parameter v M/100.

Combining (3-1-19) and (3-1-23) we get finally the desired heaviness power factor:

0 1 + b( -1-24)
I+ "CMO I +b H 2

C( M 01

Propulsion Efficiency Faictor

ofFormulas are derived in chapter 5 of volume III for propeller efficiency as a function
ofthe effective speed-power coefficient

1 2 3 0.2

p (0o.078 7+ 0.0394 B ce P CI.LA)
C; SP V CLA 2
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where

B = number of blades

S= activity factor (weighted blade width)

C LA average lift coefficient

P = power in foot-pounds/second

- 550P (in horsepower)

n - propeller revolutions per second

When

B=4

a p 100

C =0.3
LA

the effective speed power coefficient reduces to the usual speed power coefficient, C

defined by the relation

Cap = Capa p 0.2 (J-1-26)

The propeller revolution rate will be set equal to 15 revolutions per second in accord-
ance with volume IIr, where it is pointed out that 15 rps gives a reasonable approximation
to an overall airship vehicle optimum for many concepts. With this value for n, andassuming flight altitude z = 2,000 feet, relation (J-1-26) becomes

v
C (j-1-27)

wherv P is the puwer in hursepower. It should be noted that the power here is for a
single engine.

The propeller efficiency, I, is expressed as a function of C and the propellerSPblade angle 0 in equation (168) of volume III as follows:

MxCsp/ (0.40 + 0.017 1.2) 1+ (.Csp/) (J-1-28)
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where %MX is the envelope maximum efficiency. For the particular values of /

Cp and CLA assumed here, nEMX 0. 91, in accordance with equation (163) of volume i1L

The optimum blade angle, 13OPT' is given by equation (166) of volume III:

1 OPT = 15.5Csp' (3-1-29)

Inserting this optimum value In equation (Q-1-28) we find,

____ cSP
..* 1.2 (3-130)

%MX 0.56+ 0,64 Csp

Since Csp = C for the particular propeller assumed here, equation (J-1-30) may be

evaluated using relation (J-1-27) for Csp as follows:

4.77 v /P 2

1,2 1.2 0.24 1(- -3 1)
%MX 0.56(1 + 1.14(4.77) v1  /P0 )

8.52 v /P 0 ' 2

-1 + 7.43v 12 0P 0.24 (3-1-32)

Since the power, P is inversely proportional to r , an exact solution for r) would
involve a complex iteration, In view of the fact that r• Is a slowly varying function that
appears in terms with relatively low exponents, it should be possible to obtain a good
approximate solution by ignoring the r dependence of the P terms in equation 0-1-32).

To obtain an approximate solution of equation (J-1-32) we will relate P to the power
required at 100 knots cruise speed, P100' Using only the second and third power factors

in equation (J-1-5), and the relations (Q-1-8) and (Q-1-24), we have

2P 2.86 (1 + hi] . (J-1-33).
1 2I00 (1 + bl 001 0 )

•. 0100 0

where b 1. 13V101from equation0(,--23).
100 1 ,rmeuaon-i2)
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The single engine power required at 100 knots, P100 . was determined using the

technical model results obtained for the basic and extended family of airships. These

results for seven airships, of 100 knots maximum cruise speed, with volumes ranging

from 0.74 to 4.71 million cubic feet were fitted approximately by the relation

1o00 .49 07/ 1,000

1,613V 0 . 6 7  (J-1-34)

Inserting relation (J-1-34) into equation a-1-33), and putting the result into equation
(J-1-30), we find

0.43 2 0.20 20.20

./1,94 "1 (1+b100oHo0  /(1+bH°'
0.131 0.51 20.24 0.16 204

EMX 1+1 * 26v I (1+b 100 H0 ) /V1  (1+bH)2

Since both terms involving b10 0H0  are approximately unity, we can further simplify

equation (J-1-35) to obtain

v0.43 /( H2 )0.2
"In 1.94 v° /1 0 16 2-0.2

I'nEMX \V0. t/ 1+1.26vIO'51/VI01 6 (1+bH2l 0.24

Using equation (J-1-36) evaluated at the two speeds, vI and VMl we obtain the pro-

pulsion efficiency factor

Me0.43 C2 0 2 0.51 0 
.1V0016 

20V0 
6 

2)-.24

I + bH 2 l+16 26vM0.1 /V01 6 (+bMH 2 ) 02_1 / 0 * *16(I bH2  0,2
i~b0.51 2 0.24

= 10,43 02 1Cx /Ib: )H 2 0.24

where C 1 1. 26v M1 0.5 1 6 /V 10.16
MI/V1  . J-J--38
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FINAL POWER RATIO RESULT

With the above result, we are now in a position to combnu the three power factors
making up the power ratio, P/PcM0

Combining equations (J-1-8), (J-1-24), and (J-1-37) the final power ratio result is
obtained in the form

( 2 21. r ,O520.24

0i- Al, + b 210,2

which becomes, using relation (J-1-23):

p 2 . 4 3  H_ x 0-1 -40)
P CM C2  M + C3 42

where b

C2 = (+ bMH0 2) 1,2 l+ C3 /( + bMH0 2) 0.24] (J-1-41)

FINAL FUEL RATE FORMULA

Insert lng vquat io (.1- I41) into equalI ion (J-1-3) we obtained the final fuel rate ratio

formiula

'L 2 1.2 0.51

1, 2. 43( I2).2 +C( 0.1k i. -- )7-3\b ý2 02
L \ x- 2

Q3-1-42)

where C0 0.11 and C 0.89.
0 1
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The fuel rate at maximum cruise speed, WCM in equation (J-1-42) should be

interpreted as the initial maximum fuel rate, WMI at speed v and initial heaviness,

Has

When the speed ratio x is constant, it can be shown that equation (J-1-42) can be
approximated in the form

W Ib' H 2 (J1-3

MW2wM
where K C 0+C4(1+c5

When H is zero, equation 0-1-42) becomes

2.43v+ 1 1(M1+bMH02 ) 1.2  
_______

C4  .89 M.1 1+•- I+/ 2, 24]

1.26 0.51

V1

W(X,2L C + L CI x2,43 (1+C, x051 (-1-44)

WM 0 2

When x > s0.6, vquation (J-1..44) can bu approximated as follows:

C + C X,

w M

where a is about 2.67 for the airships considered in this study.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

v = speed (knots)

VM = maximum sustained ,m Q , .' )

vI a v/100 . dimensionless mNic.:,I IwJi I1IU.,tr

VM 1 VM1/100 dimensionl.skt otximu, ;peed parameter

x v/v/ =n VI/VMl . spued ratto

H a Heaviness - dynamic lilt/,,,tIc11 i-t LD/iS
D S

H a initia I heaviness

W 2 initial fuel consumption rate at speed v (gal./hr.)
Im M

V = volume (cu.ft.)

V = V/10 - dimensionless volume parameter
0.13V0.71 4

bM 1 Ml , bx

C 0 • 0.11

C 0.89c Ib1 2)12[ 1+
C2  (1+ bMH0 2 )"2  [2 4

C 1.26Ov O5 1/NIO +2

3 M I Ii lxI))+ s.I\ . 43

(I + I..I .) .24

C 1.26 .51
5 V 0.16

V11

K = CO ( C4 (+C)
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ANNEX J-2

LTA COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

This annex lists the inputs and outputs for the computer model that was employed
to make the cost-effectiveness calculations for semi-buoyant airships.

Table J-2-1 presents a matrix of all the airships considered in the study according
to speed, range, and aircrew. The basic LTA family is indicated by Xs and the extended
family by Os. The particular airships for which cost-effectiveness calculations were
made are noted by Cjs.

Table J-2-2 presents the input values for 20 of the 22 airships considered in the
cost-effectiveness analysis.

The results of the analysis are presented in tables J-2-3 to J-2-22. The effectiveness
and cost outputs and cost-effectiveness measures are presented as a function of distance
to station, at 100-mile intervals.

INPUTS

vM = maximum cruise speed (knots)

RM range (miles)
V a volume (millions of cubic feet)
Hl0 . initial heaviness

LD = dynamic lift (gallons)

W F= biioyant fuel (gallons) = W6 2 (gallons)

WMAV = average fuel rate at maximum speed (gallons/hour)
C variable speed fuel rate parameter

$F= fuel cost ($/hour)

$C = total cost ($/hour)

W * sweepwidth (miles)
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OUTPUTS

Effectiveness and Cost

t endurance in patrol tasks (hours)

tFT = endurance in trail tasks (hours)
FpT

f SP =time-on-station fraction in patrol tasks
f =time-on-station fraction in trail tasksST
vE effective speed (knots) = fspVT L + F

WAVP = average fuel rate in patrol tasks (gallons/hour) = -

tFp

L +F
WAVT - average fuel rate in trail tasks (gallons/hour) = DtFT

$Cs = total hourly cost in patrol tasks ($/hour)

$C- - F
WMAV

$CT = total hourly cost in trail tasks ($/hour)

WAVT=$C - I V $F

w
MAV)

Cost-Effectiveness Measures

I = miles on-station per cost (mi. on sta./$1,000)

'p2 = square miles on-station per cost (sq.mi. on sta./$1,000)

I T hours on-station per cost (hours/$1,000) (fST/$CT) 1,000
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Energy Efficiency Measures

I 1 pj = miles on-station per gallon (mion sta./gal.)

- VE/WAyP

IFp2 = square miles on-station per gallon (sq,mi.on sta./gal.)
WIF1 .2

FT hours on station per 1,000 gallons (hrs.on sta./1,000 gal.)

(fTA T 1,000

T-60
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TABLE J-2-1

KEY TO BASIC AND EXTENDED
LTA FAMILY CASES

Crew size
Speed/Range

(Kts./mi.) 8 11 14

50/1000 x
2000
3000 x

60/1000 x
2000 x Mj
3000 x

70/ 1000 x 1
2000 x
3000 LTA 3(14)

80/1000 x 1
2000 Mx LTA 2(11)1]
3000 x

90/1000 x
2000 x o
3000

100/1000 x 9
2000 x J

110/1000 LTA 1 (8)
2000 x
3000 'C

120/1000 'C 0
2000 x 0
3000 x

KEY
x = Basic LTA family
o = Trail task extensions

u-LTA cost-effectiveness model runs
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TABLE J.2.,2

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL INPUTS

LD WF'O WM AV C SF SC
V HO Dynamic Buoyant AvltapSpeed/Range/Crew Volume Initial Lift fuel fuel rate Fuel rate Fuel coat Total cost

(Ku-mino,) (106 cu, ft.) Heavlness (gl.) (pa.) ,p1./hr,) pammeter (S/hr.) (SWhto.)

11I0/000/8 .411 .53 2030 135 215 2.37 98 715
(LTA 1 (8))

110/1000/t1 .511 .46 2333 270 258 2.62 105 883
(LTA I (11))

NO/2000/1I .903 .16 1373 2624 144 5.87 59 972
(1rA 2(1 I))

70/3000/14 1.363 .10 1211 4918 129 8.93 53 1202
(LTA 3 (14))

50/1000114 .371 .09 306 235 26 1137 in 735

60/1000/14 .402 .13 486 315 43 7.93 18 762
7011 014 .436 .18 723 360 68 6.06 28 793
80/1000/14 .472 .23 1025 390 101 4.71 41 830

90/1000/14 .513 .29 1406 390 145 3.86 59 874

110.; 1000/ 14 .364 .39 1883 375 203 3,21 83 930

110/1010/14 ,625 .43 2477 345 279 2.73 114 999
ILTA 1 (14))

12n/1000/14 .706 .49 3220 315 381 2.41 156 1090

5012(100! 14 .517 .07 354 1004 31 12,81 12 l11

6012000/14 .632 .10 594 1496 56 9.24 23 879

70, 20001; 14 .7711 .13 93 1 2024 1 7.39 38 963

102'1000'14 LJN. .16 1412 21789 5 2 t ,04 62 1079
(L I, A 2114)
90,2000,1284 1 1VI 213 9 .1159) 243 2H 99 1240

10[1'21Wo(1i4 1.1,14 .20 3162 5407 38. 4.69 158 1474
111[). 2000114 2.4.5 11 .20 4670 x 00(h 6 2H 4.12 236 182"7

110,1/20(0,0/4 3.I 2M .21 6927 1 2.1 HK ItJ.32 4.18 421 23"75
9110110! 11 .45o .32 1322 J3 11 114 37H1 55 766

IOlH) ti om)/11 .4) 5 .3.4 1774 .315 18 It 76 1Him
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TABLE J-2-3

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (SpeedI/Pange/Crew) 0 I 10/1000/S8

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and . 0 100 200 300 400 o00

Flight endurance, tFp 8,9 8,9 8.9 13,7 18.6 22.2
patrol (hrN)

Flight endurance, tFT 31.4 26A6 21,0 21.6 2331 243
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fsP 1.00 .80 .59 .51 .43 ,32
patrol

Oilstation fraction, ST 1.00 .93 .83 ,69 ,54
trail

Effective speed, vE 110 86.5 6S.0 45.9 32.4 21.0

(knots)
Average fuel rate *AVP 218.9 218.8 219.0 142.0 105.0 87.6

patrol (gal./hr.)
Average fuel rate, WAVT 62.1 74.6 93.0 90.2 84.5 80.1

trail (gal,/hr.)
Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 717 717 717 685 670 663

( S/hr.)

Hourly cost, trail $C.r 652 657 665 664 662 660
(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00
measures

Miles on itateon/cost, Ipi 153,5 122.2 90.8 67,0 48.3 31.7
(hr%./S 1,000)

Square miles on statlon/ 1p2 5833 4642 3449 2546 1835 1206
cost., (sq. mi./$)

Hours an station/cost, 'T 1.53 1.42 1.24 1,04 .82 .57
(hirs./S 1,000)

Miles on statlon/gallon IFpI .50 .40 .30 .32 .31 .24
•I (mi/gal.)

Square miles on station IFp2 19.1 15.2 11.3 12.3 1137 9.1
per gallon (sq. mi./gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, 'FT 16 13 9 8 6 5
trail (hrs./1,000 gal,)
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TABLE J.2,4

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) = 110/100 / I I

Distance to station (miles)
Effect iveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 8,9 8.9 8,9 13.8 18.8 22.7
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 33.1 29.0 22.7 22,9 24.3 25.5
trail (hrs)

On station t'raction, fSP 1.00 .80 .59 .52 .44 .33
patrol

Oin station fraction, ST 1.00 .94 84 .71 56 .40

,Etfective speed, vF 110 87.6 65,3 46,3 32,9 21.9
L (knots)

Average fuel rate WAVP 261,8 261.8 262 169,4 124,5 103.3
patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rule, *AVT 70,8 83.9 104.1 102.3 96,6 92.0
trail (gal,/hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 885 885 885 847 829 820
W(/hr,)

HoIlurly cost, trail SCT 807 811 820 820 817 815
(SWhr.)

('ost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 500
Illas re'i

MIL'os til statiot,'Ccost, IpI 124.4 9(,. 73.. 54,6 39.7 26.7
01hr,;.!s 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 472 3765 2804 2076 1510 1016
cost, (sq. tniS)

lloh is oi stattotinlcos. IT 1.24 1,16 1.02 .86 .69 .50
(Irs. I .000)

Mle s L ti staio l/galloi , 1lP .42 .33 .25 .27 .26 .21
h o lr / g n a l .) .

1

Square miles on station IFp2 16,1 12.7 9.5 10.4 10.1 8,1
per gallun (sq nii.lpal.1

liIm n Lilrl S411t011' galhlm . 11.. 14 12 8 7 4

trail (ht0s.1.000 gal.t
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TABLE J.2-5

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

L'rA (Speed/Rangee/Crew) a 80/2000/1I

Distance to station (miles)
Effectivetess and 0 100 200 300 400 500

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 25,1 25.1 25.1 25.1 25.1 31.2
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 89,5 119.4 111.5 103.0 93,9 91,5
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fSp 1.00 .90 .80 .70 .60 .56
patrol

On station fraction, rST 1.00 .98 .96 .93 .89 .85
trail

Effective speed, vE 80.0 72.0 64,1 56.1 486A 40.7
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVP 143.4 143.4 143.4 143.5 143.5 115,3
patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 40,2 42.7 45,9 30.6 31.6 31.8
trail (gal,/hr,)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 972 972 972 972 972 960
($/hr.)

Hourly cost, trail $CT 930 925 926 927 229 929
,( /hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S0o
measulres

Miles on station/cost, IpI 82,3 74.1 65.9 57.7 49.5 42.4
(hr.!S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 3128 2817 2505 2193 1880 1611
cost, (sq. mi,/$)

Hnurs on station/cost, 'T 1,08 1.06 1.03 1,00 .96 .91
(hrs./$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFpI .56 50 .45 .39 .34 .35
(mi./gal.,I

Square miles on station 1FP2 21.2 19.1 17,0 14,9 12.7 13.4
per gallon (sq. min/gal.)

"iHors on sta i1o/l8gallon, IFT 25 33 30 27 23 22
trail (hrs./ 1.000 gal.)
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TABLE J3.2 6

LTA COST/EFFECTIVINESI MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/lRanp/Crew) * 70/3000/14

Distance to station (mills)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tPP 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.1 43.1
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 197 188.4 180 171 161 150
trail (hri)

On station fraction, t'sp 1,00 .93 .87 .80 .73 .67
patrol

On station fraction, fST 1.00 .98 .97 .95 .93 .90
trail

Effective speed, vE 7/O,0 65.4 60.7 56.1 5 1,4 46.8
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVP 128.0 128.1 128,1 128.1 128.1 128.1
patrol (gal./hr.)

Average fuel rate, *IAVT 28.0 28.3 28.8 29.3 30.0 30.9
trail (pl,/hr,)

Hourly cost, patrol ' SCp 1202 1201 1202 1202 1202 1202
(S/hr.)

Hourly cost, trall $CT 1161 1161 1162 1162 1163 1164
(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00

measures

Miles on station/cost, Ipl 58.3 54.4 50.5 46.7 42.8 38.9
(hrs./S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ lp2 2214 2067 1920 1773 1626 1479
cost, (eq. rtIdS)

Hours on station/coat, IT .86 .85 .83 .82 .80 .78
(hrs./$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFP1 ,55 .51 .47 .44 ,40 ,37
(mi./gal.)

Square miles on station IFP2 20.8 19.4 18.0 16.6 15.2 13.9
per gallon (sq. mi./gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, IFT 36 34 32 30 27 25
trail (hrs,/1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2-7

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS
LTA (Sped/Riange/Crew) - 50/10W/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectivenea and 0 100 200 300 400, 500

coat

Flight enduranice, tWP 19,4 19.4 19.4 30,4 42,4 52.6
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 53.3 47,1 40.4 442.7 47.4 52.6
trail (irs)

On station fraction, fsP 1.00 .79 .59 .52 .45 .37
patrol

Oil station fraction, (ST 1.00 ,92 .80 .66 .51 ,37
trail

Effective speed, sE 50,0 39.7 29.4 21,0 15,4 11,0
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVp 26.0 26.0 26.0 16,6 11.9 9.6
patrol (pal./hr,)

Average fuel rate, VT 9.47 10,72 12,5 11.83 10.65 9,60
trail (gal,/hr,)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 735 735 735 731 730 729
(S/hr.)

Hourly cost, trail SCT 729 729 730 730 729 729
(S/hr,)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 500V measures
Miles tn stithion/,ost, p1 68.0 54.0 40.0 28,8 21.1 15,1

1hr .l 1000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 2585 2052 1519 1093 803 573
cost, (sq. mi/,$)

Hours on statihn/cost, IT 1.37 1.26 1,10 .90 .70 ,50
(lits./S 1,000)

Mile oi station/gulhm, IFpI 1.92 1.53 1,13 1,27 1.30 1,15

Square miles on station I p2 73.1 58.0 47.9 48.2 49.2 43.5
per gallon tsq. mi/gal.)

Hours on statlon/galhm, IFT 106 86 64 56 48 38
trail (hrs,11,000 gal.)
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TABLE J-2-.8

LTA COST/EFFERCTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS
LTA (Spesad/11angelCrew) w 60/1000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 30400 goo

cost

Flight endurance, tFP 16.7 16.7 16.7 26.2 36.4 45.0
patrol (hro)

Flight endurance, tFT 48.1 42.1 43.1 44.4 47.3 50.4
trfail (hirs)

On station fraction, ýsp 1.0.0.60 .53 .47 .38
patrol

On station fraction, fST 1.00 .92 .85 .73 .59 .45
trail

Effective speed, vE 60,0 48.0 36.1 26.0 19.2 13.8
(knots)

Ave'rage fuel rate4314143125 9860
patrol (gRal/hr.) 4. 4. 2. 1. 1.

Average fuel rate, WAVT 15,0 17.1 16,7 16.2 15.2 14.3
trail (gal/hr.)

Hourly cot arl SP 762 '762 762 756 752 751

Hourly cost, ptrail SCp 750 751 751 751 750 750
($1hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 Soo
measures

Miles of) station/cost, IpI 78.7 63A1 47.3 34.4 25.5 18.4
(hr%./S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ p2 2992 2396 1799 1308 969 698
cost, (sq. mi./$)

Hours on station/cost, IT 1.33 1.23 1.13 .97 .79 .60
hris./S I .000)

Miles on station/gallon. 1FP 1.39 1.12 .84 .94 .97 .86
(mi/gal.

Square miles on station I FP2 52.9 42.4 31.8 35.9 36.8 32.7
per galioni (sq, mit.fgai.)

Holur& on station/gallon1, IFT 67 54 51 45 39 31
t rail (h rs.I 1 000 gal.
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TABLE J.2.9

tTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Ranp/Crew) - 70/1000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectivenes and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 14.3 14.3 14,3 22.3 30.8 37.9
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 48.0 42.0 35.3 36.6 39.0 45.5
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fsP 1.00 .80 .60 .53 .46 .37
patrol

On station fraction, tST 1.00 .93 .84 .71 .58 .48
trail

Effective speed, vE 70.0 56.0 42,0 30,1 22.1 15.6
(knots)

Average fuel rate WAVP 68.3 68.3 68,3 43,7 31,6 25,7
patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rate, IkAVT 20.3 23.2 27.5 26.6 25,0 21.4
trail (gal./hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 793 793 793 783 778 776
(S/hr)

Hourly cost, trail $CT 773 775 776 776 774 774
(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 tOo 200 300 400 S00
mea.sures

Miles on station/cost, Ipi 88,3 70.6 52.9 38.5 28.4 20.2
(hrs.O$1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 3354 2682 2010 1463 1078 767
cost, (sq. ms/S)

Hours on station/cust, IT 1,29 120 1.08 .91 .74 .62
fhrs. S 1,000)

Miles on shatlon/gallon IFpI 1.03 .82 .61 69 .70 .61
(rot/gal.)

Square miles on station I1:1)1 39.0 31,2 23,3 26,2 26.5 23.1
per gallon (sq. 111i/!gal.)

Ihlouls on siatloith!lhli, IFT 49 40 31 27 23 22
tiail (hrs./ I ,000 gal.)
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TABLE J-2. 10

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Ranp/Crew) - 80/1000/14

Distance to, station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 500

cost

Flight endurance, t1p 12.5 12.5 12,5 19.6 27.0 33.2
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 46,4 40,3 33,8 34.8 36.9 38.8
trail (hra)

On station fraction, fSP 1.00 .80 .60 .33 .46 .37
patrol

On station fraction, 'ST 1.00 .94 .85 .74 .61 .46
trail

Effective speed, vE 80.0 64,0 48.1 34.5 25.3 17.9
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVP 101.6 101,6 101,7 65.1 47.1 38.4
patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rate, *AVT 27,4 31.6 37,7 36.6 34,5 32.8
trail (galhr,)

Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 830 830 830 815 808 805
($/hr,)

Hourly cost, trail SCT 800 802 804 804 803 802
(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 o00 200 300 400 S00
measures

Miles on station/cost, Ip1 96.4 77.1 57,9 42,3 31.3 22.2
(hr%./$ 1,000)

Square miles on station/ 1p2 3661 2931 2199 1609 1188 843
cost, (sq. mi./S)

Hours on station/colt, 'T 1.25 1.17 1.06 .91 .75 ,58
(hra./S 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFP! .79 .63 .47 .53 ,54 .46
(mi./gal.)

Square miles on station 1FP2 29.9 23.9 18.0 20.2 20.4 17,7
per gallon (sq, mi,/gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, IFT 36 30 23 20 18 14
trail (ra/ 1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2. II

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/RanlelCrew) 90/1000/14

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 500
cost

Flight endurance. tFp 11.1 11.1 1111 17.2 23.7 29.0
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 41.7 36,2 30,4 31.2 ,
trail (hrs)

On station Fraction, FSP 1.00 .80 .60 .52 .45 .36
patrol

On station Fraction. "ST 1,00 .94 .85 .74 .61 .46
trail

Effective speed, vE 90 71.9 53.8 38.5 28,0 19.5
(knots)

Average Fuel rate WAVP 1462 146.2 146.3 93,9 68.2 55.8
patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 38.8 44.6 53.1 51.8 49,1 46.8

trail (gal./hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 875 875 875 853 843 838
(S/hr.)

Hourly cost, trail $CT 831 833 837 836 835 834
(S/hr)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00

measures

Miles on station/cost, Ipl 102.9 82.2 61.5 45.1 33.2 23.2
(hr%./$ 1.000)

Square miles on station/ lp2 3911 3124 2337 1715 1261 883
cost, (sq. nl./$)

Hours on station/cost, 'T 1.20 1,13 1.02 .88 .73 .56
(hirs./$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, lFpI .62 .49 .37 .41 .41 .35
(mi,/gal.)

Square miles on station IFp2 23.4 18.7 14.0 15,6 15,6 13.3
per gallon (sq ml/gal.)

Hours onr itation/gullon, IFT 26 21 16 14 12 10
trail (hrs.]1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J-2. 11

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS
LTA (Speed/RangelCrew)w 100.1100011i4

Distanice to 4tationt (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, IFP 9.90 9.90 9.89 15.4 21.0 25.6
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance. ItFT 3773. 26.7 27.3 28,8 30.0
trail (hrs)

On station traction, f 1 .00 .80 .60 .52 .45 .35
patrol

On station fraction, fT1 .00 .94 .85 .73 .60 .44
trail

Effective speed, V E. 100 79.8 59.6 42.5 30.6 20.9
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AP 205.3 205,3 205.4 132.3 96,6 79.5
patrol (gal/hr,)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 54,0 62.9 76.1 74.5 70.7 67,7
trail (gal/hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol $CP 931 931 931 9011 887 880
(Shr.)

Hourly cost, trail se.~ 869 873 878 87b 876 875
(Shr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 '200 300 400 Soo
measures

Miles on St~tlon/C011t, iIl 107.4 85.i7 64.0) 47.1 34.5 223.8
(h r%. / 1.000)

Square miles tin station/ Ip2 4082 32.5? 243 1 1 791 1311 903
cost, (sq. rnil./)

Hours on stution/cost, IT 1,1 ISI.08 .()7 .83 .68 .51
tlir~./Sl .000)

Miles oil statt~ion/0iloo. 'IPI .9.39 2.9 .32 .32 .26

Square miles on station IFi1r 18.5 14.8 11.0 12.2 12.0 10.0
pet gallon (ti. :nii./gal)

hour"s iiii sal/gioIi F~T 19 1.5 11 10 8 7
trfall (hrs,/l1.000 gal.)
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TABLE J-2.13 4

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) a 110/1000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 500

Flight endurance, tFP 9.0 9.0 9.0 13.9 19.0 23.0

patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 34.0 28.8 23.4 23,8 25,1 26,2
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, tsp 1.00 .80 .59 .52 .44 .34
patrol

On station fraction, f'ST 1.00 .94 .84 .72 .58 .42
trail

Eflective speed, v 1 110 87.7 65.4 46.5 33.3 22.5
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVP 282.7 282,7 282,9 182.6 133.8 110.6
patrol (gal/hr,)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 74.7 88,2 108.5 106.6 101.3 97,1

trail (gal,/hr,)
Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 1001 1000 1000 960 940 930

($hr,)

Hourly cost, trail SCT 916 919 928 928 926 925
($/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00o
measures

Miles on station/cost, 'pI 109.9 87.7 0.54 48.5 35.4 24,1

Square miles on station/ lp2 4178 3322 2485 1843 1346 917
cost. (sq. mi./S)

I lours (n stalion/cost, IT 1.09 1,02 .91 .77 .62 .46
01h1 IS 1.000)

Miles on station/gallon, IpI .39 .31 .23 -5 .25 .20

Square milh•s on station 1t:P2 14.8 11.8 8.8 9.7 9.5 7.7
per gallon NIq. lu1i.gal )

Il"'urs "Il I FT 13 11 8 7 6 4
i ial ( rs /1.000 al3)
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TAB! E J.2-14

LTA COqT!rFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Sp.ediftnge/Crew) a 50/2000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tFP 39.7 39,7 39.6 39.6 39.6 49.3
patrol (hr$)

Flight endurance, tFT 113,3 106.7 99.7 92.5 84.9 85.9
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fSP 1.00 .90 ,80 .70 .60 .55

patrol

On station fraction, fST 1.00 ,96 .92 .87 .81 .74
trail

Effective speed, vE 50,0 45,0 39.9 34,9 29,8 25.2
(knots)

Average fuel rate */AVP 30.8 30.8 30.8 30.8 30,8 24.8

patrol (pl./hr,)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 10,8 11.5 12,3 13,2 14.3 14.2
trail (gal./hr.)":

Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 8V1 811 811 811 811 809
(S/hr.)

Hourly cost, traig $CT 803 803 8D4 804 805 804

(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00
measures

Miles on station/cost, Ipj 61.7 55,4 49.2 43,0 36.8 31,2
(hrs,/S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 2343 2107 1870 1634 1397 1184
cost, (sq, ms./S)

Hours on station/cost, IT 1.25 1.20 1.14 1.08 1.01 .92
(hrs./$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFPI 1.62 1.46 1.29 1.13 .97 1.01
(min/gal.)

Square miles on station IFP2 61.7 55,4 49.2 43.0 36.7 38.7
per gallon (sq. ri/gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, 1FT 93 83 75 66 57 52

trail (hrs./1,000 gia.)
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TABLE J.2. 15

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS
LTA (Speed/Range/Crow) w 60/2000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 33.4 33.4 33.3 33.3 33.3 41.5
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 124.3 116.9 108.9 100.2 95.2 95.4
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fSp 1,00 .90 .80 .70 .60 .56
patrol

On station fraction, CST 1.00 .97 .94 .90 .86 .81
trail

Effective speed, vE 60.0 54.0 48.0 42.0 36.0 30.5
(knots)

Average fuel rate WAVp 55.7 55.7 55.7 55.7 55.7 44.8
patrol (gai,/hr,)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 14.9 1519 17.1 18.5 19.5 19.5
trail (gal/hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 879 879 879 879 879 874
($/hr,)

Hourly cost, trail $CT 862 863 863 864 864 864
(S/hr,)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00
measures

Miles on station/cost. lpl 68.3 61.4 54.6 47,8 41,0 34.8
(hr/S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 2594 2335 2075 1816 1556 1323
cost, (sq. mi./$)

Hours on station/cost, IT 1,16 1.12 1.09 1.04 1.00 .94
(hrs/$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFP1 1,08 .97 .86 .75 .65 .68
(mt./gal.)

Square miles on station 1 pP2 41,0 36.9 32,8 28.6 24.5 25.8
per gallon (sq. nil./gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, IFT 67 61 55 49 44 42
trail (hrs./ 1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2.16

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Ranle/Crew) a 70/2000114

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 28.8 28,8 28.8 28.8 28,8 35,8
S~patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 101.9 95.7 111.8 103.0 95,6 94,7
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, rSp 1.00 .90 .80 .70 .60 56
patrol

On station fraction, CST 1.00 .97 .95 .92 .88 .83
trail

Effective speed, vE 70,0 63.1 56.1 49.2 42.2 35.7
(knots)

Average fuel rate *AVp 92,5 925 92,6 92.6 92.6 74.4
patrol (gal,/hr)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 26,2 27.8 23.8 25,8 27,9 28.1
trail (gal,/hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol $cp 963 963 963 963 963 955
($/hr,)

Hourly cost, ifail $CT 936 936 935 936 936 936

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 Soo

measures

Miles on station/cost, Ip1 72.7 65.5 58.3 51.1 43,8 37.4

(hrs./S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 2763 2489 2214 1940 1665 1421

cost, (sq, mi,/S)
Hours on station/cost, IT 1.07 1.04 1.02 .98 .94 .89

(hrs./S 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFpI .76 .68 .61 .53 .46 .48

(mi/gal.)

Square miles on station IFP2 28,8 25.9 23.0 20.2 17.3 18,2
per gallon (sq. mi./gal,)

Hours on station/gallon. IFT 38 35 40 36 32 30
trail (hrs./1.000 gal.)
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TABLE J-2* 17

L TA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) a 80/2000/14

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00

Flight endurance, 'FP 25,1 25.1 25.1 25.1 25,1 31.2
patrol (hrs)

FlIght endurance, 'FT 100.7 94,6 87.9 100,3 91.1 89,5
trail thrs)

On station fraction, fsp 1.00 .90 .80 .70 .60 .56
patrol

On station traetlon, fST 1,00 .97 .94 .93 .89 .85
trail

!le'tfve speed, V 1  80,0 72.0 64.1 56.1 48.1 40,7
(knots)

t fuel rate Avp 151.3 151,3 151.3 1513 4 151,4 121,7
ijb ~~~patrol (a.h.

Average el rate. AVT 3767 40.24 441.7 42.4
trail (galhr0)

SHaurly cost, patrol $p) 1079 1079 1079 1079 1079 1067

Hourly cost, tra( l $iT 1032 1033 1035 1032 1034 1034
( / ahr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 Soo

Mteasures

Mifles Imt olalillli/COM 111] 74,2 66.8 59.4 52.0 44.6 39.2
Ow.i 1 s $I.1000)

Square miles on station/ 1p2 2 ,18 251.8 657 1976 1695 142.
cros. lo (sq. m i.$ ! )

lHours on statnin/cost, IT .97 ,94 .91 '90 .86 .82
(h rs. /S 1 .000 1

Miles oll stjtit.lw talhl Il, 1i..i1 .53 .48 .42 .37 .32 .33

Square miles on station I F!" 20.1 18.1 16.1 14.1 12.1 12.7
tier gallhn (sq. mI !pal )

Ilours on statio•i/gallon, IFr 27 24 22 25 21 20
trail (hrs,/l ,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2.18

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) - 90/2000/14

Distance to station (miles)
Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 500

cost

Flight endurance, tFp 22.4 22,4 22.4 22,4 22.4 27.9
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tF,[ 97.9 92.0 85.6 78.7 88.3 86,6
trail (hrs)

On station fraction, fsP 1.00 .90 .80 .70 .60 .56
patrol

On station fraction, 1,00 .97 .95 .92 .90 .86
trail

Effective speed, vE 90 81.1 72.2 63,2 54.3 46.0
(knots)

Average fuel rate WAVp 242 242.0 242,1 242.1 242.2 194.6
patrol (gal./hr.)

Average fuel rate, WAVT 58.2 59,0 63.4 6910 61.4 62.7
trail (gal./hr.)

Hourly cost, patrol SCp 1240 1240 1240 1240 1240 1220
(S/hr.)

Hourly cost, trail SCT 1165 1165 1167 1169 1166 1167
(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 500
measures

Miles on station/cost, IpI 72.6 65,4 58,2 11.0 43.8 37.7
(hrs./S 1,000)

Square miles on station/ 1p2 2759 2486 2212 1938 1664 1432

cost, (sq. mi/$)
Hours on station/cost, IT .86 .83 .81 .79 ,77 74

(hrs./S 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, 1Fp .37 .34 .30 .26 .22 ,24
(mi./gal.)

Square miles on station 1FP2 14,1 12.7 11.3 9.9 8.5 9.0
per gallon (sq, mi./gal.)

Hours on station/gallon, 'FT 17 16 15 13 is 14
trail (hrs,/1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2. 19

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Runje/Crew) 0 100/2000/14

t)istnlce to station (miles)

Effecti.eiss and 0 100 200 300 400 500

Cost

Flight e m un•'I 1I) 20.1 20. I 20.1 20.1 20.1 25.0
patrol (hrs) 'pI-azlt 0o18uran, t 93.3 87.4 81.3 74.7 83.2 81.5

itall (hirs)
()n statioI HcKI , I 1 1.00 .90 .80 .70 .60 .56

Oipsatron tclo SP

On laittio l'ractioni. CST 1.00 .98 .95 .92 .90 .87

I. IlTI'"II iye spockd. VIi: 100 90.0 80.1 70,1 60,1 50,9

1krnos)
Avei.ige Nuel rale WAVP 386,5 386.5 386,6 386.7 386.9 310.9

patrol (gal-iht .I

Average tuel rate, WAVT 83.1 88,8 95,4 103,8 93,2 95.2
trail (gal,/hr.)

Ilourly cost, patrol $Cp 1473 1473 1473 1473 1474 1443
(S/hr.)

lIourk' co.t, mill SW.I 1350 1352 1355 1358 1354 1355

Cost effectiveneis 0 100 200 300 400 500

It.'t" , . .: , ,-, 1 67.') 61.1 54.3 47.6 40.8 35,3

2379 232.' 206W 1807 1550 1340
,, It (,'q. I fl. '- ,

II us ,n 5t'IIr 1 ,,,. I. ,74 .72 .70 .68 .66 .64
I!•' it I[I()Oi

Mliles ,) somtlu g ,uallii. 1lPt .26 .23 .21 .18 .16

Squlare ml~es tilt 5laOn Ii )9.•3 8.85 7.87 6,89 5.90 6.22

[m),) •uIal,, dlp . .II.1 12I 7o 9 10
IIall (Ihr,,.; 1)( 000Iga.)
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TABLE J.2-20

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) w 110/2000/14

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00
cost

Flight endurance, tpP 18.2 1A.2 18.2 18.2 18,2 22,7
patrol (hrs)

Flighl endurance, tFTr 89.0 83,1 77,2 70,8 79.3 77.7
trail (lirs)

On station fraction, 'Sp 1,00 ,90 .80 .70 60 .56
patrol

On station fraction, fST 1.00 98 .95 ,92 .91 .87
trail

Effective speed, vE 110 99,0 88,1 77.1 66.1 56,0
(knots)

Average fuel rate 01AVP 625,8 625.8 626.0 626,2 626,4 503.0

patrol (gal,/hr.)
Average fuel rate, %VAVT 128.2 137.3 147,8 161.1 143.8 146.8

trail (gal./hr.)
Hourly cost, patrol SCp 1826 1826 1826 1826 1826 1776

(S/hr,)
Hourly cost, trail SCT 1623 1627 1631 1637 1630 1631

(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 S00
measures

Miles on station/cost, [pI 60.2 54.2 48.2 42.2 36.2 31.5
(hrs.IS 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 2289 2061 1832 1604 1375 1197
cost, (sq. ml./$)

Hours on station/cost, IT .62 460 .58 .56 .56 53 J
(hrs./S 1,000)

Miles in station/gallon, IFpI .18 .16 .14 ,1 .1 .1!
(mr ,/gal.) !

Square miles on station I Fp2 6.68 6.01 5.35 4.68 4.01 4.23
per gallon I c. mi ,/g).

Hours on station/gallon, IFT 8 7 6 6 6 6
trail (lirs./1,000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2- 21

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Ranie/Crew) w 90/1000/Il

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 500
cost

Flight endurance, 'FP 11.0 1110 1110 17.0 23.3 28.4

patrol (hrs)
Flight endurance, tFT 40.5 35.1 29.3 30.1 31.8 33,3

trail (hrs)

On station ftractIon, fSP 1.00 .80 .60 .52 .44 J35

patrol
,On station raction, fST 1.00 .94 .85 .73 ,59 .44

trail
Effective spted, yE 90.0 71.8 53,6 38,2 27.5 18.7

(knots)
Average fuel rate *AVP 135,4 135.4 13S,5 87,3 63.7 52,4

patrol (gal/hr.)

Average fuel rate, *AVT 36.7 42,4 50.7 49.4 46.7 44.6

trail (gal./hr.)
Hourly cost, patrol SCp 767 767 767 747 737 733

, ~($/hr.)"

Hourly cost, trail SCT 726 728 732 731 730 729

(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 1 0 200 300 400 500
measures

Miles un station/•ýost, Ipl 117.4 93,7 69.9 51,1 37.3 25,6
(thr%./ 1,000)

Square miles on statioin/ Ip2 4461 3559 2654 1941 1415 972

cOSt, (sq. InJ./$)
Hours on station/kost, IT 1,38 1,29 1,16 1.00 381 .61

(hrs./S 1,000)
Miles on station/gallon, IYpI .66 .53 .40 .44 .43 .36

(mt,/gal,)

Square miles on station IFP2 25.3 20.2, 15.0 16.6 16.4 13,5

per gallon (sq. ml/gal-)
Hours on station/gallon,. FT 27 22 17 15 13 10

trail (hrs./ 1.000 gal.)
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TABLE J.2.22

LTA COST/EFFECTIVENESS MODEL OUTPUTS

LTA (Speed/Range/Crew) a 100/1000/1 I

Distance to station (miles)

Effectiveness and 0 100 200 300 400 S00
cost

Flight endurance, tFp 9.9 9,9 9.9 15,4 21.1 25,6
patrol (hrs)

Flight endurance, tFT 37,4 32.0 26,4 27.0 28.4 29.7
trail (hri)

On station fraction, fSP 1.00 .80 .60 ,52 .45 .35
patrol ,

On station fraction, fST 1.00 .94 .85 .73 .59 .44
trail 

f

Effective speed, vE 100,0 79.9 S9.7 42.6 30.7 20.9
(knots)

Average fuel rate *VAVP 189.2 189.2 189,4 122.0 89.2 73.5
patrol (Sa1./hr,)

Average fuel rate, WVT 50.2 58.7 71.2 69.7 66,1 63.3
trail (gal,/hr')

Hourly cost, patrol $Cp 819 819 819 792 778 772
($/hk'.)

Hourly cost, trail $CT 762 766 771 770 769 768
S~(S/hr.)

Cost effectiveness 0 100 200 300 400 500
measures

Miles on station/cost, Ip1 122.1 97.5 72.9 53,8 39,4 27.1
(hr,/$ 1,000)

Square miles on station/ Ip2 4640 3706 2771 2044 1497 1030
cost, (sq. mi./$)

Hours on station/cost, IT 1.31 1.22 1.10 .94 .77 .57
(hrs./$ 1,000)

Miles on station/gallon, IFPI .53 .42 .32 .35 .34 .28
(nil./gal.)

Square mile, on station IFp2 20.1 16.0 12.0 13.3 13.1 10.8
per gallon (sq. nil.lgal )

Hours on station/gallon, IFT 20 16 12 10 9 7
trail (hrs./1,000 gal,)
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i1 INTRODUCTION

This volume presents the engineering and investment cost analysis used in the con-
ceptual airship model.

Airship, in this volume, refers to blimps and dirigibles, which are categories of
lighter-than-air vehicles. Other categories of LTA vehicles, such as balloons, buoyant
lifting body hybrids, and rotor lift hybrids, are not considered. The nomenclature of
some engineering features of blimps and dirigibles is described below,

Chapter 2 presents general characteristics of airships uid shows the effect of
varying several engineering specifications such as design speed and range, and payload
weights. The purpose of the chapter is to show the nature of the engineerinq and invest-
ment cost characteristics of airships and how these characteristics can be zexpected to
change.

The estimation of the airship geometry is analyzed in chapter 3. Dimensions, areas,
and lift gas, as well as other volumes that are needed later, are considered.

For this geometry, the estimation of aerodynamic drag and lift is analyzed in
chapter 4.

Chapter 5 presents methods for estimating the characteristics of the propulsion
plant required to provide a thrust equal to the estimated aerodynamic drag.

Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the weight of each of the remaining components
of the airship, such as the weights of structural components. Weights for accommodations
enclosures and facilities, and for personnel stores, are estimated as functions of the
specified design flight duration. The required volume for these components is estimated
at the end of chapter 6.

Chapter 7 presents an analysis of the investment cost for airships. Development,
prototype, and basic production cost are considered. Production cost reduction assoc-
iated with increasing production quantity is included.

Chapter 8 describes a computer program that can perform the calculations required
for the conceptual airship model.

Appendix A is a list of symbols, with definitions and units, used in this volume.
Appendix B is a listing of the computer program.
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AIRSHIP CONSTRUCTION AND NOMENCLATURE

The conventional airship is a powered, streamlined body of revolution vehicle
lifted by air displacement; that is, the net lifting force is equal to the differe;ice In
weight of displaced air minus the weight of the lifting gas within its envelope or hull.
Two distinct types of airships are the blimp, with a nonrigid envelope that has struc-
tural strength due to internal pressurization, and the dirigible, which has a rigid struc-
ture, thus structural strength does not require internal pressurization. A third structural
type, the semirigid, is a blend of the first two types, with a rigid-structure keel only,
and will not be considered further here.

Blimps

The construction of a blimp is illustrated in figure 1. It consists of an envelope
that encloses the pressurized lifting gas, with stabilizing and control surfaces attached
on the tail and a car structure supported below the envelope. Historically, the envelope
material consisted of several plies of cotton with various coatings. Recent blimps have
used plies of Dacron with neoprene coatings. Dacron has a higher strength-to-weight
ratio than cotton. Dacron envelope material has good gas retention and weathering char-
acteristics. An external aluminum pigment coating is usually applied to increase solar
radiation reflectivity. In the 1970's, new polymer-film materials became available that
could decrease envelope weights for blimps.

Envelope material strength is an important characteristic because the blimp envelope
is pressurized. The air scoop and a blower system provide pressurized air to the
ballonets. The required pressure differential depends on the bending moment expected
in flight. (The relation between pressurization and loads for a pressurized structure
can he seen directly for a fabric building that is pressurized. If a snow load of about 1
foot is expected, the internal pressurization must be sufficient to support this vertical
load.) The pressure differential for blimps has been about 3 inches of water (0.8 per-
cent of atmospheric pressure). Larger pressure differentials increase the envelope
weight.

As blimp altitude is increased, the lifting gas within the envelope expands due to
the decreased external pressure. To permit this expansion, air ballonets consisting

of thin flexible material are installed within the envelope. They are located forward,
aft, and one, or more, amidships for larger blimps. An air distribution system of
Sducts, dampers, and exhaust valves, with controls, provides the necessary constant
differential pressure as altitude is changed. The system also permits changing the total
ballonet volume so the lifting gas can expand when altitude increases, and is used to
change the relative fullness of the fore and aft ballonets for trimming the airship Ion-
gitudinally in pitch.

-2-
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When the ballonets are completely deflated, and the envelope is 100 percent full of
lifting gas, the blimp is at its design maximum altitude. On further ascent, valving
(loss) of the relatively expensive lifting gas occurs. If lifting gas is valved, then upon
descent the ballonets will be pumped completely full of air before the takeoff altitude
has been reached. The blimp can return to its takeoff altitude only by pumping air direc-
tly into the lifting gas.

Because the blimp contains its structural strength from pressurization, it is necessary
to operate the blower intermittently when moored. The small pressure differential used
is less than normal weather variations of barometric pressure, so blower operation must
be continuously monitored or controlled to maintain the proper pressure differential.

Helium and hydrogen have been used as the lifting gas. Hydrogen provides signif-
icantly greater lift, but helium is considerably safer to use. Normally, the envelope is
not filled with the lifting gas. A 95 percent fullness at takeoff permits blimp operation
to a maximum altitude of 1, 742 feet. For greater operating altitudes, the envelope must
contain less than 95 percent lifting gas. Helium diffuses outward through the envelope
material and is lost; air diffuses inward and becomes a contaminant. Polymer-film
materials of the 1976 era would reduce the diffusion rate.

On blimps, the car structure and attacked propulsion plant are supported by a com-
bination of two suspension systems. The internal suspension cables distribute the
concentrated load of the car to a pair of laterally symmetrical catenary curtains inside
the top of the envelope. Another catenary system from the car up to reinforced patches

* on the envelope distributes car pitching and yawing loads to the envelope.

Ground handling lines are attached to reinforced patches on the envelope at the bow
and stern. They are used to hold the blimp in one place and to move it.

The car structure provides space for the flight controls and communications in a
pilot's compartment, support for outriggers on which engines are mounted, support for
intuinal tanks for engine fuel, and support for landing gear. The car structure may be
extended in length for payload and mission requirements, such as cargo, electronic
equipment and operating personnel, and living accommodations for personnel on long
missions.

The nose cone supports consist of several longitudinal stiffener battens to with-
stand airflow loads and to distrilbte'the concentrated mooring mast load into the envelope.
The cone structure also includes a rotating mooring spendle at its axis.

The tail surfaces are lightweight frame structures covered with doped fabric. They
are mounted on reinfotced areas on the envelope and braced by cables to other reinforced
patches. A cruciform tail configuration is shown in figure 3. An X-form or an inverted-Y
configuration can also be used. -4-



Aerodynamic lift is usually used by blimps along with the static lift. When loaded
heavy at takeoff the blimp is easier to handle and control; however, a takeoff ground
run is needed to develop the aerodynamic lift required. Heaviness at landing facilitates
control and handling. In flight, both blimps and dirigibles use aerodynamic lift for
maneuvering and controlling the altitude.

Early U.S. blimps had volumes of 35, 000 to 200, 000 cubic feet. During the 1950's,
volumes were increased to more than 1 million cubic feet. Some characteristics of the
1950 blimps are listed in table 1. The U. S, Navy blimps of the same decade were de-
signated by ZPG- numbers. Most of them had envelope volumes close to 1 million cubic
feet; however, the last four (ZPG-3W class) had an envelope volume of 1. 49 million
cubic feet.

The static lift shown in table 1 is the net bu1oyancy at sea level, obtained by sub-
tracting the weight of the lifting gas itself from the buoyancy of the envelope volume.
The static lift of the U.S. Navy blimps was around 60, 000 pounds, increasing to 94, 000
pounds for the ZPG-3W class. Useful lift at sea level is the lift remaining after the
weight of structure, car, propulsion plant, etc., is subtracted from the static lift. Use-
ful lift can be used for personnel, accommodations, fuel, and payload, Despite the
large size of these blimps, the weights were small, The aerodynamic lift was also small,
about 10 percent of the static lift. It provided an increase of useful lift of about 25 per-
cent.

The installed propulsion power of U.S. Navy blimps was low--around 2,000 horse-
power. The maximum speeds were about 75 knots. At a cruise speed of 40 knots
these blimps provided high encdurance hours that were large compared to conventional
aircraft.

Maximum altitude without valving (releasing lifting gas) was around 10, 000 feet.
To obtain such altitudes, less gas was used at takeoff, and the useful lift was therefore
markedly decreased.

In 1976 there are three operational blimps in the United States: the Mayflower III,
the America, and the Columbia II, which are advertising blimps of the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company. Table 2 shows that the dimensions of the Goodyear blimp America
are about half those of the earlier Navy blimps and its volume is about one-eighth of
earlier blimps. Even with aerodynamic lift, the useful lift of the America at sea level
is less than 2 tons. Also, its maximum speed is only 50 knots and its range is 585 miles.

Dirigibles

The structural strength of a dirigible is provided by the framework indicated in
figure 2. The framework consists of main rings (or frames), intermediate rings, and
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longitudinal girders tied together by wires located to take certain loads in tension.
The envelope is a nonstructural covering. (in the 1930s it was a doped cotton fabric.)

The volume between main rings has no structural wires; these spaces are occupied
by independent gas cells containing the lift gas. The gas cells float upward against a
netting installed just inside the envelope. The cells expand or contract as the altitude
is changed.

Several cells were used to prevent gas sloshing. (Gas sloshes the same way liquid

does with roll and pitch in surface ship water and fuel tanks.) If separate compartment
cells were not used in the dirigible, all the lifting gas would have moved to the high
end when the dirigible pitched, giving a large pitching moment (lift gas in blimps Is held
in place by ballonet pressure). The requirement for gas cells also provided a safety
factor against catastrophic loss of gas.

Clearance between the netting and the external surface reduced the total cell volume
to less than the envelope volume. The cells were partially filled with lifting gas at sea
level, expanding as altitude was increased. Large automatic preset poppet valves pro-
vided protection against excess pressure differential on the gas cell material when the
gas cell was filled.

On a dirigible, the car that protruded from the streamline form of the envelope
contained only flight control and operation facilities. The car structure was attached
directly to the structural framework. The engine nacelles were separate from the car
and were also attached directly to the structural framework. Fuel, payload, accomo-
dations, and ballast were usually located within the envelope, reducing the gas volume
relative to envelope volume. Access was provided within the envelope to the various
parts of the dirigible, particularly to the engines, by a system of catwalks.

The U.S. Navy used a few dirigibles in the 1920s and 1930s. The U.S. Navy
Shenandoah, Los Angeles, and Akron/Macon dirigibles provide relevant data for dirig-
ibles, although the technology is 40 to 50 years old. Characteristics of some dirigibles
are shown in table 2. Dirigibles had much larger envelope volumes than blimps. With
the blimp envelope materials then available, it was necessary to go to dirigible con-
struction to obtain the increased volumes. The Akron/Macon could carry internally up
to five F-9C2 scout airplanes, with a takeoff weight of 2, 770 pounds each.

The propulsion power, maximum speed, cruise speed, and cruise altitude of
dirigibles were low compared to airplanes. Endurance hours were large.

-8-
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2. CONCEPTUAL COMPARISONS

The conceptual design model of airships includes several classes of characteristics.
This chapter introduces the technical and investment cost characteristics. First, typical
weight fraction distributions among the components of an airship are considered. Then
lift-drag ratio variation, as a measure of propulsion efficiency, is presented. Next, for
blimps only, the influence of propulsion type and envelope material type is examined. A
description of the sensitivities to several technical specifications follows. Then, the
differences between blimps and dirigibles are briefly considered. Finally, a partial
comparison of transportation airships with a small and large airplane is presented.

These comparisons show the level and variation of airship characteristics quantitatively
and illustrate the kinds of analyses that can be carried out using the conceptual airship
model.

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

For illustration, the following airship weights are considered: lift gas and air;
structure; power plant; fuel; and payload-crew. 1 These weights, for a reference set
of blimps with turboprops and 1976 polymer-film envelope, are shown in figure 3. The
weights are expressed as a percent of takeoff weight (total weight plus aerodynamic lift)
and as a function of sustained speed at design altitude. Figure 3 presents results for three
ranges at sustained speed of 50 to 100 knots. Lift gas and air weight for this 1976 blimp
comprise 26 percent of total airship weight. Structural weight is about 27 percent of
total airship weight for this type of 1976 polymer-film envelope; it decreases as speed
and range increase. The power plant weight fraction is 7 to 10 percent. This fraction
increases as speed increases.

The sum of lift gas and air weight, structural weight, and power plant weight represents
about 60 percent of total airship weight. The remaining 40 percent of airship weight is
distributed between fuel and payload-crew (upper part, figure 3). The required fuel weight
fraction is substantial, especially for faster speeds and longer ranges. The payload-crew
weight fraction decreases rapidly as speed and range increase. At 100 knots and 3,000
miles, the payload-crew weight fraction is less than 2 percent. Thus, a large airship is
required even for a small payload. But, at 50 knots and 1,000 miles, the payload-crew
weight fraction is 26 percent.

In terms of the conceptual weight components defined in chapter 6 these groups consist

of W63 + W64; WI + W3 + car; W6 2; and W41 + W + W + W5 , respectively.
63 4 1 3 6 41 43 44 5

-10-
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FIG. 3: WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION - 1976 BLIMPS

BUOYANT LIFT-DRAG RATIO

Airplane lift-drag ratio can be designed to remain constant regardless of airplane

size and speed. For airships, however, the lift-drag ratio is a function of envelope
volume and speed.

An estimate of airship buoyant lift-drag ratio XB can be obtained analytically. The

sea level buoyant lift LB is equal to the product of unit lift WGL of the lift gas, the sea

level gas volume fraction f of the envelope, and the envelope volume VE * The zero

lift drag D0 is equal to half the atmospheric mass density P, times the product of the

square of flight speed V, hull wetted area AWH. and zero lift drag coefficient CD0.

Thus:

,LB •wfGVE; (I1)

DO= O.5pV2 AwHCo (2)

-11- :
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Equation (39) In chapter 3 can be used to eliminate the hull wetted area. Further substi-
tutions from equations (43) and (38) of chapter 3 permit writing AWH in terms of the

hull length-diameter ratio and VE . Substituting the resulting expression for A in
WH

equation (2) for Do permits writing the buoyant lift-drag ratio LB/D0 as:

1/3 2LB wBfG (.E1/V()B. ( E) )i.
0  (27) 1 +0.9/(L/D) (L/D)" 'PC

DO

For 94 percent purity helium (wB = 0.0618), a sea level gas volume fraction of unity,

length-diameter ratio of 5, sea level (p = 0.00238), zero lift drag coefficient of 0.0038,
and converting V to VK in knots, equation (3) becomes:

X: = 7341/3 /V 2(4
B E "K

The buoyant lift-drag ratio increases slowly as envelope volume increases, and
decreases sharply as speed increases. Numerical values are shown by the solid lines
in figure 4. At 50 k4ots, X lift-drag ratio is large. At 100 knots, X is below typicalBB
airplane lift-drag ratios of around 15. The numerical values shown in the figure are
good approximations of more detailed calculations. When flight altitude is increased,
fG must decrease proportional to P to permit lift gas expansion so fG/P in equation

(9) is constant. For large dirigibles, C may be less than 0.0038.DO

AERODYNAMIC LIFT AND TAKEOFF

In addition to buoyant lift, airships can use aerodynamic lift that is produced by hull
angle of attack. The aerodynamic lift LA is given by an equation of the form of equation

1/3
(2) for D , with VE replacing the hull wetted area, and the lift coefficient CL

replacing C. . The equation for lift drag D is of similar form. The lift drag
2 L

coefficient is approximated as KC2 'with K a constant. Then:
L

LA " 0.5P V2 / 3CL . (5)

i~ 2/13,. 2

D 0.5PV 2  "KCE (6)
-12-
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FIG. 4C LIFT-DRAG RATIO VARIATION

With 2 lifts and 2 drags, airships have 4 different lift-drag ratios. They are analyzed
in chapter 4 (equations (123) to (143)). The following results and definitions are needed
here:

LB 1/3
L BVE(7

B 0- V 2 (7

t3734; w- LA/LB (8)

1 /3 2
X AA L LA/D L = YA( VE /V )(9)

Y--0.061 .(10)2w ifK

The buoyant lift is wri-tten with a coefficient 03 defined by the coefficient of 7 / V3 ,1 in
E

equation (3). Its value for the Illustrative calculations is 734, as in equation (4), The lift
ratio Lo is the ratio of aerodynamic lift to buoyant lift. The aerodynamic alone lift-drag

-13-



ratio AA is used in the analysis and introduces the coefficient y . The value of Y for
the illustrative calculations with K equal 0.90, is 0.061.

The airship lift-drag ratio analogous to an airplane lift-drag ratio is defined as the
vehicle lift-drag ratio in chapter 4. It is given by:

LBA XB(l+w)
v /3/V21)2W

This relation is general for buoyant airships and for airships using aerodynamic lift.
Inspection of equation (11) shows that it has a maximum as Lw increases. The maximum
X and the lift ratio wVOPT at which it occurs are given by:

VMX

X =B(l +,%OPT/2) (12)

1OPT = (1 +/•I20.5 (13)

Numerical values of XVMX are shown by the dashed lines in figure 4. Comparison

of the variation of XVMX and XB in the figure shows that aerodynamic lift does not signi-

ficantly increase the lift-drag ratio, The percentage increase of 'VMX over %B

is large in the lower left corner (small, fast airships), but the increment is still only as
much as 3. These increases do not make the airship lift-drag ratio competitive with air-
plane lift-drag ratios unless XB was already competitive.

In chapter 4, the vehicle optimum angles of attack are shown to be larger than can be
achieved with nor-nal landing gear length. Increasing the landing gear length would increase
its weight. This can be considered by conceptual model calculations.

Propulsion Plant Weight

Aerodynamic lift does decrease the size and cost of conceptual airships. This results
because there is a decrease in weight rather than an increase in lift-drag ratio. This can
be illustrated by a crude analytical model. The engine system weight is equal
to the product of Installed specific weight p pounds per horsepower (including propeller,
nacelle, and outrigger) times drag.0 and speed V , and divided by 550 (for conversion
to horsepower) times the propulsive efficiency . The fuel and system weight

-14-



is equal to the product of specific fuel consumption a , DV/550¶, and the flight time
which is equal to range R divided by V . The net propulsion plant weight Wpp is

the sum of engine and fuel weights minus the aerodynamic lift LA used for carrying
fuelt

wp 1jb +s ssaD ' (14)
PP ,550n 55-n LA

The drag term, equal to DO+DL 1 can be eliminated by using equation (11). From the

definition of w , the result can be written:

PP pV+aR (1 + xB
LB 5.•: (15)

LB 5C1B u)

If w is 0.1, the propulsion plant weight ratio is decreased if the coefficient of , is
less than 10. The influence on airship size can be illustrated by setting buoyant lift equal
to the sum of structural weight (written as a fxaction a of LB) plus Wpp and a fixed

payload weight WpAY , and then solving for LB/WpAy:

LB sLB +wPP +wPAY ; (16)

LB 1

PAY is.(Wpp/LB) (17)

For illustration, when units are converted to knots and nautical miles, with p equal 2,
a equal 0.6, rý equal 0.75, J3 and Y from equations (8) and (10), and s equal 0.3,

the equations become:

W 0.82V +0.29R V 2  V1/32
PP f K NM + 16.4 2 "

LB 100 734 VE/3 VE2

LB 1

PA 0.7+Wpp/LB -1

ii, /



The accuracy of these equations is adequate only for illustration. Calculated values
LB/WpAY are shown in figure 5 as a function of lift ratio c . At 50 knots and 1,000

miles, there is a small reduction of LB/WPAY . The reduction is insensitive to w.

At 50 knots and 3,000 miles, there is little reduction of LB/LPAY . The curve turns

upward rapidly when w is greater than 0.15. At 100 knots, a 1,000-mile range, and
a moderate volume of 1 million cubic feet, LB/WpAY decreases markedly as w increases.

This decrease continues to larger values of lift ratio. Aerodynamic lift appears desirable
for small, fast airships, that is, for small V1/3/V2

E K'

Optimum Aerodynamic Lift

A minimum length landing gear must be used to provide ground clearance for the
envelope or blimp car, and for blimp propellers. The elevation provided by a minimum
length landing gear makes possible a small takeoff angle of attack. Larger takeoff
angles of attack require longer landing gear. The conceptual model can calculate the
necessary landing gear length and weight.

50 knots
3000 miles
1,000,000 FT3

100 knots
1000 miles

41,000,000 FT3

-l

2
'• 50 knots

SJ1000 miles
500,000O FT3

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Lift ratio (w)

FIG, 5: INFLUENCE OF LIFT RATIO ON SIZE
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The influence of takeoff angle of attack is illustrated for the reference set of blimps.
They have an X-form tail configuration, retractable landing gear, moderately large pro-
peller diameters, a takeoff angle of attack margin of 3 degrees, and a takeoff speed equal
to 60 percent of sustained speed. The ratio of envelope volume to the zero aerodynamic
lift envelope volume with no landing gear is shown in figure 6 as a function of the takeoff
angle of attack. If landing gear is provided but aerodynamic lift is not used, the envelope
volume increases by 5 to 10 percent. Increasing the takeoff angle of attack decreases the
envelope volume ratio. At 50 knots the decrease is small, as expected. When range is
increased the decrease is even smaller, also as expected.

The transition points at which the landing gear length must be increased are indicated
by solid circles in the figure. These points are near the minimums in the envelope volume
ratio curves. The minimums occur near a takeoff angle of attack of 7 degrees for the
illustrations.

At 100 knots there are much greater decreases of the envelope volume ratio. The
decrease of envelope volume at the transition point is as much as 50 percent for the case
of a 1,000-mile range. At this point the envelope volume is 430,000 cubic feet, the
aerodynamic lift is equal to 36 percent of the static lift, and the overall lift-drag ratio
is 7.0.

1.20

50kots 3000

1.0, 2000

BLIMPS
i 0.4 Transition points

0.2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Takeoff angle of attack (degrees)

FIG. 6; AERODYNAMIC LIFT EFFECT ON ENVELOPE VOLUME
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The ratio of investment cost for these blimps to the investment cost when aero-
dynamic lift is not used'is shown in figure 7. At 50 knots, the cost increases about 10
percent when landing gear is added. It decreases to a minimum close to unity. At a
50-knot speed, use of aerodynamic lift does not reduce the investment cost.

At 100 knots, however, the cost ratio decreases more rapidly. The decrease of
investment cost is as much as 39 percent for the case of a 1,000-mile range. The cost
decrease is less than the envelope volume decrease because the empty weight fraction
of total displacement weight (which is proportional to envelope volume) increases as
aerodynamic lift is increased. The aerodynamic lift is used to carry fuel that has zero
investment cost, so the empty weight contributing to investment cost becomes a larger
fraction of total weight.

The ratio of fuel weight with landing gear to fuel weight without landing gear is shown
in figure 8. For a speed of 50 knots, the ratio varies only about 3 percent from unity.
However, at 100 knots the fuel weight ratio decreases significantly. At the transition
point for the 1,000-mile range case the fuel weight is decreased by 29 percent. Thus,
both investment cost and fuel operating cost can be lowered significantly at 100 knots

and small ranges.

1.2 Range (nmi.) = 3000
10000

3000

100 knots 2000

0.6 1000

0 
BLIMPS

-0.4 s Transition points

0.2

0 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 8 9 10

Takeoff angle of attack (dagrees)

FIG,7: AERODYNAMIC LIFT tkFFECT ON INVESTMENT COOT
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0.2
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FIG. 8: AERODYNAMIC LIFT EFFECT ON FUEL WEIGHT

All other calculations for blimps presented in this chapter used aerodynamic lift
with a takeoff angle of attack at the transition point; thus, the landing gear did not need
to be lengthened for takeoff.

Takeoff Distance

When aerodynamic lift is used, the takeoff and landing distances influence both airship
operations and the base facilities needed. For conceptual airships these distances may
vary significantly. Therefore, an analysis estimating the takeoff ground run xG is

included in chapter 5 on power, engines, and fuel. The ratio xG/L of ground run to

airship length is principally a function of the ratio VTO/VS of takeoff speed to sustained

speed at maximum continuous power. By ignoring the influence of aerodynamic lift, the
variation of xG/L shown in figure 9 is obtained.

The ground run distance ratio increases rapidly. Because airship lengths are rela-
tively large,, even moderate ground run distance ratios can lead to a fairly long ground
run requirement. The line in figure 9 represents takeoff angles of attack of 0 to 12
degrees. Tfiere is little difference for speed ratios less than about 0.50. For greater
speed ratios, the aerodynamic lift influence becomes important; therefore, the line is
dashed. The illustration is for a firm-sod field with short grass, using sustained power

-19-
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FIG. 9: TAKEOFF DISTANCE VARIATION

equal to 80 percent of takeoff power. Field type changes the ground run distance very
little. However, changing the takeoff power ratio to sustained power changes the ground
run distance significantly. At moderate speed ratios, the ground run distance is about
proportional to the sustained-to-takeoff power ratio.

Takeoff distance to an altitude of 50 feet is considerably greater than the takeoff

ground run. It appears to be about 2.5 times the ground run distance.

!NFLUENCE OF ENGINE TYPE AND ENVELOPE MATERIAL

This section considers the influence of engine type and envelope material on airship
volume and investment cost. The variation of envelope volume and investment cost for
the reference set of blimps considered previously is shown in figures 10 and 11. This
set has a small payload, turboprop engines, and a 1976 polymer-film envelope material
(the triaxial Kevlar film material discussed In chapter 6). This material has not yet
been used in airship construction; therefore there is a risk of uncertainty using it in con'.
ceptual designs. However, the material has been used in constructing balloons, so it
is not a completely untried material.

-20-
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Figure 10 shows that the envelope volume increases as speed and range increase.
At the 1,000-mile range, the volume nearly triples as speed increases from 50 to 100
knots. For a speed of 50 knots, the envelope volume approximately doubles when the
range increases from 1,000 to 3,000 miles. At 100 knots, envelope volume more than
doubles when the range increases from 1,000 to 2,000 miles.

The conceptual basic construction cost CB20 for a production quantity of 20 blimps

of this set is shown in figure 11. Previously in this chapter it has been called the invest-
ment cost. The basic construction cost includes all contractor costs, but does not include
any payload, payload installation, development, engineering or prototype costs. Produc-
tion runs of more than a few units are usually associated with a reduction in unit costs
(the "learning" effect). This influence is included in the construction cost estimates. The
costs are given in FY 1976 dollars. The cost analysis on which these conceptual cost
estimates are based is presented in chapter 7.

The cost estimation equations are not sufficiently detailed to provide adequate accuracy
for some variations. Only overall cost data were obtained; therefore, the cost estimation

equations do not differentiate between the cost per pound for turboprop versus reciprocating
engines, between polymer-film versus neoprene-Dacron envelope marterial, nor between
highly machined landing gear versus simply assembled car structure. Cost variation
comparisons should be judged considering the use of an overall cost per pound estimate.

Range (rnhi!.) 3000
,6 1.0

2000

0.00

0 -.. 1 . . . I I I I
so 60 70 8o 90 10o

Sustained and endurance speed (knots)

FIG. 10: VOLUMES FOR TURBOPROP/POLYMER BLIMP$
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FIG. 11: COST FOR TURBOPROP/POLYMER BLIMPS

The basic cost curves in figure 11 have the same general form as the envelope volume
curves in figure 10.

Envelope volume and cost ratios (relative to t6e turboprop blimps) for a second set of
blimps are shown in figures 12 and 13. This set differs from the reference set in that
horizontal -opposed reciprocating engines were specified instead of turboprop engines.

Generally, blimps with reciprocating engines required smaller volumes than the same
case with turboprops. This result occurs because the estimated specific fuel consumption
is lowex for the reciprocating engines, even though the estimated engine weight per horse-
power is larger. The decreases of envelope volume are greatest for low speed and long
range cases.

The cost ratios, shown in figure 13, are larger than the envelope volume ratios. This
is caused by an increase of the empty weight as a fraction of buoyant weight; the heavier
reciprocating engines (in pounds per horsepower) contribute to the empty weight, and the
reduced fuel weight decreases the envelope volume and buoyant weight. Thus, the fraction
of buoyant weight that leads to investment cost is increased relative to the turboprop set of
blimps, giving an increase of the cost ratio relative to the envelope volume ratio. Even
though the volume ratio is less than unity for blimps with reciprocating engines and a range
of 1,000 miles, the cost ratio is equal to or greater than unity. A significant cost reduction
is found only for the blimps with ranges of 2,000 and 3,000 miles and speeds up to 90 knots.

-22-
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In chapter 5 it is shown that 1976 reciprocating engines are principally horizontal-
opposed configurations up to about 450 horsepower. In contrast, turboprop engines are
available in ratings from about 400 to 4,000 horsepower. Turboprop engines are not
available for the 50- and 60-knot turboprop blimps of figures 10 and 11; reciprocating
engines are not available for the 80-, 90-, and 100-knot blimps. At 70 knots, both types
of engines are available. When engine sizes are not available, development costs would
be required to provide the desired engine.

The principal alternative to using 1976 polymer-film envelope material is 2-ply
neoprene-Dacron which was originally developed in the 1940s. Since then its strength and
durability has been improved. Goodyear uses neoprene-Dacron in their advertising blimps.
However, neoprene-Dacron material still has a greater weight for given strength then the
1976 polymer-film materials. The ratios of envelope volume and investment cost for
blimps using neoprene-Dacron envelope material (relative to the reference set) are shown
in figures 14 and 15. This set is 25 to 50 percent larger and costs 50 to 80 percent more
than the reference set constructed with polymer-film materials.

I

2

Range (n.ini.)

1000

FIG. 14: VOLUME HAT~IOFR TRBOPR;NOPM RENu*BLIMP
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FIG. IS: COST RATIO FOR TURBOPROP/NEOPRENE BLIMPS

INFLUENCE OF OTHER SPECIFICATIONS

This section briefly outlines the influence of other specifications on envelope volume
and investment cost, Payload weight, number of passengers, and off-design conditions
are considered. Other, less important, specifications include altitude and length-diameter
ratio,

The variation of blimps' envelope volume with payload weight is shown in figure 16 for
3 combinations of endurance speed and range. This set uses turboprop engines and 1976
polymer-film envelope material. The envelope volume increases linearly with payload
weight; the intercept depends on the speed and range, Increasing the speed from 50 to
100 knots at a 1,000-mile range increases the volume by about 150 percent. At the larger
payloads, increasing the range from 1,000 to 2,000 miles at a speed of 100 knots increases
the volume by about 50 percent. The basic construction cost for a production quantity of
20 (figure 17) varies in the same way, but the cost increase when the speed is increased
from 50 to 100 knots at a 1,000-mile range is only about 50 percent.
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I
The change in the envelope volume that occurs as the number of passengers changes

is illustrated in figure 18 for blimps with turboprop engines, 1976 polymer-film envelope
material, and a fixed flight crew of eight. The increase of envelope volume is approxi-
mately linear. However, little increase is indicated when the speed is increased from
50 to 100 knots at a range of 1,000 miles. This occurs because the model provides
accommodations that add to the weight and cost. The longer the flight the greater the
increause in weight and cost. For 1,000 miles at 50 knots the flight duration is 20 hours.
A flight of this duration requires extensive accommodations. For 1, 000 miles at 100 knots
the flight is only 10 hours. The weight and cost decrease because fewer accommodations
are needed,

The variation of the construction cost as the number of passengers is shown in
figure 19. The accommodations influence is even stronger for the basic cost because
for the 100-knot, 1,000-mile case, the fuel weight is larger; thus, the empty weight
on which costs are based is smaller.

Early airships had sustained speeds of about 80 knots, but they normally operated
at lower operating speeds in order to increase operating range and flight duration. The
conceptual design model can take into account such specifications. The model also cal-
culates the operating range and flhght duration fur specified operating speed and altitude.

Speed (knots)/lRange (n. ml.)

.4-

2

04so120 160 200

Number of passengers

FIG. 13I: VOLUME vs. NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
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FIG. 19: COST vs. NUMBER OF PASSENGERS

Such vesults are ahown in figures 20 and 21 for two cases at the design cruise altitude
of 2,000 feet. For the 50-knot, 1,000-mile blimp a slight increase in range can be
achieved if operating speed is reduced to about 35 knots. The peak occurs because the
specific fuel consumption increases as the engine power decreases. This balances the
reduction of required propulsion power with the decreasing speed.

Figure 20 also shows that the operating range of the 100-knot blimp with an endurance
range of 1, 000 miles is increased by a factor of about 3 at an operating speed of 40 knots.
The illustrations assume that the amount of fuel needed to generate electric power for
accommodations and payload is small compared to the amount needed for propulsion.
Otherwise, the increases would be somewhat less than shown.

A unique characteristic of airships is their ability to provide very large operating

flight durations at low speeds. The variations of flight duration that correspond to the
cases in figure 20 are shown in figyre 21. For the 50.-knot, 1,000-mile blimp a dura-
tion of about 36 hours (vice 20) is obtained at operating speeds of about 30 knots. For
the 100-knot, 1,000-mile blimp the flight duration is about 90 hours at 30 knots -- nine
times its design duration of 10 hours at 100 knots.
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These estimated operating flight durations do not include requirements for additional
accommodations, facilities, food, and potable water; consideration of these factors would
reduce the estimates somewhat.

The variation of the ratio of envelope volume to the volume for a sea level design
cruise altitude is shown in figure 22 as a function of design cruise altitude for three speed
and range combinations, The ratio of the basic construction cost to the cost for a sea

level design for the same cases is shown in figure 23. Blimps with a design cruise
altitude of 10,000 feet are approximately 80 percent larger and cost about 50 percent more
then similar blimps designed to cruise at sea level.

The influence of envelope length-diameter ratio is illustrated in figure 24 in terms
of the ratio of envelope volume to the envelope volume with a length-diameter ratio of 5.
The minimum envelope volume ratio occurs in the vicinity of length-diameter ratio
equal to 5. The variation is very flat for length-diameter ratios from about 4.5 to 6.
When basic cost is compared to basic construction cost the optimum length-diameter
ratio is also 5 (figure 25).

BLIMPS, DIRIGIBLES, AND AIRPLANES

At the beginning of this chapter it was illustrated that larger airships have larger
lift-drag ratios. However, in the 1930s the maximum strength of the available cotton-
rubber envelope material limited blimp envelope volume to about 0.5 million cubic feet,
Rigid-structure materials for dirigibles are not subject to a maximum strength limit.
The large airships built in the 1930s had to be dirigibles. Development of blimp envelope
materials after the 1930s provided an increasing maximum strength and lower weight for
given strength. By 1960 blimp envelope volume had evolved to 1.5 million cubic feet.
1976 polymer-film envelope materials provide even greater maximum strength than other
materials and still lower weight for a given strength. However, seaming technology for
joining sections of these envelope materials limits blimp sizes to about 6 million cubic
feet. If larger airships were required it would be necessary to consider dirigibles alone.

Thus, the structural materials used are crucial when comparing blimps and dirigibles.
However, an illustration is desirable so buoyant dirigibles are compared with the reference
set of blimps. The dirigibles have turboprop engines and potential 1976 rigid-structure
materials. Water recovery condensers were not included in the dirigible calculations.
Figures 26 and 27 show the comparison of 1976 blimps with dirigibles.

The ratio of dirigible envelope volume to blimp volume for the set of speeds and ranges
is shown in figure 26. At a 50-knot speed the envelope volume ratio is close to unity for
the cases compared. At 100 knots, there is a considerable difference between the dirigibles
and blimps. For a 1, 000-mile range the envelope volume of the dirigible is 60 percent
greater than that of the blimp. For a 3, 000-mile range the volume ratio is close to unit
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for all speeds. The envelope volumes of the blimps and dirigibles in this comparison
varied from 260, 000 cubic feet to 3,500,000 cubic feet.

When both dirigibles and blimps travel at 50 knots the ratio of dirigible basic cost to
blimp basic cost (figure 27) is almost 85 percent. The ratio stays near 85 percent when
the range is 3,000 miles and the speed is increased to 100 knots. At smaller ranges the
cost ratio increases as the speed increases.

Blimps and dirigibles using 1976 materials could be competitive on the basis of
envelope volume and basic construction cost. Thus, selecting between them could be
based on other criteria. Evaluating other criteria is beyond the scope of this investi-
gation.

The characteristics of airships are relevant only when compared with the charac-

teristics of alternative vehicles. In the 1930s, German airships provided transatlantic
transportation direct from Germany to the United States and South America. As many
as 16 round trips, in spring and summer, were made. At that time airplanes could not
provide the necessary range for these routes. The Hindenburg airship traveled the
United States route at about 60 knots. This was two to three times the speed of the only
alternative transportation vehicles, i.e., surface ships.

The range and speed capability of airplanes evolved rapidly after the 1930s, Since
then, transportation costs have decreased (in constant dollars) and demand has increased
rapidly. IL 1976 extensive national and international airplane airline systems exist.

On a transportation basis, airship vehicles should be compared with passenger
airplanes. A comparison of investment cost is presented based on the data for 1976
airplanei" and conceptual airship calculations. Several companies produce business
airplanes. They are purchased for their ability to deliver people and goods much more
quickly than automobiles at 55 miles per hour; fuel consumption is also considered. A
tur'&oprop "business airplane" approximating the IkBech Aircraft Corporation's Super
KingAir was used for the first comparison. Its charcteristics, on the basis of lin
Aircraft, 1974-5, are shown in table 3.

For comparison, a blimp airship was selected. Its characteristics are also shown
in table 3, and variations are described below. The blimp speed is 100 knots aid its
cruise altitude is 4.000 feet, It has the same range, crew, and passenger capability
as the business airplane. (The business airplane passengers vary from 6 for luxury
accommodations to 13 for commuter accommodations.)
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TABLE 3

AIRPLANE AND AIRSHIP COMPARISON

Business aircraft Airline aircraft
Airplane -l Airplane Dirigible

Speed (kt.) 270 100 520 100
Range (n.mi.) 1,000 1,000 5,000 5,000
Altitude (ft.) 16,000 4,000 30,000 4,000
Crew 2 2 3 3
Passengers 6-13 10 374 374

Takeoff weight (lb.) 12,500 32,300 710,000 1,870,000
Volume (cu.ft.) - 317,000 - 24,400,000
Length (ft.) 44 249 231 1,061
Wing span (ft.)a 54 50 1V6 212

Power (h.p.) 1,700 1,960 1 8 0 , 0 0 0 b 22.660
Fuel weight (lb.) 3,628 10,200 315,691 514,000
Empty weight (lb.) 7,315 12,000 354,000 625,000

Gound run (ft.) 1,855 - 0
Takeoff (50') (ft.) 2,580 9,450 -

Cost (thous. of 1976 $) 1,000 770• 3 0 , 0 0 0 e 41,000

adu1 1 diameter for airships.

bRated thrust is 180,000 pounds.

CEquipped, around $1 million (Business Week, June 28, 1976, p.114).

dBasic construction cost, production quantity of 200.
eBusiness Week, October 11, 1976
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The blimp takeoff weight is more than twice the airplane takeoff weight. It is about
six times longer than the airplane. The blimp's diameter is about equal to the wing span
of the airplane. The blimp requires more engine power than the airplane. Thus, the
greater power over a longer flight time for identical ranges causes the blimp to require
about three times as much fuel. The ground run distance and takeoff distance (over 50
feet obstacles) are much shorter for the blimp than for the airplane.

A cost estimate for the business airplane with equipment is shown in table 3, The
estimated basic construction cost for the blimp (without equipment) for a production
quantity of 200 is 23 percent less than the airplane cost.

The business blimps had turboprop engines, 1976 polymer-film envelope materials,
X-form tail configuration, and aerodynamic lift with takeoff speed equal to 60 percent of
endurance speed. Sustained speed was equal to endurance speed. No provision was made
for ballasting procedures for operations over land, where business blimps would be used.
The variation of fuel weight with speed is shown in figure 28. At speeds above 60 knots,
the blimp uses more fuel than the business airplane. Figure 29 shows how the basic cost
changes according to production quantity. Cost decreases rapidly with production to a
quantity of 100, and decreases slowly thereafter, In order to compare blimps with air-
planes a 100-knot speed was selected.

12 -

¶10

j4

0 I I I
50 60 70 8o go 10o

Sutalined and endurance speed (knots)

FIG. 2:8 BUSINES8 BLIMP FUEL WEIGHT 'F
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A large "airline airplane" approximating the Boeing 747 was used for the second
comparison.. Its characteristics are outlined in table 3. A conceptual airline dirigible
was selected for comparison, and its characteristics are shown in table 3. The com-
parison is similar to that for the business blimp: dirigible diameter is greater than the
airplane dimensions; dirigible fuel is 50 percent greater than that of the airplane; and
dirigible empty weight is 73 percent greater than that of the airplane.

The variation of fuel weight for the airline dirigible is shown in figure 30. The
dirigible fuel at 50 knots is one-third that of the airplane but exceeds the atrplane
fuel. for speeds greater than about 80 knots. The variation of the dirigible basic cost
is shown in figure 31,

Operating costs and airfield costs must also be considered in a complete comparison
of airplane and airship passenger transportation. This is not in the scope of this investi-
'Pation.
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3. AIRSHIP LIFT GASES AND GEOMETRY

This chapter first examines the properties of the standard atmosphere and of lift
gales. Airship gas volume and weights are estimated. Then estimating geometrical
dimensions of the airship hull, tail, and car is considered. Estimates of the wetted
areas of the hull and tail are also presented.

THE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE AND LIFT GASES

"TIhe characteristics of the International Standard Atmosphere (reference 16) as

functions of altitude are defined by piecewise continuous equations in different altitude
regimes. Although airships can be designed for greater altitudes, concern in this volume
is with lower altitudes; therefore only the equations for altitudes of -5 kilometers
(-16, 404 feet) to 11 kilometers (365 089 feet) are considered.

The pressure p , absolute temperature T , mass density p , density ratio ,
at altitude z , and viscosity 4 are given in terms of their base (subscript B) valuei
at sea level by:

B T IT-6. 87 6 x 10

P/PB (T/TB) 5.'56 (19)
S" P / PB " (T/TB) 4.2,35

l"5. 169 x 10'7 (T/T) 31 2 /(T/TB + .3831)

For the altitude regime considered, the acceleration of gravity is. essentially constant
so the weight desity ratio w/wB is equal to the mass density ratio P .

The altitude z is in feet. The base (sea level) values are:

TB m518.69°R

PB 2116.2 pounds per square foot (20)

SB0.0023769 slugs per cubic foot

wEB 0. 076475 pounds per cubic foot.

These equations permit calculation of the standard atmosphere characteristics at
altitudes up to 36, 089 feet. Values of the density ratio (y are listed in table 4.

Several low density gases could be used as the lifting gas for airships. However,

only two lifting gases, helium and hydrogen, are considered, Other potential lifting

gases have densities approximately four times the standard density of helium, so they
are relatively inefficient and are not considered.
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TABLE 4

STANDARD ATMOSPHERE DENSITY RATIjOS
Altitude Density ratio Altitude Density ratio

(fast) (a Z) ( fast) ,,z)

0 1.000 ii,000 .715
1,000 .971 12,000 .693
2,000 .943 l .17,000671
3,000 .915 14,000 .6504,000 .888 15,000 . 629
5,000 .862 16,000 .609
6,000 .836 17,000 .589
7,000 .811 18,000 .570
8,000 .7B6 19,000 .551
9,000 .762 20,000 .533

10,000 .738

Some characteristics of helium and hydrogen at standard sea level are shown in
table 5 for standard sea level conditions. The specific lift (per cubic foot) Is equal to
the density of air minus the density of the lifting gas. The table shows that hydrogen
provides the largest specific lift, leading to a smaller airship or a greater lift for a
given airship. In addition, the cost of hydrogen per pound of lift is lower than for both
purity levels of helium.

However, hydrogen Is flammable at 4 to 74 percent volume mixtures with air.
Therefore, it is undesirable to use hydrogen as a lifting gas.

Helium provides a specific lift, close to that obtained when hydrogen is used: 93
percent as much when both helium and hydrogen are 100 percent pure. The cost of helium
is considerably greater (Federal Government supplies might cost less for Federal
agencies), but the cost of gas Is still a relatively small part of the total airship cost.
Helium Is not flammable and it is this safety characteristic that is the basis for selecting
helium as the principal lifting gas to be considered.

In airship operations, the lifting gas diffuses outward through the envelope, and
atmospheric air diffuses Inward. Therefore, the lifting gas Is not pure, but consists of
a mixture of the lifting gas and atmospheric air. The purity of the lifting gas varies
during operations as diffuilon proceeds, as impure gap is withdrawn for purification.
and as pure lifting gas is added.

To account for lifting gas impurity, a conventional 94 percent purity standard is
often used. The characteristics of 94 percent pure helium are included in table 5. The
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decreased specific lift leads to a larger airship. For calculations, the standard sea
level weight density w00 of helium of fractional purity PG Is:

w 0.01057P + 0 .07647(1 - P . (21)

TABLE 5

STANDARD CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME LIFTING GASES

Densitya Specific Jift Costb Lift cost
Ga_.sLb.ou-ft (lb./1000 cu.ft.j($/1000 cu.ft.) (/lb.)

Hydrogen 0.00532 71.03 4.69 0.066

Helium, 100% 0.01057 65.78 54.73 0.83

Helium, 94% 0.01452 61.83 51.44 0.83

Standard air 0.07647 - -

aAt sea level in the International Standard Atmosphere.

bprom Boeing, Vol. I., p. 5-39 (reference 6). In 1976 dollars.

Several gas-related weight@ and volumes are needed. Sea level conditions are used
as the reference. The total weight WT of the airship is equal to the product of sea level

air weight-density times the envelope volume 1 E

WT m. 076 4 7 7 E . (22)

The maximum gas. volume a GMX can be expressed as a fraction fG of the envelope

volume:

IQOGMX f- GVE (23)

The static lift WST , also called the gross lft, Is the lift at sea level when the

maximum gas volume is filled with gas:

WST (.07647 - wo) Gfo'e (24)

The static lift is only a reference weight because operations usually require some altitude,
and the full gas altitude should be greater than the operational altitude to avoid loss of
gas due to valving.
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At sea level, the useful load WUS 0 is equal to the excess of static lift over the empty

weight WE :

W SW WE . (25)USO ST

Estimation of empty weight is considered later.

For operations with a gas altitude z , both the air weight density and the gas
weight density in equation (24) are decreased by the atmospheric density ratio ez

at altitude z * Thus the useful load W for a gas altitude z is:

WUSz z •sT WE

W USz WUSO - (1 - erz) WST . (26)

Division by WUS 0 gives the ratio of useful. load for altitude operations to that at sea

level:

WUSz /WusO 1 - (WsT/WUSo) (I - q) * (27)

The altitude z in these equations should be greater than the specified operating

altitude zOP to avoid loss of gas by valving. The model includes a specification for

for gas -altitutude margin zMRG . Calculations for altitude are made for z equal to

the sum of operating altitude and margin altitude:

z = z OP + Z MRo (28)

For operations at an altitude z , the gas weight wGOfGVE associated with the

static lift must be decreased at the sea level reference condition by a factor 9.
The air weight inside the envelope increases. The air occupies the volume not occupied
by the gas. The gas volume fraction is %fG , so the air volume fraction at sea level
is (I - zf). Thus, the gas and air weights at sea level that contribute to the totalzG
weight are given by:
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W -*tw fGo z GOG E

WAo - 0.07647 (1 - %fo) VE . (29)

A design limit maximum altitude related to the installed ballonet volume exists for
blimps. The blimp design-masimum altitude ZBDMX is a design specification whose

historical value has varied from 7,300 feet to 13, 000 feet for U.S. blimps. To operate
at the ZBDMX gas altitude, the ballonet must be completely filled with air at takeoff,

and the blimp ballonet volume 7BB must be large enough to accommodate the expansion

of the gas that occurs as altitude is increased. A gaa volume VGO at sea level increases

to / tBDMX , which must be equal to fG V at the design-maximum altitude.

Hence, the required blimp ballonet volume is:

(7E "VBB)/Gz BDMX ' fo7E (30)

B/ ( fG OzBDMX)

Solvingfor fo gives:-

SVBB/V E
f G Cy(31)

0zBDMX

The calculated value of the ratio on the right side of this equation is shown for blimps
in table 6. The calculated ratios indicate that for blimps fG is essentially unity. How-

ever, it is desired to consider possible use of car volume VCEN within the envelope so

the relation for the gas volume factor for blimps becomes:

f a 1.00 =VCEN/ 7 E . (32)

Data for envelope anh maximum gas volume for dirigibles are shown in table 7.
The ratio of maximum gas volume VOMS to envelope volume is close to 0.93, which

is considerably less than the unity value for blimps. Some of the nongas volume of
dirigibles is clearance L7 for clearance between the netting that contains and con-

CL
strains the gas cells and the external covering and wiring. Useful volume V USE within
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the envelope is requited for useful load (fuel, payload, passengers, and accommodations)
and access, crew accommodations, and equipment. In symbols, the gas volume factor
fG for dirigibles Is:

f 1 G l - 7 CL/7E - 7USE /V ( (33)

The clearance volume is significant due to the large hull wetted area AWH . For

an average radial clearance rCL assumed conitant over all the wetted surface, the

clearance volume is:

OCL" rCL AwH (34)

TABLE 6

BALLONET AND GAS VOLUME OF BLIMPS

Envelope Ballonet Design VBB/VE
Blimp volume volume max altitude I-aZBDMX

1(1000 cu.ft.) (1000 cu.ft.) (feet) ....

Goodyear
Columbia II 147.3 38.6 10,000 .999

Goodyear
America 202.7 41.95 7,500 .994

U.S. Navy
K-135 456 119 10,000 1.001

U.S. Navy
ZPG-2 975 247 9,500 .996

U.S. Navy
ZPG-3W 1,490 383 9,600 .993

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, pp. 25, 26, reference 8.
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Equations are shown later in this chapter for AWH and VE in terms of envelope
length-diameter ratio L/D and prismatic coefficient Cp. Substituting equations

(39), (43), and (38) into equation (34) gives:

VCL 4 rCL 1+0.9/(L/D)2

D-(3) 2/3
C p

TABLE 7

GAS VOLUME OF DIRIGIBLES
3G4X VCL/VE

Envelope Max gasg r L- .006D

Dirigible volume volume "E CL

(_1000 cu.ft.)- (1000 cu.ft.) _

U.S. Navy
Shenandoah 2,290 2,148 .932 .031

U.S. NavyLos Angeles 2,800 2,600 .929 .032

U.S. Navy
Macon 7,400 6,850 .926 .032

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 19, reference 8.

For L/D - 6 and Cp A 0.65 , the second factor is equal to 1.37, so the percentage

clearance volume is about 5.5 times the percentage radial clearance relative to max-
imum diameter. Data for radial clearance and useful envelope volume were not found.

rCL 0.006D . (36)

Values for VL/V calculated from equation (35) using r 0.006D are shown

in table 7.
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AIRSHIP HULL AND FIN GEOMETRY

Airship geometry refers to the geometrical dimensions: envelope length, maximum
diameter and wetted area; fin configuration, area, and exposed span; and car dimensions.
Envelope geometry data for some U, S. blimps and dirigibles are shown In table 8. The
envelope length L and diameter D can be combined in the dimensionless length-diameter

ratio L/D for apecfying concepgual airships. The envelope lennth-deameter rarino L/D
for blmps was about 4; the value were from 3. 74 to 4.74. s Fo h eor the drgbles, L/Dvaried from S. 91 to 8.64. The general shape of the envelope can be expressed by its pris-

tan forfthe b p W the psmatic coefficient is pec thich Ioeumee t i t to the
volume (rr / 4)D L of the circumscribing right cylnder:

cL 7F/(/ /4)D2)L (38)

Calculated values of C. , using the envelope volume shown In the table are included In
table 8. They vary fro~u 0. 639 to 0. 692 and tend to be somewhat larger for the dirigibles
than for the blimps. When the prismatic coefficient is spec f Led, t~he equat~ion defining C P

can be rewritten to solve for D and L:

L = 4 / ((L/D)2 7 E) (38)

It is convenient to express the hull wetted area AWH in terms of a coefficient. Three

different coefficients, used historically, are defined by:

CS AWH/ rDL

C5 - AWH/ •( (L/D) )1/3 (39)

CS AWH/ ('ECV

The first coefficient, C. , is used throughout the remainder of this volume.

For geometrically similar bodies of revolution the local radius r , as a function of
longitudinal distance x from the bow, is defined in terms of the maximum radius R by:
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r-P(•) ,

where 0'( ,x/L) 9 , (40)

and 0• f( ) .

TABLE 8

AIRSHIP ENVELOPE GEOMETRY DATA

Envelope Envelope Envelope
length diameter L/D volume P

Airship (feet) (feet) ratio (1000 cu.ft.) ratio

Goodyear
Mayflower 1II 157 42.0 3.74 147 .676
Goodyear

America 190 46.0 4.14 203 .643

U.S. Navy
K-135 253 60.0 4.22 436 .637

U.S. Navy

ZPG-2 343 75.0 4.57 975 .643

U.S. Navy
ZPG-3W 403 85.0 4.74 1,490 .652

U.S. Navy
Shenandoah 680 78.7 8.64 2,290 .692

U.S. Navy
Los Angeles 660 90.7 7.28 2,800 .657

U.S. Navy
Macon 785 132.9 5.91 7,400 .680

Sotirce: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, pp. 19, 25, 26 (reference 8).
Boeing, Vol. I, pp. 3-6 (reference 6).
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In terms of f( • the envelope volume VE and the prismatic coefficieWt Cp defined

in equation (37) become:

E L 2 * nR2 L Tr f 2 (d}d

0 0

(41)

u 1 2

0

Similarly, the wetted area and coefficient become:

AWH M I ,+v" 2 T rdx
.,I 0

AWH - 2rIRL \o I + ) f( dg (42)
0

Cs J'+/1 + d t) f•() d

'Thus, C5 is a function of L/D (in the radical) and also a function of CP , which

depends on f(•)

However, it appears impossible to obtain a mathematical general expression for

these relations. It appears that CS is approximately proportional to C P . Tis

approximation was applied to data for airship forms of the 1920., shown in table 9.
The data are for test models from 1919 to 1922 used in the U. S. Navy wind tunnel. The
wetted area ratios Cs/C•/ 3 are shown in figure 32 as a function of envelope length-dLarn-

eter ratios. They tend to decrease when L/D increases.

Additional data for full- scale airships were obtained and are shown in figure 32. The
following equation was orlected for estimating CS

C c 3 (1 + O. 9/(L/D)) . (43)
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TABLE 9

AIRSHIP MODEL ENVELOPE WETTED AREA DATA

L D AWH CS C L/D
&LXA&gk+) ( 4 feet) (sq.ft.) P

Navy B 3.527 .6967 5.800 .751 .6176 5.06
Navy C 2.949 .6417 4.750 .799 .6562 4.62
Navy F 3.125 .6417 5.007 .795 .6621 4.87

E.P. 3.092 .6417 4.597 .737 .5891 4.82

Parseval I 3.942 .6417 5.465 .688 .5679 6.14
Parseval II 3.208 .6417 4.528 .700 .5677 4.99
Parseval 1II 3.208 .6417 4.750 .734 .6095 4.99

AA 1.992 .5833 2.760 .756 .6003 3.41

C-clais
.25D 3.109 .6417 5.073 .809 .6749 4.85
.5 D 3.270 .6417 5.398 .819 .6909 5.10

1 D 3,590 .6417 6.043 .835 .7184 5 57
2 D 4.232 .6417 7.337 .860 .7611 6.60
3 D 4.872 .6417 8.627 .878 .7925 7.59
4 D 5.515 .6417 9.922 .892 .8167 8.59
5 D 6.158 .6417 11.218 .904 .8358 9.60

Shenandoah 5.645 .6560 9.270 .797 .7000 8.60

Source: Burgess, table 10, page 72, reference 7.
a Length of constant-diameter cc-ter section.

The purpose of the airship tail Is to provide adequate static and dynamic longitudinal
stability. Although stability is not considered explicitly in this model, If the hull moment
coeffIc!ent and fin Lift coefficient were proportional to pitch angle, and if tail length were
proportional to envelope length, then the required total tail area would be proportional to(CF A 2 (LID) 2)1/3
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FIG. 32: VARIATION OF ENVELOPE AREA COEFFICIENT

Data, obtained from several sources, including scaled measurements of small-scale

sketches, are shown in table 10. Fin area and fin span are the average exposed fin area
for each fin and the maximum exposed span for each fin. Most of the fins extend to the
maximum hull diameter.

The approximation for fin area AF stated above was tested by calculating the param-

eter (L/D)2/3 A 1C V 2
L/D//3F/ E•

For the fin maximum exposed span bF , the ratio (L/D) b /D was tested.

The variation of both parameters Is shown in figure 33 as a fuiction of L/D Each
parameter is approximately constant with moderate scatter. On the basis of the results
in figure 33, the following equations are selected for estimating AF and bFMX

A 0. 30C 1/ 3 V 2/3 / LD2/AF P 0,0EV 3 cruciform. X-form i

AF •3 040C 1/2 7 2/3 / (LID) 2/3 InLverted-• Y (4) iFP E

bF = 0.60D/(L/D)1D/3)" ,X.

For an inverted-Y tail configuration the coefficient for A i s increased to keep a fixedtotal tail area, 5-i



TABLE 10

AIRSHIP TAIL FIN GEOMETRY DATA
areaFin b Number of Fin

(sq.ft.) (ft.) fins configuration

Goodyear
Mayflower III 250 1b 4 Cruciform

Goodyear
America 300 17 4 Cruciform

U.S. Navy
K-135 452 17 4 Cruciform

U.S. Navy
ZPG-2 8)8 29 4 X-form

U.S, Navy
ZPG-3W 1,300 31 4 X-fovm
U. S. NqtyShenandoah 950 230 4 Cruciform

U.S. NavyLos Angeles 1,350 27 4 Cruciform

U.S, Navy
Macon 3,672 42 4 Cruciform

aExposed fin area. Average area, if fins not identical.
bMaximum exposed fin span, each fin, or horizontal fins if larger.

•Fins did not extend to envelope maximum diameter.
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FIG. 33: VARIATION OF FIN PARAMETERS

Additional detailed fin data were obtained for 3 blimps. They are shown in table 11.
The relative fixed and movable control surface areas are illustrated. Also, the horLzontal
fins area is from 21 to 31 percent greater than the vertical fins area. The parameters

(L/D)2/3 Ajj/Cl/3 7 1/2 for these data are Included in figure 33.

Only one data point was obtained for the fin thickness-chord ratio (t/c)F . Burgess,

figure 1 (reference 7), -shows a construction-detail drawing of the U. S. Navy Los Angeles
dirigible. The drawing shows a fin cross section from which (t/c)F can be estimated

as about 0. 12. A value of 0. 10 was selected for dirigibles. Numerical data for (t/c),

for blimps were not found. From photographs and discussions with former pilots, It
appears that the thickness-chord ratio is small. Such small values are technically feasible
because blimp fins are braced laterally, with wire cable. A (t/c), value of 0.02 was

selected. 'Thus:

(t/c)p - 0.02, blimps
(45)

(t/c), m 0.10, dirigibles
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TABLE 11

DATA FOR AIRSHIP TAIL AREAS

Horizontal Vertical Total tail Envope
Fixed Movable Fixed Movable area volume

Airship (sg.ft.) (sg.f t. (sq.ft.) (1000 cu.ft.,)

U.S. Navy
G-type 524 194 435 112 1,265 196.7

U.S. Navy
K-type 732 260 616 199 1,807 425.0

U.S. Navy
M-type 946 334 638 338 2,256 647.5

Source: Goodyear Reports, "Descriptive Specifications,"
references 11-13.

aprismatic coefficients are 0.650, 0.649, and 0.652 respectively.
Length-diameter ratios are 4.23, 4.31, and 4.40, respectively.

Other fin geometry characteristics needed can be calculated from the above equations.,
The tail area AT is equal to 4 times the fin area for cruciform or X-form configurations:

1/3 2/3 2/3
AT w 1. 20 Cp VE / (L/D) (46)

If an Inverted-Y configuration is used, AT is assumed unchanged. For all 3 configurations,

the tail wetted area A-W is twice AT

A. = 2AT (47)

The average, fin chord cFAV is assumed to be given by AF/bF with b esti-

mated as above:

cF AiýbF (48)

The fin effective aspect ratio I s needed to estimate the aerodynamic lift. The

general aerodynamic definition of aspect ratio Is (span) 2 (area). For'airship fins it Is
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assumed that the airship body provides a 100 percent effective end-plate. Then span
is twice b and area is twice AF , so that:

2 2bARBC 12b2 F) F'F (49)

AIRSHIP CAR GEOMETRY

Blimp car geometry must provide volume for its specified contents, It must also
provide for the geometry of engine nacelles and landing gear. For dirigibles, the car
provides only an operational control center.

The car of a blimp must provide a required car volume VRC . Estimation of

VRC is considered in chapter 6 on weight and volume. Some U.S. Navy blimps (ae's

Aircraft, 1953 -54) extended the car upward into the envelope, thus reducing the gas
volume. The upper level of the car was used for living quarters, with operational and
mechanical equipment on the lower level. Gas system valves and ducts were usually
above the car.

Table 12 lists car geometry data for blimps and dirigibles. The car length ratios
Lc/L for blimps vary considerably, presumably as needed to provide the required

volume for each case. It appears desirable to limit LC/L to about 0.20 or less for

blimps for structural loading conditions. For blimps, the car width ratio wc/D appears

to be about 0.15 or less. The cars are relatively long and narrow, with LC/wC ratios
from 5.25 to 10.35.

To develop a conceptual model for blimp car dimensions, the following symbols are
needed:

C " required car volume, cubic feet
RC

hK " car deck height, feet (8 feet)

h ovR overhead height for equipment, feet (50)

hOVRMX n maximum overhead, feet (5 feet)

L - length second deck, feet

In terms of these symbols, the available car volume, which must be equal to VRC , is:
-54-
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TABLE 12

DATA FOR AIRSHIP CAR GEOMETRY

Car dimensions

Length Widtha Height LC wC C
Airship (fast) (feet) (feet)

Goodyear 23 7 8 0.146 0.167 3.29
Mayflower III 4 0.095 5.75

Goodyear 23 7 8 0.121 0.152 3.29
America 4 0.087 5.75

U.S. Navy
K-135 42 8 14 0.193 0.148 5.23

U.S. Navy
ZPG-2 73 13 0.213

U.S. Navy
ZPG-3W 83 8 9 0.206 0.094 10.35

U.S. Navy c 9
Shenandoah 47 9 10 0.069 0.114 5.22

U.S. Navy
Los Angeles 62 11 11 0.094 0.121 5.64

U.S. Navy
Macon 50 14 0.064

Source: Sketches in Boeing, Vol. I, pp. 3-7, 15, 16, reference 6,
and Jane's All the World's Aircraft, various issues.

aExoludes width of engines, propellers, and o'4trioqers.

b Frontal height external to enyelope contour.

Separate car, suspended below envelope.
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"Lcw0 (hDK + hoVR) + L2wchDK VRC (51)

It is assumed that if there is a second deck the overhead height is located inside the

envelope contour, so the car frontal area ACRE is:

ACF a wc(hDK + hova) if L 0

ACRF m WcDK i if L 2 0 . (52)

When a second deck is required the car envelope volume 'CEN which is not available

for gas, is:

'CEN w Lch OVR + L2wchDK ' (53)

Equation (51) provides the basis for a step-by-step calculation of LcI wc, hOVRI

and L2 so that equations (52) and (53) can be evaluated. It was assumed that for very

small blimps a minimum car size would exist. If more volume is required, first the
car length would be increased, up to . 2L. Then car width would be increased, up to

.15D. This would be followed by increasing overhead height, up to h o0RMX , and,

finally, a second deck would be added. The calculation steps are:

(1) Lc a 12, w -4, hovR=0, L2 0

(2) Lc MRC/WchDK ; If Le,: .2L, Go to (6).

(3) Lc - .2L, wc= VKC/LchDK If w. ! .15D, Go to (6).
(54)

(4) wc - ,15D, hVR m RC/Lcwc -hDK ;

If h i h Go to (6).

OVR OVRMX'

(5) hOVR - hOVRMX, L2  R (RC " Lowc (hDK + hovR) //wchDK

(6) Calculate A and V
CRF CEN

TeDirigibles had rather large control cars according to the data shown in table 12.

The mechanical ship control equipment of the 1930s was quite bulky, and a car crew of
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several persons per watch was used. The car was located forward, along the keel,
Forward visibility for operating control required a frontal height, including fairing, of
10 to 12 feet. The width was relatively small. It is assumed that 1976 dirigibles of all
sizes would use electrical-electronic control equipment of relatively small volume,
and smaller crew complements. For conceptual estimates of dirigible car geometry,
the required car volume 7RC should include provision for flight crew personnel and

flight control equipment. With a constraint L !9 Sw for dirigibles, the calculation

steps are:

(1) L0 . 12, wc a 4

(2) LC 0 7RC/wChDK ;IfLC-VwC , Goto (4) (55)
(3) LC - iFVRC/hDK, wC 0.2L C

(4) A W +3), N -0

Setting 7CEN equal to zero ignores any use of envelope volume by the car.

NACELLES

All blimps are assumed to have 2 engines in nacelles mounted symmetrically on
each side of the car. The rigid structure of a dirigible permits using a specified larger
number of engines and nacelles.

Engine nacelle geometry can be estimated by using the engine frontal area to calcu -
late a nacelle diameter. The nacelle is assumed to be a body of revolution. The cross
section in nacelles on historical airships was not always circular, but the approxima-
tion appears reasonable, and 1976 airship nacelles would probably be bodies of revolution.
In chapter 5 on power, engines, and fuel, the nacelle frontal area AFNC is estimated,

Setting AFNC equal to the area of a circle gives the nacelle diamter DLNC as:

DNC = /( 4 /.)AFNC (56)

The nacelle length LNC must be estimated. This can be done by using a nacelle

length-diameter ratio (L/D)NC . The value of (L/D)NC must be at least large enough

to provide enclosure for the engine type used. Small values are adequate for radial
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reciprocating engines, but turboprop engines require larger values. In chapter 5,
values for the engine length-diameter ratio (L/D)ENG are selected for several types

of engine. Using a standard value of 3 for (L/D)Nc

(L/D)NC 3,

(L/D)NCh (L/D)ENG * (57)

LNC - (L/D)NCDNC

These equations are to be applied in the order shown,

There is a potential tradeoff between nacelle drag and nacelle weight. In chapter
4 on drag and lift, it is shown that the external aerodynamic drag coefficient for a body
of revolution is a flat minimum for length-diameter ratios of 2. 5 to 3.5. In chapter 6
on weight and volume, the nacelle weight is estimated as proportional to nacelle surface
area. With constant DNC to provide the frontal area, the surface area is proportional

to (L/D)NC , so larger length-diameter ratios increase the weight. These tradeoffs

can be investigated by use of the conceptual model.

Constraints on nacelle geometry include in-flight access for early dirigibles.
The engines for these dirigibles were relatively small. A minimum diameter of 6
feet is assumed to be required for personnel work space. The length-diameter ratios
of these nacelles were much less than the standard value of 3. This can be represented
by retaining the nacelle length given by equation (57), which gives more drag but less
nacelle weight than if length were increased. It was assumed that 1976 airships would
not provide in-flight accesses to the nacelles. Then:

DNC * 6, historical dirigibles . (58)

This constraint is to be applied after D has been calculated according to equation (56).NC
The later blimps had retractable tricycle landing gear, with the main gear mounted

on the engine nacelles aft of the nose of the nacelle (the gear was attached Just aft of the
radial reciprocating engine). Retraction of gear into turboprop engine nacelles might
require an increased nacelle diameter, but this is not included in the conceptual model.
However, if conceptual landing gear length is increased it becomes necessary either to
use fixed gear or to increase the length of the engine nacelle to enclose the retracted
gear (partial enclosure is not considered in the conceptual model), For this purpose,
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a nacelle length equal to at least 1.3 times the nacelle gear length LGRN is selected.

The nacelle diameter is not changed, which increases the drag but limits the increase
of nacelle weight. Thus:

LNC 1 l. 3 LGRN , blimp, retractable gear. (59)

This constraint is to be applied after L has been calculated according to equationNC
(57).

OUTRIGGERS

The outrigger structures that supported engine nacelles of earlier airships had a
variety of structural geometries. Most of them included an open ladder for access
between the envelope and the nacelle. Engines were started by hand cranking until the
1940s, and local personnel operated the engines according to telephoned commands.
Some airship engine nacelles had integral water-recovery condensers. After World
War 1, blimp engines had electric starters and cockpit control, but access for in -flight
maintenance was still provided.

The form of the outrigger structure influences its aerodynamic drag contribution
and its weight. Historic airships used combinations of struts and bracing cables. Later
blimps used tubular struts enclosed in streamlining airfoil shapes. The ZPG-3W blimp
used a thick cantilever airfoil pylon, sloping downward from the envelope edge of the
car, The pylon was thick enough to provide enclosed access to the nacelle. Three types
of outrigger structures are considered in the model: open-frame tubular, covered
tubular, and cantilever pylon.

Front-view sketches of 2 outriggers are shown in figure 34 (also see figure 35 for

blimps). The length LOUT of the outrigger structure is determined by the propeller

diameter Dp ,the propeller clearance CpRP from the car or envelope, and the clear-

ance CABV above the propeller disk to the top of the car of a blimp. Propeller diameter

is investigated later in chapter 6 on power, engines, and fuel. On the basis of scaling
small drawings of earlier tirships, the following clearances are selected:

CPRP - 4, for dirigibles (60)

C 2, blimps only
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FIG. 34: SKETCH OF OUTRIGGER GEOMETRY

For the blimp, the outrigger length can be calculated by subtracting half the nacelle
diameter from the distance between the center of the propeller disk and the support
points:

2 2 DNLOUTl /(CPRP + 0.5D) + (CAv + 0.51) 0 N 5(61)

L + ( +0.5D 2.5DC2 -
OUT2 P PRP P' +(CR - ABVO.SDP)NC

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the upper and lower outrigger structure, respectively.
Both are needed for tubular outriggers. Only one is needed for a cantilever pylon out-
rigger.

For dirigibles, a symmetrical outrigger form Is shown in figure 34. The angle
is measured from the center line to each leg, The distance along the center line from
the center of the propeller disk to the envelope Is 0. 5D + C . Thus, the outrigger

P PRPlength is: LOUT (0.5D + CpRp) /cos 1. - 0. 5DNc (62)
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For the outrigger to intersect the envelope it is necessary that p be not too great:
XMX , where

gS tan (D/(D + D + 2CpR)) . (63)

It is assumed that the engine angle c must be large enough so that the bottom of the
propeller distance is no lower than the bottom of the envelope.

(0.5D+0.5Dp + CPRP) cos +0.5D 0.S5D , (64)

r Cos-1 ((D+Dp)/ (D+Dp + 2CPRp))

The top angle r and bottom angle • shown for the blimp in figure 34 define the
geometry of the blimp outrigger (along with the 2 lengths). They are given by:

(C +c +.5D
T a tan-1 (ABV P

S\PRP + 0.Dp /
(65)

S" tan'l O(hR CABV -0.5Dp
C ~PP +0'.5Dp

When propeller diameter increases sufficiently, the angle A becomes negative.

The frontal area AOUTF of the outriggers for the blimp is also needed. For this

purpose it is assumed that all tubular outriggers are constructed of chrome molybdenum
steel tubes with tube diameter DTB equal to 0.15 feet (1. 80 inch). Wall thickness and *1
number can be varied to provide the necessary structural strength (see chapter 5 on
power, engines, and fuel). It is further assumed that open-frame tubular outriggers
for blimps consist of 1 set of tubes for the upper structure, with the necessary number
in the set arranged longitudinally in-line and at sufficient angle to the. perpendicular to
the blimp car to. provide adequate structural strength for longitudinal loads. This frontal
area for 2 nacelles is 2DTBL OUTI For the lower structure it is assumed that at

least 2 tubes are used longitudinally, with diagonals to withstand compression, and at
least 2 tubes are used in the vertical plane to provide a truss that can withstand com-
pression loads. The lower structure then has a frontal area of 2(2 DTB)LouT2, The

sum gives:
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AOUTF = (2 LouT1 + 4 ouT2)DTB, open-frame tubular.

(66)
D 1 0.15

II

ENVELOPE

Car_

FIG. 3W1 SKETCH OF 6LIMP LANDING GEAR

For covered tubular outriggers for blimps it is assumed that the upper structure is
used to provide ram air to pressurize the ballonets. Both the upper and lower structures
then have a frontal thickness of 3 times DTB , or 0.45 feet. This frontal area is to be

enclosed in streamlined airfoil shapes. Streamlined airfoils can have a nearly conStant
thickness over about the middle third of their chord. It is assumed that the longitudinal
separation of the tubes is not greater than this fraction of the chord. It is shown in
chapter 4 on drag and lift that an outrigger thickness-chord ratio (t/c)OUT of 0.25

* produces minimum drag. The frontal area and chord for covered tubular outriggers
for blimps are then:
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A =6D (L +)

OUTF TB LOUTi OUT2

0 OUT - 3DTB/ (t/c)OUT

DTB = 0.15 (67)

(t/c)OUT = 0.25

For cantilever pylon outriggers for blimps, the ratio frontal thickness tPOUT

to outrigger length LOUT is important in determining its weight, A value of 0.2 *

is selected for (tpOuT/LouT). Then the frontal area and chord can be estimated as:

t (t /L )LPOUT (POUT/OUT)OUT 1

AOUTF 2t 14POUT OUT 1

COUT tPOUT/(t/C)OUT (68)

(tPOuT/LouT) 0.2

(t/C)ouT =0.25

For dirigibles, only open-frame tubular outriggers are considered. For the top and
bottom members, each with two tiabes placed longitudinally, thu frontal area for a number
of engines NENG is:

A = 4N D, L
OUTF ENG TB OUT

(69)

DTB = 0.15

LANDING GEAR

Blimps first had landing gear in the 1930s. The first typea used was a bicycle gear
placed on the bottom of the car and on the lower tail fin of a cruciform tail configuration.
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Some of the car landing gears were retractable. The last U.S. Navy blimps had retrac-
table tricycle landing gear. Tricycle gear, in contrast to bicycle gear, provides lateral
stabilization during mooring, ground movements, takeoff, and landing.

A sketch of blimp landing gear geometry is shown in figure 35. A propeller ground
clearance C of 2 to 4 feet was used on historical blimps. It is assumed that an

GRD
equal clearance is required for the blimp. An average value is selected as the standard
ground clearance:

CGRD = 3  (70)

From the sketch, the nacelle landing gear length LGRN can be written using symbols.
The associated car landing gear length LGRC can also be written in symbols.

LGN = RD + 0.5(Dp DNc)
(71)

L =C + D + C
GRC ABV P G RD - hDK

Equations (71) will often be valid. However, inspection shows that if D is

sufficiently small it is possible for LGRC to be small or negative. Therefore, after
calculating equations (71) it is necessary to ensure that L is 24ual -o at least

GRC
C If it must be increased, a different equation for the landing gear lengths
must be used: Lh.A.D

LGKC = CGRD (72)

LGK hDK+'_CGRD - (CABV +0.5 (D p+DN))GR C R

With any landing gear length, the maximum takeoff angle of attack (and, hence,
aerodynamic lift) is limited by theQgeometry of the gear, envelope, and lower fins.
If larger takeoff angles of attack are desired, the landing gear length must be increased.
A conceptual model of the relations can be developed on the basis of approximate geom-
etry sketched in figure 36. The lower part of the sketch shows a side view of the take-
off geometry, with a cruciform tail configuration extending to the maximum diameter of
the envelope. The tangent of the maximum pitch angle 0 is equal to the distance

MX -

between the bottom of the nacelle landing wheel and the fin, divided by the long-
iludinal distance from the wheel to the aft corner of the lower fin.
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However, from the sketches of fins in the upper part of the figure the vertical
distance must be increased by 0.5D(l - cosine), where the cosine is of an angle depending
on the tail configuration. In terms of a fin factor FFI equal to the (1 - cosine) term:

F FIN = 0 for cruciform tails

FFIN 0.293 for X-form tails , (73)

FFIN 0.500 for inverted-Y tails

The longitudinal distance from the nacelle landing gear to the corner of the lower fins
is close to 0.48 times envelope length (from scaling of sketches). In terms of a gear
distance factor FGR , giving the fraction of envelope length L

FGR = 0.48 (74)

Then, using LGRC and hDK to obtain envelope height above the ground:

GMX = tan-I (LGRC + hDK +0.5FFIN D)/FGRL) Q (75)

When e is given, and is greater than GMX , this equation can be written as an ex-

pression for the required value for LGRC , as shown below.

The takeoff angle of attack aTO should be less than 0MX by at least an angle

margin ceMRG to avoid impact of the lower fins on the ground. A standard value of 3

degrees margin is selected on the basis of the aerodynamic lift data for the ZPG-3W
blimp. The maximum takeoff angle of attack aTOMX is M minus aMRGy

-MRG 3 degrees
,•. (76)

'TOMX N Max(eMX =MRG , 0)

If TOMX is negative, it is set equal to zero, decreasing the margin.
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The logic steps for these calculations can now be shown. It is defined that if the
specified takeoff angle of attack aTOS is zero, an approximate optimum takeoff angle

of attack equal to aTOMX is to be used. Otherwise, a T is to be equal to cTOS"

The steps are as follows:

(1) LGRC - CABV +DP +CGRD - hDK

L GRN CGRD +0.S(DP-DN)

(2) If LGRC • CGRD , Go to (3).

LGRC C GRD
LGRN hDK+CGRD -(CABV+0.5(DP+DN)

-l
(3) 0MX = tan ((LGRC + hCR + 0.5FFIND) / L)

GRC CFI )/GRL
aTOMX = Max (e - M 0

MX MRG ' 0)

(4) If aTOS - 0 , Go to (7). (77)

(5) If TOS aTOMX , Go to (6).

L GRC F GR L ta' (TOS + aMRG) "0.SFFIND - hDK

LGRN DK +LGRC -(C ABV + 0.5 (Dp + DN)

(6) aTO= aTOS , Go to (8).

'7 To = TOMX

(8) Calculation completed.4

Bicycle landing gear for blimps or dirigibles can be approximated as follows. It is
assumed that blimp propellers require a ground clearance CGRD ' that dirigible

propeller disks are no lower than the bottom of the envelope, and that a dirigible envel-
ope clearance equal to C is required.

GRD
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Si

L = Max (C +D +sC hrbip

GRC ABV P GRD - hDC , CORD) ,blimps

L RC W CORD , dirigibles

eMX = tan ((LGRC +0.SFFIND) /FGRL) (78)

aTOMX = Max (MX- cMRG * 0)

The logic steps proceed as for the tricycle landing gear:

(1) If a 0 , Go to (4).
(2)S

(2) If aTOS a TOMX , Go to (3).

LGRC = FGRL tan (ckTOS + aMRG) 05FFIN D (79)

(3) aTO - aTOS , Go to (5).

( 'TO [ TOMX

(5) Calculation completed,

The frontal area AGRF of fixed (nonretractable) landing gear is the sum of con-

tributions for each unit of the gear. The frontal width of each unit is assumed to be
proportional to its length for limiting the bending moment and structural weight due to
lateral loads. From scaled sketches, a width of 0.05 times length is selected. Then
the frontal areas are:

A =0.05 (L 2  +2L 2  trclegaGRF 0 GRC LGRN ,tricycle gear
2 (80)

AGRF 0.05L RC bicycle gear (
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4. AERODYNAMIC DRAG AND LIFT

This chapter considers the aerodynamic forces on an airship. The estimation of
zero-lift drag is considered first. This is followed by an analysis of aerodynamic lift,
the lift drag that resu]ts from the lift, and the aerodynamic pitching moment. Deflection
of elevators to hold the airship at a desired angle of attack, which requires a zero
pitching moment at that angle of attack, leads to a so-called "trim drag." This effect
is included implicitly rather than separately. Finally, the aerodynamic-gust structural
moment that occurs when the airship encounters an atmospheric wind gust is considered
for later use in estimating structural weights.

The drag, lift, and pitching moment are estimated in terms of conventional coeffi-
cients. The hull (envelope) wetted area AWH is used as the reference area for most
of these coefficients.

ZERO-LIFT DRAG

The zero-lift drag of an airship consists of friction, profile, and sepuration drag
contributions by the hull (envelope), tail, car, propulsion nacelles, outriggers, and
landing gear. Estimates for these contributions are presented in this section.

The drag coefficient C for a drag O is defined in terms of air mass density p,D
flight speed V , and a reference area AR as:

CDE d&V0.5pV2AR . (81)

The reference area used for each drag contribution is defined below, The overall zero-
lift drag coefficient C is referred to hull wetted area AWH , so each contribution is

DO
multiplied by AR/AWH to convert to the A WH reference area.

The friction drag is important itself. The profile and separation drag appear to be
"closely proportional to the friction drag of the hull, tail, and nacelles. Therefore, fric-
tion drag in general Is considered first. The Reynolds number RN is defined in terms

of the air mass density P , flight speed V , component length LC , and air viscosity

S•~ ,as'.

RN= PVLc/•_ . (82)
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The friction drag coefficient COF for a component is defined in terms of the drag

and wetted area A by:w

CDF j•/((1/2) pV2Aw) . (83)

It is important to use consistent units such that RN and CDF have no dimensions.

The friction drag coefficient is principally a function of Reynolds number, but the
nature (laminar or turbulent) of the boundary layer and the nature (smooth or rough) of the
surface of the component are also important parameters. For large Reynolds numbers
(greater than about 1 million) the boundary layer is expected to be turbulent (reference 2).
Airships satisfy this constraint except at extremely low speeds or large altitudes. An
accepted equation for the turbulent boundary layer friction drag coefficient on smooth
flat plates is the Karman equation, also called the Schoenherr equation (Schlichting,
page 439, reference 20 ):

1//tT= 4,13 log (CDFRN) . (84)
DF D

Iteration is required to solve for C . A simple power law is used here to start the
iteration process.

CDF ' 0.028/RN ' 4  (85)

The variations of CDF for smooth surfaces, according to the above two equations, is

shown in figure :37.

The wetted surfaces of airships are not aerodynamically smooth solid surfaces.
Theoretical calculations from Schlichting, page 448 (reference 20), for sand roughness
of height k in a flat plate turbulent boundary were used as data. Some points were read

from the figure of calculated results, and were reduced by 4 percent to match their zero
roughness curve to equation (84) here. These are shown as solid circles in figure 37.

The approach used by Colebrook (reference in Handbook for Mechanical Engineers,
1967, page 3-59 (reference 4) for roughness in pipe flow was used to obtain a generali-
zation of equation (84) including roughness. After fitting the asymtotic CDF as a

function of Lc /kS in the form of equation (84), interpolation terms were added, giving:
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-0.86

4. 13 log 0. 86/(Lc/ks)0) (86)
DF DF RN 1+80 (/CDF (L/ks)/CDFRN)' 5

Lines calculated from this equation are shown in figure 37.

J ÷4

40 2+4
45 5+4

30

25

eEQ. (84)

.• .•....• 5+6

1i - tet+7
12 -- ,3/it• • ~k

106 101 108 100 1010

Reynolds number (iNap pVL/pr

FI1G. 37: FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT VARIATION

A standard method for selecting effective sand-grain height corresponding to the
experimental uniform covering condition does not exist. The roughness height is treated
as a parameter In this model. An appropriate value for airship surfaces appears to be
0.005 inch. The resulting roughness friction increment is 0.0004 to 0.0005 for the envelopeand 0.0007 to 0.0008 for the finst
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Hull (Envelope)

A standard method for estimating the zero-lift drag coefficient CDH based on hull

wetted area, for a body of revolution in terms of its friction drag coefficient CDFH

from Hoerner (pp. 6-17, reference 15), is:

CDH + 1.5/(L/D)15,+ 7/(L/D)3) . (87)

Several of the bodies on which this empirical relation is based were bare airship hulls.
The component length for the hull Reynolds number is the envelope length L.

Tail Drag Coefficient

For airfoil-type sections, Hoerner (p. 6-6, reference 15) gives a similar equation
in terms of the thickness-chord ratio (t/c)F of the fins. For wetted tail area AWT ,the

fin drag coefficient C is:

CDT DFT + 2 We) + 60 (t/c) ) (Aw/A (88)

Here, the reference area for CDF is the hull wetted area A WH The friction drag

coefficient is to be calculated on the basis of the average tail fin chord r, '

A cable drag contribution must be included for blimps. The bases of the fins of blimps
are attached to the envelope material. The fins are braced by diagonal lateral cables
attached to the envelope. The diameter of these cables is about 1/8 inch. Their Reynolds
number (based on diameter) is subcritical and their drag coefficient based on frontal area
is close to unity (Hoerner, pp. 3-9, 4-5, 13-20, reference 15). Several small-diameter
cables must be used to distribute the lateral load on the fin to the envelope. The load on
the cables is proportional to the side force on the fin from gust loading. The cross-
sectional area and number of cables are also proportional to the side force. The frontal
area A of the cables is proportional to their diameter and to fin exposed span bF.CBLFF
Substituting estimates for the parameters in this simple approximation indicates that:

A B 6x10 4b GV , (89)
CBLF F GD T
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k where UGD is the design gust velocity. For blimps, a cable drag coefficient CDCBL

is then:

C I(ACBLF/AwH) , blimps . (90)

The tail structure of dirigibles is usually integral with the hull structure near the
stern, often with an integral carry-through structure from one fin to the opposite one.
Cable support was not used historically, so CDCBL is zero for such dirigibles. However,

an aerodynamic interference drag is associated with the intersection of a fin and a body.
Hoerner's data (pp. 8-10, 13-16 of reference 15) indicate that the interference drag
coefficient C based on thickness t squared is approximately equal to t/c forDT IN 2  3 2
each fin. Writing t (t/c) as (t/c) c gives:

3 2
CDTIN 4(t/c)FcF/AWH , cruciform, X-form

(91)
3 2

CDTIN 3(t/c) cF/AwH inverted-Y

The interference drag is small for the small (t/c)F values for blimps. However, for

Car Drag Coefficient

Hoerner also presents data for the drag coefficient CDX of several canopy and

turret shapes. This drag coefficient is based on cross-section area of the canopy (Hoerner,
pp. 8-4, 13-2, 15-30, reference 15). These canopies approximate the shape and size of
blimp cars relative to the main body. The incremental drag coefficients CDX vary

from 0.05 to 0.15 for various shapes. Airship cars are fairly blunt and are unlikely to
attain the lower values. In terms of the car frontal area A the cardrag coefficientCR F
CDR is estimated as:

DCR =C DX(AcRF/AwH) ,CDX= 0.10 . (92)

Wind tunnel tests of the Akron dirigible (NACA Report 432, page 598, reference 16)
showed a "less than 3 percent of bare hull" drag for the car. This percentage appears
to correspond to CDX between 0. 10 and 0.15.
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Propulsion Nacelle Drag Coefficient

Propulsion nacelles can be approximated as bodies of revolution. The drag of pro-
pulsion nacelles consists of ah external drag and internal drag contribution, the latter
associated with cooling air for an engine nacelle. The resultant nacelle frontal area
A (from chapter 3) is used as a drag coefficient reference area.FNC

The external drag coefficient based on frontal area for bodies of revolution can be
approximated from equation (87) for the hull by multiplying the L/D function by 3(L/D).
The nacelle external drag coefficient C DNCE for each nacelle is:

C DNC "DFN [3(L/D)N + 4 .5/(L/D)1/2

+ 21/(L/D)• 2 (ANcF/AwH) (94)

The component length for the nacelle Reynolds number is the nacelle length LNC* The

ratio CDNCE/CDFN ,ignoring the ANCE/AWH factor, is shown in figure 38 as a

function of (L/D)N . The figure includes a dashed line indicating the influence of de-

creasing CDFN with increasing L, on the assumption that CDFN is proportional to
-0.14 FDN

L 0 The minimum drag coefficient occurs for L/D about 2.5 to 3.0. For L/D
between 2.0 and 4.0 the curves are quite flat.

The internal drag coefficient C for propulsion nacelles requiring cooling airDNCI
can also be based on nacelle frontal area. C varies with engine power, flight speed,DNC I
and engine installation (Hoerner, pp. 9-5 to 9, 13-7, reference 15). However, a moderately
low constant value of 0.05 is selected:

CDNCI = 0. 05(ANCF/AWH) (95)

Outrigger Drag Coefficient

Outriggers are used to support engine nacelles at some distance from the car of a
blimp or the envelope of a dirigible, at a distance to provide clearance between the
propeller disk and the airship structure. Chapter 3 discusses outriggers of open-frame
tubular, covered tubular, and cantilever pylon types. Outrigger frontal area AOUTF

is also estimated in chapter 3. For the open-frame tubular type the drag coefficient
-74-
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based on frontal area is selected as unity. This takes into account possible low Reynolds
numbers, interference drag at tube connections, and the increased airspeed and rotation
of the propeller slipstream. Then the outrigger drag coefficient C DOU contribution

C DOUT= 1.0 (AOUTF/AWH) , open-frame tubular (96)

30

0 DNCE /CDFN

20

, (CDNC•ICDP X 2/(L/D))"14

10

SI I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10

Nacelle length.ddiameter ratlo

FIG, 38: INFLUENCE OF NACELLE L/D

For covered tubular and cantilever pylon types the drag coefficient based on frontal
area can be obtained by multiplying the (t/c)F function in equation (88) for the fin drag

coefficient by 1/(t/c)F:

CDOUT = CDFOUT C l/(t/c)OUT + 2 + 60 (t/C)3OUTI (AouTF/AwH (97)

The component length for the outrigger Reynolds number is the outstanding chord
couT . The ratio C DOUT/CDFOUT ignoring the AOUTF/A.WI, factor, is
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shown in figure 39 as a function of (t/c)OUT. The figure includes a dashed line indic-

ating the influence of decreasing CDFOUT with increasing chord, on the assumption

-0.*14
tha CDFOUT is proportional to c01 The minimum drag coefficient occurs neat

a (t/c)OUT of 0.25, but the curves are quite flat for (t/c)OUT between 0.2 and 0.35.

A standard value of 0.25 for (t/c)OUT is selected in chapter 3 on the basis of this drag

coefficient minimum.

Each end of the members of covered tubular or cantilever pylon outriggers pro-

duces an interference drag, It can be estimated by the relation for fins that was used

above for equation (91). Covered tubular outriggers have eight ends. Cantilever pylon
outriggers have four ends. Thus, the outrigger interference drag coefficient is:

3 2
CDOUTI = 8 (t/c)OUTcOUT/AWH , covered tubular

(98)C 4(týc)2 c2

DOUTI OUT (tc) OUT/AWH , cantilever pylon

30

(o_)(ICooou.

\•• r C~DouT Drou,)r,/o1ouT/r 5

10

., iII I I

0 .1 .2 ,3 , .5

Outrigger thickneus chord ratio

FIG, 39: INFLUENCE OF OUTRIGGER, tic
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Landing Gear Drag Coefficient

Landing gear drag is considered in this model only when fixed (nonretrar.table)
landing gear are specified. The landing gear frontal area AGRF is estimated in

chapter 3. A drag coefficient on frontal area of u'nity is selected. This increase be-
yond a value (0.75) for elongated cylinders is intended to account for protuberances
(including tires) and the increased airspeed and rotation of the propeller slipstream.
The landing gear drag coefficient C then becomes:

DGR
C 1.0 (A /A , fixed landing gear. (98)CDGR (GRF/AwH)

Other Airship Drag Estimation Data

The information in table 13 on airship drag contributions is given by Goodyear,
Vol. IV, p. E-4 (reference 8). For dirigibles, the percent of drag contribution attribu-
ted to these components is about half that for blimps.

TABLE 13

DRAG CONTRMUTION (PERCENT OF HULL DRAG)

Component Blimps Dirigibles

Pins 33. 16.7

Car 11.5 (a)

Engine, outrigger 14. 10.

Miscellaneous 5. 5.

63.5 31.7

(a) 20 square feet flat ploite drag area.

The data in table 13 were used for checking the detailed estimates for early airships,
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AERODYNAMIC LIFT

Aerodynamic lift is produced when the hull of an airship is inclined at an angle
of attack ae to the direction of motion. An associated drag is also produced. Control
surface drag or trim drag also results.

Body (hull) aerodynamic lift is rather small for bodies of revolution. Approxi-

mately half the aerodynamic lift of an airship is associated with the tail (fin) surfaces.
In addition, both the body lift and the tail lift are quadratic in angle of attack. Con-
ceptual estimation of airship dynamic lift and induced drag must include these charac-
teristics.

The analysis here is based on wind tunnel data for a large model of the U.S. Navy
dirigible Akron, The data are tabulated in NACA Report 432 (reference 18). Wind
tunnel data for several small-model airships from NACA Report 394 (reference 17)
were also used. The largest dynamic pressure data were used. In terms of the
lift s6 and the lift drag DL , the lift coefficient CL , and lift-induced drag co-

efficient C are defined with 7 2/3 as the reference area as:
DL E

Se/0,PV V2/3
CL = ,£/0.5pV2 E (99)
CDL DL/0.5 Pv2p 2/3

The variation of the lift coefficient with zero elevator deflection is shown in
figure 40 as a function of angle of attack a in degrees for the Akron body alone
(CLB) and for the body plus tail configurations 1 and 2 (CLOBT1 and C LOBT2). Con-

trol car and engine installations were not included. The variation is not linear. The
tails more than double the lift coefficient, but there is little difference between the
tail 1 and tail 2 cases. The associated CL/a 0 ratios are shown in figure 41. The

points indicate a linear variation. Hence, with constants a and b, C = a aO+ba
Lo

applies. The constants for the 3 cases can be read from the figure and converted to
radian c, form to obtain:

C = 0.1604a + 1.0505a2
LB3

2
C B 0.5730a +,'42 (100)

CLOBT2 =0.6073n' + 1. 6085a
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.40
"x Body and Tai I
a Body and Tai 2

BoY+ rail, CLOMT

~20

Body, CL

a 5 10 Is 20

Angle of attack (ao, degrees)

FIG. 40: AKRON ZERO-ELEVATOR LIFT COEFFICIENT

1.0

0 5 10 Is 20

Angle of attack (a0 , degrees)

FIG. 41: AKRON CL /cz0,RATIOS
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It is now assumed that the "tail" lift coefficients C LOT and C LOT2, including

interaction with the body flow, can be approximated by subtracting CLOB from the

respective body tail equations giving:

CLOTI = 0.4125+ 0.6237a2

C LOT2= 0. 4469a+0.5581a 2  (101)

It Is desired to be able to estimate the coefficients in equations (100) and (101) as
functions of hull and tail geometry and areas.

The geometry data for the Akron wind tunnel model is shown in table 14. The
Akron model hull L/D ratio was 5.92 and its prismatic coefficient C was 0,678.

For reasonable airship hull shapes and C values, hull lift probably would not change

much, Data for bare hull lift coefficient of small models (about 2 to 4 feet) with several
L/D ratios for those cases where the lift at zero angle of attack was relatively close to

zero are from graphs in NACA Report 394. These data are shown in figure 42. The
line in the figure is for the Akron model according. to equation (100). The dispersion of

the points appears to be experimental scatter. There is no trend of variation from the
Akron line with change of L/D.

.20 L/D 3 .6

w LID = 6.8 (constant midbody)

0 LID = 6.0

U L/D = 7.2

~.10 EQ. 100
.io Akron

LID 5.92

0 5 15 20

Angle of attack (a, degrees)

FIG. 42: SMALL-MODEL BODY LIFT COEFFICIENT
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On this basis, equation (100) is selected for estimating the body lift coefficient

C LB for any L/D and CP.

Before investigating the influence of tail geometry in detail, it is desirable to
use the small-model data to consider possible overall effects on the zero elevator
body tail lift coefficient. These models had tail fins and control cars (of 2 sizes) on
the hull. The data, read from graphs, are shown here in figure 43, which includes the
line for the Akron model with tail 1, according to equation (100), It is apparent that
there is a strong influence associated with the variation of hull length-diameter ratio
L/D. From the C comparison in figure 40, the influence is not due to body L/D
directly. It may b;Hue to tail characteristics, but the size and shape of the tails are
not included in NACA Report 394.

It is convenient to use substitute symbols for the coefficients in equation (101):

CLOT = aLTa +b LTor . (102)

These new coefficients are to be estimated in terms of geometric characteristics of
the airship.

.40 - L/D = 3.6

rL/D=4.8
aL/D = 6.0 *

SI

A "L/D = 7.2 .•i!,

,, / EQ,46b "
.' 2 0 ,, /A k r o n ,

.J -- / LID = 5,.92 :
o . / Tail I

U 10 1•20

Angle of attack (a, degrees)

FIG. 43: SMALL-MODEL ZERO-ELEVATOR LIFT COEFFICIENT
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theNACA Report 432 gives full specifications, including dimensional sketches, ofS{ the fine used as tail I and tail 2 on the Akron model. (Only the horizontal fins are con -

sidered here.) The horizontal tail area AHT and platform were both changed. The

areas are listed in table 14. Zero elevator tail lift coefficients C* are based on
LOT

horizontal tail area instead of 3 These can be obtained from equations (101). They
are:

1.923a + 2.907o2
CLOT,

C * 2LOT2 2.302a + 2.875a2 . (103)

Theoretically, for isolated small aspect ratio AL wings, the first coefficient would
beO0.5rTTAt Table 14 shows the maximum exposed horizontal fin span 1F and

2F
4b2/AHT as the aspect ratio. The calculated 0.5 1T•A values are also shown in table

14, The coefficients of a in equations (103) are 1.64 and 1.54 times as large. A con-
stant factor of 1.6 is selected and Included as a wing-body interaction term. Then:

2/3aLT m 1.6 (0.5 r)AHT/) A (104)

The interaction factor of 1.6 was assumed to apply also to the coefficientof the

aterm, This reduces the remaining constants to 1.817 and 1.797. The theory foraspect ratio approaching zero indicates that a lift coefficient term would be 2&•

Hoerner (page 7-18, reference 15) found from experimental data that the coefficient of
2a approaches zerco at zero Ak . He also found that for round-edged wings the co-

efficient increases to about 2 near At of unity, and then decreases. Some of Hoerner's
points are shown in figure 44 with an approximation line. Using the equation for the line:

bLT =1.6(4 exp(0.82 )A H A (105)

LT

Using equations (102), (104), and (105), the calculated tail lift coefficients for the
Akron models are:

2C = 0.402a + 0.644a , calculated Akron, tail 1LOTl
(106)

CLOT,2 : 0.465a + 0.555a2  calculated Akron, tall 2

Comparing the c•Iculated coefficients for the Akron with the data values of equation
(101) shows differences of -3 to 4 percent. -83-



Data for the influence of elevator deflection 8 E (positive downward) are tabulated

for the large-model Akron in NACA Report 432. Figures 45 and 46 show the ratio of
the incremental elevator lift coefficient C to 8 0 as a function of angle of attack.LE H
There is considerable scitter, and positive and negative middle values of 80 appear

to be asymmetrical. The slopes are about the same, The intercepts are different in
the same direction that the aLT values vary (equation (101)). About 0.37 of aLT

is needed to match the intercepts in the figures. The lines in the figures are given in
radians by:

CLE - 0,37aLT 6E (l+a) . (107)

The lift coefficient estimation equations can now be summarized-,

C = +C +C
L LB LOT LE

CLB 0.160a + 1.0 5&2
LB

2
C a= aL + b a
LOT LT LT (108)

.2/3
LT HT/E

.2/3

bLT 6.4 ,/•exp(-.82AR) AHT/ E
C LE =0.37a LT 6 B(I + a)

AERODYNAMIC LIFT DRAG

Now the lift drag coefficient CDL must be investigated, Data for the large-model
Akron from NACA Report 432 were used. Because C L is quadratic in a , the ratio

U' 2
CDLO/a was considered for the zero elevator case. Figure 47 shows the ratios as

functions of a in degrees for the body alone and the two tail cases. The data points
show significant scatter; the high point for tail 2 at 3 degrees was ignored.
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FIG."4: VARIATION OF bL.
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FIG. 45: VARIATION OF ELEVATOR LIFT COEFFICIENT
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FIG. 46: VARIATION OF ELEVATOR LIFT COEFFICIENT
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Aerodynamic theory indicates that the linear lift term should lead to a quadratic
drag term with, for isolated wings, half the coefficient. It also indicates that the quad-
ratic lift term should lead to a cubic drag term with the same coefficient for isolated
wings. Using the body alone lift coefficient data of equations (100) with coefficient ratios
of unity and converting to the scales in figure 47 gives an intercept of 0.49 and slope of
0.056. A reasonable approximation for the coefficient can be obtained using this inter-
cept, but the slope must be reduced by 10 percent. The line shown in the figure for the
body alone is given in radians by:

2 3CD 0.160a + 0.9 (1.05)a . (109)
DLB

For the body tail cases, use of coefficient ratios of unity for the data tail contribu-
tions of equations (101), plus equation (109) for the body, Pives intercept of 1. 75 and 1, 85
and slopes of 0.083 and 0,080. Reasonable approximations can be obtained with these
slopes, but the tail contribution to the intercept was reduced for the lines shown in
figure 47. Thus:

C D 0.8 (0.412)a 2 +0.624a3
DLOT1 I64

CDLOT2 0.8 (0.447) a + 0,5580)

The coefficient ratio for the first term may be greater than the theoretical 0.5 for
isolated wings due to its location in the upward flow (upwash) around the aft section
of the body.

The elevator incremental lift drag coefficient C can be obtained for theDLE
Akron model from the NACA Report 432 tabulations. If all the elevator incremental
lift associated with C were produced on the elevator surface, without interaction

lift, then CDIE would be expected to be close to CLE( 8E + a) because E + a
is the inclination of the elevator. With CLE proportional to 6E(1 + a) in equation

(107), several product terms appear. However, only the simple proportionality to
C was considered. Figures 48 and 49 show the ratio CDLE/ 80(1+ a) as a

LE The t
function of a in degrees for constant 8 The trends with a and 8 are clear

but not completely smooth. There appears to be a gap around 6 equal zero. How-

ever, reasonable approximation is provided by the assumed equation form, with dif-
ferent constants for 5 and a

C DLE = LE (0.5 6E + 1.3a) (ill)
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Lines are shown in figures 48 and 49 according to this equation, for 80 equal
"-20, -10, 0, 10, and 20 degrees. E

20
Akron model
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FIG. 48: ELEVATOR LIFT DRAG COEFFICIENT
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The estimation equations for the lift drag coefficient can now be summarized:

DL DLB DLOT+CDLE

C DLB= 0.160ce +0.945oa 2

(112)

CDLOT = 0.8a LT2 3+ bLTa

CDLE = CLE (0.88E +1.6ot)

AERODYNAMIC PITCHING MOMENT

The elevator angle to be used in the aerodynamic lift and lift drag coefficient
equations is determined by pitching moment conditions. The moment coefficient CM
analogous to the lift and drag coefficients (equations (99) ) is defined in terms of the
pitching moment M positive bow up, about the center of buoyancy by-

CM = M/0.5ITV 2E . (113)

Figure 50 shows the variation of the body moment coefficient CMB for the Akron

model body alone as a function of angle of attack. The line in the figure is given by:

CM 1.55e• - 1,40a (114)

The small-model graphical data of NACA Report 394 (reference 17) was used to Inves -
tigate the influence of length-diameter L/D ratio on the coefficients in equation (114).
After converting to C as defined here, comparison indicated no influence of L/D.

MB

When tail surfaces are added to the body, the lift of the horizontal tail produces a
negative pitching moment due to its moment arm fL , where f is a fraction of hull
length L. However, it was found previously that the lift interaction factors were nec-
essary to correlate with the experimental data. Some of the interaction lift may be pro-
duced on the body at moment arms other than that of the elevator. Therefore, factors
01 0 ¢2 ' and 0E are included in writing the following forms for the moment coefficiunt:

-89-
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C C ~fLA (C*T+C*E/'7M = MB HT LT LE/E

CM = MB - f(L/ ) (E' at0  +2LTa + 0. 370 aLF E(I+) (115)

CM = (1.55 - f(L/1/) a

,1/3 2
- (1.40 + 02f(L/ E b )c

, 1/3

OEf(L/ )E0. 37aLT8 E(1 -cl)

.4

0 b 10 Is 20

Angle of attack (a, degrees)

FIG. 50: AKRON BODY MOMENT COEFFICIENT

For the Akron model, table 14 shows the center of buoyancy at G.464L and the
eluvator axis at 0.909L and 0.906L. Taking the difference as f , 0.445 Lind 0,442

drU Obtained, so fL/V was 1.795 and 1.783. Using the data valius for a LTand

1)L.U from equation (101) reduces equation (115) for the models to:

-90-
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CM = (1.55 - 0.7040•)a - (1.40 + 1.120 2)a 2
1 2

-0.2740E6 (1 + a) , tail 1 (116)

2
CM = (1.53 - 0.7970 1)a - (1.40 + 0.99502 )a

-0. 2 9 5 0 E6 E(I + a) , tail2 2

The third term in these equations was correlated first. The ratio (CM( 6E - 0) - CM)/AE
is shown in figures 51 and 52. There is considerable scatter, as was the case for the

elevator lift coefficient (figures 45 and 46). For positive elevator deflections there is an
upward trend with increasing a . The lines shown in the figures are the third terms in
equations (116), with 0 E equal unity It is selected that 0 E be unity throughout this

volume.

To correlate the first 2 terms the calculated estimate for the elevator was used,
The variation of

(CM +0.2746 (0+c))/o tailtaiE
(117)

(CM +0.295 E (l+a))/a° , tail2

is shown in figures 53 and 54. There is considerable scatter at low angles of attack,
especially for tail 2. The slopes indicated by equation (116) with 02 equal unity are
2.52 and 2.395 in radians, or 0.768 and 0.730 in the units of the figures. Both slopes
are reasonable for the data, so 02 is selected to be equal to unity. However, the

estimated intercepts according to equation (116) with 02 equal unity are too low to fit

the data. The approximation to the moment coefficient is quite sensitive to 01 * The

lower aspect ratio tail I extends farther forward from the Mlevator hinge line, and a
smaller 01 is needed. As a rough approximation:

01 = 0.82 /'-" (118)

The lines shown in figures 53 and 54 are calculated using this equation for 01

-91-
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FIG, 51: ELEVATOR MOMENT
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FIG. 52: ELEVATOR MOMENT INCREMENT
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FIG, 53: ZERO-ELEVATOR MOMENT COEFFICIENT
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FIG. 54: ZERO.ELEVATOR MOMENT COEFFICIENT
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Now the equations for the moment coefficient for the Akron model become:

CM = 1.03o-2,52a2 -0.2745E(I1+) , taill (

CM = 0.912e- 2.39& 2 -. 295 8E(1+a) , tail2

These equations are shown as lines in figure 55. For tail 1, the lines are high compared
to the data points on the right half of the figure. For tail 2, the lines are low on the left
half of the figure.

The condition for determining the elevator deflection to be used for estimating the
drag is that the airship must be trimmed; that is, it must be in static moment equilibrium
with C equal zero. The trimmed elevator deflection 6ET for the Akron models is

M E
obtained by setting CM equal to zero in equations (119):

6ET = (3.76a -9.20a2)/ (1+a) , taill
2 (120)

8ET = (3.09a - B.10c 2)/ (1+ ) , tail 2

The lines given by these equations in degree units are shown in figure 56. The points
in figure 56 are for the Akron model data, obtained graphically from smoothed CM

curves.

The general equations for the moment coefficient and trimmed elevator angle as
selected above are:

CM = (1.55 -0.82 /M f(l 1/3 aT)a
f L/) aLTa

- (1.40 +f(L/vE1I/ 3 ) b LT)2

- f(L/V1'3) 0.37aLT (1 + a) (121)
E LTE

(1.55-0.82 /~f(L/V~ 1/ - (1.40 + f(L/VE )/ b 2a

fET(l/V E) 0.37
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1 AIRSHIP LIFT-DRAG RATIOS

A simplified analysis of airship aerodynamic lift and its use in combination with
buoyant lift is presented in this section. In particular, lift-drag ratios are investigated.
The lift coefficient data for the Akron model are shown in figure 57 for zero elevator
and for trimmed elevator. With zero elevator deflection the lift coefficient line is curved
as shown previously. However, for trimmed elevator deflection the lift coefficient is
proportional to angle of attack and greater at each angle of attack. The proportionality
can be used in analytical illustrative calculations. The slope of the line in the figure
is 0.021 per degree. The increase of lift coefficient shows that a given lift will be ob-
tained at a smaller angle of attack than indicated by the zero elevator data.

The variation of the drag coefficient data for the Akron model with angle of attack
for zero elevator and for trimmed elevator is shown in figure 58. Both are sharply
curved upward. At a given angle of attack the drag coefficient for the trimmed case is
larger than that for zero elevator.

.60

Both Tails

.114

.20

'0 5 10 10 20

Angle of attack (a, degres)

FIG. 57: AKRON MODEL LIFT COEFFICIENT
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For airplane wings, the lift drag coefficient CDL is proportionasl to the square of
the lift coefficient CL The Akron model data for the lift drag coefficient ii shown ink 2_)
figure 59 as a function of CL * The date points for both tail configurations, and for
zero elevator and trimmed, all form a narrow band. The line for a proportional
approximation is shown in the figure. The trend of the data points is actually curved
and can be better frited by the power law shown in the figure. However, for lift co-

'.05

For ainot greater than about 0.2 (CL 0 fc04), the simple proportional approximation

can be useful. The equations for trimmed lift coefficient and lift drag coefficient from
figures 56 and 58 are C

eCr - 0.021t , trimmed, ain degreeLL

CDL KC2 , K - 0.9 ,approximation (122)

C 0.63C175
DL * L
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FIG. 59: AKRON MODEL LIFT DRAG VARIATION

Airships have buoyant lift LB , aerodynamic lift LA , zero lift drag D., and

lift drag DL . Several lift-drag ratios can be formed. The buoyant lift-drag ratio 1B

defined as equal LB/Do , can be written simply. Buoyant lift is taken as the sea level

buoyancy. It is equal to the product of the gas unit lift wB , the gas volume fraction

f at sea level, and the envelope volume 1 :

L =wf V . (123)
13 B G E

The zero lift drag is given by:

D O.5PV AwHCD9 (124)

In chapter 3 the hull wetted area AWH was defined in terms of the surface coefficient

CS Substitutions from equations (39), (43), and (38) from chapter 3 give:

D (2 -)/ 3(I + 0.9/(L/D)2 ) (L/D)1/3 PCDo V / 3  (125)
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Thus the buoyant lift-drag ratio is:

LB WBG V 1/3

XBD 0  (2rr) 1 /3 (1+0.9/ (L/D 2) (L/D)I/ 3 PCDo . (126)

For 94 percent purity helium (wB - 0.0618) , a gas volume fraction of 0.96, length-

diameter ratio L/D of 5, sea level (p - 0.00238) and a drag coefficient of 0.0038,
and conversion of V to V in knots the buoyant lift-drag ratio is given by:

S- 706 (V13 /V 2 (127)

The buoyant lift-drag ratio is principally a function of envelope volume and speed. For
flight at altitude f must decrease proportional to p to permit lift gas expansion.

Therefore, f /P is constant.

The variation of 'B according to equation (127) is shown in figure 60. Buoyant

lift-drag ratio increases slowly with increasing envelope volume. It decreases rapidly
when spepd is increased. Buoyant lift-drag ratios exceeding the lift-drag ratio of air-
planes (around 15) can be obtained only by using relatively low speeds or extremely large
airships.

The dashed lines in figure 60 show the maximum vehicle lift-drag ratio XVMX

It is derived below as the maximum value of (LB + LA) / (D0 + DL) obtainable by

varying LA. Figure 60 shows that use of aerodynamic lift produces relatively small

increases of lift-drag ratio. The percentage increases are large in the lower left
corner of the figure, that is, for small fast airships. However, as discussed.below
(figure 65) the necessary optimum angles of attack in the lower left corner cannot be
obtained (except by increasing landing gear weight) due to takeoff angle of attack limita-
tions. Therefore, airship lift-drag ratios remain close to the buoyant lift-drag ratio

Another possible lift -rag ratio is the aerodynamic alone ratio X AA defined as

equal LA/DL . It is irrelevant physically, but an equation for it is useful for sub-

stitution in thie subsequent analysis. The aerodynamic lift is given by:
LAL A 0.5 PV2 21 3RC L (128)
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Using the approximation of equation (122) for the lift drag coefficient, with K repre -
senting the constant, the lift drag is-,

D *0.5 PV 272 /3 KC 2 (19L E L(19

Then:
LA

XAA D L m CL (10

Akron model data for % AA are shown in figure 61 as a function of angle of attack. The

trimmed elevato-r values are considerably lower than those for zero elevator. The
1/0. 9C L approximation is shown in the figure. It is a poor approximation for angles

of attack around 5 degrees.

30

25 -6

*0

Aerodynamic, XVM

012 3 4B

Envelope volume (mill~ion% of cubic feet)

FIG. GO: LIFT- DRAG RATIO VARIATION
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FIG. 61: AKRON MODEL AERODYNAMIC ALONE LID

Equation (130) is not useful for the following analysis. To eliminate C L ,the

ratio wu of aerodynamic to buoyant lift can be used as a parameter. From equations
(123) and (128), followed by solving for C

EL

L 0. OV 2 /

L B w Bf EG 7E (131)

L = 2w 1/3
2w fGW EV

Substituting C L in equation (130) gives:

XAA UP ~ 1/ 3/V 2  (132)

E
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For sea level (p = 0.00238) , 94 percent purity helium (wB = 0.0618), a gas volume

fraction of 0.96, lift-drag constant K of 0.9, and conversion of V to VK in knots,

equation (132) becomes:
1/ 2

% AA = 0.0635/(w 7 E /VK) . (133)

The influence of envelope volume and speed on 'AA are reciprocal to their

influence on the buoyant lift-drag ratio (equation (127)). Increasing the aerodynamic
lift ratio w• reduces XAA rapidly, as already seen in figure 61. The parameter

1/3, 2

W AE1/ V is actually independent of envelope volume and speed. Using the definition

of w , and equations (123) and (128)

A1/3

2wf L (134)
V 2 2wBfGO

It was noted that figure 57 shows that the Akron model C for trimmed elevator is

proportional to angle of attack, so W v 3  V is also proportional to angle of attackE
for the Akron model.

Aerodynamic And Vehicle Lift-Drag Ratios

Two more lift-drag ratios can be defined. The analysis uses 'B and X AAO For

convenience they are written in the form:
.1/3./, 2 970

'BE K 76(135)
1 1 3  2

XAA= Y/(W E /VK) E y=0.0635

The constants 1 and y can be obtained In general by comparison with equations (126)
and (132).

The aerodynamic lift-drag ratio XA is defined as:

AL (136)

A D +D0 L
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The buoyant lift is ignored but all 3 aerodynamic forces are considered. Eliminating
D0 and DL by using the definitions of 'B and 'AA gives:

- L A (137)

A L A/IXB+LAI/XAA

Using the definition of W arnd clearing fractions leads to:

XA W B AA(138)

Substituting and X from equation (135) gives the final form:

1/3 2v

XA 1/3//V 2) 2  (139))'A l+/3/) (eE /K)

v13 2KThus XA is a function of E V Inspection of the equation shows that

has a maximum. The maximum XMAX and the lift ratio w at which it occurs are:

XAMX ,/r7/2 =3.35 , (140)

V7/ = 0.0095
WAOPT' 1/V 21/3/V2

/ VK

Akron model data for the aerodynamic lift-drag ratio 'A are shown in figure 62

as a function of angle of attack. The trimmed elevator cases for tail I and tail 2 are
slightly different. The zero elevator cases are identical for both tails. The maximums
are close to the analytical estimate of 3.35 in equation (140). The maximums occur
around 10 degrees angle of attack. Equation (139) can be written in terms of angle of

attack by substituting w 7i/3/V 2 from equation (134), converting from V to V K in

knots, and using CL = 0.021c in degrees. Calculated points are shown in figure 62.

They represent the data satisfactorily for illustrating the variation of XA
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FIG. 62: AKRON MODEL AERODYNAMIC L/D

The aerodynamic lift-drag ratio XA shows the inherently low aerodynamic pro-

pulsion efficiency of airships. The buoyant lift propulsive efficiency can be much
greater, as shown by the discussion of XB above. The variation of iA is also impor-

tant for operators of an existing airship. With a fixed propulsion plant, a fixed thrust
can be obtained. Hence, a fixed drag can be balanced by the thrust. Then maximum
aerodynamic lift can be obtained by operating near the angle of attack for maximum
XA , that is, near a 10-degree angle of attack. The historical U.S. Navy dirigibles

operated this way to cross the hot desert regions of the U.S. Southwest. The hot at-
mosphere reduced the buoyant lift. Aerodynamic lift at angles of attack near 10 degreea
was substituted for the lost buoyant lift.

The final lift-drag ratio is the vehicle lift-drag ratio XV For airships this must

include the buoyant lift, so it is defined as:

LB + LA

V D +D (141)
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Substituting LB LA/ reduces this relation to a factor times X as defined in
Susiutn B A A

equation (136). Using equation (139) for 'A and using XB in the numerator, from

equation (135), gives:

•B( 1 + tw)
S/-' 2 2 (142)

1 l •y)(1E /VK

By using equation (135) for X and writing (w'./Vj) in te.ms of angle of atack,

XV can be calculated for the full-scale Akron (envelope volume of 7, 400, 000 cubic

feet). Figure 63 shows the rapid increase of vehicle lift-drag ratio when speed is de-
creased at zero angle of attack. It also shows the rapid decrease of vehicle lift-drag
ratio when angle of attack is increased. The lines are shown dashed for lift-drag ratios
leas than about 20 because the Akron installed maximum propulsion power did not permit
flight in this region.

Inspection of equation (142) shows that a maximum exists as a function of w
The maximum appears in figure 63 for the full-scale Akron. It is barely greater than
XB for the Akron and occurs at a very small angle of attack. By differentiation, the

maximum XVMX , and the lift ratio w at which it occurs, are found to be given
1VMX OPT

by:

XVMX XB(l + w OPT/ 2)
(143)

"VOPT B

The variation of calculated values of XVMX have been shown above in figure 60 for

comparison with 'B
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The variation of 'VOPT for maximum iV Is shown in figure 64. The optimum

lift ratio decreases rapidly as envelope volume increases. It increases rapidly when
speed I. increased. Values up to 1.3 are associated with the smallest, fastest air-
ships included in the XVMX curves of figure 60.

The optimum angle of attack required to obtain the optimum lift ratio can be cal -
culated for the Akron trimmed lift coefficient variation of figure 57 and equation (134).
The results fur angles of attack up to 6 degrees are shown in figure 65. Angles of
attack up to 14 degrees are associated with the curves of figure 60.

Flight angle of attack a is constrained by the available takeoff angle of attack
2aTO" At constant aerodynamic lift, 6V is constant. If takeoff speed is 50 percent

of flight speed, a will be cTO/ 4 . Unless the landing gear are specially lengthened,

the takeoff angle of attack is 4 to 8 degrees for blimps. It is smaller for dirigibles.
Thus, the available flight angle of attack is constrained to about 1 to 3 degrees.

.60

II

a L 2 3 4 5

Envelope volume (millions of cubic feet)

FIG. 64: VARIATION OF VEHICLE OPTIMUM LIFT RATIO
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With this constraint, the optimum angles of attack shown in figure 65 cannot be
obtained at speeds of 80 knots and greater, nor at small envelope volumes. This re -
suits in vehicle lift -drag ratios that are near the buoyant lift -drag ratio.

If landing gear length is increased to provide a larger takeoff angle of attack, its
increased weight and drag must be considered. The problem becomes one of balancing
aerodynamic gains and weight increase, not just an aerodynamic optimization problem.

2 60

50 knots speed

II
0 1 3 4

Envelope volume (millions of cubic feet)

FIG. 65: VEHICLE OPTIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK

AERODYNAMIC GUST STRUCTURAL MOMENT

The most critical, or governing, structural loads for several structural components
of airships are generally agreed to be the moments produced by a longitudinal entry into
an atmospheric gust. Estimates for the gust moment are needed for the structural
weight analysis. The gust moment varies along the length of the airship. It is zero at
each end and attains' a maximum value about 60 percent of the length from the bow. The
distribution of loads, shear, and bending moment due to gust and other loading conditions
must be considered in predesign structural analysis. But for the concept analysis only
the maximum gust moment can be used as a measure of the level of the bending moment
distribution. -108-
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The gust moment is generated by aerodynamic lift forces produced when the airship
enters a region of different vertical atmospheric wind speed. The gust is characterized
by the gust speed uG , which is the maximum change of vertical wind speed, and the

gust length over which the change of wind speed occurs. Design rules in 1976 usually
specify UG equal to 35 feet per second. Gust moment research suggests that the

largest gust moment is produced by a gust length of half the airship length. A full
analysis of the gust moment should consider the distribution of aerodynamic forces
along the body, changing with time and with appropriate time lag development of force
in the rapidly changing local air velocities. The analysis should also include the in-
fluence of body upward translation and pitch rotation on the aerodynamic forces, and
the resultant inertia forces on the structural moment and body motion, Perhaps the
influence of elastic deformation should be included. The needed aerodynamic flow
knowledge is limited, thus making such a full analysis difficult to perform, even in
detail design.

The maximum gust moment coefficient C MMG is defined in terms of the maximum

gust moment MGMX , atmospheric density and maximum airship speed VMX as:

CMMG MGMX/ (0.5 PVM2 B (144)

The B/3term is a reference area for the gust aerodynamic lift. The body length L

is the reference length for the moment arm of the lift distribution.

The gust speed ratio u /VMX is a measure of the sudden change of angle of

attack due to encountering the gust. Its use for historical airships (uG/V MX= 0.3)

is less appropriate than for airplanes (uG/VMX < 0.1) . For gust response, the appro-

priate lift coefficient may be the body alone one. Its linear term (equation (100) ) gives
a gust increment lift coefficient of approximately 0.1 6 (uG/VMX). Assuming that the

initial gust lift acts near the bow, the moment arm to the cross section of maximum
bending moment is approximately 0. SL . Thus,

MGMX 0.5 OVMxA2 (0.18(UG/VMx) )0.5L

CMMG 0.0 9 UG/VMx (145)

These expressions provide only a rationalization for the form of the variation of the
maximum gust moment. 109



However, MIT data (reference 1) indicate that the maximum gust moment is approx-
imately proportional to UG/VMX up to values of about 0.30, and nearly constant for

larger values. In addition, water tunnel gust simulations with the Akron, cited by Good-
year (1975, Vol. III, p. 105, reference 8) gave a maximum moment at UG/VMx = 2/7 of:

M 0.332(u /Vx)0'5 V (146)GMX 3 (G/VMX). PMX E

To obtain the associated coefficient, equation (38) for L , and table 8 for C and L/D
P

(see the Macon row values) give:

CMMG * 0. 332( iC(p1/4(L/D)4(uG/V7Mx) (147)

CMMG 0.0 82 (uG/VMx)

The constant here is somewhat less than the rough estimate of equation (145). However,
the experimental data for only one L/D provides no information on whether the (L/D)2/ 3

term in the first of equations (147) should be retained.

Goodyear (1975, Vol, III, p. 107, reference 8) did gust moment calculations using
slender body aerodynamic theory for L/D values of 3, 4, 5, and 5.91. The resultant
ratios of the constant 0.332 in equation (146) for MGMX can be accurately fitted

by 0.102(L/D)2/3 . Then:

MG MX , 0.102(L/D)2 /3 (UG/VMX)0.5 VMx2 (148)

C MMG O. 04C 1/3
SU0.094C (u/VMx) 0.0 82 (uG/VMx)

From equation (148) it is still uncertain whether C variation can be dropped. It is
dropped for this analysis.

An equation used for design of several blimps that experienced no gust load problems
is given by Goodyear (1975, Vol. III, p. 104, and Vol. IV, p. E-6, reference 8)

M GMX = 0.018(0.5) PVDEA , blimp design. . (149)
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The "design" speed VD is given in the reference in terms of cruise speed V and
D CR

design wind speed VW as 1.08(VcR + VW). Ignoring this point for a moment, the

associated moment coefficient is:

C = 0.018 (150)MMG;

In comparison to 0. 0 82(uG/VMx) for dirigibles, this blimp equation permits a gust

speed of about 26 feet per second for 70-knot blimps, or 25 percent low relative
to 35 feet per second.

Returning to VD , a value of 60 knots may have been used in equation (149), that

is, VCR about 40, VW about 15 knots. If the dirigible moment equation were to be

used at V* less than VMX but w'Lth the coefficient C* still defined in terms of

VMX ,then:

C*MMG 0.082(V*/V (uG/VMx) (151)

The apparent coefficient 0.082(V*/VMx) 2 is then low. For the apparent 25 percent

low relation of the preceding paragraph, V*/V of 0. 87 would suffice, and this is

close to the ratio of 60 to 70 knots.

Thus, there may be no difference in the moment coefficient equations. The possible
difference in the use of moment equation does lead to different design gust moments, be-
cause M is proportional to the V used. Consistent use of V is selected here,

GMX MX
with a 15 percent reduction of moment blimps, assuming that flexibility of the pressurized
structure may reduce the loads and their effect. In summary:

M = 0.070(uG/Vx) 0.5 PV2  &2/ 3 L blimpsGMX G MX MXE (152)
MX ' 08 2(u/V ) 0 pV 2 A2/ 3L , dirigibles

GMX =0.0 G 0.5 MX E

Earlier dirigibles were not designed to meet this gust moment criterion. Goodyear
(Vol. III, p. 110, reference 8) indicates the following fractions were used:
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Akron/Macon 0.85
Los Angeles 0,53
Shenandoah 0.38
Hindenburg 0.77
Graf Zeppelin 0159

These ratios are needed to correlate model calculation results with data for these
dirigibles.
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5. POWER, ENGINES, AND FUEL

This chapter considers conceptual estimates of the propulsion power and the power
plant required for the airship. The required power depends on the drag estimated in
the preceding chapter, the flight airspeed, and the efficiency of the propellers. Thure-
fore, the relations between power and propellers are investigated first. Also examined
are the diameter and weight of the propeller.

Takeoff ground run distance depends on the variation of propeller thrust as the air-
ship speed is increased during takeoff and is estimated following the investigation of pro-
peller characteristics.

The power plant characteristics depend on the power required at maximum speed,
the type of engine used, and the engine installation requirements such as cooling, na-
celles, and outriggers. Diesel engines, reciprocating engines, and turboprop engines
are considered. For each engine type, the engine weight, frontal area, length-diameter
ratio, power rating ratios, and specific fuel consumption are investigated. Weights for
engine installation are estimated.

Finally, fuel and fuel system weight are considered.

POWER AND PROPELLERS

This model includes only propellers because propellers provide the most efficient
propulsion at relatively low airspeeds compared with other types of propulsors. Figure
66 shows a Boeing (Vol. 1, p. 5-21, reference 6) comparison of turbofan engines with
various bypass (BP) ratios, The "Maximum Practical Propeller" line appears to refer
to large diameter propellers. It provides much greater propulsive efficiencies in the

appropriate speed regime of 50 to 100 knots. Shrouded propelrers with a smaller diam-
eter could provide efficiencies similar to those of large diameter free propellers, lI-t
the shroud and supporting structure weight and drag rechdce the possible advantages.

A propulsor produces a thrust T . To provide a specified speed V , the airship
drag D must be balanced by the propulsor thrust. To calculate the required propulsion
characteristics the thrust is set equal to D as estimated by the methods presented in
chapter 4.

Propulsive efficiency r relates the thrust T and flight speed V of a propulsor
to the engine power P*:

P* TV/ rp (153)
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The symbol P* is used in this volume for the engine power in foot-pounds per second.EThis is consistent with thrust in pounds and speed in feet per second. The symbol PE
is used for engine power in horsepower. Units conversion is given by:

P = 550P (154)

Propulsive efficiency is defined in terms of an effective thrust equal to the actual thrust
the propeller produces minus the increase of drag of bodies (airplane fuselage, nacelles,
wing, airship outrigger) in the slipstream of the propeller. In this model an estimated
increase of the drag of bodies in the slipstream has been included in the drag estimates.

10o

Maximum practical propeller

840 rubfn(B - - - -•
so-.

60 -

40 -Turbofan (BP= 10)

Turbofan (BP=6)
STurbofan (BP'-O)

S... . . I - ... --
0 so iO 1150 200

Flight spued (knots)

FIG. 66: TYPICAL PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY VARIATION

The isolated propeller efficiency n ignores any interactions between the propeller
and the vehicle. The analysis below is concerned with the isolated-propeller efficiency.
For many propeller and nacelle geometry combinations p Lind n will be essentially

identical. However, it appears desirable to estimate the influence of the ratio of nacelle
diameter DNC to propeller diameter Dp . Approximate data for the efficiency ratio
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n as a function of DNC/DP were obtained from Weick (pp. 143-152, reference 26).

The data are shown in figure 67. The line shown in the figure is given by:

:3
p= (r - 0.1 2 (DNc/Dp)) * (155)

1.0

0 ,2 .4 .8 .9 1.0

Diameter ratio (DNC/DP)

FIG, 67: ESTIMATED EFFICIENCY RATIO

Isolated-Pro2 eller Characteristics

Figure 68 illustrates that isolated propellers can have high efficiencies if the design
conditions are appropriate, The upper (envelope) efficiences are 90 percent over the centcr
portion of the figure.

The abscissa in figure 68 is the speed power coefficient C , defined in terms

of flight speed, atmospheric mass density, o , and propeller rotational rate n by:

C V(e/P . 2)0 .2 (156)
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The speed power coefficient does not involve the propeller diameter so using it is con-

venient when propeller diameter is not yet known. The different lines in figure 68 are
for different values of the reference blade angle , at 0.75 of the maximum radius of
each blade. For the illustration case the number of blades B is 4, the activity factor
C1 is 100, and the average lift coefficient C is 0.5. These propeller parameters

PLA *,Teepoelrprmtr

are defined below.

Figure 68 shows that different blade angles P are required at different values of
C SP to obtain the envelope efficiency. A controllable pitch propeller can mechanically

set any blade angle. However, the torque (and power) required to rotate the propeller
depends on blade angle. The power increases as the blade angle increases. Figure
68 does not provide a determination of propeller efficiency until blade angle is selected
within power absorption constraints,

The speed-power coefficient is proportional to flight speed V , which is smaller
for airships than for conventional airplane speeds. The speed power coefficient is also

inversely proportional to (P*n)0 . The influence of low airship speeds in reducing

C SP can be compensated by using smaller powers and propeller rotational rates. But,

small powers require small flight speed, and this further reduces C S For power

approximately proportional to V3 , the ratio V/p02 is proportional to V0 4 , and

C increases with increasing flight speed.
SP

When the constraints discussed below are considered, the result is that airshipsoperate near speed-power coefficients of unity. For unity C the envelope propeller

efficiency is less than the envelope maximum of 90 percent. In addition, attaining the
e)nvelope efficiency in the region requires low blade angles of 10 to 20 degrees.

The blade angle curve that must be used to find the propeller efficiency is determined
by the propeller advance ratio. The advance ratio j is defined in terms of propeller
diameter Dp by,

J = V/nDp . (157)

The variation of J with speed power coefficient and blade angle is illustrated in figure
69. The advance ratio increases with increasing speed power coefficient. Increasing
the blade angle increases the advance ratio.
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Speed- power coefficient (Cp = V (p/P*7 2 ).2)

FIG. 68: ILLUSTRATIVE PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
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Speed. power coefficient (Csp = V (p/P 2) .2)

FIG. 69: ILLUSTRATIVE PROPELLER ADVANCE RATIO
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For speed power coefficients around unity and blade angles of about 15 degrees,
a low speed advance ratio of about 0.5 is required.

Equation (157) can be solved for D to obtain:

Dp = V/Jn . (158)

For a rotation rate of 15 revolutions per second (900 revolutions per minute), flight
speed of 100 knots, and J equal to 0.50, a propeller diameter of 22.5 feet is required,
This is twice the diameter of typical airplane propellers.

Equation (158) shows the constraint mentioned above. If rotation rate n is de-
creased by use of reduction gears to increase the speed power coefficient, the propeller
diameter must be increased. The increased propeller efficiency requires more reduction
gear weight, more propeller weight, more outrigger weight, and more landing gear
weight (for blimps). However, the increased propeller efficiency reduces the weight of
the engine, nacelle, outrigger, landing gear, and fuel.

Thus, the optimum combination of n and D cannot be determined from pro-
peller analysis alone. The entire vehicle system must be considered; that is, the con-ceptual airship model must be used.

The quantitative variation of the propeller characteristics can be illustrated by cal-
culations using figures 68 and 69 and assuming sea level operation with engine power

3
proportional to V3. The envelope propeller efficiency rE is shown in figure 70 as a

function rotation rate, for engine power of 200 and 2, 000 horsepower at 80 knots and
flight speeds of 60, 80, and 100 knots. There is a small increase of efficiency when
flight speed increases at a fixed power. There is a larger decrease of efficiency when
power is increased. When the rotation rate increases envelope propeller efficiency
decreases slowly.

The variation of the optimum propeller diameter required to obtain the envelope
propeller efficiency for the illustrative cases is shown in figure 71. The diameters for
2,000 horsepower are about 70 percent larger than those for 200 horsepower. When the
flight speed increases from 60 to 100 knots the optimum propeller diameter increases
about 30 percent at fixed engine power.

Rotation rate has a strong effect on the optimum propeller diameter. When the ro-
tation rate increases from 5 to 20 revolutions per second the propeller diameter decreases
by 50 percent. This reduction is accompanied hy significant weight decreases.
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The propeller diameter decieases when rotational rate increases, but the rotational
tip speed VTpR of the propeller increases. Tip speed is given by:

VTpR rrnDp . (159)

Tip speed should be limited to a Mach number of about 0.90 or less to avoid propeller
drag increases. This constraint is needed only for larger propeller rotational rates.
If larger tip speeds are used, the propeller efficiency decreases. For a conceptual
model it is desirable to avoid this decrease of efficiency. Approximate data for the
ratio of efficiency M at high rotational tip Mach numbers MTpR to the low Mach

number efficiency ?I were obtained from Weick (pp 126-129, reference 26). The data
are shown in figure 72. The ratio is larger for smaller propeller blade thickness -chord
ratios. This causes some of the apparent scatter of the data points. To avoid decrease
of efficiency it is desirable to keeptipMach numbers less than about 0, 85. At low altitudes
this corresponds to tip speeds less that about 950 feet per second:

VTPR '950 . (160)

.8 h

.1 2

.4

.2

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1,2

Propeller tip mach number

FIG. 72: INFLUENCE OF TIP MACH NUMBER
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Propeller Efficiency Estimation

The approach selected for estimating the propeller efficiency - assumes that
flight speed V and propeller rotational rate n are known. A standard value of 15
revolutions per second for n gives a reasonable approximation to an overall airship
vehicle optimum for many concepts,

If the engine power PE is conceptual, that is, to be determined, an efficiency is

assumed, P* is calculated from P*E . TV/! , and the procedure for specified PE

is followed. Iteration on n is used to obtain the correct P

When engine power is specified it is possible to calculate Csp immediately.

If propeller diameter D P is free, the optimum diameter DPOPT for obtaining

the envelope propeller efficiency is used. This requires use of the function JOPT(CSd

* from which D can be calculated as DOPT - V/nJOPT . In addition, it must be
OPTOP

possible to calculate r . Either 9OPT(Csd and I (CSp,5 ) or r E(CsP) must be

available for this calculation.

Use of the optimum propeller diameter provides a reasonable approximation to an
overall airship vehicle optimum. But it is desirable to be able to specify propeller
diameter, at least for sensitivity analysis.

If the propeller diameter is specified, then j - V/nD and C are both known.

It is necessary to have J(Csp, 0) available in a form that can be solved for 3 . Then

'n (Csp, A) is needed to calculate n

Thus, it is desired to obtain approximations for the functions JOmT(Csp) , possibly

9OPT(CSp) , J(CSp, 9) , i (Csp, 9) , and possibly rE(CSp)

Data for isolated free air propellers from a report by Hamilton Standard (ref-
erence 14) were used to develop the required conceptual propeller characteristics function.
The report provides data from detailed theory calculations for the 40 propellers listed
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in table 15, The activity factor is defined as a weighted average of the distribution

of blade width b with nondimeftsional radius C:

100.000 1 b C adC(1)

The average lift coefficient CLA is defined similarly as a weighted average of the dis-

tribution of the design lift coefficient C with nondimensional radius:

CLA 4f CLD (C) Cd3C (162)LA.15

These parameters are measures of the thrust loading of the propeller (thrust per
unit propeller disk area).

Half of the propellers have 3 blades. The other half have 4 blades. This analysis
was concentrated on the 4-blade propellers.

The propeller characteristics are presented in the reference, as contour plots of
r and 0 in rectangular J, CG coordinates. (The speed power coefficient can be written
in terms of the power coefficient C as Cp = J/C ) Reading data from the contour

plots and processing the numbers for the present purpose requires considerable time.
Therefore, only part of the propeller data was analyzed.

However, the envelope maximum efficiency rEMX was easily obtained for all cases.

The variation of (1 - EMX) with CLA is shown in figure 73. The data points show a

minimum when CLA is 0.2 to 0.3, depending on ap . The lines in the figure are given

by:
0. 0070 +/.035B a3 L2/3 1/621 -E I LA (163)

Mx CLA P L

The function on the right side of equation (163) is used to define an effective speed

power coefficient CAP as:

1 1/3 2/3 3/2 0.2
P ( 1.+ 0. 5B B P C LA) (164)

'9 12. 7 CLAP*n2
0LA~
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TABLE 15

HAMILTON STANDARD PROPELLER DATA CASESa

Activity Average lift
factor coefficient 3-blade 4-blade

_ _ CLA case number case number

80 0.15 19 40
s0 .3 20 41
80 .5 21 42
80 .7 22 43

100 .15 23 44

100 .3 24 45*

100 .5 25 46*
100 .7 26 47*
140 .15 27 48
140 .3 28 49

140 .5 28* 50*
' i40 .7 30 51

180 .15 31 52
180 .3 32 53*

180 .5 33 54*180 .7 34 55*

220 .15 35 56

220 .3 36 57

220 .5 37 58

220 .7 38 39

Sources Hamilton Standard (reference 14).
aThe okia numbers are the numbers of the figures giving the
characteristics.

*Cases used in all of the analysis.
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Use of Cp for correlation for the different propellers minirnizes the varLation of charac-

teristics. A correlation for JopT!/Cp is shown in figure 74. The ratio Is a linear

fUnction of C*p The line In the figure is given by:

OPT "0. 45C*+o. +012C* (165)

The variation of the associated optimum blade angle BOPT for achieving the envelope

propeller efficiency is shown in figure 75. 'The line in the figure is given by:

IOPT ".15.5Cp ,* (166)

.20 - p
220

180

140
180

A.o 80

_ _ _,- - I
0 .2 .4 . .8 1,0

Average lift coefficient (CLA)

FIG. 73: VARIATION OF ENVELOPE MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

The variation of J/Cp with i• is shown in figure 76 for 8 of the propellers. The

scatter bands are about + 4 percent wide for each blade angle. The estimation lines shown
in the figure are given by:'

J/C (0.45 +0.011) - (0.060 - O.00091) C* 2 (167)

The variation of T /C9p is shown In figure 77, The lines are given by:

,*EMCsp/T1 - (0.40 +0,017 1.) (1 +(1],46C~p/B)u) . (168)
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Propeller And Reduction Gear Welght

Independent data for estimating propeller and reduction gear weight were not obtained.
Goodyear (1975, Vol. IV, p. F-12, reference 8) gives the following equations for propeller
weight WPROP and reduction gear weight WREG , based on data provided by Hamilton
Standard:

WpRoP U 0.0684Da0 (V./1047)O 20.12 (169)

WR 4.07(PTO/n)0' 84

TAKEOFF DISTANCES

This section considers takeoff distance estimation. The basic takeoff distance is
the takeoff ground run distance. It is analyzed below. Takeoff distance to an altitude of
50 feet to clear obstacles can be used as a measure of required field size, Estimation
of the latter requires consideration of the initial climbing flight after leaving the runway.

Only one reference to the relation between takeoff distance x to 50 feet and take-

off ground run xG was found in the literature (Goodyear, 1968, p. 259, ref -
erence 10). The data were for the ZPG-3W blimp. In a head wind of 4.5 knots, measured
values were 587 feet ground run and 1, 468 feet to an altitLude of 50 feet. Airship heaviness
was 10, 456 pounds. The envelope length of the ZPG- 3W was 403 feet (table 8). The data
imply a sod runway with a friction coefficient of 0.04, but data on takeoff speed and take-
off angle of attack were not obtained.

The ground run distance ratio xG/L was 1. 46 and the takeoff distance ratio xSON
was 2.50. The latter should depend on the excess thrust available at lift-off and, there-
fore, on the ratio of takeoff speed to sustained speed. However, if the takeoff speed ratio
is around 0. 50. that is, not too close to unity, then the xs 0 /xG ratio may not change
significantly. For the ZPG-3W:

xs0 • 2.5x , (170)

The takeoff distance to an altitude of 50 feet was not considered further.

The takeoff ground run is the distance required to accelerate the airship from zero
ground speed to an airspeed at which the aerodynamic lift is equal to the heaviness, The
mass to be accelerated is that of the airship total weight, WT plus the heaviness H

The force is equal to the propeller thrust T , minus the drag J) and a ground friction
force, The ground friction force is assumed equal to a rolling friction coefficient times
the force on the wheels, which is H minus the lift w In terms of ground distance x

the acceleration is d2x/dt , but in terms of ground speed VG it is dVG/dt . Because
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dt Is equal to dx/VO , the acceleration can also be written as VGdVG/dx . Then the

variables in the differential equation can be separated. The integration limits are zero
to x 0 and zero to the takeoff ground speed. The equations with the acceleration g of

gravity to convert weight to mass, are:

dV G T-, - p(H- d) (171)

g V0 0w T + H VGTo VddVG

Thrust, drag, and lift aie functions of airspeed V , so it is desirable to express the in-
tegration in terms of airspeed. Grotmd speed is equal to airspeed minus wind speed VW

and dVG is equal to dV . The integration limits become VW to takeoff airspeed VTO

WT+I+H VTO (V- V.) dV
XGE g W . (172)

The thrust is a decreasing function of airspeed V . For the ZPG-3W blimp, Good-
year (1968, p. 261, reference 10) gives an equation for the takeoff thrust TTO

TTO - 17, 300 - 125, 6V + 0, 414V2  (173)

The ratio of TTt to the takeoff thrust TT,0 at zero airspeed is shown in figure 78

according to this equation, but aa a function of airspeed In knots. T'hin variation of thrust
depends on the details of the propellers selected for the airship. However, the variation
shown in the figure is generalized here only in regard to the ratio P /P of takeoff

to maximum continuous power and the ratio Ts/Tso of the thrust at sustained power apd

speed to the thrust at sustained power and zero speed, It is assumed that when power is
changed, between the sustained (continuous) and takeoff ratings, the thrust changes in the
same proportion. Then:
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S () ) (174)

S- PMcPTO TSO/To0

RTS0 M Ts/TSo•0.4

The factor TS/RTSoRp Is simply TTO0 .he sustained speed of the ZPG-3W blimp
was 82 knots, From figure 78 at 82 knots the thrust ratio was 0. 45, which is shown i

equation (174) as the standard value for RTS0

1,0

ZPG.3W BLIMP

,0

0 20 40 60 so 100

Airspeed (knots)

FIG. 78: VARIATION OF THRUSTWITH AIRSIPEED

The drag at airspeed V includes lift drag associated with producing lift. It is

assued tat a constant lift coefficient C is maintained during the ground run, even

though at low speeds there may not be sufficient elevator moment to keep the- airship nose

up. The lift drag coefficient is approximated as K.C After takeoff the lift co-LTO'
efficient is inversely proportional to V2 when the lift is constant. At the sustalned flight

speed the drag is equal to the sustained thrust. The standard drag equation gives:
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0. O5 P AWHH(CDO+K*CTTO)

T o.5P V5 WH (DDO + *KIC2 (V /Vs) 4) (175)

LTQ(T
•d. •.TS (V/Vs)2

(C 0DO + KC T)/(C DO +KCLTO(VTO'VS))

During the ground run# the lift v is proportional to V2 and is equal to the heaviness H
at takeoff airspeed. Thus:

2
* H(V/VTo) (176)

Inspection of equations (173), (174), and (175) for T, s, and s shows that there
are constant, linear, and quadratic terms. In addition, it Is convenient to replace V

with z = V/VS everywhere, and to define VTO/VS as v and Vw/V$ as w . Then

equation(172) for xG becomes:

WT + H Vý )

9G g W w a- z+cz2

Z v/Vs , - VTO/VS W, . = Vw/V ; (177)

a m I - vH/TTo

c a RTSo0(1 - R($ H/T,, 0 \A) )

Integration gives 2 logarithmic terms, TIhe second one can be transformed after sub-

stitutLng the limits by multiplying the numerator and denominator by (1 - ' ) (1 + T')

and rationalizing. The final rerult is:
W~ ~ T/ a-v +cv2xG In

\O a-w•-c (178)
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The first logarithmic term In equation (178) is numerically negative, The second
logarithmic term is positive. The difference between the two is small. Thus, accurate
calculations must be performed to avoid gross inaccuracies that occur when approximations
are used,

Understanding the variation and magnitude of the takeoff ground run according to

equation (178) requires calculations. But the number of calculations can be reduced by
using a parametric form of the equation. For this purpose it is convenient to use the
takeoff angle of attack and takeoff speed ratio v as parameters. Equation (178)

can then be written in the form:

x H f ASCOV, ) - (179)

Three steps are required to obtain the parametric form.

First., a and c are functions of R , ' 0 1 RP , and H/TT0 T The heaviness

ratio can be expressed in terms of the Lift curve slope CLa and aTO as follows:

2/3AWH ' E .654

CLT0 f CLcPaTO, Ca - 0.021 (180)

CDS CD0+ KCLa (TO

C a
H . CLa •TO • 2

T &FSORp - -TOO DS

The parameter x can. be expressed in terms of envelope length-diameter ratio L/D
(equations (39) and (38) of chapter 3 on lift gases and geometry). The value shown is for
L/D equal 5. For the calculations, a lift curve slope of 0. 021 is used (equation (122) of
chapter 4 on aerodynamic drag and lift). Its proper value is uncertain because it is not.
known whether trimmed pitching moment conditions apply during the ground run and whether
there are significant aerodynamic "ground" effects. The sustained speed drag coefficient
CDS is defined for convenience and can be used in expressing 0 (equation (175)). Then

TTO0 is expressed in terms of Rý 0 , Rp , and TS (equation (174) ). Using H from

its defining equation (H a 0. 5 p VCTO E a TO) and TS from equation (175) the

final equation (180) Is obtained.

The second step involves transforming the coefficient in equation (179) and dividing It
by envelope length L:
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L = , 3. X" 3.66

W T PgsV (181)

X0; RTSORp
- *H )+"Tf(a. W)

The parameter X can be expressed as a function of prismatic coefficient and L/D
(equation (38) of chapter 3). The value given for the calculations is for a C of 0. 65
and L/D of 5. The total weight WT can be expressed as the total buoyancf Pg
Using Ti 0 in terms of TTS0 , Rp , and TS , the result shown for xG/L is ob-

tained. Except for H/WT In the factor, xW/L is independent of the sustained speed
and envelope volume of the airship.

However, H/WT can be expressed in terms of the defining equation for H and the

total buoyancy:

C a v2H -aL TO(182)
"7T9 2 (7'/ 3 /V2)

he aerodynamic lift parameter / V (see the section on lift-drag ratio in chapter 4)

influences the value of H/WT

The only data obtained for checking this analysis of takeoff ground run distance are
those for the ZPG-3W blimp that are cited at the beginning of this section. Data, from
various sources, for a calculation for the ZPG-3W are shown in table 16. The takeoff
speed was estimated on the basis of discussions with a former ZPG-3W pilot. The zero-
lift drag coefficient was estimated from flatplate drag area given by Goodyear (1968, p.
262, reference 10). The agreement between the data value of 587 feet and the calculated
683 feet is satisfactory.

This calculated value is 16 percent greater than the data for the ground run distance.
The calculated value would be exact if the takeoff speed had been 38 knots instead of the
assumed 40 knots. The correspondence would also be exact if the actual wind speed dur-
ing the ground run had been 7 knots instead of the 4.5 knots given in the data. It appears

that very careful experimental measurements are necessary to validate ground run distance
theory. Conversely, considerable variation of xG in operational conditions can be ex-

pected.
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TABLE 16

ZPG-3W GROUND RUN CALCULATIONS

Characteristics Value Calculated Value

volume (cu.ft.) 1,490,000 C LTO - 0.348

Total weight (lb.) 113,945 cL m 0.021

Heaviness (lb.) 10,456 ~ TO - 6.9 degrees

Sustained speed (kt.) 82. v-0.49

Takeoff speed (kt.) 40. W 0.055 I
Wind speed (kt..) 4.5

Takeoff power (h.p.) 3,050

Sustained power (h.p.) 2,550 Rp 0.84

T00(lb.) 6.450
Sustained thrust (lb.) 6,540 RTS- 0.45

CDO 0.0041

AWH/E 0-1.68

K*-0.90/6.45  0.140

-0.04

a a 0.976

c - -0.145
*-1.25

xG(t) data 587 xG 683
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The sensitivity of takeoff ground run to 3 parameters was calculated, The ratio
(x(3WL) / (1 + H/WT) was used. For takeoff speed ratios up to 0.70 the Influence of

:•TO is negligible.

The influence of the rolling frict!on coefficient p is also negligible. Typical values
are: hard surface, 0.02; hard turf, 0. 04; average sod field, 0. 05; and long grass, 0, 10
(Wood, p. 185, reference 32). For any of these values, the changes of takeoff ground
run distance are less than 3 percent.

Airship ground run is governed by the acceleration of the mass of the airship, The

influence of the ratio R. of cruise power to takeoff engine power is shown In figure 79.

The ground run increases as Rp increaoes. Thus extra takeoff power (lower Rp) pro-

vides a shorter ground run.

The influence of zero-lift drag coefficient CDO is shown in figure 80, The ground

run distance is approximately Inversely proportional to CD0, This result is due to the

requirement for more sustained power when CDO increases; the additional power provides

a more rapid takeoff acceleration.

A final comparison is shown in figure 81. The influence of the wind speed ratio W
is significant for correlation with experimental data and for operations in usual winds.

6

RP = 1.0 9 .8

-- 4

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Takeoff speed ratio Mw1

FIG, 79: INFLUENCE OF CRUISE POWER RATIO
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ENGINE CHARACTEhRSTICS

Several types of engines could be used for airship propulsion. Diesel engines use
high compression for ignition and obtain greater fuel economy and reliability than other
reciprocating engines. Reciprocating (Otto thermodynamic cycle) engines use electrical
Ignition systems. They are lighter but provide poorer fuel economy than diesel engines.

The third type of engine is the turboprop (Brayton cycle). 'The turboprop has moderate
fuel economy and is lighter than the other engine types. In addition, the frontal area of the
turboprop engine is very slow. This reduces installation drag of the enclosing nacelles
necessary for airship applications.

Each of these engine types is considered below. The principal characteristics are
the engine dry weight as delivered by the manufacturer, the projected frontal area that
determines the frontal area of an enclosing nacelle, the relation between various power
ratings, and a reference fuel economy expressed as specific fuel consumption in pounds
of fuel per output horsepower-hour. Next, additional installation weights for cooling,
lubrication system, controls, accessories, nacelles, and outriggers to support the nacelles
are considered. Finally, fuel weight estimation, Including the influence of part-throttle
operation, Is discussed for all the engine types grouped together. The engine characteristic
estimates are based on data for past and available 1976- era engines,

Engine ratings (in horsepower) are given in several forms and can be confusing. A
uniform definition of ratings is used here. Ratings are given for sea level altitude. Take-
off power rating is a 1-minute time-limited rating. Maximum continuous power rating
(also "normal" power for reciprocating engines). Maximum continuous power may be less
than takeoff power, Cruise power rating in usually less than the maximum continuous
rating. It is a manufacturer's recommendation for desirable maintenance levels and life-
time,

Diesel Engine Characteristics

Diesel engines can have rotational speeds from 100 to 3, 000 r. p. m. Their specific
weight per horsepower is almost inversely proportional to rotational speed; therefore,
aircraft diesel engines have higher rotational speeds.

Aircraft diesel engine development peaked in the 1930s. Diesel-powered aircraft
were used In quantity only in Germany, and only before 1945. There were radial air-cooled, radial liquid-cooled, in-line, in-line Vee, and horizontally opposed configurations.

Some had geared propeller drive, and several were nupercharged to 7, 000- to 20, 000-
foot altitudes.

Data from Wilkinson 1940, pp. 91-115 (reference 30) are shown in table 17. The
maximum continuous power P is used as the reference power rating in this volume.
Wilkinson's "cruise (max.).... 4ntinuous)" power rating was taken as "maximum con-
tiuuous" for use here, The weight WE of the engine Is the dry weight. Liquid-cooled

engines require about 0. 25 (water) to 0. 30 pounds per horsepower (ethylene glycol) of
coolant liquid in addition to WE . Some engines have integral reduction gearing to pro-

vide desirable propeller rotation rates. Greater reduction is required for larger powers,
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and for the relatively low airship speeds even greater reduction could be desirable.
Blower altitude shows the altitude to which an integral geared blower on turbosupercharger
maintains a constant power, The length, width, and height data indicate the geometric
size of the engine and is used here to estimate the required nacelle frontal area for air-
ship installations. The reference specific fuel consumption aR is a manufacturer's

specification for cruise power rating and expected aircraft cruise altitude. It does not
include lubricating oil consumption, which was from 0. 007 to 0, 033 pounds per horse-
power hour for the engines in the table and averaged about 0. 016 pounds per horsepower
hour. Also, a R does not include possible increases due to engine installation geometry

and engine deterioration between overhauls. Variation of the specific fuel consumption
from the reference value is considered later.

Diesel engine specific weight WE/PMC is shown in figure 82. The 1940 data are

widely scattered. However, study of the configuration class shows no reduction of the
scatter. Therefore, the one line shown In the figure was selected to approximate the
variation. The line is given by:

WE 4.0 +. 0 2 0PMC diesels (183)
77.C 1 1.OIOP~c isl 13

I-,,

1• !140 ]ine# '

W22

PS 1975 lineI

S...JI 
I

0 500 1OO 1500 2000
Mox mum continuous horsepower

FIG, 82: 1940 DIESEL ENGINE WE IPMc
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Data for 1976 diesels were not obtained. An assumed value at 85 percent of the
1940 estimate Is shown in the figure. It Is given by:

WE 3 . 4 +0. 7 PMC 1976 diesel . (184)

TMC MC'

The engine data for width and height were used to estimate nacelle frontal area A C

The bare engine frontal area i increased by a factor 4/ TT or 1. 27 to account for the

thickness of nacelle structure. Then the nacelle frontal area for In-line engines is

4wh/Tt and for radial engines w2 . The data points in figure 83 separate Into 2 trends,
1 for radial engines and another for the in-line (including horizontal and Vee) configurations.
The lines shown in the figure are given by:

A FNC m 0. 17PMC /(1+ 0. 00 8PMC) , 1945, radial diesel ; (185)

AFNC M 0.05PMC/ (1 + 0. 00PMC) . 1945 in- line diesel

It is assumed that these estimates are valid for 1976 diesels also.

20 Radial diesl,

Inflne dieewl

0 0 110M 1500 20W

Maximum contlnuous horspower

FIG. 83: 1940 DIESEL ENGINE FRONTAL AREA
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An engine length-diameter ratio (L/D)ENG is defined for the model as L/ WwT
for in-line engines and as L/w for the radil engines. This length-diameter ratio is
used as a minimum constraint on the nacelle length-diameter ratio, The ratios obtained
from the data in table 17 vary from 1.40 to 2. 86 for in-line engines and from 0.73 to
1.24 for the radial engines. The following estimations are selected:

(L/D)ENG - 3 i in-line diesels ; (186)

(L/D 1.5, radLaldiesels

Power rating ratios for 1940-era diesel engines are shown in figure 84. The takeoff
power PTO ratio to PMC varies considerably. A reasonable estimation ratio would

ba:

pTo/PMc 1 20 * 1940 diesel engines (187)

Only 2 values for cruise power PCR were obtained. They give:

PCR/PMC * 0.75 1940 diesel engines (188)

-CR/PPoPMC

1 .2
SP

0 P ~ CR /PMC

4

.2

0 500 1000 1500 2@0

Maximum continuout horsepower

FIG. 64: 1340 DIESEL ENGINE POWER RATIOS
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rI
The reference specific fuel consumption data for the 1940 diesel enMines are shown

in figure 85. The scatter does not provide a basis for selecting a variation with P

A constant value is selected:

aR m 0. 37 , 1940 diesel engines . (189)

For diesel engines, lubricating oil consumption must be considered. 7The reference
specific oil consumption Ore was selected as:

aRO" 0.015 , 1940 diesel engines . (190)

.4

,-# ,W --
~ 2

SI I I I

0 500 1000 1500 2000

Maximum continuous horsepower

FIG, 85: 1940 DIESEL ENGINE SFC

Reciprocating Engine Characteristics

Air-cooled and liquid- cooled aircraft reciprocating engines attained mature develop-
ment by the end of World War 11 in sizes up to 2, 000 horsepower. Some improvement In
characteristics has occurred since then in moderate power horizontally opposed air- cooled
engines for light aircraft. Availability in 1976 In essentially restricted to these light air-
craft engines.

Data for a few historical airship engines are shown in table 18. Similar data for
other engines are shown graphically only, In the figures below; It appears that none of
the engines in table 18 was still In production -n 1976.
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I-I

"The maximum continuous sea level horsepowcr PC rating is used as the reference

rating. The weight WE is the engine alune dr' weight. Liquid-tcooled engines require

about C. 30 pounds per horsepower of ethylene .ql\'coi coolant in addition to V , Some
engines have integral reduction gearing to provide desirable. pr,.peller rates. cGreater
reduction is provided f.r larger power ratingss. When airship speeds are considerably
below those of light airplanes, even further reduction could be desirable, Many airplanereciprocating engines have integral superchared geared blowers or turbosuperchargers

to provide seal level power up to the altitides listed, The length. width, and height data
in table 18 Indicate the size of engine and are used here to est!mate the required nacelle
size for airship installattions.

The reference specific fuel consumption i'* is a t anUfalttttter' s specification for:

cruise power rating and expected aircraft cruise altitude. It dOCs not IncIude lubricating
oil consurmpCion, which was about U, 02 pounils per horsepower- h-oi•. It does not conskluer
posrible increases from the engine installation geometi"y aiid engin'e deterioration between
overhauls. Variation of the specific fuel consumption from the i'trere n',e value due to
power setting changvs is considered below,

There were many airplane reciprocating engines in 1I-J45S, Data from Wilkinson 11)45
(reference 28) for several 1945-era reciprocating engmes were used, T'ie specific
weight WE/PMc is shown In figu"r'e 80. It decreases rapidly as 11C increases from

small values, but approaches an asymptote of about 1. 25 pounds per horsepower, Th1.
dashed "1945 line" is giveii by:

Wh •. 5 - . 01PMC
T o.01 NIC 11"

The "1970 ie'" curve Ls (diSk~i ssed .I.iw, It thi. ,pt.¾HLt Sh½.:i,, W,1 1: , i(r- d tW i :'it: iaki.
off power rating, itoul -enetal\ ,t. sWOld I

Whi. nacel.le, ri, tai at'!A ;s c:alctiated I,,. k' kIt -' lot, il- Ililt and'ilLI. itid W, to
radial engrines, '"lh dLita points in ftig- c 6-' ,paratv Into I t •nd.,; kLo hoi: teozlta \ .. '..
IlI0), radial, and liquid- ,k ou..d ýv e ..\ i•iULO I C.orfriguratioivi. ru- soL l ., S Wfl i I it2w ,".
are defined by: ,

A FNC. " I.- ill, 'ml (1 -1 0. U,)10 iC) , l,)4F I HO

A l7 1 ,\,,iJ (I .,. , I.c) , 1.' radial (1t,2)

AINC 0.0)'4o , N 45S l4SIqid-VO.'ouic \ en..'
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The engine length-diameter ratios are selected as:

(L/D)ENG = 2 , HO reciprocal Lug

(L/D)ENG = 1.5 , radial reciprocatirg (193)

(L/D)ENG u 3 , liquid-cooled Vee

Power rating ratios for the 1945 reciprocating engines are shown in figure 88. The
takeoff power PTO ratio to P varies considerably. The larger ratios are for the

liquid-cooled Vee engines and one brand of radial engine. A reasonabie estimation ratio
would be 1. 10:

PTo/PMc = 1. 10 , 1945 reciprocating (194)

A reasorn..ble estimation ratio for cruise power PCR to iMC, is selected as

0.75:

PCR/PMC 0.75 , (195)

The lower data points in figure 88 are for one brand of radial engine,

A

1.2 - N A

1.0 -- NN tn

2 8 ' M,

Ewi A

.6

4 Horis, opp.a.
N RaJj~J

.2 Liquid me

_ _ -- - . - .. . . ..... ............

000 1000 I b
t x. 1t0)

Mai mum co1(111n }Un hiorrscijio*w r

FIG. U: 1945 RECIPROCATING ENGINE POWE H MA I 1(



KThe reference specific fuel consumption shown in figure 89 for this data decreases
as maximum continuous power increases, to an apparent asymptote. The line in the
figure Is given by: 0. 6 + 0. 0046Pc

Ch m 1 -. 5100PMc , 1945 reciprocating . (196)

l+.OOOMC

For lubricating oil consumption:

RO 0.02 , 1945 reciprocating . (197)

I

I A

CL. .4

-a

t * Horiz, opp.
8 Radial

.2
. A Liquid vee

II

II I I

0 500 1000 1500 2000

Maximum continuous horsepower

FIG. 89: 1941 RECIPROCATING ENGINE SFC

For 1976 reciprocating engines, data for these 5 characteristics are shown In
figures 90 to 93. Few cylinder configurations, other than horizontally opposed ones,
are available, and only HO configurations are shown. Maximum continuous power ratings
are 450 and less. However, the data in table 18 for the Wright R-3350 were considered
in selecting the equations for 1976 reciprocating engines. The data are principally from
Wilkinson 1970 (reference 27), with checks from Jane s Aircraft and Aviation Week (ref-
erence 3), One symbol ia used in the figures for direct drive unsupercharged engines,
with a different symbol for geared, supercharged, and both, engines. Except for specific
fuel consumption, there appear to be no trends associated with those differences, The
line in figure 90 for specific weight is given by:
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W 3. 5+0020P
C I + 0. 016P 1q76 HO (198)

MCI

3

o 4,

* No year, no blower

x Geared, blowor

I I
0 100 200 300 400 500

Maximurnt cofhirILJOUI hor�epower

FIG. 90: 1975 RECIPROCATING ENGINE WiPMC

The solid Line shown in figure 86 is given by this equation; it indicates specific weilh.t
for engines with about 500 horsepower decreased ahout 10 pevcent in 30 vears,

The line in figure Q1 for the nacelle 'rontal area is týiven I)% equatio1 (102) tot 1945
horizontalty opposed engines. T'he engine length--diametv r ratio is takein as uachanLý'.:(I.

ArNC = 0. 31P / (1 !0. 040F ) 1)07 11o0 0)

(/.![)ENG, = 2 . 11M7, 1Io

The data points in figure 91 were considered In selecting thc 1,j45 uquaton., and the 1945
data points are included here in fig-ure 91. Wi thin thec conleaIf hic scattel thW. r, was lit
change from 1945 to 1976.

7he takeoff power ratio in figure 92 is usually unity;

SPTO/Pc = 1.0 , 1976 reciprocating (200)
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The cruise power ratio Is almost always 0. 75:

PcR/PMc * 0. 75, 1976 reciprocating . (201)

The reference specific fuel consumption In figure 93 appears to trend somewhat lower than
in 1945, at least for direct drive nonsupercharged engines. The line in the figure is de-
finedby: .6 +. 0038PMc

'R m I , 1976 reciprocating . (202)
MC

If operation at altitudes above 10, 000 feet Is required, a a R constant at about 0. 50

would provide a better estimate, The lubricating oil consumption appears to have de-
creased:

""RO * 0,015 , 1976 reciprocating . (203)

10

N Io gear, no blower1, = Geaed, blower

0-100 200 300 4001
,., Maximum continuous horsepower

,r-:, FIG. 91: 19715 RECIPROCATING ENGINE FRONTAL AREA
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Turboprop Engine Character istic
Turboprop engines consist of a compressor, combustion section, and gas turbines

driven by expanding combustion gases. One turbine drives the compressor; another drives
an output shaft at very large rotational rates. Turboprop enptnes include Integral reduction
gearing, giving reductions of about 15 to 1, that drive the propeller shaft, The gearing
increases the specific weight and specific fuel consumption,

Several turboprop engines in many models are available in 1976. For correlation
herein, takeoff power Was taken to be synonymous with "maximum power at sea level,"
and "Military power." Maximum continuous power was considered to be synonymous with"tonormal power, " and cruise power was identified with "maximum cruise. 1' Data are some-
times given for 90 percent cruise and 75 percent cruise.

The exhaust combustion gases from the turbines of a turboprop engine are usually
directed aft In order to provide a moderate jet thrust. Thus, in addition to the direct
shaft power produced, an additional "power" Is produced by the jet thrust. The conbined
result is expressed an equivalent horsepower. Explicit consideration of the jet thrust is
ignored In this model, Only the shaft power and shaft power ratings are considered.
Several values of the ratio of equivalent power tR, to shaft power PSH for 1976 turbo-

props are shown in figure 94 for various operating conditions, to illustrate quantitatively
the possible significance of using shaft power ratings rather than equivalent power ratings.

L

6. C1,- ..* ' ..

"a. •* Takeotff
a • , -- .Flight

.6

4

.2

Si I I
1 0I0 2000 3000 4000 B000

Shaft horsepower

FI.O 94: TURBOPROP PEo/P*HP RATIO
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Most 1976 turboprops produce decreasing power as altitude is increased. An example
is shown in figure 95. The decrease is very small at low altitudes. The variation depends
on the details of the engine design. If turboprops for airships were de- rated slightly to
increase reliability with longer flight times, the decrease of power with altitude might be
smaller. Decrease of turboprop power with Increasing altitude is not included in this
model.

Data for the following correlations for turboprop engines were obtained from Aviation
Week, 1976 (reference 3) and lane's Aircraft, 1973 and 1975. 'The limited data are shown
in table 19. Data in parentheses were obtained by approximation or from references not
cited. Complete data for the maximum continuous power rating were not obtained. To
supplement it,, data for the takeoff power rating and cruise power rating were included in
the table, The reference specific fuel consumption aR is based on equivalent horsepower

and should be somewhat greater for shaft power as used here, The OR data in parentheses

Is 1.08 times data, from the references, for specific fuel consumption at takeoff power,

The specific weight WE/PMC for turboprop engines is shown in figure 96. Points

are also included for WE/P TO for the engines in table 19 for which PMC was not ob-

tained. These latter points would move up and to the left if PMC were available. ihe

line in the figure, selected to approximate the specific weight, is given by:

!LWE 0. 8 + 0. 0 02 PMC

PMC I + 0. 00 5PMC , 1976 turboprops (204)

Only the point for the LTC4R-1 engine is inconsistent with the estimation equation,

The frontal area was calculated as 4wh/Tn . Its variation as a function N /P.

is shown In figure 97. The line shown In the figure is selected for estimation, 'Vie
engine Length-diameter ratio (L/D)ENG varies from 1, 94 to 4.50. It depends on the

geometrical arrangement of reduction gearing and the gas turbine. For the conceptual
model a value of 3 is selected.

AFNC - O. 15 M , 1976 turboprop engines (20o5)

(L/D)NG = 3 1976 turboprop engines

Power rating ratios for 1976 turboprop engines are shown in figure 98, Ilie P To/Phc

ratio varies considerably. Aa average estimate is:

PToM/PMC , 1. 10 , 1976 turboprop engines (206)

However, the detailed data indicate that first engines of a series have the larger PTo/P~N

ratios, then further development increases PMC toward PTO so that the ratio approaches
unity,. -152-
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as Only 2 points for PCR/PMC are shown in figure 98. They can be approximated

F CR /PMC = 0. 90 ,1976 turboprop engines (207)

The data in table 19 for the reference specific fuel consumption PR at maximum
continuous power are shown in figure 99. The points versus PTO would move to the

left if PMC were avitlable for these engines. The line in the figure, selected for esti-

mation, is given by:

aR 0 7 + 0. 002PMc 1976 turboprop engines . (208)

Lubricating oil consumption for turboprop engines Is negligible.

a R , , 1976 turboprop engines . (209)

&

VS PTO

.2

, iI I I
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 O0

Max Imutm continuous horsepower

FIG. 9: 1976 TURBOPROP SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
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ENGINE INSTALLATION WEIGHT

Engine dry weight WE is only a component of the propulsion power plant weight.

The engine requires a control system, a cooling and air induction system, and a lubri-
cation syctem. Nacelles to enclose the engines and outriggers to support the nacelles
are required. Fuel weight is estimated later in this chapter..

Engine control system weight WNCON was obtained only for the reciprocating
engines of the ZPG-SW. blimp. .The data for the ZPG- 3W are presented in table 20. Com-

bining the weights of the controls and starting Item, and the accessories and miscellaneous
gear item, gives a specific weight of 0. 15 pounds per horsepower. 'This value was
selected for all engines except tuxboprops. For turboprops a 50 percent reduction was
assumed. Thus:

WNCON a 0, 15 PMC , except turboprops (

W NCON a 0. 0 7PMC , turboprops

It was noted In the preceding section that a coolant liquid weight of 0. 25 to 0. 30

pound per horsepower must be included for liquid-cooled engines, Data on radiator
weights were not obtained. Cooling and air induction system weight for the recipro.
cating engines of the ZPG-SW is shown in table 20. It is 0. 19 pounds per horsepower.
Data for turboprops were not obtained; the ZPG-3W specific weight is selected for turbo-
props. Then the air induction and cooling system weight WCUL is:

WCUL * 0 . 25 PMC , water (1940 diesels)

WCUL m O.3 0PMC ethylene glycol ; (211)

WCUL 0. 1 9PMC P air-cooled reciprocating

WCUL - 0. 19PMc turboprops.

The lubrication system weight should be related to the reference specific oil con-
sumption oRO estimated in the preceding section. For a range R in nautical miles

at a speed VK In knots the flight time is R/VK ' The lubricating oil weight WLUB

is then: R
WLUB " ORO V P MC

Allowances for reserve oil and the lubricatibn system should be included. However, use

of aR0 for 1976 reciprocating engines (equation 203), a flight duration of 12 hours, and
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TABLE 20

BLIMP PROPULSION PLANT WEIGHT DATA
(in pounds)

Item ZPG-3W

Maximum continuous power (h.p.) 2x1275

2. Power plant groupa 10,903

2.1 Main power plant 9,376
Engines 3,527
Air, cooling 491
Lubrication 484
Controls, starting 181
Accessory, gear 207
Nacelles 1,446
Outriggers 880
Fuel system 2,160

2.2 Altern power, plant 0

2.3 Propulsors 1,527
Propellers 1,527

2.4 Electric plant 0

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 33 (reference 8).

aConceptual weight groups and components defined for this model.

later in table 23.
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the ZPG-3W engine power of 2, 550 horsepower gives 459 pounds, This is sufficiently close
to the 484 pounds shown in table 20 for the ZPG-3W. The ZPG-3W carried additional
lubricating oil in cans on long endurance missions,

SThe oný detailed propulsion plant weight data obtained are for dhe ZPG-3W blimp
It Is shown in table 20. The numbered weight group and components are defined for use

Iin tn is model. A complete list of the conceptual groups and components is shown in table
23 in chppter 6.

Table 20 gives weights for the nacelles and outriggers. The nacelle weight of 1, 446

pounds leads to 0. 57 pound per horsepower. However, the nacelle weight should be re-
lated to nacelle geometry size rather than engine power itself. A rough estimate of
ZPG-3W nacelle geometry by scaling isometric view In the Flight Handbook (reference
19) gives a diameter DNC of about 6 feet and length LNC of 20 feetApproximating

the surface as rrDNCLNC gives 377 square feet each, leading to a surface unit weight

of 1. 92 pounds per square foot. A unit weight of 2. 0 is selected for the model, Then
for a number NENG or engines the weight WNAC of the nacelles is:

, WNAC = 2 7DNCLNCNENG (213)

This is used for all engine types. The influence of engine type occurs through the re-
quired frontal area that determines the nacelle diameter DN

Outrigger truss geometry for blimp-type airships is sketched In figure 34 of chapter
3 on lift gases and geometry. For a vertical downward load WLOD the forces FU

on the upper element and FL on the lower element are:

cos
FU = WLOD sin('r+ )

(214)

FL = "WLOD sin('r+ST

The angle -r is close to 45 degrees. The lower angle 0 can be positive as sketched in
figure 34, but for large propeller diameters it becomes negative. The variation of trig-
onometric function factors In equations (214) is shown in figure 100, For conceptual aitr-
shipsi the variation of these factors should be considered,

The weight WU of the upper element, which is loaded in tension, (or a safety factor

0 length LU P and material density w , and yield stress o . is:

W 16 w Cos T (215)U= --- WLODLU sin((T+0)

For a safety factor of 10, a steel density of 490) pounds pet: cubic foot, and a stress of

75, 000 pounds per square inch, the initial factor is 0. 00045. The lower element is
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loaded In compression. To provide column stability with compression loading, a truss
of multiple members with diagonal bracing is needed, To account for the multiple members
(or, equivalently, for the lower usable stress) a factor of 5 is assumed. Then:

WL 5w cos(L WLODLL sin ( +-) (216)

Using the same factor of safety and steel, the outrigger weight WOUT becomes:

cos'r + Cos (2)
WOUT (0. 00045LU + 0. 0023LL) WOUT sin (T + (217)

For a covered truss, using a streamlined aluminum cover, a weight increase of 100 per-
cent is assumed.

3

r - 45 degrees

2

cos '/,sin (T + 0)

oI I
20 -10 0 10 20 30

Truss lower angle (0, degrees)

FIG. 100: VARIATION OF TRUSS GEOMETRY FACTORS

The geometry of a dLrLglble symmetrical truss outrigger is sketched In figure 34
of chapter 3. The loads on the elements are:

WLOWLOD sin ( e + X),
FU • -' '-- in e sin X,(28

WLOD sin( e - %)
FL -- f- Sine sins x
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SThe load on the lower element is zero when X is selected to be equal to e . Then the

upper element is vertical and the lower element is Inclined at an angle above the horizontal
of 900 - 2 e . The load on the upper element is WLoD ' If the lower element is made

identical to the upper element, the outrigger weight becomes:

w2w 4 W LOUT = LoDLU S(219)

W OUT 0.0009WLODLU

The second form is for steel and a safety factor of 10.

For a cantilever outrigger (as on the ZPG-3W blimp) the weight, doubled for non-
structural material, for a structural depth d is:

WOUT a --a- WLODLu (220)(220)

WOUT U 0. 0020 (Lu/d) WLoDLU

The second form is for a safety factor of 10 and aluminum density of 290 pounds per cubic
foot and yield stress of 40,000 p. s. i, For the ZPG-3W the ratio Lu/d appears to have

been 5, making the constant equal to 0. 0100.

F: Outrigger weight datawere obtained for only the ZPG-3W (table 20). The load weight
consists of the dry engine, engine installation weight, the propeller weight WpRP , the

nacelle weight, and landing gear weight WGER

WLOD WE +WNCON +WCUL + WLUB (221)

+ WpR + WNA + WGE
P NAC GE R

For the ZPG-3W data of table 20 the load without landing gear is 7, 863 pounds. From
table 32 the landing gear weight for the ZPG-3W was 1, 190 pounds, so the load weight
was 9,053 pounds. 'The ratio WOuT/WLoD of outrigger weight (2) to load weight was

0.097. From scaled sketches the ZPG-3W outrigger length appears to have been about
10. 5 feet long, Then the weight ratio becomes 0. 00 92 LOUT . This is close to the

0. 0100 value of equation (220) with Lu/d equal to 5.

For dirigibles, only the overall power plant weight data shown in table 21 were ob-
tained. The power plant specific weights were quite large, starting with a relatively
heavy engine that required a large installation weight.
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TABLE 21

DIRIGIBLE PROPULSION PLANT WEIGHT DATA

Airship

Los Angeles 'aM.-n Graf Zeppelin Hindonburg

M.C. power (h.p.) 2,000 4,480 2,800 4,400

Power plant (lb.) 21,199 49,759 21,102 36,465

(lb./h.p.) 10.6 11.1 7.54 8.29

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 19 (reference 8).

ELECTRIC PLANT

The electric plant component is defined as any special electric power system re-
quired for payload operation or other uses beyond normal ship operation. Formal data
on weight and capacity for such power units and distribution systems were not obtained,
A reasonable specific weight is 80 pounds per kilowatt. Then the weight W2 4 for the

electric plant with a capacity E is:

W24 , 30EKW (222)

FUEL AND FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATION

A reference specific fuel consumption aR and reference lubricating oil consumption

aO were selected previously for the different engine types. It is convenient to consider
RO

that a. includes aRO for the calculations below. This reference value appLies to a

cruise at 75 percent of maximum continuous power for diesels and reciprocating engines,
and at 90 to 100 percent of maximum continuous power for turboprops. Part-throttle
variation of the specific fuel consumption a influences off-design operations. Data for
diesel engines were obtained from Wilkinson. 1942, p. 65 (reference 29). Curves for the
other types of engine were obtained from Boeing, Vol. I, p. 5-32 (reference 6). The data
are shown in figures 101 and 102. The lines in the figures are given by the following
equations which were selected to approximate the data points.

/ 0.02/(P/PMc) + 0.05 + 0.04 (P/PMC) , diesel

2S0. 18/(P/PM C)+ 0. 6 3 + 0. 22 (P/PMc) , recipRi (223)

a/aR - 0.11/(P/PMc) +0. 89 , turboprop
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'he approximation is adequate except for diesel engines near maximum continuous
power,

1.4

S1.2 Reciprocating

1.0

0,2 ,4 ,. 8 1.0

Power frection [P/PMC)

FIG. 101: ENGINE THROTTLED oh), RATIO

1.4

Turboprop

(r 1.3

I 1.2

II , , , I I I
.2 .4 6 .8 1.0

Power fiaction (PIPMC)

FIG. 102: ENGINE THROTTLED Wo. RATIO
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The design specific fuel consumption cD in operations Is increased for some vehicles

by an operational degradation fraction d as a design rule:

aD a(l+d) . (224)

A design rule for airship practice was not obtained. The degradatLon fraction can also be
used to account for increases of a due to engine installation losses.

The used, or usable, propulsion fuel weight W TF in pounds Is equal to the product

of aD , engine power P , and the operating time in hours, For a speed of VK knots

and range R nautical miles, the time Is R/VK . Thus:

WpuF aDPR/VK (225)

Ship's service electric power and payload equipment electric power may also require
fuel. The electric useful fuel weight WEUF for an average electric load EKW with

assumed engine specific fuel consumption of 0. 60 pounds per horsepower hour and 90 per-
cent generation efficiency is:

WEUF 0. 89EKwR/VK . (126)

The design useful weight WDUF is the sum of the components:

WDUF Wpu +W~uF . (227)

An unavailable fuel fraction u for fuel in the bottom of tanks, and a reserve fuel
fraction r to be usable at the end of the flight are usually selected as design rules. The
initial fuel weight WF is given by:

w WDU (l - u) (I - r) . (228)

This model does not consider an explicit allowance of fuel for initial climb.

For airships using aerodynamic lift LA the sea level static (reference) fuel weight

is designated W62 , It is given by:

W62 - W L- . (229)

If aerodynamic lift is zero, then W62 is equal to WF
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For estimation of off-design operation at various altitudes, it is convenient to define
the maximum sea level fuel weight W FMX that is also needed for estimating fuel tank

;Yeight, At the design altitude zD , where the atmospheric density ratio Is 0 ZD , the

buoyancy lift is equal to GZD times the sea level static lift LST. Thus,

WFMX W6 2 +LA+LST(1 'ZD) , (230)

The usable fuel weight WFUZ at altitude z and density ratio CZ is:

WU (1 (- U) (I - v)(WFM - LSTO - a Z)) (231)

For off-design conditions, the range R* is determined by setting the sum of pro-
pulsion useful fuel weight and electric useful fuel weight equal to W Using an

asterisk on all symbols to indicate off-design range conditions, equations of the form
of (225) and (226) give:

a *aP*R + 0.50E • WFU m;' In KF (232)

S WFUz/( DP*+O. OEKW)

It is desirable to calculate the fuel use rate G in gallons per hour for comparison

with other vehicles. Fuel density In pounds per gallon varies with fMel type. A constant
value of 6. 67 pounds per gallon is used. Then:

GpH WDuF(VK/R) /6, 67 . design pointPH DUFVK/R)(233)

Gp11  WFuz(V*/R*) /6.67 , off-design

Data on fuel and fuel system and tank weight for a few historical airships are shown
in table 22. Blimp data were obtained only for the ZPG-3W. Its fuel system weight
appears to be rather large. The system included 5 slip tanks of about 240 gallons each,
2 main tanks of about 1, 034 gallons each, and I combination (alternate ballast use) of
about 400 gallons capacity. Perhaps the several relatively small tanks led to greater
weight,

For the normal (buoyant lift) fuel, the fuel tank weight of the ZPG-3W is 40 percent
of fuel weight, With aerodynamic-lift fuel, the tank weight is 14 percent of fuel weight.
Tank capacity was estimated from data in the ZPG-3W Flight Handbook (reference 19)
as 24, 518 pounds, The tank weight is 9 percent of thLs estimate o instalied tank capacity,
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TABLE 22

FUEL AND FUEL TANK WEIGHT DATA

Graf
Airship z Los Angeles Macon Zeppelin Hindenburg

Fuel system 2,160

Fuel, oil system 2,651 5,546 4,275 5,625

Normal fuel 5,372 40,000a 124,000 90,000 132,000

Aerodynamic fuel 15,872

Tank capacity 24,518b

Percentagec 40.2 6 . 6 a 4.5 4.8 4.3
13.6 (4.6)

8.8

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, pp. 33, 26, 19, and 20 (reference 8)

aU.S. helium operation. 58,000 pounds German hydrogen operation.

bFromrl FliQht Handbook (reference 19), including weight of 5 slip tanks.

0 System weight relative to fuel weight.

The data for the dirigibles combined fuel and oil systems. It was assumed that the
oil system contribution was small for the early dirigibles. The data for the Los Angeles
correlate better if it is assumed that the German builders installed fuel tank capacity for
the fuel that could be carried during operations using hydrogen as the lift gas. After it

was delivered to the U. S. Navy, the Los Angeles was operated with helium and a reduced
fuel-carrying capability. Fuel tank weight for the dirigibles varies from 4. 3 to 4. 8 per-
cent of the fuel weight.

Fuel system weights for several types of vehicles are close to 5 percent of fuel

weight. This estimate appears low for the blimp data point, but somewhat high for the

dirigibles. For use in this model, the following equations for fuel tank weight WNK

in terms of the maximunm sea Level fuel weight WFMX were selected:

WTNK 0. 070WFMX , blimps
(234)

WTNK a O. 05OWFMX , dirigibles
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6. AIRSHIP WEIGHT AND VOLUME

Estimates of the weights of the components of the airship are investigated in this
chapter. The weight groups and components selected for use in this airship model are
shown in table 23. More detailed definitions are given later in the analysis. The two-
digit items in the table are called components. The components of the hull group are
considered in this chapter. The ship control group, the accommodations group, and
special payload are also considered.

The design and construction margin (component 6. 1) is an allowance for weight

changes that occur during the later design and construction phases. It is estimated as
a percentage of all other ompty weight. Information concerning a standard value was
not obtained.

GENERAL AIRSHIP WEIGHT COMPARISONS

Before analyzing the components it is desirable to review overall weight data for
airships, Such data for the data sample airships are shown in table 24. The total
weight WT is defined (equation 22) at a reference altitude of sea level. It is equal to

the product of standard sea level air weight density times the envelope volume.

TABLE 23

THE MODEL WEIGHT GROUPS AND COMPONENTS

1. Hull Group 4. Accommodations

1.1 Basic hull. 4.1 Personnel and e(f cts
1.2 Secondary structure 4.2 Personnel enclosures
1.3 Tail structure 4.3 Personnel facilities
1.4 Gas system 4.4 Personnel stores

2. Power Plant Group 5. Payload Group

2.1 Main power plant 5.4 Special payload
2.2 Alternate power plant
2.3 Propulsors 6. Other Weights
2.4 Electric plant

6.1 Design margin
3. Ship Control Group 6.2 Ship fuel

6.3 Lift gas
3.1 Steering and trim 6.4 Air
3.2 Nay/communications
3.3 Ship facilities
3.4 Ballast system
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TABLE 24

AIRSHIP GENERAL WEIGHTS

Total Static Aerodynamic Static Fuel 0

weight lift lift useful load weight
Airship (thous.lb.) (thous.lb.) (percent) (percent) (percent)

Goodyear 11.24 8.78 4.0 27.1 46.2
Columbia

Goodyear 15.52 11.90 3.6 30.7 49.3
America

U.S. Navy 34.9 27.4 9.1 25.9 77.5
K-135

U.S. Navy 74.6 61.9 9.7 38.6 29.4 [ZPG- 2"',

U.S. Navy 113.9 94.6 11.1 40.6 14.1
ZPG-3W

U.S. Navy 175.1 126.5 0 36.4 60.7
Shenandoah

U.S. Navy 214.1 1 5 3 .1/ 1 6 8 . 0d 0 4 1 . 7 / 4 8 . 6 d 6 2 .6/ 7 0 . 9d
Los Angeles

U.S. Navy 565.9 403.5 0 41.4 74.3
Macon

8at sea level, standard reference altitude.
bpercent of static lift.
CDesign, without dynamic lift, as percent of useful load.
dwith hydrogen lifting gas as used by the Germian builders.

Source: Goodyear- 1975, Vol. III, pp. ½9, 25, 26, reference 8.
Helium gas.
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The static lift WST is also defined at standard sea level. It is (equation 24) the net

lift when the lifting gas entirely fills, at sea level, the maximum available gas volume.
Static lift is the niaximum available buoyacy lift. For increasing operating altitude,
the gas volume cannot be filled at sea level. Therefore, the buoyancy lift decreases
as operating altitude increases.

Static lift is a convenient standard reference, but it is not a good reference for
engineering analysis because it depends on gas type, gas purity, and gas volume frac-
tion. The influence of gas type is indicated in table 24 by the helium/hydrogen static
lift values for the Los Angeles, For hydrogen, the static lift is 10 percent greater than
for helium.

Table 24 shows aerodynamic lift for blimps: historical dirigibles did not use aero-
dynamic lift except in flight. As a fraction of static lift, aerodynamic lift varied from
about 4 to 11 percent. Aerodynamic lift was used to carry additional fuel.

The sea level static useful load is defined in equation (25) as static lift minus empty
weight of the airship, Sea level static useful load is the maximum useful load capability,
It is available only for sea level operations. Static useful load decreases rapidly as
altitude increases (equation 26). Sea level static useful load is shown in table 24 as a
fraction of static lift. It varied from 26 to 49 percent.

The design fuel weight without aerodynamic lift is also shown in table 24 as a frac -
tion of sea level useful load. The fraction is around 50 percent for the small blimps; it
decreases to 14 percent for the largest blimp. The large blimps used aerodynamic lift
to carry additional fuel. The fuel weight ratio is greater than 50 percent for the dirigi-
bles, which had relatively long cruise ranges.

This airship model assumes that blimp aerodynamic lift is used entirely for addi-
tional fuel. Thus, blimp range without aerodynamic lift should be relatively limited.
The use of aerodynamic lift fuel then markedly increases the range (or endurance) for
operations.

Prior development of vehicle concept models has shown that weight "data" can be
taken only as a guide in estimating weights. The numbers given in any classification
system depend on the phase of vehicle development and modification at which the numbers
were recorded. The "data" also depend strongly on who assigns the items to the classi-
fication components. Therefore, the data are used only as a guide and to check the
calculations.

1HULL GROUP WEIGHT

The greatest engineering differences between blimps and dirigibles are in the hull
group. Blimps have a pressurized structure so that the entire pressurization system Is
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included in the basic hull component. The gas system component is not used for blimps.
The rigid structure and cover were selected as the basic hull component for dirigibles.
Gas cell and valve items were defined as the gas system component. Because the engin-
eering analyses of hull weights for blimps and dirigibles are different, they are investi-
gated separately. Blimps are considered first.

Blimps:_ Basic Hull Component Weight

Reasonably detailed weight data to support conceptual weight analysis were obtained
for only the U.S. Navy ZPG-3W of the late 1950s. For the ZPG-3W the hull group com-
ponents represent 25 percent of the total weight. The components are shown in table 25.

The envelope is the most important item for a pressurized structure. The critical
loading for the envelope appears to be due to the gust moment, occurring near midships.
Other moments include gas gradient moment, rigging moment, and aerodynamic lift
moment. Here, only the maximum gust moment is considered as a measure of the
critical loading.

If the envelope is visualized as a right cylinder of diameter D , and a material of
thickness tE , pressurized to an internal excess pressure 5pC assumed constant

throughout, then the consideration of forces on the left and right ends gives an approxi-
mation for the longitudinal stress aL in the material. The force on each end is

(Tr/4)D 2 6PC and produces the tension stress in a cross-section area of the material of

•DtE , Sol.

18 P I 9t 
(235)

L 4 rt 2tAE R

Now visualize the pressurized cylinder supported at the ends, and subjected to a
downward force near the center. The resultant bending moment leads to compression
along the upper portions, with a maximum compression along the top, The maximum
bending compression stress "BC for the maximum gust moment MGMX and with the

cross-sectional moment of area I equal to i-t R" for the thin envelope circle, is:E

'BC = MGMxR/I - MGMX/nt ER• (236)

To retain moderate pressurized structure rigidity the local resultant tension stress
(al, cBC) should not be negative (compressive resultant), so:
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TABLE 25

BLIMP HULL GROUP WEIGHT DATAa

Item ZPG-3W

Total weiqht 113946

1. Hu.ll gro.uP 2 8 0 6 8 ( 2 4 . 6 )b

1.1 Basic hull 21201(18.6)
E---velope 12690 (1i. T
Miscellaneous nvelope 2296 (2.0)
Suspension 1414 (1.2)
Ballonets 2211 (1.9)
Pressure group 2076 (1.8)
Air lines 514 (0.5)

1.2 Secondary struct 1559 (1.4)
BOW stitfeners and mooring 1559T(14)

1.3 Tail structure 5308 (4.7)
Tail group 3701 (3.2)
Fin suspension 377 (0.3)
Surface control group 1230 (1.1)

1.4 Gas system (Integral with
basic huli)

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 33, reference 8.

aAll weights are in pounds.
bThe numbers in parentheses are percentages of total weight.
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8 pCR/ 2 tE MGMX/ rrtERO (237)

8 pC 2MGMX/rrR •

This relation defines the required excess pressure 6 P The circumferential tension

stress er on a longitudinal section of the envelope material, again assuming apC

constant, is equal to the product of 8 and projected area D per unit length, divided

by the area 2TE of material:

erC a 6 D/2t a 8pR/tE (238)
P.C p E PCE

Comparison with equation (235) for crL shows that the approximation for iC is twice
that for a so I is critical.

Additional excess pressure contributions are considered in predeslgn phases. The
reference excess pressure 6pC at the center (axis) of the envelope is small, generally

I to 3 inches of water, less than I percent of atmospheric pressure. The excess pres-

sure changes as height changes inside the envelope because the pressure of interior lift-
ing gas changes more slowly than the pressure of the external atmosphere. When this
occurs, a larger 6 is needed. Further, on the midsection of the envelope in flight the
flow produces unde[ressures (negative pressure coefficients). This further increases
6 locally. Finally, an increased excess pressure will be produced in unintended flight

aIce gas niaximrnum altitude. Its amount depends on rate of ascent, size of lift gas safety
valving, and actual altitude.

These contributions are ignored here. From equation (238), the lineal load aCtr

on the envelope material at the location of maximum gust moment is:

GCtE =2MGMX/TrRa . (239)

rhe distribution of gust moment is flat in the midship region where R is approximately
constant, and goes to zero at bow and stern when R is zero, Thus, equation (239) gives
a reasonably representative lineal load.

In predesign phases, a factor of safety Is applied to obtain the design lineal load

(at)D . During World War II an envelope factor of safety of 5 was used, but the method

used for estimating loads was not obtained. More recently, the literature cites an
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envelope factor of safety of 3 in connection with using all envelope pressure components
listed above.

For use here, a precsure factor p is defined to include load factor of safety and

the detail moment and extra pressure items ignored above. Then,

(at)D = p2MGMx/TTR 2  . (240)

The specific weight WEM of the envelope material per unit area is related to its

lineal strength ot . The total envelope weight WEN is equal to the product of an

average specific weight WEM , and the hull wetted area AWH I

WEN E MAWN (241)

The specific weight of the envelope material must now be considered.

Blimp envelope materials have been woven fabric layers (cotton, rayon, nylon,
dacron) with external and interior layers of bond sealant (rubber, neoprene) of 2- or \
3-ply (fabric layers) construction. To some extent the combination of properties can
be tailored for the specific area of application, as regards warp strength, fill direction
strength, permeability to gas diffusion, wear resistance, service lift, and so forth,
However, the characteristics of the basic materials used limit the trade-Uffs and com-
binations of properties that are possible. Some industrial companies have produced,
developed, and incorporated new basic materials in envelope-type construction. Their
principal market has been balloons, for which small-thickness envelope materials, not
considered here, are needed. The developments are, however, applicable for blimp
envelope material.

Only the specific weight and lineal strength properties are considered here, Data
for the specific weight wEM of the envelope material are shown in figure 103 as a

function of lineal strength at . For each type of material the specific weight appears
to be a linear function of Ct . Minimum fiber size leads to a minimum achievable
specific weight WEMIN . For conceptual analysis it is desirable to fit the discrete

points in the figure for each material by an equation. For this purpose there is selected:

WEM a EM + bEM(Pt)

(242)
WEMIN = EM
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The a and b for each type of .iaterial can be obtained from the linear equationsEM~ E N
shown in table 26. Monventional units for wEM are ounces per square yead with strength

at in pounds per inch, For the conceptual model, units of pounds per square foot with
strength in pnunds per foot are needed. The selected equation for each type of material
is shown in tab!,: 26 in both sets of •.itE,

The following envelope materials are included in figure 103 and table 26.

25 6

cotn 1940's
rur / I Three.ply rubberrubber

20 -I

15 _ /A " O'Neoprent.dacron

*1 I I

N100 200 300 400 500

Maximum tension ttrength (ot. LB/IN)

FIG. 103: ENVELOPE MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT

In the i920s cotton rubber material was used. It was relatively heavy. The litera-
turc indicates there was little variation in lineal strength options. For historical interest,
thc material was fitted by a line 50 percent above that for 3-ply rubber material,

The material labeled 3-ply rubber is that used for the envelope and other components
of the U.S. Navy blimps during World War II. The data source cites "cloth," but not th~e
type of cloth. (It may have been nylon.) A layer of aluminum (foil) was used in some
of the cases, The data bars in the figure indicate a + 0.5 oz.iyd.3 variability. A layer
of paraffin, "not to exceed 0.5 oz./yd. •" was specified for gas barrier and weather sur-
faces. The paraffin weight is not included in the data bars,* The lowest 2 bars are for
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TABLE 26

BLIMP ENVELOPE MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEIGHT VARIATION

Material Specific weight Sp2cific weighta Minimuin,
oz/yd? & lb/in, lb/ft. & lh/ft., lb/ft'.

Cotton rubbera 14-20 oz/yd2

at 60-80 lb/in .0834+47.7ot/l0 6  .1111

3-ply rubberb 8.0 + .055Out .0556+31.8ot/10 6  .0625
Neoprene-Dacron 5.4+. 0444 ot .0375+25.7ot/10 6  .0625

bias 2-ply

Dacronc 1.6+.0264at .0111+15.3ot/106 .031 '
biaxial film

Dacron 3.6+.0296at .0250+17.1ot/10 6  .0347
triaxial film

Kevlar c 2.4+.0080at .0167+4.63ot/10 6  .0278
biaxial film

Kevlarc 3.2+.0120ot .0222+6.94ot/10 6  .0313
triaxial film

aBurgess (p. 11, reference 7, copyright 1927) gives 14 o!/'yu ,ix,

80 lb/in, for blimps. Boeing (Vol. I, p. A-2-4, reference 0. gi4'c
early cotton rubber as 16-20 oz/yd 2 at 60 lb/in.
bFrom Goodyear "Descriptive Specifications", references il-.J.

CFrom Boeing, Vol. I, pp. A-6-4 and 5, reference 6.
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ballonet, nonweather use. The other bars can be fitted reasonably by the line shown in
the figure. The equation for the line is included in table 26.

Two-ply neoprene-dacron, with I cloth ply at a 45-degree bias relative to the other
ply, was used for the envelopes of the U.S. Navy blimps of the 1950s. This composition
has been used on Goodyear advertising blimps since then. The dashed line in figure 103
was selected to represent its specific weight.

It appears that a principal reason for going to 2-ply construction was ro reduce
manufacturing operations and costs. This could be carried further on the basis of
balloon material experience and research. And new polymer materials and polymer
films, could be used. Four potential envelope materials are shown in figure 103
(Boeing, Vol. I, pp. A-l-1 to 6-7, reference 6).

These materials consist of 1 ply of cloth, with an outer film of ultraviolet stopping
Tedlar polymer for service life, and film bond sealant of types of polyurethane polymer.
The cloth may be woven normally, biaxially, with warp and fill, using the films to pro-

vide adequate shear strength. Or, the cloth may be woven in 3 directions, triaxially,
so that it provides its own shear strength. The cloth can be dacron or a new high strength
polymer Kevlar. The combinations of these 2 weaves and 2 materials give the 4 cases.
These materials have not been used on airships; therefore, they are riskier than dacron-
neoprene bias 2-ply material.

The data points for these new materials, which are for specific combinations of
number, sizes, and plies, are shown in figure 103 and fitted by straight lines whose
equations are included in table 26. The reference states that the lowest listed specific
weight is expected to be the minimum for normal manufacturing and handling procedures.
This minimum is listed in table 26 for use in the model.

As used in a blimp, the envelope material specific weight wEM must be increased

by an envelope material factor to account for material seams, stress concentra-

tion reinforcement, aging, and so forth. The average specific weight MEM is then:

WEM =EMwEM " (243)

The literature did not contain information on values for 0EM

Estimation of 0 EM was therefore based on the weight data. The data (or estimated)

values of the relevant items from previous tables and equations are listed in table 27.
Substitution of the lineal load (ort)D (with p equals 3) from equation (240) into the

D p
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specific weight equation (242) with the envelope material factor of equation (243)
gives:

WEM = OEM(aEM + bEM 2 (3)MGMx/rrRS (244)

TABLE 27

BLIMP ENVELOPE MATERIAL FACTOR CALCULATION

Item ZPG-3W

Envelope weight (lb.) 12,690.

Hull wetted area (sq.ft.) 83,763.

Average WEM (lb./sq.ft. .1515

Average wEM (oz./sq.yd.) 21.8

Maximum speed (kt.) 82.

Gust maximum moment (1000 ft./lb.) 2.214

I Lineal load (lb./ft.) 2,135.

Lineal load (lb./in. 178.

Material factor 0EM 1.64

For the ZI•3 -3W blimp with dacron-neoprene envelope, this relationship beconius:

21.8 oz./yd2= ElM(5.4+0.0444xi7g) . (24i)

Hence, the apparent value for is 1.64. This value is used for the airship con-
cept model.

Trhe estimation equation for blimp envelope weight is then:

W MN~ +b 0 M /-~R2) )Awi
WN EMMaX(CEMIN,(aE + bM EM p CGMX Wl

124•)

1.64 =3.0
I- M p
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The "miscellaneous envelope" weight W listed in table 25 is assumed to be
MISEN

envelope associated and proportional to the envelope weight. For the data of the table
it is then:

WMISEN 0.18W (247)
MISENEN

The suspension system weight W should be related to the weight it supports.

The sea level static lift W of the ZPG.-3W was 94. 600 pounds (table 24). Its aero-
dynamic lift LA was 10, 58'pounds. It is assumed that only the hull group weight W1

of table 25 is not supported. Then, an equation for WSUS from this data is,

WSUS = 0.018(WST + LA - W2) , (248)

The ballonets of blimps are relatively light fabric/film materials. The volume to
be enclosed, from equation (30), is:

VBB 1fG( - cZBDMX)VE . (249)

Historical blimps of increasing size had increasing numbers NBB (2 to 4) of ballonets.

When the ballonets are approximated as hemispheres of radius R the volume to be
BB

enclosed is:

7BB NBB(21T/3)RsBB

RBB ((3 / 2.rrNBB) 7BB) /3 (250)

Then the total ballonet area would be:

A =2TTNR'ABB =2NBB aBB;

2/3 1/3 1/3 2/3
ABB 3 (2r r) NBB,,BB (251)

A =3.84N 1 /3 2 / 3

BB 13B 'BB

The constant here was checked against data for the ballonet area in the "Descriptive
Specifications" for the U.S. Navy G-type, K-type, and M-type blimps. The constant
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•1/3 fr2ad4rltv o3i 1 ecn
should be about 4.4. The variation of BB for 2 and 4 relative to 3 is -13 percent

and 10 percent. For the conceptual model a fixed value of 3 is selected.

A 4.40N 133V2/3,BB BB BB

W A(2.52)!:, ~ a• 2/3
A1BB_ 6,3 5 BBB

The weight WB of blimp ballonets is equal to the product of an average material

It appears that the average ballonet material specific weight is close to the minimum
specific weight listed for different materials in table 26. For the ZPG-3W, 7BB from

table 6 is 383, 000 cubic feet. It had 4 ballonets, so the estimated area becomes 36, 836
square feet, For 2,211 pounds (table 25), the aveage specific weight was 0.0600 pound
per square foot, or 8.6 ounces per square yard. This is a little less than the minimum
listed in table 26 for neoprene-dacron material. It is assumed that the type of mate ri'd
used for the envelope is used for the ballonet, Then:

2/3
'W cEMA = 635c (f (1-72/3 (214)

nil13 13B3 ' EM G Z13DMX 7F ?4

It is assumed that pressure group weight and the air lines weight are proportional
to the total weight, For the weights listed in table 25, this weight WPGAI1 is then

estimated as 0,023WT.

IT

meFh estimation equations for the weight W I of the basic hull compIUI)lilt fto iiP-,
as selected above, are:

WV W 4-W ±W + W +W
E, EN MISEN+ SUS 3B1B PCGAL

en M LMax(CM(a + 21 M0 N1 T,

= 1.64 , 0 =3.0 (2•)

wMISEN 0. 8WNI,N

%stUS 0. 0,18(W ST+ LA " WI\
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and

w 6.35c (f G -a )j7 )/
BB EMfG ZBDMX E

W 0.023W
PGAL * T

Blimps: Secondary Structure Component Weight

The only contribution shown in table 25 for the secondary structure weight W12

is from bow stiffeners and mooring facilities for blimps. It is assumed to vary directly
with total weight:

W 120.014W T (256)

Blimps: Tail Structure Component Weight

Blimp tail structure consists of a metal (aluminum) frame of ribs and spars covered
by a fabric material, mounted on reinforced portions of the blimp envelope and supported
laterally by guy wires. For the ZPG-3W, from table 10, the tail area AT is 5 200

square feet. The tail weight of 5, 308 pounds from table 25 leads to 1.02 pounds per
square foot, or 147 ounces per square yard. Thus, most of the weight must be from the
metal framework. (Pressurized fins can also be used, but are not considered.)

Much of the tail structure design is probably governed by local loads and control
surface loads. However, the overall tail structure must sustain the bending moment
produced by an aerodynamic gust load and this loading is selected for estimating the tail
weight. For 2 bending-resistance flanges of area AF separated by a distance d the

area moment of inertia I is approximately 2AF(d/2)2 so the bending stress aB in

terms of the bending moment M is:

3 = BT = MBT(d/2)/2AF(d/2)2

a13  MBT/A d (257)

"The weight W 13 in terms of the flange area, fin maximum span bF and 4 fins using

material of density 6 , is then:

W 13 V 684(2AF)bF = 8 M b /a d (258)
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The force on the fin caused by gust speed uG is assumed to result from a sudden

change of angle of attack of magnitude uC/V . For a lift curve slope CLa the force[ is',

F FIN - (1/2) pV'(AT/4)(uG/V)CL . (259)

Integration for moments for uniform spanwise loading shows that the maximum bending
moment for guy wires attached at about 70 percent span is about 0.05FFINbF

MBT = 0.05FFINbF ' blimps (260)

I.
Then the tail weight becomes-,

13 La F a B TF(oiW1 =0nCc•" -r" GV AbF (261)

The term in parentheses can now be obtained from the weight data. However, it is
noted that C decreases as b /cF decreases, and that the distance d between

flanges should be proportional to the thickness t of the airfoil, In terms of the fin
thickness-chord ratio (t/,)F the term 0.05CLbF/d should be approximately propor-

tional to O.05(b/CF)/(t/c) where C/C is proportional to bF./cF, , It appears that
F F h'r La

(t/c) V for historical blimps has been quite small, about 0.02, Hence, empl rical coy

relations for weight may be invalid for significantly different ht,/c,., or (t/c). case!q0

The coefficient was calculated using W equal to 5,308 pounds (table 25), an1:3

assumed gust slpced of 3.9 feet per second, design flight speed o• 138 feet per second
(82 knots from table 3), tail area of 5, 200 square feet (table 10), and fin span of ; I
feet (table 10). The result is:

W =6. 8x 10 "uGVA b) p (22h2)

Dirigibles: BasiL-; thull Compponent Weigh)t

R easonably detailed weight data were obtained for 2 U oS. Navy and 2 criermain dirl-
gihles, all from the 1930s. The components are shown in table 28. The hull group of
dirigibles is about 25 percent of the total weight. This is the same as for blimp:;.
About 60 percent of the hull group weight comes fromn the basic hull items.
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The weight of the basic hull component comes from the metallic structure that de -
fines a dirigible in contrast to a blimp: circular (polyhedral) main and intermediate
frames, longitudinal stringers at the vertices of the polyhedral cross section, and wires
that provide a rigid overall structure.

The main frames are defined as those that separate the gas cells (about 12) of light-
weight material. The cells float upward and tend to expand longitudinally. Overall
expansion increases au altitude increases, The lift force of the cells is applied to wire
and netting, which transmits the force to the frames and longitudinals.

Longitudinal expansion of the gas cells is restrained by wires installed in the plane
of each main frame. When all cells are inflated, the longitudinal cell expansion is
balanced against the expansion of the adjacent cell. However, if 1 cell is deflated, a
critical load on the main frame is applied by tension in the transverse wiring.

The weight WMF of the main frames is proportional to the volume of structural

material. The length of each frame is proportional to hull diameter D . The cross
section for a given stress a and wire tension force TW must be proportional to

TW/a . Considering the wires as catenaries, the wire tension is found to be propor-

tional to D3 . Thus, WMF would be proportional to D4 /a . Data for D and the

ratio WMF/D 4 for the 4 dirigibles are shown in table 29. The average of the ratios
gives:

WMF = 1.26xlO4D . (263)

The main frames and several other items are loaded in compression. Elements of
these structures are constructed as trusses loaded as columns. Such columns can fail
in one of several modes. The probable critical mode is elastic buckling for which the
failure stress is proportional to the square root of the yield stress a y of the structural

material. The aluminum used in the historical dirigibles had a yield strength of about
42,000 p.s.i. Substitution in equation (263) with a square root variation gives:

WM = 0. 026D 4/ H-y . (264)

The intermediate frames are loaded in compression by shear wires, and in bending
by gas pressure. Shear is produced by static load, including heaviness, and by the gust
moment M which is estimated in chapter 4. Static load shear would give weight
proportiona. oXWTD , and gust load shear would lead to weight proportional to

MGMX/LD , The data needed to calculate the gust moment are shown in table 29. The
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TABLE 29

DIRIGIBLE BASIC HULL WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

Graf
Los Angeles Macon Zeppelin Hindenburg

Hull length (ft.) 660 785 776 814

Hull diameter (ft.) 90.7 132.9 113.2 135.2

104WMF/D4 1.30 1.20 1.22 1.31

Gust speed (f.p.s.)a 18.6 29.8 20.6 26.9

Max speed (.kt.) 65.2 72.2 69.0 72.0

Max speed (f.p.s.) 110.0 121.9 116.5 121.5

Volume (1000 ou.ft.) 2,800 7,400 4,200 7,650

Gust moment 2.71 10.95 4.90 10.45
(millions of ft.lb.)

10 3WI/W 22.5 21.8 30.3 26.7

10 3WIF/WTD .248 .164 .268 .198

WILD/MGI 107 118 174 165

10 6WLNG/(WTL 2 /D) 10.99 8.71 11.63 9.81

10 4WLNG/ (MGMxL/D) 5.72 3.53 5.91 4.47

WTL/MGMX 52.1 40.6 50.9 45.6

106 w /W L 17.0 20.1 17.1 21.3
WWIR T

From end of chapter 4.
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gust speed is from the end of chapter 4. Equation (152) was used, with sea level density.
Three ratios of the intermediate frame weight are shown. The gust moment assumption
gives consistent numbers for U.S. and German cases separately. This structure con-
sists of compression members, so in terms of material yield stress a :

WIF = 23, 00(MGMx/LD)/VY-. (265)

The longitudinals are subjected to static and gust moment bending moments and to
lateral bending by the gas cells. The static moment MS distribution depends on the

longitudinal distribution of gas cells, structure, propulsion, fuel and payload, but must
be proportional to WTL , Using longitudinals stress aLNG equal to M/I , with y

proportional to D and I proportional to longitudinals cross-section areas ALNG and

Do , gives ALNG proportional to M/cD . For the static moment given above, WLNG
is proportional to WTL2/aD . Calculated values of WLNG/(WTL 2 /D) for the data

weights are shown in table 29. They vary from the average by -15 to +13 percent.

The gas cell bending moment is due to a locally applied load on the. longitudinals,
rather than an overall static moment or gust moment. However, if the longitudinal
bending depth is proportional to D then again the structurai weight is proportional to
ML2/aLNGD . The gas load wG per axial foot of longitudinal is proportional to D

for hydrostatic variation of gas pressure with height and again to D for circumferential
area. For a continuous beam of length LB loaded uniformly, the maximum bending

moment is proportional to w . But LB is proportional to L , depending on the

number of gas cells, Thus the gas bending moment MG is proportional to DL)L2

With envelope volume, and hence total weight, proportional to LD' , it is seen that
M has the same form as the static moment MS . Thus W has the same formG SLNG
of variation for both cases.

If the maximum gust moment M were critical for the weight of the longitudinals,GMX
then WLNG would be proportional to M GMxL/D . Calculated values of WLNG

(MGMxL/D) are shown in table 29. The calculated ratio varies considerably from

-28 to 20 percent of the average.

It is possible that parts of longitudinals are critical for static and gas moments
while other parts are critical for gust moment. With constants f and g
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WLNG f fMx(L/D) + gWTLN/D

WLNG WTL (266)

MGMx(L/D) - GMX

The ratio WTL/MGMX is listed in table 29 and the variation of WLNG/(MGMxL/D)

as a function of WTL/MGMX is shown in figure 104. It is seen that the intercept f

should be zero. The longitudinals are compression members, so for an assumed yield
stress of 42,000 p.s.i. for the data, the line shown lh figure 104 gives:

W L 2. 11 x 103. (267)

LNGT(27

5M

, It r4

0 10 20 20 40 O0

WTL/MIMXQ

1IG, 104: LONGITUDINALS WEIGHT CORRELATION

The final contribution to the dirigible basic hull weight in table 28 is the main/gas
wires. Main (shear) and gas cell wiring are combined in the available data. The loads
in the main wiring are due to static load and gust moment shear forces. Considering
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only the static shear, assuming the shear to be proportional to WT , and requiring the

total wire area to be proportional to WT/ a with wire length proportional to L , mndi -

cates that the wire weight W should be proportional to WTL/a . Values of theWIRT
ratio WWIR/WTL are shown in table 29. The wires are loaded in tension, so the wire

yield stress does not require modification. However, it is convenient to use the wire
stre"s a REL relative to the materials of the 1930s. With the average of the WWIR/

WTL ratios from table 29:

WWIR -19x10 WWTL/aREL (268)

A value of aREL of 1. 1 is appropriate for 1976 steel wires. Kevlar polymer cable

and rope would provide aREL values from 6 to 8 in 1976 technology.

The estimation equations for the weight W1 1 of the basic hull component for

dirigibles, as selected above are:

W W + W + W + W11 MV IF LNG WIR

W 0.026D /4 y

MF Y
W = 23,000 (M Mx/LD)/PG- (269)

-3WN 2.llxlO x (WTL/D) Fy

-6
W WIR = 18,9xl06WTL/aWIR

Dirigibles: Secondary Structure Component Weight

The first item (bow and stern reinforcement) shown under secondary structure in
table 28 also includes outer cover wiring. The reinforcement weight W RE appears to

be proportional to total weight W The ratios WRE/WT are shown in table 30.

Using the average ratio:

W =0.0093W . (270)RE T
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TABLE 30

DIRIGIBLE SECONDARY STRUCTURE WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

Los Aneles Macon Graf Zeppelin Hindenburg

WRE/WT .0089 .0082 .0103 .0098

C .657 .680 .538 .655

CS .769 .793 .674 .773

Hull wetted areaa 144.543 259.976 186.045 267.237

(million sq. ft.)
bTbil wetted area .011 .029 .018 .024

(million sq.ft.)

WCOv/(AwH+AWT)

(lb./sq.ft.) .0476 .0450 .0530 .0644
(oz./sq.yd.) 6.86 6.48 7.64 9.27

W MH/WT .0015 .0015 .0007 .0020

acalculated from equation (39) with L and D from table 29.

Frorm table 10 and scaled sketches.

The cover weight, including hull and tail fins, should be proportional to the sum of
hull wetted area and tail wetted area. The cover was made of a single-ply cloth of 2.7
to 4.5 ounce per square yard, with a 75 percent increase for seams, attachments, and
dope (Burgess, page 267, reference 7). Hull wetted area, tail wetted area, and calcu-
lated cover specific weight are listed in table 30. The specific weight for the Hindenburg
cover is 33 percent greater than the average for the other three dirigibles. Ignoring the
Hindenburg value, the cover weight W can be estimated as:

Woo 0.0485(w + Aa). (271)

This corresponds to a specific weight of 7 ounces, per square yard for dirigibles of the

1925-1935 era. Polynier materials of 1976 could reduce WcOV by 50 percent.
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The last item under secondary structure in table 29 is miscellaneous hull. Its
weight WMISH is very small and is approximated as proportional to total weight:

W I 0.0014W * (272)

MISH T

The ratios WMIsH/WT for each dirigible are shown in table 30.

The estimation equation for the weight W12 of the secondary structure for dirigibles
can now be summarized:

W W + W + W +1l2  RE COV COVW MISH

RE = o TooB6wT

Wcov - 0.04B 5 (AWH+A ) (273)

W = 0 (no data for cover wires)Co~w
W = .0014W

A MISH- * 7

birigibles: Tail Structure Component Weight

The form of the previous approximate equation (261) for tail weight for blimps also
applies to dirigibles. The dirigible tail is structurally attached to the frame longitudinal
basic structure, and guy wires are not usually used. For a cantilever tail, the maximum
bending moment occurs at the root and is approximately 0. 5OFFINbF ; that is, 10 times

the estimated moment for the blimp. However, the coefficient in the equation is also
proportional to l/(t/c)F . Further, it appears that dirigibles had (t/c)F values much

larger than those of blimps.

It is possible that these changes may balance for historical blimps and dirigibles.
Calculated values of the ratio W3 /u GVATbF of tail weight to the bending stress

parameters for the dirigibles are shown in table 31. The resultant ratios are nearly the
same, and the average value is used. The tail structuire is compression loaded alumi-
num so the yield stress is included in the equation:

W 13 .0019u VA b, , dirigibles. (274)
13 G TF Vy
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TABLE 31

DIRIGIBLE TAIL AND GAS SYSTEM WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

Gra f
LoB Angeles Macon Zeppelin Hindenbr

bF (ft.) 27 42 40 49

610 W13 /U G VfATb 7 9.14 9.24 8.03 P6

W GSCL /AWHd .0607 .0837 .0689 .0955

W NET/WT .0031 .0010 .0022 .0018

WVAL/WT .0036 .0055 .0033 .0045

aGust speed and maximum speed from table 29.

Tail span and tail area from, table 10 and2 sketches.

Dirigibles: Gas System Component Wei&h

The weight W GSC L of the gas cells should be proportional to the area of the cells,

with a low specific weight. The end area of each of N Cright cylindrical cells is pro-

portional to rrl')2/4 . The circumferential area is somewhat less than the hull wetted
area C SrrLD . For a material specific weight w CLand a constant f ,the weight of

the gas cells can be written:

W GSCL w CL (fTN CD2/4 + C S rDL)

W GSCL f N (275)

C SDL "C'CL _4C L/D
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This equation indicates that WSCL/A•H may be a linear function of 1/(L/D) if

f, CS, and NC are approximately constant.

Calculated values of WGSCL/AWH for the data dirigibles are listed in table 31,

and shown as a function of 1/(L/D) in figure 105. The points scatter and do not permit
selection of a line with a positive intercept.

Sm Hlindenberg

SMacon

* GrafZepp
X •Los Angeles

.05o

00.05 0.10 0.15 0.20I

(Length.diameter ratlo),- M/(L/)

FIG. 105: VARIATION OF GAS CELL WEIGHT

It was therefore assumed that WGSCL/AWH is independent of L/D, that is, that

Nc is proportional to L/D . The right side of equation (275) is then 2 wCL * The

average value of WGSCL /AwH in table 31 is .0772. When set equal to 2 WCL , this

gives an installed specific weight of 5.6 ounces per square yard. Then:
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WGSCL" wC LAWH

WCL 0 0.0386, 1925 and 1935 era (276)

wCL 3 0.0140, 1976

Polymer materials of 1976 would permit gas cells of 2 ounces per square yard or 0.0140
pounds per square foot, as shown.

The remaining two weight items in table 28 for the gas system are very small.
They are assumed proportional to total weight. The ratios for the cell netting weight
W and gas value weight W are shown in table 31. Using the average:NET VAL

WN =0.0020W
~NET T(2) (277)

WVA m 0. 0042WT
WVAL T

The weight W14 of the gas system component for dirigibles is:

W14 =WGSCL + W + W (278)

SHIP CONTROL GROUP WEIGHT
The weight data obtained for the .hip control group defined in this airship model are

for bne blimp and four dirigibles. The items of the ZFG-3W blimp weight data that were
assigned to the components of the ship control group are shown in table 32. The only
item under steering weight W31 is the landing gear.' Its weight is assumed to be pro-

portional to the load weight with a safety factor. The load is the sum of total weight and
maximum aerodynamic lift. For the ZPG-3W the aerodynamic lift is 10, 500 pounds, so
the load is 124, 446 pounds. The landing gear weight should also be proportional to Its
length. For simplicity, the length was assumed to be equal to the sum of the length
LGRC of the car or centerline gear and twice the length LORN of the nacelle gear of

blimps. From sketches, these lengths appear to be about 8 feet and 9 feet, respectively.
For the 1190-pound landing gear weight of table 32, thb O$ooring component weight W31
becomes:

31 GER (279)

W ER• 0.00037(LGRC + 2LGRN)(WT + LA
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This equation is also used to estimate the weight of conceptual landing gear for dirigibles.

TABLE 32

BLIMP SHIP CONTROL GROUP WEIGHT DATA

Item ZPG-3W

Total weight 113,946

3. Ship control group 12,747(11.2)

3.1 Steering 1 190 (1.0)
Landing gear (1.0)

3.2 Nav/oommunication 41900 (4.3)
Ino~en't 580(0.5)

Electronics group 4,320 (3.8)

3.3 Ship facilities 2F489 (2.2)
so A414 (0.4)

Anti-ice 56 (0)
Electrical group 794 (0.7)
Auxiliary gear 795 (0.7)
Hydraulic group 430 (0.4)

3.4 Ballast 4,168 (3.7)
Ballast.group 750 (0.7)
Minimum ballasta 3,418 (3.0)

a
Estimated as discussed in text.

Sources Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 33, reference 8. Weight
in pounds.

The electronics group item weight under the navigation and communication component
appears to be unreasonably large even though weights of military mission equipment were
removed from the ZPG-3W data according to the source for the table. Instruments and
basic ship control electronics for airships of the 1970s would be much different from those
on the historical airships. However, the weight data for dirigibles (presented below)
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provide a better basis for analysis. The equations for navigation and communication
weight W32 selected for dirigibles are therefore also used for blimps:

W = 0.0050W, , before 1976 era;
(280)

W3 2  0.0025WT , 1976 era.

To correlate with the ZPG -3W blimp, it is then necessary to assign an additional 4,320
pounds to payload.

The Ship Facilities component weight W33 includes several items. The access

weight W is-ACCS

WACCS = 0.004WT . (281)

The small anti-icing weight is ignored. The ship's electric system weight WSLEC is:

WSLEC 0.007WT . (282)

The same coefficient is found below for dirigibles. The auxiliary gear item is not
further defined in the source for the table. Its weight WAUX is:

WAUX = 0.007WT . (283)

The hydraulic system weight WHyD is:

WHYD - 0.004WT . (284)

Then, for blimps:

W33 = ACCS +WSLEC + AUX + HYD (285)

Normal operating ballast per se is not included in the weight data for either the
blimps or dirigibles. It appears that ballast was considered to be part of the "useful"
load. Here it was desired to include the minimum normal operating ballast weight in
the ship control group.

The information obtained for selecting an estimate for minimum ballast was from
the 1920s. Blakemore, 1927, p. 102 (reference 5) states that ballast for blimps varies
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from 4 to 7 percent of the static lift. And Burges, 1927, p. 280 (reference 7) states
that for dirigibles emergency ballast should be about 3 percent of static lift and that
total ballast capacity should be not less thani 15 percent of static lift.

For use here, the total weight was selected as reference for the minimum ballast
weight. A minimum ballast of 3 percent of total weight was selected and is shown in
tables 32 and 33. A ballast system (tanks, pipes, pumps) capacity of about 10 percent
total weight should be provided.

Thus, the minimum ballast weight W is estimated as:

WMM a 0.03W . (286)

Referred to total weight, the weight W of the ballast system is:BALS

WBALS = 0.007WT . (287)

Then the weight W3 4 of the ballast component for blimps is:

W LW +. (288)
34 BALS MNB

The data for ship control group weights for dirigibles are shown in table 33. Under
the steering component weight W3 1 the mooring weight WMOR is small and roughly

proportional to total weight:

WMOR = 0.006WT (289)

The control car weight WCCAR increases slowly. To consider small dirigibles, the

control car weight should vary. A 1/3 power variation approximates the data. The car
structure is assumed to be loaded in compression, so the structural material yield
stress is included in the equation,

WCCAR 4,700T/ VC . (290)

The error for the Macon is +11 percent, but the other dirigibles vary only -2 to 3 per-
cent. The controls weight WCONT is approximately proportional to total weight:

WCONT 0.003W . (291)CONT T
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Then, for dirigibles:

W31 " WC GR + MOR + CCAR + CONT (292)

If landing gear is used, its weight is estimated by equation (279).

For the weight W of the navigation and communication component for dirigibles,
the data shown in table 3 3 provide a reasonable basis for selecting estimation equations
(in contrast) to the data for blimps in table 32. The ratios, relative to total weight, are
low for the Macon, supporting descriptive histories of the Akron/Macon Navy operations
that state that they had a limited electronics capability for working with the fleet and
their onboard airplanes. Therefore, the data for the Macon are ignored here.

For the 1920s and 1930s the other dirigible data for instrument weight WIN using

an average coefficient are as follows:

WINS 0.0014WT , dirigibles, 1930. (293)

Similarly, the radio and communication weight WRCOM is:

WRCOM0.0036W , dirigibles, 1930. (294)

Estimating W32 as the sum of these weights:

W32 0.005WT dirigibles, 1930. (295)

The weight of instruments and radio and communications could be considerably
reduced in the 1976 era. The weight of inertial navigation systems for transoceanic
operation and solid state electronic systems for operational and air traffic control
should weigh about half as much as the data values for the Hindenburg. For 1976-era
dirigibles, the weight estimate for W32 is selected as half that of the 1930 estimate:

W ,' 0.0025W , dirigibles, 1976 era. (296)
32 T

Appropriate corresponding cost estimate changes were not obtained.

As stated previously, these estimates of W for dirigibles were also selected for
32

blimps because adequate reasonable alternative data for blimps were not obtained.
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V I

The weight W of the gangways of the dirigibles is analogous to the access
ONG

weight for blimps. Perhaps W as horizontal gangways would be proportional to
GNG

hull length L . Calculation shows this assumption is not valid. If the "gangway"
weight includes the vertical access ladders used in historical dirigibles, the gangway
weight might be more closely proportional to envelope volume, that is, to total weight.
The percentages of total weight included in table 33, indicate that this is a better as -
sumption. Using the average ratio for the four dirigibles:

WGNG 0.021WT . (297)

The heat and ventilation weight WHVEN for dirigibles was assigned to the ship

facilities component partly because it is small and partly because accommodations for
crew and passengers in dirigibles are internal to the hull envelope. (For the ZPG-3W
blimp the air conditioning weight is relatively larger and was assigned to the accommo-
dations group of this model.) For operation over oceans, and with the comfort standards
of the 1930 era, perhaps little air conditioning was necessary. The average ratio of
WHVEN to total weight gives:

WHVEN 0 0.001W . (298)

The ship facilities electric power weight W SLEC data for dirigibles, ignoring the

Macon, give an average ratio to total weight that leads to:

WSLEC 007WT (299)

Finally, for dirigibles,

W =W + W +* (300)
33 ENG HVEN SLEC

The Ballast system item weight WBALS under the Ballast component for dirigibles

in table 33 seems to incticate an increasing fraction of total weight for the two larger
dirigibles, However, the average ratio is selectee,:

WBALS = .005W . (301)

BALS T

The water recovery item weight WWREC is close to twice the engine horsepower

PENG ' except for the Macon. For the Macon the weight is 2.88 times the engine

horsepower. The ratio of 2 is selected: -198-



W =2P . (302)
WREC ENG

As discussed previously, the weight of minimum ballast is estimated as .03 times total
weight:

WMNB =.03WT . (303)

Then the Ballast component weight W for dirigibles is:34

34 WBALS + WWREC MNB . (304)

ACCOMMODATIONS GROUP WEIGHT

The number N of accommodations is equal to the sum of the number Nc RW
ACC R

of crew and the number NPAS of passengers:

NACC =NCRW +NPAS (305)

For analysis purposes, estimates (not data) of NCRW and NPAS are shown in paren-

theses in table 34 for blimps, and in table 35 for dirigibles.

Estimation of the weight W4 1 of personnel and effects requires consideration of

the weight WpERS of the personnel. A weight of 160 pounds per person appears to

h& re been used in the 1920s. The 1970s convention of the U.S. Navy (165 pounds) for
displacement ships is selected for use here:

WPERS = 165NACC (306)

Calculated values for W based on this equation are shown in parentheses in tables
PE RS

34 and 35.

Neither convention nor data were obtained concerning the weight WEFF of personal

effects. For the 1970s the U.S. Navy estimates 235 pounds per officer, 165 pounds per
CPO, and 65 pounds per enlisted person for long-duration displacement. These are too
large for airships. In addition, the personal effects weight should be a function of ship
(flight) duration. The following estimation equations were selected to use in this model
for various regimes of ship duration TDUR
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TABLE 34

BLIMP ACCOMMODATIONS GROUP WEIGHT DATAa

Itenm ZPG-3W

Total weight 113946

4. Accommodations group
Crew 21
Passengers 0

4,1 Personnel effects
Personnel (3405)Effectsb (840)

4.2 Personnel enclosures 5054(4.4)

Car I-M ( 4.0)
Car fairing 484 (0.4)

4.3 Personnel facilities 3471(3.0)Furnishing, equipment 7M6-(1.9)
Air conditioning 1307(1.1)

4.4 Personnel stores

a .... , . ... _

aAll weights are in pounds.
bAssumed ZPG-3W design duration of 2 days.
source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. III, p. 33, reference 8.
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WEFF = 0, when TDUR < 0.05 days;

WEFF = 40NACC, when 0,05 <TDUR <2 ; (307)

WEFF - (20+1OTDUR)NACC, when 2 ! TDUR

These equations are to be used for both blimps and dirigibles. Calculated values based
on these equations are shown in parentheses in tables 34 and 35. Then:

W41 PERS EFF (308)

Personnel enclosure weight W4 2 is intended to be principally only the enclosure

weight WPEN . Estimates were selected without adequate data, assuming light

aluminum nonstructural enclosures:

WPEN = 20NACc# when TDUR < 0.5 day; (309)

PEN CRW PAS, when0.5TDUR

For up to 12 hours duration crew members are assumed to be at their work station.
For moroe than 12 hours, separate living space, about equal to the work space, is
required. Passengers are treated similarly, but for durations of 12 hours or more
they are assumed to require more space than the crew members,

For blimps, the car and car fairing weights were assigned to the personnel en-
closures component weight as shown in table 34. The ship duration for the ZPG-3W
was greater than 12 hours, so equation (309) gives 840 pounds estimated personnel
enclosure weight. The remaining car weight is 4,214 pounds. Its weight is estimated
as proportional to the supported weight WSUP (including the car), which was previously

taken as 83, 899 pounds for the ZPG-3W. Then:

W4 2  W PEN + .05OWsuP , blimps. (310)

For dirigibles, the second term is omitted.

The personnel facilities component weight is intended to Include work and living
furniture, furnishings, and personnel equipment: heat, ventilation, and plumbing (HVP),
with air conditioning when used; and lighting, fire protection, and emergency life vests
and equipment. For airships, lighting has been assigned entirely to ship facilities.
Data were not obtained for fire and emergency equipment. However, data for furnishings
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weight WFUR and HVP weight are shown in table 34 for the ZPG-3W blimp. Specific

definitions for the data were not obtained. It is assumed that the "furnishings and
equipment" item is primarily related to personnel, and that "air conditioning" includes
heat and ventilating systems. These weights should be functions of ship duration.

It is assumed that:

W2N
FUR ACC when T 19 0.05 day

WHVP M30N

WFUR 30Acc
WHVP UR 0NACC when 0.05 < 0.5 

(311)

WFUR lOONACC

WHVP m 60NACCI 0.5 <TDUR

The rationale is a sequence from a simple seat for very short durations, to a heavier
seat, toilet facilities, and some air conditioning for intermediate durations. For long
durations, bunk, bedding, wardroom, and cooking facilities must be added, The

weight W43 of the personnel facilities component is:

W43 2 WFUR + W HvP (312)

Equations (311) for furnishings weights are to be used for dirigibles as well as
blimps. The 1930 dirigibles had no personnel air conditioning- but this factor should
be included for 1976-era dirigibles. Data for "crew quarters" weight for dirigibles are
shown in table 35. Definition of the items included was not obtained.

For the estimated Los Angeles and Macon crews of 25 and 65, without personnel
heat, ventilation, and plumbing, the estimates of equations (311) are consistent with
the "crew quarters" weight data.

The weight W4 4 of the personnel stores component depends on the ship duration

as well as the number of accommodations. U.S. Navy displacement ships carry 50
pounds plus 4.5 pounds of provisions per day per person. In addition, Navy ships carry
50 gallons of potable water per person for normal long ship durations. The allowances
for provisions weight WPROV and water weight WWA for airships cannot be as large.
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It is assumed that:

WPROV

WWAT =0 }when T DUR 0.5 day

WpROV 4 .5NAcC

WNwhen 0.05 < TDUR 0.5 (313)
WAT 8AC N

WPROV * 4.5TDURACC

WWAT -16T N jwhen 0.5 :T DURO UR ACC

The personnel stores weight is the sum of provisions and water weight:

W44 a WpRov + WWAT (314)

THE ITERATION PROCEDURE

An iterative calculation is used to estimate the total weight. A first estimate for
the total weight is required to start the iteration. A constant could be used, but fewer
steps of iteration are needed if at least the specified speed, range, and payload weight
are considered. Many different equations would be adequate for this purpose. The one
selected for this model is:

WT = 1 +4.3W5 + 60(R/1000)(VE/100) if (315)

lie re W5 Is the weight of the conceptual payload group 5, R is the specified endurance

range, and V E is the endurance speed.

When the total weight has been recalculated on the basis of one estimate, the two
values can be compared. If they are sufficiently close, say within I percent, the itera-
tion is terminated. Otherwise, a new estimate must be made, The recalculated total
weight could be used, but fewer iteration steps are required if the known estimates are
used to calculate a new estimate.

For this purpose a numerical form of the Newton-Raphson method of mathematics
is used. A function F is defined as the recalculated total weight WRT minus the

estim.,,ad total weight WT.
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F =WRT -W (316)
R TT

It is desired that F approach zero. Using the derivative F' of F with respect to

WT , a change of WT equal to -F/F' is required. The new estimate WTN for

total weight is then:

W W " F/F (317)TN T

A first estimate for F' is needed. Calculations with the model indicate that a value
of -0.6 is reasonable. When a second recalculation has been made, and thereafter, the
derivative can be calculated numerically. Using a subscript L to denote the last
previous values of F and WT ,the equations are:

F' - -0.60, after first calculations;

F' - (F - FL)/(WT - WTL) thereafter.

PAYLOAD WEIGHT ESTIMATION

For this model, payload group 5 includes mission equipment hardware, or cargo,
with all foundation and installation weight, Crew and passengers and their accommoda-
tions are considered separately under weight group 4. Auxiliary electric power required
for payload must be specified; its weight is then included as electric plant component
2.3 . Ship fuel weight is considered as weight component 6. 1 and normal operating
ballast is included in weight component 3.4

The conventional sea level useful load for airships includes payload, crew, pas -

senger accommodations, ballast, and ship's fuel. Although sea level useful load pro-
vides a general view of the capability of the airship, the fact that it decreases with
increasing operating altitude and includes the essential crew, ballast, and ship's fuel
can lead to confusion as to payload (or passenger) capability. Therefore, sea level
useful load is not used directly in this model. It is calculated only for comparison with
data for historical airships.

This model does not provide automatic consideration of payload such as payload

investment cost, and installation cost.

The analyst must estimate the payload weight and installation weight separately and
specify the sum for use by the model. Number of crew and passengers must also be
estimated separately and specified.
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REQUIRED VOLUME

The car size of a blimp must provide enough volume to contain all the items nor-
mally located in the car. For dirigibles, such items other than the control car and
functions were historically located within the hull envelope. This required non-gas
volume reduced the lift-gas volume and static lift,

It is necessary to estimate the required volume so that blimps and dirigible car
size and dirigible internal volume can be considered, Overall volumes (envelope,

ballonet, and dirigible gas cell clearance) were considered previously in chapter 3 on
lift gases and geometry.

Here, the volume required for the components of airship weight is considered.
The definitions of components for weight (table 23) are used for volumes.

A usual convention in vehicle analysis is to set the required volume for structure
equal to zero. This convention is followed here, so the required volume V for the

structure group I is:

V1 o0 . (319)

With this convention, data on required volume are obtained Including dimensions to
enclosing structure. For airships, the density of internal solid structure is a few to
several thousand times the density of air, so its required volume is negligible.

It is assumed that the power plants are located externally in nacelles so they do
not require car or envelope volume.

An independent or auxiliary electric plant is assumed to be located internally.
Volume data on airship electric plant installations were not obtained. On the basis of
data for other types of vehicles an installed density of about 20 pounds per cubic foot is
selected, Then:

V24 0.05W24 (320)

Volume is required for several items of the ship control group. Data for airships were
not obtained. The estimates below are based on data for other types of vehicles. The
required volume V for the steering component 3.1 was selected to be zero for lack
of data: 31

V3=0 . (321)'31
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The volume V3 2 for the navigation and communication component 3.2 was con-

sidered to be that of the pilot control area, including controls, instruments, navigation,
and radio. Also, this volume is estimated in terms of the deck area A required,32
with the volume obtained by multiplying A32 by an average deck height hDK , as used

previously in discussing the car size in chapter 3. The pilot control area probably in-
creases slowly with ship size. The ZPG-3W appears to have had about 80 square feet
including a radio operator's station in the pilot's compartment and a separate navigator's
station. Under accommodations (equation 327) an area of 15 square feet is selected for
each work station. Subtracting 3-15 from 80 leaves 35 square feet for the area A32

For the ZPG-3W W3 2 weight estimated according to equation (280), the deck area is

about 0.06 times the weight:

A 32M0.06W332 A032 (322)

V3 2 m hDKA32

Ship facilities component volume V3 3 is required in the car and in the envelope.

For auxiliary gear, ship electric system, and heat and ventilation a densty of 20 pounds
per cublk foot is appropriate. However, for the gangways of dirigibles considerable
volume at a very low density is required. A density of 0. 5 pounds per citbic foot is
selected. Then:

V33 ' 0.05W33+ 2WGNG (323) I

The double counting, with WGNG included in W33, is insignificant.

A reasonable installed density for the ballast system part of the volume V34 of

the ballast component is again 20 pounds per cubic foot. This denm;ity is also reasonable
for the water minimum ballast, because the water must be located in moderate size
tanks longitudinally for trimming purposes. However, the water recovery item for
dirigibles is located externally on the surface of the hull, so it does not require a signi-
ficant volume, Thus:

V 05W blimps;

34 34 i
(324)

W34 .O05WBALS +WMNB)
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The required volume V3 for the ship control group is the sum of the volumes for the
components:

V3  V31 +V 32 +V 33 +V 3 4  . (325)

For the accommodations group 4, the personnel, their effects, and the personnel
facilities are defined to require zero volume because they are located within the per-
sonnel enclosures.

V41 n

3"0 (326)

For personnel enclosures it is desirable to express the required volume V in terms
42

of deck area A42 and average deck height. From isometric general arrangement

sketches in the ZPO-3W Flight Handbook it appears that there was about 15 square feet
of work space (triple bunks) for each crew member. For comparison, US. Navy ship
accommodations deck areas have been from 10 to 55 square feet per person. Assuming
that deck area is proportional to the enclosures weights of equation (309) gives:

42 -l1NACC when TDUR < 0.5 day;

(327)
A42 R30NcRW + 45NPAS j when 0.5 5 TDUR

For personnel stores volume V an installed density of 20 pounds per cubic foot is
appropriate:

V44 V 0.05W44  (328)

For the accommodations group:

V4 V41 +V42 +V43 +V44 (329)

Payload volume requirements must be estimated by the user and are to be specified
as special payload deck area. Estimated required deck area for payload equipment
should be reduced by 15 square feet per person operating the equipment, that is, per
work station, because this amount of deck area has been included in the work station
accommodations deck area A42 in equations (327). When detailed information is not

available, use of a payload deck area of about 30 square feet per 1, 000 pounds of payload,
reduced by crew station area, appears reasonable.
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For payload cargo, the required deck area depends on the average loaded density
and stacking height of the type of cargo being considered.

Fuel system volume is assumed to be included in V62 . Fuel is carried in several

relatively small tanks in airships because fuel is used also for trim and as emergency
ballast. The ZPO-SW had 5 slip tanks of 200 to 300 gallons capacity each. Slip tanks
are constructed and installed such that they can be disengaged and dropped free of the
airship instantly. They are designed, then, as quick release ballast units (including
the tank weight) an well as fuel tanks connected in the fuel system. The ZPG -3W had
one forward and one aft main fuel tank with a 1, 150-gallon capacity. A seventh fuel
tank was designed to be used either for fuel or for ballast water.

The result of using several tanks that are relatively small and designed in part for
quick release is that the installed density appears to be much less than fuel density.
For use in this model, an installed density of 20 pounds per cubic foot is selected,
independent of type of fuel. Then:

V6 2  .05W 6 2 . (330)
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7, AIRSHIP INVESTMENT COST

The cost analysis presented in this chapter extends historical cost data to 1976
dollars. The analysis considers price indexes and learning rates. Estimates are
made for engineering, prototype, and production costs. The cost of the lift gas is
also considered. This chapter discusses only investment costs; operating costs are
discussed in appendix F of volume II.

The analysis presented in this chapter provides only a first approximation that
uses a constant specific cost (dollars per pound) for the empty weight of the airship,
The importance of the constant specific cost approximation is that the effect of con-
ceptual variations of hull material type, propulsion engine ype, and so forth, on
costs may not be adequately represented. When higher strength materials are used,
the material specific cost usually increases. Similarly, when propulsion engines with
a lower weight per horsepower are used the engine specific cost usually increases. The
detailed cost data needed to include these variations were not found, so these relations
are not included in this cost model.

An adequate conceptual investment cost model should also consider material costsand labor hours separately. The model should use a correct labor rate to convert labor

hours into labor costs. These relations are also not considered in this investment cost
model.

The most recent U.S. Navy blimps were constructed around 1960, The last U.S.
Navy dirigible built was completed in 1933 in response to a contract signed in 1928.
Since 1960 only Goodyear advertising blimps have been built in the United States. Cost
data for these blimps were not found. To place the cost data that were available in
proper perspective, that is, to make valid comparisons possible, it is necessary to
transform the data by means of an appropriate price index,

An investigation of price indexes is presented first. This is followed by a discus -

sion of learning factors for quantity production. Then production cost data are analyzed.
Finally, research and development (R&D) cost, engineering cost, and prototype -incre-
ment cost are considered.

PRICE INDEX FOR AIRSHIPS

Several different series of price indexes are available, The Wholesale Price Index
(WPI) is an index for general comparisons (references 21 and 22), There are three
versions of the WPI: all commodities; all commodities excluding farm products and
food; and machinery and equipment. Data for all three versions are shown in figure 106
where the 1947 to 1949 average is given an index of 100. The WPI indexes up to the end
of World War I1 were almost constant and had much the same value. After World
War II the indexes increased rapidly, and by 1950 the three versions began to diverge,
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The lowest WPI line In figure 106 is for all commodities, The upper line is for machin-
ery and equipment. The larger values for this case indicate that the WPI for machinery
and equipment may be a desirable index for airships.

300

,~//

200 Shlps U

"100 v I I

1930 1 0 1950 1980 1970 1980
Your

FIG. 106! HlISTORICAL PRICE INDEX VARIATION

Price Index data for three different surface ship cases, normalized to 1947-1949

equal an index of 100, are shown in figure 106 by short dash lines. The three cases are:
a Bureau of Labor Statistics index for steel vessels; a Maritime Administration (MarAd)
index for U,S. shipbuilding; and an index for U.S, Navy shipbuilding. Before the end of
World War 11 the ship indexes corresponded to the WPI indexes. By about 1950 the ship
indexes were higher tian the WPI all-commodity index. The ship indexes were also higher
than the WPI machinery and equipment index. This trend has continued through 1975.

Two other sets of indexes were considered: one of aircraft, ships and boatst the
other of Gross National Product (GNP) and Federal Government Purchases (FGP). A
pair of indexes for aircraft and ships and boats from 1929 to 1960 (reference 23)
showed essentially identical variation and, when normalized to 1947 -1949 equal 100,
correspond to the scatter of the data points in figure 118 for those years, The final
set considered included GNP deflator and FGP deflator indexes. The GNP deflator fol-
lows the WPI all -commodities index variation. The FGP, however, increases in the
1970s considerably above the ship indexes line in figure 106.
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Technical vehicles such as airplanes and ships appear to be appropriate analogs for
airships. With this assumption and using the above data, a price index series for air-
ships was assumed and is shown in table 36. The data are from the machinery and
equipment WPI until 1939, the average of the ship indexes until 1960, and the average
of the MarAd and U.S. Navy indexes thereafter. The values for 1974 and 1975 reflect
the rapid inflation for ships in those two years.

TABLE 36

ASSUMED PRICE INDEX POR AIRSHIPS
(1947-49 - 100)

Year Index Year Index

1925 73 1951 115
1926 71 1952 120
1927 67 1953 126
1928 66 1954 131
1929 65 1955 135
1930 61 1956 146
1931 54 1957 155
1932 50 1958 161
1933 51 1959 166
1934 56 i960 168
1935 56 1961 171
1936 57 1962 172
1937 61 1963 175
1938 58 1964 179
1939 58 1965 181
1940 64 1966 184
1941 65 1967 190
1942 69 1968 196
1943 71 1969 206
1944 73 1970 220
1945 74 1971 230
1946 76 1972 241
1947 09 1973 255
1948 102 1974 291
1949 108 1975 331
1950 109 1976 379

The variation of hourly earnings for manufacturing workers since 1925 is shown in
figure 107 (references 24 and 25). From 1925 to the beginning of World War II, hourly
earnings doubled while the price index remained constant. Since the beginning of World
War II, hourly earnings have increased somewhat faster than the price indexes.
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FIG. 107: HISTORICAL MANUFACTURING HOURLY EARNINGS

Airship production in 1976 would use less manual labor than was used in the 1930s.

This would reduce the effect of the large increases in hourly wages since then.

LEARNING FACTORS

When a vehicle is produced in quantity, a significant decrease in the average pro-
duction cost may occur. The result of quantity production is called "learning" and is
usually primarily due to labor learning; that is, the required labor hours decrease.
However, labor and material contributions can be added and the resultant average
learning used. The influence of learning is important in this investigation for two
reasons: it makes possible reducing the airship cost data to a common basis, and it
permits estimating the influence of learning on the cost of future airships.

Learning factors F LN are the ratio of the average cost or price per item to the

cost or price of the first item. The learning factoc is a function of the number N of
items produced; it decreases as N increases. 'Two types of learning factors are
defined: the unit average and the cumulative average. Both are defined in terms of
the learning rate X (in percent) and the production quantity N . The learning rate
is the ratio of the unit cost obtained when the total quantity is doubled. The unit aver-
age learning factor is defined by-
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F = (N JlnA/100)/IN, unit average (331)

LN J=

The cumulative average learning factor is defined by:

FLN = N cumulative average. (332)

A comparison of the unit average and cumulative average learning factors is shown
in figure 108 for an 85 percent learning rate. For production quantities greater than
about 10, the cumulative average learning factor is approximately 20 percent less
than the unit average learning factor. These 2 learning factors are useful for different
vehicles. For surface ships, empirical data indicate that the cumulative average fac-
tor, with an appropriate learning rate, is preferred. For airplanes, the unit average
factor is preferred.

The available historical data for the learning factor for airships do not state which
cost factor was used. However, by analogy with airplanes, the unit average learning
factor is selected for use in this volume.

1.0

85 percent
.8 •learning rate

.6
Unit average factor

Cumulative average factor -

20 40 50 so 100

Production quantity (N)

FIG. 108: COMPAIH13ON OF LEARNING FACTORS
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A learning rate X of 85 percent is selected for estimating the influence of learning
on the production cost of future airships:

X = 85, unit average learning. (333)

Unit average cost factors for learning rates of 83 to 90 percent are also needed. These
cost factors are listed in table 37. Inspection of table 37 shows that the definition of
learning rate is such that a larger learning rate means less learning and larger learn-
ing cost factors. For a 100 perc-nt learning rate there would be no learning at all.

TABLE 37

UNIT-AVERAGE PRODUCTION COST LEARNING FACTORS
Factor Factor

Quantity Learning rate (%) Quantity Learning rate (%)
83 85 90 83 85 90

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 20 .580 .620 .730

2 .915 .925 .950 25 .550 .592 .709

3 .858 .874 .915 30 .527 .570 .691
4 .816 .836 .889 35 .507 .551 .676
5 .782 .806 .868 40 .491 .536 .664

6 .755 .781 .850 (42) .485 .530 .659

7 .732 .760 .835 60 .444 .490 .626

8 .712 .742 .822 80 .412 .460 .601

9 .694 .726 .810 (85) .406 .454 .595
10 .679 .712 .799 100 .390 .438 .581

11 .665 .699 .790 120 .372 .420 .566

12 .652 .687 .781 140 .357 .406 .553

13 .640 .676 .773 160 .345 .393 .542
14 .630 .667 .766 180 .335 .383 .533

15 .620 .657 .759 200 .325 .374 .525

16 .611 .649 .752 250 .307 .355 .508

17 .602 .641 .746 300 .293 .341 .494

18 .595 .634 .741 350 .281 .329 .483

19 .587 .627 .735 400 .271 .319 .473
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There are several ways in which the learning factors can be used. In particular,
there is the question of how one or several preproduction items should be treated. If
protytypes are markedly different from past items it may be desirable to treat the
prototypes independently, as uniquely different from production items. However, it
appears that the past airship protytype items were not markedly different. For such
cases, it is convenient to consider a single preproduction prototype as the first produc-
tion item (N-1), with an additional prototype production-cost increment (and associated
research and development and/or engineering cost). This second approach is used in
this investigation.

PRODUCTION COST FOR AIRSHIPS

Data on prototype and production costs for blimps are shown in table 38. The data
for the 3 prototypes indicate a specific cost (dollars per pound) of about 90 in 1952 to
1955.

The production quantity shown does not include the prototype. In the case of the
ZPG -2, the prototype (which was designated the ZPG -1) was significantly smaller in
volume and empty weight than the production model. The production specific cost (per
pound of empty weight) increased from 17 to 73 in then-year dollars from 1942 to 1960.

The data include learning rates defined only as "was derived on the basis of the pro-
totype cost, the average production cost per unit, and the number of units produced."
However, if the indicated learning rate for the ZlM,-2 was for the cumulative average
approach, the unit-one specific cost would be 28 percent greater than the prototype
specific cost. It is therefore assumed that the indicated learning rates are based on a
unit average. A learning rate of 85 percent was estimated for three cases in table 38
for which learning rate data were not available.

On this basis, learning factors were estimated for all 6 cases. For the first 2
cases, which were production lots of World War II K-ship blimps, it was assumed that
there were sufficient changes in production techniques and/or production personnel that
the learning factor from unit one (table 37) could be applied separately. That is, it was
assumed that learning did not continue smoothly from the first production lot of 42 into
the second production lot of 85. This appears to be reasonable because the resultant
unit-one specific cost obtained is close to $33 per pound in both cases. The alternative
assumption of a continuous run (at 85 percent learning) leads to a much greater unit-one
specific cost for the second case.

For the third through fifth cases in table 38, the average cost per production unit
after the prototype was used to estimate the learning factor relative to unit one. For an
after-prototype production of N units, the total production cost is (N+I)F C,

L( l J
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where C is the cost of unit one. Subtracting the cost C of the first vehicle and1 1
dividing by the production quantity N gives the average cost C as:

01 AV

CAV [(+ T)L(N+l) ~*Cl I 34

The estimated learning factors shown in table 38 for these cases is the numerical value
of the square bracket in the above equation, using F from table 37.L(N+l)

The last case in table 38 is the ZPG -3W. The data do not separate the prototype
vehicle from the production vehicles. It was assumed that prototype -increment cost
was not large. The learning factor for a quantity of 4 was obtained from table 37.

The average price index for the years of construction shown in table 38 was ob-
tained by using the price indexes of table 36 for the relevant years. The 1976 inflation
factor for conversion of then-year dollars is equal to 379 divided by the average price
index. The estimates that result for the 1976 unit-one specific cost vary from $172 to
$225 per pound. Applying the inflation factor to the 3 prototype specific costs gives
1976 values of $212 to $243 per pound, as shown in the table,

A 1976 unit-one specific cost c P1 for production of blimps of $170 per pound is

selected for use in the conceptual model,

cp- 170 , 1976 blimps. (335)

For the unit average learning rate of 85 percent and a production quantity of 20, in-
cluding the production prototype, the average specific cost becomes $105.40 per pound.

Dirigible Production Cost

Data for production cost for dirigibles in the United States are limited. The Macon
was delivered to the U.S. Navy in 1933. The contractor's cost was $2,910, 501, includ-
ing some design costs (Goodyear 1975, Vol. I11, p. 64, reference 8), The empty weight
of the Macon was 236,493 pounds, which gives a specific cost of $12.31 per pound.
For a learning rate of 85 percent, unit-two cost would be 85 percent of unit-one cost,
or $14.48 per pound for unit one. Using the price indexes of table 36 of 50 for 1932
and 379 for 1976 gives an inflation factor of 7.58. Then the estimated Macon specific
cost in 1976 becomes $109.76 per pound.

This is considerably smaller than $170 to $225 per pound specific production costs
shown in table 38 for blimps. It may be due to the extensive use of manual labor in
the Macon at a time when unemployment was high and labor rates were very low. For
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this conceptual model it is assumed that the specific production costs for blimps and
dirigibles are identical and as selected above for blimps.

R&D, ENGINEERING, AND PROTOTYPE COSTS

Vehicle engineering development R&D or engineering development associated with
a preproduction prototype is usually funded in connection with vehicle development.
There is not a clear line between engineering development R&D and engineering; they
are considered together here under the engineering heading. This usage of engineering
includes technical design, engineering research, engineering development, component
testing, and flight testing.

Prototype is used here for proproduction prototypes only. The prototype is the
first of an intended production quantity -- the first expression of the engineering design
in hardware, The prototype production operation usually involves more ad hoc hand -
work and less production-facilitating equipment (that probably would need to be changed
later). The cost for the prototype is usually greater than for the later production vehicles
due to the lack of production equipment, the requirement for changes and improvements
before proceeding to production, and more or less extensive testing of components,
flight performance and characteristics.

An experimental prototype, or advanced development vehicle, is a vehicle intended
for testing various engineering materials, components, propulsion plants, configura-
tions, and so forth. There is no intent that aa experimental prototype will proceed into
production, though some concepts tested in an experimental prototype may be found to
airships may be desirable, but they are not considered further in this investigation be-

cause the cost of an experimental prototype may be considerably greater than that of a
(preproduction) prototype.

Data on engineering and prototype costs for blimps are shown in figure 109 (Good-
year, Vorachek, p. 14, reference 9). The reference states that costs are based on a
limited production quantity, the engineering costs include design, static testing, flight
testing, and technical data for a prototype vehicle, and that historically increasing
specification compliance, testing, and documentation requirements may increase the
costs. The production cost curve includes tooling fabrication, engineering services,
and acceptance testing, but does not include electronics, engines, or payload costs.
The curves indicate that engineering cost and prototype cost are each about twice the
small-lot average production cost.

Additional data on engineering labor hours for blimps from Goodyear 1975 (Vol. Ill,
p. 73, reference 8) are shown in table 39. The engineering hours data are for the en-
tire program. An engineering specific hours of 20 is selected. In 1976 dollars,
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engineering direct labor is about $10 per hour, giving an engineering specific cost
CENG of $200 per pound:

CENG 200 , 1976 dollars. (336)

'This is about twice the previously selected average production specific cost of $105
per pound for a production quantity of 20, and thus consistent with the relative levels
of engineering and production costs indicated by figure 109,

30 S30 •Prototype

! lOProducto

E
SSmall lot

0 2 3 4

Envelope volume (millions of cubic feet)

FIG, 109: COST ESTIMATES FOR BLIMPS

The data in figure 109 indicate a prototype production cost of about twice the aver-
age "small" lot production cost. For a learning rate of 85 percent and a production
quantity of 10, the learning factor is 0.712, for which the prototype production ratio
would be 2x0.712 m 1.424 relative to unit one; that is, the prototype production cost
increment would be abcut 40 percent of the unit-one cost. For comparison, the 1976
prototype specific cost of $240 per pound estimated in table 38 for 2 of the 3 data

* cases is 141 percent of the selected unit-one specific cost of $170 per pound. The two
approaches lead to consistent results.
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TABLE 39

ENGINEERING HOURS DATA

Program ZSG-4 ZS2G-I ZPG-2 ZPG-3W

Volume (million cu.ft.) .527 .650 .975 1.49

Empty weight (lb.) 24,366 28,203 46,302 67,566

Total quantity 15 18 16 4

Years 1954-5 1955-8 1953-7 1959-60

Design hours 317,322 409,664 315,033 616,721

Stress and weight 66,990 109,686 88,896 84,428
analysis

Static test hours 16,542 55,223 78,999 141,695

SFlight test hours 30,443 90,954 94,609 131,773

Production 159,017 162,428 163,520 212,916
* coordination

Total engineering 740,431 970,787 843,738 1,559,855
* Ihours

Engineering hours/lb. 30.4 34.4 18.2 23.1

Source: Goodyear 1975, Vol. I11, p. 73 (reference 8).

Therefore, a 1976 prototype production specific cost cPIN increment of $70 per
pound is selected.

cpN 70 , 1976 dollars. (337)

The cost data curves of figure 109 indicate a decreasing specific cost for increasing
blimp envelope volumes. None of the other data obtained indicates any decrease ofspecific cost with increasing blimp volume; therefore, such decrease is not considered
further in this investigation.

The cost of the initial shipfill of lift gas can be considered explicitly, Costs for
hydrogen and helium are given in table 5 of chapter 3. For a gas volume VG and
1976 dollars the lift gas cost C63 is:
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C6 3 =0.0047V0  for hydrogen.
(338)

C =0.0547V for helium.63 G

The initial lift gas cost is about 2 percent of the unit-one production cost, It is con-
venient to apply the production-quantity learning to the lift gas cost as well as to pro-

duction cost.

LEVELS OF ENGINEERING, PROTOTYPE, AND PRODUCTION COSTS

To illustrate the results of the preceding analysis quantitatively, the magnitudes
of the engineering, prototype increments, and unit-one production costs in 1976 dollars
for four sizes of airships are shown in table 40. The data for volumes and empty
weights are for historical airships.

The engineering cost was estimated as $200 per pound and unit one as $170 per
pound.

For a quantity of one, the cost is the sum of the engineering, prototype increment,
and unit-one cost. The costs for a quantity of one in table 40 are quite large because
the engineering cost and prototype increment cost contributions are about 1, 6 times the
unit-one cost, This produces a total that is 2.6 times the unit-one cost.

The lower lines in table 40 show the average cost for total quantities of 10, 20, 40,
and 100 blimps. As the quantity increases, production learning lowers the average pro-
duction cost. The engineering and prototype increment cost is spread over the larger
number of vehicles. For a quantity of 10, the average cost decreases by 66 percent
from the cost for a quantity of one. Additional average cost reductions of about 20 per-
cent occur when the quantity is increased from 10 to 20, 20 to 40, and 40 to 100.
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TABLE 40

1976 INVESTMENT COST LEVELS FOR AIRSHIPSa
($ millions)

Airship te Mayflower III ZPG-2 ZPG-3W Macon

Voltme (million cu.ft.1 .200 .975 1.49 7.4

Empty weight (lb.) 6,400 38,006 56,582 236,493

Engineering orst 1.28 7.60 11.32 47.30

Prototypa increment .45 2.66 3.96 16.55

Unit-one cowt 1.09 6.46 9.62 40.20

Cost for 1 2.82 16.72 24.9U 104.06

Average cowt for 100 .95 5.63 8.38 35.01

Average cost for 20c .76 4.52 6.73 28.12

Average cost for 40c .63 3.72 5.54 23.16

Average cost for 1000 .49 2.93 4.37 18.25

aDoes not include initial lift gas cost.
bSum of engineering, prototype increment-, andunit one.
C

Average includes engineering, prototype increment, Lni
learning factor for 85 percent learning rate.
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8. CONCEPTUAL AIRSHIP MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM

This chapter presents the calculation procedure and computer program for the con-

ceptual airship model. Because many calculations are required, using a computer facil-
itates these calculations. A computer program to handle the data is presented in appendix
B.

The calculation approach consists of an iteration for technical design and a cost
estimate for the design obtained. Figure 110 shows steps of the calculation procedure.
Many of the boxes represent subroutines in a computer program.

The first step is to specify the problem, i.e., the design speed and range, ship

type, and hull characteristics and construction materials, the power plant characteristics,
the accommodations desired, and cost parameters.

An initial estimate for the total weight is then made, and the calculation proceeds

as follows:

1. Estimate total weight by iteration.

a. Calculato, the airship dimensions.
b. Calculate the propulsion power required.
c. Calculate the fuel weight for the design mission.
d. Calculate the component weights and sum with payload

weight to obtain a recalculated total weight.
e. Repeat (a) through (d) if recalculated total weight is

significantly different from the estimate.

2. Calculate the investment cost.

The initial total weight estimate is made by the method presented in chapter 6.
"The dimensions are calculated by using the equations presented in chapter 3. The esti-
mate of the propulsion power uses sustained speed. The required power is calculated
by the method presented in chapters 4 and 5 in this volume. lTuis is seluuted as the
actual power unless the power plant size hag been specified. Fuel weight is estimated
as described in chapter 5.

It is now possible to calculate the revised total weight. For this purpose the
equations selected in chapter 6 are used.

Next, the accuracy of the estimated total weight relative to the revised total weight
can be calculated and tested against a apecified desired percentage accuracy. If the
desired accuracy has not been obtained the "No" arrow from the "Accurate?" box in
figure 110 is followed. The estimated total weight is replaced by a revised total weight
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and the total weight calculation is repeated. The revised total weight is calculated
using the numerical approximation to the Newton-Raphson method, as discussed at the
end of chapter 6.

' 1 Problem specifications

-w.,, lulat- platform weight . , -,Ralculate -total w.eight]-, -

Calculate required volume Total weight accurate? CalcltInemntos

FIG, 110: THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The required volume for each component is calculated by using the estimation
equations presented in chapter 6. The required volumes are summed, including the
volume needed for payload. Finally, the investment cost for the ship can he calculated.

PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS

The problem specifications are numbered for computer use, Blocks of the first
99 specifications are used to define the performance, geometry accommodations, power
plant, specifications of costs, and calculation control.

The principal technical specifications are listed by number in table 41. The sus-
tained speed is the speed at maximum continuous power. Endurance speed is the speed
at which the specified endurance range is to be attained at the endurance altitude. En-
durance speed is automatically reduced to be not greater than the sustained speed, if
necessary.
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TABLE 41

AIRSHIP MODEL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. Sustained speed (kt.) 26. Design construct.margin (%)

2. Endurance speed (kt.) 27. Special payload weight (klb.)

3. Endurance range (mi.) 28. Special deck area (sq.ft.)

4. Endurance altitude (ft.) 29.

5. Number officers 30.

6. Ntumber CPOs 31. Electric power (kw.)

7. Number enlisted 32.

8. Ship duration (days) 33.

9. Number passengers 34. Size of main engines (h.p.)

10. Passenger duration (L!ys) 35. Number of main engines

11. Envelope length/diameter 36.

12. 37.

13. Envelope prismatic coeff. 38.

14. 39.

15. 40.

16. Gas altitude margin (ft.) 41. Pages of technical print

17. Blimp ballonet altitude (ft.) 42. Pages of cost print

18. Lift gas purity (%) 43. Weight iteration tolerance (%)

19. 44. Limit weight iterations

20. Design gust speed (f.p.s.) 45.

21. Takeoff speed (kt.) 46.

22. Takeoff angle of attack (deg.)47.

23. 48.
24. Surface roughness (mils) 49.

25. Cruise power ratio 50. Number of first ship
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The crew can be specified separately in terms of officers, CPOs, and enlisted.
However, the model does not treat them differently. The ship duration in days it used
to select the accommodations required for the crew.

The number of passengers and passenger duration are used for estimating personnel

and accommodations weights and volumes.

The envelope geometry is specified by its length-diameter ratio and prismatic
coefficient.

Using a gas altitude margin also makes possible operation with decreased probability
of loss of lift gas by automatic pressure relief valving of gas.

The blimp ballonet maximum altitude determines the relative size and weight of
ballonets in blimps. It is usually specified as 10, 000 feet.

Lift gas purity for design is conventionally specified as 94 percent. The eesign
gust speed for structural design is 35 feet per second. This specification for airships
In the 1920s and 1930s was much less than 35 feet per second (chapter 4).

The specification of takeoff speed is used with a special logic. If specified takeoff
speed is zero, landing gear is not provided. When the takeoff speed specification is be-
tween zero and unity, the takeoff speed used in the calculation is the specified fraction
of the sustained speed. If the takeoff speed specification is greater than unity, it is
used as the takeoff speed.

The takeoff angle of attack specification also has a special logic. If the specifi-
cation is zero (and the calculated takeoff speed is not zero), the maximum angle of
attack attainable with the minimum length landing gear for envelope, car, and blimp
propeller ground clearance is used. Otherwise, the specified takeoff angle of attack
is used, and the landing gear length is increasod if necessary.

The surface roughness specification is used to estimate friction drag. A value of
5 mils appears to be appropriate.

The cruise power ratio is the ratio of the endurance cruise engine power rating to
the maximum continuous power rating. A value of 0.8 is usually used.

The design and construction margin is used to calculate a fractional increase of
empty weight to account for design uncertainties. Conventions for its value were not
obtained. It should be increased when new materials, design methods, or construction
techniques are considered.
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Special payload weight is to be used to specify equipment payload a 0 one item.
It is to be given in thousands of pounds.

Special payload deck area is used to estimate the volume required by the special
payload. If special payload deck area is specified as zero, a typical payload area of
30 square feet per 1, 000 pounds is automatically estimated. OtherwLse, the specified
special deck area is used directly.

The electric power specification is to be used for payload electric power require-
ments. Ship's service and operation electric power weight and volume are estimated
independently.

When the specifications for size of main engines and number of main engines are
both zero, 1 conceptual (rubber) engine of exactly the size required is provided. If
the size of main engines is specified (equal, say, to that of an available engine), then
the minimum number of engines that will provide at least the required power is pro-
vided.

If the size specification is zero and a nonzero specification of number of main
engines is made, then that number of conceptual engines of exactly the size required
is provided.

For blimps, the number of main engines should always be specified as 2.

When both the size and number of main engines are specified as nonzero, than a
fixed power plant is used. The actual resulting sustained and endurance speeds avail-
able with the fixed power are calculated.

Specifications 41 through 44 are for calculation control. The amount of detail for
technical and cost results that is printed by a computer can be specififed. The weight
iteration accuracy is usually specified as 1 percent, with a limit of 9 weight iterations.

Computer calculations provide sequential numbering of the problems, starting with
1. If the first problem is desired to be other than number 1, specification 50 can be
used.

Cost And Type Specifications

The cost and type specifications are listed by number in table 42. This group of
specifications also includes specifications for automatically changing 1 specification,
and for calculating off-design performance.
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TABLE 42

AIRSHIP MODEL COST AND TYPE SPECIFICATIONS

51. Year for dollar costs 76. Ship type
52. Production quantity 77.

53. Material inflation rate 78. Main engine type
54. Lab r ýtion rate (percent)79.
55. Labor rate ($/hour) 80. Propeller type
56. D.E. labor rate (S/hour) 81. Lift gas type
57. Overhead rate (percent) 82.
58. D.E. overhead rate (percent) 83.
59. Profit rate (percent) 84.
60. 85.
61. 86. Envelope material type
62. 87.
63. 88.
64. 89.
65. 90.

66. 91. Off-design speed cases

67. 92. First off-design speed
68. 93. Increment off-design speed
69. 94. Off-design altitude cases
70. 95. First off-design altitude
71. Number of cases 96. Increment off-design altitude
72. Variable for cases 97.
73. First variable value 98.
74. Variable increment 99.

75.
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Specifications 51 through 59 are concerned with the investment cost calculation.
The calculated costs are in dollars for the year specified. The production quantity
is used for calculating the cumulative average learning factor. The material inflation
rate and labor inflation rate are specified relative to 1976 as the reference year.

'R'

An automatic sinquence of cases can be obtained by using specifications 71 through
74. If the number of cases is specified as 2 or greater, that number of cases will be
calculated. The variable for the cases is to be given as the integer number of a speci-
fication or one of the coefficie,.ts defined below. The first value of the variable is its
value for the first case. The sequence of values of the variable is then obtained by re-
pearedly adding the specified increment.

Several selections of types, defined by using integers, are provided in the speci-
fications 76 through 86. The definitions of the integers are show•v in table 43. Engine
types and propellers are discussed in chapter 5. Lift gases are discussed at the be-
ginning of chapter 3. Blimp envelope materials are discussed in chapter 6.

The off-design calculation specifications are used in the same manner as the auto-
matic sequence specifications. The sequence of speeds is considered for each of the
sequences of altitudes. Either of the sequences may consist of just one calculation.

Coefficients
The technical and cost estimating equations used in the conceptual airship contain

many constants. It is desirable to be able to change these constants for sensitivity
investigations and possible alternative concepts. Therefore, these constants can be
specified. A standard set selected in the conceptual model investigation will normally
be used.

The coefficients are used in the computer program as a 1-dimensional C array.
However, they are specified for the computer program as a continuation of the 1 -dimen-
sional S array of the specifications discussed above. The equivalence if C(l) = S(301).

Because of the rapid development rate of the airship conceptual model, a formal
definition list of coefficients has not been developed. Most of the constants are now
built in and cannot be changed by using the specification array.

Calculation Results

c The calculation results are obtained as computer printout. For each problem and
case the specifications are printed in the form shown in figure 111. The first 75 speci-
fications are printed at the top, in columns of 25 specifications. The abbreviated names
match the definitions given in tables 41 and 42. The section in the middle of the right
column refers to U.S. Navy end cost increment specifications that are not relevant for
general use.
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TABLE 43

NUMERICAL DEFINITION OF TYPES

ship type Main engine type

1. Diesel

2. Blimp 2. Reciprocating

3. Dirigible 3. Turboprop

Lift gas type

1. Helium Propeller type

2. Hydrogen 1.

2.
3.

Blimp envelope material
4.

1. Cotton/rubber

2.
3. 3-ply.rubber

4. Neoprene/Pacron
5.

6.
7. Biaxial Pacron, (film)

8. Triaxial Dacron, (film)
9. Biaxial Kavlar (film)

10. Triaxial Kevlar (film)
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SHIP NUMBER 4 CASE NUMBER I

SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

SUS SPa 80a00 DCHPGPCT 0,00 YEARCOST 196.000

END SPD 80,00 SPCL PAY 3.50 NUM PROO 20.00
END RNGE i000,00 SPCLDEKA 1.05,00 NtAT FLhT t5.30
CRS ALT 40000,0 SPCL CG 0,00 LAD FLAT 0.00
OFFACCOM ,00 FIX DIS 0.00 LAS RATE 6o 34
CPOACC3M 2,00 ELFCT KW 0,00 DE LAROPR 8695
ENLACCOM 5.00 SZ 14N-ILR 0.00 OVRHEAO 9600
SHIPDAYS 0,50 NUHMNO(LR 0,00 DEOVRHED 96,00
PASACCOM 0,00 S7 rVNENG 0.00 PROrIT 10000
PA4i.OAYS 0.0 0 N4U MNE NCU 2 ,00 0. 00
LI. •00 SZ ALING 0.00 PLA14S F 0,00
CONSTDIA 0,00 NUMALTNG 0,00 UEVEL L 0.00
Pi.KSCQF.F 0.0 o.orn DEVEL F 0.00

O.Ou 0.00 STOKSP L 0.00
0.00 U.00 STOK3P F 0.00

GASALTIN 0.00 PRT TPGS 1,00 TST IN L 0.00
OLMPMXZ 1000.000 PRT CPGS 0.00 T&T IN F o0o0
GAS PUKE 94.00 WTOL PCT 1.00 FUTUAE L 0.00
GUST FPS 35.00 MX H IT% 9.00 FUTUE F 0.00
TOSPOICTS 0960 VOL TOL 1.00 O.00
TO ALPHA 0.00 MX V ITS 2.00 MX CASES 3.c00
RUFNSHIL 5.00 10.00 VAP1A'3LE 3.00
OELTCF .o00 10.00 FIRST 1000o00

0.00 0OO0 CHANGE 1000a 00
CRS PRAT 0.80 0.00 0.00

SHIPTYPE BLI1P LIFT GAS H4ELIU4 HULL MAT TRIKEVLR
MAINDOIL NONE LANUGEAk PETRCTOL
MAIN ENG TUWt'P OP ALT EHG NO0E
MAINTRAN NONE ALT TRAN NONE
MAINPROP '43LDPOP ALT PROP NONE TAILTYPE X-FCRM

FIG. 111: ILLUSTRATION OF SHIP SPECIFICATIONS RESULTS
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The type specifications 75 to 90 are converted to abbreviations for the name, and
printed across the bottom of figure 111.

A summary of results is printed for each problem and case. An example is shown
in figure 112. The upper half of the figure shows the general performance, geometry,
weight, and cost results. The end cost increment results in the center of the page are
relevant only for U.S. Navy airships. The iteration history shown at the bottom of the
figure is useful to the analyst doing the calculations.

The abbreviated symbols used in the summary of results are defined in tables
44, 45, and 46.

An example of the calculated results of off-design performance is shown in figure
113. For information purposes, the speeds at each altitude are permitted to increase
until the takeoff power is used, even though engine takeoff power can be used for only 5
to 30 minutes.

A summary of component results Is shown in figure 114. The weight, volume, and

total basic construction costs for each of the conceptual weight components and groups
are provided. The contribution of each component and group as a percent of the total is
included.

Additional detailed results on investment costs are available. They are of limited
interest for the conceptual airship model because detailed cost estimating methods were
not obtained for airships.

Al
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SHIP NUMBER 4. CASE NU~t5tER I

SUMMIARY flF RESULTS

MAX SPOJ 87.04 EMTY %IT 10.17 YR COSTS 1916,000

MXSPORNG 670.4l DOMARGIN 0.00 lO.Pmou 20000

ACT 33P0i 87.04 LL USCLO 10.6~7 clqu.3oTp 1.79

SU SPD&4NG 870.41 STATLIF1 20 s85 EliUF -iS TF 1419
ACT ESPO 60.00 TOIAL WT 25.73 ENr.ICOSTF 1.11

ENDRANCE 1000.00 UYN LQAfj 4,49' ENDC03TA 1.15

REQ SP3~w 8814. 2b PA'V L )w r 3.t5 0 GSOL6 0.00
ACT SPCJW t06i.69 SLUSEIST r51.21 ENVDLKF3 0lo

RDEPOW *849.313 SHPOkREW 8.00 &0PT 000

ACT EPUW 81.9.39 HUM PASS 0.100 CRVO)LKF3 2, 05
0.000 0 .00 USVOXKI3 20 05

HULLNG7H 254,36 Do.00 000

HULhLJZ..M 50.8 fa NCL!AmI I. o.88 iSALSvIHR It U

CALLE14TH 5j0,67 I3ERLENTH 7 *32 ALPIIADEG 2.S34
CAR1410TH 5.04 To ALPHA 7.68 STAT L/D l8.1I
TOGRIIRfU1 0.00 FAnLU/I 14 87,92 LIFT/DRG 9,34.
CHNG HOF 5.43 OYNRATIC 0 a Z4 NE WTPRIM -0.30

CHNGs TCF 9.53 TALCOr'CT 3 4.*16 STWCOPCT 3,23

S5POOD04 41.85 CAFCOPICT 6*61 NAG~OODOT 0.66

PR~OP ETA 0.75 EIIGC.UPCT 3.89 NAC114PCT 0.30

END COST INCREM~tqTS

PROTO FOLLOW PROTO FOLLOW
KS KS ~ KS K(s

C014ST PLANS 0 0 STOK SPARES 0 0
CHANGE ORDERS 0 0 OEVELOP94ENT 0 0
SHP SYS FENG 0 0 LF.CT104 GRUWTH 0 0
ESCMLATION 0 03 ORI)NGE GF-,UWTH 0 0
IEST+IINSIRUM a 0 TOT INCiRE'ENT 0 0
FUT CHAR~ CHG 0 0 END COST 1793 1112

ITERATION HISTORY

VOL WT TOTWT CALWT VOLRAT
11T ITS '(LBS KLIIS POT
1 6 25. 7 25.7

FIG, 112: SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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TABLE 44

NAMES USED IN SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(Left-hand column)

MAX SPD Ignore
MXSPDRNG Ignore
ACT SSPD Ignore
SUSPDRNG Ignore
ACT ESPD Differs from specified Endurance Speed

if engines are specified.
ENDRANGE Same as specified, to iteration accuracy.
REG SPOW Sustained power required for specified

sustained speed.
ACT SPOW Includes cruise power ratio.
REQ EPOW Endurance power required for specified

endurance speed.
ACT EPOW Differs from Required if engines are specified.

HULLNGTH Envelope overall length (ft.).
HULLDIAM Envelope maximum diameter (ft.).
CARLENTH Car longitudinal length (ft.)
CARWIDTH Car lateral width (ft.).
CHNG HCF Roughness hull incremental friction coefficient. x 10 4

CHNG TCF Roughness tail incremental friction coefficient x 10 .
SSPDCD04 Total sustained speed drag coefficient x 10
PROP ETA Ignore
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TABLE 45

NAMES USED IN SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(Center column)

EMTY WT Empty weight, less ballast, people, stores, payload margin,
fuel, gases' (klb.>,

DCMARGIN Design, Construction margin weight'( klbJ.
SL USELD Sea level reference useful load (klb.).
STATLIFT Sea level reference static (buoyancy) lift (klb.),
TOTAL WT Sea level envelope displacement (klb.)..
DYN LOAD Aerodynamic lift load (klb.).
PAYLD WT Payload installed, enclosed, wired, weight (klb.).
SLUSE/ST Ratio sea level useful load to static lift.
SHIPCREW Total number of crew personnel.
NUM PASS Number of passengers.

HULLWETA Ignore
NACLFRTA Ignore
NACL LEN Ignore
STAT L/W Ratio static lift to static lifting weight.
L/WRATIO Ratio dynainic L/W to static L/W.

TALCDPCT 'rail drag coefficient as percent of hull.
CARCDPCT Car drag coefficient as percent of hull.
ENGCDPCT Nacelle, Internal, Outrigger CD as percent of hull.

-3
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TABLE 46

A.ME3 I SED IN SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(Right-band column)

YR COSTS Year of dollars for investment costs.
No. PROD Production quantitý for learning.
ENDCOSTP End overall cost for prototype M$ý
ENDFRSTF First ':ollow ship cost M$
ENDCOSTF Average follo, u, l.p cost for quantity M$.
ENDCOSTA Average cost, total quantity M$.

ENVOLKF3 Envelope volume thousands, cubic feet.
GSVOLPCT Gas volume, percent of envelope volume.
CRVOLKF3 Car volume, thousands cubic feel-.
USVOLKF3 Ignore

GALS/HR Gallons fuel at endurance speed - per hour
ALPHADEG Trimmed dynamic lift angle of a&tack deg
STAT LD Ratio static lift to static drag.
LD RATIO Ratio dynamic L/D to static 1/D.
NEWTPRIM Derivative of iteration Newton's function.
STRCDPCT Nacelle Strut drag coefficient, percent of hull.
NACCDPCT Nacelle drag coefficient) percent of hull.
NACINPCT Nacelle Internal drag coefficient, percent of hull.

I.
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SHIP NUHUEa '4 CASE NUHC3ER I

OFF-DESIGN SPEED AN~D RANGE

CASE CASE KFT KNOTS NMILC HOURS HP HOUR KLOS

I 1 0.60 30 1'ý86 52o 3 265 24.7 10. 7
1 2 0,0 40 2061 51.5 27k R5.3 10,7
1. 3 0.60 5O 1'iT'l 39. 6 354 32. 9 10.97
1 4. 0.00 60 1708 28. 65 '492 45o 4 10.47

1 5 0.0 70 1422 20.3 681j 64.2 10.7
1 6 0. so 0d 1171 14,6 9JS6 890 1 10.7r

1 0.0 b7 1098 15.2 1062 98. 9 lo0.7

2 1 1.0 30 15I32 5 1.01 257 23,') 10.61
2 4. 1.40 '40 5A.8'9 '.9,7 P.64 24.6 10.&1
2 3 1.0 50 1 ý 1 k 38,2 343 32. 0 104 1
2 '4 1.0 f,0 1649 27,5 476 4 . 5 10 .1
2 5 1.00 70 1373 19.6 ri 69 62.3 10.41
2 6 1.0 80 113 0 14.1 1 29 '36. 5 10,1
2 7 1.0 a8? 1041 42, 4 1062 95.9 10.41

.3 1. 2. so 14 Vj 49.? 1?50 ?l I 9.5
3 2 2.60 40 1 1j16 4q7, 25o6 23.'9 905
.3 .3 2,0 50 1840 3608 333 .11.1 91
3 '4 2.0o 60 it; a 26, 5 '464 43, .2 9
3 5 2.0 70a 1 J?2 I a '1 650 '*)0 ,5 '3.;

3 b 80 bo 0B' 13.6 ) 0 ? '14 U I.
3 7 2.00 67 (j84 11.66 116~2 '3d 11 965

'4 1 3.U 30 11'd1b 47.2 ?21.2 22, 6 a,.9
4'.3B 0 1 .1, 4U. 0 ~Lj ~2 48)Z3ap b. 9

It 3 '4.01 h 35 1 3 4 .ý
4 If 4,0 524 2 .4 4 0 141,-

4 ri FI . 1o7012: OF6DEIG PERFORMANCE.1 80

4 3 0 U b 0 10 4 -238- 5 1 .4 31 b p 1 6 a 10 I;! 8 . 81



SHIP NUMBER 4 CASE NUMBER 1

DETAILED RESULTS

COHP NAME WEIGHT WEIGHT VOLUME VOLUME rTSAS CTBAS MO4ENT
KLBS PCT KFT3 PCT KS PCI KFTTON

it BASCSTRC 3e4 13.1 0.0 0.0 543 30,3
12 SEGSTRUG 0,4 1,4 0.0 0.0 U 8 3.2
13 TAILSTRC 1.1 4.2 0C0 0.0 175 g.8
14 GASYSTE c 0.0 0.0 0c0 0.0 0 0.0
10 STRUCTUR 4m8 18.? 0.0 0.0 77? '343

21 MNPPLNT 199 7.3 0.0 0.0 302 16.9
22 ALTPPLNI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0,0
23 PkOPULSi 0.5 2*0 0.0 0.0 82 4*6
24 LECTPLIhT 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
20 PROPULSN 2,4 9.3 0.0 0,0 385 21,.

31 STEFTRm 0.3 Ita 0.0 0,0 43 2o4
32 NAVCCM4 0.I 0.2 0,. 0,0 to 0.6
33 SHPFACIL 0,6 2,2 0.0 0.0 91 s,.
34 BALLAST 1,0 3.7 0.0 0.0 164 8.6
30 CONTROLS 1.6 1.2 0,1 0.0 299 1b,?

41 PEkstEFF 1,6 6o4 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
42 PERSENCL 1.6 6,1 1.0 0a3 253 14.2
43 PERSFACL 0,3 1.2 0.0 0.0 52 2.9
44 PRSRTOR3 0.1 0.4 0.o 0.0 0 0.0
40 ACCOMMS 3o6 14,2 1.0 0.3 307 17.1

Si LFGTROIiS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0,0
52 WEAFONS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0
53 CARCO 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0 0.0
$4 SPECIAL 3.0 13,6 0,68 0,2 0 a 0
50 PAYLOAU 3.5 1J,6 0.8 0,2 0 0.0

01 0CMARGIii 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0l
62 SHIPFUE6 2.3 q,1 0,1 0,0 0 0.0
63 LIFT GA, 4.3 1f .d 298.4 66,3 27 1 5
64 AIk 249 11.2 37gs 11,1 0 0.0
60 LUAUS 9.5 37.1 336,L 94,4 0 0.0

TOTAL 25.7 too10 33,1 100.0 j1793 100.0
11.29 0.47 0,27 0,11
31.03 2.46 0,11 0.3?
26.65 2a10 0.83 0.37
26.13 1.96 0,80 0C35
26.21 1.96 0.80 0,34

?6o4 Is 99 0.80 0.34

FIG. 114: SUMMARY OF COMPONENT RESULTS
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A3 2  Deock area for Nav/communications (sq.ft.), equation 322.

1332
A4 2  Deock area for personnel enclosures (sq.ft.), equation 327.

A Blimp ballonet total area (sq.ft.), equations

ABB 251 and 252.

ACRF Car frontal area (sq.ft.), equations 54 and 55.

AEL Elevator area (sq.ft.), table 14.

IFL

AF Average exposed fin area (sq.ft.), equation 44.

AV Fin flange area (sq.ft.), equations 257 and 258

ACBLF Cable frontal area (sq.ft.), equation 89.

AFNc Nacelle frontal area (sq.ft.), equations 185, 192,

199, 205.

AGRF Landing gear frontal area (sq.ft.), equation 80
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AHT Horizontal tail area (sq.ft.), table 14.

ALNG Dirigible longitudinals cross section area (sq.ft.),
before equation 266.

AOUT, Outrigger frontal area (sq.ft.), equations 66, 67,
68, 69,

AR Drag reference area.(sq.ft.), equation 91.

AT Area of tail, all fins (sq.ft.), equation 46.

ArW Tail wetted area (sq.ft.), equation 47.

AWH Wetted hull area (sq.ft.), equations 2, 39, 43.

A W Wetted area for friction drag (sq.ft.), equation 83.

)R •Aspect ratio

S)R F Fin effective aspect ratio, equation 49.
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a Constant in form for CL equations, equation 100.

a Parameter for takeoff' distance, equation 177.

aM constant for on envelope material weight, equation 242.

IaLT Coefficient for lift of tail (per radian), equation 102.

B Number of blades per propeller.

b Constant in form for CL equations, equation 100.

b Propeller blade width (feet), equation 161.

bEM Constant for envelope material weight, equation 242.

bF Maximum exposed span of fin (feet), equation 44.

bLT Coefficient for lift of tail (per sq.radian),
equation 102.
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C1  Production cost of first blimp (dollars), equation 334.

C6 3  Cost for initial lift gas (dollars), equation 338.

Clearance above propeller disk to top of blimp car
(feet), equation 60.

CAV Average cost of blimps (dollars), equation 334.

CB2 0  Basic construction cost for 20 blimps (dollars).

CD Drag coefficient, equation 81.

CDO Zero lift drag coefficient,

COCEL Cable drag coefficient for blimp., equation 90.

CDCR Car drag coefficient, equation 92.

CDF Friction drag coefficient, equation 83.

A-4
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CDFH Hull friction drag coefficient, equation 86 and 97.

CDFOU Outrigger friction drag coefficient, equation 97.

CDFT Tail friction drag coefficient, equation 96 and 88.

CDFN Nacelle friction drag coefficient, equation 86 and 94.

CDGR Landing gear drag coefficient, equation 98.

CDH Hull zero-lift drag coefficient, equation 87.

.2/3
CDL Lift drag coefficient, referred to V"E equation 99.

CDLO Lift drag coefficient, zero elevator.

CDLMT Tail increment of zero-elevator lift drag coefficient,
equations 112.

CDLOT1 Tail 1 increment of zero-elevator lift drag coefficient,
equation 110.
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CDLOT2 Tail 2 increment of zero-elevator lift drag coefficient,

CDL Lift drag coefficient for body alone, equations 109 and 112.

CDL Elevator increment of lift drag coefficient, equations
Ill and 112.

CNC Nacelle external drag coefficient, equation 94.

FCDNCI Nacelle internal drag coefficient, equation 95.

C~u Outrigger drag coefficient, equation 96 and 97.

C Sustained speed drag coefficient, equation 180.

C Tail zero-lift drag coefficient, equation 8B.

CDTIN Tail interference drag coefficient, equation 91.

C DX Crone sectional drag coefficient of car, equation 92.
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CG Ground clearance of propeller (feet), equation 70.

CL Lift coefficient, referred to V. 2/3 equation 99.

CLOETI Zero-elevator lift coefficient for body plus tail 1,
equation 100.

CLOBT2 Zero-elevator lift coefficient for body plus tail 2,
equation 100.

CLOT Zero-elevator lift coefficient for tail.

CLOTi Zero-elevator lift coefficient for tail 1, equation 101.

LOT

CLOT2 Zero-elevator lift coefficient for tail 2, equation 101.

C 2CLOT, CLOT', CLOT' Lift coefficients based on horizontal fin area,
equation 103.

CL Average propeller lift coefficient, equation 162.

LII
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CLP Lift coefficient for body alone, equations 100 and 108.

CLE Lift co*fi,.ient for elevator deflection, equation 107.

CLTO Lift coefficient during tnkeoff (constant).

CL• Lift coefficient slope, equation 180.

C Pitching momant coefficient, equatiocns 113 and 121.

Cc Body moment coeffioient, oquation 114.

CM Maximum gq;st moment coefficient, equations 144 to 150.

CG Maximum gust moment coefficient 4t hipeed V , equation 151.

Cp Prismatic ooefficient, equation 37.

C Propeller power coefficient, equal (J/C 5)5

C PRP Propeller clearance from oar or envelope (feet),
equation 60
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Cs Hull wetted surface coefficient, equations 39 and 43.

CSp Speed power coefficient, equation 156.

Cop Modified speed power coefficient, equation 164.

Parameter for takeoff distance, equation 177.

0oN0 Specific cost for engineering (dollars), equation 336.

aF Average fin chord (feet), equation 48.

9 OUT Outrigger chord (feet), equations 67, 68.

OpI Specific production cosot for first airship (dollars)
equation 335.

Prototype production specific cost (dollars), equation
337.

Airship aerodynamic drag (poundi), equation 81

Airship hull maximum diameter (faet), equation 38.

A-9
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zero lift drag of airship (pounds), equation 2.

DL Lift drag (pounds), equations 6, 99, 129,

DN Diameter of nacelle (feet), equations 56 and 58.

INC

Dp Diameter of propeller (feet).

DpOPT Optimum propeller diameter (feet), equal Vn/JOpT

DTB Diameter of outrigger tubes (feet), equations 66, 67, 69.

d Fuel degradation fraction, equation 224.

d Structural depth (ft.), equations 220, 257.

W Average electric load (kilowatts), equation 222.

H KWOff-design electric load (kilowatts), equation 232.

F Newton function (lb.), equation 316.

V' Derivative of Newton function, equation 318.

V2  Last previous value of Newton function (lb.), equation 318.
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FFIN Fin factor for takeoff clearance, equation 73.

FF!N Fin load force (lb.) equation 259.

FOR Gear distance factor, gear to fin corner, equation 74.

FL Force on lower element of outrigger (pounds), equation214 and 218.

rLN Learning factor for production of NAIRSHIPS, equations
331 and 332.

P PU Force on upper element of outrigger (pounds), equations
214 and 218.

I;

f Fraction of hull length for pitching moment, equation 115,

f Function for takeoff distance, equation 179.

f Constant in equation 266.

f Constant in equation 275.

fO GMaximum qas fraction (of envelope volume), nquations
32 and 33.
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f(•) Similarity function, equation 40.

aPH Fuel usie rate (gallons per hour), equation 233.

g Gravity acoeleration (ft./sec. 2), equation 171.

g Constant in equation 266.

H Airship heaviness (pound), equation 171.

h Engine height (feet).

hDX Car deock height (feet), equation 50.

hovR Overhead height for equipment (feet), equation 50. j

hOVRMIX Maximum overhead for blimp car (feat), equation 50.

Cross-seational moment of area (ft 4)

3 Summation integer, equation 331 and 332.

3 Propeller advance ratio, equation 157
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JOPT Optimum propeller advance ratio, equation 165.

Lift drag parameter, referred to equation 122.

Lift drag parameter, referred to AW"' equation 175.

kS Sand roughness height (feet), equation 86.

Aerodynamic lift (po.undu)# equations 99.

L Airship hull length (fect), equation 36.

L Engine length (feet).

L2  Length of second blimp desk (feet), equation 50.

LA Aerodynamic lift of airship (pounds), equations 5 and 128.

LB Buoyant lift (pounds) equation I and continuous beam
length, before equation 266.

LC Car length (feet.), equations 54 and 55.
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i
L C Reynolds number component length (feet), equation 82,

"LGRc Length of car landing gear (feet), equations 71, 72,
77, 78, 79.

LGRN Length of nacelle gear (feet), equations 71, 72, 77.

SLNC Length of nacelle (feet), equations 57 and 59.

LOUT Length of dirigible outrigger structure (feet),
equation 62.

L OUTI Length of blimp upper outrigger structure (feet),
equation 61.

LOT Length of blimp lower outrigger structuro (feet),
equation 61.

L U Length of upper outrigger structure (feet),
equations 219 and 220.

(L/D) Hull envelope length-diameter ratio

(L/D)ENG Engine length-diameter ratio, equations 186, 193, 199,and 205.

(L/D)NC Nacelle length-diameter ratio, equation 57.

M Pitching moment (ft.lb.), equation 113.

M Bending moment (ft.lb.).
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MBT Bending moment on tail fin (ft.lb.), equations 257, 260.

MG Gas bending moment (ft.lb.), before equation 266.

MGMX Maximum gust moment (ft.lb.), equations 144 to 152.

MS Dirigible longitudinals static moment (ft.lb.), before

equation 266.

Propeller rotational tip Mach number, figure 72.

N Number produced, equations 331 and 332.

NACC Number of accomodations, equation 305.

NBB Number of blimp ballonets, equations 250, 252.

NC Number of dirigible gas cells, equation 275,

NC~w Number of crew, equation 305.

ENG Number of engines installed.

NPAS Number of passengers, equation 305.
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n Propeller rotation rate (revolutions per second),

P Off-design propulsion power (horsepower), equation 232.

PCR Engine cruiser power (horsepower) equations 188, 195,
201, 207.

P3  Engine power (horsepower), equation 154.

PA Engine power (foot-pounds per second), equation 153.

PENG Total installed engine power (horsepower), equation 302.

Pao Equivalent power of turboprop engine (horsepower), figure 94.

PG Fractional purity of left gas, equation 21.

PMC Engine maximum continuous power rating (horsopower).

PB Shaft pow;er(horsepower), figure 94.

PTO Engine takeoff power rating (horsepower), equations
TO 187, 194, 200, 206.
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p Installed specific weight of engine system (lb./hp.).

p Atmospheric pressure (lb./sqft.), equation 19.

PB Base value of p (lb./sq.ft.), equation 20.

R Maximum radius of airship envelope (feet), equation 40.

R Range of airship (feet).

R Off-design range of airship (n.mi.), equation 232.

RNM Range of airship (n.mi.).

Hemispherical radius of ballonets (feet), equations

RBB 250 and 251.

RN Reynolds number, equation 82.

Rp Power ratio, equation 174.

RTSO Thrust ratio to zero speed thrust, equation 174.
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tr Radial coordinate of body of revolution (feet) equation 40.

r Reserve fuel fraction, equation 228.

rCL Average radial netting clearance for dirigibles (feet),equations 34 and 36.

X Structural weight fraction, of L. 0 , equation 16.

T Propulsive thrust (lb), equation 153.

T Temperature of atmosphere (OR), equation 19.

T2  Base value of temperature (OR), equation 20.

TS Sustained (maximum continuous) thrust (pounds), equation
174,

TS0  Sustained thrust at zero airspeed (points), equation 174.

TTO Takeoff thrust (pounds), equation 173.

TTOO Takeoff thrust at zero airspeed (pounds), equation 174.
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Dirigible main frame wire tension force (lb.), equationTV 264.

tD Blimp envelope material thickness (feet), equation 239.

tO Pylon outrigger frontal thickness (feet), equation 69

(tpOuT/LouTi) Pylon outrigger thickness to length ratio, equation 68.

(t/0)1  Fin thickneso-chord ratio, equation 45.

(t/W)OUT Outrigger thickneuu-chord ratio, equations 67, 68.

Unavailable fuel fraction, equation 228.

uG Gust velocity (ft./sec.), equations, 145 to 152.

UOD Design gust velocity (ft./uec.),

V Airspeed of airship (Sect. per second).

V Required volume for hull group (cu.ft.), equation 319.
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V2  Required volume for power plant group (cu,ft.)

2

V2 4  Required volume for electric plant (cu.ft.), equation 320.

V3  Required volume for ship control group (cu.ft.),
equation 325.

V3 1  Required volume for steering and trim (cu.ft.),
equation 321.

V3 2  Required volume for Nay/communications (cu.ft.),
equation 322

V3 3  Required volume for ship facilities (cu. ft.), equation 323.

V3 4  Required volume for ballast system (cu.ft.), equation 324.

V4  Required volume for accomodations (cu.ft.), equation 329.I4

V4 1  Required volume for personnel (cu.ft.), equation 326.

V4 2  Required volume for personnel enclosures (cu.ft.),
equation 327.

V 43 Required volume for personnel facilities (cu.ft.),
equation 326.
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V4 4  Required volume for personnel stores (cu.ft.), equation 328.

V5  Required volume for payload group (cuft.).

V5 4  Required volume for special payload (cu.ft.).

V6  Required volume for other weights (cu.ft.).

V6 1  Required volume for design margin (cu.ft.).

V6 2  Required volume for ship fuel (cu.ft.), equation 330.

V6 3  Required volume for lift gas (au.ft.),

V6 4  Required volume for air (cu.ft.),

V* Gust design speed (ft./sec.) , equation 151.

Cruiso speed (ft./sec.).

VD Design speed (ft./sec.), equations 150, 151.

VG Ground speed during takeoff (ft./sec.), equation 171.
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V1  Air speed of airship (knots).

VKX Maximum airship speed for gust load (ft./seo.),
equations 144 to 152.

V5  Airship sustained airspeed (ft./sec.)."

VTO Takeoff speed of airship (ft./seC.), equations 172 and 177.

VTPR Propeller rotational. tip speed (ft./sec.), equations
159 and 160.

Wind speed during takeoff (ft,/sec.), equations 172 and177.

W 1 Weight for hull group (lb.).

W Weight for basic hull (lb.), equations 255 and 269.

W12 Weight for secondary structure (lb.), equations 256
and 273

W 13 Weight for tail structure (lb.), equations 258, 262,
and 274.

W Weight for gas system (lb.), equation 278.
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W2 Weight for power plant group (lb.).
q2

W2 1  Weight for main power plant (lb.).

W Weight for alternate power plant (lb.).

W Weight for propulbor. (lb.), equation 169,

W24 Weight for electric plant (lb.), equation 222.

W3 Weight for ship control group (lb,).

W31 Weight for steering and trim (lb.), equations 279 and 292.

W Weight for Nav/communications (lb.), equations 290, 295,
and 296.

W33  Weight for ship facilities (lb.), equations 285 and 300.

W3 4  Weight for ballast system (lb.), equations 288 and 304.

W4 Weight for accomodations (lb.)
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SW41 Weight for personnel and effects (lb.), equation 308.

W Weight for personnel enclosures (lb.), equation 310.
W42  Weight for personnel fnclosies (lb.), equation 310.

W 4 3  Weight for personnel facilities (lb.), equation 312.

W Weight for personnel stores (lb.), equation 314.

W5 Weight for payload group (lb.).

W5 4  Weight for special payload (lb.)

W6 Weight for other weights (lb.).

W Weight for design margin (lb.).

W 62 Weight for ship fuel (lb.), equation 229.

W Weight for lift gas (lb.).

W64 Weight for air (lb.).
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WAO Total weight of air in hull at sea level (lb.),
equation 29.

WACCS Weight of blimp access component (lb.), equation 281.

'WAUX Weight of blimp auxiliary gear (lb.), equation 283.

WBLS Weight of ballast system (lb.), equations 287 and 301.

WBB Weight of blimp ballonets (lb.), equation•s 254 and 255.

WCCAR Weight of dirigible control oar (lb.) equation 290.

WCH Weight of dirigible controla (lb.), equation 291.

WCOV weight of dirigible cover (lb.), equations 271 end 273.

WCOVW Weight of Dirigible cover wire (lb.), squation 273.

WCUL Weight of uooling system (lb.), equation 211.

WDUF weight of design useful fuel (lb.), equation 227.
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W3  Empty weight of airship (lb.), equation 25

WE Engine dry weight (lb.), equations 183, 184, 191, 198,
204.

WEFF Weight of personal effects (lb.), equation 307

W Total blimp envelope weight (lb.), equations 241, 246,
WEN and 255.

Electric useful fuel weight (lb.) equation 226.

WF Fuel weight (lb.), equation 228.

WFMX Maximum sea level fuel weight (lb.), equation 230.

WFUR Weight of furnishing@ (lb.), equation 311.

WU Woight of usable fuel at altitude (lb.), equation 231.

WGER Weight of loading gear (lb.), equation 279.

WONG Weight of dirigible gangways (lb.), equation 297.
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WGO Weight of lift gas in hull at sea level (lb.),
equation 29, 124

WGSCL Weight of dirigible gas cells (lb.), equation 276.

WHVEN Weight of dirigible heat and ventilation (lb.),

equation 298.

WHVP Weight of heat, ventilation, and plumbing systems
(lb.), equation 311-

WHyD Weight of blimp hydraulic system (lb.), equation 284.

WIF Weight of dirigible intermediate frames (lb.),
equations 265 and 269.

WINS Weight of dirigible instruments (lb.), equation 293.

WL Weight of lower element of outrigger (lb.), equation 216.

WLNG Weight of dirigible longitudin&ls (lb.), equations266 and 269.

WLOD Downward load or outrigger (lb.), equation 221.
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WLUB Lubricating oil weight (lb.), equation 212.

W14F Weight of dirigible main frames (lb.), equations 264 and
269.

Blimp miscellaneou6 envelope weight (lb.), equation.

WMISEN 247 and 255.

WMIS Dirigible misnellaneous hull weight (lb.), equation 272 and
273.

W MNB Weight of minimum ballast (lb.), equations 286 and303.

SWMOR Weight of dirigible mooring system (lb.), equation 289.

WNAC Engine nacelles weight (pounds), equation 213.

W Engine control system weight (lb.), equation 210.

NCON

WNET Weight of dirigible cell netting (lb.), equation 277.

WOUT Weight of each outrigger (lb.), cquations 217. 219,
and 220.

WPAY Fixed payload weight (lb.), equation 16.
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WpEN Weight of personnel enclosures (lb.), equation 309.

WpErs Weight of personnel (lb.), equation 306.

W Pressure group and air lines weight (lb.), equation 255.
PGAL

WPP Propulsion plant weight (lb.), equations 14 and 18.

WpRoP Propeller weight (lb.), equation 169.

WO Weight of provisions (lb.), equation 313.

WPUF Propulsion useful fuel weight (lb.), equation 225.

WRCOM Weight of dirigible radio and communications (lb.),
equation 295.

WE Weight of dirigible reinforcements (lb.), equations

270 and 273.

WREG Reduction gear weight (lb.), equation 169.

WRT Recalculated total weight (lb.), equation 316.
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WL Weight of electric system (lb.), equations 282 and 299.

WST Static lift, sea level operation (lb.), equation 24.

W SUP Supported weight (lb.), equation 248.

Blimp suspension system weight (lb.), equations 248
WSUS and 255.

WT Total weight of airship, zero aerodynamic lift (lb.),
equation 22.

WTL Last estimate for total weight (lb.), equation 318.

WTN New estimate for total weight (lb.), equation 317.

WTNK Fuel tank weight (lb.), equation 234.

WTO Takeoff weight (lb.).

W U Weight of upper element of outrigger (lb.), equation 215.

WUS Useful load at sea level (lb.), equation (25)
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WUSZ Useful load at altitude z (lb.), equation 26.

WVAL Weight of dirigible gas valves (lb.), equation 277.

WWAT Weight of potable water (lb.), equation 313.

Weight of '-dirigible wires (lb.), equations 268 and 269.

WWREC Weight for dirigible water recovery (lb.), equation 302.

w Weight density of atmosphere (lb./cu. ft.), equation 19.

w Material density

wB Base value of weight density (lb./cu. ft.), equation 20.

wB Specific (unit) lift of lift gas (lb./cu.ft.), table 5

w Engine width or diameter (feet).

WC Car width (feet), equations 54 and 55.

WBM Average ballonet material specific weigh.ý.
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w CDirigible gas cell material specific weight (lb./sq.ft.),
WCL equation 276.

W.M Specific weight of envelope material (lb./sq.ft.),
equations 242.

Average installed specific weight of envelope material
(lb./sq.ft.), equations 241 and 244.

w Minimum specific weight of envelope material (lb./sq.ft.),
equations 242.

w G Gas load per axial foot (lb./ft.), before equation 266.

WGo Sea level weight density of lift gas (lb./cu.ft.),equation 21.

x Distance along takeoff runway (feet), equation 171.

x Take off distance to 50 foot altitude (feet), equation 170.

xG Takeoff ground run distance (feet), equation 171, 178, 181.

y Distance to extreme fiber (ft.), before equation 266.
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Altitude above sea level (feet).

zSDMX Design maximum altitude of blimp (feet).

XD Design cruise altitude (feet), equation 230.

ZOp Specified operating altitude (feet), equation 28.

Gas-altitude margin. (feet), equation 28.Aal

a Angle of attack for aerodynamic lift (radian's)

a Angle of attack for aerodynamic lift (degree.)

OMRG Takenff angle of attack margin (radians), equation 76.

Gp Propeller activity factor, equation 161.

WTO Takeoff angle of attack (radians), equations 77, 79, 180.

Maximum takeoff angle of attack (radians), equation 76.
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*TOS Specified takeoff angle of attack (radians), equations
77, 79.

Coefficient for •B (ft./aec )• equation 135.

Propeller blade angle at .75 maximum radius (degrees),
equations 167 and 168.

Bottom outrigger angle (radians), equation 65.

POPT Optimum propeller blade angle (degrees), equation 165.

2

y Coefficient for X sAA (see/ft.), equations 10 and 135.

8 Structural material density (lb./cu.ft.), equation 258.

6 E Elevator deflection angle (radians), equation 107.

E6 Elevator deflection angle (degrees).

6ET Trimmed elevator deflection angle (radians), equation 121.

6 PC Blfiip internal excess pressure (lb./sq.ft.), equation 237.
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* Engine angle (radians), equation 64.

SIsolated propeller efficiency, equation 168.

Envelope propeller efficiency.

•EMX Maximum envelope propeller efficiency, equation 163.

7M Propeller efficienc? at MTPR' figure 72.

Propulsive efficiency, equations 153, 155.

0 Maximum takeoff pitch angle (radians), equation 75.

Hull length ratio, equation 181.

Learning rate (percent), equations 331-333.

XA Aerodynamic lift-drag ratio, equation 136, 139.

Aerodynamic lift alone lift-drag ratio, equations 9
14A aand 132.
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AAMX Maximum aerodynamic lift-drag ratio, equation 140.

XB Buoyant lift-drag ratio, LB/Do, equations 3, 126.

Vehicle lift-drag ratio, equations 11, 141 and 142.

VM.X Maximum vehicle lift-drag ratio, equations 12, and 143.

Viscosity of atmosphere (lb.seo/sq.ft.), equation 19.

Half-angle of dirigible outrigger (radians), equation 63.

Takeoff rolling friction coefficient, equations 171 and 177.

p Mass dennity of atmosphere (slug/cu.ft.), equation 19.

PB Base value of p (slug/cu.ft.), equation 20.

a Structural stress (lb./sq.ft.).

a Specific fuel consumption (1b./hp~hr.), equation 223.

a Off-design specific fuel consiunption (lb./sq.ft.),
equations 232.
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aB Bending stress in tail fins (lb./sq.ft.), equation 257.

(Y Blimp maximum bending compression stress (lb.tt. 2 ],
equation 236.

C Circumferential tension stress (lb./ft.2 ), equation 238.

OD Design specific fuel consumption (lb. fuel.hp.hr.) 300
equation 224.

aL Longitudinal stream-in envelope material (lb./sq.ft.),equation 235.

U Dirigible longitudinal. stress (3b./sq.ft.), beforeequation 266.

aR Reforence specific fuel consumption (lb./hp.hr,),

equations 189, 196, 202, 208.

aREL Wire stres, relative . 1930s, equation 268 and 269.

I,

or Reference specific oil consumption (lb./hp.hr.),equations 190, 197, 203, 209.

at Lineal strength of envelope material (lb./ft.).

(Ot)D De3ign lineal load (lb./ft.), equations 240.
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Yield stress of structural material (lb./sqft.),
equations 264,

a, Atmospheric density ration at altitude, equation 19.

a Density ratio at design cruise altitude, equation 230.

Top outrigger angle (radians), equation 65.

Factor for takeoff drag, equation 175.

01 Factor for pitching moment, equation 115 and 118.

Factor for pitching moment, equation 115 and 118.

OE Factor for elevator moment effectiveness, equation 115.

•EM Installed envelope material factor, equation 243,

Op Blimp envelope pressure factor of safety, equation 246.

x Wetted area ratio, equation 180.

Parameter for takeoff distance, equation 178.
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V BB Blimp ballonet volume (cu.ft.), equations 30 and 250.

VCEN Car envelope volume (cu.ft.), equations 32 and 53.

V CL Clearance volume for dirigibles (cu.ft.). equation 35.

VE Envelope volume of airship (cu.ft.).

Design volume of lift gas (ou.ft.), equation 338.

VGMX Maximum gas volume (cu.ft.)

VRC Required car volume (cu.ft.).

VUSE Useful hull volume of dirigibles (cu.ft.), equation 33.

Wind speed ratio, equation 177.

w Lift ratio, aerodynamic lift to sea level buoyant lift,
equations 8, 131,

WAOPT Optimum w for maximum XAA equations 140.

VOPT Optimum w for maximum X v , equations 13, 143.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING



FTNS.UJ 05/26/77

PR~r*A94 ATRSHtP
COMMUN/CATA/P(t0,500),S(800),Q(LOC1bIT(1OOhiC(500I
EQUIVALENCE( S 1001 ,C (500))
TYPE PEAL L, ID NACLI ,HACLDNACLLONAGFRA ,NAOLCON4CINTJETAOLA83RAT
COMMON/CONST/GoGAMMA vPI 9RHOAIP iRHOWAT 9SPOFPS, TON9 VI SWAT VOLWAT
COMMON/ TY PES/JSH ZP, itBOILJI4ENG9 JMTRANJMPROPtJGAS*JHMAToJP4COI4
GOMMON/*TYPESZO.JT AlL.JGEAR
COMMON/ACCIN0FFNCPONENLSHP0U~,NTRPTRP0URNCREWNACCOM
COMMONIGEOMi./LOHFD.CPCXCUCWLO,8HDEKHTNCOMPS
COMMONIGEO92/HULLWAFINAFIN48,FINCFINARFINTCTAILATAZLWA
COMMONIGE 0M6/PROPCT0PCTOALFgrERLCGERLN
COMMON/GEOM31CARLEN, CARWID9 CAROVROVRMkX, SECLENCARFRT
COMP4ON/GEOMd,/STRTCSTVPTLSTRTTCSTRTWANACLLottACL0,NACLLONAGFRA
COMMON..PPLNT/SZMBLRNH!3LRSZMENGNMENGSZAEN'nNAENIG
COMMON/OPOW/VKTSHULLO(4),ET4(4dPOWR(4dPSACTPEACTJOP
COMMON/PRNTO2/SRTC04,HICLCcO'.NCINT4,ENGCD4,ORGZRODRGLZF, ALFPRT
COMMON/WATE/W(6,5),FOI(DSTOTWTPLATWTSTLIFTEM~TWTSLUSLOCRUSLO
COMt4ONhIATE2/WMNBWGNG ,WBALSFUELMX, WPROPS
COMMON/DORGSPC /MEVItSUF.UFvTERAiOELTCF 9GSTSPO* DYLOOD

COMMON/HISTi/MWVIT,HNWT(gHTOTWT(9),NCALWT(9),HF19)'
COMHON/COSTL/YRCOST iNPROD 9 FLATR 9LA BRAT 9 EL A!RROVRRAT 9 EOVE Ri PRQFI T
COMMONICOST2/CPL ANI3 'ICTIi( 3) CFUT(3) ,OST0K(3 ),CORV(3
COMMON/PRINTI/ZCCNST,!TECHICOSTNSHIPNCASECALWTPSFREQPrREO

COMMON/OFFIIMXSP0,'4XALTNALT,O0FFALT(1O) ,0FFSP0(LCI ,OFRNG( 10,10)
C0tMMONIPRINT2/VMXACTVMXRt1GVSACTVSRNGt,VEACTVERNGGPHR
DIMENSION SPDMX(201
CONMON/CONTROLINWTFPSTATLoDYLW'7
NSHIPmO 00 2 Int,800

2 5(1)'0o S Plx3o1d4159 S.Gu32.17'. S SPOFPSai.6878
C ADDITIONAL PPOOLEMS START HIEAE

3 NSHIPxNSI4IP#L S CALL DATAM9S,09INO) I X F(INO) RETURN
NCASEaC ý IF(S(711.LE..l.) GO TO 7 '". NhUTOxS(72)

6 NCASE=NCASE.1 S S(NAUT0)inS(?3)+(NCASE-l)fS(7l.)
C .,ADDITIONAL CASES START HERE, I

I TONuCCI) t GAMMAxC(2) 3 V.ISWATuwC(3) I RI4OA!R~af(d.
RHOWAT*GAM'4A/G S ,VOLWAT'TON/GAMMA . /
SUSSPOmSfl) . . *$DCMAP(,uS(26) s YRCOSTus(51 $ JSI4IPESIT6)
ENDSPD~s(P $SPCLPAaS(2?1 $ NPRCOaS4121 S JMBOIL=S(77)
RANGEzS(31 I SPCLtC~uS(261 $ FLAT'M*S(531 I JMENG.S(78)/tO.
CRSALTzS(41 S SPOI.CG=S(29) $ FLATLnS(941 S J'4TRANxS479)
NOFFmS(5) S FIXDIS=S(301 S LABR.A'YS(955 S JIIPROPESISD)
NCPOESI61 ELECKW-S(311 S DELAIRr$(56) S JGASAS(1il
NENLuS(71 I SZMBLluS432) S OVRRATuS(Sll I JGEARoSI821
SNPOURNSMi) S NM93LP.lw$(331 S HlOVERmS(Sfi) S JAENGuS153)
NIRPa$(9) S SZP4Nt,1SI341 I PROF17=SI5t3) S JATRANx~b41
TRPOURUS(t0) S NHENGilaS(351 S JAPROP*S(65)
LDmS(11) S SZANGiuS(361 % CPLAN(2)nS(bi) I JHMAT=S(861
CONSTDaS(121 S NAENGI=S(37) S COEV(110S(621
CPNS (1.31 S SPECPzS(361 I COEV(2)=S (63)

CSTOXI4()ab(64)
CSTO'((2)aS(651 I JTAILuS(90)

OSZ!NuS(16)l S ITECH*S(4I) S CTIN(1)u51661 S MXSPDUS(91)



BLMYZUS4171 S IOOST=S(L.21 S CTIN(2lnS(671 S PSTSPD*S(92)
GSPUREuS(18) t WTOL=S(431 S CFUT(i)uS(681 S CNGSPO=S('33)
GSTSPDuS(19) It MXWITxS(441) rFUT(2)=S(69) S MEALT:S(94)
TOSP~mS~2O) S VOLTCLuS(d.51 t FSTALTrS(951
TOALFSxS421) S MXVITMS(8.61 S M)CCASExS(71) I CNGALT.S(96)
SURUFmS(22) 3 GMB*41N=S47) S NAUTO=S(721
DELTcr:st23) $ GP48TOL=S(*.81 S FIRSTuS(731

FSTSHP=S(491 S CHNGExStT41
GRSRATmS(251
JMCONIFuS(78I -10. *JMENG
II:(TOSPO.LT.1.,, TOSPD=TOSPOOSUSSPD
IF(S(28)*ErQ.O) SPCLOK=3O,*S(27)
IF(MXWIT*GT.91 M'WWIT=9 S IF(MXVIT*GTo9) MXVITm9
00 8 IlmlqMXVIT 3 HNWTfI)x0

8 HTOTWT (I) =MCALWT M= HF (I) it
C PEOPLE, PAYLOAD ONO FIRST FSTIMATE OF TOTAL WEIGHT

NWTOG S NvoL-0 f GSFRACa1. S IF(JSHZP.EQo31 GSFRACs.93
0EKH4Tm8# $ OVRMAX.5;. $ SZMENG=500s S NMENGw2
NOREWrNOFF+NCPO+NENL S NACCOt~uNCREWf.NTRP
TOYTWTFIXOIS S IF(TOTWT@NE.01 GO TO 22

W(5t5)uW(5,*.I=SPCLPA S V(,59uV(994)*DEXHT*SPC 'LOX"'

C ADDITIONAL VYOLUME ITERATIONS START HERE--/
21 NVOL=NVOL+i SsUMFPxa
C AULJMfUNAL HIEIGHT ITERATIONS START HERE

22 NWTNWT+2. S IF(TOTWT,#LE*Ool GO TO 96
ILNVOLuTON'TOTWT/ (RHOAIR*G'GD.
Z=CRSALT.GSZIN -. S TEMRATmii.-6.8 76E-6*Z$ DENPAT=TEMRAT#44. 256
GSDEN=0n,0i57 s IF(JGASoEQ*21 GSOENO=.DD532

STLIFTmGSFRACI*(RHOAIPOG-GSOFN0) 4 ENVOLi'TON
N (6,5) uGSFRAC*GSDENOSDENRAT*ENV/OLITO.N
W(6,Ld.U.#-DEIRAT*GSFPACl*TOTWT. ,-. .
V46v3)aTON*W(693)lGSOEN0' . S V(6i4dUTQN*W(6tId/(RHOAIR*G)
OnEVL(P/.*C*DI41/. I L=LD*D
CSURF=(i.4.90/(LO'*2))*CP*4 (2.t3.) S ,4ULLWA=CSURF*PI*L*O
FINAa.,304(CP*#(1,/3.) )*((ENVOL/LO)'*(2./3.)) I TAILAm4.*FINA

FINC=FINA/11NB S FIA=.(Il*1)FN S TAILWAz2.*TAILA
FINTCe.02' .$ .IF(JSHIP*EG*J) FINTC=.iQ
IF(JSHIP.EQ.3) GO TO 26
CARWInU4. $ CAROVPw0 S SECLEN=G S CA'RENV00
CARLENEMAXIF (12. CARVOL/(CARWIO'0EKHIT)I
IF(CARLENLE..2*Ll GO TO 24 S CARLEN=.2*L
CARWIOUMAWI.F(4., CARVOL/ (CARLEN'OEKHT)I
IF(GAFRWID.LE,,15*0) GO TO 24 S CARWID=.15*D
CAROVRaCANVOL/IC ARLEN*CARWIOI -OEKHT
IF(CAROVR*LEOVRMAX) GO TO 2'4 1 CAROVRO0VRHAX

24. CARFRT=CARWIC*'DE'HTCAROVRI $ IF(SECLEN.NE.0) CARFRTaCARWID'OEI(HT
CARENVU (CARLEt*CAROVR§.SECLENWDEKHT) CARWID
GSFR.AC2L.-CARENVIENVOL S GO TO 28

26 CARLEN=L2. I CARWID=4. I CARFRTwl.*DEKHTOCARWIO
CLRRAD=.0O6*0 $ CLRVCLUCLRRADOHL)LLWA
GSFRAC=I .- CLRAYOL4USEVOL) /ENVOL
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28 GERLCzO S GERLN=0 I CPPP=2. S IF(JSHIP4EQ.31 CPRPz4v
GEPLENmO
OUTL=*5*(PROPO-NACLDI4CPRP S IFITOSPO.EVq.01 GO TO 30
PHIFXNzO $ IF(IJTAIL.EQ.Z) PHIFINas293 'S IF(JTAIL.EQ931 PHIFIH=*S
ALFt4RGa3e S CABVu2% S CGRDw3. I PNIGERm*50
GERLNCGRO4.S*~(PROPO-NACLD) S GERLC=CARY4PROPD4CGRO-OEKHT
BOTNACuCA4Ve,59fPR~OP+NACLo) I IF(VRiLCaGEoCGP.O1 GO TO 290
GERLCzCGRO S GERLN20EKHT4,CGPO0-BOTNAC

290 THETMXu(180./Pl)*ATAt4FUGERLC4LEX(HT,.5#PHIFIN*D)I(PHIGERPL)I
IFtTOALFS*EQ*01 GO TO 292$ IF(TOALFS*LE94THETMX-ALFMRG)) GO TO 291
GERLNaPHIGEP*L'$TANF(PIP(TOALFS+ALFHRG)/180.) -.SPHPFIN'O-BOTNAC
GERLCmBCTNAC+GERLN-OEI(NT

291 TOALFmTOALFS 1 6O TO 293
292 TOALF*THETMX-ALFMRG
293 XNzBOTNAC+GERLN S XCzDEKHT*GERLC
30 JOPUI. $ VKTS-SUSSPO S CALL ORAGPOW4R I PSREORPOWR(1.l

JOPUZ S V'KTSuEN0SPD S CALL DRAGPOWR S PERE09POWR(2)
POWwPSREO S IF(PSREObLTsPEREO/CRSRAT) POkWuPEREO/CRSRAT

SZ=SZMNGI S NiaN'ENGIS IF(SZ*NE*O*AND*N@NE,01 SO TO 32
!V(SZ.NE.O.AND*N.oF.0) GO TO 31,
IF(NoEO,01 NXI - S- SZcPOW/N $.,GO 70 32

3t N*POW/SZ tS IF(POW/SZ.GTaN) NinNi1'
32 PSACTuNA'SZ 'S $ZMENGuSZ t NMENG=N- - -

POW=PEREO (S I$ IF(PEREQ*GTCRSRAT*PSACT) POWzCRSRAT*PSACT
ISwSZANGiI NxHNAENG1S XF(SZsNEm0mAND9N@0'E*0) GO TO 34

IF(SZsNE9O.ANDN*5O.0) GO TO 33/
IF(NvEO.O) Nut- ' , S SZ=POW/N I GO TO 34/

33 NxPOW/SZ $ IF(POWISZoGT.Ni NUN4.1\
34 PEACTzN*SZ S SZAENG*SZ %S NAENGamN

BOYPP:(DRGZRO/(DRGZRO4-ORGLIFI))W(2 S)"
1G(ORGZRO/4ORGZRO+.59DRGLrF))*W1Wi,21IOYLODD)
AIRPPm (ORGLIF/tiORGZRODRGLIF)I*Wl2,5)

i+DGI/DGR+S*RGI)*W62+YOD
* I ~BOYSSTa(W(1,5)+W (3,4)4BOYFPI/STLIFT ,

AIRSST=(W(3ti)4AIQPP)IOYLCDO
.1C ESTIMATE THE FUEL WEI GHT '

GO TO(4i9,d2,43944,451,JNENG
41 SFCCON=.37 S SFCPARw0 s\ SdO.Toso5
42 SFCCONu(.6t. 004 *SZMEN)G)/(i'.O1ýSZMENG) .1 SFOPARaO $ GO TO 50
43 SFCCONm.35l.'. .5.srCPARUO $ GO TO '50a
44 SFCCONu. 31.---S SFCPARuOl I GO TO Sfl
45 SFCCONa(.?S+.0C1*SZtlENGI/(tt.002OSZMENGI I SFCPARsD I GO TO 50
50 SFCIJEGmC(931/iQ0. S UNFUELuC(94)tiO0. I RESFULuC(95)/i00.

USFUELu(I1SFCDEG)'ISFCCON*POWRI2)4SFCPAR'PSACTIORANGE#AENDSP0'ToNI
USFUELmUSFUEL4.F0' IELECI(W/.V46)' ISHPOUR*24. I/TON

W(6,2)3USFUEL/tC1-UNFUEL)*t1-RESFULI)-OYLOOD
FUELHXuW(6,2I.DYLODO.STLIFT*(i-OENRATI
GPHR*TON'&USFUEL'ENOSPD/ (RANGE*6. 6?)

C RECALCULATE THE TOTAL WEIGHT AND ITERATE
VKTS=S'USSPO
ZuBLI4XZ S TEMRATuL.-6*8?6E-6*Z% DENRAT*TEMlRAT**46256
CALL WEIGHT t EMTWTsPLATWT-W(4,1)-WIt4,I)-WW4NB
W(6,L~uIDCMAPGt100*.1ETWT
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CALWTrPLATWTW(S,rG)+w(6,5 3
SLUSLD=STLIFT-W(6, 1.) -MTWT
HTOTWT(NVOLI=TOTWT S I4CALWT(NVOL)=CALWT S HNWT(NVOLI3NWT
IFIFIYDIS.NE*03 GO TO 56 S FNEWT=CALWT1-TOTWT
FPCAL,!(FNEWT-FP4L)/(TCTWT-WTMI) S FPSU,4=FP3UM*MIN1Ft'0,FPCAL3
IF(NWT*EQ.*13 FPSU4=-.30 $ FP=FPSU14/tWT
WTOIF=:A9(FNEWT)/tTOTWT9AO~iF(FPPI $ GO TU 57

66 W(5q5lrTOTWT-PLATWT-W(6,51
C CALCULATE THE RE'wUIP.EO VOLUME AND ITERATE

57 CALL VOLUME S VAmFNVOL+CAkVOL

CARVOL:V(2,5)4V(3,5).V(4,5)+V(')5,)4.V(6,23
USEVOL=V (2,5) 4V( 3, +4,F)eV (5, 5).V (6, 2)
FMi=FNEWT t WTMizTOTWT
TOTWt=MAXiF(.?*TOTWTTOTWT-FNEFWT/FPI I IFINWToLT.61 GO TO 22
IF(WTDIFGT.WTOL/100,AND.tJWTLT,MXWIT) GO TO 22

C ACTUAL SPEEDS ANO~ RANGES
Z=CRSALT+GSZIN S TEMRAT=1.-6*876E-6*Zt DENRATxTEH~RAT~k'4.256
VMXACT=SUrSPO $ JO P:' 4 DO 60 NVP4AX=I,9
VKTS=VMXACT I CALL ORAGPOHR I RATPOWuPOWR(4)IPSACT

60 VHXACTmV4XACT/(RATPOW*0.53
VHXRNGnTON#USFUEL*VMXACT/((1.SFCOE.G)4(SFCCON'POWR(4)+SFCPAROPSACT)

VSACT:.SUSSPO I JOP=i. S 00 62 NVSACT=Lgq
VKTSmVSACT SCALL DPAGPOWR $ RATPOW=POWR(4)/cSACT

62 VSACT=VSACT/IR.ATPOW**.5)
VSRINGzT0N*USFUEL*V9ACT/(( I+SFCD)EG) *(SFCCON'IPOWR (4)+SF('.PAR*PSACT)I
VEACT:ENDSPO $ JOP:4 n 0 64. NVEAC1:i,9
VKTSmVEACT S CALL DRAGPOWR. S RATPOW=QOWR(L.)/PEACT

64. VEACTwVEACT/(F'ATPOW**.5)
VEN=C4UFEIVAT(ISCEG*SCOPW()SCAOSC)

C OFF-DESIGN RANGE AND SPEED
IF(MXSPD*LTi,1AND.MXALT*LT~i) GO TO 140
IF(MXSPVOGT.1O) MXSPIO=1 I IF(MXALT*GT*101 MXALTmi0
IF(MXSPC.GT. 0,AND.MR(ALTE,EO0l MXCALTxi.
lF(MXSPO.En.0oANDO4XALT*GTs0l MXSPO:1 I NALT=O

C ADDITIONAL Or F-DESIGN CASES START HE.IE
1±0 NSPD=O NALT!:NALT,1 t OFFALT (NALTk'FSTALT4(NALT.1)t'CNGALT

SPDMX(NALTI=SUSSPr) S 00 115 NVPOSu,99
ZxOFFALT(NALT)4GS7IN S TEMRAT~i.-6.376E-6*21 OENRAT:TEPIRAT#*t.,256
IF(JSHIP.E~o2eANDZ*GT.'3LMXZ) GO TO 135
VKTS=SP0MXtNALT) $ JOP:'. S CALL DRAGPOWR
RATPOWdP0WR(4)/PSACT $ SPOMX 4NAL T) =504X (NAL T)/SORT F RAT POW)

1±5 CONTINUE I JHXSPDO:
120 NSPOSNSPD4i s rF(JMXSPDNE.0) GO TO 135

OFFSPO(NSPOI UFSTSPO4(N4SPO-1) *CNr3SPD
IF(OFFSPD(NSPDI.,LF.SPDMX(INALT)I G0 TO 122
Jmxspoz1 $ OFFSP'O(NSPD)=SPDMX(NALT)

k122 VKTS=OFFSPO(t4SPD) S JOP&i. I CALL ORAGPOWR
ZMXFUL=FUELMX-STLIFT*(t-OENPAT)
ZUSFUL:( 1-UNFUEL 3 'C -RESFUL3 'ZMWFUI.
OFFENO(p'ALTNSPO)JaZUSFUL/(((j.+3FCflEG)/TON)*ASFCCON'POWR(43

1+SFCPAR*PSACT)*.60'(FLECKW/.?'i6)/TONI
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OFFRNG(NALTiNSPOI=OPFSPO(NSPnlI OFFEND(NALTNSPOI
IF(ZUSFUL.LE.Oi OFFEND(NALToNSPDOIN
QFFPOW(NALTNSPOIEPOWF(4')
OFFGPH(NALTNSPO)OTON9ZUSFNLI(6.6?#OFFENO(NALTNSPD)I
OFFUSE (NALTIuSLUSLO-STLIFT'(1.-OENRATI

130 IFINSPO.LT*MXSPO) GO TO 120
U3S IFINALT*LT.MXALTI GO TO 110
C ESTIMATE THE INVESTMENT COST

140 CALL INVEST I CALL PRINT I GO TO 100
96 PRINT 969NSHIP*NCASE S GO TO 100
98 FORMATf3.H1,6X*SHIP NUMq3ER#14vSX*CASE NUMBER14/7X

1f4EGATTVF TOTAL WEIGHT IN ITERATZON*//'TXS0ROSLEI4 DELETED*)
100 IF(MXCASE*LEell GO TO 3 8 IF(NCASEeLToMXCASE) GO TO 6

GO TO 3 S END

* SINGLE-BANK COMPILATION.
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SUflROUTZNE nRAGPOWR
COMMON/OATA'P( LO .500) (8 OlbQ(iOOI. IT (lC)9OOh(50
EQUIVALENCE (S (80 01 ,C(5 00 1)
TYPE REAL L, L~ONACLLNACLDNACLLONACFRANACLCO ,NACINTJETALABRAT
COMMON/C ON STItrGAMMA, PI, RHOAIRqRHOWATvSPDFPSvTON9 VI SWAT,9VOLWAT
COMMON/TYPES/JSHIPJMBO!LJMENGJMTRAN,.JMPROPJGASJHMATJMCONF
COMMON/TYPES2/JTAILvJGEAR
COMtION/PPLNTISZMBLRHMRLRSZMENGNMENGSZAENGNAENG
COMMON/GE04t/LsflHF~o.CPC',CB.CWLOOHDE(MT,NCOMPS
COMMON /GEOM2/H~ULLWA ,F INA* Fr NOBFINCF INA Rv FrNTO, TA ILA,9TA ILWA
COMMONiGEOM31CARLEN, CARWIfl, CAROVR*OVRMAXiSECLE'49CAR'RT
COMMON /GEOM4/CTP. TO STRTL9 STRT TO 9STRTWAqN ACLL 04ACLOqNACLLO9NACFRA
COMMON /GEOMP,/PROPO, TO SPOt TOALFGERLCGERLN
CON?40N/AIRGA S/TEt4QATDENPAT ,ETAP
COMMON/OPOW#VWTSNULLD(4),ETA(4htPOWR(4)hPSACTPEACTJOP
COMMON/W ATE/ W(69 51 9F IXOISq TOT WT,9 PLAT WTtSTL IF TE'TWTSL UJSLOoCRUSLD
COMMON/WATE2/WMN9iWGNGWr3ALSFUELMX, WPROPS
COMMON/VOL/V (6,5 ),ENVOLGSFPAC,CARVOL,USEVOLVR.
COMMON/ORGSPC/HE VI, SURUF,1EPRAOELTCFGSTSPDOYLOOD
COMMON/PRNTOJ/CHCFH4,CHCFT4,CDO4,ETA4,HULCO4,TALCD4,C!SLCO',CARCDi.
COMMON##PRNTD2/SRTC04tNCLC 049NOINT.4 9N GOD 4qRGZROq DRG IF 9ALF PRT

iiTYPE REAL NCLCO4,NG 'INT4 ./

GOTO1 FUNCTION DEFINITION'
2 RE =RHO:VF?~S;(WLlVISCOS 5 CFCs, 028/REY***14 IL=F

ZINnoW6Rk'rýR' 4 666 .'.' S Cý'1u.05861(ALOGIOICFL1~REYfl4142
CF2:.0S86/(ALOGiO(CFX1ZN/(1.+80.*((CFO*4.5) 'RUFR*CFX"1*.5)1 *42
CFOIF=ABS (Coý2/CF 0- i) S CF OxCF2

4 TF(CFOIF.LE..aal) .00 TO 6 . \ /
6 CF2CF2+DELTA /SGO t.O(30,40q50,p60),I(

10 VFPSatVKTS*SPf)FPS S. RHC=RHCOAIR*DE4RAT..
VISCOSaG. 169F-7*(TEMRAT*'1.5) /(TEMRAT+43841)

ST~ftUFuSURUFtl2OO0. S DELTAuOELTCF

21 NACFRAmNMENG'.O1.*S24ENG/I1+.001*SZt4ENG) .
IF(JNCONF.E~o2l NACFRAU'NMENGW,.i7#SZMENGh(l&S0O8*SZMENG)
IF(JMCONFEfl.3) NACFR.AuNMENG*.D4'SZMENG/Iii.Oc33'SZMENG)S GO TO 29

22 NACFRAsNMENG#.214SZMENG/I1,.O*040SZMENGI
IF(JMCONF.EO.2) NACFRAuNMENGP,17*SZMENG/(l+*00$*SZMENG)
IF(JMCONF.EQ.3) NAGFPAzNMENG 4 'CI766'ZMENG $ GO TO 29

23 NACFRA=NMENG'1.0*S7MENG/Ei*.0O6'SZMENGI 8 GO TO 29
24. NACFRAxNMENG'1.O'ISZMENG/(1,.O008SZ'4ENGI S GO TO 29
25 NACFRAuNMENG'.12'P(SZMEtIG)**.S S GO TO 29
29 NACL~u(4..*NACFRAI(PI'NMF.NGI))'45S NACLLzNACLLO#NACLO

IFINACLLeGE.1.3*GERLN) GO TO 28 1 NACLL.1.34lGERLN
28 STRTTCa.20

IF(JOP#EO.1) STRTLu2v+*5*(PROPO-NACLO)
STRTCnI.*STRTL S STRTWAn4.*NMENG*STRTL*STRTC
Kni I CFL.L S RUFmST0'RUF S GO TO 2

30 HULLCDO(i.4i.5/LO"1.5S+7.0/LOW*3)*CF
IF(JOP.EOv1) CHCFI$4m1E1*(CF-CFi)
K-2 I CFLxF!NC S RUFul**STORUF 5 GO TO 2
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1+4o. IFZNTC**3) 'FXNC#*t/HULLWA

CA'3LCD=O S IF~(JSHIPmFO.2) CABLCO..36E-3*IFINB/HULLWAI

TAILC~oTAILCO+CAOLCO
IF4JOP.E~o.i CHCFT~utE4*(CF-CFII
CARC~u * 5#CARFRT/HULLWA
X03 S CFL=STRTC S RUFuio0#STORUF S GO TO 2

50 STRTCDP((tot2.#STRTTC.60.#STRTTC'104d$CF*STRTWA4(STRTTC"*3)
I*STRTC"2)fHULLWA
K=4 S CFLwNAOLL S IRUF.1..0*STORUF 1 00 TO 2

60 NACLOO ~fALO4SNCLO*52oNCL*0)C*AF~HLW
NAOINTw*.0#NACFRAIHULLWA S NACLC~wNACLCO.NACINT
GEARGDou.7*(GERLN"02)/E12.#HULLk4AI
IF(JGEAR.EQ.2.ANO.GERLN.LT.i.34 NAOLL.I GEARCOmO
GOO sHULLCD+T A ILCO+C ARC D STRTCD+NACLC O+GE ARCO
OYR~**H*VP*2 S IF(JOPoEQo1) ORGZROmOYPRES*MULLWA#vCO0/

ITON
V23uENV0L*6( 2./3.1

62 AL~-,i6O S OL~mi*05 S FLI1NTut.6l TAA=5TAL/2
TARAT=1*2*TARAT-

ALT=FLINT*465'PI'NAR*,*o)RATF

AM~uloSS %,'FM~xL.'.0- ./ S AR~i",*45LISQRTF(V231
ALPHAs(PI*TOALF/tSUi,)*trOSPa/VI(TS)e#*2
CL~mALB*ALP14A+BLB*ALPHA**2 I CLOT2ALTfALPHA+9LT*ALPMAf#Z
TRIM=((At49..82*(IFNAWP.5oIOARM*ALT)*ALDHA /

1-(BMe+ARM44'LT3 4ALPHA'#21/(ARM'.37'ALT*(1.4ALP'4AI)
CLEu.3?#ALT*TRIM*IibeALPHAI S CLuCLBJ+CLOT+CLE
DYOD.*tO(FS0)V3CIO
ALFPRTwtS0.*ALPHAIP! . )
CDLB;ALO'ALPHA#*2+o9gP8Lr3ALPHA#- 3.

CO~C~(STRMt6APA - CDLu(COLB+CDLOT+COLE)4V23/HULLWA
!P(JOP.EO.I) DRGLIF=DY PRE S*HULLWA*C OL/ TON
ZIFJOPeNE*1) COL**5'CDL
HULLO(JOP)a..5RHO#CVFPSOM2I4HULLWA#400O4COLI'
NPROPSENMENG $ RPM=900. S A20'.0000. 3 CLA=#30

SPECPD*S(381 , ,IjFISPECPD.NE.O) PROPOrSPECPO
PROPP=55D.*s43d.) . $IFIPROPP*NE*01 GO TO 70 S ETA12.S
DO 45 NETA=11 9 I PROPPzEVFPS/ETA1I#I*(ULLO(JOP)/NPROPSI

ZF(JOP.NEd)l GO TO 75S IF(SPEOPOoNE*01 GO TO 75
ADOPTw..5C~-i2C * I s PROPDVFPS/U(RPM/'6G0.PAOOPTI
BETAu.1.5'CSP I Go To 80

75 ADRYFPS/I (RP'4/60*)*PPOPD)

BETAuI4AXtFt. 00iIFTA)
80 ETA2.(i.-FAOC) 'OSPV( (.4 017'IT(8ETA#9i.2~)'(Ita(ii.46'CSP/OETA)4'3

FETAmETA2-ETAI S FCALwfFETA-Ft)/ETAI-ETAMil
PFPEaMINIPI-l#9FCALt
ETAOZF.ABSF(FETA),/IcTAI'A8SF(FPEI)' I FloFETA I ETAMILETAI

* ETAIxMAXIF(.iS,ETAI-FETA/FPEl
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IF(S(341,INE.O) GO TO 90 8 IF(ETADIFsLEo9Oi) GO TO 90
65 CONTINUE
90 TIPSPD=PI*tRPM/6O.) #PROPO

ETAPmETAL
IF(J0PoNEot) GO TO 95

14 (PROPO##l.?6)/TON
COO~u.E'.#COD S ETAI4uETAP S HULCO4wlE4fHULLC0
TALCD4wlD0.#TAILCOi'HULLCO S CARC04c~'100 .CARCO/94ULLCO
SRTC04*10O.*STRTCOlmULLCD S NCLCU4=10o.NACLCO/HULLCO
NCINY4uI 0O.*NACINT/HULLCO

'A ENGCO4 I D.' *(SYR TGO+NACLCOlj'HUýL Onl
ý4 ~95 POWft(JOP~u(HULL0(JOP)*VFPylý?TAPI/5tfl

RETURN I END

SINGLE-BANK COMPILATION*
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SUSROUTINE WF.IGHT
COMqMON/oATA/#P~t0,500)q5(eC00),(LO),Z1T(t00),C(00)I
EOLITVALENCE(SIS00I ,C(501)
TYPE REAL LLDNACLLtNACLDNACLLnINACFqANACLCONACINTJETALA8~tAT
COMHON/CONST/GGAMH4A*P!,RHOAliRRHOWATSPDFPSTONUISWATVOLWAT
COMMONITYPES/JSHXPJMOOILJMENG,.JP4IRANJMPROPJGASJHMATJMCONF
COMIION/TYPES2/JTAZLoJGEAR
COHMMN/PPLNTISZM9LR, NMBLR9S7MENGNMENGSZAENGeNAENG
COMP4ON/ACC/NOFFNCP0,NENLSHPDURNTRP,'RPOURNCREW,NACCOM
COM?40N/GEOM1/L ,SHF,F1 ,CPCKCICWLO,3H,0EKHiTNCOMPS
COMMO~i'GEOM2/NULLWAFINAFIN8,VINCFINARFTNTCTAILATAILWA
COMiMON fGEO461PRO PO9T OSPOo T OALF 9GERLC 9GE RLN
COMMON/GEQI431CARLENtCARWIDi GAROVRvOVRF4AX9SECLEN90ARFRT
COMMOH/GEOM~4/STRTCSTRTL, STRTTCSTRTWANACLLNACLONACLLDNACFRA
COMMON/OPDW/dIKT~,HULLD(),ETA(4),POWR(IlhPSAOT,DPEACTJOP
COI4MONIWATE/W(6, 5),FIXDIS ,TOTWTPLATWTSTLZFTEt4TWTSLUSLOCRUSLO
COMMON/WATE2/WMN~lWGNGWRALSFUELMX, WPROPS
COMMONODRGSPCIHEVISURUP~,TERADELTCF ,GSTSPDOYLOO'O
COMMON/AZRGASITE MRATOENRAT1ETAP
COMMON/VOL/V(E6,5bENVOLGSFRACCARVOLUSEVOLVR
COIMiON/WTPRNTi'SIGT----. .. .-

PLATWTu0o 00 O 21.1,l4 .. . . .. /
2 WITI,51. SVFPS=SPDFPSOVe(TS--.....

IF(JSHIPmEQ*3) GO TO 30 / A
GO TO1,1t2,13,1i.,15,j6,17,1O,19,2g~,JH~A

11 ENMMI4Nu.1L IENMINTs.0834-,. S EN'4SLP".7.TE-6 It GO TO 21.
12 ENMM!Nsiiii $-ENP INT*.CG34r .'$ EHt4SLPc47o7E-6 I GO TO 21
13 ENMHINuo0b25 S EtNHINTsoOS6.1 S'ENMSLP*I1..SE-6 S GO TO 21
L4. ENMMIN=*O625 $ E.NMXNTmo037S' IS ~ENMSLPm2So?E-6 $ GO TO 21
15 GO TO 21.K \j /
l6 GO TO 21. Z ~ /
17 ENMMINu*0333 .S ENMINY .0iii' S EI4MSLPz15.3E-6 S GO TO 21
18 ENMP4IN*.034.7 S ENMINT-.a25 -' S ENMSLPlt?*iE-6 I GO TO 21
19 EN94MlNoD2V8 S ENMINTu.O1.6? S ENMSLP*4*63E-6 S Go To 21.
20 ENHMINmo03t3 S ENI4INTu90222 .S EN4SLPz6o94.E-6 S GO TO 21.
21 PRSFAGE3.0 9 EN'4FACul*64 . :,ýI\

SIGTuPRSFAC,'2.*GSTMOM/((PT/~14.1021 ,,\ I
WENuENMFAC*MAX.F (ENMHZ NENMINT4ENMSLP'SIGT) 'NUILLA/TON
WMISENu.iS#WE? ,S$ WSUPTOxSTLIFT4DYLOOO-Wf1,5)
WSUSPu.01eo~wSUPT'-,-' S WPGALmoD23*TOTWT
WBNET.(6.39'EtMMINl*fGSFPAC.(j-cENRATI.ENVOLI**I2./3,1)/TON
W(1,1)uWEN.Wt4ISEN.WSUSP.WBNETi44PGAL S W(io2la.014 4T0TWT
Wti,3)u 7.5E-6*GSTSPO*VFPS'TAILA'F'!NR/TON S W41.,'duO

* GOTO 40
30 GSTt4OMm(33.128*1*GSTMOH S SIGRELmi

SIGREL2. 00
WM~l2E4164/SGE*O) WINT~s.OZ2'TOTWT/SIGREL
WLNGu10.3E-6'TOTWT'(L'*2)/(D'SIGRELI
WWIRm15.9E-6*TOTWT*LiSIGREL S Wt1,1)zW'4NF+WINTF+WLNG4WWIR
WBSm.0086vTOTWT S WCOVu.CI4a50(HULLwA+.2,TAILAI/ (SIGRELOTON)
wcovw.0 S WMISH*.0015*TOTWT
Wllv1,luWBSI.WCOV.WCOVW4WMISH
U 11,3)0 * 7.E-6*GSTSPO#VFPS*TAILA*FINB/TON
WGSCL=*I03S6/SIGRELI*2S'HULLWAITON S WNETu.0020*TOTWT
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WVALa. 00I.2*TOTWT S W(iId2WGSCL+WNET4UUAL
40 GO T0441,42,'.39449451,JHENG
41. WFNG=PSACT'14.0+.020'SZMENGd/11+.0I0'SZMENG) S GO TO 50
42 WENG.PSACT'(3.5,.015'SZMENG)/(t,.012*SZMENGI $ GO To 50
43 WENr,=PSACT'1.o GO TO 50
44 WENG=PSACT*6*0 S GO TO 50
45 WENG=PSACT*(.84+.O02*SZMENG)/(141005*SZMENGI t GO TO 50
50 WI(UL=.19*PSAC1' S WLU9m0 S W3TRT=slS*PSACT

WNACLvNMEtNG'1. 9'PI*NACL0*NACLL
WLOC=WENG+WKUL4WLU9.WNACL+W(2931+GEqWT $ WOUTm.0i*STRTL*WLO3
WI2,i)=(WENGWKULWSTRTWtýACL+WOUTi/TON+.07#FUELMX
14(2931=WPPOPS
N (2, 4)ws3. 3S(31]

?F(JSH!PqEO.31 GO To T0
GERWT=. 00027' 12. 'GERLN+GEFLCI' ITOTWTeOYLOODO
lF(TOSPOE0..0 GERWTuD
!FIJGEAR.EO.2.ANO.GERLN.LT.1. 3'NACLLI rERWT*(4*/3. )*GERWT
W(39i)=GEOWT S 43,p2)=C0O25*TOTWT
%4ACCS=.004*T0TWT S WSLECU.007'T0TWT, S WAUXr-.0O7'TOTWT
WHYDo0~04*tOTWT..... WF3ALS=*OOT*TOTWT -- S WMNB=.030*TOTWT
14(3,3) uWACCS4WSLEC'WAUX+WHYD WSN 3f412145ALS+WMNO.
GO TO 80 *.

TO WMOR=.OOV'TOTWT' .5WCCARr.(23./TON)*(TOTWT*rON)**(1./3.)
NC CA R=.oo*rW 0 050I
l~lCONT--,133lOTWT I W INSz.O014*TOTWT S WRCOMu.0036*TOTWT
GERWTsý.000tf*2.*GERLN+GEFLC14gTOTWT4OvLoOO)'
IF(TOSPO,EOsCI GERWTmO
lFIJGEAR.EQ. 2.AND.GERLN.LT.i.3'NACLLI GERWTwI4sf3,)*GERWT
W(3911=WMO~t+WCCAR+WCONT+GERWT 8 W(3,2)=WINS4WRCOM
WGNG=.012*TOTWT t WHVEN=.001'TOTWT S WSLECx.007*TOTWT
WBALS=.OO0'TOTWT S WWECz2.0*PSACT/TON $ WMN~c.034TOTWT
WWREC=O
W1393)IWGNG4NHVEN+WSLFC' . N3,4)=WqALS4.WWREC4,WMNB 1

C ACCOMODATIONS GROUP-
80 WPERS'165.*NACCOM/TON S WEFF=0

IF(SHPOUP.GT..05) WEFF=4.*4NACCOM/TON
IF(SI4POURGTo2.) WEF~F=(?O. +t0.'SHPOUR) 'NACCOM#TON
W(I,1)=WPERS~wEFF S W(4,p21u20s*NACC.')M/TON
IF (SHPOURoGToo5l. N ,92)I(4U.'NCPEH460.NTRP) /TON

L ~IF(JSHIP*EO.2) W (i,2lmW(4,2)+.O5SvHSUPTO
IF(SHPOURsLE..05) GO TO 84 3 IF(SHPOUR.LE..5) GO TO 82
NPROVx4. S9SHPDUR*NACC0M/ToN I WWATri6,qSM0OUR*NACCOM/tON
NrUR=i00.*NAC(rOM/TON I WHVPmb0**NACC0MfTON S G~O TO 86

8? WPROVz'..5*NACCOM/TON $ WWATm.*.NACCQM/TON
NFURU3O.#NACCOM/TON S WHVP=l.#*NACCOM/TON S GO TO 86

84. NPROVv0 S WWAT=0
WFURs220.NAdCCM/TON S 1IHVP=O S GO TO 86

86 NI4,3INWFUR+WHVP $ W(4,4)NWPROV4WWkT
DO gi Imi,'. I DO 90 Jxl.'.

91 PLATWT=PLATWT.W(I,51
RETURN I END

SINGLE-BANK COMPILATION*
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SU~RRUTINE VOLUME
COMMON/OATA/P(1O,30OohSIOOhQ9(1OU),!T~iOIUOC(5OO)
EQUIVALENCE(S(60019C45001)
TYPE REAL LLDNACLLNACLONACLLONACFRANACVLCONACINT, JETAtLABRAT
COMMON/CONST/GGAMM4APZRHOAlRRHOWAT, SPOFPS, TON, VISWAT ,VOLWAT
COM'lOt/TYPES/JSH!PJMBOILJMENGJMTRANJMPROP1 JGASJHMATJMCONF
COM1N0N/TYPES2/JT ATL, JGEAR
COMMONIPPLNT/SZMBLRoNgILRS7.NENG ,NMENG, SZAENGNIAENG
COM4MQNIACGIN0FFNCP0,NENL,5HPOURNTRPTRPOURNCREWNACCOM
COMMON/GEOMi/L,9,HPDCPCECBCWLO9IHOEI(NTNCOMPS
COMMON&4GEOM2/HULLWAFINA, FIN8FI NO, F!NhAR9FINTC, TAIL AtTAILWA
COMMON'GEOM6/PROPO9,TOSPO, TQALFGERLOGERLN
COMMONGEOI13/CARLýI4,CARWIO, CAROVRvOVRMAX9SECLENvCARFRT
COMMONIGEOMh/STRTC.STPTLSTRTTCSTRTWANACLLNACLDONACLLONACFRA
COHMQN#CPOW/VKTSHULLI4) ,PETAI44 ,POWR(41 ,PSACTPEACTJOP
COMMONIWAT/W(6,53),FIXOIST0TWTPLATWTSTLIFYEMTWTSLUSLOCRUSLD
COMMOM/WATE2/WMN8,NGN~, WBALSPUELN~,WPROPS
COMMON/DORrSPCNEVI SURUPTERAOELTC~.6STSPDOYLODO
COMMON/AIRGAS/TENRATOENRATETAP
COY4MON/VOLtV(6,5),ENVOLGEFRACCARVOLUSEVOL.VR
n0 S Iul,4 A's-00O5 Jul ,5 .

5 V(IOJ)uo .

V1392)u.1O'DEH4TW(392)*T0N
V(393)u( .O5*W4393)4Zo*WGNG)*TON
V (3941 asO5W (3q4 $*TOM
1IFJSHIP*CQO.3) V43,u.Os5#(W5AL3*WMNF9)*TON,/
Vf49.2).15.POEKHT#NACCOM
XF(SHPDUR9GT. .51 V14,2)uOEKHT'(30. #NCREW*I.5.*NTRP)
Vt4941zpO6#W(5.,a.ITON 'S V(6,2)u.O5fW(6,2)*TON
00 95 InI,4 $ 00 96 Jnin,

95 V(Iqs)uV(I,5)+V,(IJ)

RETURN S ENDa \

* SINGLE-BANK COMPILATION. *--~



SUSROUTINE INVEST
COMMON,'tATA/P(j0,500),SIq800'iGiiO0),ZTti1O0lC(50OI
EQUIVALENCE (5(80 0)vC0(50 Cl
TYPE REAL LtL0,N ACLLNACL0,NACLLO. NACFRA9 NACLCOo NACINT, JETA qLAOBRAT
TYPE REAL MXPLNLSMXCHCLtMXCHGF
COMMON/CONST/(,GAMMAPIRHOA!P,RHOWATSPOFPSTONoVISWATVOLWAT
COMMON/TY.PES/ JSH IP vJMFI OIL, JHENG9 JM TRAN,;JMP'ROP9 JGAS v JHMAT 9JMCONF
COMMON/TYPES2/JTAIL,JGEAR
COMMON/PPLNT/SZMBL~, NM9LR SZMENGdJIMENGSZAENG, NAENG
COMHN0NdACC/NOFF9 NCPO0,NENL 9SHP OUR 9 NTi P TRP DOU9 NCRE W 9 ACCOM
COMMONIGFOMILB.HF',OCPCXCrhCWL~OII3DEKHT ,NCOMPS
COMMON/GEOM2/HULLWA,FINAFINBFINCFINARF1NTCTAILATAILWA
COMMON/GE(VMV3PROPO9 TQSPCq ¶OALFtGERLC9e;ERLN
COMMON*#GEO043/CARLEN9CARWI09 CARflVR90VPMA)(.SECLENtCARFRT
COt4MON/GEOMd./STRTCSTRTLSTRTTCSTRTWANACLLNACLDNACLL0,NACFRA
COMMON/OPOW/V.KTS 9HULL ( 4) qETA (4) sPOWR 4) PSACT 9PE ACT* JOo
COMMON/WATE/W($,5lFIYOISTOTWTPLATWT,STLIFT,EMTWT,SLUSLOCRUSLO
COMMON4/WATE?/WMNBWGNG9WBALSFUF.LMX, WPROPS
COMMON/ORrSPC/HE VI, SUP UF, TERA9OELTCFoGSTSPoDYLODO
COMMON/A IRCAS/TEMRAT ,DENRATETAP
COMMON/COSTi/YRCOSTNPRO,00FLATR, LA0RATOELAFIROVRRATOEOVERPROFIT
COMMON/COST2/CPLAN(3),CTIN(3) ,CPUT(3) ,GSTOI<(3) ,COEVI3)
COMMON/?COST3/CCHNG(3htCSYEI3),CESC(3),CLECG(3),COAOG(3),TOTEND(31

j COMMON/COSTi./FLNLA4,FLNMATFLNOELFLNDEMHRA6i,5),CM(6,5),HCS(6,5l
COMMON/COSS/CMCS(695),NCE(6,5),CMDE(6,,5)HT(6,5),CTL(6,5l ,CTM(6,5)
COMMON/COST6/CPRFT(6j,5) CBAS(6,5l ,CGFM(6,5l ,OTBC6,5l
COMMON/COST7/HLNI6),CMLN($.dHCSLN(6lCMCSLN(6),HOELN(6),CMOELN(6)
COMMON/COST8/HTLN(5dCTLLN(6),CTMLN(61,CPFTLN(,~CBLN(6BhCTBLN(P6l
COMMON/COST9/HRSq0MSHCSSCMCSSIH0ES,C'lOESNTSCTLSCTMSCPRFTS
COMMON/COia/C!3StCGFPISCTBSHRLNSCMLNSIHCSLNSCMCSLSMOELNSCHDELS
COMMON/COSTLI#'HTLNSCTLLNS ,CTMLNSCPFTLSCBLNSCGFMLSCTBLNS
COMMON/COSTi2/CENOPCENOFCENOF1,CENDAV

C INITIAL17E THE COST QUANTITIES
DO 2 1,14 S 00 1. J~1,5
HR(IJ)ZCM(IJ)mCS(I,J =CMCS(IJ)=HOE(1,Jl=CMDE(1,J)=HT (IJ)mO

i CPTL(I,J):CTM (IJl:CPRFT(1,J)sCE3AS(IJlxCGrM(I,J)=CTB(IJ)30
tiLNI I)xCMLN(I) UHCSLN (I) =CMCSLN(I) HDEL.4(1l=CM0ELN (I) .HTLN (I)=

2 CTLLN(IIZCTMLN(I 1:CPFTL?ý(1ICELN(I)=CT'3LN(I):O
FLAT (J.e (FLA7R/100. I) #(YPCOST-ig76.)
FOELA8=C(401)/1O0. S FOEMAT=C(4t021/100.

4 FCSLA(3uC(d.03)/l00. S FCSMAToC1404)/100f.
OVTRM=I..OVRRAT/100. $ DETR4I1.4OEOVER/1OO.

C CALCULATE THE LEARNING FACTORS
RLNLABzC(g.37) % RLNMAT=C(436) S RLNOELuC(439) $ RLNOEM=C(4401
1.1 S RLNURLNLAB

4 FLNT=O I D0 5 NulsNPROD $ EX=-ALOG(100./RLN)/ALOG(Z.l
5 FLNT*FLNTCN**EX $ GO TO(697*bi99h1
6 FLNLAB=FLNT/NPROO S 1=2 S RLN=RLNMAT S GO TO 4

L7 FLNMAT=FLNT/NPROO S 1=3 3 RLHMRLNOEL 3 GO TO 4
6 FLNOELwFLNT/NPROO $ 1ml4 S RLNzRLNDEM S GO TO 4
9 FLNDEMmFLNT/NPROD

C COMPONENT HOURS ANO MATERIAL
HR(tvil= 6000.4W1,191 S C'4(iq,~i:7000.'w(iqll
HR(1,2)u 6000.*W(1,21 S cM(1#2=1?00aoC.W(i,2)
HR (. 3)m FjOCO.*WN(1,31 $ CM (i,3)xt?000.'w(1,3)
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HR(292lz 60OO.*W(291., S CM(21,4I1=00064w(1,4)
HR291 6000.*W(2,3) S CM(2,31lmi000.*W(2q3)
HR(2942) 60OO.*W(292l $ CM(2294)v70O00.W(2q2)
MR(,39il 6000."W(,39) SCtl(239)utD000.*W(,39t

HR(392)m 6000.4,W4392) CM(3,21=17c000,W(3,21
MR ( 3,p31a 60 00.. *W ( 3,931 $CM (3q3)=170O0qW(3,3l
M4R(3, 41 a 6000,4'Wtl39.1 CM4(3,4)zi7000.#W(3v4l
HR(4,21m 6000.#W(49,21 S C4(4*21m170O00.W(&,,2)
R (4, 3) u 600 0.1$W ( 4,3) 1 CM(4v3)mt70O0.*W(4.,3l
Cp4(6v3)=*055*T0N*W(6,31/#01057 I IF (JGAS*EO.21 CM(6931NO

c COST CALCULATIONS FOR F.ACH CO4PONENT
PRDUCTute1(1a+C(4111.i~#00o)
IF(JSHIP*EO.J,) PROUCTuiolti.+C(4161/10O.d
SUPHRSmC(4.12l I IF(JSHIPoEQ.4) SUPHRSuC(e.17)
YROLA9'=C(4is3l I IF(JSHIP.Efl.I) YROLA~zO(4i81
YRDMAT=C(1.LI.) S IFIJSHIP.EQo4l YRDMATEC14191
00 72 I=1,6 S 00 72 JUI,'.
HR(Ij)'(1..SUPH~RS#10C. )'(1.4YRDLA6/I00. l'HR(1,J)/PRDUCT
CM(IJ)U (t.+YPOMAT~I0C. I'CM (9IJ
HCS(I,J~uFCSLAB't4R(19J) Q.S MGS(Ijj)mFCSMAT*C4(I ,J)
140E(IJl.FOELAB*HR(IJ), S CMDE(IvjI.F0EMAT*CM(I9Jl
HT IIJ1.HR(IJI.HCS(tIJ+lDCEIqJI
CYL (I, JIuO VTRH'L ABRAT'IH ( IJ) +NCS (I, JI) 4ETRM'OELABR*HOEIIJ
CTM(I,J)xCM(IJ) .CMCS(1,JI+CMDE(Z,JI
CPRFT(I,J)=(PROFIT'100.19(CTL(I,9J)4OTM(IJ~l
COASEZJImCTL('1,Je4CTM(IIJ) 4CPRFT(loIJ

72 CTB(IJlnCBAS(1,J14-CGFMI1,J) /

C SUMS FOR EACH GROUP

CTL(I, K)CTL(IIKl+CTIiJIý S CTM(19IlCM(19I,)CTM(19Jl
G8AS(IPK)2C6S(IqKl+40$SIIjl S . ' /~CMSIK)CCSIJ
CTBE(IK9HiK)CBIl+HGT8IIJ) I L'0F(IvlmM**\\ /ME(q~

74 GF(IqX)=TI9CGF HT(IvJ)~C7IJ S GMI9)zGM(i.CGHI

TLN(I9)2FLNLSH(IKlTLIv CTML(I)9FlN1ATM(91CTM[IvK

HOELN (I *X) UFLNOL'HD 41, KI+PF( 9'J) N )FNOMCOE4,K
HTLStI9 )HLNA(II*Kl4CSLN (I9JHE()

CT8LN(IIECMLN(I9)4CMCSLNI9)CDEN

74 CTBLN(IK)rUCGFM(I9K4fCGFP41,K

C = SUM 00 S O MARGIN

76HRS~LN~uCMi C'4LNS B* CSSIMCSLS CMC4 MCSLN(I=FNOESUHOELSUCMD C

CMDELS=HT~uHPOFTLNSCTL~fzTLLNSUCTM ,CTM4LN(IPFTl PFLIG~

CRLNSuCGFMS3CGFMLS.CTBSuxCTBLNSu0
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Kus5 00 82 Illi*6
HRS=HRS+HP,(I*Kl S HRLNS=HRLNS+HLN(I)
cmszcms+cm(r,Ki S CMLt4SxCMLNS+CMLNIII
HCSSNHCSS4HCS$Ilol) S HCSLNScHCSLNS94ICSLN(XI
CMCSS*CMCSS+CMCS(IKi S CMCSL~zCOCSLS4CMCSLN(I)
MOES=HDES.MOP(II(I S H DE~L tS=HELNS4.MDELN(I I
CMDESwCMOES+CMDE 41,K) S CMDELSxCM.DrLS4.CmOELN(II
HTScHTS4Nr(I 9KI S HTLNSzHTLf4SI44TLN(I)
CTLSaCTLS4CTL(IPKI S CTLLNSLCTLi.NS4CTLLN411
CTMSuCTMS4CTM(19K) TL~CMLSCMNI

C5Sz8S+CAS(I~l$ C3LNSuCr3LNS4+CBLN(I3
CGFMS=CGF'MS+CGFMi!,K) S CGFMLS=CGFMLS+CGFM(II(I
CTBSzCTES4CrTB(IK

82CTBLNSuCT4LNSCTBLN(Il
IFINPROO.LE.±dl CBLNS=G6]S S IF(NPROD.*LE~ta) CT8LNSwCT8S

C CALCULATE THE OC MARGIN COST
5UMCuWE1,s)+W(2,h)Wt3,53+W(4,2)4.W(d,3)+W(5,5)
CRAI=W(69il/SUMC
HR(6,1j)vHR(6*5)=CRAT*HRS S HLN(6$.CRAT*HRLNS
CM46tI)-CM(6,~lwCPAT*CMS I CMLN(6)*DRATOCMLNS
HCS(691j=HCS(6%55.,CRATOHCSS S HCSLN(EI)mCRAT41HCSLNS
CMCS(6,fluCMCS Ie.51uCp.AT#CMICSS I CMCSLN(G)uCRAT*CMCSLS
HDE(6sI)=HDE(699)wCRAT4H0ES S HOELN(S)=CRA)i*HDELNS
CMOE(6,il=CMDE(b,5p6aCrAT4GMDES S CMDELN(6)mCRAT*CMOELS;
'lT (6, I)=HTt6,5)mCRAT*HTS 9 HTLN(61*CRAT*'4TLNS
f'V(6v1)=CTLI695)xCRAT*CTLS - $ S TLLN((i=CRATfCTLLNS

CTMt6,10=CTM(6,5)=CRAT'#CTMS $CTMLMt6V*CRAT4LCTMLNS
CPRFTf6,1)aCPRFT (E,,5I=CRAT*CPRFTS
GPFTLN(6)=CRAT*CPFTLS 8 CGFM(6*i)=CGFM(6o,5=O.
Ct3ASE6, i)=C8AS(6t~lmCIFAT*C8S S C8Lh(6I=CRATvCRLNS
CTBI6,11=CTBI6,5)uCfqAS(6,ii)+CGF'I(6,LI
CTBLN(6)=CSLN(61+CGFM(6951

C SUMS WITH 0C MARGIN
1=6 SK=5
HRS*HRS4HR(19K) S HRLNS=HRLNS4HLNII)
CMSUCMS+CM(I,K) S CMLNScCMLN34CMLNtI)
HCSSaHCSS+HCS(IlKi S HCSLNS%,HCSLNS+HCSLN(Il
CMCSS=CMCSS+CMCSUIK) S CMCSLS=CM1CSLS*CMCSLN(I)
HDESwH0ES+HDE(II() S HOELNS=H0ELNS+HDELN(I)
CMD0S.CmDESeCm0E(I9K) S CMOEL3:C~4DELS4+CMOELN(AI3
HTSzHTS4-HT(IK) S HTLNSuHTLNS+HTLIN(I)
CTLSaCTLS+CTLII,PKI $ GTLLNS=CTiLNS,.CTLLN(II
CTMSoCTmS.CTM(IsK) S CTMLNS=CTMLNS*CTMLNII)
CPRFTScCPRFTS.CPRFT(IIK $ CPFTLS=CPFTLS*CPFTLN(I)
C8SnCBS+C4ASI,'K) S C9N=BNSC3Nl
CGFMS=CGFMS+CGFM(IK) S CGFMLSxCGFMLSCGFM(IKl
CTOS&CTBS*CTO(IvKI $ CTBLtNS:CTBLNS+C!81N(I)

C END-COST INCREMENTS AND END COSTS
CSTMRGwC('.151 S IF(JSHIP.EO3.41 CSTMRGnC(d.20)
FPLNL=.C(I.2t) S MXPLNL=C('.221 S FSYSL:C(4.231

FSYSFr-C14241I S IF(JSHIPoEfl.41 FSYSL=C(4.251
FCHGL=CII271 I MXCHGL=C(4281 S FCi4GFwCE(.291
'4XCHGFaC(430) FLECL=CI'.3t) S FLEC~FaC4d.3Z)
F0RDL'nC('.33) S FOP.OFuC(43I.) S FESCL=C('.35)
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FESC~uC( 1436)
CPLAN~i)xMTNtF((FPLNL/100. I'C8Sd4XPLNLI
CPLAN( 3ICPLANt2) S CSYS(3).IFSYSF/'tDa.)*(C8SCPLAN(33)

K CSYS(1)m(FSYSLI±OB.I'(OCBS.CPLAN1il)
CSYS(2)u(FSYS/1.OO. )*(CELNSiCPLAN(2I')
COEVI)mCOEV4212
CCHNG(1)uP4INiIFiUCI4GL/LOe'*C6SIMCHGL)
CC14NGI2)*MINIF((FCHGF~1Ue.)'CBLNSNXC~rPFI
CCHNG( 3) EM!NIF iiFCHGF/±OO * I CIS,MICHGFI
CLECG(1)stFLECLfIGO0*~ CGFMt6,1) S CLECG(2)u1FLECF/tOo*)OCGFM(6qL)
CORDG(1,in1FOROLflC*)*CGrP4(692) t co'RoGI2)wfFORoF/1aS. )*CGFM(6q2)
CLECG(3)zCLECG(EI S COF.OG(3)wCOROG(Z)
CESC~l)m(FESCL/iO~o.)'CBS.CPLAN(11).CSYS iI~f
CESCI2)u(FESCF/IOO.)S(CBLh4S4CPLAN(2)4CSYS(2))
CESC(3)' EFESCF/iOO )*(CBS+CPLANI 3) CSYS(13)
CTIN(3uCTIN(21 I CSTOK(31*CSTOK(2) S CFUTf3lwCFUT12)
00 84 Iwl,3

68 TOTENOlI.CzPLANUI4+CCHNG(I)+CESC(II+OLEGG(rI+CORDGtZI
1.CSYS (I I+COE V(I) 4CTINII) +CSTOKC(I) +CFUT rII
CENOPoCIBS+TOTEND(1I S CEND~uCTBLNS+TOTENOM2
CENOF1uCTBS.TOTEtla(3)
CENaP-t1..csrNRG,taO.*')(CENOP-ccsC11I-oF~Ufif'+CESC11+CFUTdi)
CENDotu i,+CSTMRG#iOD.)4(CENDF-CESQ (2)-CFUT(2I I.CESC(2I4CFUT (2)
CENOFluti.+CSTMR9/IOO.I*(CENOFL-CESC(3)-CFUT313).CESC(3I4CFUT(3)
CENDA~u(NPROO*CTBLNS+TOTEN.D(i+(NPROO-ti)4TOTENO12n)/NPROO
RETURN $\ýENDO',./

F * ~~~SINGLE-!)ANK COMPIc'AIIONo'.,/Fý '



SUBROUTINE PRINT
COM4PON/OATA/P(1o,5OOhtS(8OOipaO(1OO)TItOOC ,C(500)
EQUIVALENCEMS(8OhC000O))
TYPE REAL LLDNACLL ,NACLCrNACLLONt4CFRANACLGONACINTJETA ,LA63RAT
COMMON/OONST/GGAMMAPIRHOAIRRHOWATSPOFPSTONVISWATVOLWAT
COMMONTYPESIJSH7PJM8OILJMENGJMTRANJMP"POPJGASJHMATJMCONF
COMIIONI'TYPES2/JTAIL, JGEAR
COMMONIPPLNTI'SZH9LRNM9LRSZMENGNMENGSZAENGNAENG
COMMONIACCINOFF, NCPONENLSHPOURNTRPTRPOURNCREWNACCOM
COMMONIGEOMi/LBHFoflCPCX(,GqCWLO,8HOEIMTNCOMPS
COMMON/GEO'212HULLWA, FINAFINBFINCFINARSIrNTCTAILATAILWA
COMMON./CEOM6/PROPD, TOSPO. TOALFGERLCGERLN
COP4NON/GEQM3/CARLENCARWIO, CAROVR9OVRMAXiSECLENtCARFRT
COMg4ONdGEOM~.tSTRTCSTRTL, ST'RTTC, STRTWANACLLNACLDNACLLONACFRA
COMMON/DPOW/VKTSHULLO(4),ETA(4,,POW'R(4),PSACTPEACTJOP
COMMON.'WATE/W(6,5),F'ixDriSTOTWT,PLATWTSTLrFTEMTWTqSLUSLOCRUSLO
COMMNONIWATE2/W94N6,WGNG ,WI3ALSFUELMXWPROPS
COMMON/ORGSPCIHE VISURU~,TERAOELTCFGSTSPO, DYLOOD
COMMONIAIRGAS/TE#4RATOENRATETAP

COMMQN/PRNT02/SRTC04,NCLCD4,NCINT'.,ENGOO'.,CRGZRO, RGLIF, ALFPRT
TYPE REAL NCLCO'.,NOINT4/
COMHON/VOLtV(645SIENVOLGSFRACCARVOLUSEVOLVR---
COM2tON#I.'!ST ?MXV ITHNWT (9), HTOTWT (9) ,HOALUT (9), HF (9)
COMNON/COSTi/YRCOSTNPROOPLATRLABRATDELAI3ROVRRAT*t3EOVERPROFIT

COMMON/COSTT/CPLN(3),CTLN(6),HCSLN(6),CCSTOK(3),HDELN6)CMEL(

COMMON/OCOST4/HTLNL6),CFLNMA6),CTM~vLN(6~HCPT(62,1CGLN6),$tCTB(6I9
COMMONOCOST9HSCMCS(6,iHDESsCMCS DESOMDESHT(5sCTLSCTMSCPTS(*5

COMMON#COSTO/HLN(SCGMSC6t8,HRLNS,1CMLNCSLNSCMCSELS(6,HDELNSCOE

COMMON/COSTi i/HTLNS, CT LLNS vCTMLNS vCPFTLS, CBLNS ,CGFMLSCT SLNS
COMMONICOSTi 2/CENOP*CENCF ,CENOFi ,CENDAV
COMMON/OFPi/MXSPO, MXALT oNALT9 OFFALT (10I 1 OFF SPD ( 10 OFFRNG ( 109 1)
COMMON/OFFe/OFPENO(I01OI) OFFPOW(I1O,1O),OFFGPH(iOjiC).QFFUSE(1O)
COMMONoIPRINTi/ICONSTITECt.4, COSTNISHIPNCASECALWTPSREQPEREQ
COMMONd'PRrNT2/VMXADTVMXRNGVSACT,VSRNGVEACT,VERNG,GPHR
OIWENSION NS I i00)NTYP (15) , NCOMP (6 s5 1,9SR (601,NSR( 60)
DIMENSION WPCTI6,519VPCT(6,5),CPCT(6,51
COMMON/'CONTPOL/NWT ,FP, STATLWOYLW
COMMON/WTPRNT/SI GT

C SET THE SPECIFICATION NAMES

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B 16FXI*NslCLWuOW



NSI 101 u6HPASSDAYS S NS(351uSHNUMMNENG I NS(6016OH
NSflu8L/ $NS(36$uSHSZ ALTNG S NSfi6i)UBIPLANS 7

NS(121*&HCONSTOIA S NS(371=aMNUMALTNG S NS(62)n8HDEVEL L
NSft13*8HPRZSCOEF S NS(36)uBH 8 NS(63)aGHOEVEL F
NS(1tduaH. S NS(39138'4 S NS(b'.)SHSTOKSP L
NS415)xaH S NS(d0)naH S NS(6S)w8HSTOKSP F

2 NS(ib~wSHGASALTIN S NS(41$mauHPP.Y TPOS S NSIG6IUIHTST IN L
NS(i7$=aHflLMPMXZ S NS1.2)u&HPRT CPInS S NS16?1zHTST IN F

[NS(181*GHGAS PURE I NS(43la6'4WTOL POT S NS(64lu6HFUTURE L
NS(191.SHGUST FPS S NS(44dU8HMX W ITS S NS169)8m94VUTIJE F
NSI2O)U8HTOSPOI(1S S NS4i.51mHVOL TOL I N!S(70)uSI
Ns(2i~naHTO ALPHA S NSII.61mSMHX V ITS S NS(71)xSI4X4 CASES
NS(ZEINGHRUFNSMIL S NS(47luSH S NSC721u$HVARTABLE
N31Z3)m8HOELTCF S NS445108M S 4S47.3IuSHFIRST

rNS(2de1u8H S NS(491&.8H S NS(74)uSHCHNAGE
NS42SIneHCRS PRAT S NS(90)u8H S NS(7SIuSH
NS(76)uSHSHIPTYPE S NS(81)u9MLIFT GAS I NSIS6fiuSHIULL MAT
NS(77)mOHMAINBOIL $ NS(621*&HLANDGEAR S NS167)uSN
t4S(TSIu8HMIIAN ENG S NS(63)RBHALT ENG 2 NS(88)%SH
NS(791=8MNAINTRAN *S NS184186HALT TR4N S NS(891*&H
NS(8O)w$HMAINPROP--..5 NS (651 uHALT -PROP- S NS (90)%SHTAILTYPE

C SET THE TYPE NAMES - .. ,

3 NTYPtliuGHSALLOON>," I IFfJSHIPoEQd-21 NTYP(LinSt48LIMP
!P(JSHIPmEO.3) NTYP(1IWHONIRIGIRL
NTYP(218SHNOME ý/
G0 TO(101,102vIO39i105.,105)*JMENG

101 NTYP(3)mBHDIESLMO 'S IF4JMOONF.EO.21 NTYRII)m$NDIESLRkAO
ZFfJMCONF*EO.31 NTYP13)uGHDIESLVEE -, $ GO TO 110

102 NTYP(3).8HRECIPHO S IFIJHCONP.EQ@21 NTYP(3)m8HRECIPRAO
I~tJMCONF.En431 NTYP(3)-mGREOIPVEE 1 GO TO 110

103 NTYP(31m$MOILSTEAM S GO TO 110
10'4 NTYP 43 1uSST IRLI NG GO TO 110 j
105 NTYP131u&HTUR13PROP
110 4TYP(1.)m5HNNNE: " Li \j 1

NTYP(5)SluB29LOPROP 5 IF(JMPROPoEQO.31' NTYP(SluSH38LOPROP
IFIJNPROPoEQ.'4) NTYP(51w8HdRLOPROP 1
NTYPtG)wSHHELIUM S tF1JGAS*EO.2) NTYPt6Vw8NHYt2ROCEN
NTYP471mBH S NTYP(GlaSNNONE S NTYPI9)uSMNONE
NYTYP ItI a 1FIXED* S IF iJGEARe EQ 92)1 NTYPflUO$HREIROTBL
NY.YP(LO ApHNONE . S NTYPI)uflN S> NTYrP(121w84
NTYP~i~u8HCOTNRU8RR S IF4JH94AT.EO.31 NTYPti)%8M3PLYRU9R
IFIJI4MATeEQ*41 NTVPt1Ii)UHNPRENOAC
1F(JHHAT*EQ.7I NTYPtiA.OH9IAWOAC;
IF(JHMAT*EQ*61 NTYPfi1)m6HTRIAEOAC
IF(JHMAT*EO.9) NTYP~ii)=AHBIXKgEVLR
IF(JHMAT*EQ~ta) NTYPI~iiUSHTRIKEVLR
NTYP4131*MS 2 NTYP414.)m8H
NTYP(151*$HCRUCFORM I IVIJTAIL.EO.2) NTYP(15)w8HX-FOR4
IP(JTAIL*EQ*31 NTYPII UGHINVERT Y

C PRINT THE SPECIFICATIONS
IF(NCASE*NE*O) GO TO S PRINT 7,NSHIP I GO TO 10

6 PRINT SiNSMZPNOASE
I FORMAT iIH110X*SHI1P NUMBER'?'.)
6 FORMAT(1H1,10X*SHIP NUMBER4II.,SX*CASE NUHSERI14)
I FORI4AT(H i
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10 PRINT It I 00 12 J=1925
it FORMATttHg932X*SMIP SPECIFICATIONS*11
12 PRINT 139Ns(JlistJltNS(J+2519S(J+25),NS(J+50)vSIJ+501
13 FORMAT(H 9t0X,31A89F~ts292X))

PRINT 9 1 00 1'. jolts
14. PRINT 15,NS(J+?5I.NTYPIJ) ,NS(J,50INTYPIJ4S5),NS(J,85),NTYP(J.101
1S FORMAT(IN v,1ox3tA8*iXA8,'.Xl

C PRINT THE CONSTANTS
IF(ICONSTaNEo1.) GO TO 21, S IF(NCASEo6To1l GO TO 21
PRINT 7,NSHIP S PRINT 17

17 FORMAT41HO929X'SHIP CONSTANTS#/)
00 Is 121950 S JmSO+I S KwLOO+I S MuISO+I S Nm200*I

18 PRINT 19,IC(IUJC(J*KC(KbvMC(MhvNC(NI
19 FORt4AT(',E,5(I~,19XoE9o292Xfl

PRINT ?*NSHIP S PRINT 17
DO 20 IuZSL,300 I J=50+1 $ K2100+1 S M'2150+I 8 Nft2004!

20 PRINT 19,1ls.(I~vJqCtJý*KtC(KOMvC(M)tNCtN)
0 SET DATA FOR SUMMARY OF RESULTS

21 SR(1luVMXACT T SR(2tlmEMTWT S SR441laYRCOST
SR(2)nVMXRNG S SR(2?luW(6,1) fS SR(42)mNPROD
SR13IwVSACT - .1SR(231cSLUSL0.... SR('.3IuCENDPILE&
SR14lnVSRNG .2 4--. a ¶ dS T LI FT...... SR(~44aCENOF~Il1E6
SR(51*VEACT" S~N $SR(25luCALWT S. SSRf45lxCENCF/1ESi
SR(GloVESNG 2/ ' SR(Zblm0YLOOD 8 SR(,46)wCENDAVIE6
SR(7).PSOEQ :1 SRM27)W15,91 I SR1*.71m0.
USFRACwu30s,!l.USL(./SYLIFT
SR(SloPSAc~r 'y*..,'s SR (281 mUS FRAC .I(SR(481-ENVOLd1000.
SR(9lwPERE'(3..s- S' SR(291-NCREW $. SR(i.9u1-i00.GSFRAC
SR(10)=PEACT . .... -S SR (301sNT RP S SR(60lwCARVOLlh100O.
SR~iIIlof I ' SR(31)vOo S SR(51)=USEVOLi'I00C.
SR(12lwL / S SR(021RPROPO 3 SR(52)nD.
SR(i3lu0 ýS SR1333'=NACLO 8S RISS1-GPHR
SR(14l=CARLEN 'I SR (341 GE RL N *-*S SR454InALFPRT
SR(15)wCARWID S SfU35luTOALF ~, \S SR 05 1 STLI FT.* RGZRO
SR(W6uo S SR(36bumSIGT112., SRtS6duDYLODDIORGLrF
SR(56).(STLIFT.DYLODDI/(DPGZRO.0RGLIF)'
SR(17IuCHCFH4 S SR(37IaDYLOODISTLIFTS SR45Y)uFP
SR (181 CHCFT4 S SR 061 TA LCD'04. -. S SR 118 1 SRTC D4
SR(19)nCOOI $-'SR (3q1.CARc04 i\S SR (59 lvNCLC04
SR(20luETAt. S' SR (4011mENrCCO' S SR(60[uNCINTd.
I4SR(ilsOHMAX--SPO----- $ NSR(2ilxHEHTY-4T 5 NSR('.1lu8'4YR COSTS
NSR(2)uBHMXSPCRN6 S NSfýI221ERHDC11ARGrN S NSR(42)uaHNNOPROQ
NSR(3)08HACT SSPO S hSR(23luMHSL USELD S NSR(4I3)u8HENOCOSTP
NSR(41*$HSUSPCP.NG S NSF(241sIHSTATLIFT S NSR(.441adHENDFRSTF
NSR(SIu8HAGT ESPO S N5PFgZ5Iz5HTOTAL WT I NSR('.5)n8HENDCOSTF
NSR16)u8HENORANGE S N5R126)mSHOYN LOAD S NSR('*6)w5HENDGOSTA
NSR(7)uSHPEQ SPOW S NSP(27laSHPAYLO WT S NSRf4?)NSH
NSR(SludHACT SPOW S NSR(283.HHSLUSEIST I NSR('.8)=OHENV0LK.F3
NSRf9lm8HqEQ EPOW S KSR(29)-BHSHIPCREW S NS,41bGVLC
NSR(101a&HACT EPOW S hSP(30l.8HNUM PASS I NSRISCoISNCRVOLKF3
NSR(i1)udH S NSF (3i)uBH S NSR51i)=OHUSVOLKF3
NSR(i2inSHHULLNGTH S ýSR(32)--vHPROPDIAM S NSRIP2)unS
NSRIL3105H~HULLOIAM S NSI?(33lz8HNACLOIAM I NSR(S33hUOHGALV4'R
NSR(t1ldgHOARLENTH S NSPE3410SHGERLENTMI4 NSR45'din6HALPHAOEG
NSR(LIRBUHCARWIDTH S NSR(35IuI8HT0 ALPHA SNSR(55)=BHSTAT L/D
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NSRIi6)w8HTOGRNRUN S NSR436Ia8HFA3Li3/IN I NSR;561s6H.LIFT/ORG
NSR(L7)mGHCI4N6 HOF S NSP437FIU8HDYNRATIO S NSP,(57)BGNEWTPRIM
NSR(18)uSHCI4NG TCF S NSF130)uSI4TALCDPCT S NSR(58lw8HSTRCDPCT
NSR(19)U8HSSPOD0O4 S NSR(39laSHCARCODCT S NSR(591z$HNACCOPCT
NSP.(20)u8B4PPOP ETA S INSP(I.0IuHEN",OUPCT $ NSR(f,0).8MNACINPCT

C PRINT THE SUMMARY OF RESULTS
IF(NCASE*NE. 0.) GO TO 22 8 PRINT TiNSHIP 2 GO TO 23

22 PRINT 6,NS'IIPNCASE
23 IF(NWToE~o.) PRINT 25
25 FORMAT(IH 910X*RESULT MAY BE INVAL1D, 9 WEIGHT ITERATIONS*)

IFIFP.GE,-o05l PRINT 279FP
27 FORMAT(114 ,i0EXRESULT SENSITIVE OR INVALID, NEWTONPRIME IS*F6.2l

PRINT 31 S 0O 32 Jxl920
31 FORMAT(iMD,32Xv*SUMMAPY OF RESULTS*/)
32 PRINT 33 9NSR IJ1 9SR IJ ItNSR (J+20) SR (J+2 011NSR (J+40 9SR J+ 401
33 FORMAT(iH 1O lX,34A89F11.2,2V10

PRIPKT 9
C, PRINT THE END-COST INCREMENTS

PRISI~T 35 tCOL AN (I1 9CPLAN (Z 1,CSTOK (i) 9CS TOK(2) s CC HNG I J)4CCHNG (21,v
I COEV I ),tCDEV121 1CSVS I I IC SY S(2)1CLECG (1) 9CLECG 42) vCESC (1 9 CE SC(2),I
2COROG ( 11 9 COROG (2 1 CT IN 11) oCTIN (21 1 TOT END 1 It, TOTENO (2,14
3CFUTftlsCFUT(2)9CENOPiCENDF .I./,

35 FORMAT (iHD931X*ENO COST INCREMENTS* /I27X*PROTO 42X'vFOLLOW* 19X
I OPRCTO*2X *FOLLOW*/29X4 K$4 XO2*22X*K$4'6XfKS*/ l.X'#CONST PLANS'2X,
2-3Pv21F8.0) ,3X*STOI( SPARES*MW6(FS.011
311X*CI4ANGE ORDERS'2(F8.0),3X#DEVELOPMENT*2X,2(F8.O)/
4ilX*SHP SYS ENG*2XvR(F8.01,3X'*LECTRN GR0WT402(F.o)l/
511XVESCALATION'3X,2tF8.O) ,3X'ORDNCE GROWTH'2 (FB.Oli
611X'TEST+INSTPUM~tX,2.Oh013X*TOT INOtEMENT*2(F~s.)l
711X*FUT CHAR CHG4 1X92IF8.0l93X*END COST*5X92(FB.01/1

C PRINT THE ITERATION HISTORY,.
PRINT 37 S 00 3A IMl,9 '.

37 FORMAT (1H09 32WITERAT ION HITR*f i*O42*T XTTT4
1*CALWT*?Xv&X9 2X*VOLRAT43Xv3X(, 2XPS~t 2Xs6X, /L2X*IT'lX
2*ITS*4 XKLR3*5X*KL8S*3X94Y9 -5X('PCT*'1DXt4X,, 14X93%)
IF(NNWT~Ik)*0.ao GO TO 40NI

38PRINT 3991,HNWT(lihHTCTWT(I),HCALWT(I) )-,
O PRINT OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE

40 IF(MXSPD.LT4loANDoMXALT.,LT~l) GO TO 50 .

IF(NCASEeNE*O.) GO TO 41. S PRINT *,NSHIP S GO TO h42
* 11 PRINT GVNSMIP*NCASE

42 PRINT 43
4.3 FORMAT (iH0t28'XOFF-0ESIGN SPEED AND RANGE*// 12XvALT 02XSPED*2X

Z*CASE*2X *CASE* 2X "(F? * 1*KNOTS* iX*NMILEO 2X#HOURS14 X*HP*4X
30HOUR*3X*XLeS')
0O 46 NALTuiMXALT 1 00 4.6 NSPONI,MXSPD
IFINSPD.EO.1I PRINT 9S IF(OFFRNG(NALTNSPDIEOo0l GO TO 46

44 PRINT 45 9NAL T, NSP09OFFALT (NALTI 9OFF SPO (NSPDI sOFFRNG (NALT vNSPD) 9
1OFFE ND(NALT 9NSPU IvOFFPOW0i~ALT,NSPOl IOFFGPH( NALT iNSPO) OFFUSEIN ALT I

4S FORMAT(JH .1LY1,!2,4X,12,IX,-3PF5. 1,IX 1OPF4. 0, 2(1)(,F6. 0sIXtFbs1K 41CONINU SET THE COMPONENT NUMBERS A40 NAMES
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SO IF(ITECHvLT.1.ANOoICOSTLTo1.) GO TO 100
NCOMP(P1, 11 aH8AS CSTRC S NCOMP 41,2) x8ISE CST RUC
NCOtiPll,31m$HTAILSTRC I NCONP(1,'dugHGAISYSTE'l
NCOMP41951*8HSTRUCTUR I N0OMP4?,i~m4HMNPPLNT
NCOHP(R292w8HALTPPLNT 9 NCOMP42301 8H PROPULSR
NCOMP(2,41x8HLECTPLNT S t0NOOP12,51*8HPROPULSN
NCOtqP(3,ilw8RSTERTRM S NCOMP(3q21w8HNAV,COHI4
NCONP(393)uSHSHPFACIL I NCOMP(3,4leSHRALLAST
NCOMP(3,5IU8HCONTROLS S NCOMP(4q1l%8HPERSEFF
NCOMP(t.,2108HPERSENCL I NCOMP(4,3)u8'4PERSFACL
NCOMP('.,Id.SHPERSTORS I NOOMP(I.,5105HACCOMMS
NCOMP(SsiluSHLECTPONS S NGOMPIP5,2Iu8HWEAPONS
NCO4P(S93)u6HCARGO 3 NCO94P(594)u8HSPSCIAL
NCOOP(5,5)28HPAYLOAO I NCOMP16,ilmeHOCMARGIN
NCOt4P(6,2)aSHSHIPFUEL I NCOMP(6,3)utILIFT GAS
NCOMP(6,4lu8HAIR S NCOMP(bv5lv8HLOADS

C PRINT THCE DETAIL TECHNICAL RESULTS
IF(ITECHsLTs1l GO TO 60
IF(NCAS~sNE.0.) GO TO 51 S PRINT 7,NSHIP S GO TO S2

51 PRINT 8sNSHIPsNCASE
A52 PRINT 53 .-jTOTPCTn1OO.

53 FOR'4AT41HO933X*OETAILED RESULTS#//11X#CDNP9SX4NAHE43X,2(*WEIGHT*1X
1il~tK2t*VOLUME*1X).2(*CTBAS'1ICI -*MOMENT*126XK'ILBS44X*PCT*4X
2*KFT34I.X#PCT*44X'K$*3X#PCT*2X9KFTTON') I/
00 5'4 lu1,6 1 DO 54 Jul,5 S Ku10'14J S IFIJqE~o.5 Kut0'I
WPCT(I9Jl.100..0W(IJl/CALWT S VPCTlIJ)olOO.'V(IvJI/VR
CPCT (1 ,J I miO a .TB (I *J$CTBS*-,..
PRINT 559K9NCOHPIIJI ,WlI JIWPCT(IJbtV(I,#JIVPCT(IJI,

iOTS (IqJ)9CPCTCIJ) -

54 IFIJ*EO.51 PRINT 9 I'
55 FORMAT(IH ,11X,I2,2X,ASPI~ol'F6.1,-3PF8.1,aPF6.1,-3PF7.0,0PF6. 1)

PRINT 56,PCALWTTOTPCTVRTDTPCTCTGSTOT0CT
56 FORMAT( (1B5(TOTAL-3XFee I., Fee Is-3PF~s it0PF6., 9-3PF77.090PFb 11

C PRINT THE DETAIL COSTS WITHOUT LEARNING
60 IFIICOST.LT.1.) GO TO Ia \--

IF(NCASE.NEo0) GO TO 62 /'/S PRIN'T 7,N0HIP I GO TO 64.
62 PRINT SoNSHIPNCASE\ /t\
64. PRINT 65 7f.
69 FORMAT (tM0, 2A0OETA'IL CTSWITHOUT LEARNrNGwin ix*COMP*3X*NAME*

13X,3 *OA4X*RII*I*AI4XGM0X*OA*2XHUS2
2#LAOOR~iXHMATFRI AL'1X'COST'2X'CONST43X*COST42X*BASIC'/
325X#TMOUS*5Y'K%5(5XfK$*)l
DO 68 I196 1 D0 68 Jul,5 S i(-1O*Z4J I IFIJ*EQ*5) KsIO91
PRINT 67,KNCOMP(I..JhtHT(IJ),CTL IIJhCTM(IJI,
1CPRFT(tJ),CSAS(IJ),CGFM(IJhtCT9IIJ)I

67 FORMATIL uN mX9I2v2XvAe,-3PP6o0s6(F?o.Cl
68 IF4J.EO,S) PRINT 9

PRINT 69,NTSCTLSCTMS ,CPRFTSCBSCGFMSCT'3S
69 FORMATIIM st5X4TOTAL*3X9-3PF6. Q,5(F7,9l)

C PRINT GROUP COSTS WITHoWITHDUT LEARNING
IF(NPRODsLEoil GO TO 90 S IFIICOSTsLT.2dl GO TO 100
rF(NCASE@NE.01 GO TO 70 5 PRINT 7,NSHIP I GO TO 72

70 PRINT 8qNSHIP9NCASE
72 PRINT 73 S 00 74. 1.1o,6 I Ka S Mmico'
73 FORMAT liHOqi8Xq'FOLLOWSHIP GROUP TOTALS WITH, WITHOUT LEARNING*//
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i 1ttXCOMP* 3X*NAME *3X*LA BR0R 2W*MATER'*3X*C S'I.X*C S*? (4X*D+E~l 03X

33X*THOUS*)
74 PRINT 75,NNCOMP iKlNR(IvKlCM(IKbH4CS(IKi,

ICMCS (I ,K) HOE (I, K)CMOE (liK) ,T (IKiNLNEI) CMLN(II)HCSLN(II,
2CMCSLN (I) ,HOELN( I) ,CMDELN (Ii, NLN(II)

75 FORMAT tIN 9lx9I292XsA8/t6X*WITHOUT* #-3PqT4F7.oI/
I16X*WITM*3X97(F7.v0W)
PRIIT 77,HRSCMS * C$SSCMCSSHOESCMOESNTSHRLNSCMLNSNCSLNS,

iCMCSLS ,NOGLNSCHOELSvHITLNS
77 FORMAT11H viiy'*TOTAL4/i6X*WITMOUT* -3P,7(F?.O)16X

I *WZTH*3X 9 1 F7.D 01
PRINT 79 S 00 60 1.1,6 S Kag 3 I1U1o~l

I*RVTl*AI*XGMI*O SAS*/25)C*NOURS*6 (3X*COST*)/
Z25XfTHOUS~Pht5X*KS*)

80 PRINT 8iNNCOt4PtlIK),HII,(I,~lCTL(1,K),CTM(1,K)o
ICPRFT(I,KICBAS(14 K),CGFM(IKhoCTB(IK),NTLN(I),CTLLN(I),CTMLN(I),
ZCPFTLN I II CBLN(I 19CGFM 119 K) 9CTlLN (1)

81 FORMATtiH pllX9I2q2XA6/l6X*WITMOUT* -3Pv7(F?.o)/
tl16X*WITM*3X9 7(F? .0)
PRINT e3,HTSCTLSCTMStCPFFTSCS~sOGFMSCtUSH'TLNS,.CTLLNS,
ICTMLNSCPFTLSCBLNSCGFPLS,CTRLNS .. ..-. ,I

83 FORMATIL tll2.X4TOTAL*,f6X4WITHOUT* -3pq7(P7.o)/t6X
14WYH03X9?(F7.0) II, PRINT 85,PNPROOFLNLASFLNOELFLNMATFLNOEN

85 FORt4AY(IH09LOX*PRODUCTION QUANTITY'1XIl./ItiXLABOR LEARNING FACTOR
i~1XvF5s395X*O+E LABOR LRNG FACTOR*3XsF5o3/tLX*MATSRIAL LRNG FACTOR
2*ZKtF5s315X*D+E MATRI LPNG FACT0R*3XvF5.3)

c PRINT THE 11ASIO, CONST SERV AND DCS-ENG HOURS AND0 COSTS
90 IF(ICOST.LT*3*1 GO TO 100 " II,

IF(NCASEeNE.01 GO TO 92 $/\ PRINT 7NSHIP 3G O9
92 PRINT 8,NSHIPNCASE ~ ~ . N

94 PRINT 95 r
95 FORMAT (iH0,I7X*HOURSo COSTS FOR BASICi CONST SERVICES, OES-ENG611

2 2X'OEMAT*#23Xs3(2XHOURS93X9COST*/22X,3t3X*THOUS'4X*1K*I)/
DO 98 1=196 S 00 q8 Jo1,5 I( 010I41J S IF(J#EQ.51 KEo'!~
PRINT 97,KNCOMP(I,J),HRtIJ) ,CM(IIJ) HCS(Ii),l
lCMCS(IJlvHOEfIJlvCMOEIIJ)

97 FORMAT41H ,iiXi,12,2XA8,-3PF6.0,$(FV.ofl
96 lF(J.EO.5W PRINT 9

PRINT 99,NRSCMSHCSSCMCSSH0FSCMOES
99 FORMhT (IN si5X4TOTAL*3X,-3PF6.,05(P.o,))
100 RETURN S END

4 SINGLE-BANK COMPILATION*
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